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Foreword

From long experience, u.s. Army leaders have found that success in sus-
tained land operations has often required extremely sophisticated linguistic skills. 
in many cases, such abilities are unique to narrow sections of the nation’s civil-
ian populace. Nevertheless, where intelligence gathering, coalition building, and 
military government are concerned, the ability to understand the languages of the 
nation’s allies and opponents can spell the difference between victory and defeat.

When America entered the war against Japan in 1941, the need for this skill 
was imperative. A deep understanding of both Japanese culture and the Japanese 
language would be necessary for American intelligence efforts to succeed. How-
ever, with the exception of about 300,000 Japanese immigrants and their Ameri-
can-born children living on the West Coast and in Hawaii, few Americans were 
familiar with the enemy’s language and culture. the atmosphere of outrage and 
fear that followed the attack on Pearl Harbor complicated matters. Most Ameri-
cans wanted little to do with anything Japanese, particularly their fellow citizens 
of Japanese origin. even so, the War Department’s general staff recognized the 
necessity of mastering both the culture and the language of their Asian opponent 
in order to pursue the war effort effectively and efficiently. in response, they turned 
to the nation’s second-generation Japanese Americans, or Nisei, in the hopes that 
they would be willing and able to fill that void. 

initially, these wartime leaders had to address a number of the same questions 
facing today’s Army. How well did these second-generation Americans actually 
speak the complex language of their forebears? Could those that did be trusted? 
What was the best way to integrate them into the various tactical and strategic 
intelligence organizations that could benefit from their services? that it took only 
two years to answer these questions bears witness not only to the effectiveness of 
the innovative programs that the War Department created, but also to the willing-
ness of America’s loyal Japanese to ignore the distrust of their fellow citizens and 
give their best to the war effort. the end result contributed heavily to Allied victory 
in the Pacific by making possible the rapid exploitation of information from cap-
tured enemy documents, intercepted radio communications, and prisoners of war.

to supplement the Center of Military History’s works covering the exploits 
of the Japanese American 442d Regimental Combat team in europe, this volume 
chronicles the establishment and achievements of the organization that trained and 
employed these uniformed Japanese American linguists, the u.s. Army Military 
intelligence service. Although often overlooked, the entire experience provides 
valuable lessons to u.s. Army officers both present and future. in fact, the global 
War on terrorism underlines the need for similar capabilities and programs as the 
Army girds itself for the sustained struggle ahead.

Washington, D.C. JeFFReY J. CLARKe
2 september 2006 Chief of Military History
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Preface

this book tells the story of an unusual group of American soldiers in World 
War ii, second-generation Japanese Americans (Nisei) who served as interpret-
ers and translators in the Military intelligence service. it describes how the War 
Department recruited soldiers from an ethnic minority and trained them in a secret 
school to use the Japanese language. Months before the Japanese attack on Pearl 
Harbor, the Fourth Army intelligence school was established on the Presidio of 
san Francisco with sixty students. After the attack the Western Defense Com-
mand removed all persons of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast. the War 
Department transferred the school with its Nisei instructors and students to the 
Midwest. For the rest of the war the renamed Military intelligence service Lan-
guage school operated in Minnesota at Camp savage from 1942 to 1944 and then 
at Fort snelling from 1944 to 1946. By the spring of 1946 the school had graduated 
nearly 6,000 military linguists in the Japanese language.

the book also describes how these Nisei served with every major unit and 
headquarters in the Pacific war. their courage, skill, and loyalty helped win the 
war sooner and at lower cost to the united states than would otherwise have been 
possible. During the American occupation of Japan they helped turn bitter ene-
mies into friends, thus securing the victory and serving as a bridge between the 
two cultures.

During the decades after the war little was publicly known about the Nisei lin-
guists due to continued secrecy about wartime intelligence activities. Meanwhile, 
other Nisei who served in the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Com-
bat team in italy and France received widespread recognition. this changed in the 
late 1970s through the efforts of one man, Joseph D. Harrington. A retired Navy 
journalist, Harrington contacted hundreds of veterans to assemble their stories 
into the first book ever to describe their exploits in detail. He called them Yankee 
samurai to symbolize their blend of American and Japanese traits and values. My 
own work is indebted to him on almost every page.

the 1980s and 1990s witnessed a flood of Nisei veterans’ memories and writ-
ings. Many veterans felt that a more comprehensive overview was needed. in 1994 
u.s. senator Daniel K. Akaka and several other members of Congress called on 
the secretary of the Army to publish an official history of the Nisei linguists. Dr. 
Jeffrey J. Clarke, then chief historian, invited me to undertake this task. At the time 
i was serving as command historian for the Defense Language institute Foreign 
Language Center at the Presidio of Monterey, California, the direct descendent of 
the wartime Military intelligence service Language school. i began research with 
support from a secretary of the Army Research and study Fellowship. During this 
time i also served as research director for the Asian American Medal of Honor 
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Review from 1996 until 1998. i am grateful for the commandants and chiefs of 
staff under whom i served who recognized the value of these two projects. 

i completed the manuscript while serving at Headquarters u.s. Army Pacific 
at Fort shafter, Hawaii, from 2001 to 2005. i thank the commanding generals 
and chiefs of staff there who supported my work. in 2003 the Center of Military 
History convened a review panel for the manuscript. i am grateful to the panel 
members whose recommendations resulted in a much improved final product. i 
completed revisions while serving as command historian at Headquarters u.s. 
european Command, Patch Barracks, germany. Although u.s. european Com-
mand is on the other side of the world from the Pacific, the global War on terror-
ism reminds Americans everywhere of the continuing need for courage, loyalty, 
and language skills for members of our armed forces in war and peace. 

Many people helped me write this book; they have waited far too long to see it 
completed. My deepest regret is that my father, Col. george C. McNaughton, u.s. 
Marine Corps, Ret., did not live to see the final result. A combat veteran with the 
1st Marine Division in World War ii, Korea, and Vietnam, he encouraged me in 
the book’s early stages but sadly passed away before its completion. As time went 
on, the Nisei veterans became my adoptive uncles. this book could not have been 
completed without their generous assistance, especially through veterans associa-
tions, including the Military intelligence service Association of Northern Cali-
fornia, the Military intelligence service Veterans of Hawaii, the Military intel-
ligence service Veterans of southern California, the Japanese American Veterans 
of America, and the Military intelligence service Northwest Association.

in particular i want to thank those individuals whose assistance over many 
years was above and beyond the call of duty: Jeffrey J. Clarke, stanley L. Falk, 
shigeya Kihara, Harry K. Fukuhara, Richard K. Hayashi, s. Phil ishio, stephen 
M. Payne, thomas t. sakamoto, James t. stensvaag, John A. tagami, ted t. tsu-
kiyama, Warren M. tsuneishi, and Roy t. uyehata.

For research assistance, my special thanks to the staff at the Combined Arms 
Research Library, Hoover institution, Japanese American National Museum, 
MacArthur Memorial, Military History institute, National Archives, and National 
Japanese American Historical society. i must also thank the Publishing Division 
staff at the Center of Military History, including Diane M. Donovan, who care-
fully reviewed the text, and s. L. Dowdy, who translated my vague notions of 
geography into proper maps.

special thanks go to my family who watched this project evolve, and espe-
cially to my wife, without whose constant support and encouragement this book 
would never have been completed.

i am solely responsible for all interpretations and conclusions, as well as any 
errors that may appear. the views expressed in this book are mine and do not nec-
essarily reflect the official policy or position of the Department of the Army, the 
Department of Defense, or the u.s. government.

i have been privileged to meet so many men and women of the “greatest gen-
eration” who served their country so loyally during such trying times. to them 
all i owe a great debt. traditional Japanese culture distinguishes between two 

 vi



kinds of obligations. giri is a simple obligation one incurs in exchange for favors, 
gifts, goods, or services. on is a more complex and demanding obligation, such as 
the debt you owe your parents for bringing you into the world and raising you to 
adulthood. According to the encyclopedia of Japanese american history, “on is 
so profound that it can never be completely repaid in one’s lifetime.” My debt is of 
the latter kind; i can only hope that my friends will accept this book as a partial 
repayment of their trust, patience, and many kindnesses.

stuttgart-Vaihingen, germany JAMes C. McNAugHtON
15 August 2006 Command Historian
 u.s. european Command
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1

the u.s. Army and the Nisei 
before Pearl Harbor

On 7 December 1941, the united states was plunged into a war with Japan. 
Bitter fighting throughout east Asia, southeast Asia, and the Pacific ended almost 
four years later with the defeat and occupation of Japan. the u.s. Army needed 
soldiers who could read and speak Japanese to serve as translators, interpreters, 
and interrogators. in an unprecedented experiment, the Army turned to an eth-
nic group it had previously distrusted—American citizens of Japanese ancestry 
known as Nisei (second generation)—and trained thousands for the Military intel-
ligence service (Mis). While their brothers were fighting in italy and France with 
the famous 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt), 
the Mis Nisei fought in secret using the language of their parents’ homeland to 
help win the war against Japan for America, the land of their birth. in this way 
they overcame racial prejudice and proved their loyalty, skill, and valor. After the 
war, the Military intelligence service Language school grew into the Defense 
Language institute Foreign Language Center, an enduring legacy of the Nisei’s 
service to the nation.

the Nisei enter the U.s. army, 1940–1941

America did not begin preparing for war in earnest until 1939, by which time 
the war was already raging around the world. germany had conquered Austria, 
Czechoslovakia, and Poland, quickly adding France and other countries and attack-
ing Britain by air and sea. in the Far east, Japan had clashed with the soviet union, 
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was waging war in China, and threatened europe’s southeast Asian colonies. 
America’s diverse ethnic groups all followed the fighting with concern, none more 
so than Japanese immigrants and their American-born children. Like other Ameri-
cans who could trace their ancestry to lands engulfed in war, Japanese Americans 
hoped that America could avoid open conflict with Japan. if Japan and America 
went to war, they would have much to lose.1

in september 1940 the u.s. Congress approved the first peacetime draft. the 
selective service system began to affect all Americans, as local boards across 
America registered 16 million men between the ages of twenty-one and thirty-six. 
that December the boards sent out the first induction notices, and fresh manpower 
soon began to swell the Army’s ranks. Draft notices reached into every corner of 
America, whether black or white, rich or poor, even to groups that had not yet fully 
shared in American society. On the West Coast and in the territory of Hawaii, they 
reached into the homes of the 284,000 Japanese immigrants and their families.2

Japanese American communities responded with pride. in late 1940 and into 
1941 they held festive ceremonies for their Nisei sons being inducted into the 
u.s. Army. (Most of the parents, known as issei [first generation] had come to 
America before 1924, when Congress had closed the door to further immigration 
from Japan. their children, the Nisei, were citizens by birth.) the Nisei and their 
parents hoped that military service would dispel any lingering questions of their 
loyalty to America.

When the day came for the young men to report for induction, many towns 
hoisted the stars and stripes alongside the Rising sun, symbolizing the Nisei’s 
dual heritage. the festivities featured patriotic speeches by community leaders, 
group photographs, and traditional songs in Japanese and english. Prominent fam-
ilies hosted banquets in local restaurants. some families gave their sons traditional 
Japanese sennin bari (thousand-stitch belts) into which female family members 
and friends each had sewn one stitch for good luck. some issei mothers wept 
openly; others remained silent. issei fathers swelled with pride, often recalling 
their own service in the Japanese Army many years before. Now their sons would 
finally gain recognition as true Americans; they could be Yankees and samurai.3 
the issei parents told their sons that it was now their duty possibly to die for 
their country. Above all, they must never disgrace the family: “No bring shame!” 

 1 For responses of American ethnic groups to the war, see John M. Blum, V Was for Victory: 
politics and american Culture during World War ii (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1976), 
pp. 147–81, and Ronald takaki, Double Victory: a Multicultural history of america in World War 
ii (Boston: Little, Brown, 2000). James C. McNaughton, “Japanese Americans and the u.s. Army: 
A Historical Reconsideration,” army history (summer/Fall 2003): 4–15.

 2 george Q. Flynn, the Draft, 1940–1973 (Lawrence: university Press of Kansas, 1993), pp. 
9–52. in the year before selective service began, the Army expanded through voluntary enlist-
ments but allowed no Nisei to enlist, except for a few who enlisted in National guard units.

 3 the pairing of “Yankees” and “samurai” was first popularized in Foster R. Dulles, yankees 
and samurai: america’s role in the emergence of Modern Japan (New York: Harper & Row, 
1965). in 1979 Joseph D. Harrington titled his book yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in 
america’s pacific Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979).
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Cheers rang out: in Japanese, “Banzai!” (ten thousand years!) and in english, 
“good luck!”4

the Nisei were following in the footsteps of other American minority groups 
that had used military service to obtain recognition and citizenship. During the 
Civil War, Frederick Douglass had described the progression in vivid terms: “Let 
the black man get upon his person the brass letters u.s.; let him get an eagle upon 
his buttons and a musket on his shoulder, and bullets in his pocket, and there is 
no power on the earth which can deny that he has earned the right to citizen-
ship.”5 For the Nisei, military service was an important sign of acceptance into the 
mainstream of American society. the Nisei, like Chinese Americans and other 
immigrant groups from Asia before them, had grown up under the shadow of 
racial prejudice reinforced by American fears of Japanese militarism. the Japa-
nese invasion of China in 1937 had raised some Americans’ fear and hatred of 
Japan to new heights.

Donning u.s. Army uniforms was the culmination of the Nisei generation’s 
rise to recognized citizenship. When the Japanese American Citizens League 
(JACL) held its national convention in August 1940, President Walter tsukamoto 
proclaimed his support for selective service and “call[ed] upon every American 
of Japanese ancestry to offer his life if necessary in defense of his country.” tsu-
kamoto himself set the example, holding a commission in the Officers’ Reserve 
Corps. His successor as president stated the political calculus even more bluntly 
in February 1941: “the number that we send into the army is one of the best evi-

 4 elliott R. thorpe, east Wind, rain: an intimate account of an intelligence officer in the 
pacific, 1939–49 (Boston: gambit, 1969), pp. 7–8; Daisuke Kitagawa, issei and Nisei: the intern-
ment years (New York: seabury Press, 1967), pp. 31–33; Masako M. Yoshioka, “Just Remember-
ing My Brother Yukitaka Mizutari,” Remarks at a Ceremony, Defense Language institute, 9 May 
80, copy at Defense Language institute Foreign Language Center (DLiFLC), Monterey, Calif.; 
“Caught between two Worlds, He Chose, and Fought Well,” san Jose Mercury-News, 7 Mar 99; 
thomas t. sakamoto autobiography, p. 1, unpubl Ms, 1 Nov 96, copy in author’s files; John A. 
Rademaker, these are americans: the Japanese americans in hawaii in World War ii (Palo Alto, 
Calif.: Pacific Books, 1951), p. 12.

in Japanese villages, the departure ceremony for new conscripts had been traditional since the 
1870s. see Warren J. Clear, “Close up of the Jap Fighting Man,” infantry Journal (November 
1942): 16–23; John F. embree, suye Mura: a Japanese Village (Chicago: university of Chicago 
Press, 1939), pp. 109, 197–201; Hillis Lory, Japan’s Military Masters: the army in Japanese Life 
(New York: Viking, 1943), pp. 12, 15–31; Ruth Benedict, the Chrysanthemum and the sword: pat-
terns of Japanese Culture (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1989), p. 311.

some Japanese emigration to America before 1924 resulted from Japan’s conscription laws. 
Yamato ichihashi, Japanese in the United states: a Critical study of the problems of the Japa-
nese immigrants and their Children (stanford, Calif.: stanford university Press, 1932), pp. 87–88; 
David J. O’Brien and stephen s. Fugita, the Japanese american experience (Bloomington: indi-
ana university Press, 1991), p. 11; Paul R. spickard, Japanese americans: the formation and 
transformations of an ethnic group (New York: twayne, 1996), p. 12.

 5 Quote from Arthur e. Barbeau and Florette Henri, the Unknown soldiers: Black american 
troops in World War i (Philadelphia: temple university Press, 1974), p. xii.
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dences as to where our loyalty lies.”6 in the spring of 1941 a Nisei political activ-
ist from salt Lake City, Mike Masaoka, wrote a summons to patriotism, which 
the JACL published as the “Japanese American Creed.” Masaoka called on each 
Japanese American to defend America “against all enemies, foreign or domestic,” 
and “to actively assume [his] duties and obligations as a citizen, cheerfully and 
without any reservations whatsoever.” 7

the issei felt pride at seeing their sons in uniform but could scarcely conceal 
their anxiety that these American-born soldiers might have to fight against Japan. 
they could take comfort that President Franklin D. Roosevelt promised in 1940 
not to send American boys into any foreign wars and that the Army’s stated role 
was limited to hemispheric defense. issei hoped that America and Japan could 
avoid a war that would place their sons in an impossible position.

Because the u.s. Navy, Marines, and Air Corps refused to accept most Nisei 
enlistments, the Army ground Forces took the Nisei selectees. By the spring of 
1941 more than a thousand at schofield Barracks in Hawaii and a similar number 
in Army camps on the West Coast were in basic training. together with hun-
dreds of thousands of other young American men, they were learning the basics 
of soldiering.8

thomas tokio sakamoto from san Jose, California, was the oldest son of 
eleven children. When he turned sixteen, his issei parents sent him to Japan for 
schooling. After four years of studying at a Japanese high school, sakamoto 
returned to America in 1938 to help his parents start a 43-acre fruit and veg-
etable farm. When he was drafted on 26 February 1941, a large crowd of Japanese 
Americans from the local community came to bid farewell to him and several 
other Nisei draftees: “As the train slowly moved from the then–santa Clara train 
station,” he recalled, “the families waved both the u.s. and Japanese flags, shout-
ing banzai over and over. the echoes of banzai stayed with me for a long time, as 
we rode the train with mixed feelings. As the oldest son, i worried about leaving 
my parents and the farm, wondering just how my parents would get along without 

 6 Bill Hosokawa, JaCL in Quest of Justice: the history of the Japanese american Citizens 
League (New York: William Morrow, 1982), p. 106. Walter tsukamoto was an ROtC graduate of 
the university of California. An attorney, he held a reserve commission in the Judge Advocate gen-
eral’s Corps. For other evidence on JACL support for selective service in 1940–1941, see pacific 
Citizen, Oct 40; Mutsuye Kawanami, “A Nisei Couple Faces the Draft Problem: goodbye—For 
Just a Year,” pacific Citizen, Dec 40; saburo Kido, “the President’s Corner,” pacific Citizen, Feb 
41. For the overall dilemma facing the Nisei, see saburo Kido, “situation of Japanese in united 
states today,” pacific Citizen, Jul 41.

 7 “Japanese American Creed,” pacific Citizen, Apr 41, p. 1. in Mike Masaoka, they Call Me 
Moses Masaoka: an american saga (New York: William Morrow, 1987), p. 50, the word “any” is 
omitted from the last phrase. this error is commonly repeated.

 8 For the exclusion of persons of Asian descent by the Army Air Corps at this time, see the  
Henry H. Arnold Papers, Air Force Historical Research Agency, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. 
the Army Air Corps accepted a few Nisei in 1941–1942, perhaps inadvertently. For the Navy’s 
racial exclusion policies in World War ii, see Morris J. Macgregor, Jr., integration of the armed 
forces, 1940–1965 (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of Military History, 1981), pp. 58–122.
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my help.” sakamoto took his basic training at Fort Lewis, Washington, and was 
then assigned to an antitank company.9

Born on Maui in 1919, Hoichi Kubo had attended public schools in Hawaii and 
then enrolled at the university of Hawaii, majoring in agriculture. Both his grand-
fathers had fought in the Russo-Japanese War. He was drafted on 30 June and took 
basic training at schofield Barracks, where he was assigned to the medical section 
of the 298th infantry.10

Although the interwar Army permitted no Nisei enlistments, thousands 
attended colleges offering the Reserve Officer training Corps (ROtC). By 1941 
several hundred Nisei were enrolled at the university of Hawaii, where they were 
allowed to join ROtC and earn reserve commissions. Another 500 Nisei were 
enrolled at the university of California at Berkeley, where they were not allowed 
in the ROtC. When the Army called most reserve officers to active duty in the 
autumn of 1940, few Nisei were included.11

By the summer of 1941 about 3,000 Nisei wore “the brass letters u.s.” they 
represented the intersection of two stories: how the Japanese came to America and 
how the u.s. Army prepared for war with Japan, the war that would eventually 
bring these stories together in previously unimagined ways.

Japanese in america, 1885–1941

For over fifty years immigrants from Japan had been coming to Hawaii and 
the mainland and staying to raise families. they began arriving in Hawaii in 1885 
to work on the plantations and grew in number to comprise over half of Hawaii’s 
agricultural labor force within a few years. some moved onward to the mainland 
through seattle, san Francisco, and Los Angeles to work as farmers, fishermen, 
and shopkeepers. these “strangers from a different shore” were not eligible for 

 9 interv, author with thomas sakamoto, 16 Nov 87; thomas sakamoto, “Original Japanese 
student Reflects on MisLs Language training,” DLifLC globe (December 1996): 12–13; saka-
moto autobiography, 1 Nov 96; “Caught between two Worlds.”

10 Hoichi Kubo, “Military Biography,” unpubl Ms, 1996, copy in author’s files; interv, author 
with Hoichi Kubo, 30 Oct 87.

11 in 1939 a War Department (WD) general staff officer addressed the problem of the growing 
numbers of Nisei reserve officers in Hawaii by proposing a special reserve unit to be composed 
solely of these Nisei. the g–2 concurred, but Lt. Col. Rufus Bratton of the Far eastern section dis-
agreed, saying their loyalty could never be trusted. if the Army did not plan to use them, he recom-
mended instead that they simply not be allowed to enroll in advanced ROtC. Memo, R. s. Bratton 
for Chief, intelligence Br, g–2, sub: Hawaiian Dept. Reserve Officers of Japanese extraction, 4 
Feb 39, unmarked folder; security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of 
intel g–2, Record group (Rg) 165, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).

in the summer of 1940 the Army called several Nisei reserve officers to active duty in Hawaii 
along with non-Nisei. sixteen Nisei reserve officers shipped out with the 100th infantry Battalion 
in June 1942. in November 1942 the Hawaiian Department reported it had three Nisei reserve offi-
cers remaining on active duty and thirty-two as yet uncalled. some of these were called to active 
duty in 1943 to serve with the 442d RCt. thomas D. Murphy, ambassadors in arms (Honolulu: 
university of Hawaii Press, 1954), pp. 65, 67, 107.
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citizenship. the 1900 census counted 85,393 Japanese living in America, of whom 
72 percent lived in Hawaii.12

Like the Chinese before them, the Japanese encountered racial prejudice in the 
New World. the Chinese had endured prejudice against “Orientals” that began 
during the California gold Rush and culminated in the Chinese exclusion Act 
of 1882. Japan’s dramatic 1905 victory over Russia inflamed anti-Japanese preju-
dice in America. the California state legislature and the u.s. Congress further 
restricted Japanese immigration. the Japanese government acted to protect its 
citizens and in 1907–1908 negotiated a “gentleman’s agreement” with the united 
states that restricted further immigration to family members. in 1913 California 
passed an “alien land law” that prohibited individuals “ineligible for citizenship” 
from purchasing land. Other states soon followed suit. the Japanese persisted but 
lived under a cloud of suspicion, prejudice, and legal restrictions on the part of 
their non-Asian neighbors.13

Despite the discrimination, hundreds of issei served in the u.s. Navy from the 
1890s until 1907, usually as mess men and cooks. When the uss Maine blew up 
in Havana Harbor in 1898, seven issei on board lost their lives. During the First 
World War, over a thousand issei, mostly from Hawaii, served in the u.s. Army. 
After the war these veterans sought to become naturalized citizens. in 1925 the 
u.s. supreme Court ruled against them on the basis of race, but in 1935 the u.s. 
Congress reversed the decision and granted them naturalization rights in exchange 
for their military service.14

By 1920 the population of Japanese descent living on the mainland united 
states and Hawaii had risen to 220,122. By the time Congress slammed the door to 
further immigration from Japan in 1924, the issei had already established families 
and continued to grow in number. the 1940 census counted 284,731 persons of 
Japanese descent living in Hawaii and on the mainland. By this time more than 
half were citizens by birth in a land that did not fully accept them.15 Most Japanese 

12 For overviews of Japanese American history, see Harry H. L. Kitano, Japanese americans: 
the evolution of a subculture, 2d ed. (englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976); David J. 
O’Brien and stephen s. Fugita, the Japanese american experience (Bloomington: indiana uni-
versity Press, 1991); spickard, Japanese americans; Ronald takaki, strangers from a Different 
shore: a history of asian americans (Boston: Little, Brown, 1989).

13 Roger Daniels, the politics of prejudice: the anti-Japanese Movement in California and the 
struggle for Japanese exclusion, 2d ed. (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1977); gary Y. 
Okihiro, Cane fires: the anti-Japanese Movement in hawaii, 1865–1945 (Philadelphia: temple 
university Press, 1991).

14 Bill Hosokawa, Nisei: the Quiet americans (New York: William Morrow, 1969), p. 394. For 
one issei World War i veteran, see eileen sunada sarasohn, the issei, portrait of a pioneer: an 
oral history (Palo Alto, Calif.: Pacific Books, 1983), pp. 71–74.

15 For a perceptive description of Japanese Americans before the war, see Roger Daniels, “Japa-
nese America, 1930–1941: An ethnic Community in the great Depression,” Journal of the West 
(October 1985): 35–49. For more recent detailed studies, see eileen H. tamura, americanization, 
acculturation, and ethnic identity: the Nisei generation in hawaii (urbana: university of illinois 
Press, 1994), and David K. Yoo, growing Up Nisei: race, generation, and Culture among Japa-
nese americans of California, 1924–1949 (urbana: university of illinois Press, 2000).
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Americans were still strangers to their neighbors. the average American could 
see only an alien presence within the American melting pot. in Hawaii, Japanese 
Americans comprised more than a third of the population and formed thriving 
communities within that multiracial society. they were moving out of the planta-
tions into other sectors of the economy, but they remained under the domination of 
the white oligarchy. Nevertheless, in the 1940 elections thirteen Nisei were elected 
to the territorial legislature.16 On the West Coast, Japanese Americans made up a 
much smaller percentage of the population. they worked as farmers or as keepers 
of small shops. Many lived in the “Japantowns” or “Little tokyos” of Los Angeles, 
san Francisco, and seattle.

in Hawaii and on the mainland, the issei raised families and built the insti-
tutions of the immigrant community, including schools, churches, temples, and 
civic organizations. some were Buddhist, and some were Christian. As the years 
passed, some issei returned to Japan; most abandoned the dream of returning. 
the Japanese government remained solicitous of its subjects residing in America 
and maintained consulates in Honolulu and the major West Coast port cities. the 
imperial Japanese Navy periodically sent training vessels to call at American 
ports, where the local Japanese communities always greeted them warmly. the 
issei sent their children after regular school hours to Japanese-language schools. 
they hoped their children would remain connected to their ancestral homeland. 
But they could see that for all America’s faults, it was a far better place than Japan 
for their families to live. Although they were denied citizenship, the issei had 
made their lives in America, a country that held great promise for their children. 

the Nisei had an outlook very different from their parents. Born and raised 
in America between 1910 and 1940, the Nisei attended public schools and spoke 
english or, in Hawaii, pidgin Hawaiian, among their friends. the parents some-
times sent their children to Japan to visit relatives or attend school. But American 
and Japanese observers were unanimous that at heart the Nisei were growing up 
as American boys and girls. the lure of American society and culture proved far 
stronger than the distant call of their parents’ homeland. 

the Nisei were a problematic generation from the beginning, an object of con-
cern for their issei parents and scholars alike.17 Like most children of immigrants, 
they grew up between two worlds. “the Nisei lived in two societies,” wrote one 
sociologist at the university of Hawaii: “the home, the language school, and the 
Japanese community formed one. surrounding this smaller world was the rest of 
American Hawaii. Much of what the children learned in one society they were 

16 Lawrence H. Fuchs, hawaii pono, “hawaii the excellent”: an ethnic and political history 
(Honolulu: Bess Press, 1961), p. 136. For a vivid portrait of Hawaiian plantation life in the 1930s, 
see the novel by Milton Murayama, all i asking for is My Body (Honolulu: university of Hawaii 
Press, 1988). Murayama served with the Mis in the China-Burma-india theater.

17 For example, see Yamato ichihashi, “the Problem of the second-generation Japanese,” in 
Japanese in the United states (New York: Arno Press, 1969), and edward K. strong, the second-
generation Japanese problem (stanford, Calif.: stanford university Press, 1934).
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expected to forget or disregard in the 
other.”18 the pull of assimilation was 
strong. From their classmates they 
learned the stuff of American popu-
lar culture: music, movies, slang, and 
sports. From their schools they learned 
the civic culture of interwar America: 
Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln; 
the pledge of allegiance; and an intense 
loyalty to their country.19

On the West Coast, the best known 
of the Nisei generation was John Fujio 
Aiso, born in 1909 in Hollywood, Cali-
fornia, where his father worked as a 
gardener.20 His parents stressed aca-
demic achievement and patriotism. His 
mother hung pictures of Washington, 
Lincoln, and Jesus in the family parlor 
to inspire her children.

encountering prejudice early in life, 
Aiso responded by studying harder. in 
1922 he ran for student body president 

of his junior high school; when he won, the principal dissolved the student gov-
ernment rather than permit a Japanese boy to take office. When this incident was 
publicized, Aiso became the iconic Nisei; in the 1920s and 1930s issei parents in 
southern California pressed his example on their children.21 

Aiso was his high school class valedictorian, having achieved the highest aca-
demic ranking. A skillful debater, he nevertheless was denied a top spot on his 
school’s team in the national championships in 1926. the publisher of the Los 
angeles times sponsored Aiso to accompany the winners to Washington, D.C., 

18 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, p. 11.
19 For example, see Fuchs, hawaii pono, pp. 263–98. For a nuanced study of the Americaniza-

tion campaign in Hawaii and the Nisei, see tamura, americanization, acculturation, and ethnic 
identity, pp. 45–88.

20 Kiyoshi Yano, “Participating in the Mainstream of American Life amidst Drawback of Racial 
Prejudice and Discrimination,” in John aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american soldiers in the 
Military intelligence service, World War ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi (Los Angeles: Military intelli-
gence service Club of southern California, 1988), pp. 4–32; interv, Loni Ding and eric saul with 
John F. Aiso, 10 Jan 86, National Japanese American Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, 
Calif.; interv, author with John F. Aiso, 30 Oct 87; John F. Aiso, “Observations of a California 
Nisei,” interv by Marc Landy, university of California at Los Angeles, 1971. For a personal appre-
ciation, see James Oda, secret embedded in Magic Cables (Northridge, Calif.: J. Oda, 1993), pp. 
113–24.

21 see, for example, tad ichinokuchi, “John Aiso and the M.i.s.,” in ichinokuchi, John aiso and 
the M.i.s., pp. 1–3.

John f. aiso
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where he was introduced to the Japanese ambassador. After a year of Japanese-
language study in Japan, he entered Brown university on a Japanese government 
scholarship. He followed this with a law degree from Harvard in 1934 and then 
worked in New York (1934–1936) and Japan and Manchuria (1936–1939), practic-
ing American and Japanese commercial law. He returned to California in 1939, 
passed the state bar exam, and set out to practice law in Los Angeles.

in April 1941 Aiso was inducted into the Army. When the 31-year-old private, 
first class, reported to D Company, 69th Quartermaster Battalion (Light Main-
tenance), at Camp Haan, Riverside, California, a Regular Army master sergeant 
snarled, “Just what we need, another goddamned lawyer.” He sent Aiso to the 
motor pool to be a parts clerk. the exemplary Nisei, talented and overeducated, 
became just another soldier in the rapidly expanding Army.

As war approached, many Americans became increasingly suspicious of the 
loyalty of the Nisei regardless of the evidence of assimilation of American values. 
Many white Americans found support for their suspicions in the tangle of u.s. and 
Japanese laws that left many Nisei with dual citizenship, claiming this as proof of 
loyalty to the emperor. the truth was more complicated. until 1924 Japan auto-
matically extended citizenship to children born abroad of Japanese nationals. After 
1924 the parents had to register their children with the local consulate for Japa-
nese citizenship. Many issei, denied u.s. citizenship themselves, took this simple 
step for their children. Realizing that their antagonists could use dual citizenship 
as propaganda, Nisei leaders seized the issue as yet another way to demonstrate 
their loyalty. they encouraged and assisted Nisei to file with Japanese consulates 
the necessary paperwork to revoke their Japanese citizenships. Nevertheless, the 
War Department was sufficiently concerned about the issue that in the spring of 
1941 the Military intelligence Division (MiD) recommended that Congress allow 
individuals to clarify their status simply by swearing an oath of allegiance to the 
united states in naturalization court.22

Moreover, some suspected that Japan was conscripting American-born Nisei 
to serve in the imperial Japanese Army. in 1940 senator guy M. gillette (D-iowa) 
even charged that Japan was conscripting Nisei for espionage, which the JACL 
vigorously protested. Nisei visiting Japan in the 1930s indeed risked conscription 

22 Frank F. Chuman, the Bamboo people: the Law and Japanese americans (Chicago: Japa-
nese American Citizens League, 1981), pp. 167–68; Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 17–24; 
“Dual Citizenship,” in encyclopedia of Japanese american history, rev. ed., ed. Brian Niiya, (New 
York: Facts on File, 2001); Okihiro, Cane fires, pp. 201–04; tamura, americanization, accultura-
tion, and ethnic identity, pp. 84–88. For War Department memos on the issue of dual citizenship in 
1941, see security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
165, NARA. to avoid complications, some Nisei renounced their Japanese citizenship before they 
traveled to Japan. Richard sakakida’s mother did this in the summer of 1941 on behalf of her son 
after he secretly enlisted in the Army and was sent to the Philippines. Richard sakakida and Wayne 
s. Kiyosaki, a spy in their Midst (Lanham, Md.: Madison Books, 1995), pp. 137–38.
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while in Japan, but there is no evidence that Nisei in Hawaii or on the mainland 
were being conscripted. Nevertheless, this accusation circulated widely.23

For the u.s. government and most white Americans, Nisei loyalty remained 
an open question. in the autumn of 1941 the White House secretly dispatched an 
investigator to make an independent assessment of the “Japanese problem.” After 
conferring with Army and Navy intelligence and the Federal Bureau of investiga-
tion, Curtis B. Munson reported that the Nisei were “approximately ninety-eight 
percent loyal.” “the Nisei,” he concluded, “are pathetically eager to show this 
loyalty. they are not Japanese in culture. they are foreigners to Japan.” 24

Another aspect of the Nisei culture that raised suspicion was their Japanese-
language schools. Like other immigrants, issei parents set up private language 
schools so their children could learn something of the Japanese language and 
culture. typically these schools held classes one hour each afternoon after the 
public schools let out, as well as on saturday mornings. Caucasian Americans 
pointed to these schools as one more example of how even the children of Japa-
nese immigrants were being indoctrinated into Japanese culture and loyalty to the 
emperor.25 in fact, these schools did little to inculcate Japanese values in the Nisei 
and even less in teaching the language. For most Nisei it reinforced their sense of 

23 pacific Citizen, Jan 41, p. 1. For a discussion of Nisei serving in the Japanese Army before the 
war, see John J. stephan, hawaii under the rising sun: Japan’s plans for Conquest after pearl har-
bor (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1984), pp. 35–37, 44; and John J. stephan, “Hijacked by 
utopia: American Nikkei in Manchuria,” amerasia Journal 23, no. 3 (Winter 1997–1998): 23–24, 
note 168.

During the Russo-Japanese War of 1904–1905, a number of issei returned home from Hawaii to 
serve in the imperial Japanese Army and Navy, which may have been the source of white American 
concerns in 1940–1941. see stephan, hawaii under the rising sun, p. 15; Franklin Odo and Kazu-
ko sinoto, a pictorial history of the Japanese in hawaii, 1885–1924 (Honolulu: Bishop Museum, 
1985), p. 206.

For the autobiography of a California-born Nisei who was conscripted into the Japanese Army, 
see iwao Peter sano, one thousand Days in siberia: the odyssey of a Japanese-american poW 
(Lincoln: university of Nebraska Press, 1997). some Nisei who had served in the Japanese Army 
in the 1930s subsequently returned to the united states, even though foreign military service cost 
them their u.s. citizenship. One was terry takeshi Doi, who regained his u.s. citizenship and 
earned the silver star as an interpreter with the 3d Marine Division on iwo Jima. John Weckerling, 
“Japanese Americans Play Vital Role in united states intelligence service in World War ii” (1946), 
first printed in hokubei Mainichi, 27 Oct–5 Nov 71, reprinted as a pamphlet. Harrington, yankee 
samurai, p. 276. Another was Karl Yoneda, who was born in California and sent to Japan, where 
he was conscripted into the Japanese Army. in 1927 he escaped and returned to America. He vol-
unteered for the Mis and later served in China-Burma-india.

24 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 31–32; greg Robinson, By order of the president: fDr 
and the internment of Japanese americans (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard university Press, 2001), 
pp. 65–72.

25 “Japanese-language schools,” in encyclopedia of Japanese american history; Murphy, 
ambassadors in arms, pp. 8–11; Okihiro, Cane fires, pp. 153–56; toyotomi Morimoto, Japanese 
americans and Cultural Continuity: Maintaining Language and heritage (New York: garland, 
1997).
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themselves as American, not Japanese.26 
Carey McWilliams, California journal-
ist and editor of the Nation, downplayed 
the schools: “the fact of the matter is 
that these schools were never success-
ful.” the typical Japanese youngster, he 
wrote, spent a “precious hour and one-
half tossing spit balls at his classmates 
and calling his teacher names in Amer-
ican slang which she pretended not to 
understand. Physically he was in school; 
mentally he was making a run around 
left end for another touchdown. He was 
restless. He counted the minutes. At the 
gong, he dashed to freedom.”27

some Nisei did pay attention and 
acquired a working knowledge of the 
Japanese language, but they were the 
exceptions. Brig. gen. John Wecker-
ling, who established the Fourth Army 
intelligence school in 1941, later con-
cluded that “Japanese language schools 
created and encouraged by the Japanese 
government before the war to maintain ties with the homeland had not achieved 
the results with which they were generally credited.” 28

some went to experience Japan for themselves. inexpensive steamship fares 
made travel between the united states and Japan relatively easy. Many issei made 
the return trip or sent their children to stay with relatives. Other groups such as 
Chinese and Filipinos periodically traveled back to their homelands or sent their 
children. By one estimate, 50,000 Nisei visited Japan before the war. Perhaps 
20,000 had returned to the united states by the autumn of 1941.29 some went to 

26 For example, see Daniel K. inouye, Journey to Washington (englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1967), pp. 35–38.

27 Carey McWilliams, prejudice: Japanese-americans, symbol of racial intolerance (Boston: 
Little, Brown, 1944), pp. 121–23. tamura also minimizes the effect of the schools in Hawaii: tamu-
ra, americanization, acculturation, and ethnic identity, pp. 146–61. As early as 1932 ichihashi 
declared the language schools a failure. ichihashi, Japanese in the United states, pp. 326–33.

28 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.”
29 spickard, Japanese americans, pp. 89–90. spickard gives the number of Kibei as 10,000, 

but this applies only to the mainland. According to the War Relocation Authority, of the 101,278 
persons in camps in 1942, 9,892 were Kibei. spickard, Japanese americans, p. 167; War Relocation 
Authority, the evacuated people: a Quantitative Description (Washington, D.C.: government 
Printing Office, 1946), tables 27–34. Nisei from Hawaii may have traveled to Japan in even larger 
numbers. see also McWilliams, prejudice, pp. 321–22, and Jacobus tenBroek et al., prejudice, War, 
and the Constitution (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1954), pp. 279–82.

John Weckerling
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Japan for schooling. For others the trip resulted from a family emergency such as 
the death of a parent. 

Nisei who visited Japan and then returned became known as Kibei (returned 
to America).30 Many Americans feared that the Kibei had been exposed to the 
“bacillus” of Japanese militarism. the effects were usually quite the opposite. 
upon arriving in Japan, the Nisei were often ostracized for their funny speech, 
manners, and dress. Munson reported: “Many of those who visited Japan sub-
sequent to their early American education come back with added loyalty to the 
united states. in fact it is a saying that all a Nisei needs is a trip to Japan to make 
a loyal American out of him. the American educated Japanese is a boor in Japan 
and treated as a foreigner.” 31

While studying in Japan, Kibei often were exposed to compulsory military 
training in Japanese middle and high schools. thomas sakamoto took such train-
ing while attending high school in Japan. When he graduated in 1938, a Japanese 
Army major offered him a commission in the Army. sakamoto declined because 
he was an American citizen. He recalled that the Japanese officer became agitated 
and waved his sword and called the young man a traitor to his homeland. saka-
moto returned soon afterward to his real home, California.32 

As diplomatic tensions rose in the autumn and winter of 1940–1941, the u.s. 
embassy in tokyo contacted Nisei visiting in Japan and urged them to return home. 
those who had been in Japan the longest suffered the most, some having almost 
completely lost their ability to speak english. Now they were cast adrift in Hawaii 
or on the West Coast with little chance of finding work. those who enrolled in 
American high schools were older than most other students. they sometimes found 
themselves rejected by both worlds. John Aiso described the Kibei’s experience, 
“With over twenty years of close infighting against prejudice and discrimination 
heaped upon him by chauvinistic elements in both the united states and Japan, he 
was by 1941 already a mentally and morally battle-conditioned veteran.” 33

in the impending crisis, the Army would come to prize the Kibei for their lan-
guage skill. Who better to translate or interpret that difficult language? But often 

30 the War Relocation Authority reserved the term Kibei for Nisei who had spent three or more 
years in Japan. see Alexander H. Leighton, the governing of Men: general principles and rec-
ommendations Based on experience at a Japanese relocation Camp (Princeton: Princeton uni-
versity Press, 1945), pp. 79–80; spickard, Japanese americans, pp. 89–90; Brian Masaru Hayashi, 
Democratizing the enemy: the Japanese american internment (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton univer-
sity Press, 2004), pp. 45–48, 161–63.

31 pearl harbor attack: hearings before the Joint Committee on the investigation of the pearl 
harbor attack, 39 parts (Washington, D.C: government Printing Office, 1946), pt. 6, p. 2685. 

32 “Caught between two Worlds.”
33 John F. Aiso, “tribute to Nisei in g–2,” Arlington National Cemetery, 2 Jun 63, printed in 

“tributes to Japanese American Military service in World War ii,” Congressional record (11 Jun 
63), p. 7. in October 1940 and again in February 1941, the u.s. embassy advised all u.s. citizens to 
leave Japan. foreign relations of the United states, 1940, vol. 4, the far east (Washington, D.C.: 
government Printing Office, 1955), pp. 930–55; foreign relations of the United states, 1941, vol. 
5, the far east (Washington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1962), pp. 397– 453.
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the same Kibei felt most keenly the anguish of the two countries’ going to war, for, 
as Aiso put it, “those best qualified for g–2 service were those whose sentimental 
heartstrings for relatives and close friends tugged the strongest.” 34

the Military intelligence Division prepares for War with Japan, 1940–1941

the War Department’s Military intelligence Division was ill prepared for war 
with Japan or any other country. War Plan Orange called for the Army to defend 
the Philippine islands in the event of war with Japan, but the Navy would wage the 
decisive campaign.35 MiD itself had dwindled in size during the interwar years. 
Combat units lacked intelligence personnel and the specialized schools to train 
them, and few officers valued intelligence as a career. One exception, Col. Rufus 
s. Bratton, headed MiD’s Far eastern Branch after 1937. A West Point graduate, 
he had served three tours in Japan.36

the signal intelligence service (sis) fared little better in apprehending Japa-
nese plans. it had radio intercept stations targeting Japan from Fort shafter, Hawaii, 
and Fort McKinley in the Philippines. in Washington, D.C., a handful of officers, 
enlisted men, and civilians had been decrypting and translating Japanese diplo-
matic messages since August 1940. However, with the low volume of messages 
intercepted and decrypted, the Army needed only a handful of translators.37

By early 1941 it was clear that the Military intelligence Division had to pre-
pare for a possible conflict with Japan. if the u.s. and Japanese Armies should 
meet on some future battlefield, combat intelligence would be critical. this would 
require soldiers who could read and speak Japanese. the War Department needed 

34 Aiso, “tribute to Nisei in g–2,” p. 7.
35 Louis Morton, strategy and Command: the first two years, u.s. Army in World War ii 

(Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1962), pp. 21–127; Brian M. Linn, 
guardians of empire: the U.s. army and the pacific, 1902–1940 (Chapel Hill: university of North 
Carolina Press, 1997).

36 Bruce W. Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division, Department of the army 
general staff: 1775–1941 (Frederick, Md.: university Publications of America, 1986); John P. 
Finnegan and Romana Danysh, Military intelligence, Army Lineage series (Washington, D.C.: 
u.s. Army Center of Military History, 1998), pp. 41–60; David Kahn, “the united states Views 
germany and Japan in 1941,” in Knowing one’s enemies: intelligence assessment before the two 
World Wars, ed. ernest R. May (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1984), pp. 476–501; Ladis-
las Farago, the Broken seal: “operation Magic” and the secret road to pearl harbor (New York: 
Random House, 1967), pp. 279–92.

37 Ronald Lewin, the american Magic: Codes, Ciphers and the Defeat of Japan (New York: 
Farrar straus giroux, 1982); Diane t. Putney, “the u.s. Military intelligence service: the ultra 
Mission,” in Ultra and the army air forces in World War ii, ed. Lewis F. Powell (Washington, 
D.C.: Office of Air Force History, 1987), pp. 65–103; James L. gilbert and John P. Finnegan, eds., 
U.s. army signals intelligence in World War ii: a Documentary history, u.s. Army in World War 
ii (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of Military History, 1993); Ronald spector, ed., Listening 
to the enemy: Key Documents on the role of Communications intelligence in the War with Japan 
(Wilmington, Del.: scholarly Resources, 1988); “History of special Branch, Mis, WD, 1942–1944,” 
sRH–035, Records of the National security Agency/Central security service, Rg 457, NARA.
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speakers of european languages as well, but these were easier to find, having been 
required in previous wars. Maj. gen. Charles A. Willoughby, general MacArthur’s 
chief of intelligence during the war, later commented that “linguist requirements 
for the european theater of war could have been met without leaving the sidewalks 
of New York City, but there was a vastly different story in the Far east.” 38

From January through March 1941 the united states and Britain held their first 
staff talks in Washington to coordinate their defense plans in the Far east.39 soon 
after, MiD sent a former language attaché, Lt. Col. Moses W. Pettigrew, to the Far 
east to assess the overall intelligence posture against Japan. He met with Ameri-
can and allied intelligence officers in Honolulu, Manila, Hong Kong, Chunking, 
singapore, and elsewhere and returned with a great sense of urgency. As a result, 
the Army published a handbook on Japanese military forces in July 1941. the 
Army also decided to establish a Japanese-language training program.40

the War Department possessed one valuable resource: a small group of Regu-
lar Army officers such as Bratton and Pettigrew who had learned Japanese through 
the language attaché program. in tokyo, the u.s. embassy had operated a joint lan-
guage-training program for the Army, Navy, and state Department since before 
the First World War. in the 1920s the embassy hired Naoe Naganuma as a lan-
guage instructor. Naganuma developed a set of textbooks and readers with which 
all the language attachés became familiar.41 each year between the wars MiD sent 
two officers to Japan for four years of language training and service as assistant 
military attachés. Language attachés took intensive language classes in tokyo 

38 Maj. gen. Charles A. Willoughby, Remarks to Japanese American Citizens League, reprint-
ed in 90th Cong., 1st sess., Congressional record 113, No. 22 (15 Feb 67).

39 Morton, strategy and Command, pp. 86–90; Ray s. Cline, Washington Command post: the 
operations Division (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1951), pp. 58–60.

40 Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division, pp. 435–36. Pettigrew’s recommenda-
tions were printed in pearl harbor attack, pt. 18, pp. 3436–39; Classified Material for 1941, Jap 
[sic] empire File, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel 
g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

technical Manual 30–480, handbook on Japanese Military forces (Washington, D.C.: War 
Department, July 1941), was revised and expanded as the war progressed. MiD sent page proofs to 
the Philippine and Hawaiian Departments in early June 1941.

in August MiD sent Maj. Warren J. Clear, u.s. Army, Retired, to recommend a War Depart-
ment secret intelligence system in the Far east. He submitted his recommendations on 3 November 
1941, but they were never implemented. Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division,  
pp. 438–40.

41 “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum, u.s. Navy Retired,” 2 vols., pp. 
254–55, unpubl Ms, 1970–1971, Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.; Office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations, “school of Oriental Languages,” pp. 5–12, unpubl Ms, Naval Historical Cen-
ter, Washington, D.C. Naoe Naganuma, hyojun Nihongo tokuhon [standard Japanese readers] 
(tokyo: various publishers and editions). each year the state Department trained one or two For-
eign service officers in the Japanese program. John K. emmerson was a student in 1936–1939. 
see John K. emmerson, the Japanese thread: a Life in the U.s. foreign service (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1978). Naganuma was a local employee of the u.s. embassy, not a 
u.s. citizen. After the war, he resumed teaching for the u.s. Army. His textbooks continued to be 
published into the 1980s.
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and often were subsequently sent to Japanese Army units as observers. they came 
away with a firsthand appreciation of the Japanese Army, its soldiers, leaders, 
tactics, equipment, and spirit. When then–First Lieutenant Weckerling returned 
from Japan in 1932, he published an article in the Cavalry Journal describing his 
tour and urging other officers to volunteer.42 By 1941 MiD had a pool of more than 
forty officers who could speak at least some Japanese. However, not all were avail-
able by then, many being “retired, incapacitated or . . . beyond the age and rank of 
interpreters,” Weckerling later explained.43 the Office of Naval intelligence (ONi) 
had a similar number of language-qualified officers.44

Army and Navy intelligence officers were also responsible to protect u.s. ter-
ritories against espionage and sabotage. MiD and ONi coordinated their efforts 
with the Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi). the Japanese populations on the 
West Coast and in Hawaii were prime suspects, as were the Japanese commu-
nities in Mexico, Panama, and the Philippines. stunning german victories in 
europe since 1939 greatly increased American fears of a “fifth column” inside 
their own country.45

MiD, ONi, and the FBi developed active surveillance programs directed at 
Japanese communities in the united states and its territories.46 in 1933 the g–2 of 

42 1st Lt. John Weckerling, “the Japanese Language Detail,” Cavalry Journal (May–June 
1932): 31–34. First Lt. Harold Doud spent 1933–1935 learning Japanese. “six Months with the 
Japanese infantry,” infantry Journal (January–February 1937).

43 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.” List of Japanese-Qualified Officers, 27 
Mar 41, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
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Ninth Corps Area at the Presidio of san Francisco gave a reserve commission to 
David swift, a Japanese-speaking customs inspector born in Japan. swift reported 
to g–2 what he found out about Japanese visitors to the busy port. the 12th Naval 
District intelligence officer retained John Anderton, a san Francisco lawyer who 
had learned Japanese and knew the local Japanese community, to be a translator.47 
When Capt. Frederick P. Munson returned in 1937 from his tour as a language 
attaché in tokyo, he was assigned to Ninth Corps Area Headquarters in san Fran-
cisco. the headquarters “wanted a Japanese-speaking person,” he recalled, “par-
ticularly to work with the Navy and FBi on Japanese relations in san Francisco 
because we had a lot of Japanese going through there and they were doing all 
kinds of things.” in 1939 the War Department assigned then-Major Weckerling 
to the Panama Canal Zone to keep an eye on the substantial Japanese population 
there. MiD also posted Japanese-speaking officers to the Hawaiian and Philippine 
Departments.48 growing concerns led the FBi to reopen its office in Honolulu in 
August 1939.49

Local Army, Navy, and FBi offices hired a few trusted Nisei as transla-
tors, interpreters, even as undercover informants. As early as 1931 the Hawaiian 
Department g–2 recruited gero iwai to monitor the local Japanese; he was one of 
the first Nisei to receive a reserve commission through the university of Hawaii 
ROtC. in 1937 the 14th Naval District intelligence officer recruited Douglas t. 
Wada, a graduate of the university of Hawaii.50 in other ways, intelligence officials 

1946), pp. 136–212. ONi began offering reserve commissions to Japanese-speaking Caucasians in 
the mid-1930s. Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 223.

47 David W. swift, sr., Ninety Li a Day, ed. David W. swift, Jr., social Life Monographs, vol. 69 
(taipei: Chinese Association for Folklore, 1975), pp. 265–68. For Anderton, see Harrington, yan-
kee samurai, pp. 44–45; Memo, 12th Naval District to Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), 7 Jan 36, 
sub: Japanese translators, Folder A8–2/P11–5, translators (5), Commandant’s Ofc, gen Corresp 
(Declass), 12th Naval District, Rg 181, NARA–Pacific Region, san Bruno, Calif.

48 interv, Frederick P. Munson, 5 Mar 75, in Frederick P. Munson Papers, Hoover institution 
Archives. Munson returned to the Far east in 1938 as assistant military attaché in Peking under 
Col. Joseph W. stilwell. He later transferred to tokyo, where he was the military attaché when the 
war began. the Army’s Hawaiian Department was authorized one Japanese language officer, but 
the incumbent left in the summer of 1941 without a replacement. Memos, Col. R. s. Bratton for 
AgO [Adjutant general’s Office], 11 Jul 41, and Lt. Col. Ralph C. smith for AgO, 22 Jul 41, both 
in security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, 
NARA. According to historian gary Okihiro, as late as July 1940 the ONi office in Hawaii had one 
Japanese translator and one undercover operator and the Hawaiian Department g–2 had the same. 
Okihiro, Cane fires, p. 178. Memo, g–2 to tAg [the Adjutant general], sub: Assignment of Major 
John Weckerling, 19 Jun 41, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir 
of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
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50 ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii pacific the-
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obtained the quiet cooperation of Nisei community leaders who provided infor-
mation on issei and Nisei. in the spring of 1940 FBi officials in Hawaii organized 
Nisei advisory committees. in Los Angeles, on 21 March 1941, Nisei leaders held 
a meeting with “representatives of the Naval intelligence, the Army, the County 
government, the Chamber of Commerce and the metropolitan press.” At the meet-
ing, the 11th Naval District intelligence officer, Lt. Cmdr. Kenneth D. Ringle, and 
other military and local officials reaffirmed their belief in the loyalty of the Nisei 
and rejected any accusations of disloyalty.51

Nevertheless, intelligence officials had some cause for concern about the Japa-
nese government. in January 1941 tokyo urged its consulates in Hawaii and the 
West Coast to step up efforts to gather information, using “u.s. citizens of for-
eign extraction (other than Japanese), aliens (other than Japanese), communists, 
Negroes, labor union members, and anti-semites.” As for the issei and Nisei, the 
Japanese foreign ministry advised, “in view of the fact that if there is any slip 
in this phase, our people in the u.s. will be subjected to considerable persecu-
tion . . . the utmost caution must be exercised.”52 However, Japanese espionage 
efforts brought few rewards beyond what was freely available in the daily news-
papers. American surveillance of the issei was tightened in the autumn of 1940, 
when Congress directed the registration of all alien residents, allowing govern-
ment agencies to open investigative files on all issei. in the spring of 1941 the FBi 
broke into the Japanese consulate in Los Angeles and photographed documents 
that detailed Japanese espionage operations on the West Coast. in June 1941 the 
FBi broke up an espionage ring of Japanese military officers but found no evi-
dence of Nisei involvement.53

the War Department was also concerned about Japanese fifth-column activity 
in the Philippines, where Japanese residents numbered over 20,000. in late 1940 the 
Philippine Department g–2 asked the Hawaiian Department to send two reliable 
Nisei to infiltrate the Japanese community in Manila. in March 1941 the Hawai-
ian Department g–2 selected Arthur s. Komori and Richard M. sakakida. Nei-
ther had ever set foot in Japan, but both spoke excellent Japanese. the department 

51 “intelligence Officers invite sCDC [southern California District Council] Members to Din-
ner Meeting, express Faith in Loyalty of Nisei Citizens,” pacific Citizen, Apr 41, p. 1.

52 Msg no. 44, tokyo to Washington, 30 Jan 41, in the “Magic” Background of pearl harbor, 
5 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Department of Defense, 1977), vol. 1. Memo, WD gen staff g–2 to 
Chief, Counter intelligence Br, 12 Feb 41, sub: Reorganization of Japanese intelligence service in 
the united states, Classified Material for 1941, Rg 165, NARA. 

53 pacific Citizen, Jan 41. the Alien Registration Act of 1940 called for all resident aliens to be 
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foes, pp. 82–85; New york times, 10 Jun 41, p. 3; time (23 June 1941): 17.
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g–2 secretly enlisted the two young men into the Corps of intelligence Police (later 
redesignated the Counter intelligence Corps) and sent them undercover by steamer 
to Manila in April. there, they infiltrated the Japanese business and diplomatic com-
munity and soon began reporting valuable information to the Philippine Department 
g–2. sakakida found work as a desk clerk at a hotel favored by Japanese visitors and 
began to win their trust. that summer, when the u.s. government froze all Japanese 
assets, sakakida helped Japanese businessmen fill out their declaration forms, care-
fully remembering any information they asked him not to write down, which he 
later passed to his superiors.54

Despite the use of individual Nisei in sensitive assignments and considerable 
success in countering Japanese espionage, American officials remained uncer-
tain of the loyalty of American-born Nisei before the war. No amount of Nisei 
cooperation or fervent declarations of patriotism such as the “Japanese American 
Creed” could allay white suspicions that at least some Nisei might prove disloyal. 
Nisei leaders worked hard to dispel these fears. they even feared their expressions 
of patriotism might backfire and make whites more suspicious than ever.55 intel-
ligence officials searched for a formula that would tell them what they wanted to 
know. Could they trust the Nisei, but not the issei? Were Christian Japanese more 
trustworthy than Buddhists? Could they trust Nisei who had never visited Japan 
but not those who had? Could they trust only Nisei who seemed more “American-
ized” and took no part in Japanese community organizations?

Put this way, the question was unanswerable. How could an outsider evaluate 
participation in sports clubs, language schools, community-sponsored events, or 
even Japanese government–sponsored study tours to Japan and Manchuria? How 
to weigh having relatives in Japan? Absent any explicit evidence of disloyalty, how 
could Army, Navy, or FBi officials look into the hearts of the young Nisei men in 
particular, many of them still in their teens or twenties, and predict the future? the 
Nisei would have to demonstrate their loyalty in action under the most difficult 
circumstances, but first they would have to be given the chance to do so.

a “Master stroke”: establishing a Japanese-Language school,  
april–october 1941

if the u.s. Army were to defeat the Japanese Army, it would need not just 
a few dozen officers, but hundreds and possibly thousands of interrogators and 
translators. On 24 March 1941, without specifically mentioning the Nisei, MiD 
directed the Fourth Army g–2 to survey its ranks for Japanese-speaking soldiers: 
“in the event of a major emergency involving Japan, there will be a great demand 
for Japanese speaking men in intelligence units of many combatant troops and for 

54 Ann Bray, “undercover Nisei,” in Military intelligence: its heroes and Legends (Arlington 
Hall station, Va.: u.s. Army intelligence and security Command, 1987), pp. 29–45; sakakida and 
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certain duties under the War Department. it would appear desirable, therefore, to 
have readily available some record of this personnel, together with such informa-
tion as to probable loyalty and ability as is obtainable.”56

Fourth Army, headquartered on the Presidio of san Francisco, was the Army’s 
area command on the West Coast. that spring the headquarters was consumed by 
the mobilization of Regular Army and National guard divisions in training camps 
stretching from the 3d Division at Fort Lewis, Washington, to the 7th Division at 
Fort Ord, California, to the 40th Division at Camp san Luis Obispo, California. As 
an indication of the seriousness of the mobilization, on 17 March the War Depart-
ment designated Fourth Army as the Western Defense Command (WDC) under Lt. 
gen. John L. DeWitt, one of the Army’s most senior generals. (see Map 1.) By the 
summer of 1941 Fourth Army counted over 100,000 soldiers, including 1,000 Nisei. 
even so, it soon became clear that the Fourth Army’s ranks would not yield enough 
proficient Japanese-speakers to meet requirements. the Army needed a training 
program. the former language attachés knew that Japanese took longer to learn 
than did most european languages. the training would take at least six months, 
but the War Department had few alternatives. Weckerling later wrote: “those few 
who realized the language difficulties involved in prosecuting a war against the 
Japanese were alarmed by the lack of our preparations in this regard.”57

in April Maj. Carlisle C. Dusenbury, a former language attaché then in the 
Far eastern Branch, suggested using Nisei soldiers as linguists.58 some Nisei, 
he thought, already spoke Japanese and would need training only in the military 
aspects of the language. He discussed his idea with Maj. Wallace H. Moore, who 
had been born in Japan of missionary parents and had taught at the university 
of California before being called to active duty. together Dusenbury and Moore 
sold the idea to their branch chief, Colonel Bratton. After the war school officials 
esteemed their idea as a “master stroke.”59

At that time the War Department had no schools for training in foreign lan-
guages or in combat intelligence. the signal Corps operated a small school at 

56 Draft Ltr, WD g–2 to g–2, Fourth Army, 24 Mar 41, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–
1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. Related correspondence alluded 
to a subsequent letter, dated 5 May 1941, on the same subject. Fourth Army declined to conduct 
the survey, recommending instead that its subordinate commands maintain these files. Memo, HQ, 
Fourth Army, to tAg, 14 May 41, sub: Personnel Familiar with Japanese, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the 
Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

57 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.”
58 By December 1941 Dusenbury was chief of the Japanese subsection of the Far eastern sec-

tion. He had served as a language officer in Japan in 1929–1933 and in China under stilwell in 
1935–1937. Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division, p. 454.

59 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.” the phrase “master stroke” first appeared 
in a MisLs press release of 22 October 1945. Japanese evacuation Research study (JeRs), pt. 2, 
sec. 2, reel 20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley. Bidwell, history of 
the Military intelligence Division, p. 225, dates the decision in April 1941. Weckerling says Dusen-
bury first proposed it in June, when the correspondence from MiD to Fourth Army begins. MiD 
apparently did not consider directing the Hawaiian Department to organize such a school.
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Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, for radio intelligence. in November 1941 the Corps 
of intelligence Police established its own training school in Chicago. MiD itself 
was neither staffed nor organized to supervise a school, so the logical choice was 
to assign the task to Fourth Army, the command nearest to potential instructors 
and students.

in June 1941 the Far eastern Branch got to work on the problem. On 19 June 
it requested that Major Weckerling be reassigned to Fourth Army to organize the 
school. On 23 June Colonel Bratton asked the g–2 to direct Fourth Army to estab-
lish a school with a minimum of fifty Nisei students. As he envisioned it, the pro-
gram would consist of “3 months’ intensive review of the language (mostly oral), 
2 months’ study of military terminology, 1 month’s instruction in application of 
the language to Combat intelligence (specifically examination of prisoners and 
duties of interpreters in the field).”60 the Adjutant general’s Office provided data 
on the number of Japanese Americans in uniform, reporting that as of March 1941 
there were 1,690 Nisei in the service divided roughly equally between Hawaii and 
the mainland.61 Hundreds more were being inducted each month. the Far eastern 
Branch also asked Colonel Munson, the military attaché in tokyo, to purchase and 
send to Fourth Army some Japanese dictionaries.62

On 1 July the War Department directed Fourth Army to establish an intel-
ligence school “to train combat intelligence personnel for work as translators and 
interpreters of the Japanese language.”63 the directive came just in time. that 
month relations between America and Japan plunged deeper into crisis when 
Japan occupied French indochina and the united states froze all Japanese assets, 
imposed an oil embargo, and recalled general Douglas MacArthur from retire-
ment to establish a new command, u.s. Army Forces in the Far east. the Office 
of Naval intelligence withdrew its naval officers studying Japanese in tokyo, but 
the Army language attachés remained in place.64

the united states was ill prepared for war in almost every respect, not the 
least in the languages of the Far east. in early 1941 the Rockefeller Foundation 

60 Memo, Bratton to Assistant Chief of staff (ACs), g–2, 23 Jun 41, sub: intelligence school 
Fourth Army, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, 
Rg 165, NARA.

61 Memo, tAgO for Bratton, 1 Jul 41, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, 
Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. tAgO reported the following figures for Nisei enlist-
ments by month: November 1940, 6; December 1940, 397; January 1941, 128; February 1941, 208; 
March 1941, 906. During the same period another forty-five Nisei joined the National guard.

62 Memo, WD gen staff g–2 to ACs, g–2, Ninth Corps Area, 23 Jun 41, sub: Japanese Dic-
tionaries, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
165, NARA.

63 Memo, tAg to Cg [Commanding general], Fourth Army, 1 Jul 41, sub: intelligence school, 
Fourth Army, Ag 352.01, cited in MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service 
Language school,” ann. 10, Personnel Procurement Office, sec. iV.A., p. 1, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. 
Army Center of Military History (CMH).

64 For some reason the Navy language attachés lacked diplomatic immunity and were thus 
at more risk than those of the Army. “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,”  
pp. 298–99.
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awarded a $100,000 grant to the Amer-
ican Council of Learned societies for 
“the development of intensive instruc-
tion in foreign languages.” the “scien-
tific” linguists at several universities 
proposed to begin methodically with 
a descriptive analysis of each selected 
language before moving on to prepar-
ing instructional materials.65 

in July 1941 Cornell university 
sponsored a three-day conference of 
Japanese-language teachers from seven 
American universities; representatives 
of MiD, ONi, and the FBi attended. the 
officers found the results sorely disap-
pointing. they learned that only sixty 
Caucasian students nationwide were 
enrolled in college-level Japanese-lan-
guage courses, mostly “from a purely 
literary, artistic, or philological point of 
view,” according to one participant. “it 
became obvious to all concerned that 
the teaching methods and techniques” 

then in use “were in a state of unmitigated confusion.” On the conference’s last 
day the War Department representative, Maj. Wallace H. Moore, stood up and 
delivered a harsh assessment: “Well, gentlemen, you haven’t got a thing that’s any 
use to the government at all.” the Army and Navy officers “left the conference 
determined to do the job [them]selves.”66

the Army realized several advantages in having its own Japanese-language 
school at the Presidio of san Francisco, among them Capt. Kai e. Rasmussen, a 
coast artillery officer then commanding harbor defenses for san Francisco Bay.67 
Rasmussen had emigrated from Denmark to the united states in 1922 and enlisted 
in the Army. He was selected for the u.s. Military Academy class of 1929. He later 
spent four years in Japan learning the language and observing the Japanese Army. 
He returned to the states in 1940; but instead of using his language skills, the 
Army assigned him to command Battery e, 65th Coast Artillery, guarding the 
golden gate. By the spring of 1941 Rasmussen was serving on the Fourth Army 

65 Paul F. Angiolillo, armed forces foreign Language teaching: Critical evaluation and 
implications (New York: Vanni, 1947), p. 23.

66 Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, “school of Oriental Languages,” pp. 2–3; “Reminis-
cences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,” pp. 280–82.

67 the most important sources for the origins of the school are: “training History”; ibid., ann. 1, 
Academic training, 20 Feb 46; MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Language 
school, 1946); and Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.”

Kai e. rasmussen
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staff overseeing the harbor defenses. the Army would soon have great need for 
his language skills.68

Building a Japanese-language school presented a daunting challenge. Ras-
mussen could hardly expect to screen all the Nisei soldiers himself. to help out, 
MiD sent another language attaché, Capt. Joseph K. Dickey, who had been serving 
in the u.s. embassy in tokyo. Dickey sailed for san Francisco in August. to lead 
the effort to build a school, the War Department dispatched a more senior officer, 
Lt. Col. John Weckerling (promoted that summer). He arrived in san Francisco 
in september. A 44-year-old infantry officer, Weckerling had enlisted in 1917 and 
subsequently earned a commission. As a language attaché in tokyo from 1928 
to 1932, he had watched as the imperial Japanese Army occupied Manchuria in 
1931. Returning to tokyo as the assistant military attaché from 1935 to 1938, he 
had watched as the Japanese Army attacked China in 1937. After a total of eight 
years’ duty in Japan, he was well versed in the Japanese threat. since late 1939 he 
had served in Panama, searching for possible Japanese subversion, espionage, or 
sabotage directed against the canal. Now he would be searching for Americans of 
Japanese ancestry and recruiting them for language training.69 these three for-
mer language attachés, Rasmussen, Dickey, and Weckerling, worked together to 
assemble students and instructors.

that summer the Western Defense Command held the largest maneuvers 
ever seen on the West Coast. All Regular Army and National guard units under 
DeWitt’s command remained in the field for several weeks, enduring long hikes, 
choking dust, and stifling tents. in the intervals between marches and training 
exercises, a strange scene played out hundreds of times in various camps: an Army 
officer appeared wearing civilian clothes and carrying secret orders. At the camp 
headquarters, he presented his credentials and asked to meet every Nisei soldier in 
the camp. When each soldier reported to him, the mysterious officer showed him 
a Japanese Army manual and asked him to read a few passages.70

68 george W. Cullum, Biographical register of the officers and graduates of the U.s. Military 
academy at West point, New york, since its establishment in 1802, vol. 7, supplement, 1920–1930, 
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1988,” memorial service booklet, 1988; Norman Y. Mineta, “tribute to Col. Kai e. Rasmussen,” 
Congressional record (3 May 1988). Rasmussen was promoted to major on 10 October 1941.

69 John Weckerling, Personnel File, National Military Records Center, st. Louis, Mo.; Wecker-
ling, “Japanese Language Detail.” the War Department requested his reassignment from Panama 
to Fourth Army on 19 June 1941. Memo, WD g–2 to tAg, 19 Jun 41, sub: Assignment of Major 
John Weckerling, security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel 
g–2, Rg 165, NARA. He arrived on or about 5 september.

From July 1941 to February 1942, the Fourth Army g–2 was Lt. Col. Donald A. stroh; Wecker-
ling was his assistant. shigeya Kihara recalls that when he became an instructor in October 1941, 
Weckerling was the Fourth Army g–2 (personal communication to author, May 99). Weckerling’s 
personnel file indicates he did not replace stroh until March 1942.

70 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.A., gives details.
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Captain Rasmussen found Pvt. thomas sakamoto assigned to an antitank unit 
on maneuvers at Fort Hunter Liggett, California. sakamoto remembered a man 
wearing civilian clothes and speaking with a scandinavian accent. the Danish-
born Rasmussen took sakamoto into a field tent, pulled a Japanese field manual 
from his coat pocket, and asked him to translate some passages. “since i gradu-
ated from the Japanese high school in 1938, reading and translating this textbook 
wasn’t difficult.” sakamoto recalled that Rasmussen mentioned the chance of a 
commission if he would volunteer for the school. sakamoto soon received orders 
for the Presidio.71 

Captain Dickey visited the 40th Division at Camp san Luis Obispo and inter-
viewed Pvt. Masaji gene uratsu, a Kibei who as a child had lived five years in 
Japan. uratsu was ordered without explanation to report to division headquarters, 
“scared and apprehensive to say the least.” Dickey “produced several Japanese 
field manuals and requested that i read and translate portions of the manuals. the 
whole procedure, which lasted about thirty minutes, seemed like an eternity to me. 
upon conclusion of the interview, the officer stated that i would be hearing from 
him again, and he warned me, in no uncertain terms, that this interview was not to 
be revealed or discussed with anyone.” two months later, uratsu and three other 
Nisei from the camp received orders to report to the g–2, Fourth Army.72

For most Nisei, the interviews proved embarrassing. One of the books the 
officers used was the imperial Japanese Army field service regulations, sakusen 
yōmurei. Another was the Japanese military academy textbook on applied tactics, 
ōyō senjutsu. even if the Nisei had paid attention to their lessons, none knew 
the complicated Japanese military terminology, heigo. Perhaps their fathers could 
have read these materials, but the Nisei could not. the Nisei probably recalled all 
those boring afternoons spent in the Japanese-language school while their non-
Japanese friends were already on the baseball diamond. When tested, even if some 
could speak a few words of simple Japanese, most could not translate even the 
simplest sentences.

From July to October 1941 Rasmussen, Dickey, and Weckerling interviewed 
all 1,300 Nisei soldiers on the West Coast.73 For reasons of time, or perhaps not 

71 thomas sakamoto, speech, DLiFLC, 1 Nov 87; sakamoto, “Original Japanese student 
Reflects”; interv, author with sakamoto, 16 Nov 87; “Caught Between two Worlds”; sakamoto 
autobiography, 1 Nov 96. Arthur M. Kaneko also was promised a commission in 1941, when he was 
selected for language training. David W. swift, Jr., ed., “First Class,” p. 15, unpubl Ms, 2000, copy 
in author’s files. Not all Nisei recruited that summer for language training recall being promised 
commissions.

72 gene Masaji uratsu, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California 
(this and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios). 

73 some sources, such as the MisLs press release of 22 October 1945 and the MisLs album, 
give the number of Nisei soldiers interviewed at this time as 3,700. Other sources do not necessarily 
bear this out. For example, Weckerling uses 1,300 in his letter of 31 December 1941. “training His-
tory,” ann. 1 (dated December 1945), uses 1,300; “training History” (dated April 1946) uses 1,200. 
After 7 December 1941, an unknown number of Nisei were discharged, but others were still being 
drafted as late as February 1942. that month the Western Defense Command reported transferring 
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wishing to cross command lines, no one screened the Nisei serving in Hawaii. in 
December Weckerling reported to the War Department: “the general impression 
gained by Rasmussen and me in our interviews with these men was an excellent 
one. the majority seemed eager to serve although the nature of the school, classified 
by the War Department as secret at that time, could not be fully explained. Many 
thought that it was to be organized along F.B.i. lines but their eagerness to serve 
still remained high. Only a few were obviously sullen and uncommunicative.” 74

the officers then tried to determine the loyalty of each Nisei candidate based 
on the interview and security questionnaires, which they used for background 
investigations. in addition to the few malcontents, about 30 percent of the Nisei had 
a parent or sibling living in Japan, an automatically disqualifying factor.75 For the 
remaining candidates, the officers questioned families, neighbors, and teachers; in 
some cases they searched the candidates’ homes. Many “were ‘blackballed’ by the 
investigators simply because of racial prejudice or because the person being inves-
tigated had made a trip to Japan or had belonged to a Japanese athletic club.” 76 

Weckerling reported that “only 40 men were sufficiently qualified linguis-
tically to pursue a six months course in the Japanese language.” Of all Nisei 
screened, only 3 percent could be rated “accomplished,” 4 percent “proficient,” 
and 3 percent “fair.” Of the Nisei interviewed, Weckerling reported, “only 17 men 
spoke, read and wrote Japanese proficiently, indicating a gradual moving away 
from the influence of the first generation Japanese.”77

the Army officers were especially interested in Kibei like sakamoto and 
uratsu. ironically, some Kibei spoke english so poorly that they were of little use 
to the Army. Weckerling identified about half who “had lived in Japan only for a 
short period of time and whose outlook is essentially American, or, who as a result 
of their visit to Japan were embittered against the Japanese by treatment received 

1,211 Nisei soldiers from the West Coast. Memo, tAgO to Commanding general, Western Defense 
Command & Fourth Army, 3 Mar 42, sub: enlisted Personnel of Japanese extraction (Ag 220.31); 
enemy Aliens File, Box 23, general Robert C. Richardson, Jr., Papers, Hoover institution Archives. 
the selective service later reported that 3,188 Nisei were drafted up to 1 November 1941. selective 
service system, special groups, special Monograph no. 10 (Washington, D.C.: selective service 
system, 1953), p. 114. Of these, perhaps 2,000 were from Hawaii. War Department estimates for 
the summer of 1942 range from 3,000 to 4,600. the figure 3,700 may represent an estimate of the 
total number of Nisei soldiers in December 1941, but it is too high for the total in the WDC. Another 
report gives a much higher figure. “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.A., p. 2. this cites 5,700 
“Presidio of san Francisco interviews” and states that this was the number interviewed for the first 
class. A footnote adds “but only about 1,500 personal history statements on file.”

74 Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
165, NARA; Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.”

75 “training History,” ann. 4, intelligence section.
76 “training History,” p. 5. some Nisei initially disqualified were accepted for the school after 

the war began.
77 Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941; Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play 

Vital Role.” Rasmussen later gave slightly different figures, 3 percent as “fully qualified” and 
another 8 percent as “potential students after a long training period.” Rasmussen, speech, DLiFLC, 
25 Jun 77.
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there.” the other half had attended school in Japan and lived there for a longer 
time. “During this stay it is probable that, while in Japan at any rate, the thought 
of those who returned to Japan at a very early age was predominantly Japanese. in 
many cases the influence of Japan had disappeared since their return.” 78 the Kibei 
proved to be the most valuable of all. A few even had personal knowledge of the 
Japanese Army from having served as conscripts.79 Weckerling deemed 5 percent 
or less of the Kibei completely unsuitable for military service, describing them as 
“those unassimilated elements who have, or believe they have, cause to hate the 
united states, those whose parents have maintained a very close tie with the old 
country, those who went to Japan as infants and only returned within the last year 
or two—their outlook being wholly Japanese.” 80 

the War Department also searched for Caucasian soldiers who spoke Japanese, 
to little avail. Many claimed an ability to speak Japanese that far surpassed their 
facility with the language. Only two Caucasian enlisted men were selected for the 
first class. Both had lived in Japan for a time and spoke some colloquial Japanese.81

Weckerling later concisely described how “the selection of Nisei of unques-
tioned loyalty reasonably qualified in the Japanese language became the primary 
task.” 82 in four months of searching, the Army officers found fifty-eight Nisei who 
met these two criteria.

the office of Naval intelligence prepares for War with Japan,  
1940–1941

ONi was making its own preparations for the coming conflict with Japan. For 
decades the u.s. Navy had been rehearsing War Plan Orange. ONi used radio 
intercept stations to monitor the Japanese Fleet. District intelligence officers kept 
watch over local Japanese communities on the West Coast and in Hawaii.83 in 
Washington, the ONi Far east section employed a handful of Japanese translators. 
the section chief, Lt. Cmdr. Arthur H. McCollum, had been stationed in tokyo 
in 1922–1925 and again in 1928–1930 and spoke Japanese. in 1940 he happened 

78 Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941.
79 Masaharu Ano, “Loyal Linguists: Nisei of World War ii Learned Japanese in Minnesota,” 

Minnesota history 45, no. 7 (Fall 1977): 273–87, includes a discussion of the special role of the 
Kibei.

80 ibid.
81 some Caucasians who spoke Japanese, such as Faubion Bowers, were overlooked at the time, 

particularly if they were assigned outside Fourth Army. stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, 
eds., Mis in the War against Japan (Washington, D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 
1995), pp. 11–12, 94. the two Caucasians selected for the first class were Dempster Dirks and 
Victor V. Belousoff, a Russian immigrant who later changed his last name to Bell. Neither was 
proficient enough to graduate with the first class.

82 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.”
83 For naval intelligence against Japan before 7 December 1941, see Alan H. Bath, tracking the 

axis enemy: the triumph of anglo-american Naval intelligence (Lawrence: university Press of 
Kansas, 1998), pp. 135–68; Lewin, american Magic, pp. 16–48.
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upon glenn W. shaw, an acquaintance who had taught english in Japan and had 
published translations of modern Japanese plays and novels. McCollum made him 
chief of the translation section.84

the Navy had its own small pool of officer-linguists using the same program 
at the u.s. embassy in tokyo. several former naval language attachés worked in 
the Far east section and understood the urgent need for more Japanese linguists. 
several were already attacking the Japanese naval and diplomatic codes; the effort 
would soon require many more.

in the autumn of 1940, as the Navy began calling reserve officers to active 
duty, Albert e. Hindmarsh, a professor of international law at Harvard univer-
sity, obtained a commission and approached the Far eastern Branch to offer his 
services. While spending a year as an exchange professor at the imperial univer-
sity in tokyo, he had learned some Japanese. in December 1940 McCollum gave 
Hindmarsh and shaw the task of developing a Japanese-language program for the 
Navy. in the spring of 1941 they conducted a survey of college students and found 
fifty-six who had some potential to learn the language.85 the Navy could not draw 
upon the services of Nisei as easily as the Army for one simple reason: As the 
Navy rapidly expanded in 1940–1941 it had continued its traditional racial exclu-
sion policies against Asians. Filipinos were allowed to serve, but only as cooks and 
mess stewards. if the Navy wanted Japanese linguists, it would have to train them 
from scratch.

in July 1941 McCollum and Hindmarsh attended the disappointing language 
conference at Cornell university. upon returning to Washington, Hindmarsh rec-
ommended that the Navy establish its own language program through contracts 
with leading universities. At Harvard university, he secured the services of one 
of the leading Japanese scholars in the country, Russian émigré Professor serge 
elisséeff. elisséeff was a world authority on Japanese art and theater and taught 
the Japanese language. He and his younger protégé, edwin O. Reischauer, had 
just published a two-volume textbook for the Japanese language.86 While visiting 
California, Hindmarsh chose Florence Walne, an unknown language instructor at 
the university of California. Walne had been born in Nagasaki, the historic seat of 
Christianity in Japan, and was raised by missionary parents. in 1931 she left Japan 
for the united states and graduate studies. While completing her doctorate, she 

84 “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,” pp. 260–61. in september the naval 
attaché in tokyo sent all ten naval language attachés out of the country.

85 “school of Oriental Languages”; “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,” 
pp. 282–83. see also key Navy documents from this period reproduced in scott e. Nadler, the evo-
lution of foreign Language training in the armed forces (Washington, D.C.: Defense Language 
institute, 1972).

86 serge elisséeff and edwin O. Reischauer, elementary Japanese for University students 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard-Yenching institute, 1941). elisséeff also coedited with Hugh Bor-
ton and edwin O. Reischauer a selected List of Books and articles on Japan in english, french, 
and german (Washington, D.C.: Committee on Japanese studies, American Council of Learned 
societies, ca. 1940). Donald Keene describes elisséeff in on familiar terms: a Journey across 
Cultures (New York: Kodansha, 1994), pp. 10–11, 87–90.
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supported herself by teaching Japanese. the personable “Miss Walne” counted 
many Nisei among her students.87

McCollum and Hindmarsh narrowed their list of potential students to forty-
eight, “all native-born united states citizens, white, male, and anxious to serve 
the Navy; most of them had lived and studied in Japan or China, had univer-
sity degrees, and were in the age bracket of twenty to thirty.” All were promised 
reserve commissions upon graduation. instruction began on 1 October 1941, with 
twenty-seven students at Harvard and twenty-one at the university of California 
at Berkeley.88 Meanwhile, in July 1941 the u.s. Marine Corps sent twelve reserve 
officers to a separate program at the university of Hawaii to learn Japanese.89

For textbooks McCollum had the naval attaché in tokyo send copies of the 
Naganuma readers; fifty complete sets arrived in september. Hindmarsh then 
designed a practical course of instruction that crammed the three-year Naganuma 
course into one. the final course objectives were vague. “We didn’t have anything 
specific in mind,” he later recalled, “but we thought it would be useful to have 
some people who could handle the language.” 90

At Harvard, Professor elisséeff did not like naval officers telling him how 
to teach Japanese. the Navy directed him to use the Naganuma readers, but he 
preferred his own textbook. Hindmarsh visited in November and wrote a sternly 
worded report that demanded changes in the curriculum, which elisséeff ignored. 
Meanwhile, things were much more to the Navy’s liking on the West Coast, where 
Miss Walne had fewer preconceptions about the “right” way to teach the language 
and her students were making steady progress.91

As Army officers interviewed prospective students, a “delay in the establish-
ment of the school was barely averted,” Weckerling recalled, as MiD wavered 
on whether to open a Japanese-language school at all.92 some argued it would 
be better to open a centralized intelligence school. that summer a group of mili-

87 the u.s. Navy had identified Walne as a potential intelligence asset in 1935, shortly after she 
enrolled at the university of California: Memo, 12th Naval District to CNO, 7 Jan 36, sub: Japanese 
translators, Folder A8–2/P11–5, translators (5), Commandant’s Ofc, gen Corresp (Declass), 12th 
Naval District, Rg 181, NARA–Pacific Region.

88 “school of Oriental Languages,” p. 2. see also Bureau of Navigation, “Organization and 
Contents of an intensive Course in the Japanese Language for Naval students,” [ca. Aug 41], in 
Folder P16/P11–5 (12), Course in Japanese Language, Box 12, Commandant’s Ofc, gen Corresp 
(Declass), 12th Naval District, Rg 181, NARA–Pacific Region.

89 Roger Pineau, “World War ii Japanese Language school for Marines,” unpubl Ms, author’s 
files; Roger V. Dingman, “Language at War: u.s. Marine Corps Japanese Language Officers in the 
Pacific War,” Journal of Military history 68 (July 2004): 856–57. One Marine officer who trained at 
the university of Hawaii was gerald Holtom, born in Japan to missionary parents. He was assigned 
to the 2d Marine Raider Battalion and died on Makin in August 1942. “Palo Alto Marine Finally 
Comes Home,” palo alto Daily News, 2 Dec 00.

90 “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,” p. 56.
91 elisséeff’s 28 November 1941 response to Hindmarsh’s criticisms is reproduced in part in 

Nadler, evolution of foreign Language training, pp. 112–14.
92 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.” see also Rasmussen’s comments in Min-

nesota Morning tribune, 23 Oct 45.
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tary intelligence officers visited Britain and were impressed by the British Army’s 
interrogator-training school. When they returned to Washington, D.C., in July, 
they recommended that MiD establish a similar school. One of the observers was 
the Fourth Army g–2, Lt. Col. Donald A. stroh, who agreed with the British 
approach. But his assistant g–2 in san Francisco, Weckerling, disagreed, as did 
the officers in the Far eastern Branch. they argued that the psychology of cap-
tured Asian personnel was quite different from that of captured germans. Hence 
the need for a separate school that would teach only Japanese and interrogation 
techniques appropriate to Japanese prisoners of war.93 At the end of August the Far 
eastern Branch won out and MiD directed Fourth Army to proceed with estab-
lishing their school “as soon as practicable.” 94

Another threat to the school came from a new Army organization, general 
Headquarters (gHQ), responsible for the supervision and direction of Army train-
ing. in June 1941 gHQ moved to block MiD’s plans for intelligence training. 
in July Fourth Army requested gHQ’s permission to start a Japanese-language 
school. MiD endorsed Fourth Army’s request but conceded that “the question 
of training translators and interrogators is only one phase of combat intelligence 
training.” MiD recommended that “a War Department study should be made to 
determine the needs of all task forces for translators, interpreters and interrogators 
for all required languages, rather than only Japan.” gHQ then approved Fourth 
Army’s request and allowed the school to proceed. the general staff scheduled 
a meeting for 8 December to decide which War Department staff section would 
control language and intelligence training. the meeting would never happen.95

By October 1941 Fourth Army had assembled sixty students to begin Japa-
nese-language training at Crissy Field on the Presidio of san Francisco. Across the 
san Francisco Bay at the university of California, the Office of Naval intelligence 
had begun training Caucasian officer candidates and had a similar program at 
Harvard university.

93 the perceived differences in the “psychology” of interrogating Asians vs. Caucasians per-
sisted during the war and after. in 1946–1947 the basic intelligence officers course taught at the 
intelligence school, Fort Riley, Kansas, had two separate blocks of instruction based on wartime 
experiences, labeled “interrogation techniques, Caucasian,” 28 Feb 47, and “interrogation tech-
niques, Oriental,” 20 Feb 47, both in trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

94 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role”; Memo, Fourth Army g–2 to WD g–2, 
18 Aug 41, sub: Fourth Army Language and intelligence school; Ltr, MiD to Fourth Army, 30 Aug 
41. Both in security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
165, NARA. Colonel stroh was a military observer in england from May through July 1941.

95 Kent Roberts greenfield et al., the army ground forces: the organization of ground Com-
bat troops (Washington, D.C.: Historical Division, Department of the Army, 1947), pp. 32–55; 
Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division, pp. 366–67; Weckerling, “Japanese Ameri-
cans Play Vital Role.” Weckerling and Rasmussen were aware of the Navy’s language training in 
Berkeley. Memo, Cg, Fourth Army, to ACs, g–2, WD, 17 sep 41, sub: Navy and Marine Japanese 
Language schools, in security-Class gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of 
intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
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Fourth Army intelligence school, 
November 1941–May 1942

As diplomatic tensions with Japan increased during 1941, the War Department 
Military intelligence Division (MiD) quietly turned to its Nisei soldiers to train 
a carefully selected few for special duty as interpreters and translators. several 
officers who had studied Japanese in tokyo in the 1930s were assigned to Fourth 
Army at the Presidio of san Francisco; they selected sixty students from among 
the roughly 1,300 Nisei from the western states who had been enlisted through 
selective service over the previous year.

“your Country Needs you”

it was difficult to find Nisei students proficient in both english and Japanese 
who could pass a security check; finding qualified instructors was even more so. 
Pfc. Arthur Masaji Kaneko and Pfc. John Fujio Aiso, interviewed at Camp Haan, 
California, seemed especially promising. Kaneko had been born in Riverside and 
had spent ten years attending school in Japan before returning to California for 
high school. in March 1941 he was studying architecture at Los Angeles Junior 
College when he received his selective service notice. Because of his drafting 
skills, the Army assigned him to the Coast Artillery. though Kaneko’s Japanese 
and english skills were excellent, he felt unqualified to teach Japanese. Aiso tried 
to persuade him, but Kaneko joined the school as a student.1

1 John Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role in united states intelligence ser-
vice in World War ii” (1946), first printed in hokubei Mainichi, 27 Oct–5 Nov 71, reprinted as a  
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Aiso, the Harvard-trained lawyer now working as a parts clerk, had his doubts 
too. At the Presidio of san Francisco, he reported to Maj. John Weckerling in his 
office in the Fourth Army headquarters building. Aiso was the most promising of 
all the Nisei the officers had identified. in addition to speaking excellent english 
and Japanese, he was more mature than most. Weckerling offered Aiso the job of 
chief instructor. 

Aiso thought for a moment. it was clear that relations between the united 
states and Japan were deteriorating sharply. Who knew how all that would turn 
out? in Washington, the two governments were engaged in tense negotiations; 
but most American newspaper readers remained hopeful that a conflict could be 
avoided. Aiso had no intention of staying in uniform. in fact, he was already on his 
way out of the Army. About this time the War Department changed its age rules 
for selectees: those over twenty-eight years old would be released (he was thirty-
two). in Los Angeles, his fiancée was waiting for him; he was planning to marry 
and resume his law practice.

Aiso declined Weckerling’s offer, and what happened next surprised him. 
Weckerling came out from behind his desk, put his hand on Aiso’s shoulder, and 
said, “John, your country needs you.” this caught Aiso off guard. He paused for 
only a moment and then responded: “Yes, sir, i will take the job.” the encounter 
was a turning point in his life, Aiso later recalled. “No American person had ever 
told me that America was my country.” 2

Weckerling felt it would not be right for the chief instructor to be a junior 
enlisted man. Aiso was too old for a direct commission, so Weckerling decided to 
make him a War Department civilian. He had Aiso discharged from the enlisted 
Reserve Corps and hired as a civilian “with the understanding that if he should 
sever his connection with the school he would be recalled to active duty as an 
enlisted man.” Now that Aiso was no longer a soldier, he and his fiancée set as their 
wedding date his birthday, 14 December, just before the Christmas holidays.3

pamphlet; interv, author with Arthur M. Kaneko, 23 Aug 95; Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National 
Japanese American Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif. After Kaneko’s class gradu-
ated in May 1942, he was held back as an enlisted instructor for two years. similar in age and 
upbringing to most Nisei, Kaneko was a rare sansei (third-generation Japanese American). His 
grandfather had immigrated to the united states in 1893, so his father was a Nisei.

2 this story is recounted in various sources: John F. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” 
interv by Marc Landy, university of California at Los Angeles, 1971; interv, author with John F. 
Aiso, 30 Oct 87; Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s 
pacific Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), pp. 20–21; shigeya Kihara, “Remember-
ing general John Weckerling,” unpubl Ms, Dec 92, author’s files; interv, stephen A. Haller with 
shigeya Kihara, 21 Jan 94, pp. 15–16; Kiyoshi Yano, “Participating in the Mainstream of Ameri-
can Life amidst Drawback of Racial Prejudice and Discrimination,” in John aiso and the M.i.s.: 
Japanese-american soldiers in the Military intelligence service, World War ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi 
(Los Angeles: Military intelligence service Club of southern California, 1988), p. 15. the meeting 
probably took place in late september or early October 1941.

3 MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” ann. 1, 
Academic training, p. 4, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. Army Center of Military History (CMH). see also 
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the search for qualified instructors continued. Capt. Kai e. Rasmussen crossed 
the san Francisco Bay to Berkeley to see Florence Walne, who was already work-
ing for the Navy’s Japanese-language program. Walne knew many Nisei students 
at the university of California but also knew that most were not interested in work-
ing for the War Department. Rumors had spread that the Army’s school would 
train informers to spy on the Japanese American community.

Walne suggested that Rasmussen speak with two of her recent students, Akira 
Oshida and shigeya Kihara. Oshida had graduated from Berkeley High school 
and Meiji university in tokyo. Most recently he had worked in the Japan pavilion 
at the golden gate international exhibition. Oshida received a phone call from an 
Army officer with “a thick german accent” (the Danish-born Rasmussen) invit-
ing him for an interview at the Presidio of san Francisco. After some questions 
about his schooling and work experience, the officer “threw a book on the table 
and asked me if i knew what it was. i said, “Yes,” Oshida replied, “i used to carry 
one in my back pocket” (during his military training at Meiji university). After 
the interview, the officer told Oshida he was in. “in what?” Oshida asked. Only 
then did he learn the nature of the job.4

Kihara had earned a bachelor’s degree in political science and a master’s 
degree in international relations at the university of California. in October 1941 
he had just returned from a short trip to Japan and began working in his father’s 
grocery store. His experiences in Japan convinced him that a conflict would soon 
break out between the two countries. Kihara was interviewed but was not given 
a reading test. if he had, he later reflected, he probably would not have done very 
well. in any event, Walne’s recommendation was good enough for Weckerling to 
offer him a job.5

tetsuo imagawa was selected as the fourth instructor. Although he had a bach-
elor’s degree in economics from the university of California, he could find work 
only as a salesman for a liquor company. imagawa was the only instructor with 
firsthand experience teaching at a Japanese-language school.6

On Monday morning, 20 October 1941, Weckerling assembled the four Nisei 
instructors in a basement room of the Fourth Army headquarters for their first 
meeting. Piled on an orange crate was Rasmussen’s personal collection of text-
books from tokyo: the Naganuma readers (eight volumes), Creswell’s Japanese-
english military dictionary, various Japanese and American training manuals, 
ueda’s Daijiten (a voluminous compendium of kanji, or Chinese characters), and 

Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei”; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 32; Yano, “Participat-
ing in the Mainstream,” p. 16.

4 “Akira Oshida: DLi’s ‘Living History,’” DLi globe (13 March 1980).
5 intervs, Haller with Kihara, 21 Jan 94, and Lt. Cmdr. Donald McCabe with shigeya Kihara, 

19 Jul 91.
6 Harrington Papers; Biographies, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California 

(hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios); Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role”; shigeya 
Kihara, autobiography, unpubl Ms, NJAHs; intervs, McCabe with Kihara, 21 Jan 91, and Haller 
with Kihara, 19 Jul 94.
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several other books.7 Weckerling suggested they go to the school building. A ten-
minute walk took them down toward the bay across some railroad tracks to a 
shabby warehouse, a converted hangar that was a relic of the days when Crissy 
Field had been an active airfield.8 there were no desks or chairs, only two old 
Army cots. One side would serve as classrooms, the other as the sleeping area. 

“sixty Nisei soldiers will report here in two weeks on November 1,” Weck-
erling told them. “Be prepared to start training them.” He then turned on his heel 
and walked out. the new instructors looked at each other for a minute, not sure 
where to begin. After a moment, Aiso took charge and began giving them their 
assignments. they had no time to lose.9

7 Kihara, “Remembering general John Weckerling.” though 15 and 16 October have both been 
given for the first meeting, Kihara recalls it as a Monday (personal communication to author). that 
would make the date 13 or 20 October 1941. the confusion may have arisen in later years because 
the four new civilian instructors were placed on the payroll at the beginning of the mid-month pay 
period, i.e., 16 October.

8 Crissy Field was established in 1921, the hangar erected in 1921–1922 for the Air Mail ser-
vice. Originally Bldg. 907, sometime after 1942 the hangar was renumbered as Bldg. 640. in 1928 
it was converted into barracks for ROtC summer camp. in 1936 the airfield was closed. stephen A. 
Haller, the Last Word in airfields: a special history study of Crissy field, presidio of san fran-
cisco, California (san Francisco: National Park service, 1994); Mary grassick, fourth army intel-
ligence school: historic furnishings report (Harpers Ferry, W.Va.: National Park service, 1999).

9 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 21; interv, Haller with Kihara, 19 Jul 94.

three of the instructors at Crissy field take a lunch break. shigeya Kihara is in 
the center.
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Aiso laid down the daily schedule: classes from 0800 to 1130, a lunch break, 
then back into the classroom from 1300 to 1630, five days a week. supervised 
study hours would be four evenings a week from 1900 to 2100. saturday mornings 
from 0900 to 1200 were spent on review and examinations.10 the school was to be 
all work, for students and instructors alike. 

the curriculum was based on Naganuma’s and hyojun Nihongo tokuhon, 
standard Japanese readers, which had to be reprinted as soon as possible. the 
books came with a set of flash cards that showed the kanji characters on one side 
and english on the reverse. Oshida had the best handwriting, so he was assigned 
to write the kanji on stencils for mimeographing. the curriculum covered read-
ing, translation, interpretation, grammar, and military terminology. For military 
terminology the instructors used the same Japanese field manuals that Rasmus-
sen and Capt. Joseph K. Dickey had used to screen prospective students. Weck-
erling also gave them Lt. Col. Moses W. Pettigrew’s new technical manual on 
the Japanese military. using Creswell’s military dictionary, the instructors labori-
ously translated Pettigrew’s manual into Japanese. Meanwhile, other instructors 
scoured san Francisco’s Little tokyo for print shops that could reproduce Japanese- 
language materials. With the start of classes barely two weeks away, they wasted 
precious hours soliciting multiple bids on each print job as required by government 
contracting rules. From Washington, MiD requested that the u.s. military attaché 
in tokyo ship more dictionaries to the school directly from Japan.11

the school needed money as well as instructors. there had been no require-
ment for an intelligence school in the Fourth Army budget when the new fiscal year 
began on 1 July. Nevertheless, Weckerling obtained $2,000 from the Fourth Army 
quartermaster. Carpenters erected partitions to make three classrooms on one side 
and offices and barracks space on the other. During the last weeks of October, the 
Nisei students trickled into the hangar and waited for the school to begin.

On the morning of Monday, 3 November, classes began.12 Fifty-eight Nisei 
and two Caucasians sat down in three makeshift classrooms in the hangar, almost 
in the shadow of the golden gate Bridge.13 Kihara, Oshida, and imagawa each 

10 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 9a.; interv, McCabe with Kihara, 19 Jul 91, pp. 18–20.
11 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.” intervs, author with Kaneko, 23 Aug 95; 

McCabe with Kihara, 21 Jan 91; Haller with Kihara, 19 Jul 94. MisLs album (Minneapolis: Mili-
tary intelligence service Language school, 1946), pp. 30–31. the military attaché in Japan shipped 
the requested dictionaries, but they made it only as far as Manila, where they fell into Japanese 
hands when the war broke out. “training History”; general Records, 1943–1945, Military intelli-
gence [service] Language school, Fort snelling, Minn., Records of the Army staff, Record group 
(Rg) 319, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), p. 4.

12 the Fourth Army intelligence school was formally activated on 1 November 1941, the date 
commonly used to denote the school’s origin. However, classes did not begin until the following 
Monday, 3 November. the four students from san Luis Obispo were ordered to travel by rail to 
the Presidio of san Francisco starting on the afternoon of Friday, 31 October. gene Masaji uratsu, 
MisNorCal Bio.

13 No official list of the students who started the class has been found. Forty-two graduates are 
listed in MisLs album, p. 125. the two Caucasians, Dempster Dirks and Victor Belousoff, who 
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took one class.14 they covered reading, Japanese-to-english translation, conversa-
tion, and interpreting and tested the students’ memorization skills by drilling them 
daily on kanji, with the top section learning fifty to sixty kanji each day. John Aiso 
became the unquestioned leader, and the instructors and students looked to him to 
run the school.15 

Aiso and his instructors intended the course as a refresher, because the stu-
dents were supposed to have a good grasp of Japanese already. this assumption 
turned out to be mistaken. they soon found out that only the top twenty or so 
students could handle the language with ease. For the rest, “the process was one of 
learning anew rather than merely refreshing up on knowledge previously acquired 
but presently dormant.”

began with the fifty-eight Nisei, graduated later than the Nisei in the first class. “training History,” 
ann. 1, states that the first class was composed of fifty-seven Nisei and three Caucasians (para. 6, 
p. 5). the third Caucasian name might be that of s.sgt. george spence, who began as the supply 
sergeant and later attended training. grassick, fourth army intelligence school, p. 26.

14 the basic sources for the first class are “training History,” MisLs album, and Weckerling, 
“Japanese Americans Play Vital Role.” see also uratsu, MisNorCal Bio. intervs, author with John 
F. Aiso, 30 Oct 87; McCabe with Kihara, 21 Jan 91; Haller with Kihara, 19 Jul 94; author with 
thomas sakamoto, 16 Nov 87.

15 the school’s opening was supposed to be secret, but Aiso recalled that the Japanese Dōmei 
radio service mentioned the school on the air and identified the instructors by name. Yano, “Partici-
pating in the Mainstream,” p. 16; Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei.”

Classroom inside Crissy field hangar, late 1945
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the Japanese language was notoriously difficult for english speakers to learn. 
Written Japanese uses a mixture of kanji and letters of the Japanese syllabary (kana, 
or -gana). Kanji may be written in block print or in cursive (sōsho, also known as 
grass writing). two types of kana, katakana and cursive hiragana, must also be 
learned. Additionally, Japanese may be written using the Latin alphabet (rōmaji). 
its spoken form has several dialects. Nationalists in Japan boasted of this complex-
ity and assured the Japanese people that few foreigners could master their language. 
American commentators also stressed its complexity but as if this was somehow 
additional evidence of the perversity and cunning of the Japanese mind.16

inside the hangar, the students worked hard day and night. Many wished they 
had paid more attention in Japanese school. But all preferred this to being on 
summer maneuvers or driving a truck. One of the Kibei students later recalled: 
“there i was, a farm boy turned soldier, studying a language i already knew, in 
the wonderful city of san Francisco. it was the happiest six months of my entire 

16 Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role”; sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american 
spy (New York: Vantage, 1953); Francis s. Wickware, “the Japanese Language,” Life (7 septem-
ber 1942). Warren tsuneishi assisted the author with this explanation.

Nisei students in front of Chinatown yMCa in san francisco 
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life!” their parents would be proud that their sons were finally buckling down to 
learn the language. After hours a popular place to study was the latrine, where 
the lights stayed on all night. the intensive instruction soon revealed where each 
student stood; after a few weeks the students were redivided into four sections by 
skill level.17 

Meanwhile, on the weekends the students found san Francisco a congenial 
city. several had families or other relatives living in the Bay Area. san Francisco 
had a thriving Little tokyo with over 6,000 inhabitants, which gave the students 
plenty to do with their off-duty time. shops, bars, and restaurants welcomed Nisei 
soldiers; and several students owned cars.

Weckerling visited the school once or twice each day but left the day-to-day 
administration to Aiso.18 After several weeks, Lt. gen. John L. DeWitt visited the 
school just down the hill from his headquarters at the Western Defense Command. 
When Aiso was introduced as the chief instructor, DeWitt patted him on the shoul-
der and said “John, you’re doing a good job. if there is anything i can do for you, 
come and see me.” it was Friday, 5 December.19

“Now the time has Come to prove your Loyalty”

On the morning of 7 December the students slowly awoke in their hangar- 
barrack at Crissy Field. sunday was their day off, so they had no reason to hurry. 
Five weeks had passed since classes began, and they had fallen into a routine. some 
skipped breakfast to sleep late. the quiet was broken when Captain Dickey walked 
into the building and someone yelled, “Attention!” Dickey somberly announced: 
“i have just received the bad news: Japan bombed Pearl Harbor.”

the Nisei were stunned. Before they could recover, Colonel Weckerling 
appeared and they all gathered in a classroom. “Well men, you have just heard the 
bad news. i sincerely sympathize with you boys on your peculiar predicament. i 
was in the same spot when World War i broke out, as i happen to be of german 

17 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 24; grassick, fourth army intelligence school, pp. 26–27; 
“training History,” ann. 1, pp. 5–6; Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941.

18 some sources report that Dickey was the commandant between November and December 
1941 and in the spring of 1942. in fact, Weckerling was the commandant and Dickey the deputy. 
After assisting with student selection, Rasmussen had no formal connection with the school until 
May 1942. Dickey and Rasmussen apparently alternated recruiting and supervision duties. see 
grassick, fourth army intelligence school, p. 8; the army almanac (Washington, D.C.: Depart-
ment of the Army, 1950), p. 383.

19 Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” p. 72. intervs, Loni Ding with John F. Aiso, 
1986, NJAHs; author with Aiso, 30 Oct 87. Harrington claims DeWitt made this remark to Roy 
Kawashiri, another student in the class, but he is probably mistaken. Harrington, yankee samurai, 
pp. 25–26; Roy Kawashiri autobiography, in David W. swift, Jr., ed., “First Class,” p. 15, unpubl 
Ms, 2000, copy in author’s files. Quote from James Matsumura, Harrington Papers.
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descent. You are free to leave if you so desire, but now the time has come to prove 
your loyalty and i expect each and everyone’s utmost.” 20

the Nisei hardly knew what to think. some were angry, others confused and 
frightened. the country of their birth was now at war with their parents’ home 
country. How would America treat its Nisei soldiers? their reaction, Weckerling 
wrote to the War Department a few weeks later, “was not unlike that of other 
Americans, one of surprise and shocked amazement. . . . [they] reacted as any 
American would.” 21

20 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 29; interv, Haller with Kihara, 19 Jul 94, p. 21; Aiso, “Obser-
vations of a California Nisei,” p. 73. According to the recollection of one student, Kazuo Kozaki, 
Weckerling did not address the students until the following Monday morning. swift, “First Class,” 
p. 127.

21 Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941.

the Uss shaw explodes during the Japanese attack on the U.s. pacific fleet  
at pearl harbor. 
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John Aiso, the chief instructor, left his apartment that morning for the main 
telegraph office. He and his fiancée were to wed the following sunday, and he 
was sending her one last telegram about the arrangements. When he boarded a 
streetcar to return to his apartment, a woman began to scream: “Kill him! He’s a 
Jap!” she became hysterical and shouted again and again to the other men on the 
streetcar: “Kill him!” No one took up her challenge, but Aiso was grateful when 
the streetcar stopped at the gates to the Presidio and he escaped to the relative 
safety of the post.22

the entire West Coast had flown into panic; the Western Defense Command 
commenced frantic preparations against air attack and sabotage. san Francisco 
was blacked out. Almost daily, enemy aircraft and submarines were reported to be 
approaching the coast. the War Department rushed troops and aircraft westward 
to protect the mainland. 

the attack shocked Americans everywhere. even though tensions had been 
growing, it came as a total surprise. Americans were quick to label it a “sneak 
attack.” On 10 December the Chicago tribune published an editorial cartoon 
calling for “War without Mercy on a treacherous Foe,” reflecting the emotional 
response of most Americans.23

For Japanese Americans the attack was doubly devastating. Any hope of rec-
onciling their dual heritage was shattered, replaced by an overwhelming sense of 
fear and shame. A young Nisei in Hawaii later wrote: “it was like watching your 
older brother whom you’d believed in and loved now running wild committing 
murders.” 24 One Nisei stationed at Fort Ord, California, recalled his feelings of 
“shock, bewilderment, anger, shame and sorrow. But mostly, i felt deep anguish 
and despair because the land that i had been taught to honor by my parents had 
committed an act of war against the country that i loved.” 25

the Nisei students at Crissy Field were deeply affected. Would the Army close 
the school? Would they be arrested or discharged? One Kibei took John Aiso 
aside and asked, “sensei [teacher], why don’t we run away now, while we have a 
chance?” Aiso simply told him, “We’ll have to be patient.” 26

22 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 29; see also sources on Aiso in note 2, above. in the 1987 
interview, Aiso described the woman’s words differently: “there’s a Jap there! Why don’t you get 
after him? Are you people yellow or something?” interv, author with Aiso, 30 Oct 87.

23 Quote from John W. Dower, War without Mercy: race and power in the pacific War (New 
York: Pantheon, 1986), p. 181. see also emily s. Rosenberg, a Date Which Will Live: pearl harbor 
in american Memory (Durham, N.C.: Duke university Press, 2003), pp. 11–33.

24 Milton Murayama, all i asking for is My Body (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1988), 
p. 83.

25 Akiji Yoshimura, who later joined the Mis, fought in Burma with Merrill’s Marauders and 
earned a battlefield commission. Quote from Bill Hosokawa, Nisei: the Quiet americans (New 
York: William Morrow, 1969), pp. 229, 420.

26 Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei”; John F. Aiso, in the Color of honor, documen-
tary film, Loni Ding, prod., Vox Productions, 1987; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 29; shigeya 
Kihara, in Unsung heroes: the Military intelligence service, past-present-future (seattle: Mis-
Northwest Association, 1996), p. 63. the student, Kazuo Kozaki, remained at the school and went 
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Compounding the Nisei’s fear and anger was the sense of shame. When they 
had been inducted into the Army, many of their issei parents told them to bring no 
shame to the family. Now they could feel the angry stares of their fellow Ameri-
cans. they were innocent of any crime, yet the accusations remained. if they were 
innocent, why were the newspapers full of the wildest rumors? How could they 
prove their accusers wrong? 27

in Hawaii, as the attack continued, Nisei soldiers rushed to defend the skies 
and beaches. A seventeen-year-old high school student, Daniel K. inouye, hurried 
through the streets of Honolulu to his civil defense station; “choking with emotion 
[he] looked up into the sky and called out, ‘You dirty Japs!’” Hoichi “Bob” Kubo, 
assigned to the 298th infantry medical section, saw the Japanese aircraft flying 
low over schofield Barracks and shooting up Wheeler Field. He threw open the 
locker of medical supplies and began dispensing plasma, bandages, and medicines 
as fast as he could. the governor activated the territorial guard, mostly ROtC 
cadets at the university of Hawaii, including over 160 Nisei. the next morning at 
first light two Nisei soldiers spotted a Japanese midget submarine caught on a reef 
on Oahu’s eastern shore. A story was told of two local soldiers who were man-
ning a machine gun on a beach in Hawaii shortly after the attack. One soldier of 
Hawaiian ancestry asks his companion of Japanese ancestry, “if dey come, who 
you shoot? Dem or me?” the Nisei replies, “Who you t’ink, stupid? Me as good 
American as you!” 28

the Federal Bureau of investigation (FBi) joined with Army and Navy counter-
intelligence officials to seize all Japanese diplomatic and commercial personnel in 
Hawaii and on the mainland, together with hundreds of Japanese Association lead-
ers, language school teachers, newspaper editors, Buddhist priests, and anyone 
with close ties to Japanese consulates. J. edgar Hoover and the attorney general 
were confident they had headed off any threat of sabotage or espionage. Within a 
week the Justice Department had about 3,000 Japanese aliens in custody.29 Out of 

on to fight with the Australian 9th Division at Lae in New guinea, where he became the first Nisei 
to receive the silver star.

27 Many observers identify haji, or shame, as central to Japanese American culture. see tom 
Kawaguchi, quoted in John tateishi, and Justice for all: an oral history of the Japanese american 
Detention Camps (New York: Random House, 1984), pp. 182–83. Ruth Benedict made much of the 
culture of shame in Japanese society based on her wartime study of issei and Nisei. Ruth Benedict, 
the Chrysanthemum and the sword: patterns of Japanese Culture (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1989), pp. 222–27, 270–72.

28 Hoichi Kubo, “Military Biography,” unpubl Ms, [1996], copy in author’s files; interv, author 
with Hoichi Kubo, 30 Oct 87. Kubo later joined the Mis and was awarded the Distinguished ser-
vice Cross in 1944. Daniel K. inouye, Journey to Washington (englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-
Hall, 1967), p. 56. inouye later served with the 442d Regimental Combat team; after the war, he 
served in the u.s. House of Representatives and the u.s. senate. thomas D. Murphy, ambassadors 
in arms (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1954), frontispiece.

29 For the initial reactions of law enforcement, see Jacobus tenBroek et al., prejudice, War, and 
the Constitution (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1954), p. 298; stetson Conn, “Japa-
nese evacuation from the West Coast,” in stetson Conn, Rose e. engelman, and Byron Fairchild, 
guarding the United states and its outposts, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office 
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fear, thousands of issei burned or buried their personal papers, books, or family 
heirlooms, anything the local authorities might consider suspicious. typical of the 
arrests was Yasuyuki Mizutari, a Japanese-language school principal and kendo 
fencing instructor in Hilo, Hawaii. His oldest son, Yukitaka terry Mizutari, had 
been inducted on 12 November and was taking basic training at schofield Bar-
racks. the elder Mizutari was shipped to a detention center on the mainland; his 
son remained at schofield Barracks.30

the wave of arrests did not defuse public anger directed against persons of 
Japanese descent living in America. the question of their loyalty, citizens or not, 
emerged with renewed virulence and became linked with the search for answers 
to the disaster. secretary of the Navy Frank Knox flew to Hawaii and declared on 
15 December, “i think the most effective Fifth Column work of the entire war was 
done in Hawaii with the possible exception of Norway,” which the german Army 
had invaded in April 1940. He urged that all Japanese be removed from Oahu to 
one of the smaller Hawaiian islands.

At the Fourth Army intelligence school, classes continued with a grim new 
determination. Aiso considered canceling his wedding; but Captain Dickey coun-
seled him: “John, this is going to be a long war. A man has to get married some-
time.” Aiso despaired how he, a Japanese American, could travel to Los Angeles. 
Dickey had an answer for that also. He drew up official orders so Aiso could travel 
to Los Angeles for “recruiting purposes.” With a knowing look he added, “if you 
decide to get married on your leisure time, that’s your business.” 31

Weckerling and Dickey knew that the Army needed their Nisei students more 
than ever. Weckerling was determined to protect his students and instructors alike 
from the wave of anger and suspicion. He had come to know these Nisei well, and 
he respected and trusted them. in late December the Military intelligence Division 
requested his assessment of the loyalty of the Nisei soldiers in the school, telling 
him to “make exhaustive studies on the subject utilizing some Japanese of known 
loyalty.” they wanted to know: “What is the loyalty of the soldier of Japanese 
extraction? How much can he be depended upon? Can he be entrusted with tasks 
other than general infantry or non-combatant services? is he a liability in the army 
today and would it be far better to discharge him and not use him at all?” 32

On New Year’s eve Weckerling sat down to compose his reply. the three 
weeks since Pearl Harbor had been perfectly awful for his students and himself. 
Worst of all was the students’ agony. since his own arrival at Fourth Army in 

of the Chief of Military History, 1964), p. 116; “ABC List” and “internment Camps,” in encyclope-
dia of Japanese american history, rev. ed., ed. Brian Niiya (New York: Facts on File, 2001). Roger 
Daniels gives the figure 3,000 in “the Forced Migrations of West Coast Japanese Americans, 
1942–1946: A Quantitative Note,” in Japanese americans: from relocation to redress, rev. ed., 
ed. Roger Daniels et al. (seattle: university of Washington Press, 1991), pp. 72–74.

30 Yukitaka Mizutari was later transferred to the Mis. He was killed in action in New guinea 
in June 1944 and posthumously awarded the silver star.

31 Hosokawa, Nisei, p. 96.
32 Ltr, Weckerling to Dusenbury, 31 December 1941.
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september, he wrote, he had made an “exhaustive study” of Japanese-American 
soldiers, a study that was “practical rather than academic,” while rushing to estab-
lish the school. As for the loyalty of the Nisei soldiers, he answered emphatically 
in the affirmative. Based on personal interviews and “close supervision of, and 
association with,” the Nisei students, “as well as i could judge, i believe all to be 
loyal Americans, anxious and willing to serve in any task in the armed forces.” 33

But larger forces were at work. in late January 1942 supreme Court Justice 
Owen J. Roberts released a report that implied that the Japanese attack may have 
been aided by a fifth column. two weeks later Walter Lippmann published a widely 
read article entitled “the Fifth Column on the West Coast,” declaring that “the 
Pacific Coast is in imminent danger of a combined attack from within and with-
out.” 34 some private employers and state and local governments dismissed their 
Japanese American employees. On 9 February the War Department sent the West-
ern Defense Command a telegram: “You are hereby directed to suspend all civilian 
employees of Japanese ancestry in your establishments, . . . and to refuse to employ 
any such person hereafter until further orders. . . . All passes and badges shall be 
removed from such employees and they shall be barred from the post, camp, or 
station until further notice.” the Western Defense Command agreed, but asked for 
an exception for their Nisei instructors: “graduates of this school will provide only 
available personnel for interpreters, translators and interrogators in Japanese lan-
guage. Continued operation of school extremely desirable. school cannot continue 
present operations without Japanese civilian instructors.” On 16 February the War 
Department agreed to allow Fourth Army to keep its instructors.35

Public pressure on West Coast military and civilian leaders to do something 
about the Japanese population became unbearable. general DeWitt, who had vis-
ited the school before the attack on Pearl Harbor, decided that nothing short of 
complete removal of all persons of Japanese ancestry, including the Nisei soldiers 
under his command, would adequately protect the region. On 19 February Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt signed executive Order 9066, authorizing military 
commanders to designate military areas “from which any or all persons may be 
excluded.” the provost marshal general, responsible for internal security, sent the 
head of the Aliens Division, Lt. Col. Karl R. Bendetsen, to the Western Defense 
Command to plan and supervise the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry 
from the West Coast.36

33 ibid.
34 Quote from Ronald takaki, strangers from a Different shore: a history of asian americans 

(Boston: Little, Brown, 1989), p. 388.
35 Folder 5, entry 147, Rg 407/360, NARA. Memo, the Adjutant general’s Office (tAgO) to 

Cg, Western Defense Command, et al., 9 Feb 42, sub: Civilian employees of Japanese Ancestry 
(Ag 291.2), Misc Class Material for 1942, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, 
NARA.

36 For the Army’s involvement in the evacuation decision, see stetson Conn, “Japanese evacu-
ation from the West Coast,” in Conn, engelman, and Fairchild, guarding the United states, pp. 
115–49. the War Department (WD) published the Western Defense Command (WDC) history of 
the evacuation in 1943 as final report: Japanese evacuation from the West Coast, 1942 (Wash-
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By March the Western Defense 
Command began removing over 110,000 
Japanese civilians from their mainland 
homes and packing them into tempo-
rary assembly centers at fairgrounds 
or racetracks. Contractors began hasty 
construction of ten “war relocation cen-
ters” in remote inland areas. the War 
Department had no interest in becoming 
the caretaker for such a large displaced 
population, so the federal government 
established the War Relocation Author-
ity (WRA) to administer these camps 
to which all evacuees were transported 
that summer and autumn.37

For persons of Japanese ancestry in 
Hawaii, the situation was quite differ-
ent. the commanding general declared 
martial law on 7 December, which his-
torian gary Okihiro considers “fun-
damentally an anti-Japanese act,” one 

that “had been planned and was subsequently executed specifically to contain the 
‘Japanese problem.’” Over a thousand subversion suspects were rounded up and 
interned. Navy secretary Knox urged the Army to remove all Japanese from the 
Hawaiian islands, or at least from Oahu, where they numbered about 118,000, 
over one-third of the population. Army officials dragged their feet; the size of 
the affected group, combined with the acute lack of shipping, made such a move 

ington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1943). final report caused controversy even within the 
War Department and should be used with caution in its claims of “military necessity.” Peter irons, 
Justice at War: the story of the Japanese american internment Cases (New York: Oxford univer-
sity Press, 1983), pp. 206–18. see also Forrest C. Pogue, george C. Marshall, 4 vols. (New York: 
Viking, 1963–1987), 3: 139–47. For more recent discussions, see Roger Daniels, prisoners without 
trial: Japanese americans in World War ii (New York: Hill and Wang, 1993); greg Robinson, 
By order of the president: fDr and the internment of Japanese americans (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard university Press, 2001).

37 the appropriate term for these camps remains a matter of controversy. the WRA called 
them war relocation centers; however, many people today consider “relocation” a dangerous 
euphemism. During the war, government officials sometimes referred to them as concentration 
camps, a term that later became associated with the Nazi extermination camps. the Department 
of Justice established internment camps for enemy aliens and diplomatic personnel; many people 
today use that term to refer both to the camps established by the War Relocation Authority and to 
those established by the Department of Justice. Wherever possible, i simply use the term camps 
for the WRA centers, as most Japanese Americans did (and still do). For further discussion, see 
“Assembly Centers,” “Concentration Camps,” and “internment Camps” in encyclopedia of Japa-
nese american history.

the san Francisco examiner 
announces the imminent removal 

from the West Coast of all Japanese 
americans.
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impossible.38 in fact, about 2,000 Nisei soldiers were helping to guard Hawaii’s 
beaches and critical facilities. 

their commanders remained wary. the Nisei ROtC cadets who had been 
mobilized on 7 December with the territorial guard were suddenly dismissed on 
19 January 1942. the Nisei requested to be allowed to serve in some other capac-
ity: “Hawaii is our home; the united states our country. We know but one loyalty 
and that is to the stars and stripes. We wish to do our part as loyal Americans in 
every way possible and we hereby offer ourselves for whatever service you may 
see fit to use us.” the Army relented and organized them into a labor service 
unit. the 169 Nisei called themselves the Varsity Victory Volunteers and for the 
next year performed construction projects and general labor on the islands for the 
Army engineers.39

the threat of a Japanese attack on Midway finally provoked Army authorities 
to action. On 5 June more than 1,400 Nisei soldiers from two National guard regi-
ments were shipped to the mainland. sgt. Hoichi Kubo, who had seen the Japanese 
planes attack Wheeler Field, went along, as did Pvt. terry Mizutari, whose father 
had been arrested. the Hawaiians moved by rail to Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, 
where they began training as the 100th infantry Battalion (separate).40

On the mainland, many Nisei rushed to enlist after the Pearl Harbor attack. 
Many were turned away, but some were successful. in Nebraska, Ben Kuroki 
asked his issei father, a potato farmer, what he should do. His father replied, 
“enlist in the Army, Ben. America is your country. You fight for it.” Ben and his 
brother drove 150 miles to the nearest recruiting station but were turned away. A 
few weeks later a new recruiting station opened at North Platte, and there Kuroki 
was enlisted into the Air Corps.41 in Washington, spady A. Koyama promised his 
mother he would not enlist until after the Christmas holidays. in early January 
1942 he marched into a recruiting station. When the recruiters turned him away, 

38 Conn, “Japanese evacuation,” pp. 206–14; gary Y. Okihiro, Cane fires: the anti-Japa-
nese Movement in hawaii, 1865–1945 (Philadelphia: temple university Press, 1991), pp. 195–252. 
Quote from p. 209.

39 Yutaka Nakahata and Ralph toyota, “Varsity Victory Volunteers: A social Movement,” 
social process in hawaii (November 1943): 29–35; Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 52–54; 
Franklin s. Odo, No sword to Bury: Japanese americans in hawai’i during World War ii (Phila-
delphia: temple university Press, 2004); ted t. tsukiyama, in We remember pearl harbor: hono-
lulu Civilians recall the War years, 1941–1945, ed. Lawrence R. Rodriggs (Newark, Calif.: Com-
munications Concepts, ca. 1991), pp. 243–56.

40 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 59–72; Masayo umezawa Duus, Unlikely Liberators: 
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he threatened to give their names to the local newspaper. Only then did they relent; 
he was sworn in on 8 January.42 

Another Nisei, Dye Ogata, enlisted at Helena, Montana, in February. He had 
studied in Japan from 1938 to 1940 and spoke excellent Japanese. After enlisting, 
he heard about the language school from a friend and wrote directly to Captain 
Dickey, who offered him a space at the school.43 Frank tadakazu Hachiya, a 21-
year-old college student from Hood River, Oregon, was inducted on 7 January. 
Hachiya had been born and raised in Oregon; but when his father inherited the 
family farm in Japan, his parents took him there and enrolled him in school. When 
his father brought him back to Oregon in February 1940, his mother and younger 
brother stayed behind in Japan. Hachiya completed high school and enrolled in a 
local college. in the autumn of 1941 he wrote a freshman essay:

i really now think and believe that living in Japan four years has done me one great good. 
the appreciation of America or the love of one’s country. Now i don’t mean i don’t like 
Japan, but will never get so that i like her as well as America. As i was born and reared 
here, i am an American, though i was born of Japanese parents. . . . i read where some 
people stated that they did not fully appreciate their country until they traveled abroad. 
And i, too, after living across the sea, realize it now.

When asked about his mother and little brother still in Japan, he replied, “the 
only way i can help them is to aid in freeing Japan of the military party.” 44

in the first few weeks after Pearl Harbor, each selective service board made 
its own decisions. in Hawaii, local boards stopped inducting Nisei at once. some 
boards on the mainland, particularly in the interior, continued to accept Nisei to 
fill their rapidly expanding quotas. in January the director of selective service, 
Brig. gen. Lewis B. Hershey, publicly declared his intent to continue drafting 
Nisei and highlighted the “pressing need for solidarity.” 45

Confusion still reigned as to whether the Army would accept the Nisei. On 16 
February one division commander on his own authority discharged all Nisei under 
his command to the enlisted Reserve.46 the selective service headquarters pro-
tested, but the War Department declined to overrule the local commander. soon 

42 interv, author with spady A. Koyama, 2 Nov 87; spady A. Koyama, MisNorCal Bio.
43 interv, author with Dye Ogata, 30 Oct 87; Dye Ogata, MisNorCal Bio.
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after the evacuation was approved, the War Department directed that all Nisei 
soldiers be shipped out of the Western Defense Command. the Nisei soldiers were 
removed from their units; collected at Fort Lewis, Fort Ord, and other camps; and 
then shipped to army service commands in the interior. Fort Lewis alone shipped 
almost four hundred.47

At the end of March the War Department notified selective service that it 
would no longer accept “for service with the armed forces, Japanese or persons 
of Japanese extraction, regardless of citizenship status or other factors.” On 30 
March selective service headquarters sent out a confidential telegram to all state 
directors “to the effect that no more registrants of Japanese extraction would be 
accepted by the Army for induction. Local boards were therefore to discontinue 
deliveries for such purpose.” the local boards reclassified all Nisei registrants and 
placed them into the category that seemed to best fit their circumstances, iV–C, 
or “enemy aliens.” this was especially galling to the Nisei, who were citizens and 
certainly not the enemy. they considered the designation a personal insult, but 
under the circumstances they had little choice.48

Another obstacle arose in early 1942, when the War Department issued a new 
directive that no Japanese American soldiers were to be sent overseas. Weckerling 
later remarked that “the implementation of this policy would have vitiated the only 
feasible plan to provide qualified interpreters and translators for the Pacific theatre 
and would have thoroughly frustrated the efforts of the field intelligence agen-
cies.” Colonel Pettigrew in the Military intelligence Division obtained a special 
exemption for the students at the Fourth Army intelligence school. What was the 
point of giving them the training if they could not be sent overseas? 49
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“shikata ga Nai,” December 1941–May 1942

At Crissy Field, the students and instructors plunged into their work and 
reached deep inside themselves for the spirit to go on. John Aiso later recalled 
those hours: “seldom in history has a generation of young men been so confronted 
with the necessity of self-examination, self-restraint, self-discipline, moral cour-
age, and intellectual honesty. We asked ourselves . . . what is the meaning of loy-
alty measured by legal, political, and moral criteria? Where lies the proper choice 
between rational decision and heartbreaking human affections?” 50 How could 
they go on, with such an uncertain future? they found the answer in the tradi-
tional Japanese phrase, “shikata ga nai.” (it cannot be helped.) With quiet resolu-
tion they buckled down to their studies with an intensity that would have surprised 
their Japanese-language schoolteachers in quieter days.

san Francisco was now a city at war. At night the windows were blacked out 
and troop convoys slipped out silently under the golden gate Bridge. the Nisei 
went into town less and less often. One evening, as two of the instructors were 
driving off the Presidio, a nervous young guard at the gate stopped their car. With 
his .45-caliber pistol drawn, he ordered them out of the car with their hands in the 
air. He then directed them to place their identification cards on the ground and step 
back. Only when he verified that they were indeed War Department civilians did 
he allow them to proceed. incidents of this sort had a chilling effect.51

in the classrooms, the instructors knew their mission but were uncertain as to 
the ultimate purpose. Weckerling could not describe the duties of their graduates, 
because he himself did not know. He could only tell them that “it was vaguely 
connected with usage of Japanese in connection with American military opera-
tions in the Pacific.” 52 they only knew that the course had to be intensified. they 
introduced some new subjects, such as sōsho, the difficult “grass writing” that 
turned kanji characters into mysterious scratchings.53 About fifteen students “were 
relieved because of their inability to learn Japanese or their failure to receive a 
favorable loyalty recommendation.” 54

While the instructors continued to teach their classes, Weckerling found more 
instructors. When the local authorities shut down all Japanese-language newspa-
pers, he hired two former reporters, thomas N. tanimoto and tsutomu “Paul” 
tekawa. satoshi “Bud” Nagase, formerly a California-based reporter for the Dōmei  

50 Aiso, speech to veterans’ reunion, 6 sep 64, author’s files.
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the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
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radio news service, would teach a course on how to read Japanese kana radio 
messages. toshio g. tsukahira, another Kibei, had graduated the university of 
California at Los Angeles with a bachelor’s degree in history and political science 
and a master’s in history.55 tadao Yamada, a graduate of Meiji university, would 
develop a course on Japanese geography. After a short while, another one of the 
new instructors was dropped for lack of language proficiency. Although he had 
graduated from an American university and had made a short trip to Japan, he had 
not studied the language well enough to teach it.56 security officers also removed 
Bud Nagase, the former radio reporter, because of suspicions about his previous 
employment.57 Weckerling built a solid group of eight civilian Nisei instructors. 
All were u.s. citizens with excellent Japanese-language skills and university grad-
uates committed to preparing their students to serve in the war against Japan.

Weckerling knew that Nisei linguists alone could not meet the needs of future 
battlefields. even before the war began, the Military intelligence Division rec-
ognized that “in time of war, in many cases, officers will obtain better results in 
the interrogation of prisoners than enlisted personnel.” With few Japanese-speak-
ing officers and no plans to commission the Nisei enlisted men, the War Depart-
ment had to train more. the Military intelligence Division declared that “efforts 
should be initiated immediately for the use of every qualified Regular, Reserve, 
or National guard officer who can be released from his present assignment for the 
course in the Japanese language.” the first step was “to determine the capacity of 
officers who claim a knowledge of the Japanese language” and assign them to the 
course.58 After Pearl Harbor, the Military intelligence Division concluded that a 
Caucasian officer had to lead each team of Nisei sent to the field.59

in the highly charged atmosphere of suspicion, Weckerling foresaw that white 
commanders might have difficulty entrusting their Nisei soldiers with sensitive 
intelligence tasks, such as interrogating prisoners and translating captured docu-
ments on the battlefield:

Despite my confidence in the loyalty of the enlisted students enrolled in the intelli-
gence school, i fully realize that, when the course is completed and the students assigned 
as translators, interpreters or interrogators at division, corps and army headquarters, 
many commanders will look upon these men with suspicion, whether justified or not. i 
can fully sympathize with the feelings of such commanders, because the translator will be 
in a prime position to do great harm in the event that he is, as a matter of fact, disloyal. in 
the absence of white officers or soldiers, with at least a smattering of Japanese, in a posi-
tion to check their actions, the g–2 will be at their mercy.

55 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 9–10, 130–31.
56 “training History,” ann. 1, p. 4; grassick, fourth army intelligence school, pp. 14–21.
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59 Kai e. Rasmussen, speech, DLiFLC, Monterey, Calif., 25 Jun 77, printed in DLifLC forum 
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it is for this reason that i have been so anxious to enroll white Americans, particularly 
officers, in the school. upon their graduation such personnel, of unquestioned loyalty, will 
be available to assign to the headquarters of divisions, corps and army. their presence 
there would serve to check the actions of the Japanese translators, and relieve command-
ers of their apprehensions on being double-crossed by the latter. 60

the War Department looked for white officers to serve as team leaders over 
the Nisei, and this policy remained in effect until almost the end of the war. Begin-
ning in December, eighteen National guard and Reserve officers “drifted in at odd 
times.” some showed promise, but most did not. One had listed on his personnel 
questionnaire that he had studied Japanese. upon closer examination, he admit-
ted that his exposure was limited to six weeks of classes, one hour per week, at 
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA). two Chinese American reserve 
officers were sent to the school, but they spoke Cantonese, not Japanese.61

Of all these officers, only two graduated with their class. Capt. David W. 
swift, son of an english teacher at tokyo imperial university, had been born and 
raised in Japan. since 1933 he had worked as a customs inspector in the Port of 
san Francisco and was a captain in the Military intelligence Reserve. After Pearl 
Harbor, Fourth Army loaned him for a time to Naval intelligence for “locating 
certain citizens of Japanese ancestry.” He was then sent to southern California for 
censorship duties. On 28 December the 45-year-old reservist was ordered to the 
Presidio of san Francisco for a refresher course in Japanese.62

Capt. John A. Burden, a 41-year-old medical doctor, came from Hawaii. Bur-
den had been born in Japan, where his American parents had both been teachers. 
He grew up with Japanese playmates and spoke the tokyo dialect better than many 
Japanese. When he graduated from medical school during the Depression, there 
was little work to be found even for doctors, so he joined the Medical Reserve 
Corps, where he could earn $250 each summer on active duty. He soon found a 
job as a plantation doctor on Maui, where he served the predominantly Japanese 
work force. in January 1942 he received orders to the Presidio of san Francisco for 
a refresher language course.63 
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second Lt. Lawrence P. Dowd had lived in Japan for three years and had stud-
ied the language. He had earned his master’s degree in Oriental studies from the 
university of Hawaii in 1938 and was teaching at the university of Washington.64

the school’s leaders looked high and low for Caucasian students. When Major 
Dickey visited Fort Bragg, North Carolina, he interviewed Pvt. Faubion Bowers, 
a Julliard graduate who taught music at Hosei university before the war. Dickey 
welcomed him with the Japanese greeting, “ohayō gozai masu.” (“good morn-
ing.”) Bowers “immediately answered in astonishment, rather homesick for the 
language and the country i had come to love.” 65 

Other Caucasians who claimed to speak Japanese rushed to Washington, 
D.C., to apply for direct commissions on the basis of their language skills. the 
War Department commissioned some and sent them straight to Crissy Field for a 
refresher course. Many proved utterly incompetent in the language and caused con-
siderable trouble for their instructors. One reserve major from Hawaii could speak 
some “pidgin” Japanese but didn’t take his studies very seriously. An instructor 
finally chewed him out. “Don’t talk to me like that,” the student protested, “i’m 
a major.” the instructor responded in heavily accented english, but his meaning 
was clear: “i don care you major, you general—i am shibirian [civilian]!” the 
major was soon removed from the course.66

the evacuation of all persons of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast made 
the school’s location untenable. But where could they go, and who would be in 
charge? Colonel Weckerling stepped up to become g–2 for the Western Defense 
Command on 12 March, leaving Captain Rasmussen in charge of the school. Ras-
mussen was soon scouting for a new site. He considered moving the school to salt 
Lake City, utah, still inside the boundaries of the Western Defense Command but 
outside the exclusion zone.67 At the same time, the Army was looking for places to 
send the evacuees. On 7 April Lt. Col. Karl R. Bendetson from the Western Defense 
Command and Milton eisenhower, newly appointed director of the War Reloca-
tion Authority, met in salt Lake City with representatives of ten western states to 
discuss possible sites for relocation centers. the response was overwhelmingly 
hostile. Almost no one was willing to accept these Japanese Americans, whether 
citizens or resident aliens. if the War Department wanted to move the Japanese 
population away from the coast, most governors felt strongly that they should not 
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be burdened with them. in consequence the War Relocation Authority selected ten 
sites, most on government property, such as indian reservations.68

since salt Lake City was out of the question as a site for the language school, 
Rasmussen traveled to the seventh Corps Area in the upper Midwest, where he 
met the governor of Minnesota, Harold e. stassen. stassen was eager to help the 
war effort, but his state had only one Army base, Fort snelling in Minneapolis–st. 
Paul. the busy reception center was already filled to capacity. stassen suggested 
a former Civilian Conservation Corps camp near the small town of savage, about 
a dozen miles from Fort snelling. the state still used the camp as a home for 
indigent men, but he offered to remove them. stassen assured Rasmussen that 
all Minnesotans would accept the Nisei soldiers, since the state had no history of 
prejudice toward “Orientals.” (the 1940 census counted only fifty-one residents of 
Japanese descent in the entire state.) Rasmussen later said the area “not only had 
to have room physically, but room in the people’s hearts.” the War Department 
directed the seventh Corps Area on 7 April to provide facilities for the school, and 
Rasmussen hurried back to san Francisco to prepare for the move.69

With the change of location came a change of command alignment. Before the 
war began, the War Department directed the Western Defense Command to estab-
lish the school because the Military intelligence Division could not do so itself. 
By the spring of 1942 the division had expanded and had its own training branch 
to supervise both the language school and the new Military intelligence training 
Center, which opened at Camp Ritchie, Maryland, in June 1942. Consequently, the 
language school would report directly to the general staff, not to general Head-
quarters (gHQ) or the Western Defense Command.70

Another reason to move the school was to facilitate its expansion. Many more 
graduates would be needed. in the six months after the Pearl Harbor attack, Weck-
erling and his officers recruited another 150 Nisei, over twice as many as they 
had selected for the first class. this feat was all the more remarkable because the 
selective service system stopped accepting Nisei after February 1942 and Fourth 
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Army removed all Nisei soldiers from the West Coast. Rasmussen and Dickey 
frantically combed the Army camps in January and February 1942, before the 
Nisei soldiers were removed. 

At Fort Ord, Dickey interviewed Pfc. Richard Kaoru Hayashi from stockton, 
California. Hayashi’s eleven years in Japanese-language classes made him a good 
candidate, but soon after the interview all Nisei soldiers were shipped under guard 
from Fort Ord to Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. two weeks later Hayashi was trans-
ferred to Camp Crowder, Missouri. in May he was ordered to Camp savage.71 

Dickey also interviewed Pvt. satsuki Fred tanakatsubo of sacramento, Cali-
fornia, at Fort Lewis, where the Nisei were pulling kitchen police and garbage 
details. tanakatsubo refused to volunteer for language training and walked out of 
the interview, “since i felt the anger of being kicked around and i was not moti-
vated to serve my obligation for this country in any shape or form.” He also was 
shipped to Camp Crowder but a few months later received orders to Camp savage, 
“though none of us knew why.” 72

in March 1942 Pfc. Roy t. uyehata of gilroy, California, was shipped with the 
other Nisei from Fort Ord to Camp Wolters, texas, where they were assigned to 
garbage details, replacing the prisoners from the post stockade in the unpleasant 
job. in May he too was ordered to Camp savage.73

Just as Rasmussen and Dickey had discovered the previous summer, most 
Nisei had meager Japanese-language skills. in search of language-qualified Nisei, 
Rasmussen even visited some of the temporary assembly centers. At the Puyallup 
Fairgrounds in Washington state, he interviewed seattle-born Bill Hosokawa, a 
graduate of the university of Washington who had spent 1938–1941 as a jour-
nalist in the Far east. “i thought i could boast a fair speaking knowledge of the 
language,” Hosokawa later recalled, “but he quickly proved me completely inad-
equate in other respects.” He remembered how the colonel ended the interview 
“with ill-concealed disgust,” saying, “Hosokawa, you’d make a helluva Jap.” 74 

By the summer of 1942 Rasmussen and his officers would feel that they had 
exhausted the available pool of Japanese-speaking Nisei. Without authorization 
to recruit Nisei directly from the new internment camps, there would be no more 
Japanese linguists available. the War Department would have to meet the grow-
ing requirements in some other way.

in the spring of 1942 some Army commanders were removing Nisei soldiers 
and others were begging for Japanese linguists for their units deploying to the 
south Pacific. the first request came on 28 March, when the Military intelligence 
Division sent an urgent radiogram to the Fourth Army g–2: “A soldier [from] your 
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intelligence school of Japanese ancestry is needed to be sent with a task force to 
the Pacific area. Recommend name[,] organization[,] rank.” 75 On 3 April MiD 
offered the 37th Division a language team composed of “one officer (white) and 
5 enlisted men (American citizens of Japanese ancestry) who will have finished a 
specialized course in military Japanese, interrogation and translation of Japanese 
documents.” 76 On 7 April the War Department lifted the overseas ban for Nisei 
“whose loyalty is attested to by the Commanding Officer of the school after suit-
able investigation.” shortly afterward the school sent one of the best Kibei stu-
dents, Masanori Minamoto, straight to the south Pacific, where he joined the 102d 
infantry on Bora Bora.77

On 1 May the Fourth Army intelligence school held a small graduation cer-
emony. About forty Nisei graduated, along with two Caucasian reserve officers, 
swift and Burden. Because of the shortage of instructors, the best ten students 
were held back as instructors. Within days all others were on their way to overseas 
assignments.78

During these difficult months, over 100,000 persons of Japanese ancestry on 
the West Coast were being forced from their homes, including the families of all 
the Nisei students and instructors. in the last weeks before graduation there was 
“total confusion and disaster,” one of the instructors recalled, with “total chaos” 
for Japanese communities up and down the coast.79 Families were trying to sell 
their furniture and cars, close their shops, and put their property in storage. Fourth 
Army ordered all Japanese in san Francisco to report to collection centers in early 
May, just days after the school’s graduation, for transport to the assembly center 
at tanforan Racetrack. 

All this upheaval caused considerable confusion and frustration. One issei 
farmer whose Nisei son was serving in the Army told a reporter: “they took my 
boy to the army, and now they take my other children to a concentration camp.” 
A Nisei soldier told another reporter: “they are evacuating all the Japanese from 
the Coast and even trying to take away our citizenship. i don’t know why i am in 
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tors (350.03), trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

77 Memo, Adjutant general to ACs, g–2, 7 Apr 42, sub: Japanese Language school (352), trng 
grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. see also interv, author with Kaneko, 23 Aug 95. 
Harrington incorrectly identifies Kiyoshi Kaye sakamoto as an early graduate, perhaps confusing 
him with Minamoto. Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 31, 70–71; swift, “First Class,” pp. 273–75. 
some sources give Minamoto’s first assignment as tongatabu.

78 sources differ on the number of Nisei graduates, but most researchers agree on 40 as most 
likely. MisLs album lists 40 Japanese names (p. 125), although the text says 43, not counting the 
2 Caucasian officers (p. 9). “training History” says 36 (p. 2), probably omitting the 10 held over 
as instructors. A few pages later (p. 16) a table says 45. “training History,” ann. 1, p. 5, para. 6, 
says 45. swift, who has conducted the most detailed research, can identify only 40. swift, “First 
Class.”

79 interv, Haller with Kihara, 19 Jul 94, pp. 22–23, 26–27.
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the Army. i want to see democracy as it is supposed to be, but this is getting just 
as bad as Hitler.” Another Nisei soldier was taking basic training when one of his 
tent mates, an italian American, told him: “if they did that to my family, i wouldn’t 
serve in this god-damn army.” 80

Meanwhile, the Navy was having its own problems training Caucasian officer 
candidates in Japanese at Harvard and Berkeley. After Pearl Harbor, Navy com-
manders began begging for linguists, so the Office of Naval intelligence began 
planning to double its language training program. But the expansion would take 
time. the Marine Corps demanded Japanese linguists, but the Office of Naval 
intelligence responded that all the students were already earmarked for naval 
assignments. the best they could offer was sixty linguists from the class that 
would graduate in June 1943, more than a year away.81

80 Alexander H. Leighton, the governing of Men: general principles and recommendations 
Based on experience at a Japanese relocation Camp (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 
1945), p. 27; Moffett ishikawa, in Harrington Papers.

81 For the Navy language programs, see “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum, 
u.s. Navy Retired,” 2 vols., unpubl Ms, 1970–1971; Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), 

a Nisei soldier on leave from Camp Leonard Wood, Missouri, has returned to 
California to help his mother prepare for removal.
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in February 1942 Lt. Comdr. Albert e. Hindmarsh and glenn W. shaw trav-
eled to Berkeley and Cambridge to inspect their two contract programs. At the 
university of California they were pleased with Florence Walne’s classes. But 
at Harvard, despite the onset of war, serge elisséeff frustrated any attempts to 
change his teaching methods. the officers complained of “a continuing reluctance 
to recognize the practical needs of the Naval service and constant underhanded 
criticism of the whole idea of intensified training because it did not conform to the 
usual academic set-up as exemplified in the leisurely and highly theoretical teach-
ing of Professor elisséeff.” 82 

Deciding to put all his eggs in one basket, Hindmarsh sent the next batch of 
forty-seven students to the university of California, where they arrived on 22 
February. Walne quickly hired additional instructors, including some Korean 
Americans who spoke Japanese with a distinctive Korean accent (Korea had been 
under Japanese rule since 1910), and pressed forward with her practical, rapid-fire 
program. When the university of Washington closed its Japanese department that 
spring, she absorbed three of the instructors.83

the Navy’s program in Berkeley faced the same problem as the Army’s at 
Crissy Field. though the students were Caucasian, many of their instructors were 
Nisei. When the Western Defense Command announced the evacuation of Japa-
nese from the West Coast, the Office of Naval intelligence first requested through 
the War Department Military intelligence Division to allow their school to move 
a short distance, “as close as possible to Berkeley,” so the university of California 
could continue to operate the program. By this point Walne had eight Nisei teach-
ers on staff and the school was continuing to expand. that spring Hindmarsh and 
shaw recruited over 150 more Caucasian students and Walne identified 20 more 
Japanese Americans as instructors.84 But Fourth Army insisted that no person of 
Japanese ancestry could remain in the exclusion areas, even for important defense 
work. thus, at the end of May, Hindmarsh visited the university of Colorado at 
Boulder. the university already had a Naval ROtC program, and a few weeks 
earlier Colorado’s governor had been the only western governor to agree to accept 

“school of Oriental Languages,” unpubl Ms. Both at Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.
82 Office of the CNO, “school of Oriental Languages,” p. 13. the two programs differed in cost 

as well: Harvard charged the Navy $900 per year per student, the university of California $600. 
the Navy sent no more students to Harvard and let the contract expire in september 1942.

83 ibid. “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum,” p. 286. several students who 
studied Japanese at Berkeley in 1941–1942, such as Otis Cary, Donald Keene, and William t. De 
Bary, later became leading Japan scholars. see Otis Cary, ed., from a ruined empire: Letters—
Japan, China, Korea 1945–46 (New York: Kodansha, 1975); Donald Keene, on familiar terms: a 
Journey across Cultures (New York: Kodansha, 1994), pp. 14–20.

84 Memo, Vice CNO to Bureau of Naval Personnel, 21 May 42, sub: transfer of Navy Japanese 
Language Course out of Military Area No. 1 to Military Area No. 2, California, in scott e. Nadler, 
the evolution of foreign Language training in the armed forces (Washington, D.C.: Defense 
Language institute, 1972), pp. 123–24. this states that eight of the eleven instructors were Japa-
nese, as does a telegram from OP–16–F–2 dated 28 May 1942 (p. 121); “American Born Japanese 
teach at Navy school,” pacific Citizen, 9 Jul 42, p. 2.
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Japanese evacuees. the university president immediately agreed to accept the 
Navy school. On 23 June the students and staff moved to Colorado. the next group 
of 153 students arrived at Boulder on 1 July.85

Another government agency, William J. Donovan’s Coordinator of informa-
tion (predecessor of the Office of strategic services), ran into similar problems. in 
May Donovan appealed to the secretary of War for permission to keep six Nisei 
in san Francisco as translators and announcers for radio broadcasts directed at 
Japan. Assistant secretary of War John J. McCloy rejected his appeal: “in conclud-
ing against exemptions, general DeWitt has removed his own Japanese-language  
school to the interior. He feels that language school teachers and Japanese- 
language broadcast translators can function as effectively behind the coastal fron-
tier as they do in san Francisco or elsewhere along the coast.” 86

Disasters at home and overseas, spring 1942

the world had changed dramatically since the Nisei began their classes. Amer-
ica was at war. the military and naval forces of imperial Japan ranged at will to 
the south, east, and west, capturing the colonial possessions of Britain, France, the 
Netherlands, and the united states. singapore, the linchpin of British defenses in 
the Far east, fell on 15 February. On 23 February President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
gave his first wartime “fireside chat” to the nation and recalled the Continental 
Army’s dark days at Valley Forge. On the same day, as if to underscore the threat, 
a Japanese submarine shelled an oil refinery at santa Barbara, California. 

the Japanese seemed to be winning on all fronts as starving Filipino and 
American defenders of Bataan surrendered on 9 April. the two Nisei who had 
been sent from Hawaii to Manila one year earlier, sgts. Arthur s. Komori and 
Richard M. sakakida, fought valiantly on Bataan and then were transferred to 
Corregidor, where they translated captured documents, interrogated prisoners, 
and monitored radio transmissions. On 13 April Komori was evacuated by air 
to Australia, but sakakida remained behind. When Corregidor surrendered on 6 
May, he fell into Japanese hands.87

85 Office of the CNO, “school of Oriental Languages,” pp. 12–14; “Reminiscences of Rear Admi-
ral Arthur H. McCollum,” pp. 285–89, 458; “American Born Japanese teach at Navy school.” 

86 Ltr, John J. McCloy to William J. Donovan, 14 May 1942, reprinted in american Concentra-
tion Camps: a Documentary history of the relocation and incarceration of Japanese americans, 
1941–1945, 9 vols., ed. Roger Daniels (New York: garland, 1989), vol. 5. see also Ltr, McCloy to 
Donovan, 23 May 1942, in which McCloy states “we are moving our own Japanese school to Den-
ver.” X-Oss, Class Ref subj File, 1940–1947, Ofc of the Asst sec of War, Rg 107, NARA. 

87 Ann Bray, “undercover Nisei,” in Military intelligence: its heroes and Legends (Arlington 
Hall station, Va.: u.s. Army intelligence and security Command, 1987), pp. 34–37; Duval A. 
edwards, spy Catchers of the U.s. army in the War with Japan (gig Harbor, Wash.: Red Apple 
Publishing, 1994), pp. 51–54; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 65–67; Richard M. sakakida and 
Wayne s. Kiyosaki, a spy in their Midst: the World War ii struggle of a Japanese american hero 
(Lanham, Md.: Madison Books, 1995), pp. 67–115.
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the Nisei who graduated from the Fourth Army intelligence school in May 
1942 faced a situation very different from six months earlier. Now their fami-
lies were confined in guarded assembly centers. Many brothers and buddies with 
whom they had enlisted were pulling kitchen police and garbage details in far-off 
Army posts in the Midwest. the graduates quietly said their farewells, and about 
two dozen shipped off to points unknown.

shortly after the graduation, the staff, instructors, and remaining graduates 
packed up and set out for Minnesota, most by automobile. eleven officers, twenty-
four enlisted men, and eight civilian instructors made the trip (some enlisted men 
traveled by train). the civilian instructors were allowed to bring their families, so 
John Aiso brought his wife of five months. each automobile carrying Nisei was 
accompanied by a Caucasian officer for their protection.88 A few weeks later the 
Western Defense Command declared to the public that all Nisei soldiers had been 
removed from the West Coast, “cautioning citizens to be on the alert for Japanese 
persons wearing u.s. Army uniforms in the Pacific Coast combat zone. general 
DeWitt noted that by then all American-born Japanese in the u.s. Army had been 
removed from the Western Defense Command and the Fourth Army and trans-
ferred to interior posts.” 89 the Matson liner ss Maui slipped into port in Oak-
land, California, on 12 June, bearing the 1,400 Nisei of the Hawaiian Provisional 
infantry Battalion. they were hurried onto blacked-out trains and spirited away to 
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, with no public notice.

. . .

By June 1942 there was little cause for hope for Americans of Japanese ances-
try. On the mainland, 117,000 people languished in the assembly centers awaiting 
transport to the camps. in Hawaii, only a few hundred were detained, but all others 
were placed under surveillance. With the exception of the 169 Varsity Victory Vol-
unteers, all civilians of Japanese ancestry were barred from the war effort; though 
they remained a significant portion of the local labor force. 

two other bright spots remained, as yet out of the public eye. First, at Camp 
McCoy, the Nisei soldiers in the newly designated 100th infantry Battalion began 
training to fight, not as a labor service unit, as they had feared, but as combat infan-
trymen. second, at Camp savage, 150 Nisei began Japanese-language classes in 
June. the Military intelligence service’s Nisei were all citizens, and their loyalty 
had been carefully investigated. However, the question remained how well they 
would fight against the Japanese. eventual success in the war against Japan and in 
their acceptance into the mainstream of American society hung in the balance.

88 HQ, Western Defense Command and Fourth Army, special Orders no. 127, 7 May 42, in 
“training History,” ann. 10, encl. 4.

89 “Nisei soldiers Removed from Western Zone,” pacific Citizen, 11 Jun 42.
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Mis Nisei Pioneers,  
May 1942–February 1943

Beginning in May 1942, Nisei graduates of the Fourth Army intelligence 
school served in the early campaigns against Japanese forces from Alaska to gua-
dalcanal to Papua New guinea. until then, using Nisei as interpreters and trans-
lators against the Japanese was an untested concept. However, the initial results 
were so positive the War Department quickly increased the size of the school. 
Furthermore, the War Department decided to allow Nisei volunteers to serve in 
two all-Nisei combat units, the 100th infantry Battalion and the 442d Regimental 
Combat team (RCt), which saw action in italy and France from 1943 to 1945.

On 1 May 1942, the Fourth Army intelligence school held its first gradua-
tion ceremony at Crissy Field for forty Nisei enlisted men and two reserve offi-
cers who had completed the six-month course in Japanese. When the class began, 
their country was at peace. Now America was at war, and san Francisco was still 
blacked out as a precaution against air raids. the city’s several thousand indi-
viduals of Japanese ancestry were waiting for the Western Defense Command to 
remove them to a temporary assembly area at the tanforan racetrack. 

the Nisei graduates did not know whether they would be sent to tanforan or 
somewhere else. From December 1941 to May 1942, America had suffered a string 
of overseas disasters unprecedented in the nation’s history. the Nisei’s families 
faced an equally unprecedented series of disasters, culminating in their whole-
sale removal from the coast. What would be the fate of Nisei already in uniform? 
Would the Army place them in special camps or labor service units, or would they 
get a chance to prove themselves? if they turned their thoughts from their families 
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to the world situation, there was still little to reassure them. several weeks before 
graduation, one of their fellow students, Masanori Minamoto, shipped out and had 
not been heard from since. shortly after graduation, orders arrived for most of the 
class; they boarded transports for destinations unknown.

in the Philippines, even America’s best-known soldier, general Douglas 
MacArthur, could not hold back the Japanese onslaught. His air forces had been 
destroyed on the ground. the American and Filipino defenders of Bataan had sur-
rendered in April; those on Corregidor would soon follow. the British, French, 
and Dutch empires had folded like houses of cards. Japanese forces threatened 
india and Australia and pressed toward u.s. territories in the Aleutian and Hawai-
ian island chains. Lt. Col. James H. Doolittle and Army Air Corps fliers had 
just staged a daring raid on Japanese cities on 18 April. Japanese retaliation was 
expected at any moment somewhere in Hawaii, Alaska, or the West Coast.

in the weeks ahead, America would narrowly win its first victories in the 
Battles of the Coral sea and Midway. in both cases, a handful of Navy intel-
ligence specialists would use their ingenuity to help turn the tide. these intelli-
gence victories were won with only a handful of Japanese linguists, none of them 
Japanese Americans. 

American commanders were desperate for reliable information on the enemy’s 
next moves. Where would he strike next? What forces would he bring to bear? the 
Fourth Army intelligence school’s graduates, men who could help answer those 
questions, would amount to more than half of all Japanese linguists in the Army 
and Navy. they were ready to go wherever the need was greatest.

During the last weeks before graduation, staff officers in the Far eastern 
Branch of the Military intelligence Division (MiD) allocated the precious gradu-
ates. Lt. Col. Moses W. Pettigrew offered the Nisei to various interested headquar-
ters. in April MiD offered one Caucasian language officer and five Nisei enlisted 
men to the 37th Division preparing for deployment to the south Pacific. MiD 
assured the division, “All enlisted men have been checked for loyalty, and all come 
from families having no close relatives in Japan, and it is believed that they will be 
found both useful and trustworthy.”1

MiD was leery of promising too much, since it had barely three dozen gradu-
ates to dispatch. Of the fifty-eight Nisei selected for training, only forty com-
pleted the course. Caucasian students had fared even worse: several dozen from 
the Regular Army, Officers’ Reserve Corps, and National guard came to Crissy 
Field claiming some knowledge of the language; but only two finished the course 
that spring. When the Western Defense Command ordered all Japanese removed 
from the West Coast, the school had to relocate. With ten graduates held back as 
enlisted instructors, only thirty Nisei remained available for field duty.

1 Ltr, MiD to Assistant Chief of staff (ACs), g–2, 37th Div, 3 Apr 42, sub: Japanese interroga-
tors and translators, MiD 350.03, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Record group (Rg) 165, 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).
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Colonel Pettigrew and his Far eastern Branch made tough choices based on 
their appreciation of the strategic situation in May 1942. No Nisei deployed to 
Hawaii, where the threat was greatest. instead, they went to Alaska, Australia, 
and the south Pacific. Five Nisei went to the Alaska Defense Command. A Cauca-
sian officer with eight Nisei went to Australia, where MacArthur was establishing 
general Headquarters (gHQ), southwest Pacific Area. MiD sent the rest to the 
south Pacific: an officer and three Nisei to Fiji with the 37th infantry Division and 
six Nisei to New Caledonia. their job was to help stop Japanese forces from cut-
ting the tenuous lifeline from the united states to Australia and New Zealand.2

the shortage of Japanese-language specialists in the united states remained 
critical. Life magazine claimed in september 1942 that fewer than 100 Caucasians 
in America could speak or read Japanese. the author asserted: “One of the most 
troublesome war shortages faced by the u.s. since Pearl Harbor has been the acute 
lack of non-Japanese American citizens who understand the Japanese language. 
Various government agencies have been combing the country for months trying 
to find men and women qualified to serve as interpreters, code-room assistants 
and censors. the results of this hunt have been depressing.” Counting individuals 
“with full command of the language,” the author reported that “the most opti-
mistic estimates from Washington put the number at less than 100 persons.” this 
number obviously did not include Americans of Japanese ancestry.3 the outbreak 
of war precipitated a flood of popular literature about Japan that often stressed 
the difficulty of the language. “Our difficulties in [understanding the Japanese 
Army],” one such book declared, “are greatly increased by the inscrutable Jap 
language which, to all intents and purposes, denies us access to the Japanese 
military literature.”4

intelligence in hawaii: pearl harbor to Midway

After the Crissy Field graduation, none of the Nisei linguists deployed to the 
point of greatest danger—Hawaii. in fact, in May 1942 the Hawaiian Department 
was planning to send away most of its Nisei soldiers. Army and Navy intelligence 
officers in Hawaii had worked out a division of effort: the Navy would defend 
against further external attack, while the Army would counter any internal threat 
of espionage or sabotage. Naval intelligence thus would focus on the Japanese 
fleet, while Army intelligence would focus on the local Japanese population. Nei-
ther requested Nisei for language work.

2 unless otherwise indicated, assignment information is based on Military intelligence service 
Language school (MisLs), Disposition of graduates, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 
165, NARA.

3 Francis s. Wickware, “the Japanese Language,” Life (7 september 1942): 58–65. see also the 
letters in response published in the 28 september issue.

4 Wickware, “Japanese Language”; Lt. Col. Paul W. thompson et al., how the Jap army fights 
(Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1942).
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Naval intelligence in Hawaii included a small signals intelligence capability, 
the Combat intelligence unit under Cmdr. Joseph J. Rochefort. Later renamed the 
Fleet Radio unit, Pacific (FRuPAC), this unit was already working in the secret 
world of communications intelligence.5 Both Rochefort and Lt. Cmdr. edwin t. 
Layton, the Pacific Fleet intelligence officer, had previously studied in tokyo as 
language attachés. Rochefort already had several naval officers in FRuPAC who 
could read Japanese messages, though the volume of intercepted messages was 
still low. Rochefort sent individual language officers to accompany early aircraft-
carrier raids against Japanese naval bases, beginning with the raid on Kwajalein in 
the Marshall islands on 1 February 1942. the 14th Naval District intelligence offi-
cer had one trusted Nisei on staff, Hawaii-born Douglas t. Wada, who worked in 
counterintelligence; but the Navy did not use him for combat intelligence. Among 
naval intelligence personnel were five Caucasian language officers who had been 
withdrawn from tokyo in November 1941. More language officers were in train-
ing on the mainland, but the first would not arrive in Hawaii until February 1943, 
fourteen months after the Pearl Harbor attack.6

Army leaders in Hawaii were more inclined to trust the Hawaii Japanese, 
especially the Nisei. this may have been due in part to their positive experiences 
with Nisei soldiers drafted in Hawaii since 1940. even before that, in the 1920s 
and 1930s, many Nisei boys trained in the ROtC program at McKinley High 
school in Honolulu and many others earned reserve commissions through the 
ROtC at the university of Hawaii. the Hawaiian Department g–2 employed one 
Nisei, gero iwai, in counterintelligence. immediately after the start of the war, 
selective service boards in Hawaii suspended inductions of Nisei. By that point 
the Hawaiian Department already had 2,000 Nisei in uniform. After the attack, 
local commanders deployed their soldiers, including the Nisei, to guard landing 
sites and critical public facilities. However, when sufficient reinforcements arrived 
from the mainland over the next few months, the Hawaiian Department shipped 
more than 1,400 Nisei soldiers to the mainland on 5 June 1942 to form the 100th 

5 ACs for intelligence, Commander in Chief, Pacific Ocean Area, Rpt of intelligence Activities 
in the Pacific Ocean Areas, 15 Oct 45. Alan H. Bath, tracking the axis enemy: the triumph of 
anglo-american Naval intelligence (Lawrence: university Press of Kansas, 1998); W. J. Holmes, 
Double-edged secrets: U.s. Naval intelligence operations in the pacific during World War ii 
(Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1979); edwin t. Layton, “and i Was there”: pearl harbor 
and Midway—Breaking the secrets (New York: William Morrow, 1985); Ronald Lewin, the amer-
ican Magic: Codes, Ciphers and the Defeat of Japan (New York: Farrar straus giroux, 1982); Fred-
erick D. Parker, a priceless advantage: U.s. Navy Communications intelligence and the Battles 
of Coral sea, Midway, and the aleutians, united states Cryptologic History, ser. iV, World War ii 
(Fort Meade, Md.: National security Agency, 1993), vol. 5; John Prados, Combined fleet Decoded: 
the secret history of american intelligence and the Japanese Navy in World War ii (New York: 
Random House, 1995), pp. 223–335; edward Van Der Rhoer, Deadly Magic: a personal account 
of Communications intelligence in World War ii in the pacific (New York: Charles scribner’s sons, 
1978); John Winton, Ultra in the pacific: how Breaking Japanese Codes & Cyphers affected Naval 
operations against Japan, 1941–45 (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1993).

6 Holmes, Double-edged secrets, pp. 36–37, 57–58; Prados, Combined fleet Decoded,  
pp. 287–88.
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infantry Battalion (separate). the Nisei soldiers who remained in Hawaii worked 
in engineer and other noncombat units.

For more than a year after the Pearl Harbor attack, Army and Navy intel-
ligence officers in Hawaii struggled to meet growing demands for Japanese-lan-
guage work without using the thousands of Nisei citizens on the islands. When the 
imperial Japanese Navy struck at Midway in June, FRuPAC played a critical role 
in the narrow victory with its brilliant cryptographers and a handful of Japanese 
linguists, none of them Nisei. During the battle, the u.s. Navy captured about 
thirty Japanese sailors and aviators whom Caucasian language officers inter-
rogated.7 shortly afterward the Navy organized the intelligence Center Pacific 
Ocean Areas, which included some Caucasian Japanese linguists but no Nisei.

intelligence in alaska: Defending the aleutian islands

the Western Defense Command, which directly controlled the Fourth Army 
intelligence school, was an active theater of war. in the spring of 1942 Lt. gen. 
John L. DeWitt and his staff were planning two major operations: the removal 
of all Japanese Americans from the West Coast and the defense of Alaska. the 
Western Defense Command requested five Nisei for the Alaska Defense Com-
mand. On 12 May sgt. Yoshio Hotta led four other Nisei to Anchorage; from 
there, they dispersed to other bases in Alaska and the Aleutians. in early June a 
Japanese naval task force approached the Aleutians, and on 3 and 4 June Japanese 
aircraft raided Dutch Harbor, killing forty-three American soldiers and sailors. 
At least one Nisei linguist, Henry suyehiro, witnessed the attack but was unhurt. 
One week later u.s. Navy reconnaissance aircraft discovered that the Japanese 
had landed on the fog-bound islands of Attu and Kiska, much farther to the west 
along the Aleutian chain. 

the five Nisei sat out the next few months in Alaska, where their major task 
was keeping warm. they had no prisoners to interrogate and few documents to 
translate, including those confiscated from the handful of Japanese settlers in the 
region. throughout the autumn and winter the Nisei waited for an enemy who 
never came. A few weeks later the Americans located a Japanese Zero fighter plane 
that had crash-landed near Dutch Harbor and called on sergeant Hotta to help 
investigate the wreckage.8 Meanwhile, the Western Defense Command removed 
all civilians of Japanese ancestry from Alaska, 230 in all, and about 900 Aleuts. 
American offensive operations had to wait until the following spring to drive the 

7 Prados, Combined fleet Decoded, pp. 328, 495; Holmes, Double-edged secrets, pp. 122–23.
8 Henry suyehiro, in David W. swift, Jr., ed., “First Class,” unpubl Ms, 2000, copy in author’s 

files; Brian garfield, the thousand Mile War: World War ii in alaska and the aleutians (garden 
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1969), pp. 41–42; James s. Russell, “A Zero is Found Bottom up in a Bog,” 
in the pacific War remembered, ed. John t. Mason (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1986), 
pp. 108–11; Jim Rearden, Cracking the Zero Mystery (Harrisburg, Pa.: stackpole, 1990); John 
toland, the rising sun: the Decline and fall of the Japanese empire, 1936–1945 (New York: 
Random House, 1970), p. 499.
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Japanese from American soil. American reinforcements continued to pour into the 
region, including fifteen more Nisei enlisted graduates who arrived in December 
1942 and January 1943 with three Caucasian language officers.

intelligence in the south pacific area: the guadalcanal Campaign

in the spring of 1942 the south Pacific was the point of greatest risk for the 
Allied cause, as the united states struggled to keep open the lines of communica-
tion with Australia and New Zealand. MiD sent some of the first Nisei graduates 
to this region and to Australia. Naval intelligence officers were groping in the 
dark, hoping somehow to provide advance warning of the next Japanese attack. 
From aerial reconnaissance covering thousands of square miles of open ocean, 
they tracked the imperial Japanese Navy. they gathered information about possi-
ble landing sites from travel literature and by interviewing former residents. they 
established a tenuous network of “coast watchers,” Australian and New Zealand 
civilians who had worked in the region before the war. they relied on naval intel-
ligence in Hawaii for radio intelligence. in May the Japanese landed forces on 
tulagi and guadalcanal in the solomon islands and began constructing airfields. 
this was the advance the Allies had feared. American commanders began plan-
ning for a counteroffensive.

in April 1942 the Fourth Army intelligence school sent the first Nisei, Masa-
nori Minamoto, to the south Pacific. Minamoto, who had spent many years in 
Japan before the war, went to the 102d infantry (BOBcat task Force) at Bora Bora. 
(Map 2) He found little in the way of any intelligence setup and little language 
work to do, with no prisoners to interrogate and no captured documents to trans-
late. With no officer to give him assignments, he was detailed to drive a truck.9

After graduation, sgt. Mac N. Nagata led five other Nisei to the south Pacific, 
departing san Francisco on 7 May. they joined the Americal Division at Noumea, 
New Caledonia, on 10 June. the colonial French port was rapidly becoming the 
hub of u.s. military operations in the region. in July the Commander, south Pacific 
(COMsOPAC), established his headquarters there. the sergeant who picked up 
the Nisei at the dock told them that the truck had to remain covered because their 
presence in New Caledonia had to remain secret. At first the Nisei had little to 
do except pull guard duty around division headquarters and watch the American 
movies each week. they translated occasional Japanese letters, magazines, and 
books confiscated from the handful of Japanese residents in the region. their first 
prisoner was a downed Japanese pilot in June. that autumn Admiral William 
F. Halsey summoned two Nisei to interrogate six downed Japanese pilots. their 

9 Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory 
(Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), pp. 31, 70–71; the pacific War and peace: americans of 
Japanese ancestry in Military intelligence service, 1941 to 1952 (san Francisco: Military intelli-
gence service Association of Northern California/National Japanese American Historical society, 
1991), p. 17. Harrington mistakes K. K. sakamoto for Minamoto; tateshi Miyasaki recalls that 
Minamoto was on tongatabu.
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faces were badly burned, and only two could open their mouths enough to speak. 
the Nisei questioned the injured pilots but could find out only one or two of their 
names. those who could talk would only whisper, “Kill me.” Halsey was disap-
pointed and unleashed his fury on the Nisei: “goddamn you bastards; what in the 
goddamn hell did the government send you to school for?”10

the three Nisei assigned to the 37th Division had considerable trouble linking 
with their unit. the division was stationed at Fort indiantown gap, Pennsylvania, 
when the Nisei’s orders arrived, so they took a train from san Francisco to Har-
risburg, Pennsylvania, where a friendly military policeman gave them a ride to 
the post. When the Nisei arrived, the division had already left for the West Coast, 
so the Nisei were arrested for being absent without leave. the next day they con-
vinced the authorities of their identities and took a train back to san Francisco, 
where they caught up with the division just in time to board the ss president 
Coolidge, departing on 25 May for the long, zigzag voyage to Fiji.11

Capt. John A. Burden, one of the first two Caucasian graduates of the school, 
accompanied the three Nisei overseas. Having been born in Japan, Burden spoke 
excellent Japanese.12 in Fiji, as in New Caledonia, the linguists found no prisoners 
to interrogate and no captured documents to translate. Burden became the divi-
sion counterintelligence officer and used the Nisei and ten other soldiers to help 
monitor the main telephone switchboard. He also assigned the Nisei to monitor 
Japanese shortwave-radio news broadcasts.13

At this point, Army and Navy intelligence officers were desperate for any 
scraps of information about the enemy. in August two submarines carried a 
marine raiding party to Makin in the Central Pacific to uncover Japanese inten-
tions. Among the raiders who lost their lives in the effort was their Japanese- 
language officer, Capt. gerald P. Holtom, a marine who had been born in Japan. 
the raiders returned to Hawaii with large quantities of captured documents, which 

10 Ltr, Roy Kawashiri to Joseph Harrington, 7 December 1977, Kawashiri File, Joseph D. Har-
rington Papers, National Japanese Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.; Harrington, 
yankee samurai, pp. 31, 108–09; Ltr, isao Kusuda to Joseph Harrington, [1977?], Harrington 
Papers; shigeru Yamashita, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California 
(this and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios). Jim Masaru Ariyasu, in swift, 
“First Class,” p. 12.

11 tateshi Miyasaki, MisNorCal Bio.
12 intervs, Joseph Harrington with John Burden, 11 Dec 77, Harrington Papers; Loni Ding, 

eric saul, and shigeya Kihara with John Burden, 30 sep 86, NJAHs; author with John Burden, 
5 Dec 94. John Burden autobiography, unpubl Ms, 1992, copy in author’s files; Arnold t. Hiura, 
“Mis Profile: John Alfred Burden,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93; ted t. tsukiyama, “Dr. Alfred J. [sic] 
Burden, Col.: Mis Pioneer,” in ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World 
War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence service 
Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), pp. 52–55; Lyn Crost, honor by fire: Japanese americans at War 
in europe and the pacific (Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1994), pp. 47–53; John Burden Papers, 
Hoover institution Archives, stanford university, stanford, Calif.

13 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 85–86; Miyasaki, MisNorCal Bio; Duval A. edwards, spy 
Catchers of the U.s. army in the War with Japan (gig Harbor, Wash.: Red Apple Publishing, 1994), 
pp. 59–60.
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Caucasian language officers eagerly translated and studied. Capt. ellis M. Zacha-
rias, u.s. Navy, deputy director of Naval intelligence, later called this “the first 
major haul as far as enemy documents were concerned.” the materials included 
“plans, charts and battle orders, including one top-secret map which revealed the 
exact air defenses of all Japanese Pacific islands, the strength of the air forces 
stationed on them, their radius, methods of alert, types of planes used—and above 
all, operational plans for any future emergency.”14

On 7 August the 1st Marine Division landed on tulagi and guadalcanal in the 
solomon islands. At the time the marines had only a handful of Japanese-speak-
ing officers. A few officers and enlisted marines had taken a six-month course at 
san Diego, but they had no Nisei linguists. in any event, the marines took few 
prisoners on guadalcanal and got little useful information from the ones they 
did.15 their unwillingness to take prisoners was reinforced early in the battle, on 
12 August, when the division intelligence officer, Lt. Col. Frank B. goettge, led a 
patrol behind Japanese lines. the Japanese ambushed the patrol, and survivors told 
of watching Japanese soldiers execute the wounded marines they had left behind. 
the story was widely told among American military personnel, who believed that 
it proved Japanese treachery.16 this racial hatred soon spread to most Americans 
in the Pacific theater.17 goettge died in the ambush, as did a marine language 
officer, 1st Lt. Ralph Cory. until a just few months before, Cory had worked in 
OP–20–g, Navy signals intelligence, in Washington and thus was familiar with 
recent American cryptologic successes. Only a desperate shortage of linguists 
might explain why the marines allowed such an important intelligence officer to 
accompany a high-risk combat patrol. His capture might have alerted the Japanese 
that the Americans were reading their highest level diplomatic messages.18

Back in New Caledonia, the six Nisei supported the marines from a distance. 
they translated documents captured at the front, but the information was often 

14 ellis M. Zacharias, secret Missions: the story of an intelligence officer (New York: g. P. 
Putnam’s sons, 1946), p. 318.

15 Prados, Combined fleet Decoded, pp. 377–78. in October 1942 a Navy language officer was 
assigned to a mobile radio intelligence unit at Henderson Field on guadalcanal. the Navy may have 
used two Japanese-speaking Korean Americans to help with the language work on guadalcanal. 
Ronald takaki, strangers from a Different shore: a history of asian americans (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1989), p. 366.

16 For the impact of the goettge incident, see george McMillan, the old Breed: a history of 
the first Marine Division in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1949), pp. 
52–56; William Manchester, goodbye, Darkness: a Memoir of the pacific War (New York: Dell, 
1980), pp. 219–20; e. B. sledge, With the old Breed at peleliu and okinawa (New York: Oxford 
university Press, 1990), pp. 33–34.

17 For racism during the Pacific War, see John W. Dower, War without Mercy (New York: Pan-
theon, 1986). For more recent interpretations, see eric Bergerud, touched with fire: the Land 
War in the south pacific (New York: Penguin, 1996), pp. 403–25; John A. Lynn, Battle: a history 
of Combat and Culture (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 2003), pp. 219–80; Peter schrijvers, the 
gi War against Japan: american soldiers in asia and the pacific during World War ii (New York: 
New York university Press, 2002), ch. 9.

18 Lewin, american Magic, p. 123.
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long out of date. Nevertheless, their commanders valued the Nisei’s work. MiD 
directed the school to send out more graduates as early as possible. From septem-
ber through November the school sent out six more Nisei and several more Cauca-
sian officers. the Nisei translated documents, diaries, and letters. Most contained 
little of intelligence value, but some revealed a wealth of information. On tulagi, 
the marines found a list of call signs and code names of all imperial Japanese 
Navy ships and air bases. this was flown to Noumea, where the Nisei worked  
24-hour shifts for several days to translate. shigeru Yamashita, who had been born 
in California but had lived in Japan from age three to nineteen, considered the task 
a personal challenge: “even though there were no officers bearing down on [the 
Nisei], they were determined to show their country that loyalty and honor were an 
integral part of the fabric they were made of and taking away their outer freedom 
didn’t change that. they were acutely aware that the translation of this Japanese 
Navy book would be a significant triumph to their country and . . . to them as Japa-
nese Americans as well.”19

some documents went immediately to Hawaii, where graduates from the 
Navy language school in Boulder, Colorado, translated them. Among the first of 
the Boulder graduates to arrive in Hawaii was ens. Donald Keene, who noticed 
“a box filled with malodorous little books...and was informed that these were 
diaries taken from the bodies of dead Japanese soldiers and sailors. the odor 
was caused by the dried blood with which many of the diaries were stained.” He 
related that he “gingerly selected a diary without any noticeable bloodstains, and 
began to read.” 20

in October the Americal Division sent an infantry regiment to reinforce the 
marines on guadalcanal. the rest of the division followed in November, but the 
six Nisei stayed behind at COMsOPAC headquarters.21 Meanwhile, in Fiji, Bur-
den and his three Nisei continued to monitor the telephones and had no chance 
to help with the fight in guadalcanal. At one point takashi and takeo Kubo 
interrogated a downed Japanese pilot; another time they interrogated a captured 
eighteen-year-old Japanese submariner.22 this might have been the fate of all the 
Nisei, far from the action and relegated to lower level duties. it seemed that the 
war was passing them by. 

even Burden was feeling left out. One evening while pulling telephone duty, 
he overheard a message from guadalcanal highlighting the urgent need for a  

19 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 112; Yamashita, MisNorCal Bio; Kawashiri File, Har-
rington Papers; Ltr, Kusuda to Harrington, Harrington Papers; Ariyasu, in swift, “First Class,” p. 
7. shigeru Yamashita, in swift, “First Class,” p. 1. these may have been the materials recovered 
from the submarine i–1, sunk near guadalcanal on 29 January 1943. see Richard B. Frank, gua-
dalcanal (New York: Random House, 1990), pp. 575–76 and note; Holmes, Double-edged secrets, 
pp. 124–25; Prados, Combined fleet Decoded, pp. 400–402.

20 Holmes, Double-edged secrets, pp. 123–24; Donald Keene, on familiar terms: a Journey 
across Cultures (New York: Kodansha, 1994), pp. 22–23.

21 Yamashita, MisNorCal Bio.
22 pacific War and peace, p. 32.
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language officer. the next morning he went back to his room, packed his bag, and 
told his roommate he was going to guadalcanal. But the call did not come. A few 
nights later he overheard a similar message, but still no orders came. One day in 
December Admiral Halsey visited the 37th Division headquarters. the division 
g–2 commented, “i understand you are looking for a Japanese language officer.” 
Halsey replied, “they are driving me crazy for one, but i don’t know where to find 
one.” the g–2 introduced Burden to Halsey, who shook Burden’s hand and told 
him to pack his bag and catch the next flight to New Caledonia. Burden arrived on 
guadalcanal two days later.23

On guadalcanal, Burden found two marine officers and five enlisted men 
working as interrogators. Only one had any real proficiency in Japanese. the oth-
ers had taken a short class in Japanese in san Diego but were ineffective with pris-
oners or documents. “they would talk nothing but Japanese among themselves 
and thought they were pretty good,” Burden later recalled. When he first arrived 
he assigned some prisoners to them for interrogation. At the end of the day they 
turned in a sheet of paper for each prisoner with only the prisoner’s name and 
rank. “You talked to them for over two hours!” he exclaimed. “is that all you got 
out of them?” the marines just responded, “they didn’t know much.” Finally, one 
admitted the truth: “they talked so much and so fast we couldn’t understand what 
they were saying.” Burden sent the interrogators back to the marines.24

the 25th infantry Division joined the Americal Division to launch an offen-
sive on 17 December. Burden noted reluctance on the part of many soldiers to take 
prisoners, just as the marines before them. Officers and enlisted men shared the 
attitude, as he later put it, that “the only good Jap is a dead Jap.” Burden heard of 
one regimental commander who censured his men for bringing in prisoners, say-
ing, “Don’t bother to take prisoners, shoot the sons of bitches!” 

several times Burden heard from a front-line unit that had taken a prisoner; 
later he would learn that the prisoner had “died” en route to the rear. He was con-
cerned for practical as well as ethical reasons. American soldiers appeared to have 
“no appreciation for the value of the information obtainable from prisoners or 
documents. . . . As a result documents were scattered and destroyed in the search 
for souvenirs.” Burden frequently lectured commanders and units about the intel-
ligence value of prisoners and documents and convinced the corps commander to 
offer a three-day pass and a serving of ice cream as rewards for bringing in live 

23 see sources on Burden cited above. Many years later Burden recalled that this meeting was 
with Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, not Admiral Halsey, and took place in October, not early Decem-
ber. Nimitz indeed visited Noumea in October, but Burden’s after-action report clearly stated that 
Burden arrived on guadalcanal in early December 1942, only a short time after his encounter with 
the senior naval officer. Nimitz apparently did not visit the south Pacific in late November or early 
December.

24 this account of Burden’s experiences on guadalcanal from December 1942 until Febru-
ary 1943 is based primarily on John A. Burden, “the Work of the Language section, including a 
summary of the Work Conducted on guadalcanal and a tentative Plan for the Future Conduct of 
Japanese Language Work in the south Pacific Area,” 22 Jul 43, Folder 3, Burden Papers.
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prisoners. As the American offensive gathered momentum, over 200 prisoners 
had arrived at the stockade; Burden’s small crew of marine interrogators began to 
work around the clock. Contrary to popular belief, they found the prisoners coop-
erative. some would even obtain information from their fellow prisoners when 
they did not know the answer to a specific question.

Along with prisoners came a harvest of captured documents, an “astonish-
ing . . . amount of information.” Burden reported: “the Japanese seem to have a 
mania for putting things down on paper and hanging on to old documents. . . . dis-
position of troops, distribution of artillery units, casualties following engagements, 
hospital records, and numerous other points were found in large numbers.” 25

25 ibid. the Burden Papers contain copies of several translations.

Captain Burden (center) makes a broadcast to urge Japanese soldiers to surrender. 
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Burden also used his language skill to encourage Japanese soldiers to surren-
der. the first, mass-produced, surrender leaflets used on guadalcanal, prepared 
and printed in the united states, had little effect on Japanese soldiers. Burden 
made up his own leaflets on the spot to explain the hopelessness of their situation 
and to instruct them to approach American lines during certain hours, unarmed 
with their hands raised. One day, while Burden was looking through captured 
Japanese diaries, an entry caught his eye: “Went up to battalion headquarters to 
look at the surrender leaflets,” the unknown Japanese soldier had written. “the 
handwriting was terrible!” Burden was amused to discover that his doctor’s hand-
writing was no better in Japanese than english.26 

Psychological warfare remained an important tool of war. early in 1943, when 
the 25th infantry Division faced determined Japanese resistance in the gifu strong 
point, the division commander, Maj. gen. J. Lawton Collins, summoned Burden 
to his command post on 15 January. He told him: “You said the Japanese would 
surrender if we could reassure them they would not be killed. Here is your chance 
to prove that. You can have broadcast equipment and we will give them two days 
to come out.” Burden set up a loudspeaker and began to broadcast, but heavy rain 
and thick foliage weakened its power. 

By the end of the third day, only thirteen Japanese soldiers had responded. 
Burden begged for one more day, but Collins refused: “that’s not the way we fight 
a war—they were given an ultimatum, and the shelling starts tomorrow.” the next 
day Burden watched in horror as the American artillery blasted the Japanese posi-
tion. Most of the prisoners taken over the next two weeks were deafened and shell-
shocked. Burden recommended repeating the experiment and equipping language 
sections with portable public address systems.27

Burden’s experiences on guadalcanal convinced him that doing translation 
and interrogation work far to the rear was not effective. He estimated that it took 
between three to six weeks for information to get back to guadalcanal. several 
times, he later wrote, “documents having important tactical information were 
overlooked and sent to Noumea, and the information from them was not received 
until after it had lost its value.” 28 Burden pushed to bring his Nisei to guadalcanal, 
where they would be more useful. He encountered great resistance based in large 
part on “a general distrust of all persons of Japanese extraction, . . . the result of 
the National hysteria which resulted following the attack on Pearl Harbor.” When 
American soldiers first met the Nisei, they commonly thought they were Chinese 

26 Burden autobiography.
27 Burden, “Work of the Language section,” pp. 12–13; Burden autobiography; Harrington, 

yankee samurai, p. 111; John Miller, jr., guadalcanal: the first offensive (Washington, D.C.: 
Department of the Army Historical Division, 1949), pp. 298–99. Burden was injured soon after-
ward in the crash of a liaison aircraft while disseminating leaflets. He was awarded the silver star 
for his service on guadalcanal.

28 Burden, “Work of the Language section,” p. 2. 
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Americans. “What small amount of prejudice that still exists,” he wrote, “is wiped 
out as soon as the individuals become acquainted with the Nisei.” 29

Burden finally appealed directly to the XiV Corps commander, Maj. gen. 
Alexander M. Patch, who gave his permission to send the Nisei into the forward 
area. Burden arranged for the three Nisei languishing on Fiji with the 37th infan-
try Division to fly to New Caledonia. A fellow officer told Burden he had seen a 
Nisei soldier driving a jeep on tonga. Burden guessed that the soldier must be 
Masanori Minamoto, so he brought him up as well. in January 1943 a fresh team 
of ten Nisei straight from the school arrived in New Caledonia.

As the American offensive gained strength, the flow of prisoners and docu-
ments grew rapidly. two Nisei flew on 15 January to join the 2d Marine Divi-
sion on guadalcanal, where they met a marine sergeant “struggling with a pile of 
Japanese documents.” As the Nisei began combing through the documents, one 
recalled, “the very first one that we worked on, a ‘Jackpot,’ was a thick bounded 
document (handwritten with brush), a ‘Japanese general staff Operational Plan: 
and Directives for the Combined Japanese Forces in the south Pacific Area.’ . . .
it was really a very ‘hot’ item.” 30 Burden brought forward four more Nisei, who 
joined the XiV Corps language section on guadalcanal on 22 January.31 When 
the fighting ended in February 1943, the Americans held more than 300 prisoners 
and thousands of captured documents. Now that the fighting had ceased, Burden 
began to let his Nisei interrogate the prisoners. On 13 February another language 
officer arrived at XiV Corps with five more Nisei.32

Just as the battle for guadalcanal was ending, dozens more Nisei graduates 
arrived in the south Pacific. Lt. Col. Frederick P. Munson arrived in New Cale-
donia shortly before Christmas with six more Nisei under sgt. tetsuo Hayashida 
of California. Munson had been among the diplomatic personnel exchanged on 
the ss gripsholm. He took charge of the combat intelligence center in Noumea. 
the Nisei were assigned to Headquarters, u.s. Army Forces, in the south Pacific 
Area.33 in January 1943 twenty more Nisei arrived, all graduates of the December 
1942 class at Camp savage. ten each went to the 37th and 43d infantry Divisions. 
Meanwhile, Burden and his small team transferred to the 25th infantry Division.

29 ibid., p. 14.
30 Ltr, Joe J. Yoshiwara to Roy uyehata, 18 February 1993. His partner was Makoto sakamoto. 

A few days later two more Nisei joined them. Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 132. Yoshiwara 
recalls flying to guadalcanal on 15 January 1943, the date reflected on his award of the Bronze star 
Medal. the cited document may have been “Japanese Army-Navy Central Agreement Concerning 
south Pacific Area Operations, with supplement,” 4 Jan 43, in Louis Morton, strategy and Com-
mand: the first two years, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of 
Military History, 1962), app. g, pp. 624–26. 

31 Burden, “Work of the Language section,” and Burden autobiography; Harrington, yankee 
samurai, p. 89; Miyasaki, MisNorCal Bio; Yamashita, MisNorCal Bio. Roy Kawashiri says three 
Nisei eventually went to guadalcanal, but he did not. Ltr, Kawashiri to Harrington, 7 December 
1977.

32 Roy t. uyehata, MisNorCal Bio.
33 interv, Frederick P. Munson, 5 Mar 75, Frederick P. Munson Papers, Hoover institution 

Archives; tetsuo Hayashia, MisNorCal Bio.
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the experiences of the Mis Nisei in the south Pacific replayed in other cam-
paigns for the rest of the war. Commanders initially restricted the first to arrive 
from the combat zone. Only when their Caucasian language officer insisted could 
a few go forward to support the front-line units. Only then could they finally show 
the full range of their abilities. 

By early 1943 enough Nisei were available for other tasks. thirteenth Air 
Force began using interrogations of captured Japanese pilots to modify American 
aerial tactics.34 Burden proudly wrote to the school that he was “glad to say that 
those who opposed the use of Nisei the most are now their most enthusiastic advo-
cates.” At first general Patch, who had commanded the Americal Division and 
then the XiV Corps, strongly opposed using the Nisei. According to a later report, 
when the first group arrived at his command, he “remarked that he didn’t want any 
Japs” and only “begrudgingly tolerated them through a campaign.” By the end of 
the campaign “he thought so much of them that he used to go personally to the 
transports and welcome each group as they came off the gangplank.” 35

With the Nisei’s help, the Army learned some valuable language lessons from 
the guadalcanal Campaign. Combat intelligence had to flow upward as forward 

34 Wesley F. Craven and James L. Cate, eds., the army air forces in World War ii, 7 vols. (Chi-
cago: university of Chicago Press, 1950), 4: 215.

35 “Nisei Linguists—eyes and ears of Allied Pacific Forces,” trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel 
g–2, Rg 165, NARA. this appears to be a draft of the MisLs press release of 22 October 1945. 
Japanese evacuation Research study (JeRs), pt. 2, sec. 2, reel 20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, 
university of California, Berkeley. Patch’s remarks were toned down in the final version. Patch later 
commanded seventh Army and expressed pride in the 442d RCt that served under him in 1944. 
Crost, honor by fire, pp. 53, 237.

g–2 section, XiV Corps, february 1943. in front row, beginning fourth from left: 
shigeru yamashita, terno odow, roy t. Uyehata, and isao Kusuda.
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units grappled with the enemy. Without front-line intelligence, units could only 
blunder into the enemy. Commanders needed intelligence specialists who could 
interrogate prisoners and translate documents quickly and accurately. the Nisei 
learned that it was better to sort through captured documents quickly, rather than 
translate every one. they became adept at scanning large numbers of documents 
and picking out significant information that they could quickly translate into idi-
omatic english and proper American military terminology.

the Army also learned that its prewar doctrine of questioning a prisoner 
through an interpreter was impractical. in theory, an interpreter could simply 
relay questions and answers between an intelligence officer and a prisoner. How-
ever, the regimental s–2 or division g–2 seldom had time to interrogate prisoners 
in person.

the Nisei learned to use their knowledge of Japanese culture and psychology 
to elicit information through indirect questioning. they discovered that compas-
sionate treatment worked wonders. their captives, expecting torture and death, 
were at first astonished, then grateful. Any recalcitrant prisoner needed only to 
hear that authorities would notify his family through the international Committee 
of the Red Cross that he had been captured alive. the implied disgrace could usu-
ally convince him to cooperate.36 

the Nisei also learned that American soldiers and marines needed constant 
reminders of the importance of bringing in prisoners and captured documents. 
Japanese soldiers, contrary to common belief, were worth more alive than dead. 

tactical psychological warfare had great potential. in most cases, Japanese 
soldiers would fight to the death rather than face capture. But when the situation 
was clearly hopeless and the message properly communicated, at least some would 
respond to surrender appeals.

When the fighting was over, Burden used captured documents and interrogation 
reports to compile a history of the campaign from the Japanese point of view. this 
gave American commanders unique insights into Japanese military psychology.37

Most important of all, the Nisei had demonstrated that they could be trusted 
to work near the front lines. Commanders and intelligence officers came to rely on 
the intelligence that only the Nisei could provide, as close to the front as possible. 
Other Japanese linguists were too few or too unskilled to provide the quality and 
timeliness of combat intelligence that ground commanders desperately needed.

36 Maj. sherwood F. “Pappy” Moran, a marine language officer on guadalcanal, had lived in 
Japan and spoke excellent Japanese. hit the Beach: your Marine Corps in action (New York: Wm. 
H. Wise, 1948), p. 53. His interrogation methods were later taught at the Military intelligence 
training Center, Camp Ritchie, Maryland. Division intelligence section, HQ, 1st Marine Divi-
sion, suggestions for Japanese interpreters Based on Work in the Field, 17 Jul 43, at http://mysite.
verizon.net/vze6kt7j/, last accessed 12 Feb 06. see also stephen Budiansky, “truth extraction,” 
atlantic Monthly (June 2005): 32–35. ulrich straus, the anguish of surrender: Japanese poWs of 
World War ii (seattle: university of Washington Press, 2003).

37 HQ, XiV Corps, Ofc of the ACs, g–2, “enemy Operations on guadalcanal (August 7, 1942 
to February 9, 1943),” 24 Apr 43, Folder 2, Burden Papers. However, see Miller, guadalcanal, com-
ment in bibliographic note, p. 379.
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these lessons circulated in various ways. From guadalcanal, Burden wrote 
letters to the language school commandant, Col. Kai e. Rasmussen. the Medical 
Reserve doctor and the Regular Army officer had a deep mutual respect, perhaps 
because they were both outsiders. Burden, raised in Japan, had not set foot on 
American soil until he was sixteen, Rasmussen, born in Denmark, not until he was 
twenty. One went to medical school; the other joined the Army and won appoint-
ment to West Point. they shared a fluency in Japanese, an appreciation of the 
Nisei, and a commitment to defeat the common enemy. Burden prepared a report 
on the work of the XiV Corps language section in July 1943 and lectured to corps 
intelligence personnel. A few months later he returned to the language school to 
lecture on his experiences. through these formal and informal channels, the work 
of the pioneering Nisei became known throughout the Army.38

During the guadalcanal Campaign, the Nisei’s direct contributions remained 
limited and usually confined to the tactical level. even then, they mostly helped 
regiment, division, and corps commanders to know what was happening to their 
immediate front. Higher level commanders in New Caledonia and Hawaii relied 
on other sources such as radio intercepts, coast watchers, and aerial reconnais-
sance to determine Japanese movements, strengths, and intentions. But even these 
sources could miss important stories. For example, in February 1943 the Japanese 
evacuated their remaining troops from guadalcanal without detection.39

After the fighting on guadalcanal concluded, Burden visited Australia to see 
how Nisei were employed in the southwest Pacific Area. He was impressed by 
what he saw at i Corps and general MacArthur’s headquarters. MacArthur’s head-
quarters had already established a single agency to control all language work in 
the theater. Burden recommended that linguists in both theaters combine into one 
super agency under the southwest Pacific Command. But intertheater cooperation 
proved impossible at this stage. Nevertheless, in Australia, Burden witnessed a 
method of using the Nisei that contrasted sharply with their piecemeal employ-
ment in the south Pacific.40

intelligence in the southwest pacific area: the allied translator and 
interpreter section

general MacArthur arrived in Australia in March 1942 to establish his new 
command, the southwest Pacific Area. His chief intelligence officer, Brig. gen. 
Charles A. Willoughby, began building a joint u.s.-Australian intelligence archi-
tecture that would support MacArthur’s plans to halt the Japanese in New guinea, 
drive them back, and eventually liberate the Philippines.41 in April the first such 

38 Burden, “Work of the Language section,” and lecture notes, Folder 3, Burden Papers.
39 John Prados, “us intelligence and the Japanese evacuation of guadalcanal, 1943,” intel-

ligence and National security 10 (April 1995): 294–305.
40 Burden, “Work of the Language section,” pp. 15–21.
41 a Brief history of the g–2 section, ghQ, sWpa and affiliated Units, intelligence series 

(tokyo: Far east Command, 1948).
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organization, the Central Bureau, was formed in Brisbane to break into Japanese 
codes. Over the next few months Willoughby organized other intelligence orga-
nizations, including the Allied geographical section for terrain intelligence, an 
Order of Battle section to collate information on enemy units, and the Allied intel-
ligence Bureau to support resistance movements behind Japanese lines. these the-
ater intelligence agencies grew to surpass in size anything the Army or Navy had 
established in the south Pacific.

in the early months of the war the Allies had lost many experienced intelli-
gence personnel with the fall of Hong Kong, singapore, and the Netherlands east 
indies. Nevertheless, they could draw upon considerable Australian intelligence 
experience against the germans and italians in North Africa. the Australians 
were certainly aware of the need for Japanese linguists. in 1940 the Royal Aus-
tralian Army Censorship school in Melbourne began Japanese-language train-
ing under Capt. John V. shelton, a White Russian and superb Japanese linguist 
who had graduated from Waseda university in tokyo. in early 1941 Australia’s 
eastern Command established a small Japanese-language intelligence section in 
sydney. the Royal Australian Navy could find only one language-qualified civil 
servant at the time. in Melbourne, in January 1942 the Royal Australian Air Force 
established a prisoner of war section and the Royal Australian Army headquarters 
established a translation center. the Australian Army linguists later moved up to 
Australian Advance Land Headquarters in Brisbane. in early september the Aus-
tralians established the Combined services Detailed interrogation Centre at the 
indooroopilly Racetrack in Brisbane.42

On 19 June 1942, Capt. David W. swift arrived in Brisbane with eight Nisei 
led by s.sgt. gary tsuneo Kadani, a Kibei from California. swift, Kadani, and 
the other Nisei were all Crissy Field graduates. swift had jaundice from his yellow 
fever inoculation at the port of embarkation, so he was hospitalized immediately 
upon arrival. Kadani took charge of the team, which proceeded to Melbourne for 
assignment to the American counterintelligence officer, Col. elliott R. thorpe. 
they began counterintelligence training and studied Malay, the lingua franca of 
the Netherlands east indies.43

42 John shelton, speech to Army Forces Far east intelligence school, 1953, transcript in author’s 
files. shelton was born ivan shalfeieff, son of the last imperial Russian military attaché in tokyo 
and a Japanese mother. He changed his name upon arrival in Australia in 1940. george Kiyoshi 
[Yamashiro] sankey, “Areya, Koreye [this and that],” p. 38, unpubl autobiography, excerpted in 
hawaii pacific press (1 Dec 94): 56; general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the 
allied translator and interpreter section, ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series, vol. 5 (tokyo: Far east 
Command, 1948), pp. 3–4, 59 (hereafter cited as Atis History); Colin Funch, Linguists in Uni-
form: the Japanese experience (Australia: Japanese studies Centre, Monash university, 2003). 
grant K. goodman, america’s Japan: the first year, 1945–1946 (New York: Fordham university 
Press, 2005), p. 52.

43 David W. swift, sr., Ninety Li a Day, ed. David W. swift, Jr., social Life Monographs, vol. 69 
(taipei: Chinese Association for Folklore, 1975), pp. 273–76; gary tsuneo Kadani, in swift, “First 
Class”; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 70, 73, 86; Funch, Linguists in Uniform, pp. 78–80.
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Meanwhile, the Japanese continued their southward advance. On 26 August 
a Japanese naval landing force attacked the Australians and Americans guard-
ing Milne Bay on the eastern tip of Papua. While repelling the attack, the Allies 
there captured their first Japanese documents, including a copy of the Japanese 
operations order. Although naval and air battles had been raging in the region for 
several months, only when the opposing ground forces made contact did the flow 
of captured documents and prisoners of war begin.44 

On 19 september general Willoughby replaced the Australian Combined ser-
vices Detailed interrogation Centre in Brisbane with an American-led organiza-
tion, the Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis), “to co-ordinate and 
expedite the translation of captured enemy documents and prompt collation and 
distribution of the results.”45 Willoughby canvassed Australia for Japanese lin-
guists: “there was nothing there, except a handful of scholarly Orientalists in uni-
versities and some people with business experience in Japan.”46 the Australians 
sent fourteen officers and three enlisted men. the Americans contributed swift 
and the eight Nisei. Willoughby named the military attaché to Australia, Lt. Col. 
Karl F. Baldwin, as coordinator. A board of three language officers (the Australian 
shelton, the American swift, and Lt. Donald Bartlett, u.s. Navy Reserve) tested 
the language proficiency of the first Nisei on 3 september. six passed, but two were 
rated “ineffective” for their poor english skills, a common problem for Kibei.47

Baldwin organized Atis into four units parallel to the major components 
of MacArthur’s command: all the Nisei were assigned to gHQ; other sections 
included Allied Naval Forces, Allied Land Forces, and Allied Air Forces. All were 
housed near the indooroopilly Racetrack in tighnabruaich, a mansion suitable 
for barracks and office space. A few months later the Nisei enlisted men moved 
into tents at Camp Chelmer, across the Brisbane River. in the first month Atis 
processed over 1,000 documents, translated and distributed 90 documents, and 
interrogated 7 prisoners.

On 6 October Col. sidney F. Mashbir replaced Baldwin as the Atis coordina-
tor. Mashbir had begun his military intelligence career in 1916 and went to tokyo 
as a language attaché before leaving active duty in 1923. He was recalled to active 
service after the outbreak of war; but, like many World War i veterans, he was too 
old for field service. After Mashbir spent eight months in Washington, the War 
Department g–2, Maj. gen. george V. strong, sent him to Australia to “head up 

44 Atis History, p. 11.
45 Memo, gHQ, south West Pacific Area (sWPA), sub: Directive Covering the Organization, 

Co-ordination and Operation of Allied translator & interpreter section, 19 sep 42, reproduced in 
Atis History, app. 2.

46 Charles A. Willoughby, “the Language Problem in War,” in “Corregidor to the Yalu: MacAr-
thur’s intelligence service: 1941–1951,” p. 190, unpubl Ms, Box 3, Charles A. Willoughby Papers 
(copies from gettysburg College), Rg 23B, MacArthur Memorial, Library and Archives, Norfolk, 
Va.

47 Atis History; sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953); swift, 
Ninety Li a Day, pp. 273–93; Memo, Atis, sub: Analysis of Linguistic Requirements, 27 Jun 44, 
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the language work at gHQ.” When he arrived, Atis “was a small—less than forty 
men—but polyglot unit, composed of Australian, Canadian and British army, air 
and navy men; Chinese, White Russians, east indies Netherlanders and a hand-
ful of Americans. . . .We were a potpourri, not an organization.” He immediately 
reorganized Atis into functional sections, including a translation section headed 
by shelton and an examination section for interrogating prisoners of war. swift 
remained the officer in charge of all Nisei personnel.48

three other American Nisei in Brisbane were assigned to other duties. One 
was sgt. Arthur s. Komori, recruited by the Hawaiian Department before the war 
and sent to infiltrate the Japanese community in Manila. He had escaped Corregi-
dor in April 1942 on one of the last flights. (His colleague, sgt. Richard sakakida, 
had remained behind and became a prisoner when the island fortress fell in May.) 
For several months after his arrival in Australia, Komori conducted routine coun-
terintelligence tasks before being assigned to Atis as the senior American non-
commissioned officer from september until December 1942. He passed on the les-
sons he had learned fighting the Japanese in the Philippines.49 Clarence Yamagata, 
an American Nisei who had been practicing law in Manila before the war, had left 
Corregidor on the same airplane as Komori. Yamagata joined the Central Bureau 
as a civilian employee and the only Nisei assigned to this code-breaking organiza-
tion.50 A third Nisei then in Australia, Yoshikazu Yamada, had been serving as an 
Army Air Corps medic at Del Monte Airfield in the southern Philippines. He had 
been studying chemistry at the university of Michigan when he was drafted in 
1941 and assigned to the Philippines. in April 1942 he fell off a truck and injured 
his back. evacuated to Australia, he spent two months recuperating in a u.s. Army 
hospital in Melbourne before being reassigned, first to the Japanese-language sec-
tion in Allied Air Forces Headquarters, then to Atis in september.51

these first few Japanese-language personnel, including the ten Nisei enlisted 
men from the school, began to work on the documents now starting to stream 
south from the battlefront. “Clotted with blood and body fat, they had been taken 

48 Atis History, p. 2; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 219–24; interv, D. Clayton James 
with Mashbir, 1 sep 71, Rg 49, MacArthur Memorial.
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50 Clarence s. Yamagata, resume, 10 Feb 78, Harrington Papers; the Quiet heroes of the south-
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in New guinea and flown to Brisbane,” Mashbir recalled. “Australian Lt. shelton 
read them aloud [while] our group made notes.” the first prisoners of war arrived 
in Brisbane on 30 september. Corporal Kadani interrogated the first as Mashbir 
listened via a hidden microphone. Atis released its first spot report on 1 Novem-
ber. By 27 December Allied units fighting in New guinea had sent back 1,100 
Japanese documents. Atis completed 293 pages of translation in November, 601 
pages in December, and 581 pages in January 1943.52 Mashbir’s top priority was 
to support the Australian and American forces in contact with the enemy and to 
assist the language teams that were soon assigned to regiments, divisions, and 
corps. Atis also produced reports. the first one, on military service in Japan, 
was dated 31 December 1942. in January and February 1943 Atis issued research 
reports on topics such as Japanese aircraft recognition, task force organization, 
shell identification, and landing craft armor.53

Other intelligence agencies were organized in Australia. in April 1942 seventh 
Fleet, MacArthur’s naval command, established a combined u.s.-British-Austra-
lian radio intelligence center, later renamed Fleet Radio unit, Melbourne, or FRu-
MeL. in November 1942 Navy Capt. Arthur H. McCollum became the seventh 
Fleet intelligence officer and established a combat intelligence center. McCollum, 
the son of a Baptist missionary, had been born in Japan. He was a former Japanese-
language attaché and had served as head of the Far eastern section in the Office of 
Naval intelligence from 1939 until 1942; there, he had helped establish the Navy’s 
Japanese-language training program for officers.54

Nisei language teams were soon committed to forward units. in the autumn 
of 1942, the u.s. i Corps headquarters arrived in Australia under the command of 
Maj. gen. Robert L. eichelberger. A group of fourteen Nisei under M.sgt. Arthur 
K. ushiro arrived in November and was assigned to the corps under two Caucasian 
lieutenants. the Nisei were the top students from Camp savage and had needed 
only ninety days of training.55 upon arrival in Australia, t3g. Phil ishio recalled, 

52 Atis History, p. 11; sidney F. Mashbir, “i Was an American spy,” saturday evening post 
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the corps g–2 “asked each of us individually whether we could read, speak, and 
write the Japanese language.” ishio, who had been born and raised in salt Lake 
City, utah, had studied economics for three years at Waseda university in tokyo. 
“it was all we could do to keep from laughing out loud,” he recalled. “After all, 
we were the special class, the elite at Camp savage.” they were further discour-
aged when they were demoted by one grade. At that time, enlisted men assigned 
to a new command could have their ranks adjusted depending upon the table of 
organization. the i Corps reduced all the Nisei from technician, third grade, to 
technician, fourth grade, with a predictable impact on their morale.56

papua New guinea, october 1942–february 1943

American ground combat units joined the fight for Papua New guinea in 
October. Nisei enlisted men and Caucasian language officers were assigned to 
Headquarters, New guinea Forces; i Corps; the Australian 7th infantry Division; 
the u.s. 32d Division; and each American infantry regiment. At first, Allied tac-
tical and operational intelligence was poor and radio intelligence was little help. 
Allied units frequently did not discover Japanese strong points until they stumbled 
upon them in the dense New guinea jungle. When they succeeded in pinpoint-
ing Japanese locations, they frequently erred in their estimates of the enemy’s 
strength. Accurate and timely combat intelligence became precious and promised 
to save many Allied lives.57

the Nisei “were never allowed forward of regimental command posts, for 
had they been captured they undoubtedly would have been tortured.” However, 
in the close-in jungle fighting, division and regimental command posts were often 
within range of Japanese gunners and snipers. ishio went forward from i Corps 
headquarters to visit a Nisei assigned to an infantry regiment near Buna and was 
shocked at front-line conditions. “When i called out his name, he crawled out of 
a vine-covered hut, unshaven and in dirty fatigues. if i had not known that he 
was one of us, i would have taken him for a Japanese soldier.” ishio himself had 
a “close shave” when a Japanese shell landed near his foxhole, collapsing the hole 
on top of him.58
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After crossing the imposing Owen stanley mountain range, the u.s. 32d and 
Australian 7th infantry Divisions launched a slogging offensive against Japa-
nese positions around Buna-gona in mid-November. the fighting was bitter and 
exhausting, and many soldiers fell victim to disease in the malarial swamps. On 
15 December t3g. James M. tsumura became the first Nisei linguist to receive the 
Combat infantryman Badge.59

in December Atis sent two Nisei to join two Australian language officers 
already assigned to the Australian 7th Division. At first the Australians took few 
prisoners. When the Nisei offered three bottles of Coca Cola for each prisoner, 
more began to arrive. One day the Australians intercepted a Japanese messenger; 
from the papers he was carrying the Nisei discovered that the Japanese were plan-
ning to raid a battery of the Royal Australian Field Artillery. the battery got the 

28–29; “Japanese with u.s. Army [Fred Nishitsuji] in [New] guinea Has Bodyguard,” united Press 
international, 25 Nov 42, in seattle times, 21 Dec 42.

59 Atis History, app. 2; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 101.

s. phil ishio and arthur K. Ushiro (second and third from left) interrogate a 
Japanese prisoner in papua New guinea, early 1943.
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alert just in time to repel the attack. this incident persuaded the Australians of the 
Nisei’s value.60 

A few weeks later another Nisei with the Australians learned from another 
captured Japanese messenger that 200 Japanese soldiers had withdrawn from a 
pocket to the Australian front the previous night. the division attacked through 
the area and cleared the roadblock within six hours of the interrogation. two days 
later another wounded prisoner disclosed to a Nisei the existence of a previously 
unknown strong point. “He gave a detailed disposition of enemy troops and auto-
matic weapons covering the approaches along the soputa track, the exact position 
of the enemy headquarters within the perimeter, and the enemy strength as well 
as the exact locations of all land mines planted on the track.” the Nisei passed on 
this information, and the division adjusted its plan of attack. At dawn, just hours 
after receiving the fresh intelligence, Australian and American units captured the 
position with minimal losses.61

the u.s. 163d infantry with three Nisei joined the Australian 7th infantry Divi-
sion in early January 1943.62 Lt. george e. Aurell, who had been raised in Japan and 
had served as American vice consul in Yokohama, led a team of three other Nisei 
to i Corps headquarters in Port Moresby on 14 November. they soon moved to the 
Buna-gona area, closer to the action. At first the Nisei saw few captured documents 
and even fewer prisoners, many of whom turned out to be not Japanese soldiers at 
all, but rather Korean laborers. ishio went through the first batch of documents, 
including many diaries, and “listed all of the military units mentioned in them 
along with pertinent intelligence information on each.” He recalled that “the order 
of battle officer was very excited by what i had compiled, saying that mine was the 
first report on any order of battle data that he had seen.”63

As in the south Pacific, the Atis language personnel in Brisbane were frus-
trated by the delays in bringing prisoners and documents back from the combat 
zone hundreds of air miles away. On 31 December Colonel Mashbir requested 
permission to establish an advance echelon to provide translation and interroga-
tions closer to the front lines. Four weeks later he sent six officers and three Nisei 
to Headquarters, New guinea Force. they arrived in Port Moresby on 28 January 
and completed their first translation and interrogation reports on 13 February.64 By 
this time Allied forces had crushed Japanese resistance at Buna-gona. 

the Nisei had proven their value to tactical commanders. eichelberger’s g–2 
praised them: “throughout the campaign these American Japanese soldiers were 
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completely loyal, cheerful and competent. their work, without exception, was 
excellent.”65 eichelberger himself had become an avid reader of translations of 
captured Japanese diaries, which gave him a better sense of his opponents than 
any other sort of intelligence report.66

At the conclusion of this first clash of armies in the southwest Pacific, general 
Willoughby asked the Military intelligence Division to send him as many Nisei 
linguists as possible. MacArthur’s chief of staff, Maj. gen. Richard K. sutherland, 
concurred in Willoughby’s request. “He was slightly amused when i asked for a 
thousand to clean the barrel,” Willoughby later wrote; “however, we had no reason 
ever to regret this decision.” MiD replied that it could provide a thousand Nisei “of 
high-school and university caliber,” since “other services would not touch them in 
quantities without time-consuming security screening.”67

War Department Decision to form a Nisei Combat Unit

As the first Nisei linguists went into action against the Japanese in the summer 
and autumn of 1942, in Washington, leaders were making decisions that would 
have lasting consequences for all Japanese Americans, including whether to allow 
Nisei to serve in combat units. Brig. gen. John Weckerling later wrote that “the 
impetus behind the organization of the two Nisei combat units [100th infantry Bat-
talion and 442d RCt] stemmed from the interpreter and translator problem.”68 

in the spring of 1942 Colonel Pettigrew in the Military intelligence Divi-
sion first suggested organizing a Nisei combat unit. According to Weckerling,  
Pettigrew “pursued his plans determinedly” through the rest of that year.69 Milton 
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(Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1954), pp. 104–12; personal Justice Denied: report of the 
Commission on Wartime relocation and internment of Civilians (seattle: university of Washing-
ton Press, 1997), pp. 185–91; ted t. tsukiyama, “the Origins of the 442nd,” in go for Broke, 
1943–1993 (Honolulu: n.p., 1993), pp. 11–15. Key documents are collected in Roger Daniels, ed., 
american Concentration Camps: a Documentary history of the relocation and incarceration of 
Japanese americans, 1941–1945, 9 vols. (New York: garland, 1989), vol. 9. Weckerling, “Japanese 
Americans Play Vital Role.”
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s. eisenhower, the director of the War Relocation Authority from March to June 
1942, took a broader approach and urged the War Department to reverse its deci-
sion and allow American-born Nisei to be eligible for selective service. On 18 
May he wrote to Assistant secretary of War John J. McCloy to plead the Nisei’s 
case. McCloy forwarded his letter to Milton’s older brother, Maj. gen. Dwight D. 
eisenhower, then serving in the War Department Operations Division. “i have felt 
for some time,” McCloy added, “that it might be well to use our American citizen 
Japanese soldiers in an area where they could be employed against the germans. i 
believe that we could count on these soldiers to give a good account of themselves 
against the germans.” 70

in July the War Department general staff formed a committee to consider the 
question. Col. Rufus s. Bratton and Colonel Pettigrew of the Far eastern Branch 
recommended that the Army form a division of Japanese-American soldiers, and 
Pettigrew boldly asked for the honor of commanding the unit. “i have consis-
tently believed and advocated that the overwhelming majority of the Nisei are 
unquestionably loyal,” he wrote, “and that they would make the finest type of com-
bat soldiers.” the Western Defense Command and other army major commands 
were less enthusiastic than Bratton and Pettigrew. general DeWitt had already 
ordered the removal of all Nisei soldiers from his command and was removing 
over 110,000 persons of Japanese ancestry into camps. in september the commit-
tee concluded that the War Department should not use Nisei soldiers because of 
a “universal distrust” of them. the only exception would be for the intelligence 
work they were already doing.71

the Far eastern Branch lobbied to overturn the board’s recommendation with 
the help of overseas commands, the War Relocation Authority, and the Office of 
War information. supportive letters arrived from Alaska and the south Pacific, 
“the only two places in which [the Nisei] have had a chance to engage in action 
against the Japanese,” Pettigrew pointed out. “While it may be argued that these 
recommendations are only straws, this Division believes that they are extremely 
important indications as to what may be expected of the entire group in ques-
tion.” 72 From the south Pacific came a radiogram: “Prisoners of war are being 
interrogated [and] many captured documents are being translated. . . . interpreters 

70 Memo, McCloy to eisenhower, 20 May 42, Folder: D. D. eisenhower, Box WD1, ser. 8; War 
Department (WD), John J. McCloy Papers, Amherst College Archives, Amherst, Mass.

71 “the Military utilization of united states Citizens of Japanese Ancestry,” 14 sep 42 (291.2), 
WD g–1 Decimal Files, Rg 165, NARA. Ltr, Pettigrew to McCloy, sub: Key Personnel, Nisei 
Division, 17 Nov 42, AsW 020 AsW 014.311 W.D.C.: segregation—Japs, Ofc of the Asst sec of 
War, Rg 107, NARA. Pettigrew was not selected to command the 442d RCt but remained in the 
Military intelligence Division for the duration. John Weckerling may have been considered for 
command, but he remained the g–2 of Western Defense Command until after Attu and Kiska, 
when he transferred to the MiD and was promoted to brigadier general.

72 Memo, Pettigrew for WD gen staff, g–2, sub: Documents Dealing with Americans of Japa-
nese Ancestry (hereafter referred to as Nisei), 10 Oct 42, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, 
NARA.
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from the intelligence school are performing valuable services.” 73 the coordinator 
of the Allied translator and interpreter section in Australia wrote to ask MiD to 
send more Nisei.74 the Hawaiian Department g–2, Col. Kendall J. Fielder, “came 
to Washington and spent several weeks helping to convince high officials in the 
War Department that a change of policy was important and badly wanted by many 
Hawaiians of Japanese lineage.” 75 the director of the Office of War information, 
elmer Davis, appealed directly to President Franklin D. Roosevelt to allow Nisei 
enlistments. Milton eisenhower’s successor at the War Relocation Authority, Dil-
lon Myer, continued to push for Nisei enlistments.76

in October 1942 the naval district intelligence officer for southern California, 
Comdr. Kenneth D. Ringle, published an article in harper’s Monthly defending the 
Nisei against charges of disloyalty.77 in November the Japanese American Citizens 
League appealed to the War Department to allow Nisei to serve and to reinstate 
their eligibility for selective service. the organization’s national secretary, Mike 
Masaoka, affirmed: “i have come to the inescapable conclusion that this matter 
of selective service is the cornerstone of our future in this country. . . .When the 
war is won, and we attempt to find our way back into normal society, one question 
which we cannot avoid will be, ‘say, Buddy, what did you do in the war?’ if we 
cannot answer that we, with them, fought for the victory which is ours, our chance 
for success and acceptance will be small.” 78

the War Department already had several long-serving segregated units for 
African Americans, Puerto Ricans, and Filipinos and established several more 
during 1942. the Office of War information saw propaganda value in having com-
bat units of different nationalities. thus during 1942 the War Department orga-
nized the 1st Filipino infantry in California and battalion-size units of Norwegians, 
Austrians, and greeks. in November 1942 secretary of War Henry L. stimson 
complained to Roosevelt about this pressure for special units, rather than integrat-
ing ethnic groups into the ranks, citing the need for “encouraging Americaniza-
tion in the Army.” Roosevelt agreed that “formation of such Battalions should be 

73 Memo, MiD (908) to MisLs, sub: Paraphrased extract from Radiogram, 25 Aug 42, “R 
(Confidential) Reference,” Box 86, Class Ref sub Files, 1940–1947, Ofc of the Asst sec of War, Rg 
107, NARA.

74 Memo, Colonel Pettigrew to Captain Zacharias, 18 Nov 42, Far eastern Br, security-Class 
gen Corresp, 1926–1946, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

75 Dillon s. Myer, Uprooted americans: the Japanese americans and the War relocation 
authority during World War ii (tucson: university of Arizona Press, 1971), p. 146. Fielder played 
an important role in gaining War Department acceptance for the Nisei. After the war, he assisted in 
the first scholarly study of Nisei soldiers in World War ii. Murphy, ambassadors in arms, acknowl-
edgments, pp. 51, 105.

76 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 105–06. 
77 [K. D. Ringle], “the Japanese in America,” harper’s Monthly (October 1942): 489–97; Jaco-

bus tenBroek et al., prejudice, War, and the Constitution (Berkeley: university of California Press, 
1954), pp. 298–99.

78 Bill Hosokawa, JaCL in Quest of Justice: the history of the Japanese american Citizens 
League (New York: William Morrow, 1982), p. 199; Masaoka, they Call Me Moses Masaoka,  
pp. 120–21.
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strictly limited to cases where political advantages are to be gained,” but refused 
to stop the practice, saying, “i must be the one to determine political advantages 
if any.” 79

At the end of November War Department leaders decided to form a Nisei regi-
mental combat team, and the White House concurred.80 With the November elec-
tions past and a new front opened in North Africa, the Roosevelt administration 
could afford to be less concerned about anti-Japanese hysteria in California. the 
public announcement came in late January 1943, and the White House released 
a widely publicized endorsement: “No loyal citizen of the united states should 
be denied the democratic right to exercise the responsibilities of his citizenship, 
regardless of his ancestry. the principle on which this country was founded and by 
which it has always been governed is that Americanism is a matter of the heart and 
mind; Americanism is not, and never was, a matter of race or ancestry.” 81

the first Nisei volunteers for the 442d RCt reported to Camp shelby, Mis-
sissippi, for training in April 1943. the Nisei pioneers who began fighting in the 
Pacific almost one year earlier could take some credit for convincing the War 
Department to form this unit. the first graduates from Crissy Field convinced 
their Caucasian officers of their loyalty and effectiveness. “they were the test 
case,” language school officials would announce at the war’s end.82 

the Mis Nisei and their Caucasian officers in turn convinced War Depart-
ment leaders, the Office of War information, the War Relocation Authority, and 
finally President Roosevelt, of the value of allowing Nisei to serve their coun-
try. they were fighting alongside American and Australian soldiers and marines, 
using their language skills to provide combat intelligence to front-line command-
ers. On guadalcanal and New guinea, they faced harsh battlefield conditions to 
lift the veil of ignorance that had plagued Allied commanders in the early months 
of the war. they exposed themselves to snipers, booby traps, artillery and mortar 
fire, and air attacks to help overcome fierce Japanese resistance. they had proven 
their loyalty, if anyone had lingering doubts.

the initial campaigns proved that the available numbers of Caucasian Japanese- 
speakers could not handle the volume of language work once ground units 
made contact, and it simply took too long to train new linguists to an adequate 

79 Memo, Franklin D. Roosevelt for Henry L. stimson, 17 Nov 42, WD Folder 2–42, Roos-
evelt Library, in frame 82, reel 3, Commission on Wartime Relocation and internment of Civilians 
(CWRiC) Papers, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley. For correspondence about 
ethnic units, see Marshall File, ser. 8, McCloy Papers.

80 On 20 November 1942, the Adjutant general instructed all Army commands to report all 
Nisei soldiers by name. Boxes 280–82, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. For an interpre-
tation that stresses propaganda value, see t. Fujitani, “the Reischauer Memo: Mr. Moto, Hirohito, 
and Japanese American soldiers,” Critical asian studies 33, no. 3 (2001): 379–402.

81 see entry for 1 February 1943 in the public papers and addresses of franklin D. roosevelt, 
13 vols., comp. samuel i. Rosenman (New York: Random House, 1938–1950); greg Robinson, By 
order of the president: fDr and the internment of Japanese americans (Cambridge, Mass.: Har-
vard university Press, 2001), pp. 163–76.

82 WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45.
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level of proficiency. in contrast, many of these early Nisei were Kibei, having 
spent several years living in and attending school in Japan. their knowledge of 
the Japanese language, as well as the culture and people, was priceless. Once 
Allied soldiers saw the value of capturing prisoners, they brought them in by the 
hundreds. these prisoners, treated with compassion, willingly gave their Nisei 
interrogators an astonishing amount of useful information. Captured documents 
proved even more valuable. the Nisei used these documents to re-create the work-
ings of the Japanese armed forces in a way no other form of intelligence could. in 
the southwest Pacific, a new organization had been invented, the Allied translator 
and interpreter section, which could support the forces in contact and simultane-
ously support the theater commander with flexible and timely language and ana-
lytical support.

in April 1943 Captain Burden wrote from guadalcanal to Camp savage ask-
ing for a surgeon’s position with the 442d RCt and urging that the unit be sent to 
the Pacific: “i just wish that they would bring them out this way and give them a 
chance to really clear the name of the Nisei. they would do it. However they will 
do plenty good work on the other side [in europe] i’m sure.” the commandant for-
warded the letter to MiD, which sent it on to Assistant secretary of War McCloy.83 
in 1944 the 442d RCt deployed to the Mediterranean, not the Pacific, and fought 
there with distinction. Little did the Nisei in that unit realize that their opportunity 
to serve came from the little-heralded achievements of the first Mis Nisei in fight-
ing against the Japanese in the Pacific.

83 Memo, Asst sec of War to Chief, Far eastern unit, Mis, 19 May 43, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir 
of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
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Camp savage, 1942–1943

in May 1942 the Fourth Army intelligence school dispatched its first gradu-
ates to Alaska and the Pacific, vacated the hangar at Crissy Field, and moved to 
Camp savage, Minnesota. the school would need to reestablish itself in the new 
location, recruit more students and instructors, and train thousands of new lin-
guists to meet the expanding needs of America’s field commanders.

that same spring and summer the Western Defense Command was removing 
over 110,000 men, women, and children of Japanese ancestry from the West Coast 
into hastily constructed camps in the interior. (see Map 3.) the contradiction 
between the military necessity for Japanese speakers and widespread suspicion of 
anyone of Japanese ancestry was clear and for most Nisei students intensely per-
sonal. shortly after graduation Cpl. tsuneo gary Kadani drove south to salinas, 
where his parents were housed at the salinas Rodeo grounds:

this was the saddest day of my life: [the] trip to salinas to say farewell to my parents. . . .
i wasn’t supposed to be there; they wouldn’t let me into the camp. . . . My parents were 
sleeping in a horse stall! it smelled so bad they couldn’t sleep, so my mother asked me to 
get all the Clorox i could find. And when she was asking me, my sister-in-laws and friends 
also asked, “Ah, Kadani-san, can you get some for me?” i . . . bought dozens of bottles of 
Clorox—they were only about nine cents a bottle in those days, 1942. i loaded them in the 
back of my Chevrolet trunk. i went back to the rodeo grounds and gave them to the people 
waiting at the gate. then i went back to the Presidio after saying goodbye to everybody. 
And that was the saddest day of my life.1 

1 Kadani, in David W. swift, Jr., ed., “First Class,” unpubl Ms, 2000, copy in author’s files.
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Kadani soon sailed from san Francisco for Australia, where he arrived six 
weeks later.

in the days ahead the school’s challenges would be to overcome these doubts 
of Nisei loyalty and to produce skilled military linguists needed to win the war 
against Japan. First the school had to relocate. in mid-May the eight civilian instruc-
tors, ten graduate-instructors, and a handful of other students and staff drove in 
private automobiles eastward out of the exclusion zone. the civilian instructors 
had permission to bring their wives to spare them internment. A Caucasian officer 
accompanied each carload in case there might be some trouble carrying Japanese 
Americans beyond the reach of the relocation orders. together they drove through 
the sierra Nevada and Rocky Mountains then deep into the Midwest, far from the 
West Coast exclusion areas.2

On 25 May 1942, they arrived at Fort snelling, on the outskirts of Minneapolis. 
their destination was ten miles down the road in a cluster of wooden buildings nes-
tled under pine trees. Built in the early 1930s by the Civilian Conservation Corps, 
Camp savage lay along a railroad line and state highway one-half mile from the 
Minnesota River. this would become the school’s home for the next two years.3

the 132-acre post enjoyed several advantages. it was isolated and quiet, good 
for security and for studying. it already contained a few dozen simple, one-story 
wooden buildings that would become barracks and classrooms. the Nisei soldiers 
and civilian instructors could remain inconspicuous, yet the post was close to Fort 
snelling, a busy reception center with a capacity of more than 3,000 men. the 
twin cities of Minneapolis–st. Paul were convenient for off-duty recreation.4 Like 
the rest of America, Minnesota was still reeling from the war’s opening months. A 
company of the Minnesota National guard had been captured on Bataan; neverthe-
less, Minnesota had no history of anti-Asian prejudice. in 1940 the census counted 
only fifty-one persons of Japanese ancestry in the whole state.5 state officials were 

2 HQ, Western Defense Command (WDC) and Fourth Army, special Orders no. 127, 7 May 
42, in MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” ann. 10, 
Personnel Procurement Office, encl 4, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. Army Center of Military History 
(CMH), and gen Records, 1943–1945, Military intelligence [service] Language school, Fort snel-
ling, Minn., Records of the Army staff, Record group (Rg) 319, National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA); “Army school at savage to teach Jap Language,” Minneapolis Morning 
tribune, 26 May 42.

3 shunji Hamano, “Rocky Mountain Mis Veterans Club Autobiographies,” pp. 16–19, unpubl 
Ms, ed. Kent t. Yoritomo, [1989], author’s files (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as 
Rocky Mountain Bios). intervs, Dan tompkins with Yoshio g. Kanegai, 11 Oct 94, and author with 
Yoshio g. Kanegai, 16 sep 96. Pete Nakao, in the saga of the Mis, videotaped presentation, Los 
Angeles, 11 Mar 89; intervs, author with Kan tagami, 7 Dec 94, and with Roy t. uyehata, 16 Nov 
87; Roy t. uyehata, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California (this and 
similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios).

4 the basic sources for Camp savage are “training History” with annexes and MisLs album 
(Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Language school, 1946).

5 theodore C. Blegen, Minnesota: a history of the state (Minneapolis: university of Minne-
sota Press, 1963), pp. 521–49. savage was too small to appear in Minnesota: a state guide, Ameri-
can guide series (New York: Hastings House, 1954).
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“extremely cooperative in arranging for this camp,” Lt. Col. Kai e. Rasmussen 
told local reporters, “and we hope the public will show the men every courtesy 
due American soldiers.” For his part, he assured them that “if anything untoward 
occurs, officers of course will have to see that proper protection is provided.” the 
Minneapolis Morning tribune urged local residents to “extend a cordial welcome 
to this unique army encampment.”6 in time Minneapolis–st. Paul would become a 
haven for the Nisei soldiers and other Japanese Americans from the West Coast.

About 150 additional Nisei soldiers collected that spring from Army camps 
in the south and Midwest joined the small group from Crissy Field. together they 
turned Camp savage into a proper Army post. in recent years the state had used 
the camp to house indigents. White rocks at the entrance spelled out “Homeless 

6 “Army school at savage,” with editorial. the school’s relocation to Minnesota was also men-
tioned in the pacific Citizen, 2 Jul 42, which reported a small number of Nisei were “teaching the 
Japanese language to intelligence officers, studying and analyzing Japanese propaganda, making 
use of specialized training and aptitude so that the united Nations may emerge victorious.” the 
next issue mentioned a Nisei soldier who was “attending the Army’s intelligence school at savage, 
Minnesota.” “evacuee Drowns in Kings River,” pacific Citizen, 9 Jul 42, p. 1.

Camp savage, Minnesota, autumn 1942. the road and rail lines to Minneapolis 
are visible at top.
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Men’s Camp,” to the wry amusement of the first Nisei who arrived there. the pre-
vious occupants had left the place filthy; inside the buildings, the soldiers found 
garbage and human waste everywhere. they dragged straw mattresses into the 
open air and set fire to them, then scrubbed the buildings from top to bottom.

some of the new students arrived angry and demoralized. After Pearl Harbor, 
they had been mistrusted, disarmed, and shipped from one post to another without 
explanation. their families had been evicted and placed into internment camps. 
some did not even learn they had been selected for Japanese-language training 
until they arrived.

One disgruntled Nisei, sgt. george Kanegai, had been a high school football 
player in gardena, California. Drafted in March 1941, by June 1942 he was ready 
for a fight. When he arrived, a corporal assigned him to a work detail, but Kanegai 
refused. “You’re not going to get me to pull grass, when you got these guys sitting 
around the office doing nothing,” he said. “get their asses out there. . . . i earned 
my stripes and i’m not about to go out there and do menial jobs when you’ve got 
these guys in your office sitting on their butt.” A compromise put Kanegai in 
charge of the detail as befitted his rank as a noncommissioned officer.7

Most of the new students were ready to learn the Japanese language, but many 
already knew the language very well. sunao Phil ishio, a Kibei, was born in Berke-
ley, California, and raised in salt Lake City, utah. After one year at the university 
of utah, he went to Japan in 1939 to study economics at Waseda university in 
tokyo. in 1941 he returned to finish his degree at utah but was soon drafted. After 
Pearl Harbor, he was transferred to several Army posts before being selected for 
Camp savage. Placed in an accelerated class, he graduated in only three months.8

For leadership the school had two Caucasian officers who had come out of 
the prewar language attaché program. the commandant, Rasmussen, had stud-
ied Japanese in tokyo for four years, during which “he had only scratched the 
surface,” he later told a reporter. “i’d say if a man stayed at it about 28 years 
he might be rated pretty fair.” 9 He was a dedicated and capable Regular Army 
officer who would stand by the Nisei through the worst of times. Maj. Joseph K. 
Dickey, another former language attaché and Military Academy graduate as well 
as a native Minnesotan, became assistant commandant.10

Colonel Rasmussen sympathized with the Nisei’s plight after Pearl Harbor:

in the emergency which had naturally arisen the abrupt manner in which they were 
removed from various organizations to which they had been originally assigned . . . and 

7 intervs, tompkins with Kanegai, 11 Oct 94, and author with Kanegai, 16 sep 96.
8 interv, author with sunao P. ishio, 18 Apr 95; stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., 

Mis in the War against Japan (Washington, D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 1995), 
pp. 26–31, 102–03.

9 “Army school at savage.” 
10 see also “training History,” ann. 1, Academic training, para. 4–j, p. 12. “in Memoriam: Kai 

e. Rasmussen, 1902–1988,” memorial service booklet, 1988.
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re-assigned to non-combat units had left them bewildered and skeptical of their future as 
individuals and as a minority group. 

then, too, the evacuation of their families from their homes to War Relocation Centers 
created a confusion of thoughts within each individual. their morale was at this time at a 
low point, because their minds were confused by the complexities of the position in which 
they found themselves. Question after question arose in their minds either imaginarily 
created by rumors or by misinterpretation of the necessary restrictive measures that the 
particular situation imposed upon them.

When upon subsequent assignment to the Military intelligence service Language 
school the individuals concerned were not at first amenable to their assignment. However, 
after a few months of pursuing the course of study and training, and the careful applica-
tion of discipline by the school staff, the confusion of their minds brought on by previous 
conditions slowly dispelled itself.11

On Monday, 1 June 1942, classes began with 160 Nisei and thirty Caucasian 
students.12 eighteen Nisei instructors (eight civilians and ten enlisted men) taught 
the classes using the curriculum developed at Crissy Field based on the Naganuma 
readers. until tables and chairs could be procured, the students sat on the floor.13 
the course work was hard and the instructors demanding. the instructors were 
almost as inexperienced as the students, so students and instructors often worked 
late into the night. After lights out, many students pored over their textbooks and 
flashcards in the latrines, where the lights remained on all night. Because the 
school now reported directly to the Military intelligence service and was no lon-
ger part of Fourth Army, on 26 June the War Department renamed it the Military 
intelligence service Language school (MisLs).14

11 Memo, MisLs for Brig. gen. Hayes A. Kroner, 25 May 43, sub: Publicity in Regard Activi-
ties of American soldiers of Japanese Descent in the Army of the united states (352), Office of the 
Assistant secretary of War, Rg 107, NARA.

12 sources vary for the number of students that began with the first savage class. “training 
History,” table, p. 16, reports 22 officers (2 Nisei, 18 Caucasians, 2 Chinese Americans) and 160 
enlisted men (149 Nisei, 10 Caucasians, 1 Chinese American). “training History,” ann. 1, para. 
6–2, p. 6, reports 9 officers and 174 enlisted men (no separate figures by race). “training History,” 
ann. 10, Personnel Procurement, sec. iV, p. 3, reports 12 officers (Caucasian) and 200 enlisted men 
(192 Nisei and 8 Caucasians). Other sources report 200 students. MisLs album, p. 10, and “A His-
tory of the Military intelligence Division, 7 December 1941–2 september 1945,” p. 225, unpubl 
Ms, n.d., CMH. the higher figures may include overhead personnel or students who reported after 
1 June 1942. the figures reported in “training History” seem the most reliable. One former stu-
dent remembers that about 360 Nisei were selected but only 160 passed the background checks. 
Hamano, Rocky Mountain Bio, p. 16.

13 Ronald Chagami, “tidbits from the MisLs instructor Corps,” in sempai gumi, ed. Richard 
s. Oguro (Honolulu: Mis Veterans of Hawaii, [1981]), p. 35.

14 Memos, the Adjutant general’s Office (tAgO) to Cg, seventh Corps Area, 22 May 42, 
sub: Constitution and Activation of Military intelligence service Japanese intelligence school (Ag 
352), and Chief, Mis, to tAg, 26 Jun 42, sub: Redesignation of Miltary intelligence service Japa-
nese intelligence school (MiD 352), both in Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, War Department (WD) 
gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA. On 25 May 1942, MiD renamed the school the Military 
intelligence service Japanese intelligence school. However, on 26 June the name changed again 
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soon after the beginning of classes came encouraging news that the u.s. Navy 
had defeated the Japanese Navy at Midway on 4–5 June. As American and Aus-
tralian forces took the offensive in the solomon islands and New guinea, field 
commanders demanded more Japanese linguists. On 8 september the school 
graduated a special class of fourteen Nisei after just ten weeks of training. twelve 
of them were Kibei, including ishio. Led by two Caucasian officers and M.sgt. 
Arthur Katsuyoshi ushiro, the team accompanied the i Corps staff to Australia.15 
Later that autumn six more Nisei went to the south Pacific before graduation. By 
the end of 1942 the Joint Chiefs of staff had sent ten Army and two Marine divi-
sions to the Pacific. they would need more Japanese linguists as fast as the school 
could produce them.

John f. aiso as technical Director

Although Caucasian officers remained in control of the school, a senior civil-
ian Nisei ran its day-to-day operations. Colonel Rasmussen was the commandant, 
but John Aiso as the technical director set the tone for students and instructors 
alike. the school was similar to the Japanese-language schools that many Nisei 
had attended before the war, with two key differences. First, the u.s. Army, not 
Japanese community leaders, operated the school. second, Nisei, not issei, served 
as the principal and instructors. Aiso had been named senior instructor in October 
1941 at Crissy Field. By the time the school arrived in Minnesota, the 32-year-old 
lawyer was the leader of the Nisei staff and worked well with Rasmussen. Ras-
mussen handled the school’s relations with the War Department, while Aiso ruled 
over the school’s internal affairs with an iron hand.16 

When Nisei students arrived at Camp savage, they were sometimes surprised 
to see Aiso. those from southern California had heard about him as they were 
growing up. Aiso had struggled during the 1920s to overcome racial prejudice 
in the public schools and made the front pages of the Japanese American press. 

to the Military intelligence service Language school. the first name was mentioned in “training 
History,” pp. 5–6, and “History of the Military intelligence Division,” p. 225.

15 Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory 
(Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), pp. 44–45, 83–84; interv, author with ishio, 18 Apr 95; Falk 
and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 27–28; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–2, p. 
6; interv, sheryl Narahara with torao “Pat” Neishi, 1992, National Japanese American Historical 
society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.; thomas Masaharu takata, diary, Joseph D. Harrington 
Papers, NJAHs. the fourteen Nisei included twelve members of the special class and two gradu-
ates from Crissy Field. two other special class graduates stayed back as instructors. the officers 
were John Anderton and george Aurell.

16 John F. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” interv with Marc Landy, university of 
California at Los Angeles, 1971; Loni Ding and eric saul with John F. Aiso, 1986, NJAHs; author 
with John F. Aiso, 30 Oct 87; Kiyoshi Yano, “Participating in the Mainstream of American Life 
amidst Drawback of Racial Prejudice and Discrimination,” in John aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-
american soldiers in the Military intelligence service, World War ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi (Los 
Angeles: Military intelligence service Club of southern California, 1988), pp. 4–32.
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“Wherever the Japanese newspapers went, the story of John F. Aiso’s victories 
also went.” One Nisei remembered how his mother admonished him to “study 
intensively like John Aiso and become a great orator and bring honor to the then-
budding Japanese American community.”17 Aiso was drafted in early 1941.

At Camp savage, he delivered a stern message to each incoming class: “You 
were brought here to [study],” a student summarized, “and if you don’t [study] 
according to our expectation, we know where your parents are!” Another student 
recalled how in June 1942 Aiso warned incoming students not to protest or strike: 
“Whatever you do here will have a reaction against your parents. . . .You have 
direct relation to your parents, your brothers and sisters.”18

Aiso had lived in the limelight all his life as an exemplary Nisei and held the 
other Nisei to the same high standards he set for himself. He had a brilliant mind 
honed by years of hard study. He was steeped in the American political tradition 
and fond of quoting Abraham Lincoln.19 the Nisei of his generation “had ‘talked 
to Lincoln’ as often as he prayed to his god,” he later remarked, “because the rail-
splitter knew what it was like to be born and raised in a rural shack as so many of 
the older Nisei were.” 20 in Aiso’s mind the Nisei’s American heritage did not have 
to conflict with their Japanese heritage. instead he urged them to “live like the 
cherry trees in our nation’s capital; of Japanese origin and symbol of its knightly 
lore, but taking root into the richness of American soil enhancing with beauty in 
their season the Washington, Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials.” 21

the removal of Japanese from the West Coast may have shaken Aiso’s faith, 
but he responded characteristically by working even harder. Nevertheless, the anti-

17 tad ichinokuchi, “John Aiso and the Mis,” in ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 
1–3. Carey McWilliams described the young Aiso as “a brilliant Nisei” in prejudice: Japanese-
americans: symbol of racial intolerance (Boston: Little, Brown, 1944), p. 101. see also Bill 
Hosokawa, Nisei: the Quiet americans (New York: William Morrow, 1969), pp. 167–68. see also 
ch. 1, note 20.

18 Ltr, Joe Yoshiwara to Roy uyehata, 18 February 1993, author’s files; Harrington, yankee 
samurai, pp. 65, 144; interv, author with tagami, 7 Dec 94. During the same period, the com-
manding officer of the 100th infantry Battalion at Camp McCoy gave similar lectures to his Nisei 
soldiers: “isn’t this the most important time of your life? every one of you is being watched. Don’t 
forget that the future of your families rests on your shoulders.” Masayo u. Duus, Unlikely Libera-
tors: the Men of the 100th and 442nd (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1987), p. 27.

Camp McCoy was also the site for a Department of Justice internment camp. One scholar asserts 
“that both the Japanese American internees and the soldiers were prisoners of the state, incarcer-
ated at Camp McCoy during a time in which the dominant racial order threatened to dehumanize 
these men” (emphasis in original). Peggy Choy, “Racial Order and Contestation: Asian American 
internees and soldiers at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, 1942–1943,” in asian americans: Compara-
tive and global perspectives, ed. shirley Hune et al. (Pullman: Washington state university Press, 
1991), pp. 87–102.

19 Aiso, remarks, 1985, cited in ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 5, 28. When he ran for 
student body president of his junior high school in 1922, he quoted Lincoln’s gettysburg Address 
(p. 5).

20 John F. Aiso, remarks at Arlington National Cemetery, 2 Jun 63, reprinted in “tributes to 
Japanese American Military service in World War ii,” Congressional record (11 Jun 63), p. 7.

21 John F. Aiso, speech to Mis Veteran’s Reunion, Honolulu, Hawaii, 6 sep 64.
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Japanese prejudice of the war’s first year provoked him to write a letter to Califor-
nia Attorney general earl Warren, who was running for governor in the autumn 
of 1942. As attorney general, Warren had played a key role in the evacuation and 
declared he did not want the Japanese to return after the war. Aiso wrote to say 
that “i thought, at heart, he was a very religious man,” he recalled. “i wanted him 
to know that some of us so-called ‘Japs’ were in the united states Army. i felt that 
after the war was over he would change his mind and let us come back.”22

the Nisei, citizens by birth, responded in various ways to the tragic situation. 
two-thirds were still minors and went with their families into the camps. Many 
men of military age chose to stay in the camps to keep their families together. 
some became embittered and angry. A handful even sought legal remedies, but 
the federal courts rejected their cases. Aiso offered a different path: proving Nisei 
loyalty through dedicated military service. in the face of overwhelming prejudice, 
Aiso urged the Nisei to study their Japanese heritage and learn the language of the 
hated enemy—and their own parents. He infused the school with his ethics of hard 
study, patriotism in the face of prejudice, and self-discipline. Many saw him as a 
stern, unbending taskmaster. the school’s official history praised his “firm direc-
tion,” but one student many years later recalled him as having been “pompous, 
officious, and conceited.” Only years after the war did Aiso admit to having been 
a “martinet” and to having overlooked “personal comfort and welfare.” 23

One of the first to run afoul of Aiso, sergeant Kanegai, had also come from 
southern California but had a very different outlook. upset about the govern-
ment’s treatment of the Japanese (his family was interned at a camp in Manzanar, 
California), Kanegai first refused a work detail, then refused to study. eventually 
he was dropped from the class. However, because of Kanegai’s rank, the post com-
mander named him acting first sergeant without clearing it with Aiso. Aiso would 
not tolerate this challenge to his authority over the other Nisei. Kanegai, whose 
new wife was expecting their first child, soon received orders for Australia. He 

22 Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” p. 106. After the war Aiso resumed his law prac-
tice in Los Angeles; in 1953 governor Warren appointed him to the municipal court of Los Ange-
les, making him the first Nisei to serve in the state judiciary on the mainland. When Warren became 
Chief Justice of the u.s. supreme Court, many Nisei felt he was unrepentant for his role in the 
evacuation. However, Aiso urged the Nisei “to respect [Warren’s] reluctance and display a little 
magnanimity” and argued “it would serve no purpose to press him further.” Hosokawa, Nisei: the 
Quiet americans, p. 494.

23 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 5, p. 4; Aiso, speech, 6 sep 64; Faubion Bowers, personal 
communication to author, 1999. gene uratsu, a student and enlisted instructor at Crissy Field and 
Camp savage, recalled that “the autocratic Director was known as ‘Der Hitler’ among the students 
and instructors.” uratsu later referred to himself as having been “young, foolish, and reckless.” He 
added, “As i assumed more and more responsible positions in the army [as a career officer after the 
war], i began to realize how difficult it must have been for Aiso to run the school under extreme 
wartime pressure. i guess somebody had to be the son-of-a-bitch.” gene Masaji uratsu, MisNor-
Cal Bio. see also similar comments about Aiso and the school by WO gerald Kobayashi to a War 
Relocation Authority (WRA) field worker in January 1944. Memo, 2 Jan 44, sub: Free Association: 
Army and Registration, Milwaukee, Wis.; Microfilm, frame 552, reel 84, sec. 15, pt. 2, Japanese 
evacuation Research study, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley.
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departed in early 1943 in charge of a group of nongraduating Nisei. they were 
sent to the Allied translator and interpreter section as “overhead”: clerks, cooks, 
and supply personnel.24

During 1942–1943 Aiso was the senior Nisei in government service; and as 
time went on he brought in other older Nisei who could serve as a stabilizing influ-
ence on the younger Nisei. some were too old for active duty but still able to render 
valuable stateside service. in March 1943 Capt. Walter t. tsukamoto, a 38-year-
old sacramento lawyer, was assigned as the school’s staff judge advocate. Before 
the war, tsukamoto had served as president of the Japanese American Citizens 
League (JACL) from 1938 to 1940 and held a reserve commission.25 From Hawaii 
came Masaji Marumoto, thirty-seven, a Honolulu attorney and Harvard Law 
school graduate. After the war broke out, Marumoto helped form the emergency 
service Committee as a liaison between law enforcement officials in Hawaii and 
the Japanese community. He had tried to enlist in early 1943 but could not pass the 
physical exam. A few months later he joined MisLs and soon became a master 
sergeant and Aiso’s personal clerk.26

Aiso’s stern philosophy and personal example were a blend of Japanese and 
American characteristics. All his life he had studied hard, and he expected his stu-
dents to do the same. Respect and self-discipline were essential, and education was 
the key to future success. He was profoundly aware of the gravity of the Nisei’s 
position. He knew full well how they were being treated with suspicion and that 
the evacuation had swept away two generations of toil by the Nisei and their issei 
parents. He responded by bearing down harder to prove his loyalty. At Camp sav-
age, the War Department allowed the Nisei to serve. Perhaps in time the Military 
intelligence service (Mis) Nisei could redeem all Japanese Americans and restore 
them to a place of honor.

Aiso also knew that the Mis Nisei would face a special challenge in fighting 
against Japan. When the War Department considered forming a Nisei combat unit 

24 intervs, tompkins with Kanegai, 11 Oct 94, and author with Kanegai, 16 sep 96; saga of the 
Mis. Kanegai became first sergeant for the Nisei assigned to Atis and later earned a commission 
through officer candidate school.

25 MisLs album, p. 66; “training History,” ann. 15a, Legal Assistance; Bill Hosokawa, JaCL 
in Quest of Justice: the history of the Japanese american Citizens League (New York: William 
Morrow, 1982), pp. 104–07.

26 interv notes, Joseph D. Harrington with Masaji Marumoto, 1973, Harrington Papers; Duus, 
Unlikely Liberators, p. 62; Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” p. 75; Masaji Marumoto, 
“Okinawa Revisited: A Look at Past, Future,” honolulu star Bulletin & advertiser, 14 Feb 71. in 
May 1944 Rasmussen nominated Marumoto for the Judge Advocate general Department officer 
candidate school. Marumoto was commissioned in May 1945 and served in the occupation of Oki-
nawa. After the war he was appointed a justice of the Hawaii territorial supreme Court. Another 
emergency service Committee leader, Dr. Katsumi Kometani, went to italy in 1944 with the 442d 
RCt as the regimental “morale officer.” Duus, Unlikely Liberators, p. 29; thomas D. Murphy, 
ambassadors in arms (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1954), pp. 66–67; “emergency ser-
vice Committee,” in encyclopedia of Japanese american history, rev. ed., ed. Brian Niiya (New 
York: Facts on File, 2001); tom Coffman, the island edge of america: a political history of 
hawaii (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 2003), pp. 63–65.
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in the autumn of 1942, Assistant secretary of War John J. McCloy recommended 
such a unit but wrote to the secretary of War, “We need not use them against mem-
bers of their own race, but we could use them for many useful purposes.” 27 the 
secretary of War agreed to forming the 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt) 
but employing it only “in a theater where it will not be fighting Japanese troops.” 
general george C. Marshall, Army Chief of staff, later gave a similar reason for 
sending the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d RCt to italy: “i knew that it was 
quite unwise and quite unfair to send them to the southwest Pacific where they 
would be in contact with their own people.” 28 Whether from concern about their 
personal feelings or from lingering doubts about their loyalty, War Department 
leaders acknowledged that sending Nisei to fight Japanese soldiers would be plac-
ing a special burden on them.

Mis Nisei, especially those who still had friends or family living in Japan, felt 
this burden acutely. “it was the AJA in the Mis who faced and answered the great-
est challenge to his generation,” Aiso later declared. “Are Americans of Japanese 
ancestry loyal enough to fight in the defense of America directly against their own 
kith and kin?” 29 “there were certain instances,” he later admitted, of students 
who expressed hesitancy to fight against the Japanese. But this did not keep them 
from their duty.30

recruiting students, June–December 1942

As the new students began class at Camp savage, school officials looked for 
hundreds more for future classes. “the greatest problem which faced [the school] 
after its removal to savage,” declared the school’s official history after the war, 
“was the recruitment of adequate numbers of students for the school to carry an 
expanded program.” 31 school officials knew that those with no previous exposure 
to the Japanese language required at least a year and often longer to reach a use-
ful level of proficiency. the Mis did not have that kind of time. the government 
had placed the largest pool of potential students, Nisei of military age on the West 

27 Ltr, John J. McCloy to Henry L. stimson, 15 October 1942, Folder: stimson, Box WD1, ser. 
8, McCloy Papers, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. Quote cited in Murphy, ambassadors in 
arms, pp. 106–07. Forrest C. Pogue, george C. Marshall, 4 vols. (New York: Viking, 1963–1987), 
3: 147.

28 Memo, WDgs [War Department general staff] g–3 for Chief of staff, 16 Dec 42, sub: Orga-
nization of a Military unit to Be Composed of American Citizens of Japanese Descent (WDgCt 
320), copy in Drawer 1600, Research File, Microfilm reel 300, item 4523, george C. Marshall 
Research Library, Lexington, Va.

29 Aiso, speech, 6 sep 64. see also similar comments in 1985, cited in ichinokuchi, John aiso 
and the M.i.s., pp. 29–30. 

30 Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei.” in response to the interviewer’s question in 1970 
about the Nisei’s hesitancy to fight against the Japanese, he commented: “i think the time is not ripe 
for me to answer this question in its full ramifications.”

31 WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45. Japanese evacuation Research study (JeRs), pt. 2, sec. 2, reel 
20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley.
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Coast, behind barbed wire. One year earlier, before Pearl Harbor, school officials 
had screened 1,300 Nisei to select the first fifty-eight students. in the first half of 
1942 they had selected another 150. (see table 1.) By that summer all other Nisei 
soldiers on the West Coast had been transferred to interior posts or discharged.

Despite these difficult conditions, Colonel Rasmussen was able to recruit the 
first class at Camp savage; but the school’s future looked bleak. the Military 
intelligence Division directed Rasmussen to recruit twice as many Nisei for yet 
another class to begin in December. More than 1,000 remained in mainland Army 
posts, and about 400 had been discharged to the enlisted Reserve Corps.32 Ras-
mussen checked and rechecked these Nisei, finding some whom previous searches 
had overlooked. By september Rasmussen had selected another 150 Nisei for the 
school, well short of the number required. the school even accepted Nisei over 
the normal enlistment age. in tule Lake, they enlisted a veteran of the First World 
War, John M. tanikawa, age forty-one. in 1918 he had served in France with the 
American expeditionary Forces and had earned the Purple Heart and Croix de 
guerre.33 the recruiters occasionally found Caucasian soldiers such as Joseph J. 
Milanowski, who had studied Japanese at the university of Washington.34 But 
Caucasians who could speak Japanese were rare. 

to meet his requirements Rasmussen would have to recruit Nisei from behind 
barbed wire. in July the Military intelligence Division obtained permission for 
Rasmussen to recruit students from the assembly and relocation centers and he 
wrote to Fourth Army and all center directors to describe the characteristics he 
was seeking: “A fair amount of fluency in the spoken Japanese; possession of an 
elementary knowledge of written Japanese, preferably, however, the capacity of 
reading newspapers; a good scholastic background in english and Japanese. in 
respect to this requirement it has been found here at the school that the best stu-
dents usually are Chūgakkō [middle school] graduates with subsequent secondary 
American schooling.” 35 He was granted access to the camps, and on 6 August he 
interviewed ninety Nisei at Manzanar.36

32 Memo, Pettigrew to McCloy, 17 Dec 42, sub: Nisei Division (AsW 342.18), Rg 107, NARA.
33 “45-Year-Old Nisei Veteran Reenlists for Duty in Japan,” pacific Citizen, 27 Apr 46; WD 

Press Release, 22 Oct 45; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 114.
34 interv, author with Joseph J. Milanowski, 30 Oct 87; Joseph J. Milanowski, “Camp savage 

Memories,” Mis Northwest Newsletter (April 1986), reprinted in ichinokuchi, John aiso and the 
M.i.s., pp. 54–58.

35 Ltr, Kai e. Rasmussen to WRA Center Directors, 13 July 1942, reprinted in Roger Daniels, 
ed., american Concentration Camps: a Documentary history of the relocation and incarceration 
of Japanese americans, 1941–1945, 9 vols. (New York: garland, 1989), vol. 9. Colonel Bendetsen, a 
key planner in the evacuation, noted on his file copy: “Rasmussen should not have addressed center 
managers directly—his action in so doing is irregular.”

36 Karl g. Yoneda, ganbatte: sixty-year struggle of a Kibei Worker (Los Angeles: Asian 
American studies Center, university of California at Los Angeles, 1983). For other sources on 
recruiting in the camps in the summer and autumn of 1942, see “training History,” ann. 10; Har-
rington, yankee samurai, pp. 105–06, 113–19.



taBle 1—Summary Of Student PerSOnnel fOr mISlS academIc termS

nOvemBer 1941–feBruary 1944a

   Academic      students           students    
    term     entered           Relievedb students graduated 
  Officer        enlisted      Officer        enlisted      Officer   Date        enlisted Date

 Presidioc 18d 60 4 15 2 1 May 42 45 1 May 42
 (4th Army) (6 AeA)       
  (2 ACA)       

 Jun 42 22e 160 0 4 22 1 Dec 42 149 1 Dec 42
  (18 AeA) (10 AeA)     6 18 Jun 43
  (2 ACA) (1 ACA)     1 2 Feb 43
        156 

 Dec 42 22 442 10 46 2 19 Apr 43 2 16 Jan 43
      1 24 Apr 43 2 23 Mar 43
      9 18 Jun 43 61 10 Apr 43
      12  1 15 Apr 43
        1 30 May 43
        329 18 Jun 43
        396 

 Jul 43 22f 733 12 76 8 15 Jan 44 357 15 Jan 44
  (20 AeA) (53 AeA)   2 25 Mar 44 238 25 Mar 44
  (2 ACA) (50 ACA)   10  51 10 Aug 44
        2 29 sep 44
        9 18 Nov 44
        657 

 Feb 44 7 683 1 140 1 10 Jun 44 5 25 Mar 44
   (14 AeA)   4 10 Aug 44 8 19 May 44
  (1 ACA) (18 ACA)   1 29 sep 44 89 10 Aug 44
      6  1 23 Aug 44
        4 7 sep 44
        10 29 sep 44
        1 9 Oct 44
        1 10 Oct 44
        379 18 Nov 44
        45 17 Feb 45
        543 

 Feb 44 3 107 0 0 3 10 Aug 44 107 10 Aug 44
 OCs (2 AeA)       

  (1 ACA)       

ACA  American of Chinese Ancestry
AEA  American of european Ancestry

source: MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” pp. 16–18, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. 
Army Center of Military History (CMH).

Notes
a All Americans of Japanese Ancestry unless otherwise indicated. Figures are from existing available records, and slight inaccuracies are unavoidable.
b includes those relieved for special assignment, academic reasons, CDD (Certificate of Disability for Discharge), etc.
c Numbers for Presidio Class are approximate.
d twelve officers transferred to the first class at Camp savage in June 1942.
e twelve officers formerly from Presidio.
f Number does not include ten Marine officers; does not include nine officers and seven enlisted men of the Canadian Army.

Page —  104  — No fol�o
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Once identified, how could these Nisei enlist in the Army? in March 1942 
the War Department had declared all Nisei “unacceptable for service.” the War 
Department g–2, Maj. gen. george V. strong, took the question directly to gen-
eral Marshall on 31 August, recommending that the Army enlist 350 Nisei from 
the camps. Marshall agreed, and the recruiting proceeded as planned.37 On 3 
October Colonel Rasmussen wrote to the War Relocation Authority, requesting 
“approximately 250 Nisei and Kibei for use in the Military intelligence service.” 38 
the volunteers most highly sought were Kibei who had proficiency in both Japa-
nese and english and could pass a loyalty investigation.

the requirements frustrated some Nisei who wanted to enlist. When Dillon 
s. Myer, the director of the War Relocation Authority, visited the camp in gila 

37 Memo, strong to Chief of staff, 31 Aug 42, sub: enlistment of Americans of Japanese Ances-
try (MiD 327.31), WD g–1 Decimal File (291.2), Rg 165, NARA.

38 Ltr, Kai e. Rasmussen to Acting Regional Director, WRA, 3 October 1942, Rg 210, 
NARA.

Nisei in granada (amache) Camp, Colorado, volunteering for the Military 
intelligence service, 12 December 1942
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River, Arizona, that autumn, he overheard a conversation between two young 
Nisei: “One of them asked the other, ‘Are you going to join the army?’ the other 
boy replied ‘Hell no! Nobody but a damned Kibei can get into this man’s army.’” 
Myer related this story to Assistant secretary of War McCloy “to help prove our 
point that many Nisei wanted very badly to have the opportunity to demonstrate 
their loyalty.” He recalled that McCloy “was impressed and promised to redouble 
his efforts to secure a change in policy.” 39

When Rasmussen’s recruiters visited the camps in November, they could not 
have come at a worse time. the atmosphere in the camps had moved from ini-
tial shock at the forced relocation to seething anger at the indefinite incarcera-
tion. Hostility and resistance appeared in the form of threats and violence against 
suspected informants and supporters of the camp administration. in November 
and December violence erupted in Poston and Manzanar. the recruiters often 
conducted interviews at night so potential recruits could evade watchful eyes. in 
November two Nisei instructors from Camp savage went to Poston and smuggled 
out eight Nisei volunteers at night during a campwide strike.40 Fourteen more were 
selected from Manzanar. 

Volunteers inside some camps were threatened or beaten. some issei parents 
were so angered at the thought of their sons’ volunteering to fight against Japan 
that they disowned them. to make matters worse, rumors spread that the War 
Department was using Japanese-speaking Nisei as spies inside the camps. Never-
theless, recruiters interviewed 439 Nisei in the camps that autumn and selected 66 
for language training.41 

some volunteered for the Mis primarily to escape camp. “to be perfectly hon-
est about it, i felt i was in a rut and just decaying in camp,” shoso Nomura recalled 
of his months in gila River: “it wasn’t a normal society like, as you expect just to 
be able to go into business or further your education. those opportunities were all 
lost.” He volunteered for Mis that November.42 some issei parents supported their 
sons’ decision to enlist. “Wars were just a short period in a man’s life,” Marshall 
M. sumida’s father told him. “the question of being a Japanese or American was 
a difficult one. What he considered important was that a man be a man—and do 
whatever a man must do.”43

39 Dillon s. Myer, Uprooted americans: the Japanese americans and the War relocation 
authority during World War ii (tucson: university of Arizona Press, 1971), pp. 145–46.

40 interv, author with Roy t. takai, 30 Oct 87; Pat Nagano, MisNorCal Bio. Harrington, yankee 
samurai, p. 114. see also elaine B. Yoneda, in only What We Could Carry: the Japanese ameri-
can internment experience, ed. Lawson Fusao inada (Berkeley, Calif.: Heyday Books, 2000), pp. 
164–70. Yoneda was married to Karl Yoneda, one of the Nisei recruited from Manzanar for MisLs 
in November 1942.

41 Masaharu Ano, “Loyal Linguists: Nisei of World War ii Learned Japanese in Minnesota,” 
Minnesota history 45, no. 7 (Fall 1977): 279–80; Daisuke Kitagawa, issei and Nisei: the intern-
ment years (New York: seabury Press, 1967), pp. 109–11; “training History,” ann. 10, p. 4.

42 interv, author with shoso Nomura, 10 sep 96.
43 Ano, “Loyal Linguists,” p. 280.
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shortly afterward, the Foreign Broadcast intelligence service (FBis) sent 
recruiters into the camps to look for Japanese-speaking Nisei. “unfortunately, Col-
onel Rasmussen . . . visited all the projects about six weeks ago and did an excellent 
job of cream skimming,” complained the agency’s recuiter. “He has taken literally 
dozens of the best people and left very few.” the recruiters interviewed 174 people 
in the camps; they considered only twenty-two well qualified. Of these, FBis was 
able to hire only four.44

Another valuable source of students was the Hawaii Nisei soldiers transferred 
to Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, in June 1942.45 the 100th infantry Battalion con-
tained many Kibei, but many could not speak english very well. Late in 1942 Lt. 
Col. Joseph K. Dickey and Akira Oshida, a civilian instructor, visited McCoy. Of 
the 1,400 Nisei stationed there, only ninety-two passed the screening test; about 
sixty were selected for the school.46 Many did not want to leave their friends. 

Hoichi Kubo objected strongly. Drafted in 1941, he had witnessed the Japa-
nese air raid on Wheeler Field on 7 December 1941. His two grandfathers had both 
fought for Japan against Russia in 1904–1905, and he felt it was now his turn to 
fight for America. He wanted to fight, not sit at a desk. He deliberately failed the 
language test, even though his Japanese was excellent. But school officials saw 
through his ruse and selected him.47 

terry Mizutari was also selected, even though his father, a Japanese-language 
school principal and kendo instructor, was interned in the Department of Justice 
camp in Crystal City, texas. Mizutari was a typical Hawaii Nisei, outgoing and 
popular. He played the ukulele and harmonica and thanks to his father was excel-
lent in kendo. 

Another Hawaii Nisei was thomas Kiyoshi tsubota, a platoon sergeant. tsub-
ota graduated from Waseda and Meiji universities in tokyo before returning to 
Hawaii, where he was drafted before the war. He was one of two Nisei soldiers 
who had spotted a beached Japanese midget submarine the day after the Pearl 
Harbor attack. He tried to refuse language training to stay with his friends but was 
selected anyway.48

the class that began on 15 December 1942 was composed of 444 Nisei, a mix 
of prewar draftees, volunteers from the camps, and Hawaii Nisei from the 100th 
infantry Battalion. Many were over thirty, older than the Army usually enlisted. 
school officials had identified virtually every available potential student. Rasmus-

44 stephen C. Mercado, “FBis against the Axis, 1941–1945,” studies in intelligence 11 (Fall/
Winter 2001).

45 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 73–90; Duus, Unlikely Liberators, pp. 24–39; Harrington, 
yankee samurai, pp. 120, 123–24. the 100th infantry Battalion was transferred to Camp shelby 
in January 1943 and then to the Mediterranean theater in August. the Mis did not recruit Nisei 
directly from Hawaii until the summer of 1943.

46 sources vary on the number selected. see Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. iii, 158–76.
47 interv, author with Hoichi Kubo, 30 Oct 87; Hoichi Kubo, MisNorCal Bio.
48 Oguro, sempai gumi, p. 21; ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, 

World War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence 
service Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 69.
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sen appealed directly to Nisei leaders on the mainland for their support. On 22 
November he addressed a national conference of the Japanese American Citizens 
League held in salt Lake City, utah:

i want you to know that i believe the whole future of the Nisei lies with two groups—the 
JACL and the Nisei in the armed services. We must assure the rest of the country that you 
are not just Americans, but that you are superlative Americans, contributing more to the 
war effort at higher cost. . . . Let’s forget about justice and confront conditions and find out 
how we can best improve and meet them. Keep improving your lot, and this can be done 
only with unselfish efforts. upon your shoulders rests the success of your cause.49

the Nisei leaders at the conference came out strongly for the resumption of 
selective service. two months later, in January 1943, the War Department called 
for volunteers for the 442d RCt. Hundreds were quietly diverted to the Military 
intelligence service.

teaching and Learning at Camp savage

Before the war most Americans regarded the Japanese language as notoriously 
difficult to learn, almost a secret weapon in itself. “the complexities of the Japa-
nese language,” Col. John Weckerling later wrote, “are almost beyond occidental 
comprehension.”50 For most Nisei it was not much easier. Based on the three-year 
Naganuma program that the u.s. embassy in tokyo had used before the war, the 
school improvised a curriculum crammed into six months. its key feature was 
intensive study. the students at Camp savage remained under tremendous pres-
sure for academic performance and found the course exhausting and frustrating. 
After lights-out, the duty officer patrolled the latrines to prevent the students from 
staying up all night to cram for exams. (Many did anyway.) the instructors “were 
not handicapped by pre-conceived habits of leisurely peacetime teaching,” accord-
ing to the school’s official history, “and did not tolerate student inefficiency on the 
plea that Japanese was ‘a very difficult language.’”51

Added to military and academic discipline was a cultural factor, the high 
value that Japanese families placed on education. students were to respect, honor, 
and obey their teachers. each day the students attended seven hours of classes 
with two hours of mandatory evening study. saturday mornings were reserved 
for weekly examinations. “they really meant business,” a Hawaii Nisei recalled. 
“Boy, did they give it to us. No fool around kind.”52 school officials noticed “a rise 

49 suppl no. 37, JACL special emergency National Conference, 17–24 Nov 42, frame 173, reel 
84, sec. 14, pt. 2, Japanese evacuation Research study, Bancroft Library.

50 John Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role in united states intelligence ser-
vice in World War ii” (1946), first printed in hokubei Mainichi, 27 Oct–5 Nov 71, reprinted as a 
pamphlet.

51 “training History,” p. 4.
52 “Masao ‘Harold’ Onishi: Former instructor shares Memories,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93.
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in the need for eyeglasses. . . .the reading of the intricate and involved characters 
running up and down the page instead of across the page as in english seems to 
put a strain on the eyes and the optic nerve. if it is continued for a protracted length 
of time and under poor lights, its damaging effects are pronounced.”53

the instructors soon realized that classes had to start from the very beginning 
and had to provide more than mere refresher training. some students advanced 
faster than others, so the instructors developed a classification examination to 
divide the students into sections by ability.54 the instructors gradually improved 
upon and supplemented the Naganuma readers and other materials.55 in addition 
to language instruction, special topics ranged from Japanese culture and history 
to military terminology. For example, during 1942 Aiso wrote a lecture on “Racial 
Characteristics of the Japanese”; shigeya Kihara wrote on “History of Japan” and 
“institutional Factors in Japanese Militarism”; and toshio g. tsukahira wrote on 
“Japanese Militarism, Past and Present.”56 the school also exposed the students 
to Japanese films, large quantities of which the u.s. government had seized when 

53 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6, pp. 3–4.
54 ibid., para. 9–8, p. 6.
55 sample textbooks in Box 290, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special staffs, Rg 

165, NARA.
56 “training History,” ann. 1, contains a thorough description of the curriculum as it evolved 

during the war. Background lectures: “training History,” ann. 1, para. 10c., pp. 11–12. see also 
other annexes to “training History” and administrative memos in Box 321, Ofc of the Dir of intel 
g–2, WD gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA. 

shoji takimoto teaching Japanese tactics at Camp savage
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the war began. As the war went on, the curriculum continued to evolve. Beginning 
with the December 1942 class, the instructors laid new stress on heigo, or military 
Japanese; in a few cases instructors tailored the course for special classes.57

school officials tried to balance military training with the language instruc-
tion. On Wednesday afternoons the director of military training sent the students 
on conditioning marches across the Minnesota countryside. Other military train-
ing and orientation programs were conducted during the week and occasionally on 
weekends. “But whatever were the ratings of the military training program on the 
popularity poll,” the student album later acknowledged, “it was devised to keep 
the men as sharp physically as they would have to be linguistically.” instructors 
resented the time taken away from language instruction, which they felt “demor-
alized the students by diversity of command and [gave] those directing the train-
ing very little opportunity for coordination and integration. the military training 
tended to encroach on the academic training in disregard of the primary mission 
of the school.”58

Responding to the needs of field commanders, the school added special instruc-
tion in prisoner of war interrogation. At first the instructors recommended harsh, 
aggressive interrogation techniques. “the students loved this approach,” Kihara 
recalled, especially when the teacher played the “prisoner” and the students glee-
fully practiced shouting at him in Japanese: “stupid! Don’t lie! if you don’t talk, 
we’ll beat you!”59 However, as time went on, reports from the field indicated that 
compassion and kind treatment tended to work better.

the school expanded its physical plant, adding a theater, a gymnasium, and 
other buildings to the spartan CCC facilities. During the winter of 1942–1943, 
one student wrote directly to the War Department inspector general, “stating his 
grievances of inadequate living quarters and sanitation facilities (showers, toi-
let bowls, and urinals) as well as other inadequacies.”60 students and staff alike 
complained about the drafty camp buildings that proved no match for the Minne-
sota winters. that winter the thermometer fell to 40 degrees below zero, quite an 
ordeal for the Nisei from California and Hawaii. in the classrooms and barracks, 
those too close to the coal stoves were too hot, those too far away too cold. it was 
the first time many Nisei had seen snow.61

in spite of poor facilities, the students found a camaraderie and group iden-
tity at Camp savage that had been sorely lacking since the war began. Like sol-

57 MisLs album, p. 10; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 4–c3.
58 MisLs album, p. 69; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 4–j, pp. 11–12. see also student paper, 

“specialized intelligence Personnel,” 21 Jun 46, N–13775, u.s. Army Command and general staff 
College, Fort Leavenworth, Kans. For other Army schools, see William R. Keast, “service schools 
of the Army ground Forces,” in the procurement and training of ground Combat troops, ed. 
Robert R. Palmer et al. (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Historical Division, 1948), 
pp. 241–319.

59 shigeya Kihara, in Unsung heroes: the Military intelligence service, past-present-future 
(seattle: Mis-Northwest Association, 1996), p. 64.

60 Richard Kaoru Hayashi, MisNorCal Bio, p. 5.
61 ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 60; Oguro, sempai gumi, p. 138.
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diers everywhere, at Camp savage, the 
Nisei met old friends and made many 
new ones. in 1943 t.sgt. Chris ishii 
captured the school’s spirit in a humor-
ous logo. A graphic artist with Disney 
studios before the war, he designed a 
buck-toothed Minnesota gopher wear-
ing an indian war bonnet. Although the 
gopher was the mascot of the univer-
sity of Minnesota, no one could fail to 
notice the satirical reference to the cari-
cature of the Japanese enemy.62 

While the Nisei students enjoyed 
making fun of themselves, they also 
fought hard against the demonized 
image of the Japanese race that pre-
vailed in wartime America. they con-
sidered the word “Jap” a racial slur. 
the JACL instead promoted a more 
dignified term: American of Japanese 

Ancestry. in 1943, when the 100th infantry Battalion arrived at Camp shelby, 
a staff officer asked the battalion commander, Lt. Col. Farrant L. turner, “Did 
you get your Japs here all right?” turner was said to have replied, “sir, my men 
are not ‘Japs.’ that is a term of opprobrium we use for the enemy. My troops 
are Americans of Japanese ancestry serving in the American Army.” in far-off 
Brisbane, Australia, M.sgt. george Kanegai thought he heard an Australian offi-
cer address a group of American Nisei as Japs and took offense until someone 
explained that the officer was just trying to be friendly by asking them, “Where 
are you chaps from?”63

in Minnesota, the Nisei were pleased to find that local civilians viewed them 
simply as American soldiers far from home. On saturday afternoons generous 
locals waited outside the gates to Camp savage and as the Nisei left post on week-
end pass invited them home to dinner. the twin Cities offered all the attractions 
of a Midwestern metropolitan area for their off-duty time, even a few Chinese res-
taurants that served familiar fare. On weekends, hundreds of Nisei descended on 
Minneapolis–st. Paul to enjoy the Red Cross, YMCA, movie theaters, restaurants, 

62 MisLs album, cover, p. 37. the album’s art editor, M.sgt. tom Okamoto, had also worked at 
Disney before the war. MisLs album, p. 84. the students wore a simple MisLs shoulder patch. the 
gopher remained an unofficial logo. in the 1990s Mis veterans groups stopped using the logo at the 
request of some Native Americans, who felt it perpetuated an offensive stereotype.

63 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 91, 121; interv, author with Kanegai, 16 sep 96. the Holly-
wood film about the 442d RCt, go for Broke, Metro-goldwyn-Mayer, 1951, made a similar point 
about the Nisei’s sensitivity to the slur.

Military intelligence service 
Language school emblem
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and bars. in June 1943 the Young Women’s Christian Association opened a special 
usO in Minneapolis for the Nisei soldiers.64

On occasion the Midwesterners were not sure what to make of the Nisei. some 
bartenders mistook them for Native Americans and refused to serve them, because 
some states prohibited serving alcohol to Native Americans.65 in another instance 
of mistaken identity, while on a recruiting trip to Camp shelby, civilian instruc-
tor shigeya Kihara encountered a tall, distinguished-looking stranger on the train 
platform in Hattiesburg, Mississippi: “i commanded the Marine guard at the u.s. 
embassy in Peking many years ago. i have a great admiration for the Chinese 
people,” said the stranger, who added, “We’re going to beat the hell out of the Japs, 
aren’t we?” Kihara responded tactfully, “Yes, sir!”66

As the War Relocation Authority began to allow Nisei to leave the internment 
camps in 1943, Nisei women began to appear in Minneapolis–st. Paul in increas-

64 ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 48–53. in the 1970s former Nisei students pre-
sented a Japanese garden to Minnesota in recognition of the people’s generosity. Michael Albert, 
“the Japanese,” in they Chose Minnesota: a survey of the state’s ethnic groups, ed. June D. Holm-
quist (st. Paul: Minnesota Historical society Press, 1981), p. 568. the united service Organization 
(usO) operated hundreds of service clubs in the states and overseas.

65 “Masao ‘Harold’ Onishi: Former instructor shares Memories”; spady Koyama, in ichinoku-
chi, John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 165.

66 shigeya Kihara, “Mis Recruiting at Camp shelby,” in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 58.

Barracks poker, Camp savage
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ing numbers to seek jobs or schooling. though the university of Minnesota could 
not accept Nisei students because of its large ROtC program, several other area 
colleges did accept them. By the end of the war, according to one report, “only 
Chicago had more Nisei students than the twin Cities area.”67 

A number of Nisei students and instructors got married while stationed at 
Camp savage. in the spring of 1943 Pat Nagano, a student from Morro Bay, Cali-
fornia, visited a former college roommate studying at the university of Michigan. 
there he met Atsuko Ono, a Nisei from Fresno, California. they became engaged, 
Nagano recalled, “with the understanding that marriage would be deferred until i 
got back from duty overseas.” upon graduation Nagano was surprised to be held 
back as an enlisted instructor. His fiancée reminded him of his promise and, he 
recalled, “had all the arguments on her side.” they were married in Chicago in 
November 1943.68

A more unpleasant aspect of life at the school was the constant surveillance for 
possible disloyalty. the Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) kept close watch on the 
Nisei. each was subject to a background investigation, which led to some being 
dropped from class. Others had to stay after graduation until their investigation 
could be completed. the school commandant sometimes had to overrule other 
government agencies when they denied security clearances to his students “merely 
because their parents now living in the united states had been born in Japan, or 
the person being investigated had visited Japan for a few months at a very early 
age, or he had deposited a small amount of money in a Japanese bank several years 
prior to the declaration of war.”69 On at least one occasion a student was denied 
a security clearance because his issei father had requested repatriation to Japan 
rather than remain in an internment camp.70

inside the school, students and staff alike cooperated with the CiC’s counter-
subversive program. this program recruited secret informants on the basis of one 
for every thirty soldiers throughout the Army. At Camp savage, each barrack had 
two or three informants who reported secretly to the school’s intelligence officer, 
Capt. Laurence P. Dowd. According to the school’s official history, “this system 
worked very effectively and resulted in recommendations for relief and reassign-
ment of several men.” 71 in one case an informant’s report followed a graduate all 
the way to New Caledonia, where the startled Nisei was called on the carpet for 
an unguarded remark he had made months earlier in the shower room at Camp 

67 Albert, “the Japanese,” p. 560.
68 Pat Nagano, MisNorCal Bio.
69 “training History,” ann. 4, intelligence section, p. 1; John P. Finnegan and Romana Danysh, 

Military intelligence, Army Lineage series (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of Military His-
tory, 1998), pp. 72–76. the CiC also conducted close surveillance of other minority groups, such 
as African Americans, considered potential targets for german, Japanese, and Communist subver-
sion. see ulysses Lee, the employment of Negro troops (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of 
Military History, 1966), pp. 361–62.

70 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 85.
71 “training History,” ann. 4. Laurence P. Dowd remained on the MisLs staff throughout the 

war. the MisLs album gives his first name incorrectly.
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savage. in early 1944 Captain Dowd called a student to account for writing a let-
ter that mentioned poor student morale and called some of the Caucasian officers 
“unfit for regular duty.” 72 Caucasian team leaders were secretly instructed to keep 
an eye on their Nisei enlisted men while overseas to make sure they were trans-
lating and interpreting accurately and not providing misleading or false informa-
tion.73 in overseas theaters, the CiC maintained an active surveillance program 
directed at all soldiers, including the Nisei.74

the Army’s entire countersubversive program came under sharp criticism in 
1943, and by year’s end the War Department shut down the program within the 
continental united states and sharply reduced the Counter intelligence Corps. in 
1944 the War Department transferred most of its stateside functions to the Office 
of the Provost Marshal general. However, for the rest of the war, MisLs main-
tained its own surveillance program “to the extent that a few well-known and 
highly trusted enlisted men [were] asked to render confidential reports on any men 
who might come to their attention as not being suitable material for the school.” 75 
During 1943 about one student in ten was relieved for academic and nonacademic 
causes, some because of these background checks.76

Nevertheless, Rasmussen and his staff remained firm believers in the loyalty 
of their Nisei students and stood up to other government agencies on their behalf. 
in 1944 the school decided to send t5g. terry takeshi Doi overseas. Doi had 
been born in America, but his issei parents took him to Japan at an early age. 
After schooling he was conscripted into the imperial Japanese Army. After his 
discharge he returned home to California. According to u.s. law, by serving in 
the armed forces of a foreign state he had forfeited his citizenship. Nevertheless, 
MisLs accepted him. After graduation in the spring of 1943, he stayed at the 
school for another year. Finally, on 26 July 1944, he appeared before a u.s. district 
judge in st. Paul to apply for naturalization. “He wanted to meet the Japanese in 
combat,” he told the judge, “so he could prove his loyalty to America.” A Cana-
dian woman refused naturalization at the same time, saying, “How can i be sworn 
in as an American citizen alongside a man who belonged to an army that’s now 
killing our boys?” the judge took a different view. He reinstated Doi as a citizen 

72 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 85; Hisashi Kubota, MisNorCal Bio, pp. 27–28. Kubota 
later served on Peleliu and saipan and after the war worked as a chemist in Oak Ridge, tennessee.

73 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 62–63. Harrington’s disclosure that Caucasian officers were 
instructed to keep watch over the Nisei enlisted men aroused controversy among Mis veterans. 
James Oda, “John Aiso and the Mis,” pacific Citizen, 1 Jan 89, reprinted in James Oda, secret 
embedded in Magic Cables (Northridge, Calif.: J. Oda, 1993), pp. 119–24.

74 elliott R. thorpe, east Wind, rain: an intimate account of an intelligence officer in the 
pacific, 1939–49 (Boston: gambit, 1969); Duval A. edwards, spy Catchers of the U.s. army in the 
War with Japan (gig Harbor, Wash.: Red Apple Publishing, 1994).

75 “training History,” ann. 4, p. 9.
76 some Nisei with unfavorable security determinations were reassigned to the 442d RCt. 

Pfc. george gushiken, twenty-five, was removed from the top class for security reasons in Octo-
ber 1942. He later joined the 442d RCt and was killed in action in France on 7 November 1944. 
Hamano, Rocky Mountain Bio, p. 17.
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and postponed the woman’s case to a later date. Local newspapers reported the 
incident approvingly.77

Civilian instructors made up the core faculty. the eight original instructors 
from Crissy Field grew to twenty over the next two years.78 Many, such as Yutaka 
Munakata, an electrical engineer hired in December 1942, were recruited from 
the camps. they averaged fifteen classroom hours per week and spent many addi-
tional hours grading tests and developing lessons. Aiso drew the civilian instruc-
tors close to him. they lived and worked together closely and kept separate from 
the enlisted instructors. the civilian instructors and their families formed a small, 
close-knit social group in a cluster of temporary wooden quarters known as Camp 
7.79 As the school expanded, civilian Nisei took over key jobs. When Aiso was 
commissioned in 1944 and appointed director of academic training, his clos-
est associate, Paul t. tekawa, a Kibei, replaced him as technical director. Akira 
Oshida became director of the Research and Liaison section. Munakata became 
director of the translation section. tsukahira became chair of the special division 
for students not of Japanese ancestry.

the faculty came mostly from the mainland, which caused some friction 
with Nisei from Hawaii. Moreover, while the Navy’s school at Boulder used Nisei 
women as instructors, MisLs did not allow women instructors “because of inad-
equate administrative facilities,” according to the school’s official history, and 
“because it was believed that Military Japanese could best be taught by men.” 80 
in early 1944 Lt. Col. Moses W. Pettigrew in the Military intelligence Division 
proposed to commission nine instructors and the school held a selection board for 
that purpose. But the War Department approved only one, Aiso, who received a 
direct commission to major in October 1944. At war’s end the school’s official his-
tory lamented that the Army had not commissioned more:

Problems of discipline among the student body would have been automatically solved. 
it would have added immeasurably to the prestige, dignity, and authority of the faculty. 
the instruction would have reflected this in increasing effectiveness and suasion. Classes 

77 WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45; and “Flayed by skater, Doi ‘Proved Loyalty,’” st. paul Dis-
patch, 24 Oct 45; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 276. Doi later served on iwo Jima and earned 
the silver star. school officials helped other students obtain citizenship, including ulrich straus, 
a german Jew who had learned Japanese while his family lived in tokyo from 1933 to 1940. 
ulrich straus, the anguish of surrender: Japanese poWs of World War ii (seattle: university of 
Washington Press, 2003), pp. x–xi; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 76–78, 
125–26; “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV (2).

78 All civilian instructors were Nisei except for Richard N. McKinnon, who was born in Japan 
to a Caucasian father and a Japanese mother. MisLs album, pp. 47, 135. After the war he earned his 
Ph.D. in Japanese literature and joined the faculty of the university of Washington.

79 MisLs album, p. 39.
80 “training History,” p. 14. MisLs may have tried to recruit Nisei women as instructors in early 
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would always be characterized by the authority and compulsion of a military formation. 
Absences from or tardiness to class, poor performance, malingering would carry the seri-
ousness of a dereliction of duty.81

to increase his cadre, Aiso retained many of the top students, as well as a 
few World War i veterans too old for overseas service.82 He held over ten enlisted 
graduates from Crissy Field to be enlisted instructors and added a few more from 
each class. By the summer of 1944 their number had grown to several dozen. Most 
would have preferred overseas service, but the burgeoning enrollment gave school 
officials little choice.83 

the need for new instructors intensified as instructors went to other assign-
ments. in the summer of 1943 two Crissy Field graduates, s.sgts. thomas t. saka-
moto and gene uratsu, requested overseas assignment after a year as enlisted 
instructors. they got their wish and in september led sixty graduates to Aus-
tralia. Within months sakamoto was serving with the 1st Cavalry Division in 
the Admiralty islands and uratsu with the 158th RCt in New guinea. By 1944 
Aiso allowed other long-time enlisted instructors to go. in January 1944, M.sgt. 
Joe Y. Masuda, a Crissy Field graduate, led a team to Vint Hill Farms, Virginia, 
for signals intelligence work. A few months later M.sgt. Morio Nishita, another 

81 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 4–e, p. 5; Memo, Lt. Col. A. W. stuart to Chief, Personnel 
Br, Mis, 18 Feb 44, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA.

82 MisLs album, p. 96 (photo).
83 intervs, author with thomas sakamoto, 16 Nov 87, and with Arthur M. Kaneko, 23 Aug 95; 

takashi Matsui, “teaching at the Military intelligence service Language school,” in Falk and tsu-
neishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 4–8, 108–09; MisLs album, pp. 46–47 (photo).

faculty at Camp savage, early 1943. second row, starting seventh from left: 
Dickey, rasmussen, and aiso.
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Crissy Field graduate, replaced him. Kan tagami, a November 1942 graduate who 
remained as an instructor for almost two years, left in July 1944 to join the 124th 
Cavalry in Burma. in september 1944 MisLs sent nine instructors to help set up 
the Pacific Military intelligence Research section (PACMiRs), a document-trans-
lation center in Maryland.

through hard work and experience the instructors gradually learned how to 
teach Japanese. “None of us had any prior teaching experience, nor did we receive 
any kind of training on the artful management of teaching,” uratsu recalled. “i did 
not have the slightest idea how to conduct class at the beginning. . . . After several 
months of painful trials and tribulations, i blossomed into some sort of teacher or 
facsimile thereof. A life of a teacher was not a bed of roses. . . . i ruefully discov-
ered that life was much easier to be a student than a teacher.” 84

the instructors had a firsthand knowledge of Japanese language and culture 
virtually unavailable anywhere else in the united states. s.sgt. takashi Matsui, 
a Kibei student in the first savage class, had completed eleven years of school-
ing in Japan followed by the university of Washington. When he graduated from 
MisLs in December 1942, he was promoted to staff sergeant and stayed on as an 
instructor.85 the instructors came to scorn those whose knowledge of Japanese 

84 uratsu, MisNorCal Bio, p. 2.
85 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 4–8, 108–09.

top Class at Camp savage, ca. 1943
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was purely aesthetic or theoretical, such as Harold g. Henderson, an “Orientalist” 
on the faculty of Columbia university who had been active in the Japan society, 
published translations of haiku poetry, and in 1943 published a handbook of Japa-
nese grammar. When the 54-year-old Orientalist came to Camp savage to give a 
lecture, his poor accent amused the Nisei faculty. Rasmussen appointed him direc-
tor of academic training for a time, but he departed for Australia in mid-1944.86

During the school’s stay at Camp savage, change was constant, most visibly 
in the construction of barracks, classrooms, and other facilities. Key personnel 
changed as well. the assistant commandant, Colonel Dickey, who had helped select 
the first Nisei students in 1941, transferred to Chungking in 1943 as g–2 of u.s. 
Army Forces in China under Lt. gen. Joseph W. stilwell.87 Lt. Col. Archibald W. 
stuart, one of Americans who had been repatriated from Japan on the gripsholm 
in 1942, replaced him.

in June 1943 Aiso completely reorganized the school. He divided it by ability 
(upper, middle, and lower) and formed two nonteaching sections: the translation 
section and the Military Research and Liaison section.88 in August he formed a 
special division for late-arriving students from Camp shelby and for non-Nisei 
students. in January 1944 Aiso again reorganized the school, eliminating the 
ability groupings and forming four separate divisions. under Yutaka Munakata 
the translation section became a graduate pool for Nisei waiting for assignment. 
(Munakata had formed the original section in November 1942.) As time went 
on, his students translated a variety of technical materials. While waiting for 
their orders (for weeks or sometimes months), the recent graduates labored over 
translating captured documents, partly for their intelligence value and partly to 
stay in practice.89

86 Harold g. Henderson, the Bamboo Broom: an introduction to Japanese haiku (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1934); Harold g. Henderson, handbook of Japanese grammar (Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin, 1943). Henderson’s grammar was used at MisLs. “training History,” ann. 1, para. 
10c., pp. 14, 18. the MisLs album lists Maj. Leon [sic] Henderson as director of academic training 
(p. 136), but he is otherwise unmentioned in the album or the official history. His departure in 1944 
probably allowed Rasmussen to commission Aiso for the vacant position. see also “Former Aca-
demic Director Now general MacArthur education Officer,” yaban gogai, Nov 45, p. 11. Kihara, 
personal communication to author, 1999; James Oda, “John Aiso and the Mis,” pacific Citizen, 
23–30 Dec 88, reprinted in Oda, secret embedded, pp. 119–24. After the war Henderson served as 
president of the society of Japanese studies and the Japan society.

87 MisLs album, p. 22 (photo reversed).
88 ibid., p. 10; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 9d, p. 9. see also ann. 6, History of J.O.B. [Japa-

nese Order of Battle], Research & Field Liaison section, p. 13. MiD apparently did not give MisLs 
a written mission statement until March 1944. Memo, ACs, g–2, to Commandant, MisLs, 22 Mar 
44, sub: Policy Directive, Military intelligence service Language school, Ofc of the Dir of intel 
g–2, WD gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA. For a summary of Rasmussen’s expectations 
for the school as of April 1943, see Colonel Rasmussen, 29 Apr 43, Addenda for: Projects Contem-
plated at Mis Language school, savage, Minnesota, during the Period May 1–August 1, 1943, Ofc 
of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA.

89 “training History,” ann. 13, translation section.
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As the war continued, feedback from the field became more important than 
ever. Based on suggestions from the field, the school placed more stress on Japa-
nese military terminology and authentic materials. english-language intelligence 
reports and “beautiful translations,” the official history said, “are of no value to us 
except as reference.” the history continued: “What we need most are the Japanese 
terms in Kanji. the original documents in Japanese are the very life and suste-
nance of our courses. the Army and Navy Readers put out in Japan for sale to the 
children have been of greater value as a source of teaching material than all the 
technical military translation we have stacked in our library.” 90

in August 1943 the school organized a Military Research and Liaison section 
under Akira Oshida (later renamed the Japanese Order of Battle section) to col-
lect these sorts of materials.91 that summer Capt. John A. Burden sent the school 
“three sacks of documents, diaries, and one bundle of maps” from the solomon 
islands. Colonel Rasmussen wrote back gratefully, saying “the maps are of par-
ticularly great interest to us here, as the Japanese terminology of various geo-
graphical locations is now being taught here in great detail.” 92 Burden returned to 
the united states that autumn to give a course of lectures at the school.93 M.sgt. 
Arthur s. Komori, who had worked in the Counter intelligence Corps, flew from 
Australia to visit the school for several weeks in late December 1943.94

Munakata encouraged the graduates to write back to the school about their 
experiences overseas, and by 1944 he was receiving a steady stream of letters from 
the field.95 Wartime censorship prevented the Nisei from being very specific, but 
they commented freely on what had benefited them at the school. some even found 
ways to ship back to the school captured Japanese documents, weapons, and other 
materials for classroom use. the school’s official history commented at war’s end 
that these letters “made it possible to revise, expand, or eliminate certain parts 
of the curriculum.” the history concluded with the recommendation that “any 
similar schools set up in the future be given access to captured documents while 
they are still recent, to official reports and to the expertise of observers fresh from 
the combat area. it is also recommended that liaison officers be sent out into the 
field from time to time to determine the language training needs of the theater or 
theaters of operations on the spot.” 96

in early 1944 Colonel Rasmussen himself toured the Pacific to observe what 
his graduates were doing. in April he visited Bougainville, where a Nisei language 

90 ibid., ann. 1, para. 4–g.
91 ibid., ann. 6.
92 Ltr, Kai e. Rasmussen to John A. Burden, 10 August 1943, Box 1, John A. Burden Papers, 

Hoover institution Archives, stanford university, stanford, Calif.
93 Burden Papers, Hoover institution Archives. Burden also smuggled a barrel of captured Japa-

nese shoyu (soy sauce), which was hard to find in wartime Minnesota, for the instructors.
94 interv, Ann Bray with Arthur s. Komori, 1955, copy in Arthur s. Komori File, Harrington 

Papers; newspaper clipping, ca. Feb 44, author’s files.
95 Munakata preserved these letters, which can be found in the Harrington Papers. “training 

History,” p. 31.
96 “training History,” p. 37.
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team had just helped XiV Corps defeat the final Japanese assault. He also visited 
the Allied translator and interpreter section in Australia.97

in 1943 a new problem threatened to interrupt the shipment of graduates over-
seas. the first students at Crissy Field all had completed basic training in 1941, 
before they joined the school. After graduation they were ready for immediate 
deployment overseas. in 1942 the school began enlisting Nisei directly from the 
camps with no previous military training. upon graduation the school rushed some 
overseas with no additional training.98 For example, Harry Fukuhara, twenty-two, 
a Kibei from seattle, volunteered for MisLs from the gila River camp in Novem-
ber 1942. He had graduated from a Japanese high school and was an excellent Jap-
anese-speaker. He graduated from MisLs in April 1943 and was rushed straight 
to Australia and then on to New guinea with i Corps headquarters with no basic 
military training.99

to alleviate this problem, in July the school sent 127 graduates to Camp shelby 
for eight weeks of basic training. At Camp shelby, the 442d RCt had already been 
training for several months. the savage graduates were designated Company s, 
and the training officers and NCOs came from the 442d RCt. By now the trainees 
were all technical sergeants (technicians, 5th grade), not privates, and they were 
in poor physical shape after six months in the classroom. For eight weeks they 
learned how to be soldiers. the training was physically grueling in the summer 
heat: the linguists clambered over obstacle courses and made twenty-mile forced 
marches under the watchful eyes of the 442d RCt sergeants and training offi-
cers.100 When they returned to Camp savage in september, the first sixty went to 
Australia at once, the first large shipment in six months.

97 Ltr, general Douglas MacArthur to Chief of staff, 8 september 1943, sub: Allied transla-
tor and interpreter section. this requested that a senior officer of MisLs be sent to the theater for 
liaison: “specific problems which require discussion include the best type of training for translators 
and interpreters who are to be used in this theater.” interv, author with Roy t. uyehata, 16 Nov 87; 
uyehata, MisNorCal Bio, reprinted in World War ii reminiscences, ed. John H. Roush, Jr. (san 
Rafael, Calif.: Reserve Officers Association of the united states, 1995), pp. 257–60. Rasmussen’s 
trip observations are summarized in “History and Description of the Military intelligence service 
Language school,” pp. 32–33, unpubl Ms, Military intelligence Language school, Fort snelling, 
Mich., gen Records, 1943–1945, Records of the Army staff, Rg 319, NARA.

98 this was also true of some Caucasian officer candidates from the program at the university 
of Michigan (see below), such as Benjamin H. Hazard, who had studied Japanese for four years at 
the university of California at Los Angeles followed by six months at Michigan. After six more 
months at Camp savage, he was commissioned and sent to the Central Pacific in early 1944 with no 
further military training. Hazard, remarks at san José state university, 18 Mar 00.

99 intervs, John P. Finnegan with Harry K. Fukuhara, 5 Jun 90, u.s. Army intelligence and 
security Command, Fort Belvoir, Va., and eric saul and Loni Ding with Harry K. Fukuhara, 7 Jan 
86, NJAHs; “us Officer Feared Worst for Family Living in Japan,” san francisco Chronicle, 5 
Aug 95; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 97–98. Fukuhara received a direct 
commission in 1945; he retired in 1971 as a colonel without ever having received basic combat 
training.

100 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–3, p. 7; Orville C. shirey, americans: the story of the 
442d Combat team (Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1946), p. 21. For personal accounts, 
see Nob Yamashita, “Fighting My Ancestors: the Autobiography of a Nisei,” p. 5, unpubl Ms, n.d.; 
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graduates of later classes went to eight weeks of basic training at infantry 
replacement training centers at Camp Blanding, Florida; Fort McClellan, Ala-
bama; and Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. the resumption of selective service 
for the Nisei in early 1944 alleviated the recruitment problem. Henceforth MisLs 
could recruit from soldiers who had completed basic training. thus the school’s 
graduates could deploy overseas immediately without additional training. As the 
war continued, the War Department lengthened basic combat training to seventeen 
weeks. But the Military intelligence Division successfully argued that its students 
were urgently needed in the field and required only eight weeks of basic training.

Colonel Rasmussen and Director Aiso built a unique military language school 
that melded civilian and enlisted instructors, created an intensive curriculum, and 
trained a diverse student body to meet field commanders’ urgent needs for Japanese 
linguists. From its humble beginnings in 1941, MisLs had grown into a dynamic 
language school that graduated hundreds of Nisei soldier-linguists each year. 

forming Language teams

After each group of students completed training, the school’s leaders formed 
the graduates into teams to meet the requirements of field commanders. the pro-
cess began when different theaters and headquarters requested Japanese-language  
personnel. these requests would flow into the Military intelligence Division, 
where the training Branch controlled school operations. this office, which never 
numbered more than four officers, also oversaw the Military intelligence training 
Center at Camp Ritchie, Maryland.101 From time to time the division would send 
MisLs a message that field commanders required a certain number of graduates. 
Aiso would then convene his closest advisers to handpick men for each team. 
the selection committee was usually composed of Aiso, Munakata, Oshida,  
and tekawa.102

graduates normally received a thirty-day furlough before going overseas. 
some waited for months for assignment. Others were rushed overseas without 
delay. students from the mainland could visit their parents in the camps or broth-
ers and sisters who had been released for employment or schooling elsewhere in 
the country.103 in the summer of 1943, when Roy t. takai graduated from MisLs, 
he traveled to santa Fe, New Mexico, where his father, a sacramento furniture 

interv, author with takai, 30 Oct 87. the Navy did not require its Caucasian students at Boulder to 
complete basic combat training.

101 trng Br Admin Records: Boxes 280–325, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special 
staffs, Rg 165, NARA. “Disposition of graduates,” the working list of MisLs assignments is in 
Box 287.

102 “training History,” ann. 2, Admin section.
103 uratsu, MisNorCal Bio. Before April 1943 Nisei soldiers may have been restricted from 

visiting the four camps located within the WDC.
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store owner, was in a Department of Justice camp. takai was not allowed inside 
the camp and instead had to talk to his father through the barbed-wire fence.104

the Western Defense Command did not allow any Nisei soldiers to enter the 
exclusion zone until April 1943. When two students, satsuki Fred tanakatsubo 
and Mamoru Noji, applied to see their parents in tule Lake in November 1942, 
permission was denied. in protest tanakatsubo refused to take the final exam; 
nevertheless, he was assigned to the 7th infantry Division for the assault on Attu 
in May 1943. Noji joined the 43d infantry Division in the solomon islands.105 in 
January 1943, when sergeant Kanegai was waiting to go overseas, he requested 
permission to visit his father and family in Manzanar, where there had been rioting 
only a few weeks before. the officer refused, saying, “if i let you go, you’ll never 
come back.” Kanegai protested, but the officer stood his ground: “the machine 
guns are pointing inward. When you go there you’re going to notice that and you’re 
going to get bitter. they are going to be wearing the same uniform, and you’re not 
going to like it.”106 

As the teams traveled by train from Fort snelling to the port of embarkation, 
usually san Francisco or Los Angeles, they would occasionally be confused for 
Japanese prisoners of war. When Kanegai’s team arrived at Angel island in san 
Francisco Bay in January 1943, a suspicious Army officer asked, “Where’d ya 
learn your english?” Kanegai replied, “Hell, i’m from California.”107

During 1942 the school sent out graduates in small groups as they became 
available. By 1943 the Military intelligence Division fixed the team organization 
at ten Nisei and one officer. usually led by a technical sergeant, teams included 
three each of translators, interpreters, and interrogators. school officials put 
together Kibei strong in Japanese and other Nisei strong in english.108 Later in 
the war, teams sometimes included Nisei veterans reassigned from other theaters. 
until 1944 the War Department deployed teams to each combat division and sepa-
rate regiment, as well as corps and army headquarters. each division received 
a team of ten Nisei led by a Caucasian officer. During the first half of 1944 the 
War Department sent to the Central and southwest Pacific Areas seven new divi-
sions. After that, no fresh combat units deployed there; but the demand for Nisei 
linguists to serve with different headquarters and for other special requirements 
continued unabated.109 soon after the language school arrived at Camp savage, 
it dispatched a group of fourteen Nisei and three Caucasian officers who left in 

104 Roy t. takai, MisNorCal Bio. in contrast, when Yoshiaki Fujitani visited the same santa Fe 
camp in 1944, his father was allowed to leave the barbed-wire compound for the meeting. Yoshiaki 
Fujitani, “Kuni no on: gratitude to My Country,” in Japanese eyes, american heart: personal 
reflections of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei soldiers (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 
1998), pp. 98–99.

105 satsuki Fred tanakatsubo, MisNorCal Bio.
106 interv, author with Kanegai, 16 sep 96.
107 saga of the Mis; interv, author with Kanegai, 16 sep 96.
108 “training History,” ann. 2, pp. 3–7.
109 the last division sent to the Pacific was the 96th infantry Division, which arrived in Hawaii 

in July 1944 and fought on Leyte in October.
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August 1942 with only three months of training. this group was divided between 
the southwest Pacific and the south Pacific. When the remainder of the first Camp 
savage class graduated in December 1942, it was parceled out to the three active 
theaters of war: 26 to the southwest Pacific, 26 to the south Pacific, and 15 to 
Alaska (approximately). (Chart 1)

the largest customer was general Douglas MacArthur’s command, the 
southwest Pacific Area. in June 1942 Capt. David swift had led the first eight 
Crissy Field graduates to Australia. Another fourteen Nisei arrived with i Corps 
in september. in January 1943 twenty-six more left for Australia. Not satisfied, 
MacArthur’s headquarters demanded forty more Nisei as soon as possible. these 
demands from the field presented school officials with difficult choices. they had 
to balance the demands with the need to retain instructors for future school expan-
sion. in this case, they decided to hold back the first two sections, which eventually 
provided 27 enlisted instructors. sections 3 and 4, forty graduates in all, graduated 

chart 1—dISPOSItIOn Of enlISted nISeI mISlS graduateS, 1942–1944

ADC Alaska Defense Command
SOPAC south Pacific
SWPA southwest Pacific Area
CBI China-Burma-india
POA Pacific Ocean Areas
AAF Army Air Forces
CONUS Continental united states

source: Military intelligence service Language school, Disposition of graduates, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of 
intel g–2, Rg 165, NA.
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on 10 April after four months of instruction and rushed to the southwest Pacific.110 
the school sent seventy more in January 1944. By the summer of 1944 MisLs had 
sent about 300 Nisei to the southwest Pacific.

the south Pacific took graduates as well. Captain Burden led the first team 
to the theater in June 1942. By March 1943 the school had sent another thirty-
six Nisei. By January 1944 over fifty Nisei graduates were serving in the south 
Pacific. However, as the war moved away from the region, the south Pacific Area 
was dissolved later that year and the Nisei linguists were reassigned.

the Alaska Defense Command took five graduates from the first class at Crissy 
Field in May 1942. After that, the school sent thirty-five more Nisei, with the last 
group leaving in July 1943 in time for the invasion of Kiska. the Alaska cam-
paign effectively ended by the autumn of 1943, and most of the Nisei came back 
to the school. some were reassigned to the south Pacific, while others remained 
as instructors.

in the Central Pacific, the island-hopping campaign did not begin until Novem-
ber 1943, when the 2d Marine Division assaulted tarawa and the Army’s 27th 
infantry Division assaulted Makin. the 7th infantry Division prepared to assault 
Kwajalein in January 1944. MisLs sent twenty Nisei in the summer of 1943 
for the two Army divisions. After that, requirements grew by leaps and bounds. 
During 1944 the school sent 181 more Nisei to the Central Pacific, including the 
translation annex of the Joint intelligence Center Pacific Ocean Areas formed in 
early 1944.

Although the War Department did not commit major ground forces to China 
or Burma, in November 1942 MisLs sent one graduate, Lt. Won-Loy Chan, a Chi-
nese American, to serve as a liaison officer for general stilwell.111 in the spring 
of 1943 MisLs sent Maj. sheldon M. Covell and ten Nisei to the Air intelligence 
school at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and from there to india. in July MisLs sent 
ten more Nisei directly to New Delhi. in August the Joint Chiefs of staff com-
mitted to provide American air and ground support to the British campaign to 
recapture Burma. 

in August the school received a special requirement for fourteen enlisted men 
to form a special team to support the first American ground force for southeast 
Asia, Project galahad (later known as Merrill’s Marauders). For the team chief 
Rasmussen selected 1st Lt. William A. Laffin, born in Japan to an American father 
and Japanese mother. He grew up in Japan and was repatriated to the united states 
in 1942 on the gripsholm. He accepted an Army commission and went to MisLs. 
Akiji Yoshimura recalled that Laffin “began asking me rather personal questions 
about the state of my health, marital status, language proficiency, interests, etc.” 
soon after, “he offered the opportunity to volunteer for a secret and hazardous 

110 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–2, p. 6. interv, author with Harry t. Kubo, 11 sep 96; 
saga of the Mis. these teams were assigned one each to the 32d and 41st infantry Divisions and 
two to sixth Army Headquarters.

111 Won-Loy Chan, Burma: the Untold story (Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1986).
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mission.” Howard Furumoto recalled that Colonel Rasmussen told them only that 
it would hazardous and the unit was expected to take 70 percent casualties. “to a 
man, everyone said, Yes.”112 Chosen as team sergeant was s.sgt. edward Mitsu-
kado, a court reporter in Honolulu before the war who had come to savage by way 
of the 100th infantry Battalion at Camp McCoy.

in November 1943 the Army Air Forces requested one Nisei to help the 1st Air 
Commando group intercept Japanese radio transmissions. shojiro tom taketa, 
twenty-two, was selected. Born and raised near sacramento, California, taketa 
was a junior college graduate who had volunteered for MisLs from tule Lake.113 
Dozens more Nisei were assigned to the southeast Asia translation and interroga-
tion Center in New Delhi. By early 1944 Assistant Commandant Dickey, as well 
as Majors Burden and swift (the only two Caucasian graduates of the first class), 
were all in China. 

When the Office of War information (OWi) launched a psychological war-
fare program in the China-Burma-india theater in 1943, MisLs organized a spe-
cial ten-man team that included journalists, artists, and men with labor-organiz-
ing experience. Chris ishii, the graphic artist who designed the MisLs gopher 
emblem, was selected. Also selected was Kenny Yasui, a 1935 graduate of Waseda 
university in Japan, as well as Karl Yoneda, a 38-year-old Kibei. Yoneda had been 
born in southern California but raised in Japan. While attending high school in 
Hiroshima in the early 1920s, he had become a passionate Marxist. in 1926 he 
returned to Los Angeles, joined the Communist Party (changing his name from 
gozo to Karl), and became a journalist and labor organizer. He was stunned when 
the Communist Party of the united states of America suspended its few Japanese 
American members after Pearl Harbor. But this hardly dampened his ardor to fight 
fascism. in November 1942 he volunteered from Manzanar for MisLs, where he 
excelled in the classroom and was the honor graduate in June 1943. He was held 
back at first as an enlisted instructor because, Colonel Rasmussen told him, “it’s 
our policy not to send a known Communist overseas.” But then Rasmussen placed 
him on the OWi team.114 

Also selected for the OWi team was another labor activist, Koji Ariyoshi, 
twenty-nine. He had been raised on a Hawaiian coffee farm and in the late 1930s 

112 Akiji Yoshimura, “Fourteen Nisei and the Marauders,” pacific Citizen, 25 Dec 59, reprinted 
in MisNorCal Bios; Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 85–96; ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 
85–94. interv, author with Howard Furumoto, 8 Dec 94; “A Kibei in the Burma Jungle,” hawaii 
herald, 6 Nov 81, reprinted in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 97–105; thomas tsubota, “From the 100th 
Battalion to Merrill’s Marauders,” in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 69.

113 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 167, 224–25; “Volunteer from Relocation Camp Reported 
Fighting in Burma in First u.s. Air Commando unit,” pacific Citizen, 22 Apr 44; tom taketa File, 
Harrington Papers.

114 Karl g. Yoneda, ganbatte; “Yoneda, Karl goso,” in Japanese american history, pp. 362–
63; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 142; Yoneda, in saga of the Mis. several members of the 
OWi team later received field commissions, but Yoneda was told his paperwork was lost. Another 
MisLs student, James Oda, also recalls being investigated while at the school for his progressive 
political activities.
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drifted to san Francisco, where he became a militant member of the san Fran-
cisco longshoreman’s union under Harry Bridges, the famous leader of the 1934 
longshoreman’s strike.115 By the summer of 1944 MisLs had sent 150 Nisei gradu-
ates to the China-Burma-india theater for Project galahad, the Office of War 
information, the Army Air Forces, and other assignments.

Another specialized team was formed for the 11th Airborne Division. Although 
the division needed only ten Nisei, the school selected twenty-five volunteers for 
airborne training, thinking that more than half would wash out. the team leader, 
t.sgt. Charles tatsuda, had been born and raised in Alaska and graduated from the 
university of Washington. in February 1944 he led his large team to Fort Benning, 
georgia, where they had four weeks of tough physical conditioning culminating in 

115 Koji Ariyoshi, from Kona to yenan: the political Memoirs of Koji ariyoshi, ed. Alice M. 
Beechert and edward D. Beechert (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 2000); Hugh Deane, ed., 
remembering Koji ariyoshi: an american gi in yenan (Los Angeles: u.s.-China Peoples Friend-
ship Association, 1978); Koji Ariyoshi, “Let truth Live in Action,” hawaii herald, 11 Nov 71, 
reprinted in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 223–34; “Ariyoshi, Koji,” in Japanese american history. 
James Oda, a Nisei Leftist journalist and labor activist, remained for the duration of the war at 
MisLs, where he taught a course on propaganda writing.

Colonel rasmussen at Camp savage with five Nisei who had just graduated from 
airborne training. the five were sent to the 11th airborne Division.
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five jumps. One Nisei weighed only ninety pounds, and his buddies joked that they 
had to put rocks in his pack so his parachute would open. in the end twenty-three 
Nisei pinned on jump wings.116 

One of the new paratroopers, Mitsuo usui, who had volunteered from the 
camp in Amache, traveled to Colorado to visit his father there before going over-
seas. When he walked into the camp, his starched uniform and smartly bloused 
boots left the school children awestruck. But his issei father was not impressed: 
“You, stupid son. First you volunteered, then you went into the paratroops. You’re 
sure sticking your neck out,” his father told him. “But as you go, i say, give them 
hell and come back fighting.”117 

When all the team members returned from their furloughs in september 1944, 
tatsuda led eleven to join the 11th Airborne Division in New guinea. usui led the 

116 “training Branch File, Paratroops,” Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special staffs, 
Rg 165, NARA. see also “Pfc. Bud tsuyuki Now Member of Parachute troops,” pacific Citizen, 4 
Mar 44; “23 Nisei soldiers Qualify for Army’s Paratroop unit,” pacific Citizen, 27 May 44; MisLs 
album, p. 52 (photo). Jim Mita and Mitsuo usui, both in saga of the Mis; interv, author with Mits 
usui, 9 sep 96; george t. ito, “Linguist-Paratroopers,” the Voice of the angels (July 1996); Har-
rington, yankee samurai, pp. 186 (photo), 202–03. MisLs album says twenty-four Nisei attended 
airborne training (p. 10). in December 1943 the War Department activated another segregated 
airborne unit, the 555th Parachute Company, composed of African American soldiers. this was 
later expanded to a battalion.

117 Ano, “Loyal Linguists,” p. 280.

Kazuo yoshida (left) and Clarence ota visit the heart Mountain camp in april 
1944, after graduating from the language school and airborne training.
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others to Hawaii, where they joined tenth Army headquarters for the invasion of 
Okinawa.118

in January 1944 the signal intelligence service (sis) asked for Nisei to do 
translation work near Washington, D.C. in response, enlisted instructor M.sgt. Joe 
Y. Masuda led a team of twenty-five to Vint Hill Farms, Virginia. However, sis 
security officers screened out Masuda and half the group. the school quickly sent 
out replacements and in June sent yet another thirty Nisei to Vint Hill Farms.

Also in January the A–2 of Army Air Forces demanded sixty graduates to 
help intercept radio traffic from Japanese aircraft. Air staff planners requested at 
least 275 enlisted men for new units called “radio squadrons, mobile,” including 
“as many Caucasians as possible.” MisLs responded by sending 109 Nisei gradu-
ates over the next six months. Many attended voice intercept training at Camp 
Pinedale in Fresno, California, before joining the squadrons in the Pacific.119

senior War Department leaders well understood the importance of these 
teams and showed their appreciation as often as they could. general strong, the 
War Department g–2, visited Camp savage to speak to the more than 300 gradu-
ating Nisei on 18 June 1943. He had served in Japan as early as 1908, and the 
school used his book on sōsho, or “grass writing” script. After Pearl Harbor, gen-
eral Marshall had called him to Washington to take over the Military intelligence 
Division. strong addressed the Nisei with an “inspiring speech” and wished them 
“great success.”120 Joseph C. grew, the former ambassador to tokyo, visited more 
than once. “the importance of such visits as these to the students, who for reasons 
of wartime security had to do their jobs out of the spotlight of publicity and who 
nevertheless needed to be impressed with the essentiality of those jobs, cannot be 
calculated,” the school’s history later commented.121

Another key leader in Washington was the school’s founder, Colonel Wecker-
ling. in september 1943 Weckerling was called from the Western Defense Com-
mand to become strong’s deputy for intelligence and acting chief of the Mis, 
where he could watch over his creation behind the scenes. the most senior War 
Department civilian official to take an active interest in the school was Assistant 
secretary of War McCloy. McCloy’s portfolio encompassed two issues that inter-
sected with the Mis Nisei, intelligence and ethnic minorities. throughout the war 
he was the War Department’s point man for Japanese American issues such as the 

118 interv, author with usui, 9 sep 96; saga of the Mis. Neither team made any combat jumps.
119 Memo, enlisted Br, Ofc, Asst Ch of Air staff, Pers, HQ, Army Air Forces, to Asst Ch of 

staff, g–2, 8 Jan 44, sub: transfer and Assignment to the Army Air Forces of enlisted Men Qual-
ified in speaking and/or translating the Japanese Language, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD 
gen and special staffs, Rg 165, NARA. “Army Announces u.s. soldiers of Japanese Ancestry 
Assigned to Central California Camp,” pacific Citizen, 26 Aug 44.

120 strong’s speech was used for recruiting in the camps. “An Appeal,” “training History,” ann. 
10, encl 10.

121 MisLs album, p. 11. see also the photographs on pp. 18 and 52.
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West Coast evacuation in 1942 and forming the 442d RCt in 1943, as well as all 
issues relating to African Americans.122

Forming language teams led to another sore point for the Nisei students. the 
Military intelligence Division wanted an officer to lead each team, but the War 
Department would not award direct commissions to the Nisei graduates. instead 
Caucasian officers, when available, were appointed to lead the teams. the first two 
Caucasian officers who graduated from Crissy Field in May 1942 each led a team 
into the Pacific. Because no more Caucasian officers were available, a third team 
went to Alaska under a Nisei sergeant. three more Caucasian officers graduated 
with the special class in september, and the first large group of officers with sev-
enteen Caucasians and two Chinese Americans graduated in December. During 
all of 1943 the school produced only twelve more Caucasian officer graduates.123 
(see table 1.)

One solution was to commission Caucasian enlisted students. in the autumn 
of 1942 Rasmussen secured direct commissions for Charles H. Fogg and Faubion 
Bowers; both went overseas as second lieutenants. “i was the first person in the 
united states Army,” Bowers later recalled, “who was ever commissioned on the 
basis of linguistic ability.”124 But Rasmussen and the Nisei instructors knew well 
that few Caucasian students could keep up with the Nisei in class. to meet this 
shortcoming, Rasmussen organized a preparatory course for Caucasian officer 
candidates that began in January 1943 at the university of Michigan.

this discrimination rankled the Nisei. From their point of view, the War 
Department did not trust them enough to grant them commissions as second lieu-
tenants. it was especially grating for the college Nisei, who felt they met all the 
qualifications for commissioning but one—race. their chances for commission 
diminished further when the War Department sharply reduced overall officer 
accessions after 1942.125 

One day in the autumn of 1942 the Nisei were attending a lecture-demonstra-
tion on interrogation techniques. At one point the instructor suggested, “if the 
prisoner is a sergeant, borrow lieutenant bars and put them on so as to outrank 
the prisoner.” Roy Yoshio Ashizawa, a cocky 23-year-old from san Francisco, 
yelled out from the back of the hall: “give us the bars!” “A hush fell over those 
assembled,” Ashizawa recalled. “One could hear a pin drop.” Aiso hurried out 
of the building and returned a few minutes later with Rasmussen, who told the 

122 Kai Bird, the Chairman: John J. McCloy, the Making of the american establishment (New 
York: simon & schuster, 1992); Alan Brinkley, “Minister without Portfolio,” harper’s (February 
1983): 31–46; thomas P. Wolf, “McCloy, John Jay, Jr.,” in american National Biography, ed. John 
A. garraty and Mark C. Carnes (New York: Oxford university Press, 1999).

123 see Maj. William P. Jones Papers, Oberlin College, Ohio.
124 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 11–13. interv, D. Clayton James 

with Faubion Bowers, 18 Jul 71, D. Clayton James Collection, MacArthur Memorial, Library and 
Archives, Norfolk, Va. 

125 Palmer et al., procurement and training of ground Combat troops, pp. 104–30; samuel A. 
stouffer et al., the american soldier, vol. 1, adjustment during army Life (Princeton, N.J.: Princ-
eton university Press, 1949), ch. 6.
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students “in his Danish accent”: “i am goink to Vashington zis Zunday to zee 
about r-r-ratings for you boys.” some time later Rasmussen announced only that 
graduates would be promoted to technician, 5th grade; no lieutenant’s bars were 
forthcoming.126

in May 1943 Rasmussen raised the issue with McCloy and asked for authority 
to commission a small number of Nisei from each class. McCloy concurred, as did 
general strong; but Rasmussen’s initiative went no further.127 Rasmussen floated 
the idea again in February 1944 with strong’s successor, Maj. gen. Clayton Bis-
sell, and requested commissions for Aiso and his top civilian instructors. As a 
result, Aiso was awarded his direct commission to major in October 1944. there 
were still no commissions for Nisei students, even for top graduates.128

Rasmussen was not able to obtain direct commissions for the Nisei gradu-
ates. However, by the autumn of 1944 he obtained quotas for selected Nisei at the 
officer candidate school (OCs). in October 1944 nine Nisei graduates, including 
three Merrill’s Marauders veterans, attended OCs at Fort Benning, georgia. Most 
Caucasian graduates of language training were routinely awarded commissions 
without having to attend officer candidate school.129

. . .

in the first year at Camp savage, Colonel Rasmussen and his administrators 
had built perhaps the largest Japanese-language school ever organized in America. 
the Nisei staff and instructors recruited hundreds of prospective students, mostly 
Nisei, drilled them in an intensive language training program, and formed them 
into balanced teams to meet the insatiable demands of field commanders. the Mis 
Nisei who served overseas carried with them the imprint not only of the training 
they had received, but also of the school’s spirit.

126 When Ashizawa graduated in December 1942, he was sent to Alaska, where he remained for 
the next two-and-a-half years. Roy Y. Ashizawa, MisNorCal Bio, p. 4.

127 Memo, Brig. gen. Hayes A. Kroner to McCloy, 10 May 43, AsW 352, Army schools and 
Colleges, Class Ref sub Files, 1940–1947, Ofc of the Asst sec of War, Rg 107, NARA. Memo, Lt. 
Col. A. W. stuart to Ch, Pers Br, Mis, 18 Feb 44, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, WD gen and special 
staffs, Rg 165, NARA. Aiso recalled that the school tried twice to obtain commissions for civilian 
and enlisted instructors before he received his. ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 17.

128 ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 17. Aiso later credited Bissell with authorizing com-
missions for many Mis Nisei by the war’s end. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” p. 77.

129 interv, author with Wallace s. Amioka, 8 Dec 94. several other Mis Nisei earned commis-
sions through the American officer candidate school in Australia. One Nisei from the 100th infan-
try Battalion may have been selected for OCs in August 1943, but he went overseas with his unit 
before he could attend. Murphy, ambassadors in arms, p. 117.
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Camp savage, 1943 –1944

recruiting students, 1943 –1944

War Department policy toward Nisei enlistment took a dramatic turn in Janu-
ary 1943, when the War Department announced the formation of an all-volunteer 
Nisei combat unit, the 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt). the War Depart-
ment did not mention that many of the volunteers would be assigned not to the 
442d RCt but to the Military intelligence service (Mis). Hawaii Nisei greeted the 
announcement with great enthusiasm. War Department planners hoped for 1,500 
volunteers, but 10,000 rushed to enlist. grown men wept when turned away for 
medical reasons or age. the Hawaiian Department raised the quota to 2,500, the 
maximum local authorities would allow given Hawaii’s manpower shortage, and 
agreed to permit 20 percent of Nisei soldiers serving in noncombat units in Hawaii 
to volunteer. eventually 2,686 Hawaii Nisei enlisted and sailed for the mainland 
with great fanfare on 4 April 1943.1

in the mainland camps, the story was quite different. For months the War Relo-
cation Authority (WRA) had been discussing how to grant selected individuals 
“leave clearance” to leave the camps for work or education, so long as they did not 
return to the West Coast. At the same time, the War Department needed a way to 
screen Nisei men in the camps for military service. thus each adult inmate would 
register by means of a four-page questionnaire about his background, education, 

1 thomas D. Murphy, ambassadors in arms (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1954), pp. 
110–12; Masayo umezawa Duus, Unlikely Liberators: the Men of the 100th and 442nd (Honolulu: 
university of Hawaii Press, 1987), pp. 58–62; Franklin s. Odo, No sword to Bury: Japanese amer-
icans in hawai’i during World War ii (Philadelphia: temple university Press, 2004), pp. 222–28.
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activities, and the like. A joint Army-Navy-FBi board would review the question-
naires and decide who was eligible for leave or military service. the Military intel-
ligence service Language school (MisLs) provided ten senior Nisei sergeants to 
assist the War Department teams in conducting the registration.

When the camps erupted in anger and confusion, the War Relocation Author-
ity and War Department were caught by surprise. emotions that had been building 
since the beginning of the evacuation boiled over in tense public meetings and 
demonstrations inside the camps. Much of the anger focused on the last two ques-
tions on the questionnaire:

27. Are you willing to serve in the armed forces of the united states on combat duty, 
wherever ordered?
28. Will you swear unqualified allegiance to the united states of America and faithfully 
defend the united states from any or all attack by foreign or domestic forces, and forswear 
any form of allegiance or obedience to the Japanese emperor, or any other foreign govern-
ment, power, or organization?2

these questions were addressed to every adult male, regardless of citizenship 
or age. How should a 50-year-old issei answer number 27? Would a simple “no” 
be interpreted as disloyal? How should a citizen Nisei answer number 28? Would 
a simple “yes” mean an admission that he had once held allegiance to the Japanese 
emperor? What would happen if parents and their children gave different answers?

the camps were thrown into turmoil. “terrified parents of draft-age youths,” 
an observer later related, “immediately saw the entire proceeding as part of a plot 
to rob them of the only earthly possession left to them—their precious, obedient, 
gently brought-up sons, on whom they had pinned all their hopes and dreams.” 3 
“People walked the roads, tears streaming down their troubled faces, silent and 
suffering,” a Nisei woman recalled. “the little apartments were not big enough 
for the tremendous battle that waged in practically every room.”4 One issei father 
composed a dignified haiku to express his inner turmoil:

son joined the army
Walked great distance
Alone in the sagebrush 5

2 three slightly different questionnaires were administered. the questions above appeared on 
selective service Form Dss 304a (1–23–43) for male citizens. Jacobus tenBroek et al., prejudice, 
War, and the Constitution (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1954), pp. 149–50.

3 Michi Weglyn, years of infamy: the Untold story of america’s Concentration Camps (New 
York: Morrow Quill, 1976), p. 141.

4 Quote from ibid. An extensive literature exists on the registration crisis. see Bill Hosokawa, 
Nisei: the Quiet americans (New York: William Morrow, 1969), pp. 359–78; personal Justice 
Denied: report of the Commission on Wartime relocation and internment of Civilians (seattle: 
university of Washington Press, 1997), pp. 191–97.

5 sho Nakashima, untitled poem translated from the Japanese, in only What We Could Carry: 
the Japanese american internment experience, ed. Lawson F. inada (Berkeley, Calif.: Heyday 
Books, 2000), p. 178.
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the War Department’s Bureau of Public Relations played a key role in manag-
ing the resulting crisis, led by veteran newsman Lt. Col. s. L. A. Marshall. Mar-
shall scrambled to coordinate the registration and cope with all the problems. He 
would come to remember that time as “the roughest i had ever spent in the army, 
and far more trying than combat. i was dealing with mass hysteria, with thousands 
of sadly hurt people.”6 the ten Nisei sergeants from MisLs were thrown into the 
thick of the turmoil. All ten received commendations that read: “Your assignment, 
no doubt, at times was very difficult and trying and required you to exercise the 
utmost of your ability in understanding and judgement [sic] in working towards 
the objective of your team’s mission.” 7

the recruiters had little success. Of the Nisei men in the camps, 28 percent 
answered “no” to both questions. Only 6 percent, or 1,181 male citizens of military 
age in the camps, volunteered. Of these, 805 were accepted. Most joined the vol-
unteers from Hawaii in Camp shelby to begin basic training in April.8 Despite the 
turmoil, MisLs recruited several hundred more students from the camps, as the 
War Department gave the language school highest priority for Nisei recruits. More 
Nisei men were eligible than in the previous year, because in November 1942 
Congress had lowered the minimum age for military service from twenty-one to 
eighteen. MisLs recruiters returned to the camps more than once in 1943.

Although the language school had priority, the preferences of the Nisei them-
selves affected its ability to bring in new recruits. Few Nisei wanted to prove their 
loyalty by volunteering for what they perceived to be a desk job. if they were going 
to fight, they wanted to fight as infantrymen. they wanted to carry rifles, not dic-
tionaries. For more than a year, Nisei could volunteer only for intelligence. Now 
they could join a combat outfit. Others told recruiters that their parents refused to 
allow them to volunteer. going against their parents’ wishes was impossible. How-
ever, they told the recruiters, if the War Department reinstated selective service 
for the Nisei, it would be a different matter.

Robert K. sakai, twenty-three, volunteered from a camp. A university of 
California student when the war broke out, sakai had been evacuated to the camp 
in Poston, Arizona, where he was married in October 1942. in March 1943 he 
volunteered for the Military intelligence service (Mis). in June he and his bride 

6 s. L. A. Marshall, Bringing Up the rear: a Memoir, ed. Cate Marshall (san Rafael, Calif.: 
Presidio Press, 1979), pp. 53–54; Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei 
in america’s pacific Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), pp. 95–98. Marshall subse-
quently visited the 442d RCt at Camp shelby and later encountered Mis Nisei on Makin island. 
see the Capture of Makin, 20–24 November 1943 (Washington, D.C.: War Department, Historical 
Division, 1946), p. 121.

7 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 97.
8 War Relocation Authority, Wra: a story of human Conservation (Washington, D.C.: gov-

ernment Printing Office, 1946), pp. 57, 202; tenBroek et al., prejudice, War, and the Constitution, 
p. 168. the figure 805 includes all volunteers accepted for service from camps before selective 
service resumed in January 1944. see also Robert W. O’Brien, the College Nisei (New York: Arno 
Press, 1978), pp. 92–108. No camp exceeded 9.9 percent for the rate of induction of eligible male 
citizens; the median was 4.8 percent.
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were released from camp; with $200 collected from friends and family, they took 
a train to Minneapolis and found a tiny apartment. sakai’s draft board in Berkeley 
delayed his paperwork, so he was not officially enlisted until september; by that 
time the couple had almost exhausted their funds. their first child arrived a few 
weeks later.9

the enlistment of Nisei volunteers and an expanded leave clearance program 
for Nisei to leave the camps for employment as well as education necessitated a 
new agency to administer loyalty reviews. the War Department set up the Japa-
nese American Joint Board in Washington under Assistant secretary of War John 
J. McCloy’s direct control. Representatives of the War Relocation Authority, FBi, 
Military intelligence Division (MiD), Provost Marshal general, and the Office of 
Naval intelligence checked each questionnaire and other information about each 
detainee. the board eventually accumulated investigative files on 50,000 Japanese 
Americans.10 On 1 July 1943, the MiD Counter intelligence group established a 
Japanese section “devoted to the solution of all intelligence problems concerning 
military personnel of Japanese ancestry within the Army.”11 the War Department 
directed the Hawaiian Department to establish a similar program. in May 1944 the 
interagency board and Counter intelligence group were consolidated under the 
Office of the Provost Marshal general as the Japanese American Branch, which 
moved to san Francisco in December 1944 to prepare for the return of Japanese 
Americans to their homes on the West Coast.

Determined to add Nisei to the war effort, the War Department took pains to 
counter the perception of disloyalty. the War Department’s press release of 28 Jan-
uary 1943, under the headline, “Loyal Americans of Japanese Ancestry to Com-
pose special unit in Army,” used the word loyal or loyalty four times in a 300-word 
statement. President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s letter of 1 February drafted by the 
Office of War information used the word loyal six times in four paragraphs.

Lt. gen. John L. DeWitt on the West Coast remained a staunch advocate of 
exclusion. Public opinion supported his stance, as evidenced by the November 1942 
election of earl Warren as governor of California. in April 1943, as the 442d RCt 

9 Robert K. sakai, “From Relocation Camp to Military service,” in Japanese eyes, american 
heart (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 1998), pp. 121–34, 429–30. After the war, sakai 
earned his Ph.D. in Asian history from Harvard and became professor of history at the university 
of Hawaii.

10 Japanese-American Branch, Office of the Provost Marshal general, “History of Japanese 
Program, 20 January 1943 to 1 september 1945,” unpubl Ms, n.d., u.s. Army Center of Military 
History (CMH) files; Office of the Provost Marshal general, “World War ii: A Brief History,” pp. 
289–310, unpubl Ms, n.d., CMH files; tenBroek et al., prejudice, War, and the Constitution, pp. 
142–60; personal Justice Denied, pp. 197–204. From January 1943 until May 1944, the board’s 
executive secretary reported directly to McCloy. Memo, McCloy, 17 May 44, Folder: Adjutant 
general, Box WD1, ser. 8: War Department, John J. McCloy Papers, Amherst College Archives, 
Amherst, Mass.

11 Office of the Provost Marshal general, “History of Military Clearance Program (screening 
of Alien Japanese and Japanese American Citizens for Military service),” p. 23, unpubl Ms, n.d., 
CMH files; Office of the Provost Marshal general, “World War ii,” pp. 247–88.
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began training, a congressional committee called DeWitt to justify the removal and 
exclusion. Newspapers reported his blunt testimony, which made clear his under-
lying rationale: “A Jap’s a Jap. they are a dangerous element, whether loyal or not. 
there is no way to determine their loyalty. . . . it makes no difference whether he 
is an American; theoretically he is still a Japanese and you can’t change him . . . by 
giving him a piece of paper.”12

DeWitt’s unrepentant remarks aroused a storm of controversy inside and out-
side the camps. At Camp savage, students and staff alike were stunned, recalling 
that originally the school had been established within DeWitt’s own headquar-
ters.13 Dan Nakatsu, a Hawaii Nisei who came to Camp savage from the 442d 
RCt in July 1943, spoke for many when he recalled: “these stinging words of 
contempt were seared into the minds of Nisei in uniform and became symbolic of 
the racial hate and prejudice they would have to overcome” [emphasis in original]. 
the saying, “‘We’ll have to make him eat those words,’” Nakatsu wrote, “was not 
an uncommon thought as the Nisei went overseas, to europe and the Pacific.”14

Assistant secretary of War McCloy worked to undercut DeWitt. A few weeks 
after DeWitt made his remarks, McCloy sent his executive officer and Col. Kai e. 
Rasmussen to speak to a senate committee investigating the camps. Rasmussen 
was introduced as “an organization commander who has had [Nisei soldiers] for 2 
years; he knows them better than any officer in the united states Army.” Rasmus-
sen assured the senators, “their record for loyalty, in my opinion, is unquestioned.” 
He did admit that he had found it necessary to separate 4–5 percent of the Nisei 
students. “Of the people who came to me from the camps, some of them were sul-
len and surly. After a couple months of Army treatment, they started straightening 
up. After 3 or 4 months, i considered them enthusiastic; they had regained their 
sense of perspective, and were well-conducted loyal soldiers.”15

12 Los angeles times, 14, 19 Apr 43, cited in Allan R. Bosworth, america’s Concentration 
Camps (New York: Bantam, 1968), p. 166. see also Carey McWilliams, prejudice: Japanese-
americans, symbol of racial intolerance (Boston: Little, Brown, 1944), p. 251. the phrase “A 
Jap’s a Jap” does not appear in the transcript of DeWitt’s testimony but was apparently made in a 
separate press conference and widely reported at the time. McWilliams, prejudice, p. 116; personal 
Justice Denied, pp. 221–22.

13 the draft of the MisLs Press Release at the end of the war noted that the Nisei students 
were “stunned” at DeWitt’s remarks, but the phrase was removed from the version released on 22 
October 1945. Compare draft Press Release, sec. 2, p. 3, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Record group 
(Rg) 165, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), p. 5, and final Press Release, 
Japanese evacuation Research study (JeRs), pt. 2, sec. 2, reel 20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, 
university of California, Berkeley.

14 tad ichinokuchi, ed., John aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american soldiers in the Military 
intelligence service, World War ii (Los Angeles: Military intelligence service Club of southern 
California, 1988), p. 83.

15 u.s. senate, Committee on Military Affairs, Japanese War relocation Centers: report of the 
subcommittee on Japanese War relocation Centers to the Committee on Military affairs (Wash-
ington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1943), pp. 13–14; also quoted in galen M. Fisher, “What 
Race-Baiting Costs America,” the Christian Century (8 september 1943).
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With the decision to accept volunteers for the 442d RCt, MisLs began recruit-
ing from Hawaii. in March 1943 the assistant commandant, Lt. Col. Archibald W. 
stuart, flew to Hawaii to screen the volunteers. there, he met with Col. Kendall 
J. Fielder, the g–2 for Headquarters, Army Forces Pacific Ocean Areas, and other 
officials who supported using Nisei in intelligence work.16 Because the Military 
intelligence service could waive physical and age limitations, it could enlist Nisei 
previously rejected for military service. the MisLs recruiters signed about 250 
Nisei, or about 10 percent of the March 1943 volunteers from Hawaii.17 One recruit, 
Honolulu attorney Yoshio shitabata, thirty-four, who had tried unsuccessfully for 
the 442d RCt, now told a reporter, “i welcomed this opportunity to get into the 
fight.” Others had served in the Varsity Victory Volunteers.18 A few fathers and 
sons enlisted together, like Benjamin M. tashiro, forty-five, an attorney and World 
War i veteran who signed up with his seventeen-year-old son.19 

two Hawaii Nisei had experience in broadcasting. Another volunteer, Masao 
H. Onishi, twenty-five, had worked as a Japanese-language radio announcer. 
When he heard the Army was looking for Nisei who could speak Japanese, he took 
a written language exam, “just like in Japanese school. i liked Japanese so much 
i passed the test with flying colors.” 20 the Hawaii Nisei well understood that they 
would have to fight against Japan, where many had family ties. Kenichi Murata, 
thirty-four, told a reporter he already had one brother in the u.s. Army, but also 
another brother “on the other side of the fence,” working as a radio broadcaster in 
tokyo: “i’m ashamed to admit that i have a brother dishing out Jap propaganda. 
But both Jack, who’s in Louisiana, and i will try to wipe out that shame by our 
record in the army. We’re going to shove all that propaganda back down the throats 
of tojo and the emperor and their militarists.” 21

takejiro Higa, twenty, had been born in Hawaii but had been raised by rela-
tives in Okinawa from age two to sixteen. His english-language skills were mini-
mal, but he volunteered nonetheless, despite what he later recalled as “terrific 

16 Andrew Lind, hawaii’s Japanese: an experiment in Democracy (Princeton: Princeton 
university Press, 1946); John A. Rademaker, these are americans: the Japanese americans in 
hawaii in World War ii (Palo Alto, Calif.: Pacific Books, 1951).

17 Accounts vary from 243 to 270 for the Nisei selected for MisLs from Hawaii at this time. 
MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” ann. 10, Person-
nel Procurement Office, encl 4, unpubl Ms, 1946, in CMH files, reports about 250 (p. 6). Lind, 
hawaii’s Japanese, p. 155, reports that a total of 600 students were selected in June and November 
1943.

18 Odo, No sword to Bury; Yutaka Nakahata and Ralph toyota, “Varsity Victory Volunteers: A 
social Movement,” social process in hawaii 8 (November 1943): 29–35; Lind, hawaii’s Japanese, 
pp. 128–67.

19 John F. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” interv with Marc Landy, university of 
California at Los Angeles, 1971, pp. 74–75.

20 “Masao ‘Harold’ Onishi: Former instructor shares Memories,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93.
21 “243 inducted Here into interpreter unit,” honolulu advertiser, 14 Jun 43; “Japanese trans-

lator List issued by Army,” honolulu advertiser, 3 Jul 43.
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turmoil, psychologically,” to think he might come face-to-face with someone he 
knew, a relative or classmate.22

On 12 June 1943, the Army held a ceremony at schofield Barracks for the 243 
Hawaii Nisei chosen for language training. they left Honolulu for the mainland 
three days later on a Matson liner, the ss Lurline. this group made up half the 
class that started at Camp savage in July 1943. the Hawaii Nisei, most of whom 
had never visited the mainland, brought a special flavor to the language school. 
However, tensions quickly arose between Hawaii and mainland Nisei. the Hawaii 
Nisei considered the mainlanders too quiet and reserved, calling them kotonks. 
the mainlanders considered the Hawaii Nisei too boisterous and quick to fight, 
calling them Buddhaheads. these tensions had diverse sources, ranging from the 
Hawaii Nisei’s pidgin english to their cocky self-confidence. Most mainlanders 
had grown up in quite different circumstances and had suffered the internment 
experience.23 

the Hawaii Nisei made a different impression on the local Minnesotans as 
well. On their first weekend pass, some of the Hawaii Nisei went into a Minneapo-
lis restaurant and ordered sashimi, a Japanese delicacy. Once they explained to the 
chef that they really did want thinly sliced raw fish, he complied. the following 
Monday school officials ordered them to stop ordering the delicacy, explaining 
that freshwater fish might harbor parasites.24

in November 1943 MisLs sent five Hawaii Nisei back to the islands for 
another recruiting trip, led by t.sgt. edwin i. Kawahara of Waipahu, Oahu. the 
team’s star recruiter was Masaji Marumoto. the Honolulu attorney had enlisted in 
June 1943, telling a reporter, “in volunteering for active duty as an interpreter and 
translator, every young patriotic American of Japanese ancestry can make an indi-
vidual contribution of loyalty and skill to America.” 25 Before that, Marumoto had 
served as a confidential liaison between the Japanese community and law enforce-
ment. When Kawahara returned in Hawaii in November, Army intelligence offi-
cers asked him to help interrogate some prisoners of war held there. Also held in a 
nearby compound were hundreds of Japanese issei whom authorities had detained 
after the Pearl Harbor attack. One, whom Kawahara recognized as the principal of 
his Japanese-language school, had languished behind barbed wire for two years. 
Kawahara obtained the man’s release, saying “he was an ally, not an enemy,” who 
should be given credit for the “numerous qualified Japanese-language specialists 

22 “takejiro Higa: An Okinawan Caught in the Battle of Okinawa,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93,  
p. A–24; interv, author with takejiro Higa, 7 Dec 94.

23 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 113–16; tamotsu shibutani, the Derelicts of Com-
pany K: a sociological study of Demoralization (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1978),  
pp. 81–83.

24 “Masao ‘Harold’ Onishi.”
25 “More Volunteers for Active Duty as interpreters and translators sought by Army” and 

“service station Manager and taxi Driver Volunteer,” honolulu star-Bulletin, [15 Nov 43?].
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from Hawaii” now serving in the Mis.26 On 3 January 1944, the Army swore in 
over 300 Hawaii Nisei for language training, including sixty students at the uni-
versity of Hawaii.27

Although Army and Navy intelligence agencies in Hawaii needed Japanese 
linguists, they were unwilling to use Nisei in more than a limited capacity. Nei-
ther the local Army, Navy, nor Admiral Chester W. Nimitz’s Pacific Ocean Areas 
headquarters used Nisei in any significant intelligence capacity until much time 
had passed. Not until the spring of 1944 did the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific 
Ocean Areas, accept a group of Nisei as translators.28

Now that the Nisei could volunteer for the 442d RCt, language school recruit-
ers encountered a new form of reluctance to join. Many Nisei were interested only 
in combat duty, not in some “rear echelon” job as a translator. However, the Mili-
tary intelligence service had top priority over all Japanese American manpower 
and even authorized the school to choose students from the volunteers in training 
for the 442d RCt at Camp shelby, Mississippi. in July 1943 Colonel Rasmussen 
personally led the recruiting team to Mississippi accompanied by civilian instruc-
tors shigeya Kihara and tetsuo imagawa.

some Nisei at Camp shelby resisted the recruiters. Hawaii Nisei Daniel 
inouye, nineteen, passed the qualifying exam but pleaded with the Nisei recruiting 
sergeant not to force him into language training. He was allowed to stay with his 
friends in the 442d RCt. Another Hawaii Nisei, ted t. tsukiyama, twenty-three, 
had been a student at the university of Hawaii when the war broke out. Like the 
other ROtC cadets, he was called into the Hawaii territorial guard. When the ter-
ritorial guard dismissed all Nisei, he helped form the Varsity Victory Volunteers. 
in March 1943 he volunteered for the 442d RCt. When the MisLs recruiters came 
to Camp shelby, he “purposely flunked the test they gave me because i didn’t want 
to leave my group,” tsukiyama recalled; “but they took me anyway.” the MisLs 
laid claim to about 250 Nisei, nearly 10 percent of the 442d RCt’s strength; the 
class from Camp shelby was activated at Camp savage on 23 August.29

26 ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii pacific the-
ater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence service Veterans Club of 
Hawaii, 1993), pp. 59–60.

27 sources vary on the number recruited on this trip. “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV, p. 7, 
says about 340; other sources range from 280 to 330. Ltr, Masao tanino to Joseph Harrington, 24 
March 1978, in ishizo tanimura File, Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National Japanese Historical 
society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.

28 During the war, an unknown number of Hawaii Nisei worked for the Army, Navy, and FBi 
in counterintelligence and censorship activities to monitor the Japanese population in Hawaii; but 
little is known about this group.

29 ted t. tsukiyama, in We remember pearl harbor: honolulu Civilians recall the War years, 
1941–1945, ed. Lawrence R. Rodriggs (Newark, Calif.: Communications Concepts, ca. 1991), pp. 
243–56; Daniel K. inouye, Journey to Washington (englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967), 
pp. 92–93. the regimental history does not mention this recruitment. Orville shirey, americans 
(Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1946), pp. 20–21. the movie version, go for Broke, 
Metro-goldwyn-Mayer, 1951, alludes briefly to MisLs recruitment at Camp shelby.
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the Military intelligence service was not the only military agency recruit-
ing from Camp shelby. in November 1943 the Office of strategic services (Oss) 
sent Daniel C. Buchanan, the Oss Japan desk officer.30 Looking for men of high 
intelligence and athletic ability, he selected four Nisei lieutenants and fifty enlisted 
men. Of these, four officers and twenty enlisted men were selected in January 
1944, among them 1st Lt. Ralph t. Yempuku, a university of Hawaii graduate and 
athletic instructor. the Oss was willing to overlook the fact that his entire family, 
including three brothers, was living in Japan. All the officers and ten enlisted men 
completed the Oss training program, which included communications training, a 
special Japanese-language course at MisLs, and commando training on Catalina 
island off the California coast. in October 1944 they flew to india.31

Recruitment of Nisei for the Military intelligence service remained a chal-
lenge. in June 1943 the MisLs sent Nisei sergeants back into the internment camps 
to seek new students, instructing them to spread “a true and undistorted picture 
of the school.” 32 school officials prepared a pamphlet in english and Japanese, 
“An Appeal to All Americans of Japanese Ancestry and their Parents,” which 
explained to the issei parents that MisLs was not a “spy school.” 33 

Nisei soldiers continued to endure suspicion and hostility despite positive news 
coverage of the 442d RCt. When President Franklin D. Roosevelt made a grand 
tour across the country in April 1943 to visit military bases and defense plants, 
he stopped at Fort Riley, Kansas. On the day of his visit, easter sunday, the post 
commander confined all Nisei soldiers, about two hundred, to their barracks. the 
Nisei were outraged, but they could do little. the following year at Fort McClellan, 
Alabama, Nisei recruits undergoing basic training complained of discrimination 

30 Anthony C. Brown, ed., the secret War report of the oss (New York: Berkley Publishing, 
1976), pp. 111–13, 119–33. see also the documents in Commission on Wartime Relocation and 
internment of Civilians (CWRiC) Papers, reel 1, frame 816, and reel 4, frames 745–46, Bancroft 
Library. Buchanan was an authority on eastern religions and had authored a study on a major 
shinto deity. Daniel C. Buchanan, inari: its origin, Development, and Nature (tokyo: Asiatic 
society of Japan, 1935).

31 shirey, americans; Rademaker, these are americans, p. 68; tomi Kaizawa Knaefler, our 
house Divided: seven Japanese american families in World War ii (Honolulu: university of 
Hawaii Press, 1991), pp. 88–95; “Ralph Yempuku,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93, p. A–27; Ralph Yem-
puku, “Oss Detachment 101, CBi theater,” in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 75; interv, Andrew 
Cox with Ralph Yempuku, n.d., author’s files; Fumio Kido, Biography, Military intelligence service 
Club of Northern California (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios).

James Y. tanabe was also recruited directly from Camp shelby in 1943. After completing train-
ing in counterintelligence at Havre de grace, Maryland, and in signals intelligence at Fort Mon-
mouth, New Jersey, in september 1943 he was shipped to the south Pacific, where he served as a 
warrant officer with the Australian Army and the u.s. Marine Corps in tactical signals intelligence, 
translating, and interpreting. stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., Mis in the War against 
Japan (Washington, D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association of Washington, D.C., 1995), 
pp. 32–33, 127–28.

32 MisLs Ltr, 21 June 1943, in gene uratsu File, Harrington Papers.
33 “An Appeal to All Americans of Japanese Ancestry and their Parents,” 23 Jun 43, and Press 

Release, 2 Jul 43, in “training History,” ann. 10, p. 6, encls. 10, 11. see also reel 20, sec. 2, pt. 2, 
frames 35–36, 49, JeRs, Bancroft Library.
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and harassment. Finally, on 20 March 1944, more than two dozen refused an order 
to report for training. twenty-eight were eventually court-martialed.34

the existence of the 442d RCt at Camp shelby had a noticeable effect on 
student morale at Camp savage. For some Nisei, the risk of being sent to the 
infantry spurred them to study harder. (One former student remembers that John 
Aiso threatened to transfer him to the 442d RCt unless he improved his grades.)35 
Other students wanted nothing better than a transfer. t.sgt. sadao s. Munemori, a 
Kibei from Los Angeles, enlisted for language training from Manzanar in Novem-
ber 1942. When the 442d RCt was formed, he repeatedly asked for a transfer. At 
first Aiso refused and assigned him to menial jobs. But Munemori persisted and 
finally got his wish, taking a reduction in grade from technical sergeant to private, 
first class. He accompanied the 442d RCt to italy and France, where he fought in 
an infantry squad for ten months. On 5 April 1945, during the final assault on the 
german defenses in northern italy, he threw himself onto a german hand grenade 
to protect two comrades. He was posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor as 
the only member of the 442d RCt to be so honored at the time.36

From time to time the Army would send Chinese Americans to the MisLs for 
Japanese-language training. the first class at Crissy Field included two Chinese 
American reserve lieutenants, Won-Loy Chan and Robert F. Pang. Officers in the 
Military intelligence service hoped that their knowledge of written Chinese would 
help them learn Japanese kanji. in January 1943 MisLs began planning for more 
Chinese American students. the special class began in July 1943 with fifty-two 
students, but the experiment was not judged successful. the school’s official his-
tory noted “that although a knowledge of the Chinese was some aid in assimilation 
of the Japanese, it also carried with it . . . great psychological obstacles which in the 
case of most of the [Chinese American] students whose scholastic ability was gen-
erally low made it very difficult if not impossible.” eventually, most were placed 
into separate sections. Fewer than half graduated with their Nisei classmates, and 

34 McCloy directed the War Department inspector general to investigate the Fort Riley incident 
and on 23 september 1943 expressed his displeasure to the War Department g–3: Folder Assistant 
secretary of War (AsW) 342.18, “enlistment, J. A. (Divisions),” Ofc of the AsW, Rg 107, NARA; 
McWilliams, prejudice, p. 218; shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, pp. 96–97; Loni Ding, prod., 
the Color of honor, documentary film, Vox Productions, 1987; James Omura, “Japanese American 
Journalism during World War ii,” frontiers of asian american studies, ed. gail M. Nomura et al. 
(Pullman: Washington state university Press, 1989), pp. 71–77. After the war, President Harry s. 
truman pardoned the Fort McClellan rebels.

35 Akira Nakamura, MisNorCal Bio. Nakamura responded by studying harder, “to prove he 
was not malingering.” He graduated in December 1944, “after nine months of gruesome studying 
and training,” and served on Okinawa.

36 War Department Bureau of Public Relations, Press Release, “Japanese-American Awarded 
Medal of Honor Posthumously,” 17 Mar 46; “Nation’s Highest Honor given Japanese American 
Who gave Life to save Comrades in italy” and editorial, pacific Citizen, 16 Mar 46; Hosokawa, 
Nisei: the Quiet americans, pp. 412–13. in 2000 President William J. Clinton awarded the Medal 
of Honor to twenty other soldiers of the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d RCt by upgrading their 
previous awards of the Distinguished service Cross and silver star.
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some required up to twelve additional months before they could graduate.37 the 
February 1944 class included nineteen more Chinese Americans.38

Another source of Japanese speakers was the 9,000 Korean immigrants and 
their families living in Hawaii and the West Coast when war broke out. Most 
educated Koreans spoke Japanese because Korea had been under Japanese occu-
pation since 1910. Before the war the u.s. government treated Korean immigrants 
as Japanese nationals; but after Pearl Harbor, the united states quickly reversed 
its position. Korean immigrants became a small but important source of Japanese 
speakers for the Army and Navy.39 

using Korean Americans as military linguists or even as instructors had 
some shortcomings. Korean immigrants often spoke Japanese with a distinct 
accent, and many Nisei exhibited the traditional Japanese disdain for Koreans and 
the Korean language. the Nisei instructors at MisLs were amused to hear the 
Korean-accented Japanese sometimes used by Caucasian officers who had begun 
their studies at Berkeley, Boulder, or Michigan with Korean instructors. Never-
theless, in the spring of 1943 the MisLs began recruiting Korean American stu-
dents through Korean community groups in Hawaii and the mainland. the exiled 
Korean nationalist leader syngman Rhee nominated sixty Korean Americans to 
serve in the Oss, but he urged the War Department not to place Korean Ameri-
can students in classes with Japanese American instructors. “the enmity that the 
Koreans feel for the Japanese and vice versa,” he wrote, “is so ingrained that it is 
beyond their control.”40 By the summer of 1943 two Korean American officers 
and ten enlisted men were studying Japanese at Camp savage. in 1944 MisLs 
provided seven Korean American graduates for Army Air Forces mobile radio 
squadrons.

Nisei women, many of whom spoke excellent Japanese, offered another source 
of students. As soon as the War Department allowed male Nisei to volunteer, the 
director of the Women’s Army Corps (WAC), Col. Oveta C. Hobby, asked Assis-
tant secretary McCloy to allow Nisei women to volunteer. McCloy told her there 
was “no reason it could not be done” and agreed to look into the matter. in March 
1943 Hobby sent recruiting teams to the camps, hoping to find 500 women volun-
teers. Her teams were just as disappointed as those looking for Nisei men. Most 
issei parents were reluctant to give up their sons; they resisted even more allowing 
their daughters to serve.41

37 “training History,” para. 6–4, p. 8, and ann. 10, sec. iV.(6).
38 the February 1944 class included Lim P. Lee, who had been born in Hong Kong. When he 

was eight months old, his parents brought him to san Francisco. He served as postmaster of san 
Francisco from 1967 to 1980. thomas W. Chinn, Bridging the pacific: san francisco Chinatown 
and its people (san Francisco: Chinese Historical society of America, 1989), pp. 258–60.

39 Memo, the Adjutant general to Cg Army ground Forces (AgF), 23 Apr 42, sub: soldiers of 
Korean Parentage, Ag 014.311, Folder: AgF 291.2, Races (Restricted), Rcds of HQ AgF, Rg 337, 
NARA. takaki, strangers from a Different shore, pp. 363–67.

40 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV, p. 6.
41 McCloy Diary, 16 Jan 43, File “1943: iii–11, enemy Aliens,” ser. 2, WD Diaries, McCloy 

Papers; Mattie e. treadwell, the Women’s army Corps, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washing-
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When MisLs recruiters visited the camps in 1943, Nisei women expressed 
an interest in attending the language school. indeed, many of their brothers were 
already serving in the 442d RCt or the Mis. When eleanor Roosevelt visited the 
gila River camp in April 1943, some Nisei women approached her to ask how they 
could join the WAC. A recruiter from MisLs took the next step: “Knowing that 
their chances were remote at that time, yet curious to check on their qualifications, 
i [gave] several of them examinations, and each one passed with flying colors. 
they were better qualified for this school than many of the boys we accepted.” 
in the spring of 1943 MisLs recruiters accepted several Nisei women as civilian 
translators for the Army Map service in Cleveland, Ohio, after a two-week ori-
entation at Camp savage. sergeant Kawahara made a recruiting trip to Hawaii in 
October 1943 and reported that “a number of inquiries were received from women 
of Japanese ancestry in regard to their acceptability as interpreters. they indicated 
a keen awareness of the important part they could play and were very anxious to 
be accepted for service in the [Women’s Army Corps]. in many cases the inquiries 
were from college graduates, for the most part engaged in teaching or employed in 
business firms.” Many Nisei men could remember how the girls had often outper-
formed the boys in Japanese-language schools before the war.42

the War Department dragged its feet, so this enthusiasm among some Nisei 
women did not immediately translate into many volunteers. Not until November 
1943 did the War Department finally allow Nisei women to enlist, and then “only 
thirteen could be obtained in the first six months of enlistment, and negligible 
numbers thereafter.”43 At Camp savage, school officials remained reluctant to 
accept women either as instructors or as students. in February 1944 Maj. gen. 
Clayton Bissell directed the MisLs to look into accepting women. More than a 
year was to pass before the first Nisei women began training in May 1945.44

ton, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1954), p. 589; Brenda L. Moore, serving our 
Country: Japanese american Women in the Military during World War ii (New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Rutgers university Press, 2003).

42 MisLs, Memorandum on the Question of Nisei WACs, 8 Jun 44, “training History,” ann. 
10, sec. iV.3, pp. 1–5, and encl. 55. eleanor Roosevelt, “to undo a Mistake is Always Harder 
than Not to Create One Originally,” [May 1943], printed in Jeffery F. Burton et al., Confinement 
and ethnicity: an overview of World War ii Japanese american relocation sites, Publications in 
Anthropology 74 (tucson: Western Archeological and Conservation Center, National Park service, 
1999), pp. 19–24. According to Misao sakamoto, a group of Hawaii Nisei women wrote to Colonel 
Rasmussen sometime in 1943 to ask for permission to enlist. they received no reply. Misao saka-
moto, personal communication to author, 19 Oct 94.

43 treadwell, Women’s army Corps, p. 435. One Nisei woman who enlisted earlier, Yaye Furu-
tani (Herman), enlisted in the WAC at Fort Bliss in 1942 while studying at the university of texas; 
she was not inducted until November 1944. Yaye F. Herman, “the WAC-Mis experience,” in 
Unsung heroes: the Military intelligence service, past-present-future (seattle: Mis-Northwest 
Association, 1996), pp. 5–8.

44 Ltr, Lt. Col. A. W. stuart to Personnel Branch, Mis, 18 February 1944, Ofc of the Dir of 
intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. “training History,” ann. 10, contains materials on WAC students, as 
does reel 84, sec. 14, pt. 2, frames 00542–, JeRs, Bancroft Library. “History of Military Clearance 
Program,” pp. 23–29.
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the Canadian government became interested in Japanese-language training 
as the war progressed. Canada had lost two battalions with the fall of Hong Kong 
in December 1941, and a joint u.s.-Canadian force had assaulted Kiska in the 
Aleutians in August 1943. Beyond that, Canada’s commitment to the war against 
Japan was strictly limited until the defeat of Nazi germany. However, in 1943 the 
Canadian government sent nine officers and seven enlisted men to the MisLs.45 
several thousand Japanese immigrants and Nisei had lived in British Columbia 
before the war. After Pearl Harbor, the Canadian government had interned them 
and did not allow them in the armed forces. Canada took longer than the united 
states to decide to trust its Nisei for sensitive military service.

MisLs continued to find new students and assemble them into classes at 
Camp savage. the class that began in February 1944 was the largest ever, with 
651 Nisei students. But these increased numbers came at a cost. the new students 
on average did not look as promising as their predecessors. the better-qualified 
Nisei had already been either selected or definitively rejected for military service. 
Many of the new students had only turned eighteen the previous year. though the 
MisLs extended the course length from six to nine months beginning with this 
class, the washout rate rose from 10 to 20 percent. some of the nongraduates were 
assigned to language duties nonetheless, working with military police on prisoner 
of war processing teams.46

Over the winter of 1943–1944 the combat losses in the 100th infantry Battalion 
in italy became a heavy drain on Nisei manpower. the human cost of the war was 
affecting the Japanese American community as never before. the 100th infantry 
Battalion entered combat near salerno in september 1943 and a few months later 
joined the bruising fight for Monte Cassino. it was beginning to look like it was 
a “suicide battalion” after all. By January 1944 the 100th infantry Battalion had 
lost more than 580 casualties, including 142 killed or missing. this was over 40 
percent of its assigned strength. Because the battalion was racially segregated, the 
Army could not use regular replacements and voluntary enlistments alone could 
not fill the demand. in January the 442d RCt, still at Camp shelby, was levied for 
ten officers and 165 enlisted men as immediate replacements.47

the War Department and the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) both 
came to the conclusion that restoring eligibility for selective service was the logi-
cal next step. President Roosevelt had declared that “no loyal citizen of the united 
states should be denied the democratic right to exercise the responsibility of his 
citizenship.” the JACL actively lobbied for the move. in the autumn of 1943 gen-
eral DeWitt stepped down from the Western Defense Command, removing another 
stubborn opponent to Nisei service. On 18 November 1943, the War Department 

45 “training History,” p. 16; MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Lan-
guage school, 1946), p. 10.

46 Attrition rates computed from table of graduates in “training History,” ann. 1, Academic 
training, para. 6–5, pp. 12–13.

47 shirey, americans, p. 26; Office of the Provost Marshal general, “World War ii: A Brief His-
tory”; “History of Military Clearance Program,” pp. 265–67.
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formally changed its stance. After more than a year classified as iV–C, enemy 
aliens, Nisei became eligible for selective service.48

selective service proved a less than perfect process of bringing Nisei into the 
Army. each Nisei still required special War Department approval before a local 
board could induct him. Often the Nisei were far removed from their local boards. 
For example, what if a Nisei had first registered in Los Angeles in 1941, was evac-
uated to Manzanar in 1942, and then left camp in 1943 for a job in Chicago? 
Moreover, some local boards in California may have stalled or tried to thwart the 
process. All this resulted in months-long delays in inducting Nisei. in Hawaii, the 
process was somewhat simpler but still slow. From the point at which the MisLs 
selected a Nisei to attend language training, the Mis took up to six months to get 
him through the clearance process and inducted. the first Nisei selectees were not 
inducted until July. they then had to attend eight weeks of basic training before 
arriving at the language school.49

the resumption of selective service caused another unexpected crisis in the 
mainland camps, similar to the registration crisis of early 1943. some Nisei, still 
angry at the forced incarceration of themselves and their families, considered con-
scription the last straw. the government was denying them their constitutional 
rights: now that same government wanted to induct them against their will. Hun-
dreds decided to resist the draft; eventually 265 were tried and convicted. But 
most Nisei willingly accepted the call to service.50

the resumption of selective service made a large difference for the MisLs. 
it stimulated a flood of applications from Nisei who would rather volunteer for 
language training than wait for the draft and automatic assignment to the 442d 
RCt.51 the school no longer had to recruit from the camps or wait for volunteers. 
As more Nisei were drafted, the school could have its pick of the Nisei soldiers in 
basic training. By the summer of 1944 the problem of numbers was on the way to 
being solved.

48 selective service reinstated the induction of Japanese Americans on 13 December 1943. 
“training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.D., p. 10. selective service headquarters amended Local Board 
Memorandum no. 179 on 14 January 1944, but Nisei still had to be reviewed and reclassified on 
a case-by-case basis. selective service system, selective service as the tide of War turns, third 
Report of the Director of selective service, 1943–1944 (Washington, D.C.: selective service sys-
tem, 1945), pp. 241–43; special groups, special Monograph no. 10, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: 
selective service system, 1953), 1: 113–42. the slow loosening of restrictions from 1943 to 1946 
can be traced in the bulletins and policy directives collected in special groups, vol. 2. see espe-
cially Local Board Release nos. 112 and 179, with changes. the War Department did not drop the 
requirement for preclearance of Nisei selectees until 4 March 1946 (p. 23).

49 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.D., p. 12.
50 eric L. Muller, free to Die for their Country: the story of the Japanese american Draft 

resisters in World War ii (Chicago: university Press of Chicago, 2001). in 1947 President truman 
pardoned all individuals convicted of violating the selective service Act during the war, but recon-
ciliation within the Japanese American community was long in coming. see also the novel by John 
Okada, No-No Boy (Rutherford, Vt.: tuttle, 1957).

51 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.D., pp. 10–11.
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army intensive Japanese Language school, University of Michigan, 
1942–1944

At the outset of the war the Military intelligence Division had established a 
strict policy: whenever possible, enlisted Mis Nisei would serve under Caucasian 
language officers. “the main purpose of this,” Colonel Rasmussen recalled, “was 
to have an unmistakably Caucasian officer associated with Oriental faces in order 
not to have some trigger-happy g.i. pop a gun.”52 the difficulty with this policy 
was that the War Department did not have enough Japanese-speaking Caucasians. 
the few language attachés trained before the war were already in critical assign-
ments or were too senior to serve as team leaders. Before the war Rasmussen had 
begun searching for Caucasian officers and enlisted men who spoke Japanese. 
Dozens of National guard and Reserve officers, some of whom had experience in 
Japan before the war, had come to the school after Pearl Harbor. two graduated in 
May 1942 and eighteen more in December. it later became more difficult to find 
Caucasian men who could keep up in class, not to mention those with any experi-
ence with the Japanese language.53

the War Department might have chosen to activate Nisei reserve officers, 
graduates of prewar ROtC commissioning programs at the university of Hawaii 
and elsewhere. A handful were already serving with the 100th infantry Battalion, 
but the War Department declined to call up other Nisei reserve officers until the 
formation of the 442d RCt. Or the War Department might have awarded direct 
commissions to Nisei enlisted men for the language teams. given the prejudice 
against Japanese Americans, even American-born Nisei, the War Department was 
not ready for this step. in fact, when Rasmussen began recruiting Nisei from the 
camps in the midst of the evacuations in the autumn of 1942, he told WRA offi-
cials that “all successful applicants will hold non-commissioned officers rank.” 
But he made War Department policy clear: “None of these men will be commis-
sioned into the service as officers, however.”54

Rasmussen was left with little choice but to find Caucasians able to learn Japa-
nese. the Office of Naval intelligence already had a year’s head start, having 
begun recruiting Caucasian students in the summer of 1941. Rasmussen decided 
to begin a similar Army program. Most Caucasians needed a one-year prepara-
tory course before attending regular classes at Camp savage. to establish this, 
Rasmussen selected Professor Joseph K. Yamagiwa, a Japanese-language instruc-

52 Kai e. Rasmussen, speech, Defense Language institute Foreign Language Center (DLiFLC), 
Monterey, Calif., 25 Jun 77, printed in DLifLC forum (November 1977).

53 the War Department encountered difficulties in procuring junior officers of all types in 
1942–1943. in early 1943 it cut back on the number of soldiers sent to officer candidate schools. see 
Robert R. Palmer and William R. Keast, “the Procurement of Officers,” and William R. Keast, 
“the training of Officer Candidates,” in the procurement and training of ground Combat troops, 
ed. Robert R. Palmer et al. (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Historical Division, 1948), 
pp. 87–163, 321–64.

54 Ltr, Kai e. Rasmussen to e. M. Rowalt, 3 October 1942, Rcds of the WRA, Rg 210, NARA.
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tor at the university of Michigan who had recently published a textbook of mod-
ern conversational Japanese. Rasmussen signed a contract with the university and 
appointed Yamagiwa as educational director. the university agreed to accept 150 
students for forty-nine weeks of instruction to begin on 5 January 1943. Yamagiwa 
agreed to use the Naganuma readers, supplemented by his own textbook.55

Rasmussen then selected twenty-one instructors. the university of Michigan, 
unlike the MisLs, was free to hire issei and women. Like the MisLs instructors, 
few had any previous teaching experience. Most came directly from the camps and 
were housed together with their families in a former fraternity house near cam-
pus. “At first some did not dare even to go to a church, let alone a movie theatre,” 
Yamagiwa wrote. “the work in Ann Arbor was new, and the duties heavy. the 
staff room was small. As others joined the staff, with stories of their experiences 
in various assembly centers and in the WRA camps, some assumed for a time a 
certain cautiousness in their dealings with people in and around the campus.”56

Finding qualified students offered an even greater challenge. Rasmussen 
sought college men of the highest caliber and contacted the national headquarters 
of Phi Beta Kappa. the academic honor society had already provided the Navy 
with hundreds of member names, but they gave more names to Rasmussen. some, 
referred to as “BiJ,” had been born in Japan. Others had taken Japanese-language 
classes or simply had demonstrated academic potential.57 the Army recruited 
from Yale Law school a student who had attended a few sessions of an introduc-
tory Japanese course and was surprised to be accepted. “We are counting on you 
Phi Betes,” the recruiting officer explained, “not to let us down.”58

55 Joseph K. Yamagiwa, Modern Conversational Japanese (New York: Mcgraw-Hill, 1942); 
“Army Japanese Language school,” p. 2; Joseph K. Yamagiwa, “the Japanese Language Pro-
grams at the university of Michigan during World War ii,” ch. 2, unpubl Ms, 1946, Ann Arbor, 
Mich.; “training History,” pp. 11–12; Robert J. Matthew, Language and area studies in the armed  
services: their future significance (Washington, D.C.: American Council on education, 1947), 
pp. 43–52.

56 Yamagiwa, “Japanese Language Programs,” p. 44. Nisuke Mitsumori, an issei instructor at 
Michigan, was a World War i veteran who had been wounded in France. eileen sunada sarasohn, 
ed., the issei: portrait of a pioneer, an oral history (Palo Alto, Calif.: Pacific Books, 1983),  
pp. 285–86.

57 Donald M. Richardson, “Random Recollections of the second Class, AiJLs [Army intensive 
Japanese Language school],” unpubl Ms, sep 88, author’s files; John A. Rappin, “Non-Nikkei 
Mis,” and Allen H. Meyer, “Mis: Non-Nikkei,” in Unsung heroes, pp. 9–14, 97–104; “scholars 
in uniform,” ann arbor observer (August 1990): 2–7; Herbert Passin, encounter with Japan (san 
Francisco: Kodansha, 1982). Passin, a professor of social anthropology at Northwestern univer-
sity, became an AiJLs student in May 1944. grant K. goodman, america’s Japan: the first year, 
1945–1946 (New York: Fordham university Press, 2005), pp. 9–17. goodman became an AiJLs 
student in May 1943. see also the papers of irwin Hersey, Alfred H. Marks, and george H. Mar-
shall, u.s. Army Military History institute (MHi), Carlisle Barracks, Pa. 

58 Frank L. Hammond, Ltr to editor, the Key reporter (spring 1992); samuel J. Jacobs, Ltr to 
editor, the Key reporter (Autumn 1999): 9–10. Rasmussen also recruited two African American 
college students.
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On 5 January 1943, the first classes began for the Army intensive Japanese 
Language Course (later renamed the Army intensive Japanese Language school). 
students were in class twenty-four hours a week, followed by supervised study 
halls. each section had seven or eight students. the university granted thirty 
semester hours of credit for the course and conferred bachelor’s degrees on those 
who had sufficient credits from another school. Yamagiwa made a special point of 
showing Japanese movies. these movies, typically costume dramas of the samu-
rai style popular in Japan during the 1930s, were “extremely valuable in showing 
the social contexts in which particular language forms are used,” Yamagiwa wrote. 
“the value of movies in increasing knowledge as to customs and institutions can-
not be overstressed.”59 the students plunged into their studies. it felt strange to 
be attending language classes on a university campus while their friends were 
serving overseas, but they knew their time would come. Meanwhile, the academic 
pressures were intense.60

59 Yamagiwa, “Japanese Language Programs,” p. 23.
60 several students attempted suicide; some succeeded. goodman, america’s Japan, p. 21. the 

Royal Australian Air Force’s Japanese-language program experienced a similar problem among 
its students: “there were not many of us, yet two had essayed suicide, one successfully, and two 
others had gone insane.” the War Department removed five students in April 1944 for what it 

a Nisei instructor (left) teaches Caucasian students at the army intensive 
Japanese Language school, ann arbor, Michigan, 1943.
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the demand for Caucasian team leaders was also intense. As the first class 
was under way, Rasmussen decided that he could not wait for the year-long course 
to finish. in May 1943 he directed Yamagiwa to pick his best students for acceler-
ated training. the top forty graduated after six months, on 19 June 1943, and went 
straight to Camp savage to begin training at the MisLs, where they graduated in 
January 1944. their classmates at Michigan graduated on schedule in late 1943 
and reported to Camp savage in February 1944. From that point on, all students 
stayed for the entire twelve-month course, followed by six months at the MisLs. 
these students became eligible for commissions upon completion of their MisLs 
training, except for a few who already had commissions before entering the pro-
gram. Meanwhile, in early 1943 Rasmussen identified the next 150 Caucasians, 
as well as another 16 instructors, for another class that began on 24 May. in July 
the school also admitted sixteen Canadian students, nine of them officers. New 
classes began in January 1944, May 1944, January 1945, and May 1945, each class 
having 150–200 students. the faculty grew to about fifty issei and Nisei. By the 
end of the war, Yamagiwa and his instructors had graduated 789 Caucasian stu-
dents as language team leaders for the Nisei.

Navy Japanese Language school, University of Colorado at Boulder, 
1942–1944

While the War Department was establishing a special Japanese-language 
training program for Caucasian officer candidates, the Office of Naval intelligence 
continued at the university of Colorado at Boulder its program founded in the 
autumn of 1941 at Harvard and the university of California. On 1 July 1942, 153 
Caucasian students arrived at the Navy school of Oriental Languages in Boul-
der, where they joined sixty-seven students who had started at the university of 
California.61

Cmdr. Albert e. Hindmarsh and Professor Florence Walne based the program 
on the Naganuma readers. up to 150 Japanese Americans, many recruited directly 
from the camps, served as instructors under Assistant Director susumu Nakamura, 
who had taught Japanese at the university of California before the war. Because 
the instructors were employees of the university of Colorado, the school was free 

termed “effeminacy which leads to open suspicion.”  Ltr, 25 March 1944, Folder: trng B4 Files, 
MisLs—gen, 1945, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

61 “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum, u.s. Navy Retired,” 2 vols., unpubl 
Ms, 1970–1971, Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.; Office of the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions, “school of Oriental Languages,” unpubl Ms, Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C. 
the first contract between the Navy Department and the university of Colorado, dated 1 July 
1942, is reproduced in scott e. Nadler, the evolution of foreign Language training in the armed 
forces (Washington, D.C.: Defense Language institute, 1972), pp. 103–04, 115–20. see also the 
u.s. Navy Japanese Language school Project and Roger Pineau Papers at the university of Colo-
rado at Boulder.
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to hire women as well as men.62 students were in class fourteen hours a week for 
fourteen months, and the course demanded extensive memorization. each section 
had no more than four or five students to allow for practicing conversational skills. 
in December 1942 Hindmarsh boasted:

A large number of competent educators have characterized the course as having revolu-
tionized the practical teaching of foreign languages in the united states. . . . it is a fact 
that today . . . the Navy standards of efficiency, practical fluency, and competency in the 
teaching and study of the Japanese language are approached in no university in this 
country and possibly nowhere in the world outside Japan. this evaluation is based on the 
experience of hard-boiled observers both within the course and in the use of the products 
of our course.63

Hindmarsh believed that the quality of students was key to the program’s suc-
cess. He insisted upon college men who had been born in Japan, had studied Japa-
nese or Chinese for at least six months, or showed exceptional academic talent. Phi 
Beta Kappa nominated many of them.64 Hindmarsh’s vigorous recruiting caused 
some friction with Army recruiters in the autumn of 1942. “it seems clear that the 
Army Representative is deliberately staging rallies in each and every city to which 
i am going, and that these rallies are arranged so as to precede my arrival by four 
or five days,” Hindmarsh complained, “Considerable pressure is being brought to 
bear on the students, particularly the first rate students.” Rasmussen denied the 
charges but added that he felt “that in view of the common War Aim it might be 
well to propose a merger of Personnel selection Boards for the purpose of future 
canvassing.” separate recruiting continued nevertheless.65

the Navy program continued to grow. By the end of 1942 there were 300 
students in training. in 1943 Hindmarsh began to recruit college women as well; 
in June and July he interviewed 600 women nationwide. By the end of the year 
about seventy female students had enrolled as WAVes (Women Accepted for 
Volunteer emergency service). Over the winter of 1943–1944 the Royal Navy 
sent ten junior officers. During 1943 the school added courses in Russian, Malay, 

62 “American Born Japanese teach at Navy school,” pacific Citizen, 9 Jul 42, p. 2; D. Daté 
and Dick inokuchi Files, Harrington Papers; Jessica Arntson, “Journey to Boulder: the Japanese 
American instructors of the Navy Japanese Language school, 1942–1946,” Master’s thesis, uni-
versity of Colorado, [2003?]; Pauline s. McAlpine, Diary of a Missionary (Decatur, ga.: Presbyte-
rian Church in America, 1986). McAlpine and her husband were Japanese instructors who followed 
the school from Berkeley to Boulder and then to stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1945. Another instructor, 
ensho Ashikaga, restarted the Japanese-language program at the university of California at Berke-
ley after the war.

63 Memo, Hindmarsh to Dir of Naval intel, 24 Dec 42, in “school of Oriental Languages,”  
pp. 15–18 (quote from p. 18).

64 the Key reporter announced the program in its winter 1942–1943 issue. in the summer of 
1943 the same newsletter published a firsthand description of the course, reprinted in the Key 
reporter (Autumn 1991): 2.

65 “school of Oriental Languages,” p. 15. see the exchange of correspondence in Box 291, Ofc 
of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
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and Chinese (Mandarin and several other dialects) and changed its name to the 
Navy school of Oriental Languages. By August 1944 the school had produced 
about 600 graduates.66 the tremendous pressure took its toll on students and staff 
alike: ill health forced Florence Walne to resign in september 1944.67

Most graduates were commissioned in the Naval Reserve and shipped directly 
to the Pacific. the Marine Corps sent ten graduates to Camp savage for follow-
on training in the summer of 1943, but this was an exception. From early 1943 
Boulder graduates began to pour into the Pacific. the first group of twenty arrived 
in Hawaii in February 1943. During the battle for Attu in May 1943, some were 
assigned to Army units, where they commanded enlisted Nisei linguists. Others 
served at the Naval Communications intelligence Center in Washington, D.C. the 
“Boulder Boys” had a very different experience from that of the Army Nisei.68

other Japanese-Language programs, 1942–1944

to place in perspective the Army’s programs at Camp savage and the uni-
versity of Michigan and the Navy’s program at the university of Colorado, it is 
useful to examine other Japanese-language programs in the united states during 
the war. (see Map 4.) several other military organizations, government agencies, 
and universities started or expanded their Japanese and Far eastern programs; 
all competed for instructors and students. Assistant secretary McCloy expressed 
his dismay to the War Department g–3 in June 1943: “At the present time there 
appears to be several agencies e.g. Military intelligence, signal Corps, Provost 
Marshal general’s department, and Army specialist training Division, who are 
either now interested in or planning to become engaged in Japanese language.” 
He called for “some overall agency [to] have the responsibility for co-ordinating 
the requirements of the various War Department agencies in this matter.” this 

66 “school of Oriental Languages,” p. 22. One WAVes student was Helen Craig (McCullough), 
a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the university of California. After the war, she served in the Allied 
translator and interpreter section (Atis) from 1946 to 1950, earned her doctorate, and returned 
to the university of California as a professor of Japanese literature. see university of Califor-
nia: in Memoriam, 1998, http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/uchistory/archives_exhibits/in_memoriam/, 
accessed 27 Feb 04.

67 Florence Walne married samuel t. Farquhar in December 1944; she never regained her health 
and died on 14 October 1946. see Name index, Farquhar, Florence Walne, university of Califor-
nia: in Memoriam, 1946, http://sunsite.berkeley.edu/uchistory/archives_exhibits/in_memoriam/, 
accessed 27 Feb 04.

68 Roger V. Dingman, “Language at War: u.s. Marine Corps Japanese Language Officers in 
the Pacific War,” Journal of Military history 68 (July 2004): 853–83; Pedro Loureiro, “‘Boul-
der Boys’: Naval Japanese Language school graduates,” in New interpretations in Naval his-
tory, ed. Randy C. Balano and Craig symonds (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 2001), pp. 
366–88. several went on to academic careers as Japan specialists. Otis Cary, ed., from a ruined 
empire: Letters—Japan, China, Korea 1945–46 (san Francisco: Kodansha, 1975); Donald Keene, 
on familiar terms (New York: Kodansha, 1994). two wrote novels of their wartime experiences. 
John Ashmead, the Mountain and the feather (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961); Kenneth Lamott, 
the stockade (Boston: Little, Brown, 1952).
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responsibility fell to the War Department g–3 Organization and training Divi-
sion, but the task was hopeless.69

Before the war Japanese-language instruction was rare in the united states, 
apart from community-based Japanese-language schools in Hawaii and on the 
West Coast. Only a few universities offered Japanese, most often for the study of 
Japanese art and literature. A linguistic scholar complained in 1943:

Most learning of Oriental languages has been disfigured by bad teaching and bad imple-
ments of instruction. . . . Most grammars and other paraphernalia of studying an Oriental 
language have been written by persons without the slightest technical linguistic compe-
tence. . . .Without proper analysis and implements, instruction in a language, particularly 
one which offers at every step the widest departures from the student’s own linguistic 
experience, cannot but be inefficient, time-consuming, and impractical.70

Before the war a handful of scholars had set out to overcome these problems. 
the American Council of Learned societies established the intensive Language 
Program in the spring of 1941 at eighteen universities. Within a year the pro-
gram had grown to 700 students and twenty-six languages, including several 
never before taught in the united states. For most languages the instructors had to 
develop entirely new curricular materials.71 this program was designed to produce 
students with conversational skills through rapid and intense training based on the 
theories of anthropologists and scientific linguists such as Franz Boas, edward 
sapir, and Leonard Bloomfield. After the outbreak of war, publishers brought out a 
flood of textbooks, dictionaries, and readers for Japanese, some developed through 
the intensive Language Program, most reprints of older materials. Few were writ-
ten with any regard to modern pedagogy or military requirements.72

in the autumn of 1942 the leaders of American higher education prevailed upon 
President Roosevelt to use their campuses for military training programs. the 
Navy responded with the V–12 precommissioning program. the Army ground 
Forces protested this as drain of skilled manpower, for the program eventually 
diverted 150,000 high-test-score enlisted men to college campuses across the 
nation.73 the War Department’s Military government Division urged the inclu-

69 Memo, exec Asst to AsW to ACs, g–3, 16 Jun 43, Class Ref sub Files, 1940–1947, Ofc of 
the AsW, Rg 107, NARA.

70 Mortimer graves, “intensive Language study,” far eastern survey (22 March 1943): 
63–64.

71 Paul F. Angiolillo, armed forces’ foreign Language teaching: Critical evaluation and 
implications (New York: Vanni, 1947), pp. 15–29; William g. Moulton, “Linguistics and Lan-
guage teaching in the united states, 1940–1960,” in trends in european and american Linguis-
tics, 1930–1960, ed. Christine Mohrmann, Alf sommerfelt, and Joshua Whatmough (utrecht, 
Netherlands: spectrum, 1963), pp. 82–109.

72 Mortimer graves, “Wartime instruction in Far eastern Languages,” far eastern survey (27 
March 1946): 92–93.

73 Louis e. Keefer, scholars in foxholes: the story of the army specialized training program 
in World War ii (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland, 1988); Louis e. Keefer, “Birth and Death of the Army 
specialized training Program,” army history (Winter 1995): 1–7; V. R. Cardozier, Colleges and 
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sion of foreign-area and language training, and the Office of the Provost Marshal 
general developed requirements for language and area studies for up to 2,000 
soldiers. the Military government Division then persuaded Army specialized 
training Program (AstP) organizers to include the Foreign Area and Language 
Program. Other War Department branches added their needs; before long, stated 
foreign-language requirements had jumped to 15,000 soldiers.74

in the spring and summer of 1943, fifty-five colleges and universities set up 
AstP programs in thirty-four languages, often with only a few weeks’ notice. 
(the Navy’s V–12 program never included foreign languages.) in some cases, the 
students didn’t know what language they were to study until they arrived on cam-
pus. For example, in June 1943 the Army sent 125 enlisted men to the university 
of Washington for european language and area studies. “two days before the offi-
cial start of the program,” wrote the program’s director, “we learned that we were 
not to teach a european but an entirely Far eastern program, with training in Japa-
nese, Mandarin Chinese, and Korean languages and areas.” this, he commented, 
“was a serious handicap in the organization of the staff and the development of 
the material.” 75 in all, twelve universities eventually offered AstP programs in 
Japanese-language and area studies.76

in most cases the Japanese AstP courses built upon small, prewar Japanese-
language programs at these schools. At the university of Michigan, beginning in 
October 1943, Professor Yamagiwa operated a Japanese AstP program alongside 
the Army Japanese Language school.77 He hired nineteen additional instructors 
just for the AstP. eventually, the Michigan program trained 264 AstP students 
in addition to the 975 students in the Army Japanese Language school.

Normally, faculty members called scientific linguists directed AstP courses. 
the director was assisted by native speakers called drillmasters or informants. For 
example, the university of Minnesota used as a scientific linguist ganna M. syro-
Boyarsky, a woman of Danish-Russian heritage who had been educated in Japan. 
several Nisei drillmasters assisted her.78

Across America, colleges and universities scrambled to design and provide 
language instruction. One of the program’s founders later commented that the 
AstP language program “was beset by all the difficulties and inefficiencies which 

Universities in World War ii (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 1993). the War Department established 
a junior version of AstP, called the Army specialized training Reserve Program (AstRP), for 
youths under age eighteen.

74 Frederick B. Agard et al., a survey of Language Classes in the army specialized training 
program (New York: Commission on trends in education, Modern Language Association, 1944); 
Angiolillo, armed forces’ foreign Language teaching; Matthew, Language and area studies; 
Mario A. Pei, Languages for War and peace, 2d ed. (New York: Vanni, 1945).

75 Franz H. Michael, “Civilians and soldiers study Pacific,” far eastern survey (23 August 
1944): 158–61.

76 Matthew, Language and area studies, pp. 177–78.
77 Yamagiwa, “Japanese Language Programs.”
78 “she teaches gis to say it in Japanese [ganna M. syro-Boyarsky],” unidentified newspaper 

clipping, [1943?].
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armies and navies are able to devise; selection and assignment troubles kept morale 
low. . . .the Army and Navy programs were afflicted with all the ills that arise 
from hasty improvisation, paucity of trained personnel, lack of teaching materials, 
divided direction, and red tape.” 79

Before the program finished its first year, the War Department terminated it. 
Most language and area study courses were cancelled by March 1944, and the 
students were sent off to become individual replacements. the War Department 
made little effort to assign foreign-language graduates to duty positions requiring 
these languages. indeed, at that point in the war the u.s. government had little 
need of military government specialists, the training of which was the ostensible 
purpose of the AstP language and area studies program. Only a few students 
subsequently transferred to the Army Japanese-language course at the univer-
sity of Michigan and from there to the MisLs. enlisted students who had been 
promised commissions found themselves in combat units with neither stripes nor 
commissions, serving under sergeants with much less education.80 Over 1,400 
soldiers who had been studying italian went to work with former italian prisoners 
of war. the signal Corps took 1,357 students of several languages. the Mis took 
568 former students of all languages. However, of those who had studied Japanese 
few ever went on to use the language. According to one report, the Army sent to 
Normandy “infantrymen who had been beautifully trained to speak Japanese.” 81 
One student who had spent nine months studying Japanese at the university of 
Minnesota later admitted, “about the only recognizable residual is the fact that i 
can say in Japanese, ‘Which is faster, the street car or the bus?’ Nothing else.” 82 
some AstP graduates did go into appropriate intelligence assignments; but over-
all, the program contributed little toward the Army’s pressing requirement for 
Japanese linguists.83

the Army service Forces took a different approach. instead of establish-
ing full-time instruction, it produced and disseminated self-study materials and 
dictionaries in forty languages through its information and education Division. 
the pocket-size Japanese phrase books and handbooks were published in the 

79 graves, “Wartime instruction,” p. 93.
80 Keefer, “Birth and Death,” describes the broken promise of commissions for AstP gradu-

ates: “even fifty years later, many former AstPers harbor the feeling that the Army lied to them 
about their futures” (p. 4).

81 “science Comes to Languages,” fortune (August 1944): 135, cited in Angiolillo, armed 
forces’ foreign Language teaching, p. 166.

82 Keefer, “Birth and Death,” p. 113. Another student who attended the AstP Japanese program 
at the university of Michigan in 1943–1944 was assigned directly to the signal intelligence service 
at Arlington Hall. Bill Leary, World War ii questionnaire, MHi.

83 the AstP was the first federal experiment with a national program for foreign language 
and area studies and had significant impact on language-teaching methods after the war. Not until 
the National Defense education Act of 1958 did the federal government again provide funding 
and direction on this scale to American colleges and universities for foreign language and area 
studies.
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spring of 1943.84 in a similar effort, the u.s. Armed Forces institute in Madi-
son, Wisconsin, produced a series of innovative self-study language guides that 
used simple textbooks and phonograph records. the Japanese basic course for the 
Armed Forces institute was written by Yale Professor Bernard Bloch, a scientific 
linguist who had no previous experience with the Japanese language, together 
with eleanor H. Jorden.85

the Oss also had Japanese-language requirements and sent a team of Nisei 
to MisLs for language training in 1944. these Nisei were handpicked from sol-
diers in training with the 442d RCt at Camp shelby. For its morale operations 
propaganda unit, the Oss also recruited other Nisei and even issei with excel-
lent language skills, including some whom the War Department had previously 
deemed unacceptable. As the Oss planned for expanded operations against Japan 
in 1945, it established six-month courses in Japanese and Korean at the university 
of Pennsylvania.86

As the Army’s signals intelligence effort against Japan expanded, the sig-
nal intelligence service (sis) needed Japanese linguists to translate the growing  
volume of radio message traffic but remained reluctant to use Nisei. in early 1943 
the sis recruited edwin O. Reischauer from Harvard to set up a small Japanese-
language school at Arlington Hall for Caucasian officers.87

in addition to the MisLs, the War Department g–2 operated the Military 
intelligence training Center at Camp Ritchie, Maryland, for general intelligence 
training. this center provided Japanese-language classes, some taught by t5g. 
Frances Nichols, WAC. Nichols was born and raised in Japan, where her father 
served as the episcopal bishop of Kyoto from 1926 to 1940.88

Many universities established their own programs in Far eastern languages 
and area studies in addition to the various military programs. the university of 
Washington reported over 1,500 students enrolled in Far eastern courses during the 
1943–1944 academic years.89 However, none of these military or civilian Japanese-
language programs approached MisLs in size or effectiveness. to the contrary, 
each new program drained off resources such as skilled instructors and qualified 
students at a time when the Army and Navy needed to concentrate their efforts.

84 technical Manual (tM) 30–275, Japanese phrase Book (Washington, D.C.: War Depart-
ment, 1943); tM 30–341, Japanese: a guide to the spoken Language (Washington, D.C.: War 
Department, 1943).

85 Bernard Bloch and eleanor H. Jorden, spoken Japanese, 2 vols. (silver spring, Md.: united 
states Armed Forces institute/Linguistic society of America, 1945–1946). see also “Nisei girls 
teach Japanese Language [Yale],” pacific Citizen, 9 sep 44.

86 Anthony C. Brown, secret War report, p. 132.
87 edwin O. Reischauer, My Life Between Japan and america (New York: Harper & Row, 

1986), pp. 91–101.
88 Nichols was the daughter of shirley H. Nichols. MisLs, Memo on the Question of Nisei 

WACs, 8 Jun 44, “training History,” ann. 10, encl. 55; Ltr, Maj. Paul F. Rusch to Lt. Col. Mathew-
son, sub: American Born Japanese WACs & Caucasians Born in Japan, 13 October 1945, 091–
300.6, gen Corresp, 1944–1945, OCCiO, g–2, gHQ southwest Pacific Area, Rg 338, NARA.

89 Michael, “Civilians and soldiers study Pacific.”
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Military government training occasionally included Japanese-language instruc-
tion because Army and Navy planners could see the need for language-trained 
personnel to help occupy Japanese-held territories and eventually Japan proper. 
Anthropologist John F. embree, who had done field work in rural Japan before the 
war, declared, “it is essential that military government officers for Asia acquire a 
thorough grounding in Japanese language, culture and history.” 90 

the Navy Department established the Navy school of Military government 
and Administration at Columbia university in the summer of 1942. the students, 
commissioned directly from civilian life, studied the lands and peoples of the 
Pacific. During the nine-month course, students took 480 hours of conversational 
Malay, Japanese, or Chinese. several hundred naval officers graduated from the 
course. in October 1944 the Navy established an abbreviated course at Princeton 
university that shortened the program and eliminated all language instruction.91

At the university of Virginia in 1942, the War Department established a simi-
lar school, the school of Military government, to train staff officers. Hugh Bor-
ton, a Japan expert at Harvard, advised on the school’s Far eastern curriculum.92 
to train junior military government personnel, the Provost Marshal general set up 
Civil Affairs training schools (CAts) at ten universities in the autumn of 1943. 
six universities conducted training for the Far eastern area, including conver-
sational Chinese or Japanese.93 their students were commissioned directly from 
civilian life and tended to be older than the AstP students and already estab-
lished in their professions or businesses. the different universities hired Nisei to 
conduct the language instruction. the language curriculum followed that of the 
AstP but for a shorter period. At the university of Michigan, in August 1944 
Professor Yamagiwa established a CAts Japanese-language program alongside 
the earlier MisLs officer candidate course begun in January 1943 and the AstP 
course begun in October 1943. One observer praised the CAts language instruc-
tion and deemed it “a thoroughly excellent program in which another thousand 
Americans acquired a useful competence in Japanese.” in his opinion, “certainly 
no such groups ever learned more Japanese in six months.” 94 However, assess-
ing the success of the various Japanese-language programs is difficult, especially 

90 John F. embree, “Military Occupation of Japan,” far eastern survey (20 september 1944): 
173–76.

91 Matthew, Language and area studies, pp. 27–42, 91–99. One of the Nisei instructors at 
Columbia was Miya s. Kikuchi. eriko Yamamoto, “Miya sannomiya Kikuchi: A Pioneer Nisei 
Woman’s Life and identity,” amerasia Journal 23, no. 3 (1997): 73–101.

92 Hugh Borton wrote several works on Japan, including Japan since 1931: its political and 
social Developments (New York: institute for Pacific Relations, 1940).

93 Ofc of the Provost Marshal general, “World War ii: A Brief History,” pt. 5, pp. 642–710. uni-
versities that taught the Far eastern curriculum were Chicago, Harvard, Michigan, Northwestern, 
stanford, and Yale.

94 graves, “Wartime instruction,” p. 93. in addition, the Civil Affairs Holding and staging 
Area at Fort Ord and the Presidio of Monterey used several Nisei MisLs graduates for Japanese-
language training in 1944–1945.
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since many students never used the language and were demobilized or reassigned 
at the end of the war. 

Other commands established Japanese programs as needed. in June 1942 the 
Marine Corps mobilized two university of Oregon faculty members, Harold J. 
Noble and Paul s. Dull, both Marine Corps Reserve officers, to start a program at 
Camp elliott in southern California for the 2d Marine Division.95 they established 
the three-month enlisted Marine Japanese Language school that continued even 
after the 2d Marine Division left for the south Pacific. in 1944 the school moved 
to Camp Pendleton and graduated over 150 marines. 

Marine commanders were desperate for Japanese linguists, so much so that 
they sometimes made mistakes. When the 29th Marines sailed from san Diego in 
1944, the regiment directed that all officers and staff noncoms receive Japanese 
training while embarked. the instructor was a marine who had grown up among 
the Nisei in southern California and claimed to speak Japanese. For weeks as they 
crossed the ocean he taught simple phrases and characters to his shipmates. When 
the regiment arrived in guadalcanal and began to take Japanese prisoners of war, 
the instructor tried to interrogate some but had little success. On one occasion, his 
regimental commanding officer observed while he questioned a prisoner. When the 
instructor could extract no useful information, he explained that the prisoner was 
afraid to speak because he knew they were u.s. marines. incidences of this sort 
went on for several more months. Finally, when his regiment went to Okinawa, he 
complained of a back injury and was evacuated to a hospital ship. there, a Navy 
language officer (a Boulder graduate) overheard his story and at last exposed him 
as a charlatan. He had invented the whole affair, including the phrases and made-
up characters that the marines had so diligently memorized.96

Other Allied governments also needed Japanese-language expertise. in south-
east Asia, British Commonwealth forces urgently needed Japanese linguists. 
Before the war the Royal Army and Navy had trained a small number of language 
officers through the British embassy in tokyo, just as the Americans did. When 
the war broke out many of these officers fell into Japanese hands in tokyo, Hong 
Kong, and singapore. in London, before the war the school of Oriental and Afri-
can studies (sOAs) taught Japanese to small numbers of scholars; but with the 
collapse of the British empire in the Far east, something more had to be done. the 
school began a new class in May 1942 with thirty schoolboys age seventeen and 

95 Before the war, Harold J. Noble published “Recent Administration in Korea,” amerasia (April 
1941): 84–90. see also Ltr to editor, Capt. Harold J. Noble, u.s. Marine Corps Reserve, Life (28 
september 1942): 11; Roger Pineau, “WW ii Japanese Language schools for Marines,” unpubl Ms, 
1990, Roger Pineau Papers, Japanese Language school Project, Archives, university of Colorado at 
Boulder Libraries; and materials Calvin W. Dunbar provided to the author.

96 this story was recounted by William Manchester, who served in the regimental intelligence 
and reconnaissance platoon. William Manchester, “the Man Who Could speak Japanese,” ameri-
can heritage (December 1975): 36–39, 91–95; William Manchester, goodbye, Darkness: a Mem-
oir of the pacific War (New York: Dell, 1980), pp. 163–64.
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eighteen. twenty-eight completed the course in October 1943.97 Other classes fol-
lowed, usually taught by Japanese citizens who had stayed in Britain and by Cana-
dian Nisei. the courses were generally fifteen months long. At first, classes for 
translators and interrogators were taught separately, but by June 1944 they were 
combined when the school started a new general-purpose course for ninety-two 
servicemen. During the war about 277 students completed full-length courses; 
another 371 completed specialized or refresher courses.

At Bletchley Park, the government Communications Headquarters, counter-
part to the u.s. Army’s signal intelligence service, was concerned about the slow 
pace of the sOAs courses and established its own Japanese-language courses at 
Bedford in February 1942. these were directed by two Japanese speakers: a senior 
Royal Army cryptographer, Col. John tiltman, and a retired Royal Navy officer, 
Capt. Oswald tuck.98

Other British Commonwealth nations started their own Japanese-language 
programs. the Australian Army established a school in Melbourne as early as 
1940 and the Royal Australian Air Forces in sydney in 1944. British authorities in 
india conducted Japanese-language training in Karachi.99 As Canada began plan-
ning to enter the war against Japan, the Canadian Army set up its own Japanese-
language school in early 1945 for Canadians of Japanese ancestry.

the Pacific War led to a profusion of Japanese-language programs in the 
united states and elsewhere. the MisLs trained the largest number of military 
linguists, who often worked alongside or under graduates of the other programs. 
throughout the war the school’s Nisei graduates proved indispensable in meeting 
the urgent language requirements.

. . .

By the summer of 1944 the MisLs had outgrown Camp savage. From Novem-
ber 1941 to August 1944, about 1,300 Nisei enlisted men and about 200 Caucasian 
officers graduated. More than 550 others were in training, and another 630 were 
expected for classes to start in August and september. John Aiso directed a faculty 
of twenty-seven civilian and sixty-five enlisted instructors. the reception center 
at nearby Fort snelling had closed, and Colonel Rasmussen decided to move his 
school onto the post. Because War Department planners expected the war with 
Japan to last at least two more years, it made good sense to move the school onto 
a permanent post that offered room for further expansion.

97 sadao Oba, the “Japanese” War, trans. Anne Kaneko (sandgate, u.K.: Japan Library, 
1995).

98 Alan stripp, Codebreaker in the far east (New York: Oxford university Press, 1995), pp. 
3–12, 139–44. tuck had served before the war as the British assistant naval attaché in tokyo.

99 interv, author with Henry Kuwabara, 12 sep 96; Henry Kuwabara, “Japanese-Burmese 
Beauty,” in John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 171. the Karachi intelligence school apparently used sev-
eral Japanese nationals as instructors.
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Despite the MisLs’s size, it remained unknown to most Americans. the call 
for Japanese American volunteers in early 1943 garnered much public interest. 
By 1944, when Nisei soldiers entered combat in italy, most Americans knew that 
Japanese American soldiers were fighting with the u.s. Army. in fact, the War 
Department, Office of War information, and War Relocation Authority collabo-
rated to publicize the exploits of the 442d Regimental Combat team.100 in May 
1943 Assistant secretary McCloy questioned whether this publicity might extend 
to Nisei in the Military intelligence service, but Rasmussen argued against it.101 
“A limited amount concerning the activities could be divulged to the public,” he 
suggested, “but not to any degree by which his present value to the Army would 
be lessened in the intelligence field.”

the value of the language graduates lie[s] in not disclosing their present activity as a part 
of the Army Combat intelligence. . . . if the enemy learns to what degree that training in 
Japanese intelligence is being conducted there is no question that their present means of 
communicating, writing, issuance of orders, and other phases of Japanese combat strategy 
would be changed from the written Japanese . . . to some other form so as not to give any 
indication of their moves. it goes without saying that the value of the captured Japanese 
material lies in the information acquired by translation and in insight into their training 
and strategy.

Rasmussen proposed that “the disciplinary record, War Bond subscription, 
Red Cross participation, high morale, and recreation activities” at Camp savage 
were suitable topics for press coverage but that “no publicity regarding the train-
ing program or the course of study pursued at the Military intelligence service 
Language school be considered as material for publicity.” the War Department 
g–2, Maj. gen. george V. strong, agreed, and McCloy yielded. the Adjutant 
general issued a confidential action notice to all Army commands on 14 August 
1943, directing that “all necessary steps be taken to prevent publicity regarding 
intelligence Personnel of Japanese extraction, the Military intelligence service 
Language schools [sic], the assignment of graduates thereof or the type of work 
carried on by them.” All photographs showing the school and its graduates were 
henceforth classified confidential.102

Henceforth the school and its graduates received little public notice until war’s 
end, although the blackout was far from total. time mentioned in December 1943 

100 Murphy, ambassadors in arms, pp. 196–202; Patricia A. Curtin, “Press Coverage of the 
442nd Regimental Combat team (separate-Nisei): A Case study in Agenda Building,” american 
Journalism review 12, no. 3 (summer 1995): 225–41.

101 Memo, MisLs for general Kroner, sub: Publicity in Regard [to] Activities of American 
soldiers of Japanese Descent in the Army of the united states, 25 May 43 (352), Ofc of the AsW, 
Rg 107, NARA.

102 Memo, McCloy for gen Kroner, 8 Jun 43 (AsW 352), Class Ref sub Files, 1940–1947, Ofc of 
the AsW, Rg 107, NARA; Memo, the Adjutant general’s Office (tAgO), sub: Publicity Regard-
ing intelligence Personnel of Japanese extraction, 14 Aug 43, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, 
NARA. see related correspondence in CWRiC Papers, reel 6, frame 485.
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that “hundreds [of Nisei] serve in Military intelligence in the south Pacific.” in 
the summer of 1944 California journalist Carey McWilliams published an exposé 
of the government’s treatment of Japanese Americans. He mentioned in passing: 
“some [Nisei] have served as intelligence officers in the southwest Pacific with 
distinction and courage. . . . several hundred Nisei are with the British and Ameri-
can forces in india as intelligence officers. . . . [Lt. Col.] Karl gould has described 
the Nisei as playing an ‘indispensable role in the war’ as interpreters.”103 the 
pacific Citizen on occasion mentioned individual soldiers serving in the Pacific, 
as did the Honolulu newspapers. On 12 August 1944, the pacific Citizen revealed 
that six Nisei had won the Bronze star during the battle for saipan but gave no 
specifics.104 these brief notices received little attention. Consequently, during the 
war and for many years after, Americans learned little about the Nisei who used 
their language skills to fight against Japan.

103 “Race: inquisition in Los Angeles,” time (20 December 1943); McWilliams, prejudice, p. 
287. gould was the MisLs director of personnel procurement in 1942–1943. McWilliams also 
briefly mentioned Nisei fighting in the Pacific in a network radio broadcast. pacific Citizen, 5 Aug 
44, p. 5. the Washington post published an editorial in september 1944 to urge the closing of 
the internment camps and complained: “there has been virtually complete silence from the War 
Department concerning the valor of the Nisei in the Far east. We believe their story should be 
told—not merely in Hawaii, whence many of them entered the Army, but here in the continental 
united states, where some Americans still have to learn that devotion to democracy is not an inher-
ited characteristic.” in April 1945 the War Relocation Authority distributed a compilation of news 
stories about the Mis Nisei. War Relocation Authority, Nisei in the War against Japan (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Department of the interior, 1945).

104 “six Nisei soldiers Win Citation on saipan,” pacific Citizen, 12 Aug 44.
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Mis Nisei in the Campaigns of 1943

the year 1943 marked the turning point in the war between the united states 
and Japan. the Allies halted and then reversed Japanese advances in the Aleutian 
islands, the Central Pacific, the solomon islands, and Papua New guinea. scores 
of Nisei linguists served in these campaigns. Other Nisei were in training for 
combat in europe with the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Combat 
team (RCt), partly because of the contributions of the Military intelligence ser-
vice (Mis) Nisei in earlier stages of the war. American commanders in the Pacific 
were requesting hundreds more Nisei linguists. the War Department g–2, Maj. 
gen. george V. strong, visited the Military intelligence service Language school 
(MisLs) in June 1943 to thank the students and staff for their contributions. By 
that time the school had already graduated 552 Nisei enlisted men and thirty-four 
Caucasian officers.

Nisei linguists added important elements to the overall intelligence picture. 
Allied commanders had access to a wide variety of intelligence, such as commu-
nications intelligence, aerial photography, submarine reconnaissance, and reports 
from coast watchers. However, when Allied soldiers and marines clashed with 
Japanese forces in ground combat, intelligence requirements shifted rapidly. tac-
tical information then became critical: commanders wanted to know the enemy’s 
location, strength, and plans. good battlefield intelligence could make the differ-
ence between victory and defeat and between high casualties and easy victory. 
During 1943 the Nisei played an important role, especially at the tactical level.

Page 165 no folio
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the aleutians

in the North Pacific, Japanese soldiers had dug into the tundra of the Aleutian 
islands. since June 1942 soldiers and sailors from Japan and America had faced 
off in that dismal island chain. through the difficult winter of 1942–1943, the 
u.s. Army Alaska Defense Command and u.s. Army Corps of engineers pre-
pared for renewed fighting while the eleventh Air Force and u.s. Navy patrolled 
the sea and sky.

the Military intelligence Division (MiD) rushed five Nisei graduates of the 
first language class to Alaska in May 1942. in December 1942 another five arrived 
with a Caucasian language officer. With other theaters clamoring for the Nisei, MiD 
could spare no more. By early 1943 the Army had sent altogether nearly 100,000 
soldiers to the region, of whom barely ten could understand the Japanese language. 
gaining intelligence about the Japanese forces was especially difficult in the Aleu-
tians. Commanders relied mostly on radio intelligence and photoreconnaissance. 
During the first half of 1943, radio intercepts from the area were decrypted and 
translated in Hawaii or Washington, where Nisei were not employed. Photorecon-
naissance was unreliable because of poor weather conditions. the Nisei had no 
prisoners of war to interrogate or captured documents to translate. some Nisei did 
translate letters that a Japanese immigrant family in seward, Alaska, had received 
from relatives in Japan before the war.1

For the American counterstroke in the Aleutians, the Army’s main strike force 
was the 7th infantry Division. the division’s language team of ten Nisei and two 
Caucasian officers traveled by rail from Minnesota to seattle, then onward by ship 
to Anchorage. upon arrival the team learned that the 7th Division was still com-
pleting its training in California. so the team retraced its steps to seattle and from 
there went south to Fort Ord, where it finally found the division. the 7th infantry 
Division departed san Francisco in April 1943 with its assigned Nisei language 
team.2 Over 10,000 u.s. soldiers sailed to Attu, where 3,000 Japanese soldiers 
waited. Like the other American soldiers, the Nisei prepared themselves for their 
introduction to battle. (Map 5) unlike the others, the Nisei feared that their fel-
low soldiers would mistake them for the enemy. Most Nisei had bodyguards. t5g. 
satsuki Fred tanakatsubo took a direct approach, telling his Caucasian comrades, 
“take a good look, and remember me, because i’m going in with you!” 3

1 Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory 
(Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), p. 87.

2 Nobuo Furuiye, Pete Nakao, and Don C. Oka, in the saga of the Mis, videotaped presenta-
tion, Los Angeles, 11 Mar 89; Don C. Oka, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of North-
ern California (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios); Nobuo Furuiye, 
“Rocky Mountain Mis Veterans Club Autobiographies,” pp. 12–15, unpubl Ms, ed. Kent t. Yor-
itomo, [1989], author’s files (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as Rocky Mountain Bios). 
the 7th infantry Division removed hundreds of Nisei from its ranks in March 1942 and sent them 
to inland posts.

3 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 146–47 (emphasis in original). Weckerling reported that 
some Nisei were assigned to accompany the Attu landing force but noted cryptically that they 
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shortly before the landing on fog-bound Attu, several Navy language officers, 
recent graduates of the Navy school in Boulder, Colorado, were assigned as team 
leaders for the Nisei. the Nisei were unhappy to serve under them, judging the 
officers’ language proficiency inferior to that of most Nisei, especially the Kibei. 
Moreover, the officers had commissions; the Nisei did not and were quick to see 
this as evidence of racial prejudice. in March 1943 two Navy language officers, 
Donald Keene and Otis Cary, were assigned to the 7th infantry Division. the 
Nisei resented them, Keene recalled, because they “had been informed that the 
Navy interpreters and translators were all incompetent.” Keene and Cary “felt 
obliged to prove that this was not true” and earned the trust of their Nisei team 
members. Not all Navy language officers were as successful. When one Navy 
language officer on Attu ordered a Nisei enlisted man to dig a foxhole for him, 
the Nisei refused. the officer threatened a court-martial, but the Nisei merely told 
him, “Dig your own foxhole!”4

“were not allowed to accompany the convoy because it was feared that reception [of the Nisei?] 
aboard ship might disclose location of the force.” Col. John Weckerling, “Report of Attu Operation 
between 2 May and 15 May, 1943,” 11 Jun 43, para. 12, Records of Fourth u.s. Army and West-
ern Defense Command, Record group (Rg) 338, National Archives and Records Administration 
(NARA). 

4 Donald Keene, on familiar terms: a Journey across Cultures (New York: Kodansha, 1994), 
pp. 27; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 146.

interrogation, aleutians, by edward r. Laning, 1943
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the 11 May landing was fol-
lowed by nineteen days’ fighting in the 
damp and bitter cold against stubborn 
Japanese resistance. During the same 
period 275,000 german and italian sol-
diers surrendered in North Africa; in 
contrast, only twenty-eight Japanese 
soldiers surrendered on Attu. About 
sixteen Mis linguists served on the 
island during the fighting, interrogat-
ing prisoners and translating captured 
documents. their work was stressful 
and exhausting. some entered caves to 
persuade enemy soldiers to surrender. 
Others prepared psychological warfare 
leaflets, which the team leader dropped 
from a small airplane. some remained 
aboard ship to monitor Japanese radio 
transmissions.5

the Nisei and their language offi-
cers showed great bravery. Lt. gor-
don s. Jorgensen, s.sgt. Yasuo sam 
umetani, and s.sgt. george t. Haya-
shida crawled into caves looking for 
Japanese survivors. “All i had was a flashlight and a .45,” Hayashida recalled, 
“so when about ten [Japanese] agreed to surrender after prolonged discussions, i 
breathed a lot easier.” the experience of combat could be nightmarish. One eve-
ning s.sgt. shigeo ito and a language officer sought shelter under some large 
rocks only to find the bodies of three Japanese soldiers, which they pushed aside 
before lying down to sleep. through the night ito worried that the dead Japanese 
would come alive and kill them. “it was a long night with fear,” he recalled, “and 
never thought i [would] come out alive.” the next day he conducted his first inter-
rogation on a Japanese soldier whose buttocks had been shot away; the wound was 
crawling with maggots. “i though about the Camp savage training and i put all my 
effort and technology [sic], but didn’t work,” ito recalled. “i couldn’t get any infor-
mation from him. i failed badly.” umetani translated the diary of a Japanese Army 

5 “Japanese-American [sgt. Nakao] Fought Nips on Attu,” Denver post, 13 Oct 43; “Command-
ing general Reveals Japanese Americans took Part in Capture of Kwajalein Atoll,” pacific Citizen, 
4 Mar 44; “Notes on the Japanese—From their Documents,” in Military intelligence Division, 
intelligence Bulletin 2, no. 2 (October 1943): 52–60; sylvia K. Kobayashi, “i Remember What i 
Want to Forget,” in alaska at War, 1941–1945: the forgotten War remembered, ed. Fern Chan-
donnet (Anchorage: Alaska at War Committee, 1995), pp. 285–88; Otis Hays, Jr., alaska’s hidden 
Wars: secret Campaigns on the North pacific rim (Fairbanks: university of Alaska Press, 2004).

Nisei soldier (left) questioning 
Japanese prisoners, attu, May 1943
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doctor who described killing his patients who were too weak to kill themselves. 
the Nisei “wept bitterly” as he translated the tragic document.6

On the night of 29 May the remaining Japanese soldiers, many armed only 
with bayonets or hand grenades, threw themselves on American lines in a suicidal 
rush. they poured through the American positions and penetrated into the rear 
areas, where they rushed through a field hospital, killing many of the wounded 
Americans in their beds. t4g. Kunihiro Pete Nakao avoided certain death by roll-
ing under his bed just in time. When the surviving Japanese attackers were finally 
surrounded, they committed collective suicide with hand grenades. that marked 
the end of the battle. Americans were left stunned at the ferocity of the Japanese 
attack and the Japanese willingness to fight to the death.7 in less than three weeks 
of fighting, over 500 American soldiers had died; 3,000 more were out of action 
from wounds, trench foot, or illness.

the Army and Navy began preparations at once for the next assault on the 
island of Kiska. this time the Allies would employ twice as many troops, includ-
ing 5,500 Canadian soldiers. the u.s. and Royal Canadian Armies had formed the 
1st special service Force the previous summer: Kiska would be its first test. the 
War Department sent two more teams of twenty Nisei with two officers, giving 
local commanders about forty Nisei to support the assault. One Colorado Nisei, 
Nobuo Furuiye, the first Mis Nisei to be attached to the Canadian Army, served 
with the Canadian grenadiers.8 

As the assault date approached, the Nisei prepared for action; some were 
assigned to monitor Japanese radio transmissions at Kiska.9 the first assault waves 
landed on 15 August to find the island empty.10 Allied intelligence had failed to 
detect the Japanese withdrawal from the island two weeks earlier. However, the 
Nisei did not come away empty-handed. the Japanese had abandoned large stocks 
of equipment and supplies on the island; the Nisei were happy to seize Japanese 
rations, including large sacks of rice, cans of bamboo shoots, and kegs of soy 
sauce, all in short supply through u.s. Army commissary channels.11

6 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 145–47; Joseph D. Harrington, “Yankee samurai,” ex-CBi 
roundup (February 1979): 13; shigeo ito, MisNorCal Bio; Brian garfield, the thousand Mile 
War: World War ii in alaska and the aleutians (garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1969), p. 252.

7 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 147; the pacific War and peace: americans of Japanese 
ancestry in Military intelligence service, 1941 to 1952 (san Francisco: Military intelligence ser-
vice Association of Northern California/National Japanese American Historical society, 1991),  
p. 28; Keene, on familiar terms, pp. 28–29.

8 Furuiye, Rocky Mountain Bio, pp. 12–15; Yoshio Morita, “the Kiska Campaign,” in secret 
Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951, ed. ted t. 
tsukiyama et al. (Honolulu: Military intelligence service Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 63.

9 Nobuo Furuiye monitored Japanese radio transmissions near Kiska shortly before the inva-
sion. Furuiye, Rocky Mountain Bio, p. 12. However, Roy Y. Ashizawa claims that the Army did 
not begin intercepting Japanese communications in the Aleutians until after the Attu and Kiska 
landings. Roy Y. Ashizawa, MisNorCal Bio, pp. 7–8.

10 galen R. Perras, stepping stones to Nowhere: the aleutian islands, alaska, and american 
Military strategy, 1867–1945 (toronto: uBC Press, 2003), pp. 151–57.

11 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 157–58.
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the Mis Nisei in the Aleutian islands Campaign made a good impression 
on their fellow soldiers. in the serious business of close combat, they had proved 
their worth. “in the beginning the Caucasian boys were somewhat reserved,” one 
newspaper reported, “but a couple of good ‘bull’ sessions broke the ice completely, 
and they have become warm buddies ever since.” One veteran of the Aleutians 
wrote a California newspaper to protest the continuing prejudice against Japanese 
Americans at home:

We have gone into battle with loyal Americans of Japanese ancestry and they have acquit-
ted themselves with honor and glory. imagine the risk such a man takes when he vol-
unteers and joins the army. Not only must he be careful of enemy fire, but he must take 
caution that he is not mistaken by his own troops as an enemy. We soldiers glory in the 
fact that these Japanese boys are with us giving their full measure of devotion, while their 
brothers and sisters, in some cases, are in relocation camps.12

12 “Nisei Veterans from Aleutians Visit Center,” pacific Citizen, 20 Nov 43, p. 3; Capt. Ralph 
t. Lui, Ltr to the editor, sacramento Bee, 14 Jan 44, reprinted in War Relocation Authority, What 
We’re fighting for (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Department of the interior, 1944), pp. 10–11.

Umetani (left) and Cpl. george sadaji tsukichi, Kiska, august 1943 
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After the Kiska landings, the Nisei interrogated the remaining prisoners from 
Attu and translated captured documents. As the months dragged on, they made an 
uneasy truce with the Navy language officers. Conversely, the weather remained 
a constant hazard. in the winter of 1943–1944 on Kiska, an avalanche smashed 
into the Quonset hut in which t4g. Hiromu Bill Wada was living. two of the ten 
soldiers sleeping inside were killed, but Wada crawled out unharmed.13

the Joint Chiefs of staff shelved plans for further offensive action in the 
North Pacific, and the War Department dissolved the Alaska theater. Most Nisei 
in Alaska were reassigned between October 1943 and January 1944, with several 
becoming instructors at Camp savage. in 1944 the school deployed eleven Alaska 
veterans to the south Pacific and five to Hawaii, environments very different from 
Alaska. By March 1944 only about ten Nisei remained in Alaska and by late 1944 
only two, both of whom remained until the end of the war.14 Despite the absence 
of a single consolidated intelligence center and despite the friction with the Navy’s 
Boulder graduates, the Nisei showed their worth in developing intelligence from 
prisoners, captured documents, and tactical radio intercepts. the lessons learned 
in the Aleutians would be repeated many times over in other parts of the Pacific.

south pacific area

Other Mis Nisei were serving under Admiral William F. Halsey in the south 
Pacific. When the battle for guadalcanal ended, u.s. Army Forces in the south 
Pacific Area (usAFisPA) had over thirty Mis Nisei, most of them concentrated 
in Noumea on New Caledonia. they had gained valuable combat experience in 
January and February 1943, interrogating Japanese prisoners and translating piles 
of captured documents. the new year would give many more the chance to experi-
ence combat, first on New georgia, then on Vella Lavella and Bougainville.(Map 
6) Col. Frederick P. Munson, the army attaché in tokyo who was repatriated in 
1942, was the officer in charge of the Combat intelligence Center in Noumea.15 
Noumea was also headquarters for the thirteenth Air Force, which established 
an air combat intelligence center that combined technical intelligence, interroga-
tion, and interpretation.16 in early 1943 the Army Air Forces asked for Japanese 
linguists. in January 1943 MisLs sent 10 Nisei to the thirteenth Air Force, 10 
to the Fifth Air Force in the southwest Pacific, and 10 four months later to the 
tenth AirForce in india. s.sgt. shunji Hamano, twenty-nine, led the thirteenth 

13 Bill Wada, MisNorCal Bio, p. 4; MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service 
Language school, 1946), pp. 106–07; Richard s. Oguro, ed., sempai gumi (Honolulu: Mis Veter-
ans of Hawaii, ca. 1981), pp. xx–xxvii; pacific War and peace, pp. 27–29.

14 Bill Wada, “My two Year experiences,” unpubl Ms, n.d., author’s files.
15 interv, D. Clayton James with Frederick P. Munson, 3 Jul 71, Rg 49, MacArthur Memorial, 

Library and Archives, Norfolk, Va.
16 John F. Kreis ed., piercing the fog: intelligence and army air forces operations in World 

War ii (Washington, D.C.: Air Force History and Museums Program, 1996), p. 256.
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Air Force team. He was born in Los Angeles but had spent eight years attending 
school in Japan.17

the Nisei still did not have the acceptance of some of their fellow Ameri-
cans, who regarded them with suspicion. One Nisei remembered bitterly how he 
required a marine escort for each trip to the latrine. But susumu toyoda remem-
bered how the Nisei from the Combat intelligence Center often swam at the same 
beach as Admiral Halsey. “the admiral would always stop and say, how’s the 
weather, boys,” toyoda recalled. “We’d say wonderful, Admiral, come and join us. 
He was such a friendly person.” Halsey was often accompanied to the beach by his 
aide, Harold stassen, now a Navy Reserve lieutenant and the former governor of 
Minnesota who in 1942 had offered the language school a new home.18 

the Nisei could not avoid suspicions even in a combat theater. in early 1943 
Colonel Munson questioned sgt. tetsuo Hayashida about a remark Hayashida had 
made while attending MisLs: “Did you make the statement while you were taking 
a shower back at Camp savage in Minnesota that if you had the choice of bearing 
arms or not bearing arms against the Japanese, that you would prefer not to?” the 
astonished Nisei told Munson that although he respected and admired Japanese 
culture, if called upon he would certainly be willing to bear arms against them. 
Munson decided not to pursue the matter further.19

this constant scrutiny, combined with the geographical distance from home, 
made the Nisei feel very isolated. Furthermore, most of their families were in 
relocation camps, which made communication with them slow and difficult. 
When sgt. Joe J. Yoshiwara returned to Noumea from guadalcanal in February 
1943, a colonel informed him that his mother had died three months earlier in the 
Amache relocation camp. His commander offered to let him return, but Yoshiwara 
declined.20 the strain overwhelmed one Nisei when discouraging letters arrived 
from his family in the relocation camp at tule Lake, California. According to one 
report, the unidentified Nisei “requested relief from duty, based on his own belief 
that he could not support the war effort. . . . He was relieved and was returned to 
the united states.” 21 Most endured as best they could.

in June 1943 Halsey struck the Japanese at New georgia with the 43d infan-
try Division, supported by ten Nisei under Capt. eugene A. Wright. in the thick 
jungle, the Japanese fought savagely from well-hidden positions. During the night 
of 17–18, July a Japanese counterattack overran the division command post where 

17 Hamano recalled that his team was first assigned to Army Air Forces headquarters in Hawaii, 
but upon arrival they were redirected to the south Pacific. shunji Hamano, Rocky Mountain Bio, 
pp. 16–19.

18 Ltr, Roy t. uyehata, 21 October 1990, author’s files; interv, author with susumu toyoda, 12 
sep 96.

19 tetsuo Hayashida, MisNorCal Bio; MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence 
service Language school,” ann. 4, intelligence section, p. 2, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. Army Center 
of Military History (CMH).

20 Ltr, Joe J. Yoshiwara to Roy uyehata, 18 February 1993.
21 “History and Description of the Military intelligence service Language school,” [May 1944], 

p. 32, gen Rcds, 1943–1945, Military intelligence [service] Language school, Rg 319, NARA.
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the language team was located. sgt. shigeo Yasutake from gardena, California, 
survived only by crouching low in his foxhole, where the land crabs kept him 
company. At that moment, he recalled, he was “thankful for those mean Regular 
sergeants of the 7th Division,” where he had received his basic training before the 
war, “who made me dig a foxhole deep!” 22 

After two weeks the division was nearly combat ineffective, so Halsey sent in 
elements of the 37th and 25th infantry Divisions. With the new units came another 
Nisei team led by two Caucasian lieutenants and s.sgt. Kazuo Komoto, who 
remembered it as the “toughest fighting in the world.” After a week with no sleep 
he “climbed out of his foxhole behind the front lines to rest.” As he was standing 
in the open with several other Americans, a Japanese sniper opened fire with a 
machine gun, shattering his knee. He was evacuated to a hospital ship, where his 
commanding general presented him with the Purple Heart, the first awarded to an 
Mis Nisei. While recovering from his wound he visited his parents interned in 
the gila River camp in Arizona.23 in the closing days of the battle Capt. John A. 
Burden accompanied a patrol to intercept the withdrawing enemy. the Americans 
could not halt the Japanese evacuation; but when they swept into the abandoned 
Japanese headquarters, Burden found a large number of valuable documents the 
Japanese had abandoned in their haste.24

the bitter fighting gave rise to many myths about the fighting capacity of the 
Japanese soldiers, often enlarging upon the stories from guadalcanal. the Ameri-
can soldiers found it easy to exaggerate their enemy. the language teams tried to 
dispel beliefs that, for instance, many Japanese soldiers could speak english and 
they had mysterious powers to infiltrate and attack at night. After the battle, Cap-
tain Wright and another language officer, Lt. Michael Mitchell, a prewar newspa-
perman in Osaka, Japan, wrote an article entitled “the Jap is Not Mysterious!” 
that was published in the infantry Journal.25 

the Allies found themselves guarding increasing numbers of Japanese prison-
ers of war (POWs). the united states transferred more than 850 POWs from the 
solomon islands to New Zealand in 1942–1943. the prisoners went to a camp at 
Featherston, about forty miles northeast of Wellington. On 25 February 1943, about 

22 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 159–60.
23 ibid., pp. 150, 160, 300; “Japanese tells of Pacific War at Rivers [gila River] Camp,” Bal-

timore sun, 20 Nov 43, reprinted in War Relocation Authority, Nisei in the War against Japan 
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the interior, April 1945), p. 12; photo, pacific Citizen, 8 Jan 44; 
John Weckerling, “Japanese Americans Play Vital Role in united states intelligence service in 
World War ii” (1946), first printed in hokubei Mainichi, 27 Oct–5 Nov 71, reprinted as a pamphlet. 
Komoto recovered from his wounds and served with the 11th Airborne Division in the Philippines. 
Harrington places him later in Burma with the marS task Force. Harrington, yankee samurai,  
p. 231.

24 John Burden autobiography, pp. 16–17, unpubl Ms, 1992, copy in author’s files.
25 Capt. eugene A. Wright and Lt. Michael Mitchell, “the Jap is Not Mysterious!” infantry 

Journal (December 1943): 12–15; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 87. the New york times, 29 
Aug 43, mentioned Wright’s work as a language officer; the Army service Forces published his 
photograph in the weekly news map for 9 August 1943.
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250 Japanese prisoners at Featherston rioted and attacked their guards. the New 
Zealanders responded with fire, killing forty-eight Japanese POWs and wounding 
another seventy-four. One guard died, and another six were injured.26

the American soldiers were eager for souvenirs and had to be persuaded of 
the value of submitting captured documents and equipment to the intelligence sec-
tion. After the fighting had ended, some Nisei exploited this desire for souvenirs 
and fabricated Japanese flags to sell to the gullible soldiers.27

the next move in the solomons was Vella Lavella, where the 25th infantry 
Division landed in August. Burden led ten Nisei including his right-hand man 
from guadalcanal, tateshi Miyasaki. By now they knew the routine: translating 
captured documents, interrogating the few prisoners captured alive, and trying to 
piece together the enemy’s intentions. After several weeks the 3d New Zealand 
Division took over and continued to mop up the remaining Japanese defenders. 
Burden took several Nisei to the unit for language support. One day while in camp 
with the New Zealanders, Miyasaki was bending over a cooking fire stripped to 
the waist. Hearing a noise, he straightened up to see two or three New Zealand 
soldiers pointing their rifles at him. “i’m an American, don’t shoot!” he yelled. At 
just that moment Burden returned. “He’s okay,” he said, “He’s with me.” 28

By the end of 1943 about eighty Nisei were serving in the south Pacific. since 
the first had arrived in May 1942 they had made many important contributions 
in combat operations and would prove their value again on Bougainville. By late 
1943 many Nisei and their leaders had been overseas in the south Pacific for a 
year or more. Captain Burden returned to the language school in Minnesota for 
a number of weeks. several Nisei were given the chance to earn commissions. 
in August 1943 sgt. Richard Kaoru Hayashi interrogated a Japanese sailor who 
disclosed that he had been on the submarine i–17 that had shelled oil storage tanks 
near santa Barbara, California, in February 1942. the Office of Naval intelligence 
expressed great interest in this special prisoner, so Hayashi escorted him to the 
united states. instead of returning to the south Pacific, Hayashi was sent to Fort 
Benning, georgia, for officer candidate school. in March 1944 he was commis-
sioned and sent to the 442d RCt in italy, thus becoming the first Nisei to fight 
in both the Pacific and europe. t3g. takeo Kubo also went to Fort Benning for 
officer candidate school in the summer of 1943 but was unable to complete the 
course due to recurring malaria attacks. He was reassigned to the 442d RCt at 

26 Colin Funch, Linguists in Uniform: the Japanese experience (Australia: Monash university, 
2003), pp. 181–83; ulrich straus, the anguish of surrender: Japanese poWs of World War ii 
(seattle: university of Washington Press, 2003).

27 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 161. sample combat intelligence documents from the south 
Pacific can be found in the Judge eugene A. Wright Papers, National Japanese American Histori-
cal society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif., and the John A. Burden Papers, Hoover institution 
Archives, stanford university, Calif.

28 tateshi Miyasaki, in David W. swift, Jr., ed. “First Class,” unpubl Ms, 2000, copy in author’s 
files; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 189–90; Burden autobiography, p. 16–A.
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Camp shelby, Mississippi, and later the language school at Fort snelling.29 ser-
geant Yasutake, who had survived the attack on his division command post, was 
offered a battlefield commission or stateside officer candidate school. He chose 
officer candidate school, thinking “it would get me out of the muck and the dirt for 
at least a year, anyhow.” 30

Navajo Code talkers

At the same time the Nisei served in the south Pacific, the u.s. Marine Corps 
employed another ethnic minority, Navajo indians, whose story has many paral-
lels. two months after the Pearl Harbor attack, Philip Johnston approached Marine 

29 Richard K. Hayashi, MisNorCal Bio; Richard Hayashi Collection, NJAHs; Masayo umezawa 
Duus, Unlikely Liberators: the Men of the 100th and 442nd (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 
1987), pp. 191; takeo Kubo, in swift, “First Class.”

30 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 159; “Nisei soldier Commended for Pacific Action,” pacific 
Citizen, 28 Oct 44, p. 1.

Burden and two Nisei with the 25th infantry Division question a Japanese 
prisoner, Vella Lavella, september 1943.
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officials in san Diego with a suggestion. Johnston was a Caucasian who, having 
been raised on a Navajo reservation, spoke the difficult language and was devoted 
to their language and culture. He proposed that the Marine Corps recruit and train 
young Navajo men to serve as radio operators. they could communicate with 
each other in their native tongue, which few non-Navajos had mastered. During 
the war, 45,000 American indians served in all branches of the military. For many 
the war presented an opportunity to show their patriotism and prove their warrior 
spirit; four received the Medal of Honor.31

the Marine Corps recruited twenty-nine Navajo volunteers from the reser-
vation in April 1942. the men took basic training and then learned a modified 
version of their language that used over 400 common Navajo words to represent 
military terms and letters of the alphabet. that autumn twenty-seven graduates 
joined the 1st Marine Division on guadalcanal; two others remained behind as 
instructors for subsequent classes. 

the Code talkers sent and received messages over unencrypted voice radio 
nets, using this natural “code” to prevent the Japanese from eavesdropping. the 
Code talkers were trained both as marines and in this special language. Like the 
Nisei, they had to speak passable english as well as their own language; moreover, 
the Marine Corps insisted on at least a tenth-grade education. their service was 
kept secret from their families. to most Caucasian Americans, the Navajo, like the 
Nisei, “looked like the enemy” and risked being mistaken for Japanese and killed 
by their fellow Americans. Like the Nisei, they often had Caucasian bodyguards 
and were warned not to let themselves be captured. 

At the beginning of the war one Navajo soldier (not a Code talker) was cap-
tured on Bataan, where he was a member of the 200th Coast Artillery from the 
New Mexico National guard. After the war he described how he had convinced 
his Japanese captors only with great difficulty that he was not an American Nisei. 
they eventually brought him to Japan and made him listen to intercepted Code 
talker radio transmissions. He told his disappointed captors that he understood a 
few of the words but not their meanings.32 

On guadalcanal, the Code talkers proved highly successful, so the Marine 
Corps expanded the program. By August 1943, 191 Navajo were serving as Code 
talkers. in contrast, the Army apparently did not use American indians in this 
way in the Pacific, nor did it borrow any from the Marine Corps. the Army did 

31 Margaret t. Bixler, Winds of freedom: the story of the Navajo Code talkers of World War ii 
(Darien, Conn.: two Bytes Publishing, 1992); goode Davis, Jr., “Proud tradition of the Marines’ 
Navajo Code talkers,” Marine Corps League (spring 1990): 16–26; Lynn escue, “Coded Contri-
butions: Navajo talkers and the Pacific War,” history today (July 1991); Adam Jevec, “semper 
Fidelis, Code talkers,” prologue 33, no. 4 (Winter 2001); Bruce Watson, “Navajo Code talkers: A 
Few good Men,” smithsonian (August 1993): 34–43. the public first became aware of the Code 
talkers in the 1970s, about the same time as the Mis Nisei became more widely recognized.

32 Davis, “Proud tradition,” p. 25; escue, “Coded Contributions,” p. 18; Watson, “Navajo Code 
talkers,” p. 39.
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later use smaller numbers of Choctaw and Comanche soldiers in a similar way in 
the european theater.

Marine units began to include the Navajo radiomen in every operation, and the 
Navajo often worked at the battalion and regiment levels. their usefulness came at 
a price. two Code talkers died on New Britain and three on Bougainville. eventu-
ally more than 400 Navajo served as Code talkers. ten were killed in action. Like 
the Nisei, many of the Navajo families were confined to government-controlled 
reservations. the Code talkers nevertheless used their language skills, which had 
set them apart from the white mainstream in civilian life, to help defeat the Japa-
nese in battle.

southwest pacific area

in the southwest Pacific Area, the Allied translator and interpreter section 
(Atis) grew during 1943 from 5 officers and 22 Nisei enlisted men to 12 officers 
and 149 Nisei. Of all MisLs graduates sent overseas during 1943, the southwest 
Pacific received the lion’s share, about 40 percent.33 the handful of Nisei who 
fought at Buna-gona passed on their combat-tested techniques for translation 
and interrogation to each fresh group of Nisei. Australian “Diggers” and Ameri-
can gis began to push imperial Japanese forces back up the 1,500-mile New 
guinea coast, fighting tough campaigns in the mountains, swamps, and jungles. 
Fifth Air Force fought to dominate the air, while intelligence officers worked 
night and day to achieve dominance over their dangerous foe. teams of Nisei 
linguists accompanied each American and Australian division into battle, while 
others stayed in the rear to process the expanding torrent of captured documents 
and prisoners of war.

in Australia, Col. sidney F. Mashbir had built Atis at the indooroopilly Race-
track on the outskirts of Brisbane, a provincial town on Australia’s northeast coast. 
Mashbir was an ardent believer in the Nisei. He lamented the “war hysteria” that 
was affecting all Japanese Americans and told them he regarded their plight to be 
“as difficult as that of the Jews in germany.” He reminded them that “almost with-
out exception, you are volunteers, [and] that you are doing a brave, courageous, 
and patriotic thing in volunteering for this service.” 34 the Nisei repaid his trust 
with devoted service.

the senior Nisei under Mashbir, M.sgt. gary tsuneo Kadani, had arrived 
in June 1942 with the original group. in February 1943 M.sgt. george Kanegai 
brought nine more Nisei from Camp savage to serve as support staff for the base 
camp. these Nisei were not MisLs graduates but had been sent overseas to serve 
as clerks, cooks, and supply personnel. Kadani had already developed a good 

33 general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the allied translator and inter-
preter section, ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series, vol. 5 (tokyo: Far east Command, 1948), pp. 3–4, 
59 (hereafter cited as Atis History), pp. 7–8; MisLs, Disposition of graduates, training grp, Ofc 
of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

34 sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953), p. 243.
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working relationship with Mashbir since september 1942, so he continued as the 
operations sergeant. Kanegai became first sergeant in charge of support functions 
such as mess and supply.35

to house the anticipated new personnel, in January 1943 Atis established 
Camp Chelmer across the Brisbane River. the first ten pyramid tents were erected 
to hold 120 enlisted men.36 On 4 March a new group of twenty-six Nisei linguists 
arrived from the school. the team leader, t.sgt. torao george ichikawa, had been 
stationed at Fort Ord, California, when the war broke out. Also accompanying the 
group were two Caucasian lieutenants, Faubion Bowers and Paul Aurell, both hav-
ing learned Japanese in Japan.37 the new group was quickly indoctrinated into the 
Atis way of doing business, a pattern repeated many times over in the months to 
come as MisLs sent evermore graduates to Atis. 

Nisei linguists learned and taught valuable lessons through their experiences 
in the southwest Pacific Area. they learned firsthand that kindness and respect 
shown to Japanese prisoners yielded the best results during interrogations. Nisei 
learned to persuade American soldiers of the value of taking prisoners alive and 
turning over captured documents to intelligence personnel. they also learned that 
American and Australian commanders did not automatically accept them. “in 
the beginning, the Australians, like our own Navy, were loath to accept them at 
all,” Mashbir recalled, “so i simply had to get tough about it and told the Aussies 
it was Nisei or nothing. there just weren’t enough Caucasians capable of doing 
intelligence work with the Australian division to go around.” 38 Once the Nisei 
demonstrated what they could do—when an interrogation disclosed an impend-
ing attack or a translated map revealed enemy artillery positions—commanders 
quickly realized the Nisei were their most valuable source of reliable intelligence 
on the front lines.

Atis became a more American organization as it grew, though a few Austra-
lian and other Commonwealth personnel remained, such as Maj. John V. shelton 
of the Australian imperial Forces. the Australian government also detailed many 
women to accomplish nonlinguist duties in Atis. they served with the Women’s 
Australian Air Force, Australian Women’s Army service, and the Women’s Royal 
Australian Naval service. However, the core group of translators and interpreters 
remained the American Nisei enlisted men.

the Nisei came to enjoy life in Australia, certainly as compared to conditions 
closer to the front lines, and settled down to become part of the local commu-
nity. they worked hard during the day, especially during active campaigns when 
boxes and crates of captured documents would pour in. Off-duty Nisei enjoyed 

35 interv, author with Yoshio george Kanegai, 13 sep 96.
36 Atis History; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 177–88; David W. swift, sr., Ninety Li 

a Day, ed. David W. swift, Jr., social Life Monographs, vol. 69 (taipei: Chinese Association for 
Folklore, 1975), pp. 276–91.

37 stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., Mis in the War against Japan (Washington, 
D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 1995), pp. 11–13, 94–95.

38 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 247.
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wartime Brisbane, which quickly became a soldiers’ town. Local Australians 
treated the American Nisei with little prejudice: they saw the Nisei as “Yanks,” 
not as Japanese. the Nisei spent their paychecks in local pubs and on weekend 
trips into town. A favorite spot was the Chinese restaurant incongruously named 
the Roma Cafe.39

At Camp Chelmer, the card games became legendary. One night in the spring 
of 1943, t.sgt. george H. goda lost a poker hand. One of his teammates, t.sgt. 
tarno H. Fudenna, commented that goda had made a stupid move. goda lost his 
temper, and Fudenna soon regretted his rash remark. the next morning Atis 
received an urgent request for a single linguist to work at a remote airstrip in New 
guinea. Fudenna found himself on the next plane out and would not see Brisbane 
again for six months.40

As more documents from the battlefront in New guinea flowed into Atis, it 
became apparent that Mashbir did not have enough translators to prepare a com-
plete translation of every document. in July 1943 he established a scanning sub-
section with three officers and six enlisted men, some of his best translators, to 
scan the piles of documents and extract the most important information. espe-
cially valuable were those who could read sōsho, the abbreviated grass writing that 
few but Kibei could decipher.41

During 1943 Mashbir became concerned that later Nisei graduates of the 
language school were not as proficient. “i was distressed to find that only a few 
were actually expert, and that as many as twenty-five percent out of every ship-
ment were utterly unusable.” He complained of “a steady diminution in the quality 
of the source of material, inasmuch as an ever decreasing percentage of effec-
tive linguists is reaching this theater.” When sixty Nisei arrived in June 1943 for 
sixth Army, Mashbir established a training section under Maj. David swift, who 
directed a course “in forward interrogation and in the methods of using captured 
documents to aid prisoner examination.”42

some Nisei, especially Kibei like t4g. Harry K. Fukuhara, arrived with excel-
lent language skills. Fukuhara had been born in seattle in 1920. When his father 
died in 1933, his mother took her children back to her home in Hiroshima, where 
he attended a commercial high school. Fukuhara returned alone to the united 
states in 1938 to attend college. His mother remained in Hiroshima, as did three 
of his brothers who all later served in the imperial Japanese Army.43

39 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 94–95, 199–200; edward J. Drea, “‘great Patience is 
Needed’: America encounters Australia, 1942,” War & society (May 1993): 21–51.

40 tarno H. Fudenna, MisNorCal Bio. For the Atis card games, see interv, author with Kanegai, 
13 sep 96; gene Masaji uratsu, MisNorCal Bio.

41 Atis History, p. 12; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 259–60.
42 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 224–25; Memo, Atis, sub: Analysis of Linguistic 

Requirements, 27 Jun 44, author’s files; Atis History, pp. 21–22.
43 intervs, eric saul and Loni Ding with Harry K. Fukuhara, 7 Jan 86, NJAHs, and John P. 

Finnegan with Harry K. Fukuhara, 5 Jun 90, u.s. Army intelligence and security Command, Fort 
Belvoir, Va.; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 97–98.
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During 1943 arriving Nisei sometimes were assigned directly to individual 
divisions, corps, or sixth Army headquarters. Mashbir fought to gain operational 
control over these teams. “the attached personnel were subject to withdrawal by 
their parent organizations without notice, a situation which caused considerable 
disruption in the development and organization of Atis.”44 As 1943 went on, 
Mashbir gained control of the incoming teams so he could assign the Nisei as he 
saw fit. in this way he established a system for providing effective language sup-
port at all levels of each operation. the key to success, in his view, was “the pool-
ing, to the extent permissible by circumstances, of all linguistic resources.”45

Mashbir came to appreciate the Nisei and to understand their commitment 
and concerns. He soon learned of their unhappiness over the lack of promotions. 
some even complained that commissions promised upon graduation from lan-
guage training had never materialized. Atis had no table of organization, thus the 
War Department would not allow Mashbir to promote or commission his soldiers. 
“At the end of two years and the conclusion of ten tough operations, not a single 
man had been promoted even one grade, solely because there were no legal vacan-
cies.” However, in August 1943 he found a way to promote three Nisei to warrant 
officer, telling them, “We couldn’t get you 2d lieutenant bars but we’ll get you war-
rant officers first and then we’ll see what we can do after you get your warrant.” 
gary t. Kadani and steve s. Yamamoto had come to Australia with the first group 
of Nisei; sunao P. ishio had come a few months later and served at Buna-gona. 
Mashbir soon obtained quotas for the Nisei to attend the Army’s officer candidate 
school at Camp Columbia outside Brisbane. the first Nisei graduates of this pro-
gram received commissions in early 1944.46

Atis began producing important intelligence reports and established in July 
1943 a separate Production section for editorial and printing work. During the 
year Atis produced over 2,000 interrogation reports and translations of about 
seventy enemy publications, such as a Japanese manual on landing operations, 
the 1940 national census of Japan, and a Japanese analysis of American combat 
operations on guadalcanal.47 Atis also published information bulletins, later des-
ignated research reports, on a wide variety of topics. these included such things as 
a profile of the Asahi steel Works in Osaka, a description of Japanese booby traps, 
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and an analysis of Japanese military psychology. Mashbir took a special interest in 
gathering evidence on Japanese’s decision for war and subsequent war crimes.48

During 1943 Atis examined over 200 Japanese prisoners. Many were held in 
Camp gaythorne, a POW compound on the outskirts of Brisbane. several talked 
freely with the Americans, in part because the imperial Japanese Army had never 
indoctrinated them in what to do if captured. Major shelton personally handled 
one Japanese soldier whom the Australians captured in March 1943. the prisoner 
was a superior private in an artillery unit and had a photographic memory. He also 
was resentful that he had not been promoted to the Japanese equivalent of warrant 
officer. Over the next two years Atis generated more than two dozen interroga-
tion reports based on the variety of information he freely provided.49 

Other prisoners were less helpful. Once during an interrogation in the autumn 
of 1943, sergeant Yamamoto caught a prisoner in a lie. When Yamamoto con-
fronted him, the prisoner “started telling the truth, which included a lot of useful 
information.” Yamamoto, one of the Nisei just promoted to warrant officer, then 
took a few days’ leave in Brisbane. upon his return, he learned that the Japanese 
prisoner had committed suicide. He had left Yamamoto a note saying he thought 
the Nisei “was angry with him, and that made him so ashamed that he had to kill 
himself.”50

in the spring of 1943 Atis scored a coup that demonstrated that the Nisei 
could produce valuable strategic intelligence. Fifth Air Force was interdicting Jap-
anese reinforcements and resupply for their forces in New guinea. in March 1943 
the Fifth Air Force, tipped off by ultra, ambushed and destroyed a Japanese con-
voy ferrying troops to Lae on New guinea’s north coast in what became known 
as the Battle of the Bismarck sea.51 several days later Allied troops discovered 
an abandoned lifeboat with a trunk of documents. Among these was the Japanese 
Army list, a register of every officer in the imperial Japanese Army with unit of 
assignment as of 15 October 1942.

since the war began, Allied intelligence specialists had been painstakingly 
piecing together the order of battle for the Japanese Army using prewar data. the 
Nisei’s efforts yielded information about Japanese units the Allies encountered 
in singapore, the Philippines, guadalcanal, and New guinea. Now intelligence 
officers could reconstruct every unit from company level to army headquarters. 
given an officer’s name, an American interrogator could deduce a prisoner’s unit. 
A team of twenty Nisei and Caucasian linguists worked nonstop for weeks on the 
40,000 names. the translation was tricky work because Japanese family names 
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often can be rendered in more than one way. When the 683-page translation was 
published in May 1943, it was the first detailed, reliable profile of the Japanese 
Army in more than two years.52

Brig. gen. Charles A. Willoughby kept direct control over the list and estab-
lished a separate section in his headquarters for its exploitation. He sent an urgent 
request to MisLs for its best available translator. the language school sent M.sgt. 
taro Yoshihashi, a Kibei who had lived in Japan for five years as a teenager. Before 
the war, he had returned to the united states and earned a degree in psychology 
from the university of California at Los Angeles. in late May 1943 he left Min-
nesota for Brisbane, where he arrived in early June. He set to work at once main-
taining the card file based on the officer list, together with sgt. Ken Omura from 
seattle. the order of battle section became one of the workhorses of intelligence 
in the theater for the rest of the war. in Washington, the Military intelligence Divi-
sion established a similar section to collate this data. Four Nisei were assigned to 
the Pentagon, the first Japanese Americans allowed into the new building since 
the War Department had moved in. For the remainder of the war, each time Allied 
soldiers captured an updated list, Yoshihashi and his counterparts in the Pentagon 
translated it and painstakingly updated their card files.53

Another organization in Willoughby’s growing intelligence empire, Central 
Bureau, attacked Japanese radio traffic from its location at the Ascot Racetrack, 
five miles east of Brisbane. in the early months of the war Central Bureau required 
little translation work and used Atis Nisei only sporadically. Clarence Yamagata, 
a Nisei civilian attorney who had been evacuated from the Philippines, was the 
only Nisei working for Central Bureau. Although the bureau succeeded in break-
ing into the Japanese Army’s water transport code by April 1943, for the rest of the 
year it had little message traffic to translate.54

Fifth Air Force established its own network of radio intercept stations by early 
1943 to provide advance warning of Japanese air attacks. One of these stations 
was the 138th signal Radio intercept Company with the Fifth Air Force advance 
headquarters near Port Moresby, New guinea. the Australians operated a radio 
intercept station in stuart Creek on Australia’s northeast coast.55 Air intelligence 
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officers developed an elaborate system to track Japanese aircraft. By one account, 
“when a Japanese pilot took off, intercept specialists listened to his radio call, 
recorded his aircraft’s number, checked the aircraft’s type and history of normal 
use (for example, it might be a transport that ordinarily flew between Rabaul and 
New guinea), and predicted with good accuracy its probable destination and time 
of arrival.” this information then could be checked against a card file of every 
Japanese aircraft in the region.56

the Army Air Forces also gained valuable information from “crash intelli-
gence” from downed Japanese aircraft. According to one story, air intelligence 
officers estimated the production rate for Mitsubishi bombers by noting the serial 
numbers on the toilet seats. to translate the data plates and written materials found 
in the wreckage, at first Fifth Air Force borrowed Caucasian linguists from the 
Royal Australian Air Force and the British Army.57 in January 1943 Fifth Air 
Force requested its own Nisei. in early April ten Nisei arrived from the united 
states led by sergeant goda, a Kibei who had two years of college in the united 
states.58 soon after their arrival, Fifth Air Force called for one to join the 138th 
signal Radio intercept Company at seven Mile strip on New guinea. this was 
the request that led goda to send the hapless sergeant Fudenna to New guinea 
the morning after their poker game. Fudenna was a Kibei who had grown up in 
irvington, California. He had been in the Army since before Pearl Harbor and had 
graduated from the language school in one of the top sections.59

By this point in the war Nisei did not usually have access to the most sensitive 
ultra radio intelligence. However, they were allowed to monitor tactical frequen-
cies such as those used for air-to-ground communications. the Japanese also sent 
some radio transmissions in a simple kana code, which American operators could 
write down and then have translated. On 13 April 1943, Army and Navy intercept 
stations in Hawaii and the West Coast picked up a Japanese message in the high-
level JN–25 naval code. the large number of addressees attracted the code break-
ers’ attention. Within hours they had most of the message decoded and translated. 
it told them that the commander of the Japanese Combined Fleet Command would 
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make an inspection tour of the south Pacific a few days hence. admiral isoroku 
yamamoto was the planner of the Pearl Harbor attack and one of Japan’s greatest 
wartime leaders. Admiral Chester W. Nimitz approved a plan to exploit the mes-
sage and eliminate his Japanese counterpart.60

News of the intercepted message flashed around intelligence centers in the 
Pacific and Washington. Analysts worked feverishly to verify its authenticity and 
gather more information. some even speculated that it might be a trap.61 As might 
be expected, yamamoto’s impending visit to the south Pacific sparked a flurry 
of new messages on Japanese radio nets. Because Japanese operational security 
practices tended to be poor and some messages were in less secure codes, Allied 
listeners intercepted and decrypted some messages.

the 138th signal Radio intercept Company at seven Mile strip intercepted 
one of these messages. Fudenna, the lone Nisei, translated one of these messages 
and passed it to his superiors. On the morning of 18 April the deputy commander 
of Fifth Air Force, Brig. gen. ennis Whitehead, spoke directly to Fudenna by 
telephone and asked him to verify the accuracy of his translation: “the sound that 
you hear,” Fudenna recalled the general saying, “is coming from the P–38 fighter 
planes on guadalcanal that are revving their engines prior to takeoff on a mission 
of intercepting and downing Admiral Yamamoto’s plane over southern Bougain-
ville.” Whitehead asked the Nisei if his message had given any indication it might 
be a trap. Fudenna replied that it looked perfectly legitimate. Whitehead told him 
that if the mission failed “due to an error in the translated message,” he would 
hold Fudenna personally accountable. Later that day American fliers success-
fully ambushed yamamoto’s flight and destroyed his aircraft, killing the admiral. 
Whitehead visited Fudenna’s tent to congratulate him for his role in the action.62
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the southwest Pacific was an infantryman’s war: American and Australian 
soldiers waged a two-year campaign along 1,500 miles of New guinea’s northern 
coast. small patrols and isolated detachments fought the enemy, the terrain, and 
the climate with equal tenacity.63 in February 1943 Atis established an advance 
echelon with the Australian headquarters of New guinea Force at Maples, New 
guinea, with six language officers and three enlisted men. During the year this 
grew to nineteen officer and enlisted linguists.64

the sixth Army headquarters, renamed alamO fOrce, received two officers 
and twenty Nisei and launched its first offensive in June, landing regimental com-
bat teams on Woodlark and Kiriwina islands. At the same time, the 41st infantry 
Division landed at Nassau Bay. Nisei accompanied the Allied units along the 
jungle tracks, doing on-the-spot translations and interrogations of the few prison-
ers. t3g. Albert Y. tamura became the first Nisei awarded the Combat infantry 
Badge for his service with the 41st infantry Division in september 1943.65 some 
Nisei served with the Australians; sergeant Kadani left Brisbane to support the 
Australian Army high in the Owen stanley Mountains. in september 1943 Nisei 
accompanied American and Australian soldiers in landings near Lae on New 
guinea’s north coast. M.sgt. Arthur K. ushiro was attached to the 25th Austra-
lian Brigade. the stanford university graduate had excelled at Camp savage and 
had been with the group that started Atis. t3g. Kazuhiko “Rocky” Yamada, 
a veteran of Buna with the 32d Division, and two other Nisei were assigned to 
the 9th Australian Division at Finschhafen. All three received Australian com-
mendations. When the 3d Australian Division attacked salamaua, the Diggers 
were armed with a Nisei translation of a captured Japanese map that showed the 
enemy’s entire scheme of defense. During the battle, Nisei interrogated a Japa-
nese prisoner and tricked him into thinking the town had already been captured. 
As a result, “13 important air targets in salamaua were pinpointed and attacked 
by Allied aircraft within 24 hours.”66

s.sgt. Kazuo Kozaki also landed near Lae with the 9th Australian Division. 
Born in salt Lake City, he was a Kibei and graduate of the first class at Crissy Field. 
Just before he landed, a flight of Japanese aircraft strafed the assault waves, killing 
over a hundred Australian and American soldiers and sailors. Kozaki hit the deck 
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but was slightly wounded on the buttocks. “i didn’t want anyone to know where i 
was wounded,” he later recalled. After three days the pain became unbearable and 
he finally sought medical treatment. He was evacuated to an American field hos-
pital in Milne Bay. upon Kozaki’s return to Atis, general Willoughby presented 
him with the silver star, a first for the Atis Nisei, which boosted morale consider-
ably. From Camp savage, where Kozaki had served as an enlisted instructor, the 
chief instructor, John Aiso, sent him a sympathy note about his wound. Kozaki 
treasured Aiso’s note more than the silver star: “i kept that letter all through the 
New guinea campaigns.”67

During the Lae Campaign, Allied forces captured a record 1,562 Japanese doc-
uments. so large was the haul that Atis was able to compile a complete history 
of the Japanese garrison from captured documents.68 the Nisei proved once again 
their value and bravery while serving close to the front lines. Commanders and 
their intelligence officers quickly recognized the value of the intelligence the Nisei 
could provide, which could often spell the difference between victory and defeat.

in addition to the hazards and strains of battle, the Nisei continually risked 
falling victim to mistaken identity. Fudenna had an unpleasant reminder of this 
vulnerability in the spring of 1943 at the hands of some New guinea natives. 
After the downing of yamamoto’s plane, Fudenna remained near Port Moresby 
for several more months. One day he and three comrades borrowed a vehicle for 
an excursion to a native village. When the villagers noticed Fudenna’s Japanese 
features, they seized him despite the protests of his Caucasian comrades. At that 
time the Australians were offering a reward for any Japanese stragglers, and the 
natives were eager to collect. Fudenna was rescued only by the timely arrival of 
an armed Australian patrol. the Australian sergeant freed Fudenna and told him: 
“get your bloody arse out of here before you get into more trouble.” Fudenna and 
his comrades complied in great haste.69

the u.s. Army had almost taken over Australia; by December 1943 the coun-
try was bursting with more than 300,000 Yanks. the u.s. Army employed 50,000 
Australian civilians in construction, transportation, and other war-related duties. 
the Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) protected this huge logistical base from 
espionage, subversion, and criminal activity. Col. elliott R. thorpe, g–2, u.s. 
Army services of supply, commanded the southwest Pacific Area CiC.70 thorpe 
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used carefully selected agents from ethnic minority groups to monitor and inves-
tigate American soldiers from these groups. As early as July 1942 two African 
American CiC agents arrived to help detect possible subversives among the thou-
sands of African American service troops pouring into Australia.71 

thorpe already had one Nisei assigned to his command, sgt. Arthur s. Komori, 
who served in a variety of assignments. in the autumn of 1942 he helped Colonel 
Mashbir set up Atis in Brisbane, passing on to the Nisei newcomers his hard-won 
combat experience on Bataan. He conducted security and loyalty investigations 
and for a time even worked with aborigines in Australia’s Northern territory to aid 
in rescuing downed Allied aviators. At least one other Nisei worked with Komori 
in the CiC, Hawaii-born William t. Hiraoka, who arrived in Australia in Decem-
ber 1942.72

By the end of 1943 general Douglas MacArthur had built up a powerful fight-
ing force in the southwest Pacific Area. He had about 150 Nisei serving in the 
intelligence field, counting those serving with Allied fighting units and those serv-
ing in Atis. MacArthur would need many more Mis Nisei for his unfolding cam-
paign. in the first half of 1944 the southwest Pacific theater would add five new 
American divisions, each of which would go into combat with a team of Mis Nisei 
from Atis. these Nisei brought skill, courage, and an understanding of their Jap-
anese opponents. For example, in October 1943 M.sgt. thomas s. Kadomoto, a 
Kibei, brought a shipment of sixty Nisei from Minnesota to Brisbane. Kadomoto 
had been born in Phoenix, Arizona. When he was twelve years old his parents 
took the family to Japan. By the time Kadomoto arrived in Australia, his younger 
brother, who had remained in Japan, was serving in the Japanese Army.73

Dramatic breakthroughs such as the downing of admiral yamamoto and 
finding the Japanese Army list were rare. More often intelligence involved piec-
ing together a picture of the enemy from many fragments of information. During 
1943 Atis developed the basic techniques and procedures for language work 
used during the rest of the war. the Nisei learned how to extract intelligence from 
prisoners of war and from captured documents of all descriptions. Just as impor-
tant, Atis had developed ways of sifting through this mountain of information 
and passing it to commanders in sufficient time for them to act on it. Mashbir 
and his staff understood the value of a centralized language center that could use 
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the Nisei to best advantage. the skill, bravery, and loyalty of these Nisei soldiers 
made possible many Allied victories on the battlefields of New guinea and the 
southwest Pacific.

Central pacific area

the situation was quite different in the Central Pacific, where communications 
intelligence provided Admiral Nimitz the most useful information on the Japanese 
Combined Fleet. American soldiers and marines did not meet the Japanese enemy 
in ground combat until November 1943, when Nimitz began his island-hopping 
campaign with amphibious assaults in the gilbert islands on tarawa and Makin. 
submarine and air reconnaissance provided little information on these islands. 
Nimitz’s senior intelligence officer later described his challenge: “it is no exag-
geration to say that for each person who had visited tarawa prior to the war and 
was able to provide fragmentary intelligence of this tiny island, the intelligence 
officer in the european theater would probably find a million persons who had 
visited the Normandy beaches and could provide intelligence thereof.” 74 

until Nimitz’s forces began to meet their Japanese opponents on the ground, 
the amount of Japanese-language work to be done was limited. For the Japanese 
radio messages intercepted in 1942 and 1943 and the few prisoners and documents 
captured, the dozen or so Caucasian language officers in Hawaii were sufficient. 
During 1942 American forces in the Central Pacific captured only forty-nine Japa-
nese sailors.75 in February 1943 the first twenty graduates of the Navy language 
school in Boulder, Colorado, arrived in Hawaii.

intelligence organizations in the Central Pacific grew rapidly during the first 
two years of the war. the Radio intelligence section, later renamed the Fleet 
Radio unit, Pacific (FRuPAC), handled decoding and translating Japanese radio 
communications. the intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, analyzed intelli-
gence from all sources including aerial photography and geographic intelligence.76 
in september 1943 the center was renamed the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific 
Ocean Areas (JiCPOA). Brig. gen. Joseph J. twitty, the officer in charge who also 
served as Nimitz’s J–2, had been a language attaché in tokyo and was a topo-
graphic engineer.77 JiCPOA handled most language work from its location at Pearl 
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45: the View from Pearl Harbor,” in New aspects of Naval history, ed. Craig L. symonds et al. 
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Harbor, but sometimes Navy language officers deployed for specific operations, 
such as for guadalcanal and the Aleutians. One Navy language officer spent eight 
months on guadalcanal monitoring plain-text Japanese radio traffic.78

Military authorities in Hawaii remained concerned about the Japanese popula-
tion in the islands. the Hawaiian Department commanding general had declared 
martial law on 7 December 1941; this remained in effect for three more years. 
though the Army rejected calls for large-scale removal of Japanese from Hawaii 
as from the West Coast, about 1,450 Japanese aliens and American citizens of 
Japanese ancestry were interned. the Japanese remained critical to the local econ-
omy in Hawaii, where they constituted one-third of the labor force. the Navy took 
a firm stand and refused to allow persons of Japanese ancestry, even American 
citizens, to work on Navy bases. in contrast, Army officials led by Col. Kendall J. 
Fielder, the Hawaiian Department g–2, took a more positive approach and encour-
aged the cooperation of the local Japanese community. When 1,400 Nisei soldiers 
from the 298th and 299th infantries were transferred to the mainland in June 1942, 
several hundred remained with service units and as civilian laborers in the Varsity 
Victory Volunteers. in January 1943, when the War Department announced the 
formation of a special combat unit of Japanese American volunteers, a wave of 
patriotism swept through Japanese communities in Hawaii. ten thousand Nisei 
volunteered, of whom the Army accepted almost three thousand to form the 442d 
Regimental Combat team. Other Nisei soldiers stayed back to form the 1399th 
engineer Battalion, and the language school at Camp savage began to recruit 
Nisei in Hawaii.

suspicions of the Hawaii Japanese continued even as the 100th infantry Battal-
ion and 442d RCt went into combat in italy and France. those inclined to distrust 
the Nisei pointed out that in italy the Nisei were fighting against Caucasians. the 
real test would be if the Nisei had to fight against “their own kind” in the Pacific. 
these critics did not know that the Mis Nisei were already doing just that.79

in 1943 Admiral Nimitz began his offensive drive with one marine division 
and two Army divisions. the 2d Marine Division attacked tarawa in November, 
while the 27th infantry Division was assigned to take Makin Atoll. the 7th infan-
try Division, rebuilding after the Aleutian islands Campaign, would be ready for 
its next battle by early 1944. in July 1943 u.s. Army Middle Pacific requested 
two teams of ten Nisei linguists each for the two Army divisions assigned for the 
coming campaigns. twenty Nisei from Minnesota arrived in Hawaii in late sep-
tember.80 For some, like sergeant Kubo, it was a homecoming. Kubo had been on 

78 Packard, a Century of U.s. Naval intelligence, p. 409. Ashmead’s novel mentions that a Navy 
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pp. 191–202.
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7 December 1941–2 september 1945, ch. 5, “Prisoner of War interrogation & translation section,” 
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active duty at Wheeler Field when the Japanese attacked in December 1941. He 
had gone to the mainland with the 100th infantry Battalion and was recruited for 
the language school. For Nisei from the mainland, sailing to Hawaii was also laden 
with significance. t4g. Frank t. Hachiya, a 23-year old Kibei from Hood River, 
Oregon, told a friend just before leaving for Hawaii: “You know, we’ll be fighting 
two wars out there—one against the Japanese, and the other against prejudice.” 81

On 20 November 1943, the 2d Marine Division assaulted tarawa. in four days 
of savage fighting, the marines defeated the island’s Japanese defenders at a ter-
rible cost of 1,085 marines killed. thousands of wounded marines filled the hos-
pitals in Hawaii. Only seventeen Japanese survived, along with 129 Korean labor-
ers.82 the marines used no Nisei linguists during the battle, but JiCPOA did assign 
a team of intelligence specialists that included one Caucasian language officer 
who conducted interrogations and translated captured documents. the marines 
who fought on tarawa often overlooked captured documents as a source of intel-
ligence. “souvenir-hunters destroyed or ‘liberated’ more intelligence material than 
the [intelligence] teams could collect,” one observer reported. “One sailor picked 
up a Japanese code book as a souvenir. that code remained in use in the Mar-
shalls for several weeks after tarawa fell, but much to [American code breakers’] 
disgust, it had been superseded by the time the code book was discovered in a 
barracks inspection back at Pearl Harbor.” several months later JiCPOA sent sgt. 
Nobuo Furuiye, a Colorado-born Nisei, to tarawa “to observe and evaluate the 
evidence from documents and other items.” 83

the 27th infantry Division landed on Makin on the same day the marines 
assaulted tarawa, 20 November 1943. the 165th infantry conducted the assault; 
sgt. Nobue D. Kishiue led the regiment’s three-man language team ashore with 
the assault waves. the Nisei scrambled down cargo nets to the rolling deck of 
a landing craft. When the landing craft ran aground a hundred yards from the 
beach, Kishiue and his team waded ashore through chest-deep water in full field 
gear while under enemy fire. On the first day they found no prisoners, only some 
Korean laborers. they did find some valuable documents at an enemy command 

30 Oct 87; Nobuo D. Kishiue, “island Hopping from Makin to saipan to Okinawa,” in Falk and 
tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 49–53; Nobuo D. Kishiue, MisNorCal Bio.

81 Harrington, “Yankee samurai,” p. 20.
82 When Charles Lindbergh visited tarawa on 30 August 1944, he heard the story that a u.s. 
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ich, 1970), pp. 914–15.

83 Holmes, Double-edged secrets, pp. 150–51; Furuiye, Rocky Mountain Bio, p. 13. Harrington 
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post, but little else.84 On the fourth day Cpl. Hoichi Kubo accompanied field histo-
rian Lt. Col. s. L. A. Marshall to the forward units in a jeep. As they drove down a 
sandy road, rifle fire erupted from the shrubbery less than twenty-five yards away 
and the driver gunned the engine. From the back seat Kubo cried out, “i’m hit!” 
the driver raced through the ambush, and Marshall turned around in his seat to 
ask, “Where are you hit?” Kubo grinned: “i’m all right. Nothing happened. i just 
wanted to make him move faster.” 85

When the battle had concluded, the division g–2 was very pleased with the 
Nisei: “We would have been twice as blind as we were on these islands without the 
Nisei. Without a doubt, our Nisei have saved many, many American lives.” 86 the 
Nisei linguists had proven their worth in the Central Pacific as they had earlier in 
the south Pacific and southwest Pacific. the 27th infantry Division awarded to the 
three Nisei who fought on Makin the Combat infantryman Badge.87

With the assaults on tarawa and Makin, Admiral Nimitz’s command had 
finally launched an offensive in the Central Pacific characterized by intense 
ground combat on a chain of heavily defended islands. that meant a large increase 
in captured documents and prisoners of war, some 500 during 1943 alone.88 How-
ever, the Central Pacific still lagged behind other theaters in the use of Nisei. By 
the end of 1943 only 20 Nisei were serving in the theater, compared to over 100 in 
the south Pacific and 150 in the southwest Pacific. Many more Nisei would serve 
in the Central Pacific in the months ahead.

. . .

in early 1944 Col. Kai e. Rasmussen made his first inspection tour of the 
Pacific to observe how his graduates were performing. On Bougainville and else-
where, he expressed his personal appreciation to the Nisei. His pride was well 
justified. it was “his considered opinion,” he reported, “that graduates are contrib-
uting materially to the successful conduct of the war; their work is indispensable 
and cannot be done successfully by any other known agency.” He reported that 
the Nisei were “being used very widely; units making use of them include the 
u.s. Army and Navy, Marine Corps, Australian, New Zealand and British units, 

84 Kishiue, in Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 49–53; Kishiue, MisNor-
Cal Bio.

85 s. L. A. Marshall, Bringing Up the rear: a Memoir, ed. Cate Marshall (san Rafael, Calif.: 
Presidio Press, 1979), p. 72.

86 Lt. Col. Van Antwerp, cited in “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific,” pacific Citizen, 29 
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88 Prados, Combined fleet Decoded, p. 496.
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and such quasi-military organizations as [the Office of War information] and [the 
Office of strategic services], etc.” 89

the campaigns of the first two years of the war had proven the value of the 
Mis Nisei. Rasmussen returned to Minnesota determined to increase the supply 
by any means necessary. Poor utilization of Nisei in some areas compounded the 
problem of insufficient numbers. the Army had entered the war with no organiza-
tion or doctrine for the use of translators and interpreters and precious few ideas 
about how to recruit and train them in numbers sufficient to meet urgent combat 
requirements. in addition, the Nisei often had to overcome prejudice and stereo-
types before they could prove their worth. Rasmussen was critical of most theaters 
in this regard. “it is a necessity for the efficient operation of personnel sent from 
Camp savage,” he reported, “that units which make use of them accept and trust 
them.” He further reported that “with the exception of the southwest Pacific, full 
capabilities of this personnel are not generally realized and, in many ways, their 
use represents amateurish efforts compared to professional standards achieved in 
the southwest Pacific.” the services would have to learn how better to employ 
the Nisei if they did not want to see the fighting degenerate into bloody slugging 
matches such as took place on tarawa.90

in the first three months of 1944 the language school would graduate another 
565 Nisei, more than doubling the number available for overseas service. Rasmus-
sen was doing all he could to increase the supply of qualified Nisei. theater com-
manders and their intelligence officers had to learn how best to use them in future 
campaigns. the Nisei were indeed indispensable.

89 “History and Description of the Military intelligence service Language school,” [May 
1944], p. 32, unpubl Ms, 1943–1945, general Records, Military intelligence [service] Language 
school, Rg 319, NARA; pacific War and peace, p. 33; Roy uyehata, in Roush, World War ii remi-
niscences, pp. 257–60.

90 “History and Description,” pp. 32–33.
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Mis Nisei serving in the 
Continental united states, 

1943–1945

Not all graduates of the Military intelligence service Language school served 
overseas. Many served in stateside intelligence assignments in out-of-the-way 
places such as Byron Hot springs, California; Camp Ritchie, Maryland; and Vint 
Hill Farms, Virginia, using their language skills to help defeat Japan. (see Map 7.) 
During the early campaigns the greatest need was for linguists with frontline units 
and the theaters of operation. After 1943 these theater-level intelligence efforts 
were increasingly supplemented by national-level capabilities. in 1943–1944, 
intelligence centers sprang up in the continental united states to handle prisoners 
of war, translation, psychological warfare, signals intelligence, and miscellaneous 
tasks that required Japanese-language skills. Nisei were assigned to a broad range 
of these duties. some assignments, such as technical translations and guarding 
Japanese prisoners of war, were valuable but routine. Others, such as translating 
signal intercepts or writing propaganda, were more sensitive and required greater 
skill. in the racially charged atmosphere of wartime America, Nisei soldiers serv-
ing in the united states continued to encounter prejudice and suspicion despite 
their citizenship and military service. the War Department continued to exclude 
them from its most sensitive operations and planning, such as signals intelligence. 
Nevertheless, the Mis Nisei who served in stateside intelligence assignments 
made important contributions to the war effort.
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the Military intelligence Division after pearl harbor

the War Department’s intelligence programs grew rapidly after Pearl Harbor. 
Although the War Department initially directed attention toward the North Afri-
can landings and the subsequent campaigns in the Mediterranean and Northwest-
ern europe, the g–2 with its Far eastern Branch did not completely neglect Japan.1 
in March 1942 Chief of staff george C. Marshall selected Maj. gen. george V. 
strong, the Army’s most senior Japan specialist, as assistant chief of staff for intel-
ligence. strong was a graduate of the u.s. Military Academy. He had traveled to 
the Far east to observe Japan’s victory over Russia and returned to tokyo in 1908 
as a language attaché. in 1938 he succeeded Marshall as chief of the War Plans 
Division. According to general Dwight D. eisenhower, who served with strong 
on the general staff, he possessed “a keen mind, a driving energy, and ruthless 
determination.” 2

in the spring of 1942 strong reorganized the g–2 staff into the Military 
intelligence Division (MiD) and a much larger field operating arm, the Military 
intelligence service (Mis). included in the Mis were all intelligence personnel 
under direct War Department control rather than organic to specific units such 
as divisions and regiments.3 the Far eastern section grew quickly under Col. 
Rufus s. Bratton, who had been its chief since 1937. Bratton was a graduate of 
the u.s. Military Academy. He had served three tours in Japan and spoke the 
language fluently. Other Japanese-language officers in the section included Col. 
thomas J. Betts, Col. Moses W. Pettigrew, and Lt. Col. Carlisle C. Dusenbury. 
the section also oversaw assignments of language-qualified officers.4 the Far 
eastern Branch itself produced little strategic, operational, or tactical intelligence 
in the early years; most was instead supplied by the combat theaters. However, 

1 Ronald H. spector, eagle against the sun (New York: Free Press, 1985), pp. 445–77; James D. 
Marchio, “Days of Future Past: Joint intelligence in World War ii,” Joint force Quarterly (spring 
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2 Dwight D. eisenhower, Crusade in europe (garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1948), pp. 
33–34; “george V. strong” (obituary), assembly (January 1947). While studying Japanese, strong 
published a kanji handbook: Common Chinese-Japanese Characters (Yokohama, Japan: Kelly and 
Walsh, [1911]).

3 John P. Finnegan and Romana Danysh, Military intelligence, Army Lineage series (Wash-
ington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of Military History, 1998), pp. 61–84; “A History of the Military 
intelligence Division, 7 December 1941–2 september 1945,” unpubl Ms, 1946 (hereafter cited as 
MiD History), u.s. Army Center of Military History (CMH) files; Bruce W. Bidwell, “History of 
the Military intelligence Division, Department of the Army general staff,” unpubl Ms, 1959–1961, 
CMH files; Otto L. Nelson, Jr., National security and the general staff (Washington, D.C.: infan-
try Journal Press, 1946), pp. 521–35.

4 Bruce W. Bidwell, history of the Military intelligence Division, Department of the army gen-
eral staff: 1775–1941 (Frederick, Md.: university Publications of America, 1986), pp. 435–36, 454. 
For prewar list of forty-six officers with varying degrees of language proficiency, see Plans & 
training Branch, MiD, “Japanese: R.A. Officers with Knowledge of Language,” 27 Mar 41, Far 
eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Record group (Rg) 165, National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA).
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the branch did coordinate with the British, who were gaining valuable intelli-
gence in southeast Asia.5

Headquarters, Army Air Forces, in Washington had its own air intelligence 
staff. the Assistant Chief of Air staff, intelligence, or A–2, requested Nisei from 
the War Department g–2 as needed. in 1943 the A–2 requested some for techni-
cal air intelligence teams that were assigned to each numbered air force in the 
Pacific. in the summer of 1944 the Military intelligence service Language school 
(MisLs) sent ten more to work at the joint Army-Navy technical Air intelligence 
Center at Bolling Field in Anacostia, D.C.6 the A–2 also wanted Nisei for tactical 
radio intercept duties. Beginning in February 1944, the Army Air Forces sent doz-
ens of MisLs graduates to signals training at MacDill Field, Florida. the Nisei 
then joined mobile radio squadrons and were deployed to the Pacific.

the Office of Naval intelligence had its own Far eastern section (OP–16–F) 
with a handful of Japanese-language officers under Cmdr. Arthur H. McCollum. in 
June 1942 Capt. ellis M. Zacharias, a former Japanese-language attaché, became 
deputy director of Naval intelligence.7

the Army and Navy, with their shortages of Japanese-language personnel, 
both turned to unlikely sources. in August 1942 the swedish liner gripsholm 
arrived in New York carrying over 2,000 Western diplomatic personnel and other 
civilians repatriated from Japan, including the staffs of the American and Cana-
dian embassies in tokyo.8 Army and Navy intelligence officers had met them in 
Rio de Janeiro for debriefings. several individuals proved of immediate value and 
gave a great boost to the American intelligence effort. Col. Frederick P. Munson, 
the Army attaché in tokyo and a Japanese linguist, was sent to the south Pacific 
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ing the fog: intelligence and army air forces operations in World War ii, ed. John F. Kreis (Wash-
ington, D.C.: Air Force History and Museums Program, 1996), pp. 349–92; Joseph D. Harrington, 
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prises, 1979), p. 236.

7 “Office of Naval intelligence,” united states Naval Administration in World War ii, 16 parts 
in 4 vols., unpubl Ms, n.d., u.s. Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.; Wyman H. Packard, a 
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of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum, u.s. Navy Retired,” 2 vols., unpubl Ms, 1970–1971, Naval 
Historical Center, Washington, D.C.; ellis M. Zacharias, secret Missions: the story of an intel-
ligence officer (New York: g. P. Putnam’s sons, 1946), pp. 285–316; Jeffery M. Dorwart, Conflict 
of Duty: the U.s. Navy’s intelligence Dilemma, 1919–1945 (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 
1983), pp. 172–227.
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in December 1942 to serve as Admiral Halsey’s g–2. Capt. Henri H. smith- 
Hutton, the naval attaché and a Japanese linguist, took over Admiral ernest J. 
King’s Operational information section. Claude Buss, the senior American For-
eign service officer in Manila and a Chinese linguist who while interned had 
taught himself to read some Japanese, took over the san Francisco branch of 
the Office of War information.9 Among the civilians was William Laffin, whose 
American father was a Ford Motor Company executive and mother was Japanese. 
Laffin accepted a commission and went to Camp savage. He later led a team of 
Nisei with Merrill’s Marauders in Burma. Lt. Col. Archibald W. stuart became the 
language school’s assistant commandant. the signal intelligence service asked 
Harold e. Zaugg, son of a missionary, “to do some language work for them.” 
James Hamasaki, a Nisei who had been an employee of the American embassy 
in tokyo, took a civilian job in the Pentagon. Another former embassy employee, 
Mary Ogawa, a Nisei from idaho, also went to work in Washington, D.C. in her 
off-duty time she volunteered at the usO, where she met her future husband, sgt. 
Roger s. Obata, a Nisei from British Columbia serving in the Canadian Army 
and stationed at Camp Ritchie, Maryland.10 An Army officer who returned on the 
gripsholm wrote a study of Japanese land-combat operations through June 1942 
based entirely on Japanese newspaper accounts he had read in confinement. “From 
competent observers who had returned to the united states on the first trip of the 
exchange ship gripsholm, and from other intelligence sources,” Zacharias later 
recalled, “we had put together a fairly accurate picture of the trend inside Japan.”11 
these repatriated personnel were a windfall for Army and Navy intelligence, but 
they were also an indication of how desperate the military services had become 
for Japanese linguists.

Commanders in theaters of operations used Mis Nisei from 1942 onward for 
POW interrogation and document translation. in the continental united states, 
the War Department did not begin using Mis Nisei for intelligence duties until 
at least mid-1943. Naval intelligence was even slower to begin using the Nisei.12 
signals intelligence efforts against Japan in the early years used the limited num-
ber of Caucasian linguists. During the first two years it seemed that u.s.-based 
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intelligence efforts against Japan would carry on without those American soldiers 
best suited to the work. However, by 1943 these restrictive policies slowly began 
to change.

pacific order of Battle section

the first Nisei to enter the War Department’s recently completed headquarters 
building, the Pentagon, in the spring of 1943 were t.sgt. Arthur Masaoki Kaneko 
and Pvt. terry takeshi Doi. the War Department was interested in interrogation 
methods, so the MisLs assistant commandant, Lt. Col. Joseph K. Dickey, brought 
the two Nisei to Washington. they stayed with his parents near Dupont Circle. 
the three staged demonstrations for War Department staff officers. Dickey asked 
questions and Kaneko translated them into Japanese while Doi played the part of a 
Japanese prisoner. Kaneko graduated in the first class at Crissy Field and became 
an enlisted instructor at Camp savage. Born in 1912 in Riverside, California, he 
lost his parents when he was eight, so he was sent to live with relatives in Japan. He 
returned to California in 1930 to finish his education and was studying architecture 
at Los Angeles Junior College when he was drafted in early 1941. though Doi had 
been born in the united states, he went to Japan as a child. He had been drafted 
into the Japanese Army, so he certainly had a firsthand knowledge of Japanese 
Army weapons, tactics, and fighting spirit. Doi “looked like a Japanese,” recalled 
Kaneko, “i mean very strong and short, powerful looking, mean looking guy.”13

these occasional demonstrations in the Pentagon and the Military intelli-
gence training Center at Camp Ritchie, Maryland, soon gave way to long-term 
assignments for Nisei in the nation’s capital, beginning with order of battle intelli-
gence on Japanese units that officers in the Far eastern Branch compiled from field 
reports. the goal was to piece together a detailed portrait of the imperial Japanese 
Army. the painstaking work involved gathering and collating thousands of bits of 
information from battlefronts, Allies, signals intelligence, and all other sources. 
By early 1943 g–2 was publishing a weekly bulletin on Japanese order of battle 
and hosting periodic joint and inter-Allied conferences on the topic.

When American soldiers in New guinea discovered the Japanese Army list 
with 40,000 officers’ names in March 1943, the Order of Battle section realized 
that it was now possible to build a comprehensive profile of the Japanese Army 
with greater accuracy than ever before. MacArthur’s intelligence staff sent a pho-
tostatic copy with a preliminary translation to Washington.14 When the list reached 
the War Department g–2, Colonel Pettigrew, by then chief of the Far eastern 
Branch, and Lt. Col. eric H. F. svensson, Jr., another Japanese linguist, had been 
working alone, often late into the night, to assemble order of battle information. 

13 interv, author with Arthur M. Kaneko, 23 Aug 95; Arthur M. Kaneko, in David W. swift, Jr., 
ed., “First Class,” p. 15, unpubl Ms, 2000, copy in author’s files. Kaneko’s parents both had been 
born in the united states, so he was technically a sansei, or third generation, not a Nisei.

14 Atis Publication no. 2 (May 1943).
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At first Pettigrew requested and was denied additional Japanese linguists and typ-
ists.15 in June 1943 the g–2 held an Allied conference on Japanese order of battle 
in Washington, “attended by representatives from Washington, London, india, 
Chungking, Ottawa, Melbourne, and Brisbane.” Allied intelligence staffs eagerly 
exchanged whatever scraps of information they could find about Japanese units in 
Burma, China, and the south Pacific.16 Pettigrew could see that his office urgently 
needed additional staff to cope with the increasing amount of information. in July 
he requested help directly from the language school at Camp savage.

in response the school sent t.sgt. Jimmie M. Matsumura, a Kibei graduate of 
the first class at Crissy Field and then an enlisted instructor, together with three 
recent Nisei graduates. they quickly tackled the task of translating and filing the 
growing mountain of intelligence data. they carefully recorded names on index 
cards that eventually filled fourteen file drawers. Over the next two years, every 
time Allied troops captured new editions of the officer list or similar information, 
the Nisei updated their files. Often the names arrived from the field transliterated 
into rōmaji, so the Nisei had to figure out what the original kanji characters were. 
they also did other occasional translations for the War Department.17

At times the Nisei felt out of place in the Pentagon. One day someone noticed 
them at a coffee stand and asked if they were indians. “that’s right,” sgt. Kazuo 
e. Yamane, a Hawaii-born Nisei and graduate of Waseda university in Japan, 
replied. “What tribe?” asked the soldier. “Osaka,” said Yamane, giving the name 
of Japan’s second largest city. the Nisei enjoyed a good laugh at the Caucasian 
soldier’s expense.18

in the autumn of 1943 Matsumura returned to the school and was replaced 
by M.sgt. george M. Koshi, a Kibei from Colorado. He had attended school in 
Japan from age six to sixteen and upon his return to the united states had earned 
his bachelor’s degree and then a law degree from the university of Denver. His 
draft board called him in March 1942, and he was sent to Camp savage, where 
he became an instructor. the lawyer turned master sergeant took over the order 
of battle files, which became known as Koshi’s files. A few weeks later the school 
sent six more Nisei on six months’ temporary duty to assist.19

15 James L. gilbert and John P. Finnegan, eds., U.s. army signals intelligence in World War 
ii: a Documentary history, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of 
Military History, 1993), p. 125; MiD History, pp. 187–88.

16 Japanese order of Battle Bulletin no. 24 (1 July 1943); MiD History, p. 191. the second con-
ference was held in June 1944. Japanese order of Battle Bulletin no. 73 (12 July 1944). 

17 interv, author with Kazuo e. Yamane, 8 Dec 94; ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: 
M.i.s. personnel, World War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: 
Military intelligence service Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), pp. 104–05; steve Lum, “ Kazuo 
Yamane’s Key Discovery,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93; Richard s. Oguro, ed., sempai gumi (Hono-
lulu: Mis Veterans of Hawaii, [1981]), pp. 106–13; Matsumura, in swift, “First Class”; Harrington, 
yankee samurai, pp. 151–52.

18 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 147–48.
19 Unsung heroes: the Military intelligence service, past, present, future (seattle: Mis-

Northwest Association, 1996), pp. 25, 40–41; Richard ishimoto, Harrington Papers, National 
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the Order of Battle section opened the doors to a broader use of the Nisei 
in sensitive intelligence assignments. they may also have contributed to ending 
the exclusion policy and closing the wartime camps. in February 1944 Roosevelt 
placed the War Relocation Authority under the Department of the interior, headed 
by Harold L. ickes, a prominent New Dealer and an outspoken critic of the camps. 
sometime over the winter of 1943–1944 he met with the Nisei serving in the Pen-
tagon; Richard ishimoto called this “the proudest moment of my six months duty 
at the Pentagon.” in the spring of 1944 ickes pressed the Roosevelt administration 
to reverse its exclusion policy. He wrote Roosevelt on 2 June, asking him to end 
the exclusion orders and close the camps. in November Roosevelt was reelected to 
an unprecedented fourth term, and in December the supreme Court ruled against 
continued incarceration. Only then did Roosevelt agree to ickes’ request.20

prisoner of War interrogation

Americans took few prisoners of war in the Pacific compared to Allied forces 
fighting in europe and North Africa. “it will be a long time before you hear of the 
surrender of a hundred thousand Japs as you have heard about the surrender of 
german and italian troops,” the i Corps commanding general, Lt. gen. Robert L. 
eichelberger, told a group of junior officers in Australia soon after the Axis surren-
ders in tunisia. “the enemy you are going to meet is one you can count on fighting 
to the last.” 21 in any event, most prisoners that the Americans did capture on Papua 
New guinea and in the solomons were transferred to Australia and New Zealand. 
As late as June 1943, America held only 62 Japanese prisoners. six months later 
the number had risen to 297, of whom 116 were moved to the continental united 
states.22 the only prisoners whom the Americans sent to Hawaii and the mainland 

Japanese American Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.; Oguro, sempai gumi, p. 
57; security-Classified Promotion and transfer Lists of the Japanese Army, 1942–1945, Rg 165, 
NARA.

20 Oguro, sempai gumi, p. 57. ishimoto was assigned to the Pentagon from about November 
1943 until about April 1944. On ickes and the internment camps, see Jacobus tenBroek et al., preju-
dice, War, and the Constitution (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1954), pp. 171–73; greg 
Robinson, By order of the president: fDr and the internment of Japanese americans (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard university Press, 2001); t. H. Watkins, righteous pilgrim: the Life and times of 
harold L. ickes, 1874–1952 (New York: Henry Holt, 1990), pp. 790–96; Michi Weglyn, years of 
infamy: the Untold story of america’s Concentration Camps (New York: Morrow Quill, 1976), pp. 
218–24, 316. ickes’ letter can be found in Bill Hosokawa, JaCL in Quest of Justice: the history of 
the Japanese american Citizens League (New York: William Morrow, 1982), pp. 252–53.

21 Robert L. eichelberger, our Jungle road to tokyo (New York: Viking, 1950), p. 73. Many 
authors have observed how few Japanese surrendered to American troops. eric Bergerud, touched 
with fire: the Land War in the south pacific (New York: Penguin, 1996), pp. 403–25; John W. 
Dower, War without Mercy: race and power in the pacific War (New York: Pantheon, 1986), pp. 
33–73; gerald F. Linderman, the World within War: america’s Combat experience in World War 
ii (New York: Free Press, 1997), pp. 143–84.

22 Arnold Krammer, “Japanese Prisoners of War in America,” pacific historical review (Feb-
ruary 1983): 67–91; george g. Lewis, history of prisoner of War Utilization by the United states 
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were those with high intelligence value, such as Lt. Kazuo sakamaki, commander 
of the midget submarine captured in Hawaii after the Pearl Harbor attack. He was 
interrogated at Fort shafter and sent to the mainland in February 1942.23 

Japanese prisoners of war were brought into the united states through Angel 
island in san Francisco Bay. Before the war, Angel island had served as an immi-
gration station for Chinese and Japanese immigrants. By the time the Japanese 
prisoners arrived there, any tactical intelligence they may have once possessed had 
grown stale, but they could still provide useful information. the Military intel-
ligence service established two secret interrogation centers in the united states 
for strategic interrogations, one in Fort Hunt, Virginia, south of Washington, D.C., 
and the other a two-hour drive east of san Francisco near tracy, California. Four-
teen miles outside this small town, the Military intelligence service took over a 
resort hotel at Byron Hot springs. technicians installed hidden microphones in 
the prisoners’ rooms and listening stations in the basement. the center opened in 
December 1942 with a capacity of forty-four prisoners. the intended guests were 
originally german and italian prisoners of war; but Japanese prisoners, brought 
from Angel island specifically for interrogation, came to predominate. the hotel 
was air-conditioned, a real advantage in California’s hot central valley, and had 
amenities such as indoor swimming pools, tennis courts, a golf course, and mud 
baths. the American soldiers ate in the formal dining rooms and watched movies 
every night, but otherwise the work was so relentless they had little time to enjoy 
the hotel’s other facilities.24

in the autumn of 1942 the g–2 directed the language school to send two Japa-
nese interpreters. Because the Western Defense Command would not allow any 
persons of Japanese ancestry, even Nisei soldiers, into the region, the school sent 
two Caucasian linguists in December and two more the following March. One of 
these, t.sgt. Dempster P. Dirks, had grown up in southern California and had 
many Nisei friends. “Being of german heritage,” he later wrote, “my family expe-
rienced prejudice during World War i—but considerably less probably than that 

army, 1776–1945 (Washington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1955); s. P. MacKenzie, “the 
treatment of Prisoners of War in World War ii,” Journal of social history 66, no. 3 (september 
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tle: university of Washington Press, 2003).

23 Kazuo sakamaki, i attacked pearl harbor, trans. toru Matsumoto (New York: Young Men’s 
Christian Association Press, 1949). sakamaki’s memoir is a rare first-person narrative in english 
by a Japanese prisoner of war.

24 Lt. Col. thomas C. Van Cleve, “Report on the Activities of two Agencies of the CPM Branch, 
Mis, g–2, WDgs, the interrogation section, Fort Hunt, Virginia, tracy, California, and the Mis-
X section, Fort Hunt, Virginia, 1 Aug 42–1 Aug 45,” pp. 72–76, unpubl Ms, n.d., copy in Com-
bined Arms Research Library, Ft. Leavenworth, Kans.; MiD History, pp. 99–107; “Office of Naval 
intelligence,” pp. 868–73; “secret Center at Byron Hot springs for Quizzing Japs, germans told,” 
stockton record, 10 Jul 47; Captured Personnel and Materiel Branch-Misc-y, P.W. Camp tracy, 
P.O. Box 651, Rg 165, NARA, cited in Krammer, “Japanese Prisoners of War in America”; David 
W. swift, Ninety Li a Day, ed. David W. swift, Jr., social Life Monographs, vol. 69 (taipei: Chinese 
Association for Folklore, 1975), p. 293.
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shown Nikkei [Japanese Americans] during World War ii.” After college he had 
traveled around the Far east working odd jobs such as playing the Wurlitzer organ 
in a tokyo department store. Along the way he had picked up some of the Japa-
nese-language. He had been hoping to go to officer candidate school when selected 
in 1941 for the language school at Crissy Field. “Don’t worry,” the assistant com-
mandant told him, “because when you finish here, you’ll be at least a captain—
probably a major.” Byron Hot springs was his first assignment after graduation. 
“it was an interesting routine at the ‘hotel,’” he recalled, with “twenty-four hour 
auditory surveillance of our ‘guests.’ When we weren’t listening to the guests, we 
were monitoring Dōmei News.” 25

in April 1943 the War Department directed the Western Defense Command to 
allow Nisei soldiers to travel into and through the exclusion zone.26 MisLs at once 
sent five Nisei to Byron Hot springs, where they interrogated up to 175 prisoners 
each month. “it was touch-and-go in human relationships,” recalled Ben i. Yama-
moto, “and the day and night strain of interrogating people, then spending many 
hours reporting what they’d said, then repeating the process over and over again 
finally got to me.” After a year at Byron Hot springs, Yamamoto requested an 
overseas assignment.27 eventually, the Nisei were allowed to visit san Francisco 
on pass. At first they stayed in a small hotel in Chinatown, escorted by a husky 
Caucasian military policeman to forestall any incidents. One evening some of the 
Nisei were relaxing in a cocktail lounge when a Caucasian approached and bought 
them a round of drinks. “You’re not fooling me,” he said. “i had some good Japa-
nese friends.” there were no incidents.28

the number of Japanese prisoners of war held in the united states rose gradu-
ally; by December 1944 it had reached 2,629. the language school sent twenty-five 

25 Dempster Dirks, “Autobiography,” in Mis Club of southern California Newsletter, 1992; 
stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., Mis in the War against Japan (Washington, D.C.: 
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26 On 15 April 1943, general Marshall personally ordered the policy change to allow 2,700 
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442d RCt. the War Department (WD) general staff compiled a summary of DeWitt’s resistance 
on this issue: “Dossier on general John L. DeWitt, August 22, 1942–April 29, 1943,” in american 
Concentration Camps: a Documentary history of the relocation and incarceration of Japanese 
americans, 1941–1945, ed. Roger Daniels, 10 vols. (New York: garland, 1989), vol. 7.

27 Yamamoto, in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 67–69; Japanese eyes, american heart: personal 
reflections of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei soldiers (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 
1998), pp. 178–79; Yamamoto, in Harrington Papers; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 277; Roy t. 
terada, in “Rocky Mountain Mis Veterans Club Autobiographies,” pp. 62–63, unpubl Ms, ed. Kent 
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Bios); Roy t. terada, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California (this 
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other Nisei to Byron Hot springs for longer or shorter periods. in 1944 alone they 
interrogated 1,077 Japanese prisoners confined there, sometimes searching for 
specific pieces of information. For example, in March 1945 Army ground Forces 
sent a list of twenty-one questions for interrogators to ask “in connection with 
intelligence exploitation of the Philippines.” 29

On occasion, special prisoners were brought to Byron Hot springs immedi-
ately after capture. in December 1944 American soldiers captured a Japanese sol-
dier on Leyte who was familiar with the firebomb balloons the Japanese had just 
begun launching against the Pacific Northwest. sgt. Kay i. Kitagawa escorted him 
to Byron Hot springs for a detailed debriefing. Before the war Kitagawa had been 
a student at nearby stanford university.30

sometimes the Japanese prisoners arrived in large groups. For example, in 
March 1944 Haruo sazaki escorted a group of 200 Japanese prisoners from New 
Caledonia to san Francisco. the Army held the growing numbers of Japanese pris-
oners of war at Camp Clarinda, iowa; Fort Custer, Michigan; and Camp McCoy, 
Wisconsin. each camp was operated by a military police POW-processing com-
pany. MisLs sent almost 100 Nisei to help administer these camps, selecting those 
who were better interrogators than translators. By August 1945 the number of 
Japanese prisoners being held in the united states reached 5,413, including 407 
on Angel island; 2,762 at Camp McCoy; and 1,055 at Camp Clarinda. Other Nisei 
joined military police POW-processing companies being sent overseas.31

the morale of the Japanese prisoners was a constant concern. A Japanese 
Navy commander captured at Midway attempted suicide upon arrival at Angel 
island in July 1942. As the war went on and Japan’s setbacks became clearer, the 
morale of the Japanese prisoners sank even lower. the Nisei who helped guard 
them became increasingly concerned, because the prisoners often stated to their 
captors that they could never return to Japan and face disgrace. “the Japanese 
POWs accumulated at the end of this war in the united states will create a problem 
which the united states must face,” wrote t3g. Harold Nishimura, assigned to 
the 7th infantry Division on Leyte, to Col. Kai e. Rasmussen in December 1944. 
“steps should be taken to prevent them from committing mass suicides and put-
ting them in a mood so that they will return to Japan. i suggest that we should send 
men with strong characters and an understanding of Japanese psychology to talk 
to them regularly at all Japanese POW camps, to stress upon them of their useful-

29 Memo, Chief, Captured Personnel and Material Branch, to C.O., P.O. Box 651, tracy, Calif., 
sub: Japanese information Desired by the Army ground Forces, 6 Mar 45, security Class gen Cor-
resp, 1926–1946, Far eastern Br, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

30 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 12, 349; Kay i. Kitagawa, in Harrington Papers; Kay i. 
Kitagawa Papers, Hoover institution Archives.

31 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 145, 160; “Nisei interpreter [Cpl. Yukio Kajiyama] at PW 
Camp [Camp Clarinda],” pacific Citizen, 14 Apr 45. Haruo sazaki had an unusual career for a Nisei 
soldier. Drafted in California before Pearl Harbor, he was transferred to the Midwest. in 1943 he 
was assigned to a military police POW-processing company at Fort Custer and deployed with his 
unit to the south Pacific. Only after he returned in March 1944 as escort for this POW shipment was 
he enrolled in MisLs. sazaki, in Harrington Papers.
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ness to their country after the war.” similarly, Lieutenant sakamaki, the Japanese 
submarine commander, visited Japanese POW camps to lecture his fellow prison-
ers not to kill themselves. By serving as interrogators and camp staff, these Nisei 
served the war effort and humanitarian ends as well.32

psychological Warfare

America’s first strategic propaganda broadcast to the Japanese people was sent 
from a shortwave radio transmitter in san Francisco on 10 February 1942. the 
broadcast, “Japan against Japan,” was sponsored by the Coordinator of informa-
tion under William J. Donovan and was written and delivered by Yasuo Kuniyo-
shi, a Japan-born artist who had lived and worked in New York since 1910 and 
had volunteered his services to the fight against Japanese imperialism. He later 
made posters for the Office of War information (OWi).33 Meanwhile, on Bataan, 
tactical psychological warfare was being employed by two Nisei, sgt. Richard M. 
sakakida and sgt. Arthur s. Komori. they wrote surrender appeals by hand and 
inserted them in short pipes, then used a crude slingshot to deliver their messages 
to attacking Japanese soldiers.34

these early psychological warfare efforts paid few dividends at first. there 
was no evidence that anyone actually received Kuniyoshi’s broadcast. On Bataan, 
sakakida recalled, the Japanese soldiers replied with more shells. But Kuniyoshi’s 
efforts were the humble beginnings of what would grow into a major effort to 
influence Japanese soldiers, civilians, and government leaders. As the war pro-
gressed, the military services and other agencies gradually increased their efforts 
to persuade. Field commanders used portable loudspeakers and dropped leaflets 
from aircraft (the slingshot method was not repeated) to deliver tactical psycholog-
ical warfare messages. the Mis Nisei, often paired with prisoners of war, played 
an important role in tactical efforts. At the national level, the military services and 
other government agencies developed a program of strategic psychological war-
fare they hoped would undercut Japanese morale and thus shorten the war. they 
learned that individuals were needed who could read, write, and speak Japanese 

32 James W. Hamilton and William J. Bolce, Jr., gateway to Victory (stanford, Calif.: stan-
ford university Press, 1946), pp. 145–56; Ltr, t3g. Harold Nishimura to Col. Kai Rasmussen, 15 
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35; Richard sakakida and Wayne s. Kiyosaki, a spy in their Midst: the World War ii struggle of 
a Japanese american hero (Lanham, Md.: Madison Books, 1995), pp. 85–86.
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convincingly. they often used issei and Japanese prisoners of war as native speak-
ers, but Mis Nisei often helped supervised the work.35

Mis Nisei played a much smaller role in strategic psychological warfare. When 
the Western Defense Command ordered the removal of all individuals of Japanese 
ancestry from the West Coast, the Coordinator of information already had six 
Nisei employees in its san Francisco office. Donovan appealed to the secretary of 
war to let them remain, but the War Department refused. Assistant secretary of 
War John J. McCloy reminded Donovan that the War Department was removing 
its own Japanese-language school from the Presidio of san Francisco. the West-
ern Defense Command felt “that language school teachers and Japanese language 
broadcast translators,” according to McCloy, “can function as effectively behind 
the coastal frontier as they do in san Francisco or elsewhere along the coast.” 36

in June 1942 OWi took over responsibility for strategic propaganda from 
Donovan and continued to use civilian Nisei to make radio broadcasts to Japan 
from the united states. China scholar Owen Lattimore became head of the Over-
seas Operations Branch, and george taylor became chief of the Pacific Division. 
According to OWi official Archibald MacLeish, the agency could only find three 
white Americans other than the Nisei “with full command of the language.” OWi 
did find some Korean immigrants who spoke Japanese and were glad to assist in 
the fight against Japan.37 the san Francisco office continued to broadcast, even 
without its Nisei employees. Claude Buss, the Foreign service officer whom the 
Japanese interned in Manila and later repatriated, headed the office. By the spring 
of 1944 OWi was broadcasting news and commentary in Japanese and twenty-
three other Asia-Pacific languages using eleven powerful transmitters along the 
West Coast. Radio programs were written in san Francisco and translated into 
Japanese in Denver by a team of twenty-one Nisei under takehiko Yoshihashi. 
After the Western Defense Command finally allowed persons of Japanese ances-
try to return to the West Coast, OWi posted Nisei employees to san Francisco and 
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Portland in February 1945. By the spring of 1945 OWi employed twenty-one Nisei 
civilians who broadcast nine hours per day from san Francisco.38

in its attempt to recruit Nisei employees, OWi sometimes clashed with the 
War Department g–2, which fiercely protected its own Nisei linguists. However, 
the g–2 allowed its language school to give OWi occasional help with transla-
tion, research, and broadcasting.39 When OWi sent psychological warfare teams to 
the China-Burma-india theater in early 1944, Mis agreed to provide some Nisei 
language teams and later provided teams for the Philippines. For these teams, the 
language school selected Nisei students with backgrounds in newspapers, broad-
casting, and commercial art, such as Chris ishii, who had worked at Disney as a 
cartoonist and had designed the MisLs emblem. the school also selected Nisei 
with leftist political backgrounds, such as Koji Ariyoshi and Karl g. Yoneda. the 
school commandant, Colonel Rasmussen, told Yoneda that the Army was aware 
of his Communist affiliations, such as his having been editor of the official organ 
of the Japanese section of the American Communist Party, but that “his services 
were needed and appreciated.” Yoneda was soon on his way to Burma.40

in contrast, OWi was not allowed to operate freely in the Central or southwest 
Pacific. in July 1944 the OWi director accompanied President Roosevelt to Hawaii 
and requested access personally from Admiral Nimitz and general MacArthur. 
soon after, OWi was able to establish a small office in Hawaii for the Pacific 
Ocean Areas but was never allowed into the southwest Pacific Area.41 

that summer OWi hired a Nisei in Hawaii, Paul toda, who had been born 
in Hawaii but had spent many years growing up and attending school in Japan. 
He was deeply committed to the struggle against Japanese militarism. When 
the Army called for Nisei volunteers in January 1943, he and his two brothers 
answered. His brothers were accepted, but he was rejected on physical grounds. 
When OWi began hiring, he joined right away. Other Hawaii Nisei soon joined 
the OWi in Honolulu.42
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in Washington, OWi had already recruited a Harvard psychiatrist, Dr. Alex-
ander H. Leighton, to head the Foreign Morale Analysis Division. Leighton had 
spent more than a year in the Poston, Arizona, camp studying how persons of 
Japanese ancestry responded to the stress of incarceration.43 OWi also sponsored 
other research into Japanese psychology. in June 1944 OWi recruited Ruth Bene-
dict to prepare a study of the “Japanese mind.” the pioneering cultural anthropol-
ogist used issei as her research subjects for the study, which she published at war’s 
end as the Chrysanthemum and the sword. similar studies were commissioned by 
other organizations such as the smithsonian institution, which published a booklet 
by anthropologist John embree in January 1943.44 Book publishers released many 
old and new titles, such as a revised edition of a cultural history by a leading West-
ern scholar, sir george sansom.45

the War Department played a coordinating role in strategic psychological war-
fare against Japan. in October 1942 the g–2 established the Psychological Warfare 
Branch, which designed and distributed several Japanese-language leaflets; but 
the g–2 abolished the branch a few months later. After that, the g–2 worked with 
the Psychological Warfare Committee of the Joint Chiefs of staff. in November 
1943 the g–2 established the Propaganda Branch, but this section did not produce 
its own leaflets or radio broadcasts. instead, it coordinated with the Navy, state, 
Joint Chiefs of staff, and other agencies. OWi teams produced tactical materials in 
the field. the Office of Naval intelligence had its own psychological warfare staff, 
OP–16–W, but this office concentrated on the german Navy, not the Japanese.46

the Office of strategic services (Oss) Morale Operations Branch established 
a Far eastern section in 1943 under Maj. Herbert s. Little, a seattle lawyer who 
had lived in the Far east before the war. He visited the camps and in less than a 
year had recruited about fifty-five men. two-thirds of the recruits were issei, and 
most of the Nisei had lived in Japan, so they had excellent native-speaker language 
proficiency. Because the Army already had been scouring the camps for skilled 
Japanese-speakers, the Oss found mostly men who were over age or otherwise 
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unsuited for military service. Because the Oss was more willing than the War 
Department to enlist men with left-wing political backgrounds, at least 5 had been 
Communist Party members before the war, 10 or more had been active members 
of front organizations, and at least 6 had been union organizers.47 these issei 
and Nisei began producing print propaganda and simulated Japanese materials in 
1944 from offices in New York City and Washington, D.C.; but they soon began 
to lobby to be deployed to the Far east. in April 1945 some of them moved to san 
Francisco, where they produced radio programs that were recorded on disks and 
flown to saipan for broadcast to Japan.

the War Department g–2 was usually successful in resisting Oss requests 
for its Nisei linguists already in uniform, but in January 1944 MisLs did assign 
four recent graduates to Oss headquarters in Washington. When MisLs recruited 
fifty Nisei women for language training, the Oss diverted four to work in Wash-
ington. unable to obtain enough issei and Nisei for its propaganda work, the Oss 
contracted with the university of Pennsylvania in January 1945 for a six-month 
course in Japanese-language and area studies for Caucasian personnel.48

the Oss Research and Analysis section also used issei and Nisei along with 
several Caucasian experts on Japan. While not as extensive as the Oss Research 
and Analysis efforts directed toward Central europe, this branch nevertheless pro-
duced some impressive results, foremost among them a series of research reports 
and area handbooks on Japan. this section produced 8 reports on Japan in 1942, 8 
in 1943, about 40 in 1944, and many more in 1945.49

the u.s. government also listened to Japanese radio broadcasts. in 1941 the 
Federal Communications Commission established the Foreign Broadcast intelli-
gence service (FBis), which monitored radio from foreign countries, including the 
Dōmei shortwave news broadcasts that the Japanese government sent to overseas 
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Japanese.50 these were translated into english and distributed to the top levels of 
the American government. FBis senior staff included Dr. Chitoshi Yanaga from 
the university of California, satoru sugimura from Hawaii, and several Cauca-
sians who had lived in Japan for extended periods. FBis opened an office in Port-
land, Oregon, in 1941 and an office in san Francisco in 1942. However, most FBis 
employees of Japanese ancestry stayed in Denver, where they monitored Japanese 
government broadcasts to its own people about the progress of the war. During 
1944 a few Nisei were allowed to work for FBis in Hawaii and Portland.51 By the 
end of the war over fifty Nisei worked in the Portland office alone.

As American forces advanced in the Pacific, psychological warfare agen-
cies moved closer to Japan to broadcast from locations such as saipan, guam, 
Manila, and mainland China. Oss Morale Operations had long hoped to operate 
closer to Japan. On 1 June 1945, it sent half its issei and Nisei staff, twenty-seven 
in all, by troopship to india. they arrived outside Calcutta on 9 July. Five pro-
ceeded to Kunming, China, and the others were waiting for air transport when 
the war ended.52

After the capture of saipan in July 1944, the Honolulu OWi set up a forward 
detachment there, including civilian Nisei Paul toda, who volunteered for the 
assignment: “On saipan he made himself invaluable as an interpreter in dealing 
with Japanese prisoners of war, as translator, as odd job man,” his supervisor later 
wrote. “Nothing was too arduous or too menial for him.”53

in the Philippines, in February 1945 MacArthur allowed OWi to begin propa-
ganda broadcasts from Manila. Brig. gen. Bonner F. Fellers, chief of the south-
west Pacific Area Psychological Warfare Board, called a conference to develop 
a coordinated plan for psychological warfare against Japan. Beginning in March 
1945, the Psychological Warfare Board prepared and disseminated a newsletter, 
the rakkasan [parachute] News, for Japanese soldiers and the home islands. this 
weekly publication, written by Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis) 
Nisei with the help of Japanese prisoners of war, was widely read by Japanese 
troops in the final months of the war.54

in March 1945 Fellers asked Atis for two Nisei to make radio broadcasts 
directly to the Japanese home islands. the Atis executive officer assembled the 
Nisei, explained that they were looking for individuals with broadcast experience, 
and asked for volunteers. Much to his consternation, no one stepped forward. Col. 
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sidney F. Mashbir then spoke to the Nisei himself: “this is an extremely danger-
ous thing to ask any Nisei to do. . . . i know that should your names become known 
dire vengeance will be wreaked upon your relatives in Japan. Not only that, but 
you will be the first Nisei to arrive in Manila and the Filipino guerrillas may mis-
take you for Japanese in disguise and kill you. therefore this job calls not only 
for ability and intelligence but nerve.” still no one volunteered. Lt. gary tsuneo 
Kadani finally explained that the Nisei were hesitant only “because none of us feels 
himself worthy or competent to carry out so important a mission, and none is so 
boastful or immodest as to believe that he is worthy of such a job.” instead Kadani 
selected ten candidates, of whom two were chosen: s.sgt. Clifford P. Konno and 
sgt. John Masuda. they became the first Nisei soldiers to enter Manila, where 
according to Mashbir “their services were outstanding.” the Psychological War-
fare Board soon requested additional Nisei, so in June 1945 MisLs sent M.sgt. 
Masao Harold Onishi directly from Minnesota to Manila. Before the war, Onishi 
had worked as a Japanese-language announcer for KgMB in Hawaii.55

55 sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953), pp. 244–46; “Masao 
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in February 1945 Captain Zacharias proposed a direct radio appeal to Japa-
nese Army and Navy commanders. in early March the Office of Naval intelligence 
brought him back to Washington, where he was assigned to the Psychological 
Warfare Branch (OP–16–W). there, he drew up a strategic psychological opera-
tions plan and in May 1945 began a series of broadcasts to Japan’s top leadership, 
calling himself “an official spokesman.”56

Other influential Americans urged the Roosevelt administration to use psy-
chological warfare in hopes of averting a costly invasion of Japan. in April 1945 
the chairman of the senate Armed services Committee, senator elbert D. thomas 
(D-utah), wrote to the president’s chief of staff, Admiral William D. Leahy, urg-
ing such a campaign. thomas spoke with authority, having served as a missionary 
in Japan and being the only member of the House or senate who could read and 
speak the Japanese language. Leahy referred the senator to Captain Zacharias, 
whose plans were already well under way.57

Atis began its own broadcasts to Japan on 19 July 1945, when Colonel Mash-
bir addressed a series of personal broadcasts directly to the Japanese people using 
OWi’s facilities in Manila.58 Japan was thus receiving radio broadcasts from sev-
eral American agencies: Oss Morale Operations, the Office of War information, 
the Office of Naval intelligence (under Captain Zacharias), and Atis (under Colo-
nel Mashbir). some of these agencies used social scientists to study the Japanese 
national character in search of exploitable vulnerabilities, assisted by a few civil-
ian issei and Nisei, but the Nisei role was generally circumscribed. Army field 
commanders used Mis Nisei in tactical psychological warfare. However, this pool 
of knowledge and talent was scarcely tapped. in any event, it is unclear whether 
the psychological warfare campaign against Japan had much effect.

signals intelligence

the Army and Navy developed impressive capabilities, codenamed magIc, 
one of the most closely held secrets of the war, to intercept Japanese radio commu-
nications, including Japanese diplomatic message traffic. the u.s. Army signal 
intelligence service (sis) located its code-breaking activities at Arlington Hall on 
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the outskirts of Washington, D.C., with an intercept station and technical training 
school at Vint Hill Farms near Warrenton, Virginia.59 the Office of Naval intelli-
gence’s counterpart to the sis, OP–20–g, was at the Mount Vernon Academy in 
Washington, D.C.60 to translate intercepted Japanese material, both organizations 
used language officers and Caucasian civilians such as Harold e. Zaugg, repatri-
ated from Japan in 1942, and Virginia Aderholdt, a former teacher in Japan.61 
“translation was the bottleneck of the magIc production line,” historian David 
Kahn has written of the early years of the war. “interpreters of Japanese were even 
scarcer than expert cryptanalysts. security precluded employing Nisei or any but 
the most trustworthy Americans.”62 

Japanese radio messages, when decrypted, came in rōmaji syllables, rather 
than kanji characters. Rōmaji was easier to translate than kanji in some ways. in 
other ways it was more difficult, because one rōmaji syllable could refer to more 
than one Japanese word. Context would determine a word’s intended meaning. As 
Commander McCollum explained: “the so-called translator in this type of stuff 
almost has to be a cryptographer himself. You understand that these things come 
out in the form of syllables, and it is how you group your syllables that you make 
your words. there is no punctuation. Now without the Chinese ideograph [kanji] 
to read from, it is most difficult to group these things together. that is, any two 
sounds grouped together to make a word may mean a variety of things.”63

the problem of finding translators “was most acute in the case of Japanese, 
both because a knowledge of Japanese is rare in this country and because the vol-
ume of material to be translated was so great,” sis reported. “the only recourse 
was to train personnel from the very beginning.”64 sis recruited the director of 
Japanese studies at Harvard university, edwin O. Reischauer, in 1943 to find and 
train more Japanese translators. Assistant secretary of War McCloy personally 
contacted the president of Harvard university to obtain Reischauer’s services. 
Reischauer set up a Japanese-language school at Arlington Hall that eventually 
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trained 428 Caucasians. He received a direct commission to major in september 
1943 and worked for the rest of the war as the liaison officer between sis special 
Branch and Arlington Hall.65

in the early years the available number of translators proved adequate to the 
task. However, when the volume of intercepted messages grew in 1944, they 
became overwhelmed. in January 1944 Australian soldiers discovered a set of 
Japanese codebooks on New guinea that were photographed and sent to Arling-
ton Hall. in the month before the Australians found the codebooks, Arlington 
Hall decrypted fewer than 2,000 Japanese Army messages. two months later sis 
decrypted more than 36,000. soon 200,000 Japanese messages were waiting to be 
decrypted and translated.66 the crisis apparently overcame previous sis concerns 
about using Nisei for such sensitive work. On 27 January 1944, the sis requested 
twenty-five Nisei from MisLs. school officials assembled a team under M.sgt. 
Joe Yuzuru Masuda, a Kibei graduate of Crissy Field and an enlisted instructor. 
Only when their train left Minneapolis did the Nisei learn they were destined not 
for the Pacific, but for “some signal outfit in Virginia.” upon arrival at Vint Hill 
Farms station, they were assigned to Detachment B–1–V, 2d signal service Bat-
talion. At first their new commander, Maj. gordon t. Fish, acted gruffly, as if he 
“detested being in command of a bunch of ‘Japs.’” the Nisei learned that his eldest 
son had died while a prisoner of the Japanese in the Philippines. For his part, the 
major soon learned that the Nisei were Americans, not “Japs.”67 the Nisei got an 
even frostier reception from security officers, who insisted that any Nisei who had 
ever visited Japan or had relatives living there could not stay at Vint Hill Farms. 
Fourteen Nisei, including sergeant Masuda, returned to Camp savage. the school 
sent replacements under M.sgt. Morio Nishita, another Crissy Field graduate and 
enlisted instructor. Despite the rocky start, Major Fish came to respect the Nisei, 
one of whom remembered him as “a gentleman, scholar, and a soldier who truly 
loved his men.” in the spring of 1945 he sent two Nisei to the signal Corps officer 
candidate school at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.68

in June 1944 the school sent thirty more Nisei to Vint Hill. Altogether fifty 
Nisei were crammed into a poorly ventilated and -lighted building where they 
struggled with thousands of intercepted messages. the sis gradually allowed the 
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Nisei to try their hand at cryptanalysis, even though they had no special training 
for this line of work. the messages were mostly “commercial, industrial, or diplo-
matic communications,” Mitsuo Mansho recalled. One message when translated 
mentioned a shipment of a mysterious “s X ore.” soon after, a brigadier general 
visited to compliment their work and singled out a particular message which had 
been relayed immediately to American submarines on patrol. Mansho later came 
to suspect that the interdicted shipment had been uranium ore.69

For more than a year the Nisei endured cramped and uncomfortable condi-
tions at Vint Hill Farms, and their morale was often low. “those of us who were 
unfortunate enough to have been assigned were short-changed by the military,” 
one recalled. “We didn’t expect to be pampered. Least the military could have 
done was to be fair with us.” 70 they could see that Vint Hill Farms was clearly a 
sideshow to the main effort at Arlington Hall, where the Nisei were not allowed. 
During 1944 MisLs sent sixteen Caucasian officers to work at Arlington Hall, but 
not one Nisei.
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edward K. Kawamoto and other Nisei with the U.s. army signal intelligence 
service, Vint hill farms, Maryland
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As the war progressed, other Nisei were assigned to tactical signals intel-
ligence. the Army Air Forces assigned Nisei to its mobile radio squadrons. in 
January 1945 twenty-four Nisei were assigned to the 3795th signal intelligence 
Detachment, an experimental unit at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. in July another 
twenty-four were assigned to the 4029th signal intelligence service Detachment 
(type C) at the eastern signal Corps training Center, also at Fort Monmouth.71 
By war’s end some 10,000 personnel were working in the Army’s signal intel-
ligence effort and 6,000 in the Navy’s. Of these, perhaps a hundred were Nisei. 
Persistent suspicions of the Nisei prohibited their working in signals intelligence 
in more than a limited capacity.

pacific Military intelligence research section

Although Nisei were kept out of most signals intelligence work, translating 
captured documents was considered much less sensitive. the Nisei had proven 
valuable for translating captured documents near the front lines ever since the 
earliest campaigns. As Allied forces drew closer to Japan, the flow of captured 
documents threatened to overwhelm intelligence organizations. By the summer 
of 1944 the volume of documents being captured could be measured in tons. Field 
commanders established translation centers in each theater: Atis in the south-
west Pacific; the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas (JiCPOA), in the 
Central Pacific; the southeast Asia translator and interrogation Center (seAtiC) 
in southeast Asia; and the sino translation and interrogation Center (siNtiC) in 
China. even these could not keep pace. Many captured documents had little or no 
immediate value to theater commanders. the documents may have been routine 
or highly technical or may have had value only for strategic planning. Yet until 
late in the war the War Department had no translation section under its direct 
control. the small number of Nisei in the War Department g–2 Pacific Order of 
Battle section could handle only occasional translation work. in June 1943 Colo-
nel Rasmussen established a translation section under Yutaka Munakata using 
the fluctuating pool of graduates awaiting assignment at the school, but they did 
translations more for training value than for actual intelligence requirements.72

Maj. gen. Clayton Bissell, who became the War Department g–2 in February 
1944, felt that the War Department should have its own translation center. He knew 
that the Allies had the Military intelligence Research section (MiRs) in London, 
a joint translation center for german-language materials. in August 1944 he asked 
for Nisei translators to establish a similar center for Japanese-language transla-
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tion.73 On 6 september 1944, Maj. sidney F. gronich, who had helped establish 
MiRs in London, drove up to Camp Ritchie, Maryland, from Washington with 
five Nisei from the order of battle team to open the Pacific Military intelligence 
Research section (PACMiRs). MisLs sent seven Caucasian officers and twenty-
four Nisei, including nine former instructors.74

Camp Ritchie was a small National guard post nestled in the Blue Ridge 
Mountains two hours from Washington. in the summer of 1942 the War Depart-
ment g–2 established the Military intelligence training Center there. the post 
provided a secure location where Nisei soldiers would be less conspicuous than 
in wartime Washington. the Nisei set up in a dilapidated warehouse that until 
recently had housed italian prisoners of war. Capt. Lardner W. Moore was placed 
in charge of the translation work. Many of the Nisei were disappointed with state-
side duty in a remote location. gronich addressed their concerns forthrightly at 
the first meeting: “A great deal is going to be expected of you. You’ll be asked to 
work far beyond your rank. some of you certainly deserve commissions, all of 

73 MisLs memo, 18 Feb 44; After-Action Report, Pacific Military intelligence Research sec-
tion (PACMiRs), sub: History and Organization of PACMiRs, Camp Ritchie, Maryland, 6 sep-
tember 1944–14 August 1945; “History and Operation MiRs London and Washington Branches, 1 
May 1943–14 July 1945,” pp. 175–96, unpubl Ms, n.d.; MiD History.

74 Unsung heroes, pp. 23–26; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 9–10, 30–
31. intervs, author with s. Phil ishio, 18 Apr 95; with Arthur M. Kaneko, 25 Aug 95; with Joseph 
Milanowski, 30 Oct 87; with Yamane, 8 Dec 94. see also eugene A. Wright Papers, NJAHs.

recent graduates at fort snelling worked in the translation pool while waiting for 
assignment.
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you higher rankings. i wish i could give you what you deserve. i cannot. i’m in no 
position to do so. But this isn’t going to keep me from asking you to do what i feel 
each of you is capable of doing.” 75

At first PACMiRs was an extension of the order of battle section in the Penta-
gon. several of the first Nisei to arrive from MisLs attended a four-week Pacific 
Order of Battle course in the Pentagon, where Major Reischauer’s lectures on 
the history of Japan were especially popular.76 However, general Bissell visited 
Camp Ritchie in October and issued new guidance: he wanted document transla-
tion, not order of battle work. With this revised mission PACMiRs went to work 
on 14 October.

that autumn intelligence requirements for the war against Japan began to 
change in significant ways. to support the strategic bombing campaign, the Army 
Air Forces needed intelligence on Japanese factories, railroads, and ports. the first 
B–29 raid against Japan was launched in June 1944 from bases in China; when 
American forces captured the Marianas, the XXi Bomber Command began build-
ing up forces there. However, existing intelligence on strategic, economic, and 
industrial targets was poor. On 1 November 1944, a lone B–29 flew over tokyo on 
the first photoreconnaissance mission over the Japanese home islands.77

At Camp Ritchie, the Nisei settled down to their work. sergeant Yamane, 
who had been in the Army since before Pearl Harbor, took a weekend pass to 
New York City to be married. When he returned, he found that PACMiRs had 
received some crates of Japanese documents, marked “no military significance,” 
captured on saipan several months earlier and sent to the Military intelligence 
training Center for training purposes. When Yamane began going through the 
crates in early December, one of the first documents he pulled out was a thick 
mimeographed item, “File of Proceedings of 1944 Liaison Conference of Chiefs 
of Ordnance Departments.” this was the record of a meeting of top Japanese staff 
officers in May 1944 in tokyo to review their country’s munitions stocks and pro-
curement programs. the document included inventories and statistical tables of all 
major weapons and munitions.78 Yamane recognized the document’s significance 

75 Quote from Pat Nagano, MisNorCal Bio.
76 MiD History, pp. 190–92; Records of the Mis Far east intel school (Pacific Order of Battle 
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77 Kreis, piercing the fog, pp. 335–38, 364–71; u.s. strategic Bombing survey, summary 
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neth P. Werrell, Blankets of fire: U.s. Bombers over Japan during World War ii (Washington, 
D.C.: smithsonian institution Press, 1996), pp. 102, 128–29.
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and showed it to his superiors at once. Colonel gronich responded by canceling all 
furloughs and assigning his best Nisei to translate it. each day a staff car delivered 
that day’s translations directly to the Pentagon. the full translation was published 
on 7 December 1944 as PACMiRs special Report No. 1. the PACMiRs Nisei had 
hit a home run on their first at-bat.79

the volume of translation work raised issues of interagency coordination. 
Which service or agency should set translation priorities? Would PACMiRs give 
equal priority to documents of interest to the Navy and the Army Air Forces? in 
December 1944 representatives of the u.s. Army and Navy, British War Office, 
Australian and Canadian Armies, and the various Allied commands assembled 
in Washington for a Japanese document conference. After two weeks of discus-
sion, they agreed to establish a new office to coordinate the flow of documents 
and establish priorities. As a result the Office of Naval intelligence established the 
Washington Document Center in February 1945. under the new procedures, all 
captured Japanese documents arriving in the united states were first processed by 
the center, which would review them and assign the translation either to PACMiRs 
or to the Far eastern Branch of the Office of Naval intelligence. the Office of Naval 
intelligence borrowed several Nisei from PACMiRs to start its operation.80

Over the winter of 1944–1945 a sprinkling of combat veterans, including Cau-
casian team leaders such as eugene Wright, John Anderton, and Lachlan sinclair, 
was assigned to Camp Ritchie. Others found themselves assigned to PACMiRs by 
chance. For example, in March 1945 general Joseph W. stilwell happened to visit 
Fort sill, Oklahoma, where he noticed a Chinese American who had served on his 
staff in Burma. Capt. Won-Loy Chan, a graduate of stanford university and later 
of MisLs, had spent twenty-three months in the China-Burma-india theater as an 
intelligence officer. stilwell greeted Chan with characteristic bluntness: “Charlie, 
what the hell are you doing here?” Chan began to explain, but stilwell would not 
listen. “You don’t belong here, Charlie,” he said. shortly afterward Chan received 
orders for PACMiRs, where he became the liaison officer with the center’s trans-
lation customers.81 Another returning veteran was Lt. s. Phil ishio, who came to 
PACMiRs in June 1945 after two-and-a-half years in the southwest Pacific.82 the 
British and Canadian armies gave PACMiRs some of their best Japanese linguists. 
Canadian Nisei came to PACMiRs as translators when the Canadian Army began 
to train a few in 1945.83 the chief of the translation group was a British officer, Lt. 

79 “Proceedings of Conference, Japanese Chiefs of Ordnance, tokyo, May 1944,” PACMiRs 
special Rpt no. 1, 7 Dec 44; Willoughby, “the Character of Military intelligence,” pt. 2, pp. 196–97, 
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translations and reports can be found in the War Department g–2 Library (“P” File), security Class 
intel Ref Pubs, Rg 165, NARA. see also Wright Papers, NJAHs.

80 “Washington Document Center,” pt. 8, in “Office of Naval intelligence,” pp. 894–99. twenty-
three boxes of WDC translations can be found in the records of the Chief of Naval Operations, Rg 
38, NARA.

81 Won-Loy Chan, Burma: the Untold story (Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1986), p. 115.
82 interv, author with ishio, 18 Apr 95.
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Col. P. Pender-Cudlip, who had studied Japanese in London at the school of Ori-
ental studies and had been assigned as a language attaché in tokyo from 1936 to 
1939. He had then served with British Army intelligence in singapore until it fell 
in 1942. this multinational group of talented Japanese linguists produced a steady 
flow of translations. in addition to translations of individual documents, they pro-
duced bulletins and reports on special topics and did special work as required, all 
of which was distributed to Allied headquarters.

some PACMiRs Nisei later attended officer candidate school. Arthur M. 
Kaneko went to the infantry officer candidate school at Fort Benning, georgia, 
in December 1944.84 After his return in April 1945 as a new second lieutenant, 
whenever he served as officer of the day he took special pleasure in inspecting the 
prisoner of war officers’ mess, where the german generals had to rise to attention 
each time he entered the room.85

Other Nisei found the routine wearing, and they chafed under their Caucasian 
officers. When Pat Nagano returned in July 1945 after a six-month absence, he 
noticed a distinct change in tone. gronich, who had been promoted to colonel and 
was popular with the Nisei, had been transferred; and the Nisei felt they were no 
longer as trusted as before. in the early days they had been allowed to scan the 
documents to assess their intelligence value. Now they had to prepare word-for-
word translations of every document the officers assigned to them.86 the drudgery 
of translating dense technical materials took its toll on morale. in addition, the lon-
ger they worked, the more they resented their subordinate status. M.sgt. george 
M. Koshi, a Nisei attorney who had worked in the Pentagon Order of Battle sec-
tion since 1943 and then at PACMiRs, wrote to a friend at MisLs: “We ought to 
be accustomed to working with Caucasian officers, by now, but when they head 
us only because they are Caucasians it really gets me down.” 87 Many PACMiRs 
Nisei felt their contributions to the war effort were minimal at best. As the war 
dragged on they felt increasingly discouraged.

the Manhattan project

in June 1943 the Military intelligence Division’s New York City branch 
requested Nisei for a special assignment. in August MisLs sent two Kibei, t4g. 
Kiyoshi Hirano and s.sgt. Yutaka Namba.88 Hirano had lived for eleven years in 
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Japan, where he had graduated from high school with a teacher’s certificate and 
had briefly taught school. Namba had lived in Japan and attended Meiji university. 
the two were assigned to the Morale services Division of Army service Forces, 
which published yank Magazine. they worked on the nineteenth floor of an office 
building on Broadway in downtown Manhattan. Over the autumn and winter of 
1943–1944, they prepared a Japanese-english dictionary, some language text-
books, and other miscellaneous translation work. At some point, probably early in 
1944, a high-ranking Army officer interviewed Hirano and Namba in the Rocke-
feller Center. they were then instructed to report to an unmarked office upstairs 
from the Fulton Fish Market, where they were put to work translating Japanese 
technical documents and scientific papers on nuclear physics. their supervisors 
stressed the need for absolute secrecy. the two Nisei did not even tell each other 
what they were working on. Hirano translated the confiscated New York branch 
office files of two Japanese businesses, Mitsui and Company and the Ogura Petro-
leum Company. the technical translation work was difficult, and “he was told to 
try to identify certain types and shapes of metals he’d never heard of before,” as 
well as translate documents on metallurgy and polymerization. “Often it took a 
whole day of research to identify a single word,” he recalled.89

Not until August 1945 did they learn that they had worked in support of the 
Manhattan Project, a closely guarded secret of the war effort and, like signals 
intelligence, protected by multiple layers of security. in the autumn of 1943 the 
director, Brig. gen. Leslie R. groves, pushed for better intelligence about german 
and Japanese atomic weapons programs. that December he sent the Alsos Mis-
sion, a scientific and technical intelligence team, to italy. After the war, Americans 
learned that Japan’s nuclear program was dwarfed by America’s, but during the 
war groves was concerned and asked his staff for any intelligence on possible 
Japanese developments.90 the Mis Nisei played a small, indirect part in this effort 
by translating scientific, technical, and commercial documents that shed light on 
Japan’s capabilities.91

nese American Historical society, 1991), p. 21. Army service Forces produced Japanese-language 
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army Map service

the Army also needed maps for the war against Japan. From the outset the 
Army Map service relied on maps and atlases from the Library of Congress and 
university collections, as well as maps captured during the fighting. When the 
war began, they sought to recruit individuals who could translate the thousands of 
place names on the Japanese maps; but they found that the pool of qualified trans-
lators was almost exhausted. in January 1943 the Army Map service approached 
MisLs and requested Mis Nisei for translating work. Assistant secretary McCloy 
personally approved the assignment of three Mis Nisei; school officials helped 
the Army Map service select twenty civilians, many of them Nisei women from 
the camps. All were sent to Cleveland, Ohio, in May 1943 for this painstaking but 
important work.92

ii armored Corps training Center

Another unusual assignment was teaching basic Japanese to the 1st Filipino 
infantry, which activated in April 1942 with Filipino agricultural workers stranded 
in the united states when the war broke out. in the summer of 1943 the ii Armored 
Corps established a special training center at Fort Ord and the Presidio of Mon-
terey, California, to teach commando skills to selected Filipino officers and men. 
At that time the Western Defense Command did not allow persons of Japanese 
ancestry on the West Coast. Furthermore, hatred of the Japanese ran high in Fili-
pino communities in the united states, so Nisei instructors would probably not 
have been acceptable to the Filipino troops. MisLs sent two Caucasian graduates 
to teach simple Japanese phrases and a few kanji characters.

in the spring of 1944 the War Department g–2, general Bissell, visited Mon-
terey and met with the instructors. One of them, t.sgt. Dempster P. Dirks, com-
mented that foreign languages were better taught during times of peace, not in the 
midst of war. Furthermore, in his opinion the Presidio of Monterey would make an 
excellent setting for such a school. “i [wouldn’t] put these buildings back in moth-
balls, this is an ideal location,” Dirks suggested. “it’s away from urban centers and 
relatively secluded. Operate in peacetime and teach several different languages.” 
the general’s response is not recorded, but Dirks proved prescient. After the war’s 
end, MisLs moved to the Presidio of Monterey and expanded to train military 
linguists in dozens of languages for the postwar era.93
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preparing for Military government

As the war progressed, the united states developed plans for the occupation of 
Japan.94 Although key policy issues such as the future status of the emperor were 
left unresolved, it was clear that military government over any Japanese territory 
would require a large number of Japanese-speaking personnel. in August 1943 the 
senior Army commander in Hawaii suggested using Nisei for occupation duties. 
“it occurred to me that a plan might be evolved to use many of these people in 
the rehabilitation and rule of Japan, once that country has been conquered,” Lt. 
gen. Robert C. Richardson wrote to McCloy. Could we not place educated Nisei, 
he suggested, “in minor key positions in Japan after the victory, with the thought 
of democratizing the people from which they sprang? this would serve a double 
purpose. it would assist materially in the Westernization of the Japanese, as these 
men would form a bridge between the mentality of their ancestors and modern 
American mentality and manners. secondly, it would form an honorable outlet to 
educated American Japanese.”95 the War Department did not take up his proposal. 
in April 1944, when the Civil Affairs Division projected its requirements for 1,000 
Japanese-speakers for the occupation, not even this high figure convinced plan-
ners to turn to the Nisei.96 

Joseph C. grew, former ambassador to Japan, consulted with Nisei lead-
ers and visited MisLs several times. in september 1943, when Assistant sec-
retary McCloy asked him about using Nisei in the occupation of Japan, grew 
responded with enthusiasm. John F. Aiso later remarked that the Nisei “had a 
great friend in Ambassador grew.” 97 grew solicited Aiso’s views about postwar 
Japan. in response, Aiso and his staff prepared a “blueprint study which publicly 
proposed such matters as the preservation of the emperor system, the agricul-
tural land reform laws, and rewriting the Japanese constitution to eliminate the 
military’s direct access to the throne and to guarantee the fundamental rights of 
the individual.”98 these proposals coincided with grew’s own thinking, and he 
arranged for Aiso to speak before a public forum in Chicago in November 1943 
on “international Problems after the War.” “the problem of Japan in the post-war

94 Hugh Borton, american presurrender planning for postwar Japan (New York: east Asian 
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world is beset with difficulties,” explained the panel moderator while introducing 
Aiso. “its solution needs all the wisdom we can muster. One source of knowledge, 
too often overlooked, is our native Americans of Japanese ancestry. Many are in 
the Army.”99 Aiso presented what he called “a few modest observations upon the 
reconstruction of Japan.” His remarks, coordinated with the War Department Pub-
lic Relations Office, called for ridding Japan of “insane militarism” but warned 
against abolishing the emperor system. He spelled out a reform agenda for Japan’s 
constitution and legal, taxation, and education systems. He cautiously did not spell 
out any particular role for the Nisei. However, he boldly declared that “notwith-
standing false reports from irresponsible quarters, the loss of our homes and the 
loss of economic security through compulsory war-time evacuation, our faith in 
America remains unshaken.” Following this speech, Aiso apparently played no 
further role in postwar planning.100

in December 1943 the War Department took its first steps to train military 
government personnel for the “Asiatic theater.” Language training loomed large in 
their worries. “[i]t is infinitely more important in a program for the Far east than 
for the Mediterranean-european theaters that recruitment and training for occu-
pation be initiated well in advance of the event,” warned one planning memoran-
dum. “Familiarity in America with european languages and backgrounds, while 
not widespread, is nonetheless considerable; acquaintance with Far eastern lan-
guages, institutions and points of view is practically nonexistent. Furthermore, the 
difficulties of imparting useful language and other relevant knowledge of the Far 
east are many times those of similar preparation for european areas.” the memo-
randum, which did not mention the Nisei, asserted that “six months of intensive 
work in conversational Japanese is a bare minimum of useful instruction.”101

the Office of the Provost Marshal general established Civil Affairs training 
schools at ten universities in 1944 and that July established a program at the uni-
versity of Chicago to train issei and Nisei civilians to become Japanese-language 
“informants,” or language teachers. the Civil Affairs Division hoped to find 150 
instructors but found only twenty-six who eventually taught introductory Japa-
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nese to hundreds of military government officers.102 the Navy established its own 
military government training programs at Columbia and Princeton.

in July 1944 the Civil Affairs Division established the Civil Affairs Holding 
and staging Area (CAsA) at Fort Ord, California.103 in July 1944 five Mis Nisei 
were assigned to provide language instruction under 1st Lt. suyeki Okumura, a 
Nisei lawyer, and M.sgt. Paul Jun sakai, a university of Washington graduate 
who had served with the 9th infantry Division in North Africa in 1942–1943, 
before coming to MisLs as a language student.104 the Nisei had no textbooks, so 
they improvised. they taught elementary Japanese phrases two hours per day, ten 
hours per week to the mostly junior Army and Navy officers. some had received 
several months of Japanese instruction, but most had no previous exposure.

in December 1944 almost 1,000 more personnel arrived, bringing CAsA’s 
total strength to 1,124 and forcing the agency to relocate to the Presidio of Mon-
terey in February 1945. MisLs sent seventeen more Nisei as instructors in Janu-
ary and ten more in April. in June 1945 another 234 officers arrived. in July CAsA 
added Chinese-language classes in anticipation of landings on the coast of China. 
Capt. Quan H. Yuen, a Chinese American and the only officer to graduate from 
the MisLs Chinese course, taught the classes. CAsA personnel also researched 
various aspects of Japanese government, economy, and society in preparation 
for the occupation. in February 1945 the Office of strategic services assigned a 
detachment of about sixteen professionals, many of whom were experts on Japan. 
they helped write various research reports and civil affairs manuals at the pre-
fecture level.105 By the summer of 1945 more than thirty Mis Nisei were training 
military government personnel in Monterey for the occupation of Japan. Others 
were training for occupation censorship duties at Fort Mason, san Francisco. 
Nine Nisei began a civil censorship training course in February 1945 and another 
twenty-five in July.
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supreme headquarters allied expeditionary force

During the war, Japan maintained close diplomatic and commercial ties with 
Nazi germany, which gave the Allies another valuable source of intelligence 
about both countries. For example, the Allies routinely intercepted the diplomatic 
cables of the Japanese ambassador to Berlin, general hiroshi ōshima, yielding 
invaluable insights into the Nazi high command. in the autumn of 1944, as Allied 
ground forces drew closer to germany’s borders, the War Department g–2 was 
eager to pick up any further intelligence from Japanese diplomats and business-
men in Central europe.106

in case the Nazi government should suddenly surrender or collapse, gen-
eral Dwight D. eisenhower’s supreme Headquarters Allied expeditionary Force 
(sHAeF) developed contingency plans for Operation eclIPSe, a short-notice air-
borne assault on Berlin by the First Allied Airborne Army. in October 1944 PAC-
MiRs alerted three Mis Nisei for possible deployment to europe but shelved these 
plans when Allied forces stalled at germany’s border and the germans launched 
a fierce counterattack in the Ardennes.107 Not until January 1945 did eisenhower’s 
g–2 call for Japanese-language personnel. PACMiRs then sent three Nisei under 
Maj. John M. White, an experienced team leader and veteran of the Aleutians, and 
M.sgt. Kazuo e. Yamane, who had discovered the Japanese Army ordnance plan. 
the four departed New York aboard a C–54. upon arrival at Versailles on about 
12 February they were assigned to the sHAeF g–2 Far eastern intelligence sec-
tion in the trianon Palace Hotel, where sHAeF had its headquarters. At first the 
Nisei were told they would join a British commando unit to be inserted into Berlin 
ahead of the Russians. When this mission was scrubbed, the Nisei settled in with 
little to do other than visit Paris on pass. Otherwise, they waited in Versailles for 
the war to end.108

in the waning days of the war the Japanese embassy staff moved to Bad gas-
tein, a remote Austrian ski resort. When the german surrender finally came in 
May 1945, the 101st Airborne Division soon arrived and requisitioned the hotel 
in which the diplomats were staying. At first the diplomats refused to be evicted, 

106 Boyd, hitler’s Japanese Confidant; “Japanese in europe as of 1 December 1944,” 15 Jan 45, 
HRC geog V Japan 201—Who’s Who, CMH files.

107 Kazuo e. Yamane, “World War ii experiences, Pentagon-Paris-Berlin,” in Oguro, sempai 
gumi, pp. 106–13; interv, author with Yamane, 8 Dec 94; Pat Nagano, “Lost glory,” MisNorCal 
Bio; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 271–73, 330–31. For Operation eclIPSe, see Cornelius Ryan, 
the Last Battle (New York: simon and schuster, 1966), pp. 119–25.

108 in some versions, for example, in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 112–13, Yamane claims his 
team deployed in October 1944. However, in the same account he says the german attack in the 
Ardennes (16 December 1944) had occurred “only a few weeks before our arrival.” Pat Nagano 
recalled they left the united states shortly after 4 February 1945. Yamane’s discharge certificate 
states he arrived in europe on 12 February 1945; his certificate of appreciation from the sHAeF 
g–2 dates his assignment from 14 February 1945. thus the February date appears more plausible. 
pacific War and peace, p. 69, repeats Yamane’s error, as does tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 105, 
and Crost, honor by fire, p. 283.
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but by coincidence the division commander, Maj. gen. Maxwell D. taylor, had 
studied Japanese in tokyo before the war as a language attaché. He appeared at 
the hotel and personally evicted the diplomats in their own language. the three 
Mis Nisei eventually helped guard these diplomats and other Japanese personnel. 
in July two of the Nisei escorted thirty-three Japanese diplomats to New York on 
board an ocean liner. the third, Yamane, returned soon afterward.109

Military intelligence training Units

During the first three years of the war the Mis Nisei proved their worth in 
combat and stateside sensitive intelligence assignments. With the invasion of 
Japan not far away, War Department leaders knew they would need even more 
Nisei in the Mis. However, during the winter and spring of 1945, war weari-
ness was spreading throughout the united states. the Battle of Okinawa came 
as a sobering reminder of the high casualties certain to come with the invasion of 
Japan. it was an especially difficult time for individuals of Japanese ancestry in the 
united states. in December 1944 the government announced plans to allow them 
to return to the West Coast, but many local communities remained bitterly hostile. 
By one count, anti-Japanese bigotry sparked more than forty incidents of violence 
or intimidation on the West Coast in the first six months of 1945.110

Meanwhile, the casualty lists from the 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt) 
were read with great sorrow in Japanese communities in Hawaii and on the main-
land. in October–November 1944 the unit suffered over 1,400 casualties in six 
weeks in the Vosges Mountains. in April 1945 the unit returned to italy and suf-
fered over 1,000 casualties in just four weeks. the replacements coming to the unit 
were no longer volunteers, but younger Nisei draftees. Morale among the Nisei 
draftees in stateside training bases was poor. At Fort Meade, Maryland, several 
thousand waited for shipment overseas as individual replacements for the 442d 
RCt. their morale began to show signs of deterioration as early as April 1945. 
When the war in europe ended in May they were no longer needed as infantry 
replacements, so they just waited. in June MisLs selected 500 to begin Japanese-
language training. But, at Fort snelling, their morale only fell lower.111 the lack 
of promotions and commissions was a common complaint, even though by early 
1945 a few Nisei had received commissions through officer candidate schools and 
through battlefield commissions in both europe and the Pacific. Nisei serving with 

109 “Nisei sergeants escort Captured Japan Diplomats,” pacific Citizen, 14 Jul 45; Nagano, 
MisNorCal Bio; Boyd, hitler’s Japanese Confidant, pp. 176–77. PACMiRs translated some Japa-
nese documents captured in europe. PACMiRs Limited Duty Accession Lists no. 1 (20 Jun 45) 
through 17 (27 Jul 45), “summaries of Documents Bearing on the War in the Pacific Received by 
PACMiRs from the european theater,” security Class intel Ref Pubs, Rg 165, NARA.

110 Paul R. spickard, Japanese americans: the formation and transformations of an ethnic 
group (New York: twayne, 1996), p. 127.

111 tamotsu shibutani, the Derelicts of Company K: a sociological study of Demoralization 
(Berkeley: university of California Press, 1978), pp. 101–68.
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other war agencies sometimes felt even worse. One Nisei assigned to the Office 
of strategic services in Washington, D.C., complained in a letter to a friend about 
prejudice, low pay, and security restrictions compared to conditions in the Army. 
“My past experience with the Army proves that the Army units including g–2 does 
not prejudice nisei due to heritage, or at least, many restrictions have been modi-
fied.” in July 1945 he requested a discharge or transfer, declaring “i would rather 
fight and die under the rule where no prejudice or discrimination is practised.”112

At this difficult time for the Nisei the War Department assigned them a new 
task, to pose as Japanese soldiers and train other American troops preparing for 
the invasion of Japan. the War Department faced an unprecedented challenge 
in 1945: redeploying millions of soldiers from europe to the Pacific. the War 
Department wanted troops to receive an orientation on the characteristics of impe-
rial Japanese Army soldiers, because as a War Department press release explained 
it, “fighting the Japanese is different from fighting germans.” the War Depart-
ment g–2 provided the training literature, including items such as a training cir-
cular on Japanese “character and training,” written by Col. Charles N. Hunter of 
Merrill’s Marauders. Army ground Forces included an orientation on Japanese 
tactics, techniques, and weapons to be taught by Military intelligence training 
units (Mitus) at three bases: Fort Meade, Maryland; Camp Hood, texas; and 
Camp Roberts, California. several Mis Nisei would be assigned to each Mitu 
to demonstrate Japanese tactics and equipment by dressing up in Japanese Army 
uniforms, a task many Nisei found especially humiliating.113

the War Department had used Nisei soldiers to simulate Japanese soldiers at 
least once before. in October 1942 the War Department had selected two Nisei offi-
cers and twenty-six Nisei enlisted men from the 100th infantry Battalion at Camp 
McCoy and sent them to Cat island, Mississippi. the experiment was intended to 
determine if military dogs could be trained to sniff out Japanese soldiers in a sub-
tropical field environment. the Nisei were shocked to learn they were to be guinea 
pigs. However, to the Nisei’s relief, the dogs could not tell the difference between 
Nisei and soldiers of other races. Cat island turned out to be easy duty; after six 
months the Hawaii-born Nisei rejoined the battalion and regaled their comrades 
with tales of the excellent fishing in the gulf of Mexico.114

112 Quote from Morioka, “Japanese Americans in the service of their Country,” p. 54.
113 WD Press Release, 5 May 45, cited in John C. sparrow, history of personnel Demobilization 

in the United states army, Department of the Army Pamphlet 20–210 (Washington, D.C.: Depart-
ment of the Army, 1952), pp. 306–10; Robert R. Palmer et al., eds., the procurement and training 
of ground Combat troops (Washington, D.C.: Historical Division, Department of the Army, 1948), 
pp. 426–27, 623–47; WD trng Circular 23, 28 May 45; “soldiers Will train gis for Pacific War: 
special Japanese American training teams Will show enemy tactics to troops,” pacific Citizen, 
9 Jun 45, p. 1; “special Nisei teams Prepare gis for Pacific War Conditions,” pacific Citizen, 4 Aug 
45, p. 3; “‘Know Your enemy’: Mitu shows the Way,” fort ord panorama, 3 Aug 45, p. 5.

114 thomas D. Murphy, ambassadors in arms (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1954), pp. 
79, 92–93; Masayo umezawa Duus, Unlikely Liberators: the Men of the 100th and 442nd (Hono-
lulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1987), pp. 46–49; Raymond R. Nosaka, “Japanese Dog Bait,” in 
Japanese eyes, american heart, pp. 155–57; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 105. the Quarter-
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in the spring of 1945 the Military intelligence training Center organized sev-
eral Mitus, the first six graduating in late June. eventually, the center organized 
twenty-nine Mitus using over 300 Nisei. in April MisLs sent the first thirty-four 
Nisei to Camp Ritchie for this training. in mid-June another 149 Nisei arrived 
from the replacement depot at Fort Meade to be “saipan Joes.”115 sixty-five com-
bat veterans came from the 442d Regimental Combat team in italy, among them 
Pfc. Jesse M. Hirata, who was uncooperative. He had been in uniform since before 
Pearl Harbor, had fought with the 100th infantry Battalion through italy and 
France and had been awarded the Distinguished service Cross. When he arrived 
at Camp Ritchie, “there was nothing to do except go to the movies and rent row-
boats in the camp lake,” he recalled. “they put us on KP, but we refused to work. 
i guess we felt we did our part in the war. MPs came, and we were ready to fight 
them, so they did not touch us.”116

in July 1945 yank magazine announced the orientation program, saying that 
American soldiers would learn about their new opponents through the eyes of an 
American Nisei named Joe: “How does it feel to be a member of the Jap armed 
forces? there’s a guy here named Joe who can tell you from personal experience. 
A native American of Japanese descent, Joe spent several years in college in Japan 
just before the war and belonged to the Jap ROtC. talking to him here in Wash-
ington you get a good picture of how the Jap Army and Navy stack up.”117

Mis Nisei who were veterans of the war in the Pacific certainly had valuable 
insights to pass on, but most assigned to the Mitus were not Pacific veterans. 
the assignment raised uncomfortable issues. Many Nisei felt that playing Japa-
nese soldiers was a humiliating reinforcement of racial stereotypes. After having 
fought hard to prove their loyalty, they asked themselves if the Army still thought 
of them as “Japanese” soldiers. “We were ordered to act the part of Japanese sol-
diers because we resembled them,” s.sgt. Hiroshi sakai recalled, “although some 
of us expressed dissatisfaction to play this type of role.”118 M.sgt. george M. Koshi, 
assigned to PACMiRs but not to the Mitus, worried about the Nisei in these units. 
“Most of them seem to be as disillusioned as many of us were,” he wrote to a friend 
at Fort snelling. “they were a little reluctant about talking [about] what is expected 

master Corps established a war-dog reception and training center on Cat island, Mississippi, in 
April 1943 and shipped a small detachment of dogs and handlers to the southwest Pacific around 
this time. erna Risch and Chester L. Kieffer, the Quartermaster Corps: organization, supply, and 
services, 2 vols. (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1955), 2: 323–37.

115 shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, pp. 172–79.
116 Jesse M. Hirata, in Japanese eyes, pp. 54–68. Another Nisei remembers seeing Nisei prac-

ticing at Camp Ritchie with Japanese uniforms and rifles. He “always remembered that scene, 
wondering how the young men felt about acting out the role of the enemy.” Yoshiaki Fujitani, in 
Japanese eyes, pp. 94–102.

117 “serving the emperor,” yank (6 Jul 45): 16–17.
118 Hiroshi sakai, in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 103; s. Phil ishio, in Unsung heroes,  

pp. 27–28.
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of them here, but i gathered that they are to be made into actors in the game of war. 
i presume that they will look pretty becoming in a different uniform.”119

When the Nisei in the 442d Regimental Combat team learned how the Mis 
Nisei were being used, they were very upset. Lyn Crost, a war correspondent cov-
ering the 442d RCt for the honolulu star-Bulletin, took the team’s concerns to 
secretary of the interior Harold L. ickes, who had responsibility for the War Relo-
cation Authority: “Many [Nisei] told me they would rather go back into combat—
anywhere—than have to dress up in Japanese uniforms and use Japanese weapons 

119 Ltr, george M. Koshi to Yutaka Munakata, 2 May 1945, in Harrington Papers.

two Nisei with a Military intelligence training Unit demonstrate a Japanese 
machine gun at fort ord, July 1945.
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in this training program. . . . they believe the use of Nisei for such work—particu-
larly when they are required to copy Japanese enemy troops to the exact detail of 
even dress—will only serve to increase racial antagonism.”120

the War Department g–2 defensively explained to Assistant secretary of War 
McCloy that although Nisei would pretend to be Japanese soldiers, “one of the 
lessons” imparted by the training “is that Nisei in the American Army are Ameri-
cans—as American as those of german, italian, english or any other ancestry.” 
the g–2 assured McCloy that “those few Nisei who had no interest in this type of 
duty were relieved” and praised the Nisei for the “spirit” they were showing. the 
g–2 denied “that doubt and hatred would be engendered.”121 A War Department 
spokesman pointed out to a Nisei newspaper correspondent “that the Japanese 
Americans [in the Mitus] were all volunteers because [the War Department] felt 
that it could not order these American citizens to play the distasteful role of the 
hated enemy.”122 the Mitu training proceeded in July and August with Nisei 
playacting as Japanese soldiers before thousands of other American soldiers on 
bases across the country.

. . .

the Mis Nisei served in diverse noncombat roles, including those in the 
continental united states. their role in the Mitus proved their versatility, even 
though they found it distasteful. given the acute shortage of other Japanese-
speaking Americans and the long time required for Japanese-language training, 
the Mis Nisei were invaluable in several fields, including prisoner of war opera-
tions, translation work, and strategic propaganda. they played a more indirect 
role in preparations for military government and for signals intelligence. Other 
civilian issei and Nisei provided Japanese-language training. However, these 
stateside duties, although valuable, were not as important as serving overseas in 
the combat theaters to convince America of their loyalty. For many Nisei, being 
assigned to play Japanese soldiers was one more slap in the face and a reminder 
that even their wartime service had not changed their being perceived as more 
Japanese than American.

120 Crost, honor by fire, pp. 269–71.
121 Memo, Maj. gen. Clayton Bissell to AsW, 24 Jul 45, sub: use of Japanese-American sol-

diers in training, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.
122 “special Nisei teams Prepare gis for Pacific War Conditions,” pacific Citizen, 4 Aug 45.
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Mis Nisei in the  
Campaigns of 1944

As the year 1944 opened, the united states and its Allies were on the offensive 
in the Pacific. two years after Pearl Harbor, America’s powerful land, sea, and 
air forces had seized the initiative and were driving toward the Japanese home 
islands. Allied intelligence capabilities matured rapidly to guide these campaigns. 
Japanese military dispositions and plans were becoming transparent to Allied 
commanders, who benefited from an ever-expanding torrent of intelligence. every 
intelligence discipline—signals intelligence, aerial photography, coast watchers, 
guerrillas, captured documents, and prisoners of war—contributed to the overall 
picture. From the frontline rifle companies where the battle zone was measured 
in yards, up to MacArthur and Nimitz who reached across thousands of nautical 
miles, timely and accurate intelligence was the key to victory.

Nisei were integral to the intelligence effort. these onetime pioneers no lon-
ger had to prove themselves to skeptical or prejudiced Caucasian officers. During 
1944 their numbers more than doubled to a thousand, and their work influenced 
every campaign. “each one was as valuable as an infantry company,” declared one 
intelligence officer in the China-Burma-india theater.1 some Nisei were already 
seasoned veterans in the south and southwest Pacific theaters. During 1944 some 

1 Col. gaspare F. Blunda, in Boyd sinclair, “Valuable as a Company of Men,” ex-CBi roundup 
(November 1951): 7.
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returned stateside as a result of wounds or illness; others were selected for officer 
candidate school (OCs). several were killed in action.

Nevertheless, the Nisei still found themselves trapped within the distinctive 
race hatred that was the hallmark of the Pacific War. their compassion toward 
captured Japanese prisoners, all too rare on the front lines, could be justified on 
pragmatic grounds. But it also stemmed from a deep appreciation of what they 
had in common with their prisoners. the Nisei could never forget that even though 
they were American soldiers they “looked like the enemy.”

By late 1943 the Combined Chiefs of staff had approved a new plan for the 
defeat of Japan that called for three axes of attack: driving across the Central 
Pacific, pushing up from southwest Asia toward the Philippines, and British Com-
monwealth forces in southeast Asia recapturing Burma. America would mean-
while continue to support China and commence a long-range bombing campaign 
from bases in China and the Central Pacific.

south pacific area

the solomon islands Campaign moved north to Bougainville, where the 3d 
Marine Division landed at empress Augusta Bay on 1 November 1943. the 37th 
infantry Division followed a week later with their language team led by Capt. 
gilbert B. Ayers and t3g. Dye Ogata. Ogata had been born in Washington state 
and grew up in Helena, Montana. He had taken over the team when its first leader 
was wounded on New georgia. Japanese resistance on Bougainville at first was 
slight, but the American soldiers and marines were subjected to frequent attacks 
from the air. shortly before sunrise on 16 November a Japanese bomb landed near 
Ogata, burying him in his own bunker. He clawed through the dirt to reach the 
surface. “Never worked faster in my life than i did for the next few moments,” he 
told a reporter a few months later. “it may have been three minutes or ten. i don’t 
know. All i knew was that the sky was up there somewhere and i was going to see 
it again before i gave up.” Later that day the division commander presented him 
with the Purple Heart.2

On 5 December 1943, Capt. William Fisher brought another team of six Nisei 
to Bougainville with the XiV Corps headquarters. they interrogated prisoners, 
translated captured documents, and lectured troops on the importance of turning 
in prisoners and documents to g–2. Nisei such as t3g. shigeru Yamashita flew 

2 “2d stR OC Buried Alive by Jap’s Bomb,” platoon Leader [1944]; Joseph D. Harrington, 
yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enter-
prises, 1979), pp. 167, 332; interv, author with Dye Ogata, 30 Oct 87; Dye Ogata, Biography, Mili-
tary intelligence service Club of Northern California (this and similar biographies hereafter cited 
as MisNorCal Bios). the Associated Press identified Ogata as “an Army specialist whose name 
and work are unmentionable because his job is an Army secret.” Los angeles times, 20 Nov 43. in 
December 1943 the 37th Division language team was replaced by susumu toyoda’s team. interv, 
author with susumu toyoda, 12 sep 96; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 173, 187–89. Ogata later 
attended officer candidate school at Fort Benning and was commissioned in December 1944.
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over Japanese positions in a light aircraft to broadcast surrender appeals over a 
loudspeaker.3 On 25 December the Americal Division language team arrived with 
several Nisei from the first class at Crissy Field who had been serving in the south 
Pacific since 1942. On 15 February the 3d New Zealand Division, accompanied by 
several more Nisei, seized the green islands near Bougainville.4 (see Map 8.)

3 Jim Masaru Ariyasu, in David W. swift, ed., “First Class,” p. 13, unpubl Ms, Mar 00, copy 
in author’s files; stanley sandler, Cease resistance, it’s good for you: a history of U.s. army 
Combat psychological operations (Fort Bragg, N.C.: u.s. Army special Operations Command, 
1996), pp. 178–79.

4 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 183.

ogata shows his teammates how he escaped after being buried, Bouganville, 
November 1943.
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Nisei in the rear areas also faced hazards. One day Herb Maruyama, part of 
the XiV Corps language team, walked to a nearby river to wash his uniform and 
bathe, then walked back wearing only his skivvies and carrying his wet uniform 
over his arm. Before he could reach the safety of his tent he felt a bayonet at his 
back. some American soldiers, mistaking him for a Japanese infiltrator, captured 
him and marched him straight to the prisoner of war stockade. When Captain 
Fisher, his commander, appeared at the stockade, he shouted: “Maruyama, what 
the hell are you doing?” and set him free at once.5

Also working at XiV Corps headquarters was Masami tahira. translating 
captured documents he found “enervating, and at times just stultifying—to put it 
plainly, tiresome, especially in the hot, tropical jungle. the humid surroundings 
were conducive to atrophy and debility.” One diary entry he translated described 
the execution of a captured American pilot by beheading with a samurai sword. 
From that point onward, he “always carried an extra .45 caliber automatic pistol 
bullet in my pocket,” tahira recalled. “i saw to it that it didn’t get wet, that it was 
oiled, cleaned, and shiny at all times. i knew it would do its grisly duty when i 
wanted it to.”6

in late February 1944 the 37th infantry Division language team interrogated a 
prisoner who warned them that the Japanese had planned an attack for Army Day, 
10 March.7 A few days later the Americal Division team translated a written order 
that identified 8 March as the attack date.8 By one account, “the official reports 
of the Americal Division disclose that it was the work of the language detach-
ment that largely was responsible for the divisional commander knowing well in 
advance where and approximately at what time and in what strength the Japanese 
would attack the division along the torokina River near Bougainville.” 9

On 8 March t3g. Roy t. uyehata was conducting a routine interrogation in 
the XiV Corps stockade when the Japanese prisoner unexpectedly asked him, 
“How can i get off this island?” uyehata replied that it might take a few days. “i 
guess you know that you are going to be attacked at dawn of March 23,” the pris-
oner said. uyehata remembered this was shunki Koreisai, a special holiday for the 
worship of the imperial ancestors.10 He feigned indifference and told the prisoner 
that his commander already knew about it. But he quickly ended the session and 

5 interv, author with toyoda, 12 sep 96; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 190.
6 Masami tahira, in sempai gumi, ed. Richard s. Oguro (Honolulu: Mis Veterans of Hawaii, 

ca. 1981), pp. xx–xxvii; the pacific War and peace: americans of Japanese ancestry in Military 
intelligence service, 1941 to 1952 (san Francisco: Military intelligence service Association of 
Northern California/National Japanese American Historical society, 1991), pp. 139–45.

7 interv, author with toyoda, 12 sep 96; susumu toyoda, personal communication to author, 4 
Oct 96; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 188.

8 Mac Nobuo Nagata, in swift, “First Class,” p. 10.
9 War Department (WD) Press Release, 22 Oct 45, Japanese evacuation Research study (JeRs), 

pt. 2, sec. 2, reel 20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley.
10 Army intelligence officers already knew that “frequently Japanese military leaders choose 

festival or holiday dates to launch important attacks.” see “Festivals and Holidays,” intelligence 
Bulletin 1, no. 3 (November 1942): 53–54.
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rushed the news to Captain Fisher, who sent a more senior interrogator, t.sgt. 
Hiroshi Matsuda, to confirm the tip from a different prisoner. they then took the 
information directly to the corps commander, Maj. gen. Oscar W. griswold, who 
put all troops on alert and cancelled the open-air movies scheduled that evening. 
that night Japanese artillery opened up on the American positions and the newly 
completed airfields. A ground attack followed the next day. For the next two weeks 
Japanese soldiers repeatedly threw themselves against the American defenses at 
a cost to themselves of 5,500 dead and 3,000 wounded. the American lines held, 
with only light casualties.11

American commanders eagerly exploited all possible sources of intelligence. 
Nisei provided important information, as did photographic and signals intelligence. 
For example, Central Bureau in Australia intercepted a message from the Japanese 
17th Army to tokyo announcing plans for an attack on 22 March, which was 
passed to the American commander on Bougainville the day prior.12 the attack 
did not occur on schedule, but on 23 March soldiers of the 37th infantry Division 
found “a blood-smeared tactical map of the enemy 23rd Regiment showing what 
their intentions were for that night.”13 these confirmed the warning uyehata had 
provided two weeks earlier, and the division commander ordered a full alert. sgt. 
susumu toyoda, the Nisei team chief, described what happened next:

Here was the prime opportunity to utilize the knowledge we acquired from the many 
months of study at MisLs. the language team worked feverishly to decode the vital mes-
sage contained on the map. the initial interrogation was only the beginning of a multitude 
of “hot info” we were able to get.

On the map, we found the disposition of the troops and its future plans. it stated on 
the map that the regiment would commence attacking at 2000. Preliminary information 
was sent to all commanders concerned and overlays were made to follow. the switch 
board in the signal Corps section was busier than the one operating at the New York 
stock exchange. the corps commanding general was informed of the hot news and he 
immediately ordered all corps, division and independent artilleries to point their guns at 
the location of the enemy. At 1945 the barrage started with all guns firing simultaneously. 
the barrage was one of the heaviest laid on any impact area in the south Pacific.14

the Japanese assault came that night, but the Americans were ready and 
restored their lines within hours. the next morning patrols swept through a 
shell-pocked moonscape. A Nisei interrogator learned what had happened from a 
wounded Japanese soldier found in a shell hole: “they were just about to leave the 
area for the jumping-off line. tears came out of his eyes as he related the fear and 
awe, and also how bitter it was that he was unable to fire even one shot against the 

11 stanley A. Frankel, the 37th infantry Division in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: infantry 
Journal Press, 1948), pp. 125–69.

12 Ronald H. spector, eagle against the sun (New York: Free Press, 1985), p. 456.
13 susumu toyoda, personal communication to author, 4 Oct 96.
14 MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Language school, 1946), p. 103.
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Americans.” in despair he told the Nisei, “i came all the way from Kagoshima to 
fight the Americans, but you literally caught us with our pants down.”15

the Japanese defeat was complete, and the Nisei had played an important 
part. uyehata and Matsuda were awarded the Bronze star. After the battle Cap-
tain Fisher wrote his parents to ask them to visit uyehata’s parents in the Poston 
camp. Fisher’s parents informed uyehata’s parents that their son “had performed 
a very patriotic deed,” though they “were not permitted to state the nature” of his 
accomplishments. uyehata was convinced that he had saved a thousand Ameri-
can lives.16 After the battle, Col. Kai e. Rasmussen visited Bougainville, where 
he met with the XiV Corps team and personally congratulated uyehata on his 
achievement.17

Nisei sometimes made indirect contributions to signals intelligence. For exam-
ple, among the prisoners captured on Bougainville was a Japanese Army radio 
operator. the signal intelligence service (sis) sent a captain to interrogate him, 
and uyehata served as interpreter. the prisoner was familiar with the Japanese 
four-digit code, which American cryptographers had just begun to break. even if 
the Americans could decipher the code, they had only limited success in matching 
the code groups to the specific words or units to which they corresponded. this 
prisoner had memorized the code groups for specific units. With uyehata’s assis-
tance, the sis captain gained valuable insights into the Japanese code system.18

After the battle of Bougainville, thousands of Japanese soldiers remained at 
large in the solomon islands. When the 25th Regimental Combat team (RCt), 
composed of African American soldiers, was attached to the Americal Division 
for mopping-up operations, Nisei sometimes joined it on patrol. Leaflet drops con-
tinued for many months. two Nisei received the soldier’s Medal for saving the 
life of a war correspondent who was being dragged out to sea by a riptide.19 A few 
months later soldiers from Australia and New Zealand took over and continued 
the tedious and dangerous work of patrolling and tracking down cut-off units. in 
October 1944 the Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis) assigned two 

15 ibid.; interv, author with toyoda, 12 sep 96; John Miller, jr., Cartwheel: the reduction of 
rabaul, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 
1959), pp. 375–77.

16 interv, author with Roy t. uyehata, 16 Nov 87; stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, 
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1995), pp. 46–48; Roy t. uyehata, in World War ii reminiscences, ed. John H. Roush, Jr. (san 
Rafael: California Department, Reserve Officers Association, 1995), pp. 257–60; Roy t. uyehata, 
MisNorCal Bio; World War ii times (January, May 1988; January 1989).

17 pacific War and peace, p. 33; uyehata, in World War ii reminiscences, pp. 259–60; uyehata, 
MisNorCal Bio.

18 Roy t. uyehata, “How We Broke the Japanese Four Digit Code,” World War ii times (May 
1988): 35. the four-digit army code was deciphered when a codebook was discovered in January 
1944, but Allied cryptographers still did not know what each code group denoted. see edward J. 
Drea and Joseph e. Richard, “New evidence on Breaking the Japanese Army Codes,” in allied 
and axis signals intelligence in World War ii, ed. David Alvarez (London: Frank Cass, 1999),  
pp. 62–83; David Kahn, the Codebreakers (New York: signet, 1973), p. 587.

19 pacific Citizen, 29 Jun, 28 Oct 44.
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Nisei to the Australian 1st Division on Bougainville, where they spent the next 
seven months working with the Australians in mopping up.20

the battle of Bougainville marked the end of the south Pacific as a sepa-
rate theater. American air, ground, and naval forces were reassigned to the south-
west Pacific or Central Pacific theater. Most Nisei went to the southwest Pacific. 
tateshi Miyasaki, who had served since June 1942 on guadalcanal, New georgia, 
and Vella Lavella, went back to idaho on furlough in May 1944. As his first order 
of business he got married, then he visited his mother who had been hospitalized 
for major surgery. the Army then sent him to Camp shelby for basic training 
with the 442d RCt. He was soon transferred to Fort snelling, where he became a 
language instructor.21 Other Nisei from the south Pacific were selected for officer 
candidate school. Joe J. Yoshiwara and t. Hayashida were promoted to warrant 
officer. Masami tahira volunteered for officer candidate school, in “any branch,” 
he recalled, “so long as i could get out of this hot and uncomfortable pest hole.” He 
was sent to the OCs in Brisbane in september 1944.22

southwest pacific area

During 1943 general Douglas MacArthur’s forces in the southwest Pacific 
turned back Japanese advances, but the Japanese were still formidable foes. Papua 
New guinea stretched out more than a thousand miles with its thickly forested, rug-
ged mountains and its malarial lowlands. in 1944 MacArthur skillfully exploited 
intelligence to wage a war of operational maneuver to wrest the initiative from the 
Japanese commanders and take daring leaps along New guinea’s coast. the cam-
paigns of 1944 sealed MacArthur’s reputation as a master of the operational art.

By 1944 MacArthur’s intelligence capabilities, including signals intelligence, 
aerial photography, translations, interrogation reports, and coast watchers and 
guerrillas operating in Japanese-controlled territory, had matured significantly. 
the largest single organization was Atis in Brisbane. At the start of 1944 Atis 
was staffed by about 150 Nisei, together with scores of other American Army 
and Navy personnel, with some Australian and British personnel. the number of 
Nisei doubled in the first half of the year. During 1944 Atis received and exam-
ined 4,000 prisoners of war and translated 6,000 documents. its files bulged with 

20 Allison B. gilmore, you Can’t fight tanks with Bayonets: psychological Warfare against 
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11 Mar 89; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 231; Kimura, Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National 
Japanese Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif. Kimura and Matsumoto received Aus-
tralian commendations. general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the allied trans-
lator and interpreter section, ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series (tokyo, Far east Command, 1948) 
(hereafter cited as Atis History) app. 12, Decorations, Awards, and Commendations.

21 tateshi Miyasaki, in swift, “First Class,” p. 5.
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a staggering amount of data on every conceivable topic covering Japan’s armed 
forces, its soldiers, equipment, and tactics, patiently cross-indexed and updated 
by a devoted army of clerical workers and intelligence analysts. From its printing 
presses poured a steady stream of bulletins and technical reports, totaling more 
than a million pages per month by the autumn of 1944.

For each combat operation Atis sent teams of enlisted Nisei led by Caucasian 
officers who worked at every level, regiment and division, corps and army, sharing 
the hardships of the frontline soldiers. some fell ill with malaria, dysentery, and 
other hazards of the tropics; some were wounded or killed in action. in addition, 
the Nisei constantly risked being mistaken for the enemy and were again regularly 
assigned bodyguards. “i was bodyguard to an American of Japanese descent who 
was risking his life to act as an interpreter for us,” wrote a Caucasian soldier to 
time in February 1944. “He was a target for both Jap and American bullets. . . .
i wish to god that some of the people at home who say: ‘Democracy is for the 
white race only’ could be made to go out and fight for it.” 23 Commanders had 
to ensure their troops were familiar with the Nisei. For example, when the 40th 
infantry Division was preparing for the New Britain landing, Moffett M. ishi-
kawa from san Jose, California, would meet with different units and tell them, 
“take a good look at me!” 24 ironically, the first Mis Nisei to lose his life was not 
killed by enemy action or friendly fire. s.sgt. Ken Omura, a seattle Kibei who 

23 Ltr to the editor, time (14 February 1944), reprinted in War Relocation Authority (WRA), 
What We’re fighting for (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Department of the interior, 1944), p. 7.

24 Moffett M. ishikawa, “Humor in uniform,” reader’s Digest (June 1958): 155.

allied translator and interpreter section, Brisbane. the soldiers were 
photographed from the rear to prevent their identification in case of capture.
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had served with Atis since september 1942, drowned on 19 March 1944 in the 
Admiralties.25

Col. sidney F. Mashbir was the animating spirit behind Atis, assisted by a 
handful of skilled Caucasian linguists such as Maj. John V. shelton, Australian 
imperial Force (AiF), chief of the translation section, and Maj. John e. Anderton 
as executive officer. senior Nisei included three warrant officers, sunao Phil ishio, 
gary tsuneo Kadani, and steve shizuma Yamamoto. M.sgt. george Kanegai was 
first sergeant. Continued growth for Atis brought more problems. Mashbir and 
his staff became concerned about the declining language skills of recent graduates 
from Camp savage. tests administered to each arriving group showed “a steady 
diminution in the quality of the source material, inasmuch as an ever decreas-
ing percentage of effective linguists is reaching this theater. this would seem to 
indicate that us potential resources are almost exhausted and that rigid control 
and economy in the distribution of linguists is imperative.” 26 “When the linguists 
arrived from the Military intelligence Language school,” Mashbir wrote in his 
memoirs, “i was distressed to find that only a few were actually expert, and that 
as many as twenty-five percent were utterly unusable.” 27 As a remedy he set up a 
training section for the incoming Nisei.

Japanese prisoners of war arrived in Australia in increasing numbers dur-
ing 1944 as the tide of battle turned. they were interrogated by the examina-
tion section under Lt. Comdr. samuel C. Bartlett, Jr., u.s. Naval Reserve, a Mas-
sachusetts district attorney who received the Legion of Merit on 14 July 1944 
for his work.28 But the Nisei brought more than cross-examination skills; they 
employed their knowledge of Japanese psychology and culture. Often, prisoners 
were interviewed multiple times; in this manner many were gradually won over 
to full cooperation.

Central Bureau was another intelligence organization that MacArthur relied 
upon heavily to guide his strategy. in 1942–1943 Central Bureau, working in 
cooperation with the signal intelligence service at Arlington Hall, had struggled 
to extract intelligence from Japanese radio transmissions. in January 1944 Austra-
lian soldiers in New guinea discovered a set of codebooks that retreating Japanese 
soldiers had buried. these codebooks were rushed to Brisbane and became crucial 
to breaking into Japanese Army code systems. From this point on, the trickle of 
signals intelligence became a flood.29 translation in Central Bureau was handled 

25 “Relatives informed of Death of sgt. Omura in New guinea,” pacific Citizen, 1 Apr 44, p. 
1; seattle post intelligencer (5 April 1944), reprinted in WRA, Nisei in the War against Japan 
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the interior, April 1945), p. 15; “Ken Omura, ex-seattleite, 
Drowned in New guinea,” seattle times, 13 Apr 44, p. 17. His cousin, Bill Hosokawa, published a 
remembrance in the pacific Citizen, 6 Jan 45.

26 Atis, “Analysis of Linguistic Requirements,” unpubl Ms, 27 Jun 44, copy in author’s files.
27 sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953), pp. 224–25.
28 ibid., pp. 226–30, 264–66.
29 edward J. Drea, Macarthur’s Ultra: Codebreaking and the War against Japan, 1942–1945 
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almost entirely by Caucasian linguists under Hugh erskine, the son of mission-
ary parents in Japan. Central Bureau occasionally borrowed Nisei from Atis for 
“special translations,” but only one, Hawaii-born Clarence s. Yamagata, worked 
in Central Bureau full-time.30 Yamagata had graduated from the university of 
California at Los Angeles in 1927 and then completed law school. unable to find 
work, he migrated to the Philippines and established a law practice in Manila, 
where his clients included the Japanese embassy. When war broke out he worked 
for the Philippine Department g–2 on Corregidor. evacuated to Australia in April 
1942, he joined Central Bureau as a cryptographic technician and translator. in 
July 1944 he was commissioned a second lieutenant in the signal Corps.31

Other valuable intelligence came from the Philippine guerrillas. under the 
direction of the Allied information Bureau and later the Philippine Regional sec-
tion, thousands of Filipinos gathered information about the Japanese occupation 
forces and passed it to Australia through clandestine radio links and small liaison 
teams inserted by submarine. One important piece of intelligence arrived in Bris-
bane in the spring of 1944. On 31 March 1944, adm. Mineichi Koga, commander of 
the Japanese Combined Fleet Command, flew with his chief of staff, adm. shigeru 
fukudome, to Mindanao in the southern Philippines, where they encountered a 
storm and crashed at sea. Koga’s aircraft disappeared in the dark, but fukudome’s 
splashed into the sea just off Cebu. Filipino fishermen plucked the admiral out of 
the water and delivered him and his briefcase to the local guerrillas.32 the local 
Japanese commander soon learned that the guerrillas were holding a high-rank-
ing prisoner. He pursued them and threatened retaliation if the captive was not 
returned. the guerrilla commander, Lt. Col. John Cushing, an American min-
ing engineer and reserve officer, radioed MacArthur’s headquarters, which sent 
a submarine to retrieve the documents. When the documents arrived in Australia 
in early May, the Americans photographed them and rushed them back to Cebu, 
where they were returned to the Japanese with fukudome. the Japanese high com-
mand mistakenly concluded that the documents had not been compromised.

When Major Anderton at Atis saw the documents, one in particular caught 
his eye. it had a red cover with a dark “Z” across the front. Dated 8 March 1944, 
the “Z-Plan” spelled out a new concept of operation for the Japanese Combined 
Fleet. it detailed all naval forces available and how they would be used in the next 
great showdown with the powerful American Navy. Colonel Mashbir assigned 
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his top three Caucasian officers: Major Anderton, 1st Lt. Faubion Bowers, and Lt. 
Richard Bagnall, u.s. Navy. these officers prepared a rough translation and then 
brought in two Nisei, s.sgt. Kiyoshi Yamashiro and t3g. Yoshikazu Yamada, 
to check their work. Mashbir personally turned the crank on the mimeograph 
machine to print twenty copies of the 22-page translation and sent a copy by air to 
Admiral Nimitz’s headquarters in Hawaii. the very next day Mashbir appointed 
Yamashiro and Yamada as warrant officers.33

When a copy of the Atis translation arrived in Hawaii, the fleet intelligence 
officer, Capt. edwin t. Layton, u.s. Navy, fleet intelligence officer, faulted the 
Atis translation, which he said “had been translated by someone unfamiliar with 
Japanese naval terminology” and retranslated the document himself. A few days 
later Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas (JiCPOA), printed the revised 
translation and distributed it to the fleet.34 On 15 June Admiral Nimitz struck at 
the heart of Japan’s defensive perimeter by attacking saipan in the Marianas. As 
predicted in the captured Japanese plan, the Combined Fleet sallied into the open 
for the Battle of the Philippine sea on 19–20 June. American naval commanders, 
in possession of the Japanese plans, inflicted a major defeat on Japanese naval 
power. the defeat was a blow from which Japan never recovered.35

Other captured documents proved useful. Major Anderton liked to tell the 
story, perhaps apocryphal, of an unusual document discovered on guadalcanal 
which, when translated, turned out to be the schedule for a field brothel at Japanese 
headquarters at Rabaul. He claimed it even identified the separate hours and prices 
for officers and enlisted men. Fifth Air Force scheduled a strike for the time when 
the greatest number of senior officers would be visiting. After that, Anderton liked 
to say, “Japanese leadership at Rabaul was never the same.” 36
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Brig. gen. Charles A. Willoughby and Colonel Mashbir took a special interest 
in gathering information about Japanese war crimes. in April 1943 general Head-
quarters (gHQ) turned over to the theater counterintelligence officer “a large file 
of previously accumulated atrocity information.” in April 1944 Atis interrogated 
a captured Japanese Army civilian employee who had served in the Philippines in 
1942–1943 and recorded in his diary details of atrocities and conditions the Allies 
had faced in Japanese prisoner of war camps. in July 1944 Willoughby established 
a War Crimes investigation Board. Much of the evidence of Japanese war crimes 
came through the efforts of the Atis Nisei.37

By 1944 the Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) employed three Hawaii Nisei: 
the Bataan veteran M.sgt. Arthur s. Komori, together with William t. Hiraoka 
and sergeant Yamashiro. in March 1944 Komori was detailed to the Australian 
Department of information, where he spent the next year monitoring Radio tokyo 
and doing other translation work.38

the Allied air campaign in the southwest Pacific drew upon expanding intelli-
gence capabilities during 1944. the Fifth Air Force commander, Maj. gen. george 
C. Kenney, was an avid consumer of Atis reports, as well as “crash intelligence” 
from downed Japanese aircraft. each crash site was investigated by special teams 
known as Air technical intelligence units (Atius), later renamed technical Air 
intelligence units (tAius). Nisei on the teams would translate data plates and 
documents found in the wreckage. the south Pacific Command formed a joint 
unit, Army-Navy Crash intelligence, south Pacific Area, for the same purpose.39

Air commanders also realized the value of intercepting Japanese voice radio 
transmissions, and the Nisei played an important role in this. in 1943 the Army Air 
Forces developed a new unit, the “radio squadron, mobile,” to conduct radio direc-
tion-finding and voice intercept operations.40 in August 1943 the 1st Radio squad-
ron Mobile replaced the 138th signal Radio Company on New guinea in support 
of the Fifth Air Force. Not content to borrow Nisei from Atis, in January 1944 
the Air staff requested a large number of linguists to be assigned to these units. 
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in response Camp savage sent more than 200 Nisei for voice intercept training at 
MacDill Field, Florida. After four months the Nisei proceeded for advanced train-
ing to the Western signal Aviation unit training Center at Camp Pinedale near 
Fresno, California, in the summer of 1944. they were among the first individuals 
of Japanese ancestry allowed to return to California since 1942. the exclusion 
orders were not lifted until December 1944.41

twenty-five Nisei joined the 1st Radio squadron Mobile at Hollandia on New 
guinea in November 1944 and went into action in the Philippines in early 1945. 
Other Nisei joined the 7th Radio squadron Mobile in the Markham Valley on New 
guinea, which later moved to Morotai, an island in the Netherlands east indies 
that could support airfields for the invasion of the Philippines. Other teams were 
assigned to the 6th Radio squadron Mobile with the tenth Air Force in China-
Burma-india and the 8th Radio squadron Mobile with the twentieth Air Force 
on guam. these Nisei provided valuable intelligence by listening in on Japanese 
pilots and air controllers as they conducted operations against Allied forces.42

the 1944 ground campaign in the southwest Pacific was a series of daring 
landings on the New guinea coast and the Bismarck Archipelago. in January 1944 
Atis sent a forward detachment to sixth Army headquarters then at Finschhafen, 
led by WO steve s. Yamamoto. Over several months Yamamoto single-handedly 
interrogated 3,100 prisoners of war and was awarded the silver star.43 each divi-
sion was usually given six or seven Nisei for an operation. Other Nisei were sent 
on special missions. For example, in November 1943, when sixth Army orga-
nized the Alamo scouts, a special reconnaissance unit, they requested Nisei from 
Atis.44 three volunteered; Richard Y. Hirata completed the rigorous training and 
went on to participate in several reconnaissance patrols in early 1944.45

Many Nisei actively sought combat duty, often for personal reasons. Colo-
nel Mashbir told of “one of the less competent Nisei linguists” who repeatedly 
requested assignment to the front lines. Finally, the young Nisei showed Mashbir 
a letter from his issei father, who was near death in an internment camp. Although 
the father was “a loyal subject of the emperor,” he acknowledged that his son was 
an American citizen and owed a great debt to the country of his birth. “this is my 
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dying command to you,” the old man had written. “As your father, i demand that 
to your death you be loyal to the united states; that you fight for the united states; 
and, if necessary, that you die for the united states.” At once Mashbir grasped the 
Nisei’s reason for requesting reassignment and gave his consent. “Within a very 
few days,” Mashbir wrote, the Nisei had “earned himself a combat decoration.”46

Other Atis Nisei had ample opportunity to serve in combat. in December 
1943 MacArthur seized the western end of New Britain by landing the 1st Marine 
Division at Cape gloucester and the 112th Cavalry RCt at Arawe. seven Nisei 
served with the marine division under t.sgt. Jerry Yoshito shibata.47 the Japa-
nese fought hard; but equally difficult were heavy rain and winds, deep swamps, 

46 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 249–50.
47 interv, u.s. Army intelligence and security Command with Harry K. Fukuhara; Atis His-

tory, app. 12; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 175. the 1st Marine Division g–2 staff included Maj. 
sherwood Moran, u.s. Marine Corps Reserve, a prewar missionary in Japan. Bernard C. Nalty, 

teiho Chena, ted t. tsukiyama, thomas s. goto, and Mark M. akisada (left to 
right) with the 6th radio squadron Mobile in northeast india, late 1944
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and thick vegetation during four months in what the marines called the green 
inferno. One day on New Britain, one marine remarked to another: “i’ve been in a 
foxhole six months and i haven’t seen a Jap. i don’t know what one looks like.” the 
second marine, who happened to be serving as bodyguard for a Nisei interpreter, 
replied, “i’ll show you one for $5.” the first marine handed over the money, and 
the bodyguard introduced him to the Nisei.48

the 112th Cavalry RCt came ashore at Arawe in the face of stiff Japanese 
resistance and heavy air attacks. t.sgt. Yukitaka terry Mizutari led the language 
team. Born in Hilo, Hawaii, and educated in Hawaii and Japan, Mizutari was 
popular with the other Nisei. He could play the ukulele and was a kendo master 
and excellent artist. He led his team with skill and courage. “Come on you fools,” a 
teammate recalled hearing him mutter during a Japanese night attack on the com-
mand post. “You started this, and i am going to finish it.”49

Meanwhile, on New guinea, the 126th RCt was sent ashore 175 miles along 
the coast at saidor on 2 January 1944 with another Nisei language team.50

in January 1944 the Fifth Air Force noticed that the Japanese seemed to have 
abandoned Los Negros, an island several hundred miles west of Rabaul. sig-
nals intelligence predicted over 4,000 Japanese on the island, but American air-
men could find no trace of them. MacArthur decided to send elements of the 1st 
Cavalry Division for a reconnaissance in force. On 29 February the 1st Cavalry 
Brigade landed and soon discovered there indeed were thousands of Japanese on 
the island.51

Atis sent Capt. Paul W. Aurell and s.sgt. thomas t. sakamoto with the lead 
elements. the brigade commander later signed a commendation for sakamoto, 
describing how he “promptly and correctly interpreted captured enemy maps and 
documents [and] he submitted valuable reports to me on enemy unit identifi-
cations, strength of units, commanders’ names, unit sectors, and the plans and 
intentions of enemy units.”52 sakamoto may even have saved the general’s life 
when American scouts detected some movement in tall grass about thirty yards 
from the brigade command post. the commanding general ordered sakamoto to 
tell the Japanese to surrender. sakamoto went forward with the task force s–2 
and called out, but the Japanese answered with grenades and rifle fire. When the 
American soldiers returned fire, eighteen Japanese soldiers were killed or com-
mitted suicide, including the commander of the Japanese battalion defending the 

Cape gloucester: the green inferno (Washington, D.C.: Marine Corps Historical Center, 1994), 
p. 33.

48 “the secrets Come out for Nisei soldiers,” Los angeles times, 20 Jul 82.
49 For Mizutari’s actions on Arawe, see Howard i. Ogawa, “the Death of a Hero: this is How 

sgt. Mizutari Lived—And How He Died,” pacific Citizen, 20 Jan 45.
50 interv, author with Harry t. Kubo, 11 sep 96.
51 Kenney, general Kenney reports, pp. 358–61; Willoughby and Chamberlain, Macarthur, 

1941–1951, pp. 150–52; Drea, Macarthur’s Ultra, pp. 99–104.
52 HQ, 1st Cav Bde, Commendation of Atis no. 21, 14 Jun 44, 342.18–353, Assistant secretary 

of War, Rg 107, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Washington, D.C.
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airdrome. On the commander’s body they found a copy of a field order for an 
attack on the American perimeter later that afternoon. the attack was thwarted, 
and sakamoto was awarded the Bronze star. the Chicago tribune published the 
story and cited sakamoto by name. Meanwhile, a copy of sakamoto’s commenda-
tion arrived at the War Department g–2. Brig. gen. John Weckerling forwarded 
it to Assistant secretary of War John J. McCloy with the comment that it indi-
cated “the continuing and commendable work performed by Nisei interrogators 
and translators who were trained at the Military intelligence service Language 
school at Camp savage.”53

53 Ltr, John Weckerling to John J. McCloy, 14 August 1944, with HQ, 1st Cav Bde, Commen-
dation of Atis no. 21, 14 Jun 44; Atis History, p. 47; “California Japanese American sergeant 
Cited for Action in Battle for Los Negros island,” pacific Citizen, 15 Apr 44; “Reveal Husband of 
Cleveland Japanese saved u.s. general,” Cleveland press (n.d.), reprinted in WRA, Nisei in the 
War against Japan, p. 11; the admiralties: operations of the 1st Cavalry Division (29 february–18 
May 1944) (Washington, D.C.: War Department, Historical Division, 1945), p. 37; Mashbir, i Was 
an american spy, p. 260.

the 6th infantry Division language team “captures” its team chief, Mizutari, in 
New guinea, spring 1944. harry K. fukuhara is holding a captured samurai 

sword.
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in April 1944 MacArthur launched his boldest move yet, leaping hundreds of 
miles to bypass Japanese units along the New guinea coast. Before the Japanese 
could recover, he pushed onward in July to reach New guinea’s western tip at 
sansapor. in 100 days American ground troops advanced 1,300 miles. MacAr-
thur’s troops first landed at two weakly defended sites, Hollandia and Aitape.

two divisions landed at Hollandia, each with a Nisei team. the team assigned 
to the 41st infantry Division was led by two Caucasian officers and a senior Nisei, 
s.sgt. John M. tanikawa, A 42-year-old veteran of World War i, tanikawa had 
served at Camp savage as an instructor before requesting overseas duty.54 Victory 
came swiftly at Hollandia, and captured documents were measured by the ton. A 
prisoner of war compound was filled with several thousand Japanese soldiers, who 
were guarded by special military police units that included Nisei interpreters. Maj. 
gen. Robert L. eichelberger, the i Corps commander, often personally interrogated 
Japanese prisoners with Nisei interpreters.55 sixth Army headquarters moved to 
Hollandia with the Atis advance echelon, which included 41 officers and enlisted 
men. several months later, in preparation for planned landings in the Philippines, 
Atis sent an advance Atis detachment to Hollandia, which grew into a miniature 
Atis. By December 1944 it totaled 47 officers and 149 enlisted men.56

On 22 April 1944, the 163d RCt landed with a Nisei team to surprise the 
Japanese at Aitape. the landings at Hollandia and Aitape trapped thousands of 
Japanese soldiers, who turned to face the threat to their rear and fought their way 
back along the New guinea coast. in July the Japanese launched desperate attacks 
along the Driniumor River. Weeks of fierce fighting resulted in the complete 
destruction of the Japanese forces. When Michael M. Miyatake joined the 112th 
Cavalry RCt to relieve another Nisei who had fallen ill, the appearance of the 
battlefield appalled him:

As we walked out of the area where the fighting had taken place, we had to step over 
hundreds of dead enemy bodies. some were still grasping hand grenades, the pin already 
pulled. the slightest movement of a body could have set off an explosion at any moment.

the sight of blood-strewn bodies everywhere made me nauseated. i felt pity, then 
anger, and finally disgust to see so many young lives wasted. this was the first time i had 
witnessed the aftermath of combat. Walking through the area made me more determined 
than ever to get out of this mess alive and to let people know how pitiful and merciless the 
front could be.57

54 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 199.
55 interv, author with Paul t. Bannai, 11 sep 96; Jay Luvaas, ed., Dear Miss em: general 

eichelberger’s War in the pacific, 1942–1945 (Westport, Conn.: greenwood Press, 1972), pp. 108–
19, 122. two language officers summarized the work of the 41st infantry Division language teams 
at Hollandia in Ltr, James s. Mize and Robert L. Heilbroner to Colonel Rasmussen, 15 December 
1944, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA. see also edwards, spy Catchers,  
pp. 134–39.

56 Atis History, pp. 27, 31, 34.
57 Japanese eyes, american heart: personal reflections of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei sol-

diers (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 1998), pp. 170–76.
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in May MacArthur pressed his advantage and landed more forces another 
hundred miles westward at Maffin Bay. After several days of tough fighting, gis 
moved toward the high ground nicknamed Lone tree Hill. the 6th infantry Divi-
sion went into action on 20 June, its initiation into combat. When the experienced 
Nisei team leader, t.sgt. Harry K. Fukuhara, fell ill, sergeant Mizutari took his 
place. shortly after sundown on 23 June, the Japanese attacked toward the division 
command post where the Nisei worked. the fight became a wild melee, with bul-
lets flying in all directions in the dark. the Nisei rolled out of their hammocks and 
grabbed their rifles. Mizutari took shelter behind a tree outside the intelligence 
tent, returned fire, and called on his teammates to do the same. As he rose to his 
knees to fire, he was hit in the chest. A teammate, Kiyoshi Fujimura, “felt some-
thing heavy fall on me. Realizing it was terry, i sat up and cradled him in my arms 
all the while calling, ‘terry, terry!’ then, i felt something warm on my hands and 

fukuhara questions a wounded prisoner, arawe, January 1944. 
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in front of my body. i felt a hole about a half inch in diameter near his chest—it 
was much larger in his back. i kind of sensed that he was dead.58

Mizutari was the first Nisei to die in combat in the Pacific. the citation for 
the posthumous silver star described how, “fully realizing the danger involved in 
moving from his concealed position, he rushed to a more strategic but vulnerable 
position in order to defend the men serving under him, thereby sacrificing his 
life.” When Mizutari’s team returned to Australia, they took up a collection and 
purchased a plaque to send to his family with a letter from Colonel Mashbir: “His 
record serves to exemplify the great work of the Nisei for their country to which 
cause he has given his life.” in reporting Mizutari’s death, the honolulu advertiser 
mentioned obliquely that his father was “at present on the mainland.” in fact, his 
father was being held at a Department of Justice internment camp.59

On 27 May 1944, the 41st infantry Division landed on Biak island, off the 
New guinea coast. Allied intelligence had once again underestimated Japanese 
strength, and the fight degenerated into a bitter struggle as the Americans tried to 
destroy the Japanese defenders dug into deep caves. On the second day soldiers 
discovered a roster of officers and noncommissioned officers from the principal 
defending force, the 222d infantry regiment, which gave the attackers their first 
clear picture of the defending force.60 the Japanese repeatedly counterattacked and 
held their ground for more than six weeks, delaying MacArthur’s entire campaign. 
the Americans suffered about 400 killed in action and 2,000 wounded. Another 
423 soldiers were hospitalized for psychoneurosis, and 6,811 became combat inef-
fective from various diseases. the Japanese defenders suffered 4,800 killed in 
action and thirteen captured, only one of whom was a combat soldier.61

the fighting on Biak inflamed American racial hatred. One witness was the 
famed aviator Charles A. Lindbergh, who arrived on 21 July to spend three weeks 
with a Fifth Air Force fighter group on Biak. What he saw and heard sickened and 
depressed him. “sitting in the security and relative luxury of our quarters,” he 
recorded in his journal, “i listen to American Army officers refer to these Japanese 
soldiers as ‘yellow sons of bitches.’ their desire is to exterminate the Jap ruth-

58 Kiyo Fujimura, “He Died in My Arms,” in John aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american 
soldiers in the Military intelligence service, World War ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi (Los Angeles: Mili-
tary intelligence Club of southern California, 1988), pp. 96–97; interv, author with Hirata; Ogawa, 
“Death of a Hero.” in swift, “First Class,” pp. 48–49, Kazuo Kozaki speculates that Mizutari may 
have been struck by friendly fire.

59 6th inf Div, general Orders no. 28, 25 Jul 44; “Big island’s Dead, Wounded of Battle Fronts 
Are Listed,” honolulu advertiser, 30 Jul 44, p. 9; WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45. the Defense 
Language institute Foreign Language Center named an academic building in Mizutari’s honor in 
1980.

60 Atis History, p. 47.
61 Robert L. eichelberger, our Jungle road to tokyo (New York: Viking, 1950), p. 153. the 

u.s. Army’s official history reports that 220 Japanese were taken prisoner, most of them after orga-
nized resistance had ceased. Robert Ross smith, the approach to the philippines, u.s. Army in 
World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1953), p. 392.
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lessly, even cruelly. i have not heard a word of respect or compassion spoken of our 
enemy since i came here.”62

Despite the setback on Biak, MacArthur moved his forces to seize Noemfoor 
island, sansapor, and finally, in september, Morotai in the Moluccas, over 200 
miles west of New guinea. each time Nisei accompanied the landings to provide 
immediate tactical intelligence. Meanwhile, back at Hollandia and Brisbane, other 
Nisei worked to process the prisoners and captured documents. From January to 
september 1944 Allied forces had leapt over 1,300 miles and now held airfields 
within three hundred miles of the Philippines.

the dangerous work of clearing bypassed Japanese forces often fell to Aus-
tralian units, which Atis supported with Nisei language teams as well as the 
American units. “in the beginning, the Australians, like our own Navy, were loath 
to accept them at all,” Colonel Mashbir later remarked, “so i simply had to get 
tough about it and told the Aussies it was Nisei or nothing. there just weren’t 
enough Caucasians capable of doing intelligence work with the Australian divi-
sions to go around.”63 Australian forces awarded numerous commendations to 
the Nisei “Yanks.” However, by the end of 1944 American forces were moving 
to the Philippines and most Nisei assigned to Australian units returned to Atis. 
the Australian director of Air Force intelligence established a Japanese-language 
training program at sydney university, where the first class of thirty-two Royal 
Australian Air Force enlisted students began training on 31 July 1944. the school’s 
commanding officer was Flying Officer Max Wiadrowski, a prewar high school 
teacher who had studied Japanese privately before the war and had been assigned 
for a time to Atis.64

Australia also assumed responsibility for most Japanese prisoners of war. By 
August 1944, 2,223 Japanese prisoners were in Australian custody, although they 
were outnumbered by almost 15,000 italians and almost 1,600 germans. Australia 
lacked sufficient linguists to supervise the Japanese prisoners. On 5 August 1944, 
1,104 Japanese prisoners staged a breakout from Cowra Prisoner of War Camp in 
New south Wales. it took Australian forces more than a week to crush the rebel-
lion and capture the escapees, of whom 234 were killed. Four Australians also lost 
their lives. Major shelton was rushed from Atis to assist in the investigation.65

Off-duty Nisei found wartime Brisbane a welcoming place, much as they had 
Minneapolis–st. Paul. For Nisei who had served in the forward areas, Australia 

62 Charles A. Lindbergh, the Wartime Journals of Charles a. Lindbergh (New York: Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, 1970), pp. 879–80; John W. Dower, War without Mercy: race and power in the 
pacific War (New York: Pantheon, 1986), pp. 69–71.

63 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 247; Atis History, pp. 24–26; interv, author with Yasuo 
Ace Fukai, 9 sep 96. Atis History, app. 12, lists twenty-four Australian commendations awarded 
to individual Nisei in 1944–1945.

64 Colin Funch, Linguists in Uniform: the Japanese experience (Australia: Japanese studies 
Centre, Monash university, 2003), pp. 31–33, 51–75.

65 gavin Long, australia in the War of 1939–1945, ser. 1, vol. 7, the final Campaigns (Can-
berra: Australian War Memorial, 1963), app. 5; Funch, Linguists in Uniform, pp. 126–30.
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seemed like a paradise. they spent their dollars freely in local restaurants and 
taverns. A few managed to return home on leave. Kadani took the opportunity 
of a stateside furlough to marry his sweetheart. the newlyweds spent Christmas 
1944 with Kadani’s parents in the Poston camp and spent New Year’s with his 
bride’s parents in another camp, gila River. in late 1943 sergeant Komori returned 
to Hawaii, which he had not seen since before the war, and visited Camp savage 
in Minnesota. However, he had found his true love in Australia. He married “an 
Aussie Chinese girl,” he recalled, “who was the first girl i had met in Australia in 
1942. i had all day to court her, for my [radio] monitoring duties were at night.” 
tom takata was hospitalized with malaria he had contracted in New guinea. Dur-
ing his long recovery he fell in love with sylvia Joyce Look You, the daughter of a 
Chinese doctor and an Australian woman. they married in August 1944.66

two Nisei changed their names in Australia. California-born Arthur Katsuyo-
shi ushiro changed his name to Arthur Robert Castle in April 1944 (shiro is the 
Japanese word for “castle”). He changed his name, he later explained, “because 
of the difficulty in spelling it and the desirability of ‘Anglicizing’ it because of his 
present military duties.” Yamashiro changed his last name to sankey, a different 
reading of the characters of his family name.67

Another change for Atis was the arrival of ninety American servicewomen 
from the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) in May or June 1944. Australian service-
women had worked for Atis in clerical and other support capacities since its 
beginning, but these were the first American women. Colonel Mashbir reported 
that their arrival hurt morale: “Here were men who had lived through the rigors 
of ten combat operations, who had lived under the most wretched and hazardous 
conditions, and who were still t–5s. suddenly they were forced to accept a group 
of typists and stenographers in uniform, with the ranks of First sergeant, Master 
sergeant, and t–3s, practically all of whom were senior to every single combat 
soldier i had.” However, because the Australian government would not permit its 
servicewomen to leave the continent, the American forces had no choice but to 
accept the American WACs as the campaign moved forward.68

Most Nisei enlisted men saw no promotions, but at least a few received com-
missions starting in 1944. On 22 April 1944, Colonel Mashbir awarded commis-
sions to the three Nisei warrant officers, Phil ishio, gary Kadani, and steve Yama-
moto. Later that year he sent several others to officer candidate school in Brisbane, 

66 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 198, 226; interv, Bray with Komori, 1955.
67 “California Nisei soldier [ushiro] seeks to Anglicize Name,” pacific Citizen, 1 Apr 44,  

p. 1; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 145. several thousand Japanese in Hawaii changed their given 
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nese: an experiment in Democracy (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1946), p. 143; eileen H. 
tamura, americanization, acculturalization, and ethnic identity: the Nisei generation in hawaii 
(urbana: university of illinois Press, 1994), pp. 169–71.

68 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 222–23; Mattie e. treadwell, the Women’s army Corps, 
u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1954), pp. 
410–23.
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which produced at least six more Nisei second lieutenants by early 1945. However, 
not until the summer of 1945 was the Atis table of allowances increased. until 
then, Atis was authorized fewer than forty lieutenants, which included the Cau-
casian team leaders trained at the Army intensive Japanese Language school.69

Another burden for the Atis Nisei was that of secrecy. Mashbir insisted on 
tight security and impressed the need on all personnel for pragmatic reasons. each 
document published by Atis bore this warning:

Captured documents and prisoners of war are sources of intelligence which the enemy can 
deny by disciplinary instruction if he becomes aware of the fact that reliable information 
is being obtained therefrom. special care must, therefore, be taken to ensure the secrecy 
of this document.70

Despite the secrecy, the Nisei were in great demand. Atis grew from 150 
Nisei to 285 by the summer of 1944. in a June 1944 staff study, Mashbir requested 
266 more within six months. in August the theater sent a memorandum to the War 
Department g–2, saying, “the services of Nisei in the various phases of Japanese 
language work in this theater have proved invaluable.” However, Mashbir did not 
get all he requested. eleven airborne-qualified Nisei arrived for the 11th Airborne 
Division that autumn, but no more Nisei arrived in the southwest Pacific theater 
until early 1945. Mashbir later complained that “we never succeeded in persuad-
ing anybody until just before the end of the war that that number would be needed, 
and, in fact, every request was turned down by higher authority.” 71

By the end of 1944 the southwest Pacific theater had developed an elaborate 
intelligence apparatus. the various intelligence disciplines were developed to a 
high degree and were staffed by thousands of military personnel. the resulting 
intelligence was disseminated, cross-referenced, and analyzed at all levels; com-
bat commanders learned to rely on this intelligence for their tactical and opera-
tional plans. in much of this the Atis Nisei played a vital role. “i am Mashbir’s 

69 Atis History, app. 3; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 250; “intelligence Men Recount 
WW ii Projects at Reunion,” honolulu star-Bulletin, 2 sep 68; Masami tahira, in Oguro, sempai 
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ashamed of their Japanese name should not be commissioned.” interv, author with george Kanegai, 
13 sep 96, p. 23.
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most avid reader,” MacArthur once remarked. “in fact, i imagine i have read every 
word that he published.” 72

Central pacific area

the Mis Nisei who served in the Central Pacific fought a different kind of war. 
the theater featured predominantly naval battles waged in the air, on the surface, 
and under the sea to defeat the Japanese Combined Fleet and seize island strong-
holds to bring American power within striking distance of the Japanese home 
islands. For this Admiral Nimitz built up his intelligence staff to exploit multiple 
sources, especially intercepted naval radio communications. the centerpiece was 
JiCPOA, an Army-Navy organization located in Makalapa near Nimitz’s head-
quarters at Pearl Harbor. Brig. gen. Joseph J. twitty, a prewar Japanese-language 
attaché, was in command. Communications intelligence was handled by the Fleet 
Radio unit, Pacific (FRuPAC).73 Navy officials at all levels remained suspicious 
of all persons of Japanese ancestry, regardless of citizenship. For translators and 
interpreters the Navy relied upon Caucasian graduates of its language school at 
Boulder, Colorado. By early 1944 the JiCPOA translation section had grown to 
over a hundred Navy language officers.74 Other Japanese-language tasks in the 
Pacific Ocean Areas were performed by psychological warfare specialists. tacti-
cal commanders used leaflets and loudspeakers to encourage surrender, but the 
campaigns to date had yielded only a handful of Japanese prisoners of war. in 
March 1944 Nimitz allowed the Office of War information to establish a small 
office in Honolulu to help JiCPOA develop leaflets. in June 1944 Nimitz estab-
lished his own psychological warfare section.75

the battles of 1944 would require sustained ground combat operations (Map 
9), and for this Nimitz needed more Army intelligence support. in the spring of 
1944 the War Department g–2 offered to provide Mis Nisei to Navy intelligence. 
in April and May 1944 two groups totaling some fifty Nisei left Camp savage for 
Hawaii. For the first group of seventeen Hawaii Nisei it was a homecoming. On 
10 May they began work on the top floor of a closed furniture store on Kapiolani 

72 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 240.
73 Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, “Report of intelligence Activities in the Pacific 
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Mifflin, 1961).
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operations in the pacific during World War ii (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1979), pp. 
168–69.

75 ellis M. Zacharias, secret Missions: the story of an intelligence officer (New York: g. P. 
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Boulevard in “what was then a rather forlorn section of the city.” 76 the annex 
had to be placed in Honolulu because the Navy would not relax its security rules 
against allowing Japanese on the base. Consequently, the Nisei lived and worked 
in this building, often taking their meals at a restaurant across the street because 
no mess hall was available to them.

the translation section was headed by Cmdr. John W. steele, retired from the 
u.s. Navy. the JiCPOA annex was headed by Maj. glenn Brunner, u.s. Marine 
Corps Reserve, a Foreign service officer who had served in tokyo before the war; 
his executive officer, Maj. Lachlan M. sinclair, had graduated from the first officer 
class at Camp savage.77 the annex included 5 Navy officers, 5 Army officers, and 
the 50 Nisei enlisted men. the Nisei were divided into three teams, each under a 
Nisei veteran of the Aleutian islands Campaign. One, Nobuo Furuiye, was born 
on a Colorado truck farm. After graduating from a Denver high school, he had 
spent two years attending middle school in Japan. He had enlisted in January 
1942 and served in Alaska. When he returned to the united states in late 1943, 
he was assured that he would not be sent overseas again. He made arrangements 
to have his fiancée released from the Jerome camp so they could be married in 
February 1944. two months later he was sent to Hawaii and left his bride behind. 
the other two team leaders were tadashi ted Ogawa and Don C. Oka, both from 
the mainland and Aleutian veterans.78 the Nisei made the most of living in war-
time Honolulu. Almost 40 percent of Hawaii’s prewar population was of Japanese 
descent. On weekends the Nisei soldiers could visit friends and relatives and were 
readily accepted into the local community. Ben i. Yamamoto had been born and 
raised in Pearl City and then trained at MisLs: “i couldn’t believe my good for-
tune. Hawaii, after two and a half years on the mainland! . . .this was a good deal, 
giving us a chance to visit my family in Pearl City and enjoy local food. i even got 
carried away and got married.” 79

the work included translating captured diaries, notebooks, and occasional 
technical documents. “there was something unreal about our lives,” wrote Donald 
Keene, a Boulder graduate assigned to the translation section. “We would spend 
most days translating diaries, letters, notebooks, and the like, but it was difficult 
to imagine that what we were doing was of any conceivable use to anybody. And 

76 Donald Keene, on familiar terms: a Journey across Cultures (New York: Kodansha, 1994), 
pp. 32–33. Keene was assigned to the JiCPOA annex from september 1943 until March 1945.

77 george inagaki, Harrington Papers.
78 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 58–60, 99–100; “Rocky Mountain Mis 

Veterans Club Autobiographies,” pp. 12–15, unpubl Ms, ed. Kent t. Yoritomo, [1989], author’s files 
(this and similar biographies hereafter cited as Rocky Mountain Bios); Don C. Oka, MisNorCal 
Bio; Don C. Oka, in saga of the Mis; sam isokane, “JiCPOA Annex story,” in tsukiyama et al., 
secret Valor, pp. 66–68. Mis Nisei in the Pacific Ocean Areas generally did not work in signals 
intelligence. However, Nobuo Furuiye reports having served for forty-five days in the autumn of 
1944 aboard a Navy cruiser for “radio intercept duty.” Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against 
Japan, p. 58.

79 Ben i. Yamamoto, in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 67–77; Japanese eyes, american heart,  
pp. 177–85.
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there was the irritation of being under a commanding officer whom we disliked.”80 
Another Navy language officer recalled how the captured documents came in 
boxes that were “permeated with that strange rich odor which you later came to 
recognize as the odor of the dead. the worst documents were drycleaned, but the 
odor became part of [the section].” 81 some Nisei specialized in hand-written sōsho 
documents, but they sometimes handled printed materials as well. Oka’s section 
spent several months translating a multivolume Japanese industrial directory that 
the XXi Bomber Command later used to target B–29 raids on the Japanese home 
islands. the Nisei also helped interrogate prisoners of war on Oahu, many of whom 
turned out to be Korean laborers.82

Despite the useful work of the JiCPOA Nisei, their leaders had a low regard 
for their skill. “these Nisei, like most Nisei, are much handicapped by lack of 
educational background for this type of work, which calls for initiative and judg-
ment in addition to language experience,” Commander steele told Comdr. Albert 
e. Hindmarsh, the director of the Navy’s language school at Boulder, in January 
1945. “in this group of 44 Nisei, only 1 had better than a high-school education. 
Consequently all the work of all Nisei has to be checked in detail by Boulder 

80 Keene, on familiar terms, p. 34.
81 Ashmead, the Mountain and the feather, p. 319.
82 gordon Cotler, “All in Favor say ‘Hai,’” New yorker (9 April 1949): 100, describes Cotler’s 

work with Japanese prisoners in Hawaii while assigned to JiCPOA in the autumn of 1944. Cotler 
was a Caucasian graduate of the Army intensive Japanese Language school and MisLs.

Nisei from the Joint intelligence Center, pacific ocean areas, celebrating New 
year’s, honolulu, December 1944
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boys. . . .that is why Nisei are always organized as teams.” Hindmarsh summa-
rized the opinions of Navy intelligence officers in Hawaii toward the Nisei:

Almost unanimous is the view (all Navy circles and in Army groups who work directly 
with Boulder graduates) that Nisei are too often limited in their usefulness; generally they 
are short on english and/or Japanese, lack initiative and sense of responsibility, require 
constant checking in their work (both spoken and written), suffer psychological handicaps 
(many have asked to be kept out of advanced areas). there are a few notable exceptions to 
these criticisms, but in general the attitude is that the Nisei are “better than nothing.” 83

these dismissive attitudes were in stark contrast to the acceptance of the Nisei 
in the southwest Pacific and may explain why the JiCPOA annex never devel-
oped into anything like the highly praised Allied translator and interpreter sec-
tion. Army headquarters on Hawaii did not share the Navy’s low estimation of the 
Nisei. in addition to the volunteers for the 442d Regimental Combat team and 
the Military intelligence service, 600 Nisei soldiers served in Hawaii with the 
1399th engineer Battalion performing general construction work.84 Concerning 
their loyalty, the Hawaiian Department’s assistant chief of staff for intelligence, 
Col. Kendall J. Fielder, told a newspaper reporter in April 1944: “i have been in 
charge of military intelligence activities here since June 1941, and am in a position 
to know what has happened. there have been no known acts of sabotage, espio-
nage, or fifth-column activities committed by the Japanese in Hawaii either on or 
subsequent to Dec. 7, 1941.” 85

Not all Mis Nisei serving in the Central Pacific spent the war in Honolulu. 
some would prove themselves in combat. until mid-1944 the War Department 
had sent most Mis Nisei to the south Pacific and southwest Pacific, about 385, 
compared to only about 70 for the Central Pacific. After that the War Department 
sent few additional Nisei to the southwest Pacific. instead, from May 1944 thru 
April 1945, the War Department sent 160 Nisei to the Central Pacific. Most were 
assigned to divisions or corps, leaving the 50 JiCPOA Nisei to continue their 
work unaided.

On 1 February 1944, soldiers and marines landed in the Marshall islands. the 
Nisei taught them simple Japanese phrases such as, “throw down your weapons,” 
“sit down,” and “Where is your regiment?” they even “produced a live drama 

83 Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, “school of Oriental Languages,” pp. 30, 34, unpubl 
Ms, Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.

84 these Nisei soldiers remained in Hawaii when the 100th infantry Battalion departed in May 
1942 and were assigned to the 1st Battalion, 370th engineer special service Regiment, which was 
redesignated the 1399th engineer Construction Battalion on 21 March 1944. When Nisei eligibil-
ity for selective service was restored in 1944, the Army organized several other service units in 
Hawaii with Nisei soldiers.

85 “Japanese-Americans in Hawaii,” honolulu advertiser, 16 Apr 44. Colonel Fielder and Robert 
C. shivers, head of the FBi’s Honolulu office, moderated the Navy’s hostility to the large Japanese 
population in Hawaii throughout the war. tom Coffman, the island edge of america: a political 
history of hawaii (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 2003), pp. 59–102.
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showing the right and wrong ways of 
processing and interrogating Japanese 
prisoners.” 86 But the Americans took 
few prisoners alive. Before each assault, 
extensive naval gunfire and bombard-
ment blasted the islands for days. When 
Mike sakamoto went ashore on eniwe-
tok, he was staggered to see the island 
landscape littered with the ripped-apart 
bodies of its defenders. Moved to tears 
at his first vision of combat, he sang a 
Japanese song in their memory.87

the 7th infantry Division faced 
stiff opposition when it assaulted Kwa-
jalein, a major Japanese headquar-
ters. A Caucasian soldier wrote to the 
san francisco Chronicle praising the 
actions of a Nisei friend. He described 
how his friend had crawled into a slit 
trench armed only with a trench knife: 
“the enemy immediately started pop-
ping out of the other entrance with no 
desire to fight. From these prisoners our 
interpreter learned of more—but i think what i’ve told is sufficient. Just take it 
from this g.i. that our interpreters have plenty of nerve and their services are 
invaluable.” 88 the 7th infantry Division’s commanding general boasted of the 
Nisei to a war correspondent. the resulting story, published in February 1944, 
was the first official confirmation that Nisei were fighting in the Pacific.89 After the 
battle the Nisei found large quantities of documents which they began to sort and 
translate. JiCPOA sent several more Nisei to help with the enormous task, includ-
ing t3g. Frank tadakazu Hachiya, a Kibei from Hood River, Oregon. Hachiya 
spent the next five months on Kwajalein translating these materials. there, he 
met a fellow Oregonian, Monroe sweetland, a small-town newspaper publisher. 
the two young men had much in common and enjoyed many long philosophical 
discussions. “there were bright tropical nights,” sweetland recalled, “when we 
sat out to talk of Oregon.” Hachiya expressed his yearning “to return to ‘the most 
beautiful valley in the world.’ But he also knew what he was fighting for and he 

86 “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific,” pacific Citizen, 29 sep 45, p. 1.
87 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 182–83.
88 glenn W. M’Donald, Ltr to the editor, san francisco Chronicle, 16 sep 44, reprinted in 

WRA, What We’re fighting for, pp. 20–21.
89 “general Reveals Japanese Americans took Part in Capture of Kwajalein Atoll,” pacific 

Citizen, 4 Mar 44.

hachiya
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knew especially well what he was fighting against—he understood both much bet-
ter than most of us old-line Americans do.” 90 

the next objective was the Marianas, an island group less than 1,500 miles 
from Japan. these included several islands needed as bases for future naval and 
air operations, such as the former u.s. naval station at guam. Plans called for three 
Marine divisions and two Army divisions to seize saipan, tinian, and guam. 
saipan lay at the heart of the Japanese defenses, housing the Japanese 31st army 
headquarters and 32,000 troops. tens of thousands of Japanese civilians also lived 
in the islands, so American forces would for the first time encounter a large Japa-
nese noncombatant population.

After weeks of bombardment the marines churned ashore on saipan on 15 
June 1944. in response, Japanese naval commanders carried out Operation A (A-
gO), based on the compromised Z-Plan. the Japanese Combined Fleet and the 
u.s. Navy met in the Western Pacific between the Marianas and the Philippines. 
in this great air and sea battle the available forces on each side totaled more than 
twice those engaged in the Battle of Midway two years before. the Battle of the 
Philippine sea became the largest carrier battle of the war. in addition to the Japa-
nese plan, the Americans had another vital advantage: Navy language officers 
eavesdropped on the Japanese air coordinator’s radio channel and guided Ameri-
can pilots to their targets. the result was the near-total destruction of Japanese 
naval air power, so great that the American pilots derisively called it the great 
Marianas turkey shoot. When the battle ended, a staff officer on the flagship of 
Admiral Raymond A. spruance, Commander, Central Pacific Force, suggested 
they shoot down the Japanese air coordinator as well. Capt. Arleigh A. Burke, u.s. 
Navy, chief of staff to the task force commander, vetoed the idea, saying, “You 
can’t shoot that man down. He’s done more good for the united states than any 
of us this day.” 91 Victory in the Marianas was now assured, but weeks of bitter 
ground fighting remained.

Assault elements of the 27th infantry Division followed the marines ashore 
on 16 June, followed the next day by division headquarters and t.sgt. timothy 
t. Ohta’s language team. this was the language team’s third assault landing but 
the first for their new officer, 2d Lt. Benjamin H. Hazard, Jr. in preparation for 
the landing, the team held orientation classes on how to handle prisoners of war 
and the importance of captured documents. the division’s g–2 “walked into one 

90 Quoted in Martha F. McKeown, “Frank Hachiya: He Was American at Birth, and at Death,” 
portland oregonian, 20 May 45.

91 Ronald Lewin, the american Magic: Codes, Ciphers, and the Defeat of Japan (New York: 
Farrar straus giroux, 1982), pp. 255–56; “Reminiscences of Rear Admiral Arthur H. McCollum, 
u.s. Navy Retired,” 2 vols., pp. 616–19, unpubl Ms, 1970–1971, Naval Historical Center, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Mason, pacific War remembered, pp. 153–54. see also the memoir by spruance’s chief 
of staff, Carl J. Moore, “Command Decisions during the Battle of the Philippine sea,” in Mason, 
pacific War remembered, pp. 209–15. For a balanced assessment of American foreknowledge of 
Japanese plans, see smith, the rescue, pp. 256–88.
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of these classes one day expecting to find 20 students; there were 120.” 92 After 
the battle started other Nisei came from the JiCPOA annex to support the marine 
divisions. the marine units also had Caucasian language officers from Boulder. 
each marine battalion had Caucasian enlisted language specialists, graduates of 
the six-month Japanese course at Camp elliott, California. For three weeks the sol-
diers and marines fought for every square foot of saipan. Nisei provided valuable 
tactical support by translating captured documents on the spot and interrogating 
captured Japanese. in a humorous incident in an otherwise desperate battle, t3g. 
Nobuo Dick Kishiue watched in amazement as a Japanese Zero touched down 
on the Aslito airfield shortly after the Americans captured it. the Japanese pilot 
was hauled before Kishiue for interrogation. “When i asked why he had landed at 
Aslito,” Kishiue recalled, “the pilot responded that he had taken off from guam 
and thought the airfield was still in Japanese possession.” 93

saipan was honeycombed with tunnels and caves, many of which contained 
desperate Japanese soldiers or frightened civilians. On 2 July t.sgts. Ben Honda 
and george Matsui volunteered to enter some caves to encourage a large group of 
Japanese soldiers and civilians to surrender. two Japanese soldiers attempted to 
use their weapons, and the accompanying American patrol promptly killed them. 
the two Nisei “succeeded in separating a large number of non-combatants from 
Japanese soldiers.” For this Honda and Matsui were awarded the Bronze star.94

the team chief, sergeant Ohta, faced a similar situation:

Word came in that a group of Japanese soldiers were holed up in a cave far down on a 
steep cliff facing the ocean. the sergeant was sent in a jeep, equipped with a loudspeaker, 
to the cliff but found that the jeep could not be brought close to the precipice.

He tried shouting but the surf below drowned out his voice. Finally he found a fragile 
cliff ladder and climbed down alone and disappeared under a ledge where he could not be 
given protection by the Americans. A Japanese officer came out of the cave with a drawn 
revolver. He talked with the sergeant for several minutes, then suddenly turned and threw 
himself into the sea and drowned. But sergeant tim [Ohta] prevailed on two enlisted men 
to follow him up the ladder and surrender. He was awarded the silver star.95

sgt. Jack tanimoto swam through the surf to another cave where nine civilians 
were hiding. the civilians were willing to come out, but the entrance was under 
Japanese fire. tanimoto held off the Japanese soldiers with a Browning Automatic 
Rifle until all civilians escaped unharmed. He also received the silver star.96

the Americans also used tactical psychological warfare on saipan, beginning 
with massive leaflet drops before the landings.97 these leaflets, supplied by the 

92 “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific.”
93 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, p. 51.
94 Crost, honor by fire, pp. 168–69.
95 “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific.”
96 ibid.
97 Zacharias, secret Missions, pp. 324–25.
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Office of War information, were of limited effectiveness. After the battle t3g. 
Harold Nishimura wrote to the language school:

During the battle of saipan i deeply felt the pressing need of suitable propaganda for 
certain situations. We had OWi’s booklets and leaflets as in my previous campaign [Kwa-
jalein] but their inappropriateness and childish composition has touched their pride and 
stirred them to further resistance. . . . i maintain that those who write propaganda must 
have actual experience in the fields to grasp the essence of effective propaganda by actual 
contact with new prisoners and documents.98

For three weeks the Japanese defenders fought back. American casualties 
climbed to 20 percent of committed units. However, the defeat of the Japanese 
fleet made the Japanese situation on saipan hopeless. On 4 or 5 July soldiers of the 
105th infantry captured a Japanese Navy civilian.99 t4g. Hoichi Kubo questioned 
him and learned of plans for an attack on 6 July. On that day Kubo accompanied a 

98 Ltr, t3g. Harold Nishimura to Col. Kai Rasmussen, 15 December 1944, trng grp, Ofc of the 
Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

99 interv, author with Hoichi Kubo and Benjamin Hazard, 30 Oct 87; Kubo, in Japanese eyes, 
american heart, pp. 278–82.

Nisei interrogating Japanese prisoners, saipan, July 1944
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patrol and discovered a Japanese 
sailor hiding in a narrow concrete 
culvert. the sailor confirmed that 
the Japanese were planning an 
attack for that very night. He used 
the word gyokusai, which Kubo 
understood at once. More than a 
banzai attack, gyokusai meant “to 
smash the jewel,” an all-out bat-
tle of mutual annihilation. Kubo 
reported to his team leader, Lieu-
tenant Hazard, who immediately 
sent the message up the chain of 
command so frontline units could 
be warned.100

Before sunrise the following 
morning 5,000 Japanese threw 
themselves against the 27th infan-
try Division lines. even with advance warning, the attack was devastating. Absorb-
ing horrific casualties, the Japanese sliced through two battalions that together lost 
406 killed and 512 wounded. At the 105th infantry, Kubo joined with headquarters 
personnel who all fought as riflemen. When the sun came up the next morning, over 
4,000 dead Japanese soldiers littered the battlefield. Quick action by the Nisei and 
their commanders had averted catastrophic American losses.101 

Other linguists who were not Nisei also played a role on saipan. two days 
after the gyokusai, a marine enlisted linguist stumbled upon a small group of Jap-
anese survivors of the attack. Pfc. guy gabaldon, a Mexican American, had been 
adopted into a Japanese family in Los Angeles and grew up among Nisei friends. 
When gabaldon’s foster parents were interned in 1942, he enlisted in the Marine 
Corps and was eventually assigned to the 2d Marine Regiment intelligence sec-
tion. the Japanese soldiers led him to a group of 800 Japanese soldiers and civil-
ians hiding in caves, whom gabaldon persuaded to surrender en mass. For this he 
was awarded the silver star.102

100 Philip A. Crowl, Campaign in the Marianas, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: 
Office of the Chief of Military History, 1960), pp. 256–57; edmund g. Love, the 27th infantry 
Division in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1949), pp. 430–501; Holland 
M. smith, Coral and Brass (New York: scribners, 1949), pp. 194–95.

101 Hoichi Kubo, Military Bio, unpubl Ms, author’s files; interv, author with Kubo and Hazard, 
30 Oct 87; Hazard, personal communication to author, 22 Jan 97; Hazard, conference presentation, 
18 Mar 00.

102 the Marine Corps had sent gabaldon to Camp elliot, California, for Japanese-language 
training, but he was removed for disciplinary problems. His story came to public attention in 1960, 
when he was featured on the popular television program, this is your Life, followed by a Holly-
wood film, hell to eternity (Allied Artists, 1960). the Navy Department subsequently awarded 
gabaldon the Navy Cross. guy gabaldon, saipan: suicide island (saipan: g. gabaldon, 1990); 

Kubo comforts a child found alone in a 
field in saipan.
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saipan was declared secure on 9 July, and JiCPOA sent additional Nisei to help 
with the prisoners and captured documents. the marines also used three Hawaii-
born Korean Americans to help with the thousands of Korean laborers whom the 
Japanese had brought to the islands.103 Marine Maj. gen. Holland M. smith, the 
V Amphibious Corps commander, took a personal interest in the prisoners and 
captured documents. through an interpreter smith questioned captured Japanese 
officers and spoke with a captured Japanese medical officer about wounded pris-
oners. A captured Japanese officer told him firsthand of the suicide of Lt. gen. 
yoshitsugu saito, who had ordered the gyokusai.104

thousands of Japanese soldiers and civilians remained at large on the island 
even after the island was declared secure. For many, suicide took the place of death 
on the battlefield. several thousand Japanese soldiers, sailors, and civilians on the 
northern end of the island killed themselves with grenades or other weapons or by 
leaping off the cliffs onto the rocks and sea below at Marpi Point. the Americans 
tried to stop the slaughter using loudspeakers to encourage surrender; but many 
Japanese chose death, sometimes in full view of the Americans. On 17 July Chief 
of Naval Operations Adm. ernest J. King visited saipan with Admiral Nimitz. 
Marpi Point, King recalled, was “the spot where the crowning horror of Japanese 
lunacy had taken place, . . . an orgy of self-destruction.”105

On 26 July a patrol from the 105th infantry was mopping up stragglers near 
Marpi Point when two Okinawan civilians crawled up over the sea cliff and 
approached with their hands raised. they told Kubo, who was accompanying the 
patrol, that they had escaped from a cave where Japanese soldiers were holding 
more than 100 civilians.106

Raul Morin, among the Valiant (Alhambra, Calif.: Borden Publishing Co., 1966), pp. 232–33. Ron-
ald takaki lauds gabaldon as “indeed a unique war hero—a Japanese-speaking, Mexican-Ameri-
can humanitarian soldier!” Ronald takaki, Double Victory: a Multicultural history of america in 
World War ii (Boston: Little, Brown, 2000), pp. 232–33. 

103 “six Nisei soldiers Win Citations on saipan,” pacific Citizen, 12 Aug 44; Harrington, yan-
kee samurai, pp. 182–83; tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 82; “Navy Reveals Nisei ‘Agents’ got 
Valuable Data for u.s.,” pacific Citizen, 6 Oct 45.

104 smith, Coral and Brass, pp. 5, 193, 198–99.
105 ernest J. King and Walter M. Whitehill, fleet admiral King: a Naval record (New York: 

Norton, 1952), p. 564. see also Haruko taya Cook, “the Myth of the saipan suicides,” MhQ 7 
(spring 1995): 12–19; Crowl, Campaign in the Marianas, pp. 264–65; Dower, War without Mercy, 
pp. 249, 298–99; Robert sherrod, on to Westward: War in the Central pacific (New York: Duell, 
sloan and Pearce, 1945); toland, rising sun, pp. 588–90.

106 Lt. Col. William M. Van Antwerp, 27th infantry Division g–2, told Kubo’s story to vari-
ous audiences in 1944–1946. Memo, Van Antwerp to Cg, 27th inf Div, sub: Recommendation 
for Award of Distinguished service Cross, 16 Aug 44, u.s. Army Forces Pacific & Predecessor 
Commands, Rg 338, NARA. this resulted in the award of the Distinguished service Cross by HQ 
usAFPAC general Orders No. 52, 18 Oct 44, as well as some press coverage: “Hawaiian Nisei 
sergeant First to Receive DsC for Heroism in Central Pacific War Zone,” pacific Citizen, 13 Jan 
45. “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific” refers to Kubo by first name only. William M. Van 
Antwerp, “How sergeant Kubo Won the DsC,” infantry Journal (1946), gives the date of action 
as 23 July 1944.
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the platoon leader gave Kubo permission to talk to the soldiers. Kubo, armed 
only with a pistol and some K-rations, climbed a hundred feet down a rope. While 
the patrol waited above, he disappeared into the cave. two hours later he emerged 
with an amazing story. He had conversed with the desperate soldiers in the cave 
and shared a meal with them, contributing his own rations. As they sat around a 
bubbling rice pot, he gained their confidence and appealed to their sense of honor, 
the bushido code. the Americans did not fight civilians, he told them, so they 
should release the civilians. “i do not come here to discuss that you give yourselves 
up,” he said. “i wish that you devote your considerations to releasing the civilians 
whom you are holding captive.” Kubo told them: “You are the sons of Japanese 
parents. You were born in Japan and fight for your country, Japan. i am also the 
son of Japanese parents but i was born in the united states. the united states is 
my country and i fight for it. the united states has honored me by making me 
a sergeant.” At this the Japanese soldiers bowed in respect (the highest ranking 
soldier present was a superior private). Furthermore, Kubo declared to them, his 
grandfathers had fought with the imperial Japanese Army in the Russo-Japanese 
War in the famous 5th and 6th Divisions—better units than theirs, he added. He 
recited a classical Japanese proverb: “if i am filial, i cannot serve the emperor. if 
i serve the emperor, i cannot be filial.”107 this neatly explained his situation as a 
Nisei and his loyalty to America, the land of his birth.

Kubo told them that if they decided to release the civilians, they should come 
to the top of the cliff in two hours. With that he left the cave and climbed back up 
the cliff. two hours later a small group appeared at the cliff top, soon followed by 
the others. in all, 9 soldiers and 122 civilians, including many women and chil-
dren, surrendered. As the civilians climbed up, a shot rang out from a nearby cave 
and the American platoon leader fell dead. His body rolled over the cliff. Kubo 
“became mad with fury,” according to a newspaper account. “He lined the nine 
[Japanese soldiers] up and for 15 minutes verbally lashed them unmercifully.” He 
shouted:

Advocates for Americans of Japanese ancestry immediately recognized the potential value of 
Kubo’s story. A Chicago times reporter described how Kubo had “proved the quality of his Ameri-
canism.” Keith Wheeler, “sgt. Kubo Proves His Mettle in Danger,” honolulu star-Bulletin (Febru-
ary 1945). the War Relocation Authority placed Wheeler’s story on the first page of its collection 
of news clippings in April 1945. WRA, Nisei in the War against Japan.

Kubo’s own recollections include Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 207–10; Loni Ding, prod., 
the Color of honor, documentary film, Vox Productions, 1987; interv, author with Kubo and Haz-
ard, 30 Oct 87; Crost, honor by fire, pp. 165–68; Kubo, “Military Biography,” excerpted in Japa-
nese eyes, american heart, pp. 278–82. the incident is also depicted in “A More Perfect union,” a 
permanent exhibit at the National Museum of American History in Washington, D.C.

107 “Chu naran to hossureba Ko narazu. Ko naran to hossureba Chu narazu.” this saying is 
attributed to taira shigemori (1138–1179) during the civil wars of the later Heian period. Har-
rington, yankee samurai, pp. 209–10; Yasuko i. takezawa, Breaking the silence: redress and 
Japanese american ethnicity (ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell university Press, 1995), p. 97.
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“someone shot that man who saved all of your lives! is there not a samurai among you?” 
Driven to an emotional pitch himself, [he] finally incited such an emotional frenzy in the 
Japanese that they fought with each other to get down the cliff after the fallen us officer. 
And they fought with each other once again to bring his body back to the top.108

For his bravery, Kubo was awarded the Distinguished service Cross, the highest 
award given to any Nisei in the Pacific theater.

On saipan, the Americans captured more than 1,700 Japanese soldiers, sail-
ors, civilians, and Korean laborers, the largest number yet in the Central Pacific. 
there were so many that the Navy had to establish the rudiments of a military 
government. JiCPOA could not supply enough Nisei interpreters, so the Army 
headquarters on Hawaii selected twenty Nisei then in basic training at schofield 
Barracks (selective service had just resumed drafting Nisei) and flew them to 
saipan with no further training.109

Because saipan had been a major Japanese headquarters, the Americans also 
captured fifty tons of documents, a staggering volume. Dozens of Nisei and Cau-
casian linguists took weeks just to sift through the documents. Many documents 
were simply crated up and shipped to JiCPOA, where tents had to be erected 
beside the main building to hold the rich intelligence harvest. From the files of the 
imperial Japanese Navy Central Pacific Area Fleet Headquarters emerged a set of 
administrative orders that “contained a complete list of all vessels by classes, reg-
istries of vessels by home ports, statistical data and complement tables for all ships 
and the organization of divisions.” Navy intelligence officers eagerly snapped up 
Japanese navigation charts. Also discovered was a digest of Japanese naval air 
bases that “contained sketches of all the principal naval air bases in Japan and her 
various possessions.” When JiCPOA could not handle the flow, the War Depart-
ment quickly established a translation center, the Pacific Military intelligence 
Research section (PACMiRs) at Camp Ritchie, Maryland.110 

Japan’s defeat in the Philippine sea and the loss of saipan had an immedi-
ate impact in both tokyo and Washington. general hideki tojo and his cabinet 
resigned on 18 July. shortly afterward President Franklin D. Roosevelt met with 
MacArthur and Nimitz in Hawaii to finalize the plans for Japan’s defeat.

to secure the Marianas, Nimitz seized guam and the smaller island of tin-
ian. the iii Amphibious Corps landed on guam on 21 July to fight 18,500 Japa-
nese defenders. Nisei teams went ashore with the 3d Marine Division and 1st 
Provisional Marine Brigade, backed by the 77th infantry Division. three weeks 
of fighting were required to eliminate Japanese resistance. As on saipan, inter-
preters combed the islands to search out Japanese soldiers and civilians. they 
used the tools of tactical psychological warfare, leaflets and sound trucks, to 

108 “use of Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific”; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 209–10; Japa-
nese eyes, american heart, p. 282.

109 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 207; smith, Coral and Brass, pp. 210–12.
110 JiCPOA History, pp. 43–44; Zacharias, secret Missions, pp. 319–20; Holmes, Doubled-

edged secrets, pp. 168–69, 194.
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induce surrenders. A marine correspondent noted that this: “amounted to a new 
relationship between ourselves and our enemy—an incongruous relationship that 
bewildered a lot of our men. . . . to most of the Marines, who were used to seeing a 
fanatical enemy that preferred death to surrender, our new policy was at first puz-
zling.” the marines outfitted an LCi landing craft with a public address system; 
for three days this “peace ship” sailed up and down guam’s rugged coast with 
three captured Japanese prisoners of war appealing to their fellow countrymen to 
surrender. Patrolling continued on land and along the coast for months. the use 
of Japanese prisoners of war to make surrender broadcasts grew more common 
as the war continued.111

On 24 July the 2d and 4th Marine Divisions jumped the short distance from 
saipan to tinian, where they confronted 8,000 Japanese defenders. JiCPOA Nisei 
joined the fight on D+4. Once the island was declared secure, Don Oka led a 
Nisei team to assist with civil administration. One team member, Raymond shogo 
Nagata, met a prisoner who was a Nisei from Hawaii and knew some people in 
common. the prisoner had been caught in Japan when war began and was con-
scripted. He had been a classmate of Nagata’s sister in Hawaii; his brother-in-law 
had been Nagata’s classmate.112

As soon as shore facilities could be repaired, the u.s. Pacific Fleet moved back 
into guam and Nimitz soon moved his advance headquarters there as well. Army 
engineers began building airfields on saipan, guam, and tinian. For the first time 
the Americans had air bases for the very-long-range bomber, the B–29, within 
range of the Japanese home islands. the first B–29 arrived on 12 October, and the 
first air attack against Japan was launched from saipan on 24 November.

One more island chain remained to be seized before the Allies reached the 
Philippines. On 15 september the 1st Marine Division stormed ashore on the 
largest island in the Palaus, Peleliu. t.sgt. Donald s. Okubo and two other Nisei 
landed on Peleliu with the third wave. they interrogated the few Japanese soldiers 
who were taken alive. “i was much more worried about the marines shooting me 
than the Japs. You know how those marines are: if they see anyone who even looks 
like the enemy they fire. Whenever i was on patrol i had to be escorted by half 

111 Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., “some Japs surrender,” infantry Journal (August 1945): 40–45; Alvin 
M. Josephy, Jr., the Long and the short and the tall: the story of a Marine Combat Unit in the 
pacific (New York: Knopf, 1946); smith, Coral and Brass, pp. 221–22. gordon Cotler described 
a similar incident in “Kobayashi,” the New yorker (26 August 1950): 54–57. in the television 
comedy series, Mchale’s Navy (1962–1966), the crew of the fictional Pt–73 in the south Pacific 
included “seaman third Class Fuji Kobiaji, iJN,” a friendly Japanese prisoner of war played by 
Yoshio Yoda.

112 isokane, “JiCPOA Annex story,” pp. 66–68. isokane adds that the prisoner had been “sent to 
the battle to gain intelligence data.” After the war, Don Oka learned that his younger brother, takeo 
Oka, who had been visiting Japan when war began, trained as a Japanese pilot and died during 
attacks on American forces in the Marianas. Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 211.
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a dozen marines or i’d be a dead duck. Despite my Army uniform i was fired on 
several times.”113

the 321st infantry soon reinforced the marines on Peleliu, followed a few 
weeks later by the 323d infantry. Both regiments brought their Nisei interpreters. 
On 25 October one Nisei, t4g. Masao Abe, was calling to Japanese soldiers hidden 
in a cave when he was wounded in the thigh and evacuated. Japanese resistance on 
Peleliu did not end until 27 November.114

six miles away, the 81st infantry Division landed on Angaur on 17 septem-
ber, two days after the marines hit Peleliu. ten Nisei under s.sgt. James t. Kai 
had joined the division in Hawaii after coming directly from the school. they 
were accompanied by Maj. Lachlan M. sinclair, the JiCPOA executive officer. 
the Nisei interrogated prisoners, translated documents, and tried to persuade 
Japanese soldiers to surrender. two Nisei were assigned to each regiment and 
four at division headquarters. each was assigned two bodyguards. However, 
“soon after the operation started,” the Army ground Forces observer reported, 
“all Neisi [sic] were recalled to division CP since it was considered too hazardous 
to have them even as far forward as regiment. this worked well because [the] 
island was small.”115

t4g. Robert K. sakai, a Nisei from Riverside, California, had been a senior at 
the university of California when the war broke out. At division headquarters, he 
recalled, “mailbags full of captured documents piled up for sorting and transla-
tion. some required on-the-spot translation; others were for later translation, and 
still others were sent to Joint intelligence [Center], Pacific Ocean Area in Hono-
lulu for careful analysis.” He noticed that “if a Japanese prisoner was accosted by 
a Caucasian officer, even if the latter spoke fluent Japanese, the prisoner tended to 
freeze up, anticipating cruelty. if the captor had a Japanese face like himself, he 
visibly relaxed. Because of their brutally harsh training and the propaganda they 
had received about the cruelty of the Americans, Japanese prisoners were unpre-
pared for considerate, humane treatment, which proved effective in interrogation.” 
Other prisoners considered themselves to be dead and “reborn” and became quite 
willing to cooperate.116 One day, while clearing caves, t4g. shiuso Chojin saw 

113 “Honolulu Army sergeant storms Pacific island Alone, Persuades Japanese Admiral to sur-
render His garrison,” honolulu advertiser, 5 Oct 45; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 218–22; 
tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 64–65.

114 81st infantry Division, “History of 313th intelligence service Organization,” unpubl Ms, ca. 
1945, copy in author’s files; Robert K. sakai, in Japanese eyes, american heart, pp. 121–34. One 
enlisted Marine linguist on Peleliu, earl F. Ziemke, later served as a historian with the Office of the 
Chief of Military History.

115 “Observer’s Report on 81st infantry Division, stalemate Operation, 30 August–25 septem-
ber 1944,” 2 October 1944, transmittal Ltr dtd 3 May 1945, 98–usFi–2.0, Box 1602, entry 427, Rg 
407, NARA; William F. Aimone, “the Nisei and the CiC,” JaVa Newsletter, March/April 2003, pp. 
7–8. Major sinclair later wrote to Colonel Rasmussen, seeking to be transferred from the JiCPOA 
annex to a language team for an airborne unit. Ltr, sinclair to Rasmussen, 10 December 1944, trng 
grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

116 sakai, in Japanese eyes, american heart, p. 130.
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another American soldier felled by a Japanese sniper. Chojin raced to him under 
fire, administered first aid, and helped drag him to safety. Chojin was awarded the 
Bronze star for his heroism.

in just one year American forces in the Pacific Ocean Areas had driven over 
1,500 miles closer to Japan, had penetrated the Japanese outer defense perimeter, 
and had crippled Japan’s naval air power. American intelligence organizations 
were larger and more sophisticated than ever before, and Mis Nisei were now 
fighting with soldiers and marines in every campaign. However, racial hatred con-
tinued to fuel the conflict on both sides.

in January 1945 war correspondent ernie Pyle arrived to cover the fighting 
in the Central Pacific. He had earned a reputation in italy and France for honest 
reporting that reflected what the average soldier was thinking. in the Pacific, he 
sensed, Americans were fighting a different war; and this troubled him. He sensed 
that the average American’s attitude toward the Japanese was very different from 
his attitude toward the germans. Most Americans had never met a Japanese per-
son and held stereotypical ideas accumulated through a century of prejudice. Pyle 
was honest enough to admit similar feelings himself.

in Hawaii, Pyle was taken to see Japanese prisoners of war in a stockade. the 
prisoners, he wrote, “give me a creepy feeling,” as if not wholly human. He felt 
confused about the contradictory stories he was being told about the Japanese and 
worried about American efforts to analyze “the Jap psychology.” their stubborn 
resistance on saipan, their willingness to face certain death, the suicidal kami-
kaze pilots, all had further hardened American attitudes against the Japanese. Pyle 
detected a hatred unlike anything he had seen in europe.117 For the Mis Nisei, 
this prejudice even as the tide was swinging in America’s favor continued to make 
things difficult as they fought for their country.

China-Burma-india theater

in 1943 the Allies established a unified command, the south-east Asia Com-
mand, under Lord Louis Mountbatten. the united states established the China-
Burma-india theater under Lt. gen. Joseph W. stilwell to bolster the British Com-
monwealth forces there, as well as to provide support to the Chinese Nationalists.118 
(see Map 10.) As in other theaters, intelligence was the key to victory. When Lt. 
gen. William J. slim took command of the British 14th Army in 1943, he com-
plained, “We never made up for the lack of methodically collected intelligence or 
the intelligence organization which should have been available to us when the war 

117 ernie Pyle, ernie’s War, ed. David Nichols (New York: Random House, 1986), pp. 366–73; 
Dower, War without Mercy, pp. 78, 82.

118 Louis Allen, Burma: the Longest War, 1941–1945 (New York: st. Martin’s, 1985); Richard 
J. Aldrich, intelligence and the War against Japan: Britain, america and the politics of secret 
service (Cambridge: Cambridge university Press, 2000).
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began.”119 American Nisei would play an important role in turning this around. For 
some, it would mean combat under the terrible conditions. For others, it meant the 
tedium of rear-area duties set amidst the fading splendor of British india.

the first MisLs graduate to arrive in india was not a Nisei, but a Chinese 
American, Lt. Won-Loy Chan. the stanford graduate spoke Cantonese and had 
learned Japanese at Crissy Field and Camp savage. in April 1943 he joined stil-
well’s headquarters as an intelligence officer.120 the state Department also sent 
political officers to the theater, among them John K. emmerson, who had been 
assigned to the u.s. embassy in tokyo in the 1930s and spoke Japanese. in July 
1943 t.sgt. Harry Katsuto Andow led ten Nisei by sea from Camp savage to New 
Delhi, where they were assigned to the Joint Army-Navy intelligence Collection 
Agency.121 in October another team arrived by air under Lt. John D. McLaughlin 
and sgt. Fusao uchiyama, who had been recruited for MisLs from the 100th 
infantry Battalion.122

some Nisei were assigned to the British Commonwealth forces. sgt. Roy t. 
takai served with the British 4 Corps and 19th Division. Hiro Harold Nishimura 
served with the indian 26th Division.123 t3g. eiichi “eddy” sakauye rescued a Brit-
ish captain in an indian division under enemy fire in April 1944 and was awarded 
the silver star.124 t4g. Henry Kuwabara served with the British 72d infantry Bri-
gade and was awarded the British empire Medal.125 in January 1944 takai and 
Hiroshi Osako were sent to support British forces in Central Assam. When the 
Japanese attacked in March, Commonwealth forces in imphal and Kohima were 
cut off for several weeks along with the American Nisei. “Although i’ve only been 
in this enchanted land of india for six months,” takai wrote to the pacific Citizen, 
“i have already gotten a taste of war.” He described the mortar, machine gun, and 
rifle fire and air raids close to the front lines.126

stilwell took command of combined American and Chinese forces for the 
attack into northern Burma. (Map 11) in late December 1943 two Nisei joined 

119 William J. slim, Defeat into Victory: Battling Japan in Burma and india, 1942–1945 (Lon-
don: Cassell, 1956), p. 221. One author disputes slim’s negative assessment of signals intelligence. 
Alan stripp, Codebreaker in the far east (New York: Oxford university Press, 1995), pp. 165–71. 
see also Douglas Ford, “‘A Conquerable Yet Resilient Foe’: British Perceptions of the imperial 
Japanese Army’s tactics on the india-Burma Front, september 1942 to summer 1944,” intelligence 
and National security 18, no. 1 (spring 2003): 65–90.

120 Won-Loy Chan, Burma: the Untold story (Novato, Calif.: Presidio Press, 1986).
121 sinclair, “Valuable as a Company of Men”; interv, author with Roy t. takai, 30 Oct 87; Roy 

t. takai, MisNorCal Bio.
122 interv, author with Henry Kuwabara, 12 sep 96.
123 interv, author with takai, 30 Oct 87; takai, MisNorCal Bio; Hiro Nishimura, trials and 

triumphs of the Nikkei (Mercer island, Wash.: Fukuda Publishers, 1993), pp. 68–70.
124 sinclair, “Valuable as a Company of Men”; Ltr, Kimura to Munakata, 18 January 1945, Har-

rington Papers; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 140, 162, 249.
125 “Nisei Officer given the British empire Award,” pacific Citizen, May 46; Harrington, yan-

kee samurai, pp. 249, 344; pacific War and peace, p. 67.
126 “Letters from servicemen,” pacific Citizen, 3 Jun 44; takai, MisNorCal Bio; interv, author 

with takai, 30 Oct 87; Fusao uchiyama, Harrington Papers.
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Lieutenant Chan in the g–2 section of the Northern Combat Area Command 
(NCAC). NCAC consisted of two Chinese divisions and a regiment-size Ameri-
can infantry unit, the 5307th Composite unit (Provisional), which had arrived in 
india in October 1943. to command the unit stilwell personally selected Brig. 
gen. Frank D. Merrill, who had served as a language attaché in tokyo before the 
war. Newsmen dubbed the unit Merrill’s Marauders.127

Merrill knew that his Marauders would be operating deep behind enemy 
lines and would need some Japanese-speakers. in January 1944 he walked into 
emmerson’s office and began to reminisce about their days together in tokyo. 
Warming to the subject, they began to sing familiar Japanese songs. “We stopped 
suddenly and Frank turned to me,” emmerson recalled. “Come along! i’m leav-
ing for a secret camp in central india. this will be a special operation into the 
Burma jungle. You’ll be great—to talk to the Japanese!”128 emmerson agreed but 
stayed with the Marauders only briefly. Fortunately, the War Department g–2 had 
already anticipated the need. in september 1943 MisLs selected fourteen Nisei 
volunteers, half of whom were Kibei, headed by Capt. William A. Laffin, who was 
born and raised in Japan by a Japanese mother and American father. the Nisei 
leader was sgt. edward Hideo Mitsukado, a court reporter from Hawaii. Half of 
the team members were college graduates.129

Because the Marauders would be operating behind enemy lines, assignment 
was especially risky for the Nisei if they should be captured alive. Before they 
went into action stilwell visited the unit and happened to spot sgt. Henry Hiro-
haru gosho.

“Are you Chinese?” he asked.
“No, sir,” replied gosho.
“Are you Korean?”
“No, sir.”
“Are you Filipino?”
“No, sir.”

127 Merrill’s Marauders (february–May 1944), American Forces in Action (Washington, D.C.: 
Military intelligence Division, War Department, 1945); James e. t. Hopkins, spearhead: a Com-
plete history of Merrill’s Marauder rangers (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins university Press, 
2000); Charles N. Hunter, galahad (san Antonio, tex.: Naylor, 1963); Charlton Ogburn, Jr., the 
Marauders, 2d ed. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959).

128 John K. emmerson, the Japanese thread: a Life in the U.s. foreign service (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1978), p. 150.

129 edgar Laytha, “Nisei,” CBi roundup (14 september 1944): 3, reprinted in pacific Citizen, 14 
Oct 44, p. 2; sinclair, “Valuable as a Company of Men.” see also Crost, honor by fire, pp. 117–33; 
Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 184–85, 194–95, 201–02; Roland Kotani, “the unsung Heroes: 
A Kibei in the Burma Jungle,” hawaii herald, 6 Nov 81, reprinted in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 
97–105; thomas tsubota, “From the 100th Battalion to Merrill’s Marauders,” in tsukiyama et 
al., secret Valor, p. 69; Akiji Yoshimura, “China-Burma-india: 14 Nisei and the Marauders (With 
Merrill’s Marauders),” pacific Citizen, 25 Dec 56 [1959?], reprinted in Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 
85–96, and in ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 85–94; Akiji Yoshimura and Howard 
Furumoto, Ltrs to the editor, the Burman News, Feb 88, pp. 3–4.
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“Don’t tell me you’re . . . ”
“Yes, sir.”

the general turned to a nearby officer and said, “transfer that man to division 
headquarters and keep him there!” However, gosho’s unit quietly ignored stil-
well’s order.130 so often did he come under fire that his buddies named him Hori-
zontal Hank, because of the many times he had to throw himself on the ground.

Merrill’s Marauders entered combat in February 1944. the mountainous jun-
gle was as much an enemy as the Japanese. Marching and fighting under harsh 
conditions without relief took a heavy toll on all soldiers, and scores of soldiers 
were evacuated for illness. At least four Nisei were evacuated for fever, exhaus-
tion, or injury, one for a hernia from laboring under a heavy load.131 the Nisei also 
carried the burden of proving their loyalty. One told a reporter: “i had a terrible 
feeling when the first Jap i had shot collapsed and expired with a heartbreaking 
‘Banzai!’ on his lips, but my second shot came easy, the third even easier. i can’t 
tell you exactly how many i have shot. it is very difficult to know in the jungle 
where everything melts into the background.”132

Another Nisei with the unit was s.sgt. Roy Hiroshi Matsumoto. Born near 
Los Angeles, he was a third-generation Japanese American, or sansei, whose 
grandfather had immigrated to the united states. (He was, however, a member 
of the same age cohort as the Nisei generation.) Matsumoto had attended middle 
school in Japan before the war. His parents returned to Japan with his brothers and 
sisters but left Matsumoto in California to attend high school. in 1942 he had been 
interned in Jerome, Arkansas, where he volunteered for the Military intelligence 
service. in early March the Marauders discovered a Japanese telephone wire run-
ning through their position. Matsumoto climbed a tree and hooked up a field tele-
phone to intercept the calls. He overheard a Japanese sergeant report that he had 
only three soldiers to guard an ammunition dump. the Americans attacked and 
destroyed the dump, and Matsumoto was later awarded the Legion of Merit.133

After marching and fighting through some of the toughest terrain in the 
world, the Marauders occupied blocking positions behind the veteran Japanese 
18th Division. the 2d Battalion dug in around the village of Nhpum ga with 600 
men, including three Nisei. the Japanese surrounded the American battalion and 
attacked repeatedly for eleven days. so close were the Japanese that the Nisei could 
hear the Japanese officers shouting commands, which they quickly translated so 
the American soldiers could react in time. At night Matsumoto would crawl in front 
of American lines to eavesdrop on the Japanese soldiers. One night, he overheard 
preparations for a dawn attack, so he crawled back earlier than usual and made his 
report. the Americans quietly pulled back from their front lines in the dark and  

130 emmerson, the Japanese thread, pp. 160–61.
131 tsubota, “From the 100th Battalion to Merrill’s Marauders,” p. 69; Yoshimura, in Oguro, 

sempai gumi, p. 93.
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left their fighting positions booby 
trapped. When the Japanese attacked, 
the Americans caught them by surprise 
and cut them down. Japanese soldiers 
who fell into the American foxholes 
were killed by the booby traps. Just as 
the Japanese attack began to falter, Mat-
sumoto stood up and shouted in his best 
command voice, “susume! [Advance!]” 
the surviving Japanese leapt to their 
feet and rushed straight into the Ameri-
can fire. An American soldier called 
this “the all important outstanding con-
tribution which i am convinced saved 
the lives of every man who survived the 
long tenacious defense of Nhpum ga.” 
According to the official report, “ser-
geant Matsumoto became a legend-
ary character overnight.” the siege at 
Nhpum ga was soon lifted.134

the Marauders were then sent to 
capture Myitkyina and its airfield from 
which the Japanese air forces threatened 

the airlift to China. Captain Laffin, now regimental s–2, led a Kachin patrol ahead 
of the main body to reconnoiter a route through sixty-five miles of mountainous 
jungle.135 Following Laffin’s reconnaissance party, the Marauders descended upon 
Myitkyina by surprise and on 17 May seized the airfield. stilwell at once began 
to pour in reinforcements.136 On 18 May Laffin took to the air in an L–5 liaison 
aircraft to reconnoiter the Japanese positions. As the plane lifted off, a Japanese 
Zero suddenly appeared and shot it down within sight of the end of the airstrip. 
All on board were killed. the Nisei were stunned by the loss of their team leader. 
the news “came as a great shock to me,” recalled Akiji Yoshimura, “and the few 
minutes i was able to spend at his gravesite near the airstrip seemed a totally 
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inadequate tribute to a fine officer, leader and friend.”137 team leadership fell to 
sergeant Mitsukado.

the battle for the town lasted another eight weeks. Merrill’s Marauders paid 
a terrible price. Most of the original Marauders were medically evacuated by air, 
including general Merrill and several Nisei such as sergeant gosho. While recu-
perating, gosho took the opportunity to write to his twelve-year-old sister in an 
internment camp:

Right now i’m in an American hospital recovering and recuperating from my third attack 
of malaria, double hernia and intestinal ulcer. We were in Burma for four months fighting 
the Japs in the jungles and mountainsides. i had walked 860 miles, climbed hills that you 
practically had to crawl up, crossed and recrossed rivers 49 times. it rains quite a bit in 
Burma, and at times i slept wet, wet all day for weeks at a time.

gosho also shared his thoughts on the special situation of Americans of Japa-
nese ancestry:

For your sake i would want you to enter a real American school and live the American 
way. the life you are leading now [in a camp] is not the thing for you. You must live in 
America—’cuz you are all America by heart. Dad and mother must realize this and they 
do know it deep down in their hearts. Yes, Japan is a country of the past—her history 
ended on Dec. 7, 1941.138

Other Nisei were flown into Myitkyina. in July the Office of War informa-
tion sent a tactical psychological warfare team to broadcast surrender messages 
to Japanese soldiers using leaflets and loudspeakers.139 One Nisei on the team, 
s.sgt. Kenji Yasui, a Kibei from Los Angeles, learned to his distress that the 
Japanese division in the area came from Kyushu: it “was made up of men from 
the district where he had spent his youth. He expected momentarily to find his 
brother’s body. He met a boyhood friend from his parental village while inter-
rogating prisoners, and from him learned that the brother had been transferred to 
another division.”140

As Japanese defenses crumbled, hundreds of Japanese soldiers attempted to 
flee across the irrawaddy River. During mopping-up operations Yasui’s team spot-
ted some Japanese soldiers hiding on an island in the stream. With three Caucasian 
soldiers Yasui swam out to the island to persuade them to surrender. When he 
reached the island he called to the Japanese soldiers to assemble. impersonating a 
Japanese officer, Yasui declared he needed them for a “special mission.” several 
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Japanese soldiers emerged from hiding, but two resisted and were killed by the 
Americans; another killed himself with a hand grenade. Yasui “announced he was 
a colonel and made them line up and execute close order drill,” as John emmerson 
described the scene. “then he made them get in the river and swim across pushing 
a raft on which he stood with carbine aimed at them.” Yasui brought in thirteen 
prisoners and was later awarded the silver star.141

the Americans and Chinese forces finally captured Myitkyina on 3 August. 
A few days later sgt. grant Jiro Hirabayashi paid a visit to Captain Chan, assis-
tant g–2 with the Myitkyina task force: “Captain, you aren’t going to believe this, 
but i’ve got about twenty female, i think Korean, POWs down at the center and i 
need help.” these frightened young women were forced prostitutes, or “comfort 
women,” for the Japanese Army. the Nisei showed them photographs of Japanese 
officers, but they learned little of value because the women spoke little Japanese. 
the last evening before the women were flown out to india, the Nisei threw a 
small going-away party. the Nisei sang American, Japanese, and Hawaiian songs 
accompanied by a guitar. the Korean women responded by singing the Korean 
folksong, “Arirang.”142

Other Nisei in Burma served with Chinese units. While making surrender 
broadcasts from a liaison aircraft flying low over Japanese positions, s.sgt. Frank 
t. tokubo was twice shot down but landed safely in Chinese positions each time. 
On several occasions these Nisei were mistakenly captured by the Chinese, who 
had a deep hatred for the Japanese enemy. One Nisei captured by Chinese soldiers 
recalled that never in all his life had he talked so fast with sign language and wrote 
so many kanji to explain that they were minkuo (American) soldiers. He recalled 
that the shaken Nisei remained a pale green for the next three months or more.143

the fourteen Nisei with Merrill’s Marauders in particular impressed senior 
American officers, starting with general Merrill himself: “As for the value of the 
Nisei group, i couldn’t have gotten along without them. Probably few realize that 
these boys did everything that an infantryman normally does plus the extra work 
of translating, interrogating, etc., etc. Also, they were in a most unenviable posi-
tion as to identity as almost everyone from the Japanese to the Chinese shot first 
and identified later.”144

Merrill’s comments were seconded by an observer from the Army ground 
Forces who reported that the Nisei “have proven to be of great value to that organi-
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zation. in every instance the men have been loyal and demonstrated great courage 
in carrying out their assignments.”145 the Marauders’ unit historian wrote:

some of the most valuable men in our outfit were the Nisei Japanese interpreters not with 
battalion and regimental headquarters but with a platoon in contact on the perimeter. 
the Japs talk loudly sometimes before they attack. On several occasions the Japanese 
interpreters told us exactly what the Japs were shouting and enabled us to get set for an 
attack from a certain direction. Once an interpreter caused the Japs to attack into a trap 
by shouting orders to them.146

All fourteen were awarded the Combat infantryman Badge and Presidential 
unit Citation. Four were awarded field commissions by December, including team 
leader sergeant Mitsukado, who wrote to a friend that he was the “most surprised 
soldier” in Burma. “Wearing the bars feels great but i miss the company of the boys 
who went through hell with me. they’re a great bunch.” three others returned to 
the united states to attend officer candidate school.147

the Nisei assigned to Merrill’s Marauders also helped change the War Depart-
ment’s prohibition of any public notice of Nisei serving in the Military intelligence 
service. in May 1944 the headquarters of u.s. Army Forces in the China-Burma-
india theater requested an exception to policy from the Bureau of Public Rela-
tions in Washington:

Does stop still remain on Japanese-Americans serving in this theater? Lifting ban 
would appear desirable for following reasons:

1st, Morale of Nisei serving here would be raised if public recognition given them;
2nd, Might encourage better treatment of loyal Nisei;
3rd, Propaganda value against Japs;
4th, Nisei themselves realize chances they take at front lines and we doubt that treat-

ment if captured, would be worse.
We would not release details of their intelligence activities but rather heroic action on 

their part at front lines.148

the War Department agreed. in september s.sgt. edgar M. Laytha, a mem-
ber of the OWi team, published an article in CBi roundup detailing the exploits of 
the Nisei in Burma. the pacific Citizen ran excerpts on its front page, naming the 
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Nisei with Merrill’s Marauders and others serving in the theater.149 Kenji Yasui’s 
bravery in tricking Japanese soldiers into surrendering also received widespread 
press coverage, and he was touted as the “Baby sergeant York.”150 these became 
the first Nisei heroes of the war with Japan.

this publicity appeared in the autumn of 1944, an important time for Japanese 
Americans back home. For months the secretary of the interior had been urging 
President Roosevelt to close the camps, and the supreme Court was nearing a 
decision to overturn the military exclusion orders from the West Coast. the 442d 
Regimental Combat team began receiving extensive press coverage when it was 
committed to combat in italy in June, but many Americans were not yet convinced 
of Nisei loyalty. the Washington post published an editorial in september urging 
the War Department to release more details about the Nisei in the Pacific: “Nisei 
soldiers have played a vital and dramatic role in our succession of victories over 
the Japanese in the coral islands and steaming jungles of the Pacific theater of 
operations. their knowledge of the Japanese language has been invaluable.” the 
editorial acknowledged Hoichi Kubo’s heroism on saipan, as well as that of the 
Merrill’s Marauders Nisei: “in Burma, according to men who have been their 
comrades there, the Nisei proved themselves particularly intrepid and helpful, 
venturing into the enemy lines and throwing them into confusion by speaking 
their language.”151

the Merrill’s Marauders Nisei became the best-known Nisei in the war against 
Japan. the War Relocation Authority used their story to impress other Ameri-
cans with Nisei valor and loyalty. For example, in March 1945 the War Relocation 
Authority placed a story in the seattle times about sergeant gosho. the article 
cited a letter from a Caucasian sergeant:

the men of our platoon owe their lives to sergt. Henry g[osho], a Japanese-Ameri-
can of seattle. Hank (we call him Horizontal Hank because he’s been pinned down so 
many times by Jap machine-gun fire) guided the machine-gun fire on our side which 
killed every Jap on that side.

the boys who fought alongside Hank agree that they never have seen a more calm, 
cool and collected man under fire. He was always so eager to be where he could be of the 
most use and effectiveness and that was most always the hot spot.152
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Another Caucasian soldier wrote:

We of the Merrill’s Marauders wish to boast of the Japanese-Americans fighting in 
our outfit and the swell job that they put up. . . . Many of the boys and myself especially, 
never knew a Japanese-American or what one was like—now we know and the Marauders 
want you to know that they are backing the nisei one hundred percent. it makes the boys 
and myself raging mad to read about movements against Japanese-Americans by some 4-
F’ers back home. We would dare them to say things like they have in front of us.153

Another unconventional American unit, Office of strategic services (Oss) 
Detachment 101, fought in Burma without such publicity. the detachment began 
operations in January 1943 from a base camp in Assam by organizing hill tribes 
to conduct reconnaissance, sabotage, and the rescue of downed airmen.154 Detach-
ment 101 was the first element of the Oss to engage in combat operations against 
Japan, and for this it needed the language skills of the Nisei. Oss Director Wil-
liam J. Donovan was an early advocate for Nisei in the war effort and directed the 
recruitment of Nisei volunteers from Camp shelby.155

Oss leaders in india did not wait for the shelby Nisei but sought instead Nisei 
volunteers from the southeast Asia translation and interrogation Center (seAtiC) 
and the Fourteenth Air Force. t5gs. Hideo imai and Robert t. Honda volunteered 
in March 1944. Honda had served with Merrill’s Marauders until evacuated for ill-
ness. the two Nisei parachuted into northern Burma and lived for months with the 
Kachin Rangers. “it was a rugged existence,” imai recalled. “We were supplied by 
air drops, food, books, clothes, ammunition, equipment. . . . Because of Jap agents 
among the tribes, we were forced to shift our command post continually. i had 
malaria several times and always suffered from dysentery.”156

After eight months two other Nisei serving in india volunteered to take their 
places. t3g. shigeto Ken Mazawa and t5g. Charles Y. Matsunaka were inserted 
into the Burmese jungle for:

Working in areas behind enemy lines and doing both language and radio intercept 
work. these two volunteered without any hesitation and took their jumps in fine form 
although having had no previous training in parachute jumping whatsoever. the para-
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trooper who gave them instructions and who accompanied them on their jump flight told 
me that when their turns came to jump, they took off themselves with “no assistance.”157

in October 1944 the original team of fourteen Nisei volunteers from Camp 
shelby under 1st Lt. Ralph t. Yempuku arrived in the theater and was split up 
among several Oss activities. Yempuku and several other Nisei flew into Myit-
kyina in December to join Detachment 101 for the coming offensive to drive the 
Japanese from Burma.158

Allied intelligence organizations in india expanded rapidly in size and capa-
bility. One historian has counted twelve Allied intelligence organizations oper-
ating in the southeast Asia Command. Most had a need for Japanese-language 
expertise. in May 1944 the Joint intelligence Collection Agency in New Delhi 
was replaced by seAtiC, which was “established in order to pool the resources 
of British and us linguists.” seAtiC was headed by Col. Allender swift, a u.s. 
Army Japanese-language officer, and later by Col. gaspare F. Blunda. seAtiC 
became the central pool for Nisei language personnel, similar to the Allied trans-
lation and interpreter section in the southwest Pacific.159

the British established a large prisoner of war compound near army head-
quarters at Red Fort in Old Delhi. this was also the location of Headquarters, 
intelligence Bureau, and the Combined services Detailed interrogation Center. 
Dozens of Nisei helped with the interrogations, which sometimes produced valu-
able information. s.sgt. Frank t. tokubo spent five weeks interrogating prison-
ers from Nagasaki to glean details about the Mitsubishi aircraft factory located 
there. Other language work was done by British soldiers who had graduated from 
the Japanese program at the school of Oriental and African studies in London or 
trained at the British intelligence school in Karachi.160

in this theater, Nisei were not used in signals intelligence, which was directed 
by the Wireless experimental Center in Delhi and supported by Bletchley Park in 
great Britain. Nevertheless, these cryptographers had good success against Japa-
nese radio codes and used Caucasian translators.161

Life in the rear areas was enjoyable for the “Jap-Yanks,” as the British called 
them, despite the difficult climate and the oppressive poverty. they came to enjoy 
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being served afternoon tea by houseboys and having their “kit” maintained by 
servants. they could visit tourist sites such as the taj Mahal. they also witnessed 
the waning days of the British empire and scenes of unimaginable suffering such 
as the 1943 Bengal famine.

in the China-Burma-india theater, the tenth Air Force provided air support. 
in the spring of 1943 Maj. sheldon M. Covell led a team of ten Nisei to the Air 
intelligence school in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, and then onward to the tenth 
Air Force. However, tenth Air Force needed more Nisei trained in low-level radio 
intercept. in December 1943 the tenth Air Force commanding general wrote gen-
eral Henry H. Arnold, Commanding general, u.s. Army Air Forces, for help: 
“the Japanese are great talkers over the radio [while in flight], but unfortunately 
we have no way of knowing what they are saying.”162 in response, MisLs sent 
twenty-five Nisei to MacDill Field, Florida, for special training, and then to Camp 
Pinedale, California. they arrived in india in October 1944 and joined the 6th 
Radio squadron Mobile in Assam in January 1945.163

One Nisei went to a special assignment with the 1st Air Commando, which 
used fighters, bombers, transports, gliders, liaison planes, and even helicopters to 
provide air support to Merrill’s Marauders, Oss Detachment 101, and the British 
long-range penetration groups known as the Chindits. tom shojiro taketa was 
assigned early in 1944 and helped monitor Japanese radio communications.164

American Nisei played important roles in the China-Burma-india theater, 
from seAtiC in Delhi to Merrill’s Marauders, Oss Detachment 101, and British 
and Chinese combat units. the senior officer commanding Nisei in the theater, 
Colonel Blunda, gave them the highest praise:

each one was as valuable as an infantry company, despite the fact they were not combat 
troops. Many allied soldiers returned safely to their homes because the Nisei lighted the 
darkness in front of them by interrogating prisoners and translating documents. the value 
of the Nisei was that they supplied the missing link—understanding of the shades of mean-
ing of the Japanese language—between the enemy and British and u.s. intelligence.165

the intelligence picture in China was more complex than in Burma and india. 
American intelligence agencies included the sino-American Cooperative Organi-
zation (sACO), the Oss, and the Army’s own theater g–2.166 American plans for 
offensive operations in China suffered a major setback in April 1944, when Japa-
nese forces smashed deep into China with the ichi-gō offensive. Chinese ground 
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troops were forced back throughout the country, and several American airfields 
were overrun. the Americans had no plans to commit ground troops on the Chi-
nese mainland but clearly needed to bolster its intelligence capabilities. the g–2 
for u.s. Forces China in Chungking was Col. Joseph K. Dickey, who had helped 
Colonel Rasmussen set up the Fourth Army intelligence school at Crissy Field. 
Dickey was “the only key officer of the former stilwell staff whom i had retained,” 
wrote Lt. gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, who took command of American forces in 
China in October 1944, “and he had fully merited my confidence.” in the spring 
of 1944 Dickey brought several Nisei to Chungking to form the sino translation 
and interrogation Center (siNtiC). He was later joined by Maj. John A. Burden, 
a veteran of language work in the south Pacific. in December 1944 Burden wrote 
Rasmussen for his assistance in setting up a language section in Chungking. As a 
result, eight Merrill’s Marauders veterans and several other Nisei were transferred 
there in early 1945.167

in the summer of 1944 general stilwell sent a small observer mission to Chi-
nese Communist headquarters in Yenan in northwest China.168 the first group 
arrived on 22 July. A second contingent on 7 August included Major Burden and 
t4g. george i. Nakamura, a quiet Nisei from southern California and at twenty 
years old the mission’s youngest member.169 the Dixie Mission, as it was called, 
was directed to gather intelligence about the common Japanese enemy, as well as 
about the Chinese Communists. the Communists had excellent sources for mili-
tary and political intelligence about Japan. Yenan was refuge to the head of the 
Japan Communist Party, susumu okano (sanzō Nosaka). exiled Japanese Com-
munist leaders regularly received copies of the tokyo asahi daily newspaper in 
Yenan within ten days of publication. they also collected hundreds of Japanese 
prisoners of war and had considerable success in developing effective propaganda 
techniques.

in september 1944 Nakamura was joined by t4g. shoso Nomura. in October 
the Office of War information sent a third Nisei, t4g. Koji Ariyoshi, who had been 
a labor organizer and member of the American Communist Party before the war. 
Ariyoshi used his political background to establish a rapport with the Chinese and 
Japanese Communist leaders and filed reports on propaganda techniques and the 
future policies of the Japan Communist Party. okano invited Ariyoshi and John 
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emmerson to address the Japanese emancipation League on Pearl Harbor Day, 
7 December 1944. the two spoke about American democracy and freedom of 
speech. in particular Ariyoshi “told them about the nisei fighting for their country 
in spite of their Japanese ancestry.” Ariyoshi’s experiences in Yenan only rein-
forced his prewar political convictions. By his own testimony, “the main change 
was inside him. He came away a staunch partisan of the Chinese revolution.”170

All sides used psychological warfare in China and southeast Asia. the Jap-
anese stressed the anticolonial nature of their policies and fostered subversion 
among indian troops serving under British officers. the British exploited the 
hatred of the Kachin hill tribes toward the lowland Burmese. the British and 
Americans sought to undermine the morale of Japanese soldiers in the region. in 
1943 the British Army hired the former owner of a Japanese-language print shop 
in san Francisco, shigeki Oka, to print propaganda materials in Calcutta, such as 
the gunjin shimbun [soldier News].

the Office of War information opened branch offices in New Delhi in 1942 
and later in Bombay, Calcutta, and Karachi in india and Kunming and Chungking 
in China. in March 1944 nine Nisei arrived at the OWi compound in Ledo and 
at a tea plantation, Chota Powai, near Margherita. this marked a new phase in 
OWi’s efforts. the OWi Nisei included Karl Yoneda, a Communist Party mem-
ber, and leftists such as Koji Ariyoshi. Other team members included Chris ishii, 
the talented graphic artist who designed the MisLs “gopher” emblem; Clarke 
Kawakami, who had worked for the Dōmei news service and was the son of the 
distinguished issei journalist K. K. Kawakami; and s.sgt. edgar M. Laytha, a 
writer for the saturday evening post.171 the Ledo team began developing propa-
ganda materials, including senjin shimbun [Battlefront News]. At first the Cauca-
sians wrote leaflets for the Nisei to translate into Japanese. “How can i translate 
that?” Yoneda protested. “the Japanese just don’t think that way!”172 eventually, 
the Caucasian officers let the Nisei share in the drafting.
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After the fall of Myitkyina, scores of sick and wounded Japanese prisoners 
were flown to Ledo, where they were treated in the 20th general Hospital. Yoneda 
and the other OWi Nisei used the prisoners to develop more effective materials.173 
the long-range goal was to formulate a strategic policy to induce the ultimate 
surrender of Japan. “the metamorphosis which occurs in the mind of a Japanese 
prisoner of war,” wrote emmerson in August 1944, “suggests to us what may hap-
pen to the Japanese people.” He concluded, “if we deal circumspectly with the 

173 “Karl Yoneda—u.s. soldier”; emmerson, the Japanese thread, pp. 171–76; “use of Japa-
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1945,” unpubl Ms, u.s. Army Center of Military History.

serving in Burma with the office of War information were Kenji yasui (left) and 
Karl g. yoneda (second from right), shown here displaying captured Japanese 

flags.
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Japanese people, we can hasten internal collapse and prepare them for the conse-
quences of their defeat.”174

American forces prepared to renew the offensive in northern Burma in late 
1944. that summer the War Department sent from the united states two infantry 
regiments: the 475th infantry, which absorbed the surviving Merrill’s Marauders 
veterans, and the 124th Cavalry, also an infantry regiment despite its designa-
tion. these were combined to form the 5332d Brigade (Provisional) and given 
the codename marS task Force. Dozens of Nisei, including some veterans of the 
Alaskan theater, arrived to join these units and headquarters in the theater. sgt. 
Kazuo Komoto led the 475th infantry team, and sgt. Kan tagami led the 124th 
Cavalry team. When toma tasaki arrived in india that summer, two Marauder 
Nisei gave him some blunt advice: “Whatever you do, don’t volunteer for Burma. 
it’s rough.”175

in October the Allies moved into northern Burma. the marS task Force was 
committed to action in December, while Commonwealth forces attacked farther 
south. Lieutenant Yempuku’s Oss team renewed operations behind Japanese lines 
with the Kachin Rangers.176 By the end of 1944, about 135 Nisei were assigned to 
the theater and were making important contributions to all these efforts. stilwell’s 
political adviser, emmerson, wrote Colonel Rasmussen that summer to request 
more Nisei: “People are screaming for them.”177

Leyte

in October 1944 the American axes of advance from the Central and south-
west Pacific converged in the central Philippines on the island of Leyte. For the 
120 Nisei who served on Leyte, the battle would be their greatest test to date. By 
now some were combat veterans; a handful of them had been commissioned and 
were team leaders. Others were fresh from Camp savage. intelligence agencies, 
including Atis in Brisbane and JiCPOA in Hawaii, prepared for the return to the 
Philippines with photoreconnaissance of likely landing sites and detailed maps 
and special studies. signals intelligence agencies in Australia, Hawaii, and Wash-
ington monitored Japanese communications for clues to troop dispositions and 
shipping. Philippine guerrillas provided vital intelligence. intelligence agencies in 
the two theaters cooperated to an unprecedented degree.178

Leyte also became the first large-scale test of psychological warfare against 
Japan. Atis amassed vast amounts of information through interrogations and 

174 Reprinted in amerasia papers, 2: 1747–49.
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translations of captured letters and diaries, and Colonel Mashbir indulged in ama-
teur speculations about Japanese psychology.179 in June 1944 MacArthur estab-
lished the Psychological Warfare Branch under Brig. gen. Bonner F. Fellers, who 
published the “Basic Military Plan for Psychological Warfare in the southwest 
Pacific Area” on 2 August.180 Mashbir detailed a Nisei warrant officer to Fellers 
and put Major Anderton in charge of the Atis Philippine islands Research sec-
tion. the Psychological Warfare Branch posted teams with Nisei to sixth Army 
and the two army corps. the teams brought preprinted leaflets and mobile printing 
presses and during ten weeks of fighting blanketed Leyte with 700,000 leaflets.181

On 20 October the Nisei language teams went ashore with the assault elements 
of four divisions and two corps.182 Maj. george Aurell led the sixth Army team. 
His team sergeant, s.sgt. Kazuo Kozaki, recalled: “We were kept busy all day 
and immediately. there were loads and loads of captured documents, although no 
prisoners were taken yet. i had to virtually wade through a pile of papers—opera-
tion orders, operation maps, manuals, magazines, books, paybooks, saving books, 
notebooks and diaries, handwritten or printed, official or private—to find out if 
there was any valuable information for our immediate use.”183

some Nisei saw direct combat. When the Japanese counterattacked the 
7th infantry Division, the Nisei “were a little bit heroic,” a Caucasian sergeant 
recalled. “they would climb on board a Japanese tank going by, knock on the 
things, converse in Japanese, and as soon as the door popped open, they’d drop a 
hand grenade—boom!”184

On 25 October two more sixth Army language detachments arrived on board 
a landing ship, tank, led by two Nisei second lieutenants, steve Yamamoto and 
Phil ishio, who had both served in Atis since september 1942. Before they could 
unload, a Japanese bomb struck amidships, killing twenty-five soldiers and sail-
ors. eighty others were wounded, including two Nisei sergeants, spady Ayato 
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Koyama and tsuneo “Cappy” Harada.185 Koyama awoke some hours later on a 
sandy beach, stretched out in a row of dead sailors who had been taken ashore for 
burial. He could not feel anything on his left side, so he reached over with his right 
hand before losing consciousness again: “this single act of leaving my arm on my 
chest when others on both sides of me were laid side by side with their arms at their 
sides did indeed attract attention. i heard someone call out to a nearby chaplain 
who hurried over to my side to ask for my religion.”

the chaplain reached for Koyama’s identification tags and asked, “Buddhist?” 
Koyama shook his head no. the chaplain looked down at the tag again and said, 
“Looks like a B, but i guess it’s a P,” and recited the 23d Psalm. Koyama passed 
out, but survived.186

the landings on Leyte provoked the imperial Japanese Navy to seek a deci-
sive engagement. this became one of the great sea battles of the war, the Battle 
of Leyte gulf. the Combined Fleet followed the basic strategy laid down in the 
Z-Plan. However, “the complete Japanese plan for the defense of the Philippines 
also was made known through the work of the language specialists from the Mili-
tary intelligence service Language school long before our forces had landed on 
Leyte.”187 in the greatest naval engagement of the war, the American Navy crushed 
the Japanese battle fleet, which never again posed a serious threat. in desperation 
the Japanese turned to a terrible new tactic, aerial kamikaze attacks, which had a 
devastating effect on u.s. vessels and sailors. For most Americans, the kamikazes 
only reinforced the image of Japanese as fanatical and determined to fight to the 
bitter end.

imperial Japanese Army headquarters decided to make Leyte the decisive bat-
tle to halt the relentless American advance toward the home islands. Despite the 
naval defeat, they poured in reinforcements, more than tripling troop strength on 
the island. Meanwhile, monsoon rains, thirty-five inches in six weeks, drenched 
the island, soaking everything and delaying vital airfield construction. As the two 
sides rushed troops to Leyte, the intelligence battle became crucial. For once, sig-
nals intelligence was not all revealing. For example, within days of the American 
landing, the Japanese high command shipped the 1st Division from Manchuria to 
Leyte, which “passed unnoticed by American codebreakers.”188 the first inkling 
came on 2 November when the XXiV Corps language team translated a captured 
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operations order “revealing that the entire Japanese 1st Division had landed on 
Leyte on November 1 and that a ‘grand offensive’ would commence about mid-
November.”189 On 4 November Nisei translated a captured operations order, dated 
31 October, from the Japanese 16th Division.190

Nisei served at every level from regiment to sixth Army, interrogating pris-
oners, translating captured documents, and using loudspeakers and leaflets to 
encourage surrenders. Most Nisei continued to serve under Caucasian officers, 
including some Navy Boulder graduates assigned to Army units. “it was hard for 
the Nisei interpreters” on Leyte, wrote Navy Lt. John Ashmead. “Only rarely did 
they become officers, and often enough their white officers knew less Japanese, 
certainly less spoken Japanese, than they did,” even though the Nisei sometimes 
used “feminine or archaic words for war,” having learned the language from their 
mothers and from Nisei instructors with no military experience.191

On 27 November the Japanese staged a daring airborne assault on the Buri 
airstrip; but the transport aircraft crashed, killing all the passengers. Nisei trans-
lated the documents found in the wreckage. A week later 350 Japanese paratroop-
ers dropped out of the night sky in another attempt to capture the airstrip in a 
combined airborne/ground assault. the paratroopers sowed confusion by running 
up and down the strip using captured American weapons and allegedly shouting 
things such as “hello—where are your machine guns?” the attackers were finally 
tracked down and destroyed.192

ishio, attached to sixth Army headquarters, recalled:

i was awakened in the middle of the night and driven to the airfield to face the grim task of 
removing whatever documents could be found on the mangled and bloody bodies. A spe-
cial light-proof tent had been put up for me to use. i spent the rest of the night translating 
the documents which i had picked up. it was extremely hot and close within the tent, and 
every sound outside seemed to be magnified ten-fold by my imagining that there would be 
a follow-up parachute drop. Actually, the orders which i translated called for another drop 
the next day, but this did not materialize.193
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the Americans held the Buri airstrip and pressed onward. the west coast port 
of Ormoc was captured by 10 December, cutting off further Japanese reinforce-
ments. the Americans slowly squeezed the Japanese defenders, some of whom 
tried to escape to neighboring islands. the 77th infantry Division language team 
led by t.sgt. shigeo ito translated a document that told of a Japanese plan to move 
600 soldiers to Ponson island in Ormoc Bay. the convoy was intercepted and 
destroyed.194

At first the Americans took few prisoners, despite the pleas of intelligence 
officers. the 24th infantry Division language team urged commanders to indoc-
trinate their troops and to offer “inducements (rewards, passes, money, etc.) to 
men in the front lines to take live prisoners. too often, a Jap is killed because he 
is a Jap, a policy with which it is hard to disagree on emotional grounds, but one 
leading to a curtailment of valuable intelligence.”195 As the tide turned, prisoner 
numbers began to climb. t3g. Harold Nishimura, a veteran of the Aleutians and 
saipan, served on Leyte with the 7th infantry Division and wrote Colonel Ras-
mussen at Fort snelling on 15 December, “i can assure that the morale of the 
enemy has changed since the beginning of this Pacific war.”196 some prisoners 
held information of strategic value, such as one captured on 7 December who “had 
some knowledge of the Japanese balloon bombs that were appearing on the west-
ern coast of the united states.”197 in mid-December American infantrymen broke 
remaining Japanese resistance in the Ormoc Valley. At the 1st Cavalry Division’s 
advance command post, the language team chief, Lt. William L. Dozier, interro-
gated prisoners of war nonstop for thirty-six hours. sgt. stanley s. shimabukuro 
translated documents for fifty-one hours straight. the lieutenant praised shima-
bukuro: “Captured letters and notebooks the hakujin [Caucasians] and Nisei could 
make no sense of, [shimabukuro] could read,” wrote Dozier, “even though parts of 
words were obscured by rain, sweat or blood.”198 About 65,000 Japanese soldiers 
fought on Leyte, but fewer than 400 became prisoners of war in the first ten weeks 
of battle, many of those sick or wounded. Over the next four months 439 more 
were captured.

the American victory on Leyte was costly. American casualties in ground 
combat amounted to 3,500 killed and 12,000 wounded, with another 2,800 naval 
and air casualties. in europe, the situation appeared more hopeful. in septem-
ber the War Department announced plans for partial demobilization to follow 
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the defeat of germany, but the defeat of Japan was not yet in sight. After three 
years American forces were not yet within striking distance of the Japanese home 
islands. they still had to take Luzon and major islands closer to Japan such as iwo 
Jima and Okinawa. every step was more costly than the last. the War Department 
estimated that two more years would be needed to break Japan’s military power 
and invade the Japanese home islands in 1946 or later, supported by large numbers 
of troops shifted from europe to the Pacific.

the end of Japanese resistance on Leyte provided a respite for some Nisei. ser-
geant Kozaki had served in the southwest Pacific since the spring of 1943 and had 
earned the Purple Heart on New guinea. He was serving on Leyte with the team 
assigned to sixth Army headquarters, where he attended a New Year’s eve dance 
party held by an African American regiment. As he walked in, “a couple of black 
soldiers came up to me, looking as if they were looking at a man from Mars.”

“You Japanee?” one of them kept on asking me, shaking his head incomprehensibly, 
“And in de American Army?” After getting my somewhat irritated confirmation, the two 
men burst out laughing, clapping their hands and chanting: “A Japanee boy in de Ameri-
can Army.” soon dozens of black soldiers surrounded us, laughing and clapping their 
hands. . . . “Japanee boy! Japanee boy!” they chanted, dancing around me. they thought it 
was a huge joke. Perhaps it was. “Yeah, man! Yeah, man!” i shouted and started dancing 
with them.199

frank hachiya and the hood river incident

in late December 1944 American forces fanned out across Leyte to isolate 
and destroy small detachments of Japanese soldiers or persuade them to surrender. 
this process cost many additional American casualties.

On 30 December the 32d infantry captured a prisoner and called for an inter-
preter. Frank Hachiya, acting team chief for the 7th infantry Division, was slated 
to return to Hawaii but volunteered for one last combat mission. He had been born 
and raised in the farming community of Hood River, Oregon. Before the war his 
parents had sent him to Japan to attend Keio university in tokyo. He returned to 
Oregon in 1941 for college but was drafted shortly after the war broke out. even 
though his father was interned in the united states and his mother had remained 
in Japan, Hachiya volunteered for the language school. earnest and articulate, he 
believed fervently in America and was eager to prove himself.

Hachiya hurried to the 32d infantry’s command post and interrogated the pris-
oner; but on the return trip, even though he was escorted by an American patrol, 
he was shot in the abdomen. the New york times described what happened next:

Private Hachiya, mortally wounded though he was, could not lie there. the battalion 
wanted the information he had gathered. He must get back. so he crawled, bleeding and 
in agony, out of the valley and up the hill, through the grass and the scrub and around the 
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merciful protection of little hillocks. He was dying when he finally reached his lines. He 
made his report while they bound his wound.200

the field surgeons operated at once, but the bullet had torn through his liver. Most 
of the men in his regiment volunteered to give him blood transfusions, but he 
expired on 3 January 1945.201

Hachiya’s death came to national attention at a critical moment for Americans 
of Japanese ancestry. On 17 December 1944, the War Department rescinded the 
exclusion orders that had kept Americans of Japanese ancestry away from the 
West Coast for over two years. the War Relocation Authority began to allow them 
to leave the camps for their homes, but the decision was not universally popular 
on the West Coast. Vigilante incidents were staged by people who did not want 
to see Japanese Americans return. On 29 November the American Legion post in 
Hood River, Hachiya’s hometown, removed sixteen Nisei names from the county 
“roll of honor.”

When Hachiya’s death was announced, readers across the country immedi-
ately linked him to the Hood River incident. Americans of all races were outraged. 
the portland oregonian took up the cause, and the national press gave the story 
wide circulation. even the national headquarters of the American Legion applied 
pressure on the local post. the New york times editorial, titled “Private Hachiya, 
American,” concluded: “Perhaps Private Hachiya never knew that the Legion post 
had dishonored him back home. Perhaps some day what is left of him may be 
brought back to this country for reburial among the honored dead.” 202 in April 
1945 the American Legion post reversed its stand and restored all names of Nisei 
servicemen from Hood River to the sign, this time including Frank Hachiya.203
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the Mis Nisei had an impact far beyond the battlefield. sergeant Hachiya’s 
loyal service, tragic death, and how these were interpreted back home served to 
demonstrate the broader significance of the contributions of the Mis Nisei. in 
europe, the service of the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Combat 
team demonstrated that the Nisei were prepared to fight and, if necessary, to die 
for their country. in the Pacific, the Nisei who fought against Japan showed a dif-
ferent dimension of loyalty. in the battle for acceptance at home, each was indeed 
“as valuable as an infantry company.”

Ota, “symbol of Protest: Oregon War Hero Honored,” portland oregonian, May 80; Crost, honor 
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Fort snelling, 1944–1945

By the summer of 1944 the Military intelligence service Language school 
(MisLs) had outgrown the facilities at Camp savage and had graduated 1,400 
soldiers, including 1,200 Nisei. in three years the school had grown from four 
instructors to more than ninety and from sixty students to 1,100, organized into 
fifty-two sections for the nine-month course. Col. Kai e. Rasmussen and a handful 
of other Caucasian officers headed the school; but the overwhelming majority of 
faculty, staff, and students was Nisei. At a time when the entire Japanese commu-
nity on the West Coast had been forced into guarded camps and those in Hawaii 
remained under close surveillance, the War Department had organized a small 
group of Nisei to build the largest Japanese-language school in American history, 
an outstanding achievement of the Nisei generation.1

three years into the war, the school faced increasing difficulties in recruiting 
enough qualified volunteers. the manpower solution came in January 1944 when 
the War Department reinstated selective service for the Nisei, primarily to meet 
requirements for combat replacements for the 100th infantry Battalion and the 
442d Regimental Combat team (RCt) but also to meet growing requirements for 
language training. in early 1944 Rasmussen toured the south Pacific and returned 
with a renewed sense of urgency to expand the school’s facilities.

1 For basic sources on MisLs during 1944–1945, see those cited in Chapter Four, including 
MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” unpubl Ms, 
1946, u.s. Army Center of Military History (CMH), and MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military 
intelligence service Language school, 1946).
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An opportunity arose in 1944 when the seventh service Command closed 
the reception center at Fort snelling. since 1942 Fort snelling had provided the 
language school with administrative and logistical support and billets for the over-
flow of students. Fort snelling seemed more like the “real Army” to the Nisei com-
pared to the wooden buildings at Camp savage.2 the school held one last gradu-
ation ceremony at Camp savage on 10 August 1944 and moved to Fort snelling. 
Headquarters Company was awarded the Meritorious service unit Plaque for the 
move, but the civilian staff suffered at least one casualty when technical Director 
John F. Aiso suffered a double hernia while moving his office.3 Classes resumed 
on 21 August with 832 students.

the school remained under the direct control of the War Department g–2, 
which reorganized in June 1944. the Military intelligence Division (MiD) retained 
planning and policy functions, while operating functions went to the Military 
intelligence service (Mis). Also in 1944 Col. John Weckerling was promoted 
to brigadier general and named Deputy Assistant Chief of staff for intelligence. 
From his new position he could once again watch over the school he had founded. 
His superior, Assistant Chief of staff for intelligence Maj. gen. Clayton L. Bis-
sell, took a personal interest in the school and visited Fort snelling several times 
to speak at graduation ceremonies.4

spirit of the school

soon after the school moved to Fort snelling, stone s. ishimaru, a Nisei pho-
tographer, captured the spirit of the school in a photo essay assignment for Life 
magazine. Most telling was a photograph of a Nisei color guard on Fort snelling’s 
historic parade ground. ishimaru’s photographs portrayed Americans of Japanese 
ancestry standing proudly in the heart of America.5 the school’s spirit in 1944 
mirrored much of the Japanese American community. Much had changed since 
the dark days after Pearl Harbor. in europe, the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d 

2 Floyd e. eller, “A soldier Looks at History [Fort snelling],” Minnesota history 24, no. 1 
(March 1943): 1–10; steve Hall, fort snelling: Colossus of the Wilderness (st. Paul: Minnesota 
Historical society Press, 1987).

3 Memo, MisLs, 27 Nov 44, with endorsements (approved 14 Dec 44). Headquarters Company 
was awarded a star for the subsequent six-month period, 27 November 1944–27 May 1945 (awarded 
9 June 1945). Department of the Army Pamphlet 672–1, 6 Jul 61. tad ichinokuchi, ed., John aiso 
and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american soldiers in the Military intelligence service, World War ii (Los 
Angeles: Military intelligence Club of southern California, 1988), p. 23; interv, author with John 
F. Aiso, 1987.

4 “A History of the Military intelligence Division, 7 December 1941–2 september 1945,” unpubl 
Ms, copy in CMH files; Bruce W. Bidwell, “History of the Military intelligence Division, Depart-
ment of the Army general staff,” unpubl Ms, 1959–1961, CMH files; Otto L. Nelson, Jr., National 
security and the general staff (Washington, D.C.: infantry Journal Press, 1946), pp. 521–35.

5 Life did not publish the photos. ishimaru later published them privately. stone s. ishimaru, 
Military intelligence service Language school, U.s. army, fort snelling, Minnesota (Los Angeles: 
tecCom Production, 1991); stone s. ishimaru, Military intelligence service Language school, U.s. 
army, Camp savage, Minnesota (Los Angeles: Mis Club of southern California, 1992).
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RCt were winning public acclaim at such places as Cassino and Anzio. in Octo-
ber 1944 they were thrown into desperate battle in southern France, where they 
suffered heavy casualties to liberate the “Lost Battalion.” that summer the War 
Department removed Lt. gen. John L. DeWitt from the Western Defense Com-
mand, the last obstacle to lifting the exclusion orders banning persons of Japanese 
ancestry from the West Coast. Meanwhile, the War Relocation Authority (WRA) 
was placed under the Department of the interior, headed by New Dealer Harold 
L. ickes, known to be a critic of the evacuation. the War Relocation Authority 
continued its leave clearance program from the camps; by the end of 1944 about 
one-third of the evacuees had been released for jobs or schooling. in December 

Nisei color guard, fort snelling, august 1944
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1944 the War Relocation Authority announced plans to close the camps and the 
u.s. supreme Court ruled that the federal government had “no authority to subject 
citizens who are concededly loyal to its leave regulations.”6 in Hawaii, the mili-
tary governor lifted martial law in October 1944.

the driving force behind the school was Aiso, the 34-year-old Los Angeles 
Nisei attorney who directed day-to-day operations. Rasmussen was commandant, 
but the Nisei considered Aiso the true kōchō-sensei, or headmaster. to his closest 
colleagues he was a warm and inspirational leader; to others he was a demanding 
taskmaster. He believed the Nisei had a sacred mission:

their common motivation was a burning desire to prove that a Nisei’s belief in and devo-
tion to the ideas of freedom and American institutions were stronger than the fortuitous 
ties of racial affinity. His self-assigned overall mission was to prove for all time to come 
that judging one’s loyalty even in time of war on the basis of racial affinity and sympa-
thetic affiliation alone was and is wrong. . . . And what better proof could he offer than to 
actively wage war directly against Japan.7

Rasmussen and the other Caucasian officers at the school held Aiso in high 
regard, as did other senior Army leaders and high government officials such as 
general Bissell and Joseph grew, the former ambassador to Japan. Aiso returned 
the trust. “We are forever indebted to those who were in positions of leadership,” 
Aiso later remarked, “who had faith in the AJA’s [Americans of Japanese Ances-
try] and without whose sponsorship we could never have had the chance to dem-
onstrate our true qualities.” 8

Most younger Nisei students lacked Aiso’s idealistic vision and gave a mixed 
response to his leadership. Many of the younger Nisei, especially those from 
Hawaii, saw Aiso as unnecessarily harsh and unbending: “We revered the man, 
respected his intelligence, feared his opinions, sought his counsel, but like all great 
public figures he was loved by many and yet disliked by some.” the Nisei recog-
nized in him a certain type of the older Nisei, conservative and accommodationist. 
enlisted instructors often resented the cliquishness and special privileges of the 
civilian instructors, as well as Aiso’s authority. After the war Aiso acknowledged 
these sentiments and apologized that “my personal immaturity and the restrictions 
of the military framework forced upon me by my superiors left much to be desired 
in the area of your personal comfort and welfare” and recognized what he called 
“my war-time role as the martinet.” 9

6 ex parte endo, 323 u.s. 283 (1944).
7 John F. Aiso, remarks at Arlington National Cemetery, 2 Jun 63, in “tributes to Japanese 

American Military service in World War ii,” Congressional record (11 Jun 63).
8 John F. Aiso, speech to Mis Veteran’s Reunion, Honolulu, Hawaii, 6 sep 64.
9 tad ichinokuchi in John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 2; Ltr, John F. Aiso to Mis Veterans of Hawaii, 

16 July 1962, in “Mis Reunion,” a booklet distributed at a veterans’ reunion in 1962; Aiso speech, 
6 sep 64.
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in the spring of 1944 Bissell vis-
ited the school and was surprised at 
the extent of Aiso’s authority over 
the faculty and students, even though 
Aiso was only a civilian. Bissell gave 
his support to commissions for the top 
civilians, but in the end only Aiso was 
commissioned. He pinned on major’s 
gold oak leaves on 18 October 1944 and 
was named to the military position of 
Director of Academic training. Hence-
forth Aiso’s authority was unparalleled, 
although he noted that after his com-
missioning his relationship with Ras-
mussen “cooled off somewhat.”10

Commissions for other instructors 
remained a sore point for the civil-
ian instructors, whose students grew 
increasingly unwilling to accept civil-
ian authority in the classroom. A school 
study later recommended commissions 
for division chairmen and at least half 
the instructors: “Problems of disci-
pline among the student body would have been automatically solved. it would 
have added immeasurably to the prestige, dignity, and authority of the faculty.”11 
Accomplishing the school’s training mission grew ever more challenging as the 
war continued. the pioneering spirit of 1941 and 1942 had waned.

Rasmussen grew increasingly concerned about student morale. According to 
school officials, “Many of the Nisei at Fort snelling have had to teach or study 
with anxious hearts. Many had relatives in Relocation Camps in the Western 
states. After the Japanese were permitted to return from the Relocation Camps 
to the West Coast, incidents that caused much anxiety occurred.” the Director of 
Personnel Procurement, Maj. Paul F. Rusch, recommended a Japanese episcopa-
lian minister, the Rev. Daisuke Kitagawa, whom he had known in Japan before 
the war. in July 1944 Rasmussen contacted Kitagawa who agreed to serve as the 
“unofficial civilian chaplain” to the Nisei soldiers at the school, working under the 
auspices of the Minneapolis Church Federation. Rasmussen also arranged reli-
gious services for the Buddhist students. the first service, held on 22 October 

10 yaban gogai, Nov 45; Kiyoshi Yano, “Participating in the Mainstream of American Life 
amidst Drawback of Racial Prejudice and Discrimination,” in John aiso and the M.i.s., p. 17; John 
F. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” interv by Marc Landy, university of California at 
Los Angeles, 1971.

11 “training History,” ann. 1, Academic training, para 4e., p. 5.

Colonel rasmussen commissions 
aiso as a major, october 1944.
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1944 at Fort snelling for fifty soldiers, was said to be the first Buddhist service 
ever held in an Army camp in the united states.12

recruiting students

More students came to the school than ever before. From December 1941 
to the end of 1943, roughly 1,100 Nisei started language training. During 1944 
the number of incoming students grew to 1,800. the number for 1945 was pro-
jected to reach 2,100. (see table 2.) Actual school enrollment grew even faster 
as students for the nine-month course remained on the rolls longer.13 Volunteers 
alone could no longer meet the swelling demand for language training and com-
bat replacements for the 442d RCt. As a result the War Department authorized 
the resumption of selective service in early 1944. selective service reclassified 
the Nisei from iV–C to i–A; local boards began calling them up, beginning on the 
mainland in January 1944 and in Hawaii in April 1944. However, the new select-
ees did not begin to arrive at the school at once. Due to another change of policy, 
they attended basic training before language training. Others were inducted into 
the enlisted Reserve Corps and then called to active duty as needed by the lan-
guage school. the resumption of selective service also prompted a new wave of 
Nisei volunteers.

in the internment camps, the resumption of selective service precipitated a 
crisis similar to the registration crisis of 1943. Many Nisei were outraged and 
asked themselves how the u.s. government could incarcerate loyal American citi-
zens and then subject them to conscription. While thousands of Nisei accepted 
registration and induction, more than 300 refused and were convicted for violating 
the selective training and service Act.14 this was a small number compared to 
the 50,000 conscientious objectors of all races jailed during the war, but most Nisei 
resisters cited the camps, not religious conviction, for their protest. A school report 
acknowledged a “resentment against relocation of their parents and discrimina-
tion against themselves.” Observers noted that some in the camps scorned those 
who volunteered for Japanese-language training. Reverend Kitagawa described 
how “the parents of many [Nisei students] were exceedingly unhappy, in fact pro-
foundly disturbed, to see their sons wearing the u.s. uniform and, of all things, 
being trained as ‘spies’ (as they thought of the intelligence service) against their 

12 War Department (WD) Press Release, 22 Oct 45; Daisuke Kitagawa, issei and Nisei: the 
internment years (New York: seabury Press, 1967), pp. 163–66; “Buddhist service Held Recently 
in u.s. Army Camp,” pacific Citizen, 4 Nov 44.

13 “training History,” ann. 10, Personnel Procurement Office, sec. iV.D., pp. 10, 15.
14 eric L. Muller, free to Die for their Country: the story of the Japanese american Draft 

resisters in World War ii (Chicago: university Press of Chicago, 2001); Frank F. Chuman, the 
Bamboo people: the Law and Japanese americans (Chicago: Japanese American Citizens League, 
1981), pp. 252–61; “Draft Resistance,” in encyclopedia of Japanese american history, rev. ed., ed. 
Brian Niiya (New York: Facts on File, 2001). in 1947 President truman pardoned all World War ii 
draft resisters, including 265 Nisei.
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own country, Japan. in various ways parents and the elders in the relocation cen-
ters were attempting to dissuade the Nisei from pursuing their training.”15

in Hawaii, the recruiting problems were different. Because of labor shortages 
on the islands, employers often pressured their employees not to volunteer. Recruit-
ers from the language school used “personal contacts with employers, civic clubs, 
newspapers, radio stations, educators plus publicity campaigns in Hawaii [that] 
pointed out the vital need for linguists.”16 Between early 1944 and the summer 
of 1945, about 1,400 Nisei from the mainland and about 1,000 more from Hawaii 
were selected for language training.

Another source of Nisei students was 800 soldiers assigned to service units on 
the mainland. Many had been repeatedly screened by language school recruiters 
but had low aptitude or language skills. school recruiters rescreened these sol-
diers and accepted many the second or third time around. the school also turned 
to another small group, alien Japanese who had been born in Japan but had come 
to America at an early age. they were often identical to the Nisei in outlook and 
schooling and “thoroughly Americanized.” in early 1945 the War Department 
authorized the induction of alien Japanese volunteers.17 Despite the pressing need 
for infantry replacements, the Military intelligence Division had priority over all 
Nisei and alien Japanese selectees.18

By 1944 Nisei students arriving at Fort snelling were quite different from 
their older brothers who had trained at Crissy Field and Camp savage. On average 
the new students were younger and had less knowledge of the Japanese language. 
the average age for Nisei students at Camp savage had been 24.5; but at Fort 
snelling, that average fell to 22.9 years. Recruiters noted that prospective students’ 
knowledge of kanji characters on average declined from 700 in 1943, to 300 in 
1944, and to only 200 in 1945. Mainland Nisei, or “kotonks,” had spent time in 
the internment camps where the use of the Japanese language was discouraged 
and language schools were forbidden. Hawaii Nisei, “Buddhaheads,” were cockier 
and less accepting of the discipline of Army life. Friction between the two groups 
continued. One day an enlisted instructor from Hawaii, M.sgt. george K. Hiro-
naka, was interrupted on the first day of class by “an energetic Hawaiian,” who 
asked him in pidgin: “Hey sarge, you kinda talk like a kotonk, but you Hawaiian 
or wot?” Hironaka replied in perfect english, “soldier, remember that regardless 

15 “training History,” p. 19; Kitagawa, issei and Nisei, p. 163.
16 “training History,” p. 19. On selective service and manpower problems in Hawaii, see 

gwenfread Allen, hawaii’s War years, 1941–1945 (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1950).
17 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV(2).
18 Ltr, Adjutant general (Ag), sub: training and Assignment of soldiers of Japanese Descent, 

30 July 1944, Folder AsW 342.18, enlistment, J. A. (Divisions), Formerly security Class Corresp 
of John J. McCloy, 1941–1945, Record group (Rg) 107, National Archives and Records Admin-
istration (NARA); Ltr, Ag, sub: Assignment of Americans of Japanese Ancestry, 16 June 1944, 
AgOC–e–B 210.31, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA.



taBle 2—Summary Of Student PerSOnnel fOr mISlS academIc termS

auguSt 1944–march 1946a

  Academic        students          students    
    term       entered          Relievedb students graduated 
    Officer       enlisted      Officer        enlisted      Officer   Date         enlisted Date

 Aug 44  229 0 46 0  4 31 Jan 45
        34 17 Feb 45
        1 29 Mar 45
        1 5 May 45
        143 19 May 45
        183 

 Aug 44 11 113 0 4 11 17 Feb 45 109 17 Feb 45
 OCs        

 sep 44 0 278 0 66 0  1 29 Mar 45
        36 5 Apr 45
        1 12 Jun 45
        174 7 Jul 45
        212 

 Dec 44 2 659 0 69 1 23 Jun 45  
  (1 AKA)    1 7 Jul 45 4 5 May 45
      2  2 26 Jun 45
        1 15 Jun 45
        69 7 Jul 45
        514 18 Aug 45
        590 

 Dec 44 7 54 6 21 1 7 Jul 45 8 5 Apr 45
 Chinese        23 7 Jul 45
 Division       2 23 Jul 45
        33 

 Feb 45 2 377 1 51 1 18 Aug 45 1 10 May 45
  (1 AeA) (1 ACA)     31 18 Aug 45
   (1 AKA)     5 25 Aug 45
        134 1 sep 45
        155 29 sep 45
        326 

 Mar 45 13 0 3 0 10 19 May 45  
 special 
 Officers’  
 Class (2 ACA)       

 Apr 45 36  5  2 8 Aug 45  
  (17 AeA)    17 9 Aug 45  
      12 29 sep 45  
      31   

 Apr 45  95  5   1 27 Aug 45
 OCs       89 29 sep 45
 (AeA)       90 

 May 45 6 227 0 7 6 26 Oct 45 1 29 Aug 45
        11 1 sep 45
        8 29 sep 45
        200 26 Oct 45
        220 
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 May 45  46  5   2 2 Nov 45
 WAC  (1 ACA)     39 16 Nov 45
   (2 AeA)     41 

 Jul 45 10 334 1 11 9 26 Oct 45 1 29 sep 45
        285 26 Oct 45
        1 7 Jan 46
        36 2 Feb 46
        323 

 Jul 45 7 300  22 7 17 Nov 45 278 17 Nov 45
 Oral 
 school  (1 AKA) (2 AeA)      

 Aug 45 13 171 7 86 6 15 Dec 45 85 15 Dec 45
 OCs        

 sep 45 2 586 2 57   112 26 Oct 45
   (1 AeA)     12 7 Jan 46
        12 12 Jan 46
        39 2 Feb 46
        354 9 Mar 46
        529 

 Oct 45 2 309 1 41 1 19 Jan 46 268 19 Jan 46
 Oral 
 school (1 AeA)       

 Nov 45 10 407 (still in 
    school)     

 Jan 46 13 283 (still in 
  (5 AeA)  school)     
  (1 Other)       

 Mar 46 1 290 (still in 
    school)     

ACA American of Chinese Ancestry
AEA American of european Ancestry
AKA American of Korean Ancestry

source: MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” pp. 16–18, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. 
Army Center of Military History (CMH).

Notes
a All Americans of Japanese Ancestry unless otherwise indicated. Figures are from existing available records, and slight inaccuracies are unavoidable.
b includes those relieved for special assignment, academic reasons, CDD (Certificate of Disability for Discharge), etc.
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of whether you are a ‘Buddhahead’ or ‘Kotonk,’ you’re a soldier in the u.s. Army 
fighting for the same cause.”19

the decline in maturity and language skills of Japanese American selectees 
resulted in a rising washout rate. the class that began in February 1944 at Camp 
savage and then moved to Fort snelling graduated in November with a 20 per-
cent attrition rate. However, even the washouts were put to good use. “Many of 
those relieved were subsequently sent to Corps of Military Police to be trained for 
duty with PW Processing teams.” Classes that began that autumn saw attrition 
rates rise to 24 percent.20 A postwar school report recommended higher admission 
requirements:

Wholesale and indiscriminate assignment of men to this school without regard to their 
background, inclination, and desire has tended to lower the over-all standard of the school 
and the graduate, to water the effectiveness of the instruction by dissipating the energies 
of the instructors, and to permit the entrance of undesirable elements thereby damaging 
the prestige of the school.21

even the school’s graduates in the field became concerned about the new stu-
dents. A former enlisted instructor expressed his concerns in a letter to Yutaka 
Munakata in May 1945: “too bad the quality of the men had fallen so low and 
after they get out to the front they are not able to tackle the work assigned to them. 
i suppose all cannot be efficient bi-linguists, but at least i hope they will be able to 
accomplish something and keep up the reputation others have earned for us.” 22

school operations

the school’s military leadership remained substantially as before. Rasmussen, 
the fatherly West Pointer, remained devoted to his Nisei students and treated them 
with respect. Col. Frank Hollingshead, a Coast Artillery officer like Rasmussen, 
became assistant commandant in 1944. the director of Personnel Procurement 
was Major Rusch, who had taught school in tokyo for eighteen years. Maj. Fred 
B. Keller joined in 1944 as commander of the student battalion. in January 1945 
a Women’s Army Corps (WAC) officer, Capt. Jean Wiener, became the school’s 

19 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.D., p. 10; Masaharu Ano, “Loyal Linguists: Nisei of 
World War ii Learned Japanese in Minnesota,” Minnesota history 45, no. 7 (Fall 1977): 279, 282; 
george K. Hironaka, “Memoirs of an MisLs instructor,” in secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World 
War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951, ed. ted t. tsukiyama et al. (Honolulu: 
Military intelligence service Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 61.

20 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–6, p. 13.
21 ibid., para. 4a, p. 1. Other Army schools complained about the declining quality of students 

after 1943. see Robert R. Palmer et al., eds. the procurement and training of ground Combat 
troops, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Historical Division, Department of the 
Army, 1948), p. 272.

22 Ltr, george M. Koshi to Yutaka Munakata, 27 May 1945, in Joseph D. Harrington Papers, 
National Japanese Historical society (NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.
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personnel officer. she earned the gratitude of the civilian instructors when she 
obtained pay for their months of overtime work retroactive to 1941.23

Aiso was assisted by several other West Coast Nisei who had worked together 
since 1941–1942. All were university graduates, and many had studied in Japan. 
Most lived with their wives near Fort snelling and formed a close-knit group 
with Aiso at its center. Paul tekawa, who replaced Aiso as technical director, had 
been a reporter for a Japanese-language newspaper. Yutaka Munakata, chief of 
the translation section, was an electrical engineer from the university of Wash-
ington. shigeya Kihara had a master’s degree in international politics from the 
university of California. Akira Oshida, chief of the research section, had earned a 
business degree at Meiji university and had been the public relations director for 
the Japanese pavilion at the 1939 golden gate international exposition. the staff 
judge advocate was Capt. Walter t. tsukamoto, the first Nisei to graduate from the 
Boalt Hall school of Law at the university of California. Before the war he had 
been active in the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) and had served as 
national president from 1938 to 1940.

By 1944 the school had about thirty Nisei civilians on the faculty. Only four 
more were hired in 1944 and 1945. this small cadre worked together with top 
civilian administrators as a team. Few had any previous teaching experience. 
they learned under the watchful eyes of Aiso and his top assistants, working an 
average of fifteen classroom hours each week, plus other duties such as supervis-
ing study periods, grading exams, and developing new materials. According to a 
postwar report:

the faculty of the MisLs cannot be duplicated in the united states. With the many years 
of experience and training, there is not a more cohesive, effective, and wide awake unit to 
be found anywhere. Literally starting from scratch, the instructors have learned to teach 
the hard way, have perfected a system of training the thousands of linguists, and have 
worked out the administrative problem involved in a large institution such as this. the 
intelligence, ingenuity, and versatility of these instructors are the keystones of the suc-
cessful language program.24

top graduates, each handpicked by Aiso and his assistants, were held back as 
enlisted instructors to supplement the civilian faculty. upon selection they were 
promoted to staff sergeant and within a few months to master sergeant. By the 
summer of 1945 their number had grown to over 100. During the war about 200 
Nisei served as enlisted instructors.

From every walk of life and from every nisei community in the u.s. and Hawaii, have 
come these soldier instructors. “Fogey” men and new recruits, the nisei, the kibei, and 
even the issei; all have come, learned and graduated from the MisLs. From these gradu-
ates the best have been selected to serve as instructors. Against the express desires of 

23 “training History,” ann. 9, Personnel Office; MisLs album, p. 67.
24 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 3a.(2), p. 1.
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many for assignments in the field and at the expense of Pacific theatre needs for these 
best qualified linguists, they were retained to help train others who were to follow in their 
footsteps.25

the school also used returning combat veterans such as 2d Lt. Dye Ogata, who 
had been language team chief for the 37th infantry Division on Bougainville and 
then returned to the united states for officer candidate school (OCs). upon com-
missioning, he was reassigned to MisLs. Other combat veterans, including some 
from the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Combat team, visited 
the school to impart their field experiences.26 However, most instructors had nei-
ther commissions nor combat experience to discipline and motivate their students, 
which became increasingly difficult to do as the war continued. school regulations 
stressed that instructors were in complete charge and “any orders issued by them 
will be accepted as orders of the Commandant.”

in June 1945 the school selected thirty-three new enlisted instructors to 
handle the projected expansion of training. One of this group, Hitoshi g. “Ko” 
sameshima, recalled that his fellow instructors as “a motley group of interesting, 
individualistic knowledgeable Nisei in the mid-20’s to mid-30’s age bracket.”

Most of the class members, though bilingual, possessed primary and native fluency in 
Nihongo (Japanese language), whereas i was among the minority whose forté was eng-
lish. the Kibei without exception were aces in Nihongo and all class members were intel-
lectually high caliber. the Kibei were also well bred in Japanese culture and philosophy 
and could quickly shift to their Japanese thinking cap, a valuable intelligence asset, so i 
begrudgingly admitted.27

After the war many enlisted instructors distinguished themselves in other 
fields. toshio george tsukahira had a master’s degree in history from the univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles; after the war he became the highest ranking Jap-
anese American in the Foreign service.28 seattle-born s.sgt. george tsutakawa 
became perhaps the most distinguished Japanese American artist of his genera-
tion. Before the war he had attended the university of Washington school of Art. 
While stationed at Fort snelling, he used his weekend passes to visit art museums 

25 ibid., para 5a., p. 6.
26 MisLs album, pp. 88, 93, 98.
27 Quote from Ko sameshima, autobiography, 16 Apr 95, unpubl Ms, Japanese American 

National Museum, Los Angeles, Calif.; interv, author with Ko sameshima, 10 sep 96.
28 stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., Mis in the War against Japan (Washington, 

D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 1995), pp. 9–10, 130–31. toshio george tsuka-
hira was the author of postwar Development of Japanese Communist strategy (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Mit Press, 1954), and feudal Control in tokugawa Japan: the sankin Kotai system (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard university Press, 1966).
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and galleries in Chicago, New York, and Boston. After the war he taught art at the 
university of Washington.29

the school sometimes found itself at odds with other government agencies 
over its skilled staff. For example, in 1944 the Office of the Provost Marshal gen-
eral raised security objections to some of the civilian instructors. school officials 
were successful in fending off this bureaucratic attack: “the primary cause for 
objection to these men was the fact that they were kibei and had spent much time 
in Japan. Actually this was a great advantage in the efficient performance of their 
jobs. in addition they had been under surveillance for two or three years and no 
derogatory information had been compiled as to their loyalty.” the Military intel-
ligence Division sided with the school and in February 1945 gave the commandant 
“full authority to employ Japanese Americans despite adverse recommendation by 
the Office of the Provost Marshal general.” 30

in 1944 the top enlisted instructors became division chairmen and were pro-
moted to warrant officers.31 Others were sent on special assignment. For example, 
in september 1944 the school sent nine enlisted instructors to the Pacific Military 
intelligence Research section at Camp Ritchie, Maryland.

New students arriving at Fort snelling found a thriving school. Now housed 
in permanent facilities, the school had lost the air of harried improvising that had 
marked the converted aircraft hangar at Crissy Field and the former Civilian Con-
servation Camp at Camp savage. the Nisei, especially those from Hawaii, were 
still surprised by the intense cold of the Minnesota winter. Not all incoming stu-
dents could be accommodated in permanent barracks. some were billeted in a 
temporary cantonment of poorly heated wooden huts. Ko sameshima arrived from 
the Amache internment camp in December 1944. “it was especially morale shat-
tering for me to be assigned quarters in a five-man tar-and-paper shack in a sector 
of rows of such shacks, lovingly referred to as ‘the turkey Farm.’” His bunkmates 
were Hawaii Nisei, “my first close contact. . . . As friendly as i attempted and 
wanted to be, i was made to feel an alien; . . . the reception verged on hostility.” He 
was glad when he “moved out of the miserable environment of my quarters in the 
turkey Farm shack” into permanent barracks. He excelled as a student and upon 
graduation was selected as an enlisted instructor.32

Despite the harsh winter weather, Minneapolis–st. Paul proved popular with 
the Nisei. the city offered plenty of opportunities for their off-duty time. A street-
car ran directly from Fort snelling into downtown Minneapolis, where rail con-
nections were good to Chicago and beyond. War Relocation Authority resettlement 
programs brought thousands of Japanese Americans to the Minneapolis–st. Paul 
metropolitan area. More than three hundred Nisei came from the camps to attend 
college in Minnesota. Job-placement agencies helped more than 1,000 Americans 

29 Martha Kingbury, george tsutakawa (seattle: university of Washington Press, 1990), esp. 
pp. 46–47, 143.

30 “training History,” ann. 4, intelligence section, pp. 8–9.
31 ibid., ann. 1, para. 5, p. 3. During 1945 seven Nisei were appointed as warrant officers.
32 sameshima, autobiography.
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of Japanese ancestry from the internment camps find work, including many young 
women. the usO kept up an active schedule of activities that brought the Nisei 
men and women together, and the chapel at Fort snelling celebrated many Nisei 
weddings, often shortly before the grooms left for overseas.33

in addition to language training, students at the school received military train-
ing from the student battalion, commanded by Major Keller. Military training 
included physical training, road marches, weapons qualification, and other sub-

33 the 1940 census counted thirty-seven persons of Japanese ancestry in Minneapolis–st. Paul. 
the 1950 census counted 905, which was a significant decline from the wartime peak. “A 1968 
survey of metropolitan Nisei revealed that fully 50% had been stationed at Camp savage or Fort 
snelling or had a family member there.” Michael Albert, “the Japanese,” in they Chose Minne-
sota: a survey of the state’s ethnic groups, ed. June D. Holmquist (st. Paul: Minnesota Historical 
society Press, 1981), pp. 558–71 (quote from p. 560); Bud Nakasone, “Japanese American Veterans 
of Minnesota,” in Unsung heroes: the Military intelligence service, past-present-future (seattle: 
Mis-Northwest Association, 1996), pp. 105–06; Al tsuchiya, “synopsis of a Minnesotan,” Nikkei 
heritage (summer 2004): 16.

temporary barracks known as the turkey farm 
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jects.34 the battalion was also responsible for military discipline and routine sup-
ply and administrative functions. 

the Nisei chafed at the very presence of Caucasian officer candidates. these 
graduates of the university of Michigan language program took the same course 
as the Nisei but received commissions when they graduated. in contrast, Nisei stu-
dents were promoted to technician, fifth grade, after four months at Fort snelling 
and upon graduation were normally promoted to technician, fourth grade (equiv-
alent to sergeant), or technician, third grade (equivalent to staff sergeant). the 
Nisei, who often had better language skills, deeply resented being placed under 
officers they felt had been commissioned for no reason other than their race.

in the autumn of 1944 the avenues for Nisei commissions opened up as small 
numbers of Nisei from the school were sent to officer candidate school and returned 
as second lieutenants. About twenty attended OCs at Fort Benning, georgia, in 
October 1944, among them t.sgt. edwin i. Kawahara, an enlisted instructor from 
Hawaii. in mid-1945 the group was sent to the field as language team leaders.35

Beginning in 1944, officer candidates from the Michigan program were placed 
in a new division, Division e. the third MisLs OCs class started in August 1944 
with 11 officers and 113 officer candidates. the fourth class started in April 1945 
with 14 officers, 93 officer candidates, and for the first time 16 Nisei officers.

the curriculum constantly evolved during the war. the biggest change was 
extending the course from six to nine months, starting with the February 1944 
class. “the snelling days were easier on studying,” reported the school’s album 
staff, “than the compressed training days at savage.” 36 Although each class lasted 
longer, new classes started more frequently. Crissy Field and Camp savage had 
started five classes in thirty months. in the twelve months between August 1944 
and July 1945, Fort snelling started six regular classes and six classes for officer 
candidates and other special groups. By the summer of 1945 the school boasted 
125 classrooms.

in August 1944 the first Fort snelling class started with 229 Nisei enlisted 
students and 124 Caucasian officer candidates. in september another class started 
with 278 Nisei enlisted men. in December the largest class ever, with 659 Nisei 
enlisted men, began. By the end of the year the school had 1,081 students in train-
ing. New classes started in February, May, and July 1945. in the twelve months 
from August 1944 to July 1945, 2,400 Nisei started classes, almost twice the total 
student input of the previous three years combined.

As the school grew, the curriculum matured. the textbook series remained 
the Naganuma hyojun Nihongo tokuhon, or standard Japanese readers, as modi-
fied by the MisLs instructors. these were “graded texts [which] begin with a 
primer and range through seven books which include selections from Japanese 

34 MisLs album, pp. 69–73.
35 fort snelling Bulletin, Oct 44, cited in editorial, pacific Citizen, 14 Oct 44; pacific Citizen, 9 

Dec 44; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–14, p. 40; tsukiyama et al, secret Valor, pp. 59–60.
36 MisLs album, p. 74.
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elementary and middle school texts, essays, magazine articles, plays and advanced 
material in literary and epistolary Japanese.” the curriculum also relied upon the 
four-volume heigo text prepared by the MisLs staff with its two-volume heigo 
tokuhon reader for military vocabulary. For reference the students carried the 
heavy uyeda’s Daijiten dictionary.37

students were placed in sections of twenty with one instructor in permanent 
charge, although they were taught by several different teachers each day. the daily 
schedule was built around six fifty-minute periods from 0730 to 1620. instructors 
monitored compulsory study periods from 1900 to 2100 four nights each week, 
plus examinations on weekends.

the basic principles of instruction varied little:

1. “Provision of maximum number of supervised contact hours,” through “long and con-
stant exposure to Japanese in every form,” to cram three to six years of college-level 
instruction into nine months of intensive study.
2. “specialization in a narrow military field,” which increased over time. “the short time 
allotted . . . coupled with reports from the field indicating that the scope of the language 
requirements there were limited exclusively to a narrow military field made it expedient 
to concentrate on military Japanese.”
3. “Comprehension of the language and acquiring of fundamental technique.”
4. “insistence on the use of every possible media of instruction: visual, aural, oral, and 
through practice.” this meant that “the students were deluged with Japanese every wak-
ing hour and through every means,” such as films, native speakers, captured documents, 
and radio monitoring.
5. “Constant evaluation, revision and change of the curriculum, and teaching methods,” 
because, as the faculty readily acknowledged, the school “was operated by amateurs.” 
graduates serving overseas “were able to point out those subjects that had helped them, 
what their own deficiencies were and were also able to send in pertinent suggestions based 
upon changed conditions in the field.” 38

Akira Oshida established the Research and Liaison section, which maintained 
a collection of captured Japanese documents and a museum of Japanese weapons 
and equipment. Over time he built up a collection of 2,000 documents and maps: 
“in translation classes the trainees worked with captured documents still marked 
by the mud and rain of guadalcanal, New guinea or saipan.” Oshida worked hard 
to obtain current authentic Japanese materials from graduates in the field.39

Yutaka Munakata, head of the translation section, had been born in Wash-
ington but lived in Japan from ages three to twenty. He returned to Washington 
to attend an American high school and then the university of Washington, where 
he earned a bachelor of science degree in electrical engineering. the translation 
section employed recent graduates while they waited for their assignments, so 

37 Ueda’s Daijiten, American ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard university Press, 1942); “train-
ing History,” ann. 1, para. 10c, pp. 16–17.

38 “training History,” pp. 21–25.
39 ibid., ann. 6, History of J.O.B. [Japanese Order of Battle], and ann. 1, para. 4g., pp. 7–9.
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Munakata became friendly with many of the students and asked them to keep in 
touch from overseas. As a result he received a steady stream of letters from the 
southwest Pacific, Central Pacific, and China-Burma-india theaters that included 
many valuable insights into how the Nisei were being employed in the field.40

in November 1944 Betty Hackett uchiyama, wife of 2d Lt. Fusao uchiyama, 
began publishing a mimeographed newsletter, called the yaban gogai, for the 
school’s graduates. Although the school was no longer at Camp savage, the “sav-
age extra” reached out to its graduates across the Pacific.41

the school began specialized training as it grew. For example, it established a 
radio shack “for training students to become expert clear text wireless interceptors 
and radio monitors of Japanese broadcasts and wireless stations.” Here, students 
learned to monitor Japanese news broadcasts in both rōmaji and kana. By mid-
1945 the section had grown to eleven men, all licensed amateur radio operators. 
they monitored Japanese broadcasts for training purposes; but they also recorded, 
translated, and forwarded them to the War Department.42 the school also estab-
lished a propaganda writing course under James Oda, a prewar labor activist from 
California. the War Department knew of his left-wing background but allowed 
him to continue as an instructor.43

since 1941 MisLs had taught only Japanese. the Military intelligence train-
ing Center at Camp Ritchie and other Army and Navy programs taught various 
other languages. in the autumn of 1944 MisLs established a Chinese language 
program, after other commands had established their own. that summer of 1944 
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz identified a requirement for Chinese linguists for an 
attack on Formosa or the south China coast. in response u.s. Army Forces Middle 
Pacific in Hawaii established a Chinese language training center. MisLs sup-
plied two Chinese American instructors and some curricular materials. By June 
1945 the school in Hawaii was going strong with six officers and sixty enlisted 
trainees.44

MisLs had tried placing Chinese American soldiers in Japanese-language 
classes, beginning with fifty students in the summer of 1943 and twenty more a 

40 these letters can be found in the Harrington Papers. After the war Munakata remained on the 
staff of the language school, and after his death the Defense Language institute named an academic 
building in his honor.

41 “training History,” ann. 13, translation section, pp. 46–47. yaban means “savage” or “bar-
barian”; gogai means “newspaper” or “extra.” A partial set of yaban gogai may be found in Japa-
nese evacuation Research study (JeRs) microfilm, pt. 2, sec. 15, reel 85, frames 0091–.

42 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 10c.(4), p. 18, and ann. 11, Radio section; MisLs album, p. 
77; WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45; “Lid Off Radio shack,” in yaban gogai, Dec 45.

43 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 9h., p. 12, and para. 10c.(10), p. 21; James Oda, heroic 
struggles of Japanese americans: partisan fighters from america’s Concentration Camps (Hol-
lywood, Calif.: J. Oda, 1980); James Oda, secret embedded in Magic Cables: the story of a 101-
year-old Japanese Communist Leader Who served Japan, KgB, and Cia (Northridge, Calif.: J. 
Oda, 1993), pp. 116–18, 128–30.

44 u.s. Army Forces Middle Pacific (usAFMiDPAC), History of g–2 section, pp. 23–24, 
Folder s–83, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA; “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV(6).
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few months later. However, most Chinese American students could not keep up 
with the Nisei. the school learned that the ability to read Chinese characters was 
of little use in learning to read Japanese kanji because any resemblance between 
the two languages was superficial. Furthermore, school officials were convinced 
that “the problems connected with” Chinese students’ studying Japanese “were 
primarily due to the low scholastic ability of the group.”45 Nevertheless, in 1944 
the Military intelligence Division directed MisLs to begin Chinese-language 
training. in December 1944 the school organized a Chinese Division, which grew 
to seven officer and fifty-four enlisted students. (see table 2.)However, the attri-
tion rate was high, almost 40 percent. Only one officer and thirty-three enlisted 
men graduated in July 1945; in mid-August they were shipped to Calcutta for the 
China theater.46

Nisei in the Women’s army Corps

the Military intelligence Division appeared reluctant to place Nisei women 
in language training. if the school’s graduates were to be used on the battlefield 
as translators and interpreters at regiment and division level, so the reasoning 
probably went, then women would have to be excluded. in late 1943 the Women’s 
Army Corps began recruiting Nisei but found few volunteers.47 in July 1944 the 
War Department approved the recruitment of 100 Nisei women for language train-
ing, but recruitment remained difficult. in september 1944 Col. Kendall Fielder, 
g–2 of u.s. Army Forces Middle Pacific, “expressed pessimism on the number 
of female linguists who could be induced to join the WACs in Hawaii. . . .the 
two major factors in opposition to Hawaiian women volunteering for the Army 
appeared to be: 1) Parental influence opposed the girls’ leaving the family. 2) 
Most boys did not approve of their sisters joining the WACs.” Despite the colonel’s 
pessimism, WAC recruiters enlisted twenty-six Nisei women in Hawaii and in 
January 1945 sent them to the mainland for training.48 Overall, school officials 
reported that “the response of the Nisei women to the WAC recruiting program 
has been poor.” those with good language skills “are the so-called ‘Japanese’ or 

45 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV(6).
46 see MisLs album, p. 130. “training History,” ann. 1, para. 6–3(4), pp. 7–11, and para. 6–

10(11), p. 15; ann. 5, Chinese section; ann. 10, sec. iV(6).
47 Mattie e. treadwell, the Women’s army Corps, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, 

D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1954); Brenda L. Moore, serving our Country: 
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university Press, 2003); MisLs album, pp. 90–91, 131; the pacific War and peace: americans of 
Japanese ancestry in Military intelligence service, 1941 to 1952 (san Francisco: Military intelli-
gence service Association of Northern California/National Japanese American Historical society, 
1991), pp. 22–23. “training History,” pp. 14–15, 17, 19; ann. 1, para. 6–19, p. 17, para. 6–30, p. 20, 
and para. 9i., pp. 13–14; ann. 10.

48 Allen, hawaii’s War years, p. 291; “training History,” ann. 10; Historical section, Office of 
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conservative element,” and thus not interested in volunteering. Perhaps, they felt, 
a few might have worked as civil service employees.49

Nevertheless, the first Nisei WACs began reporting to the school in the autumn 
of 1944. they were assigned to the WAC detachment under Capt. Marian e. Nestor 
and initially worked in clerical positions on the school staff. On 28 May 1945, 
the first WAC class began with twenty-eight women students. As more women 
arrived, the class grew to forty-six.50 the Nisei WACs proved to be as diverse and 
as capable as the male Nisei; many were college graduates. tamie tsuchiyama 

49 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 5c.(1), pp. 13–14.
50 “WACs in third Month of school,” yaban gogai, Aug 45; Yaye Furutani Herman, “the 

WAC-Mis experience,” in Unsung heroes, pp. 5–8.

Women’s army Corps students at choir practice, 1945
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had been enrolled in the doctoral program in anthropology at the university of 
California when the war broke out. she worked as a field researcher for the Japa-
nese evacuation Research study before enlisting in the Women’s Army Corps and 
being selected for language training.51 the WAC class even included one Cauca-
sian, sgt. Rhoda Knudten, who had been born in Japan of Lutheran missionary 
parents and had spent her entire life in Japan until coming to the united states to 
attend college.

the Nisei WACs turned out to be excellent students. Major Rusch reported: 
“Fully half of these women are qualified as secretaries and typists. the first ten 
of the class are extremely expert as translators and interpreters of Japanese and 
all of them are on par or a shade above par, in comparison with the Nisei male 
linguists. . . . (Japanese women linguists have always been more diligent than male 
students.)”52

the school leadership remained unconvinced, and Army officials in Hawaii 
discouraged further recruiting efforts “unless the need for women was extremely 
urgent.” By the middle of 1945 school officials had concluded that all require-
ments for linguists could be filled by men. “in view of the fact that qualified male 
linguists were available, the interest in the WAC program subsided, and additional 
recruitment was abandoned. . . . it is believed that the time and energy spent in 
connection with WAC recruitment was unproductive and that far greater results 
could have been obtained had this effort been spent on the procurement of quali-
fied male linguists.”53

graduate assignments

the Military intelligence Division centrally managed the assignment of MisLs 
graduates, who remained in critically short supply throughout the war. the MiD 
training Branch worked closely with the MisLs staff to decide where to send the 
graduates; matching graduates to assignments remained problematic throughout 
the war. Field commanders always wanted more, but the War Department could 
fill only spaces identified on unit tables of organization. As far as War Department 
personnel managers were concerned, by 1944 all authorized linguist spaces were 
already filled. in fact, it appeared that all theaters were over strength by December 
1944. this caused a major reassessment of language requirements. in January 
1945 the general Bissell wrote “all War Department agencies whose plans envi-
sion the use of Japanese linguists,” requesting that they inform him “of the nature 

51 Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, the politics of field Work: research in an american Concentration 
Camp (tucson: university of Arizona Press, 1999), pp. 153–55.

52 Ltr, Maj. Paul F. Rusch to Lt. Col. Mathewson, 13 October 1945, 091–300.6 (= Decimal 200), 
g–2 OCCiO, gen Corresp 1944–1945, gHQ sWPA/usAFPAC, Rg 338, NARA.

53 “training History,” ann. 10, sec. iV.(3), p. 5.
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of such plans, the numbers and qualifications of linguists required with the best 
possible estimate of the dates on which such personnel will be required.”54

the Navy Department reviewed its own language requirements at the same 
time. in January 1945 the head of the Boulder language school, Cmdr. A. e. Hind-
marsh, flew to Hawaii to assess language officer requirements for the Central 
Pacific. Admiral Nimitz personally asked him for “all possible help” in obtain-
ing 300 language officers for censorship duties during the occupation of Japan. 
the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, with 44 Nisei and 261 Boul-
der graduates, requested 200 additional Boulder graduates. Nimitz’ chief of mili-
tary government complained that he had requested 400 Army Nisei but the War 

54 Memo, trng Br to ACs, g–2, 12 Jan 45, MisLs gen 1945, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA; Ltr, 
ACs, g–2, to the Adjutant general, sub: Requirements for Officer and enlisted Personnel Quali-
fied as Japanese Linguists, 29 January 1945, File 291.2 Japs, 1–30 Jan 45, War Department g–1 
Decimal Files, Rg 165, NARA.

graduates board a train for the port of embarkation and overseas assignment.
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Department had cut this to 100 and none had yet arrived. He asked for at least 
200 Navy language officers in the next eighteen months. Hindmarsh returned to 
the united states determined “to enroll [an] additional eight hundred Japanese- 
language officers between March and July 1945.”55

While Army and Navy intelligence leaders in Washington looked at overall 
numbers, school officials at Fort snelling built language teams tailored to each 
assignment. teams assigned to an infantry division or corps usually had ten Nisei 
led by a staff sergeant as team leader, with six technicians, 4th class, and three 
technicians, 5th class. Whenever possible, each team included a balanced mix of 
Nisei strong in written Japanese, spoken Japanese, and the english language.

Assignment patterns shifted in 1944. By May of that year the southwest 
Pacific Area had received its full allotment of Nisei linguists based on the number 
of divisions and corps headquarters. (Chart 2) the last combat division sent to 
that theater, the 11th Airborne Division, arrived in september 1944. in December 
1944 and January 1945 the school sent two large groups of forty Nisei each to the 
Central and southwest Pacific areas. in April 1945 the school sent another group 
of seventy Nisei to New Delhi to support the Allied drive into Burma and Malaya. 
However, from the summer of 1944 until the spring of 1945, most MisLs gradu-
ates were assigned in the continental united states, from the Army Air Forces to 
prisoner of war camps, the signal intelligence service, and the Pacific Military 
intelligence Research section.56

At the school, this shift in assignment patterns led to a dramatic increase over 
the winter of 1944–1945 in the number of graduates awaiting assignment. grad-
uates usually received a two-week furlough before shipping out but then often 
waited for months at Fort snelling. From February 1945 onward, the graduate 
pool hovered between 250 and 400 students, who were assigned to the translation 
section to keep their skills fresh.57 in the spring of 1945 language requirements 
expanded rapidly as commanders prepared for the invasion of Japan. in May and 
June of 1945 the school sent 359 graduates to u.s. Army Forces Far east.

the school formed specialized teams as needed. in February 1945 the acting 
commandant, Colonel Hollingshead, asked 2d Lt. Wallace s. Amioka, a recent 
OCs graduate, if he would “be interested in leading a special team of Okinawa-
descent enlisted men who had requested that [he] lead them.” Amioka recalled, 
“Naturally i jumped at the chance.”58 Another Nisei student, thomas H. ige, had 
suggested the special team. He had grown up in Hawaii in an Okinawan village 

55 Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, “school of Oriental Languages,” pp. 26–35, unpubl 
Ms, Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.

56 Military intelligence service Language school, Disposition of graduates, training grp, Ofc 
of the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, NARA.

57 “training History,” ann. 13.
58 interv, author with Wallace s. Amioka, 8 Dec 94; Wallace s. Amioka, Biography, Military 
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MisNorCal Bios); Wallace s. Amioka, remarks for panel discussion, 30 Oct 91; tsukiyama et al., 
secret Valor, pp. 97–98.
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and was fluent in the local dialect, very different from spoken Japanese. When 
the war began he had been a graduate student in economics at the university 
of Chicago and in March 1944 had enlisted for language training. After Camp 
savage and basic training at Fort McClellan, he returned to Fort snelling in Janu-
ary 1945. Observing how the war was drawing closer to Okinawa, he wrote the 
commandant to suggest that the school form a team of Okinawan-speakers. the 
commandant accepted and selected Amioka as team chief. the ten other members 
of the team were all Okinawans. Amioka, who did not speak the dialect, had to 
be tutored secretly by one of the Okinawans. the American assault on Okinawa 
began on 1 April 1945, and Amioka’s team deployed soon after.59

59 Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory 
(Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), pp. 285–86; tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 97–100; 
thomas H. ige, Boy from Kahaluu: an autobiography (Honolulu: Kin Cho Jin Kai, 1989), pp. 
78–80. intervs, author with Amioka, 8 Dec 94, and with thomas H. ige, 5 Dec 94.

chart 2—dISPOSItIOn Of enlISted nISeI mISlS graduateS, 1942–1945

ADC Alaska Defense Command
SOPAC south Pacific
SWPA southwest Pacific Area
CBI China-Burma-india
POA Pacific Ocean Areas
AAF Army Air Forces
CONUS Continental united states

source: Military intelligence service Language school, Disposition of graduates, trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of 
intel g–2, Rg 165, NA.
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other Japanese-Language programs

Japanese-language programs for Caucasian personnel expanded alongside the 
MisLs program for Nisei soldiers. in the summer of 1944 the Army Japanese 
Language school at the university of Michigan at Ann Arbor graduated its third 
class. New classes began in May 1944, January 1945, and May 1945. Joseph K. 
Yamagiwa, an assistant professor at the university, directed about forty-five issei 
and Nisei instructors. the program provided a basic foundation in the language 
to prepare students for the regular MisLs course.60 some students came to Ann 
Arbor from other Japanese-language programs in the Army specialized training 
Program (AstP), which was terminated in 1944. Yamagiwa praised his students:

[they are] undoubtedly comprised of one of the best-selected units in the Army. High in 
their iQ and in the ratings received in the Army general Classification tests, they are both 
proficient and articulate. some are BiJ’s; they were either “born in Japan” or have “been in 
Japan.” in the [later] classes, a high percentage have come with extensive previous train-
ing amounting to as much as one year in various AstP units. they consistently challenge 
the best efforts of the staff. Competition among the students is unusually keen.61

A few were already combat veterans. For example, Jacques Richardson started 
the AstP Japanese class at Yale in early 1943 with 250 other students. When the 
AstP was cancelled he was reassigned to an infantry division in France. He sur-
vived the fierce fighting in the Ardennes and managed to get himself reassigned to 
the Michigan program, where he resumed the study of Japanese in January 1945.62

Michigan classes began with the “oral-aural approach” and used only the spo-
ken language for the first five or six weeks for “the fixing of pronunciation habits, 
the brute memorizing of phrases and sentences that are useful in everyday life, and 
the mimicking in unison of the pronunciation of instructors.” this was followed 
by training in grammatical forms and speech patterns and finally the development 
of fluency in speaking. the pressures on the students were intense.63

60 “training History,” ann. 3, the Army Japanese Language school: A Preliminary Report on 
the Academic Program; Joseph K. Yamagiwa, “the Japanese Language Programs at the university 
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After graduation the officer candidates attended basic training and then 
reported to MisLs, which activated special OCs classes in February 1944, August 
1944, April 1945, and August 1945, each with about a hundred Michigan gradu-
ates. unlike the Nisei, the Caucasian students wore an OCs patch on their left 
pockets. upon graduation, MisLs convened a commissioning board and most 
were commissioned as second lieutenants.

Yamagiwa also supervised other programs at the university of Michigan with 
the help of his assistant, Hide shohara. these included the AstP east Asia Area 
and Language Program with nineteen language instructors and 264 students. 
When the AstP program concluded in september 1944, most of the instructors 
continued with the Civil Affairs training school Far eastern Program (Japan), 
which started in August 1944 with between nine and fifteen language instructors 
and 343 students.

the Navy school of Oriental Languages, university of Colorado at Boulder, 
expanded its enrollment as the war continued. By mid-1944 it had already gradu-
ated 600 Navy and Marine Corps language officers and had hundreds more in 
training. these students were midshipmen upon starting the course and received 
commissions before graduation. Navy Commander Hindmarsh was the driving 
force behind the school, interviewing students, recruiting faculty, and coordinat-
ing with Navy officials for future requirements. When the founding academic 
director, Florence Walne, resigned in september 1944 for health reasons, glenn W. 
shaw became director. By 1945 the school grew to 240 faculty members. unlike 
the Army school at Fort snelling, the Navy school used many issei as instructors. 
in addition to the Japanese program, the school taught classes in Chinese, Malay, 
and Russian.

Boulder graduates streamed into the Pacific Ocean Areas, with more than two 
hundred serving in the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, translation 
section and many others serving in active operations with the fleet and ashore. the 
translation work was tedious and exhausting, all the more so because “it was often 
difficult for them to discern any connection between their work and operations in 
progress,” naval intelligence officer Cmdr. W. J. Holmes noted. He appreciated 
these naval reservists who labored in obscurity. When senior naval officers com-
plained of their “unmilitary attitude,” Holmes would respond: “Relax, we have 
always won our wars with a bunch of damned civilians in uniform anxious to get 
back to their own affairs, and we will win this one the same way.”64

to meet expanding enrollment the Navy school opened a separate branch on 
15 June 1945 at Oklahoma A&M, stillwater, Oklahoma, under Navy Capt. John 
H. Morrill and academic director James H. McAlpine, a former missionary in 

64 W. J. Holmes, Double-edged secrets: U.s. Naval intelligence operations in the pacific dur-
ing World War ii (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1979), p. 169.
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Japan who had taught at Boulder. Between June and August the stillwater branch 
enrolled 700 students.65

the Marine Corps continued its own Japanese-language program for enlisted 
marines at Camp elliott near san Diego, California. in December 1944 the school 
moved to Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. Although its graduates received only 
a few months’ familiarization with simple printed materials such as field orders, 
they served down to regiment level on guam, iwo Jima, and Okinawa.

the British government also needed to train Japanese-language specialists: 
many of its Japanese-language officers had been captured at the beginning of the 
war in Hong Kong and singapore. in 1944 Commonwealth forces went on the 
offensive in Burma and needed more linguists than ever before. the school of 
Oriental and African studies in London expanded its Japanese program and in 
June 1944 began the services general Purpose course, an eighteen-month inte-
grated course for translators and interrogators. New classes started in 1944 and 
1945 with a total of ninety-two students. the first class was scheduled to graduate 
in December 1945.66

the Canadian Army Language school, s–20, opened in Vancouver, British 
Columbia, in August 1943. At that time the Canadian government did not allow 
Nisei to serve in the armed forces and had evacuated 21,000 Japanese Canadi-
ans from British Columbia. the school’s officer in charge was an over-age major, 
Arthur P. McKenzie, who had been born to missionary parents in tokyo in 1889. 
“When the Nisei first met [him],” one student recalled, “they sat dumbfounded, 
listening to the hakujin [white] officer speak in eloquent Japanese much superior 
to their own. He had a good sense of humor and spelled his name in Japanese 
characters—asama Kenji.”67

in early 1945 Canada began to prepare a special force for the invasion of 
Japan, and in January 1945 the Ottawa government authorized the enlistment of 
Nisei as translators and interrogators. Major Aiso visited the first Nisei group in 
basic training in Brantford, Ontario, and administered language tests to fifty-two, 
rating only a quarter as good or excellent. He reported that their caliber “would 
correspond roughly to and favourably with the calibre of the Nisei students who 
are now being received by the Military intelligence service Language school in 
the united states under the compulsory draft system. . . . it became evident during 
the interviews, that these men are keenly anxious to become good soldiers, and to 

65 Pauline s. McAlpine, Diary of a Missionary (Decatur, ga.: Presbyterian Church in America, 
1986).

66 sadao Oba, the “Japanese” War, trans. Anne Kaneko (sandgate, u.K.: Japan Library, 
1995).

67 Roy ito, We Went to War: the story of the Japanese Canadians Who served during the first 
and second World Wars (stittsville, Ontario: Canada’s Wings, 1984), p. 214; Barry Broadfoot, 
years of sorrow, years of shame: the story of the Japanese Canadians in World War ii (toronto: 
Doubleday, 1977); Patricia e. Roy, “the soldiers Canada Didn’t Want: Her Chinese and Japanese 
Citizens,” Canadian historical review (september 1978): 341–58; Roy ito Papers, NJAHs.
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take whatever training may be necessary to increase their value as translators and 
interpreters.”68 One Canadian Nisei remembered Major Aiso’s visit:

Major Aiso, stocky, trim, and neat in his American officers’ uniform, informed the Cana-
dians of the enviable records established by the 100th infantry Battalion from Hawaii 
and the 442nd Regimental Combat team. He described the Japanese language school at 
Fort snelling and how the graduates were serving in many important positions in the us 
Army. He complimented the Canadians on the smartness of the platoon on the parade 
ground and said that all eyes at National Defence Headquarters in Ottawa were watching 
them and pulling for them.69

in April 1945 Aiso sent two American Nisei lieutenants, Dye Ogata and ted 
Kihara, to help as instructors. Both were veterans of the south Pacific and had 
recently completed officer candidate school. they spent several months at the 
Canadian school. Ogata requested permission to bring his Nisei wife to Vancou-
ver, but the Canadian government refused until Colonel Rasmussen made a per-
sonal appeal.70

Major Aiso visited Vancouver with Maj. John e. Anderton in June 1945, by 
which time the school had grown to 105 faculty, students, and staff. they praised 
the efforts of the staff but remarked that “operations are conducted under certain 
obvious difficulties and with limited and inadequate facilities. On the whole, it is 
surprising that the school has been able to develop to its present state under such 
circumstances.” in July 1945 the first fifty Canadian Nisei arrived in Vancouver 
to join eighty Caucasian students already in training. the twelve-month course 
“was an extremely difficult one,” one Nisei recalled. “Nervous breakdowns among 
the candidates were not uncommon.” the top six Nisei joined the senior class, 
which had already been under way for nine months. in August they were assigned 
to a language team for the Canadian Army Pacific Force at Camp Breckinridge, 
Kentucky.71

Anderton toured other Allied language schools around the world to offer 
MisLs assistance. “it is considered essential,” he wrote, “that the training efforts 
of these schools be integrated by exchange of technical information and training 
aids.” His travels took him as far as Australia, where he visited the tiny Royal  
Australian Air Force Language school, which had only ten instructors, four of 

68 ito, We Went to War, p. 209.
69 ibid., p. 208.
70 Dye Ogata, personal communication to author, 30 Nov 91. Ogata and Kihara were joined by 

t.sgt. t. Noguchi. ito, We Went to War, p. 308.
71 Ltr, Aiso and Anderton to g.O.C.-in-C. [general Officer Commander in Chief], Pacific Com-

mand (thru Commandant, s–20), sub: Report in re Visit to s–20 J.L.s., Pacific Command, with 
Observations on the training of Personnel for special Duties in the Canadian Pacific Force and 
elsewhere, 9 June 1945, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA; ito, We Went to War, p. 212. stanley W. Dziu-
ban, Military relations between the United states and Canada, 1939–1945, u.s. Army in World 
War ii (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1959), pp. 268–72. Canadians of 
Japanese ancestry were not permitted to return to British Columbia until 1949.
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whom were on loan from Atis. Nowhere else did he find a language school as 
large or efficient as MisLs at Fort snelling, Minnesota.72 

training for the invasion and occupation

in early 1945 the War Department eased restrictions on publicity about the 
Mis Nisei. in January the War Department announced the award of the Dis-
tinguished service Cross to sgt. Hoichi Kubo for valor on saipan the previous 
August. Other Nisei who fought with Merrill’s Marauders received extensive press 
coverage around the same time. in March the War Relocation Authority held a 
press conference to focus on the Mis Nisei. the resulting story in the pacific Citi-
zen was entitled “Role of Japanese Americans in Pacific War Disclosed.” in April 
the War Relocation Authority released a fifteen-page collection of news clippings, 
“Nisei in the War against Japan.” Although the details remained sketchy, the Mis 
Nisei were no longer much of a secret.73 

that spring the war in europe was coming to a close. in April the Nisei were 
shocked by the death of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the only president many 
could remember. While he had sanctioned the Japanese evacuation from the West 
Coast, he had also given Nisei the chance to prove their loyalty by serving in the 
armed forces. that spring and summer Nisei soldiers’ families began leaving camp 
by the thousands to return to their former homes in the face of sporadic vigilante 
violence against their return. in June MisLs began granting special furloughs for 
students to assist their parents in leaving the camps.74

At Fort snelling, more changes were coming as the school expanded and 
adapted to meet new demands. the school’s leaders traveled away from the school 
more than ever before. Colonel Rasmussen kept a busy travel schedule in the spring 
and summer of 1945, leaving Colonel Hollingshead as acting commandant. Major 
Aiso spent a month in Ottawa advising the Canadian Army.

in the Pacific theater, field commanders still complained that they did not 
have enough Nisei linguists and that recent graduates lacked the proficiency of 
their predecessors. in May 1945 an Army ground Forces observer criticized the 
quality of MisLs graduates on Okinawa: “the need is felt here for good Nisei 
officers with Nisei enlisted men. the Nisei try hard, but don’t seem to have the 
necessary military background to appreciate what tactical information is desired. 

72 Ltrs, Maj. John e. Anderton to Mis, sub: Visit to Royal Australian Air Force Language 
school, 10 July 1945; Maj. John e. Anderton to Deputy Director of training, RAAF [Royal Aus-
tralian Air Force], HQ, Melbourne, sub: Report in re Visit to Royal Australian Air Force Japanese 
Language school No. 3, school of technical training, ultimo, sydney, 12 July 1945. Both in trng 
grp, Rg 165, NARA.

73 “Hawaiian Nisei sergeant First to Receive DsC [Distinguished service Cross] for Heroism in 
Central Pacific War Zone,” pacific Citizen, 13 Jan 45; “Role of Japanese Americans in Pacific War 
Disclosed,” pacific Citizen, 10 Mar 45; War Relocation Authority, Nisei in the War against Japan 
(Washington, D.C.: Department of the interior, 1945); “the saga of ‘Horizontal Hank’ [Henry H. 
gosho]: seattle Nisei Fought Japanese in Burma’s Jungle Warfare,” pacific Citizen, 19 May 45.

74 “training History,” ann. 2, Admin section, p. 7.
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they don’t automatically get it, but have to be ‘kept on the track’ during interroga-
tion by one of the g–2 officers.” 75

general Bissell, the War Department g–2, brushed aside such criticism: “the 
scarcity of qualified Japanese linguists is such that it is necessary to devote maxi-
mum time and effort to language instruction.” they all received infantry basic 
training and “a minimum amount of general intelligence training . . . during the 
language course.” He acknowledged that “this is insufficient to qualify the linguists 
to act independently as interrogators; but any further military training would be at 
the expense of language training, and the latter must be held paramount.” 76

that same spring, from Manila, Brig. gen. Charles A. Willoughby requested 
1,106 linguists for the coming invasion of Japan and Col. elliott R. thorpe 

75 Memo, Clayton L. Bissell to Charles A. Willoughby, 9 Jul 45, Folder: trng Br Files, MisLs-
general, 1945, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA.

76 ibid.
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requested 984 more for the Counter intelligence Corps. Clearly, the school would 
have to accelerate the training process. One step was to reduce the course length 
from nine back to six months.77 even this was insufficient to meet the growing 
demand, so the school reintroduced an oral language course. the school had tried 
this in 1943, but results had been unsatisfactory. this time, faced with declining 
quality of recruits and rising demand from the field, the school had no choice. On 
16 May 1945, Headquarters, u.s. Army Forces Pacific Ocean Area, requested per-
mission to establish a language school in Hawaii that would have lower entrance 
requirements and less classroom time. in recent months this headquarters had 
recruited Nisei in Hawaii and sent them straight to saipan and Okinawa with little 
or no language training.

On 31 May 1945, Colonel Rasmussen proposed instead that MisLs conduct 
a four-month oral language course. this started on 30 July as the Oral Language 
school with seven officers and 280 enlisted men, “from among men not qualifying 
for the regular course.”78 the minimum entrance requirement was “a conversational 
knowledge of the Japanese language, plus a slight knowledge of Kana.” the new 
program, designated as Division F, “was a radical departure from the fundamental 
ideas of the MisLs,” according to a postwar report, “where the emphasis was pri-
marily on the training of men to work in the written Japanese and incidentally the 
oral linguist.”79 Many students for the Oral Language school came from a previ-
ously untapped source. since the end of the war in europe in May 1945, Nisei sol-
diers in the pipeline for the 442d RCt had been held in the replacement depot at Fort 
Meade, Maryland. in June over three hundred were selected for language training. 
they brought with them a smoldering resentment at their Army experience to date 
that was very different from that of the early 442d RCt volunteers. in the months to 
come they would become a source of discipline problems for the school.80

Other students came directly from the 442d RCt. When the War Department 
announced demobilization plans in september 1944, many Nisei in the 100th 
infantry Battalion and the 442d RCt had enough points to return from overseas 
or be discharged. For example, 1st Lt. Masayuki “spark” Matsunaga, a twice-
wounded member of the 100th infantry Battalion, came to Fort snelling in Octo-
ber 1944. He was assigned as student company commander but spent most of 
his time speaking to public groups throughout the Midwest on behalf of the War 
Relocation Agency about the exploits of the 442d RCt. Another returning veteran, 
2d Lt. Richard K. Hayashi, had attended the school as a student, served six months 
on a language team in the south Pacific, and then attended officer candidate school 

77 Memo, usAFFe [u.s. Army Forces Far east] g–2 to OCCiO, 18 Jun 45, Box g–1456, gen 
Corresp, 1944–1945, 091–300.6, g–2 OCCiO, gHQ southwest Pacific Area and u.s. Army Forces 
Pacific, Rg 338, NARA; MiD Memo 908 for Cmdt MisLs, 9 Jul 45, trng grp, Rg 165, NARA. On 
the six-month course, see MisLs album, p. 12; “training History,” ann. 1, para. 9i., p. 14.

78 “training History,” ann. 1, para. 9i(1), pp. 14–15; ann. 10, para. iV(7).
79 ibid., ann. 1, para. 9i(2), pp. 14–15; ann. 10, p. 15.
80 tamotsu shibutani, the Derelicts of Company K: a sociological study of Demoralization 

(Berkeley: university of California Press, 1978).
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at Fort Benning. upon commissioning, he was sent to the 442d RCt as a platoon 
leader. in May 1945 he was reassigned back to the language school.81 Only weeks 
after the end of the war in europe, MisLs recruiters visited italy and selected 
240 veterans from the 442d RCt who were granted forty-five days’ leave before 
reporting to Fort snelling.82

Matsunaga returned to Hawaii in July 1945 for discharge and wrote back to 
friends at Fort snelling:

i often wish i were back there with the school. somehow the driving spirit of the school 
as a whole seems to have a lasting effect on one who has been in any way connected with 
the school. i have met and talked with many graduates of the school, here in Hawaii, and 
found that they all seem to look back to the assignment at Camp savage and Fort snelling 
as the “good ole days.” 83

By the summer of 1945 the single focus of the school was training more lin-
guists for the expected invasion and occupation of Japan. By 31 July 1945, the 
school had graduated 2,078 Nisei and hundreds of Caucasians. Almost as many 
students, 1,863, were still in training. the Nisei had a special motivation in their 
studies: to prove their loyalty. in John Aiso’s words, “what better proof could 
[they] offer than to actively wage war directly against Japan.” 84 the Military intel-
ligence service gave them the chance to do just that.

81 Richard K. Hayashi, MisNorCal Bio.
82 “training History,” ann. 10, para. iV.e., p. 17; thomas D. Murphy, ambassadors in arms 
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Mis Nisei in the Campaigns of 1945

As the year 1945 began, America had been at war for over three years. the 
u.s. Navy had already destroyed Japanese Navy and merchant fleet, and American 
bombers had begun an aerial campaign against Japan’s cities and military facili-
ties. Hundreds of thousands of Japanese soldiers had been killed or isolated with 
no hope of reinforcement or resupply. the liberation of the Philippines was under 
way. in the coming months the Military intelligence service (Mis) Nisei would 
exhibit their bravery and skill in the largest land campaigns yet seen in the region. 
As their numbers swelled, they refined their techniques until they became indis-
pensable. At the same time, they recognized that the war would inevitably culmi-
nate in a massive amphibious invasion of the Japanese home islands, the land of 
their parents’ birth.

By January 1945 the Military intelligence service Language school (MisLs) 
had already sent 1,050 Nisei graduates overseas. two had died in action; several 
others had been severely wounded or died from nonbattle causes. One had been 
awarded the Distinguished service Cross, dozens more the silver star and other 
decorations for valor. Nisei accompanied every Army and Marine division and 
corps, as well as Australian, New Zealand, British, and Chinese forces and served 
in rear-area intelligence centers in Hawaii, Australia, india, and the continental 
united states. War Department planners projected that the war would continue 
into 1946 and would draw upon forces redeployed from the european theater 
after the expected defeat of germany. in 1945 the Mis Nisei were to make their 
greatest contributions to victory.

Paage 331 no folio
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Liberation of the philippines

the battle for Leyte in the autumn of 1944 culminated in a stunning defeat for 
Japanese air, ground, and naval forces. general Douglas MacArthur’s dramatic 
success was guided by skillful intelligence. By early 1945 about 400 Nisei were 
assigned to the Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis) under Col. sidney 
F. Mashbir. some of the Nisei had been overseas since 1942; more than a hun-
dred had been reassigned to Atis from the south Pacific. Mashbir now controlled 
all linguist assets in the southwest Pacific Area. Advance Atis was stationed 
in Hollandia with MacArthur’s headquarters; Base Atis remained in Brisbane, 
where Atis had been established in september 1942. since then Atis had per-
fected battle-tested procedures for the speedy processing of captured documents 
and prisoners of war and dissemination of the resulting intelligence.1

Atis assigned more than a hundred Nisei for the liberation of Luzon, which 
began with landings at Lingayen gulf, southwest of Baguio, on 9 January 1945. 
(Map 12) Most of the previous fighting in New guinea, the Admiralties, and the 
solomons had been at regiment level and below. Now, on Luzon, sixth Army 
deployed two corps abreast for the drive to Manila while eighth Army landed the 
11th Airborne Division south of the capital on 31 January. the campaign ultimate-
ly encompassed three corps headquarters and ten divisions. the Mis Nisei, a mix-
ture of veterans and newcomers, performed the myriad tasks that had made them 
so valuable in earlier campaigns. they quickly translated captured documents to 
reveal Japanese plans and dispositions. One document captured on 19 January was 
a chart of Japanese radio frequencies that “was used by the i Corps signal officer 
to gain highly satisfactory results in the monitoring of Japanese radio communi-
cations.” Another language team correctly identified and translated the Japanese 
general operation order for the defense of Luzon.2

Mis Nisei were assigned down to regiment level. On 3 February, when the 
511th Parachute infantry opened the main road to Manila from the south with 
a combat drop on tagaytay Ridge, it was accompanied by the its four Nisei 
paratrooper-linguists.3

in three weeks the American units reached the outskirts of Manila, where 
Japanese defenders were determined to make the Americans fight block by block. 
three American divisions that had become skilled in jungle warfare in the south 

1 “the exploitation of Japanese Documents,” Atis Publication no. 6, 14 Dec 44, in general 
Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the allied translator and interpreter section, 
ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series, vol. 5 (tokyo: Far east Command, 1948) (hereafter cited as Atis 
History), app. 5. All u.s. Army personnel with Atis were reassigned on 3 May 1944 to the transla-
tor and interpreter service, u.s. Army Forces in the Far east. Atis eliminated numerical designa-
tions for its advance echelons on 1 August 1944 but reinstated them on 18 April 1945, at which time 
division language teams were also given numerical designations. Atis History, pp. 5, 28.

2 ibid., p. 48.
3 george t. ito, “Linguist-Paratroopers,” Voice of the angels (July 1996); Joseph D. Harrington, 

yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enter-
prises, 1979), p. 263.
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Pacific now had to learn urban warfare 
in the rubble of a city that had once 
sheltered 800,000 inhabitants. Nisei 
linguists were in the thick of the fight-
ing, often at risk of being mistaken for 
Japanese soldiers by vengeful Filipinos 
embittered by years of harsh occupa-
tion and atrocities. in these challenging 
times the Nisei often had to use their 
wits as well as their language skill. On 
4 February the 1st Cavalry Division 
liberated 3,500 civilian internees from 
santo tomas university, but Japanese 
soldiers held another 275 women and 
children hostage in one corner of the 
campus. Pvt. Kenji uyesugi helped 
negotiate their release. uyesugi, already 
a veteran of combat on guam in support 
of the marines, found this a very differ-
ent battlefield. the Japanese command-
er demanded safe passage in exchange 
for his hostages. the American com-
mander reluctantly agreed, and uyesugi 
stood aside as sixty-six Japanese sol-

diers marched away. the hostages were released as agreed.4

Other Nisei served in unfamiliar roles. standing guard in Manila Bay was the 
island of Corregidor, which the Americans had to seize to open Manila’s harbor. 
sixth Army assigned the task to the 503d Parachute Regimental Combat team 
(RCt). t3g. Harry M. Akune had accompanied the regiment on an amphibious 
landing on Mindoro during the previous December, after which the regimental 
commander asked him if he would join them for the combat jump onto Corregidor. 
Although Akune had no airborne training, he agreed. “the paratroopers treated 
me so well i felt that i was already a member of that elite group.” Akune had time 
for only one practice jump, in which he injured his ankle. But he continued on 
the mission.5

4 Robert Ross smith, triumph in the philippines, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1963), pp. 251–52; Harrington, yankee samurai,  
p. 263; Wallace Moore, quoted in pacific Citizen, 22 Dec 45, p. 5. Another Nisei, t3g. Bill ishida, 
was awarded the silver star for fighting near santo tomas university. “Nisei sergeant Decorated 
for Heroism in Battle for Manila,” pacific Citizen, 2 Jan 46.

5 Jack Herzig, “Harry Akune’s WWii Accomplishments Recognized,” hokubei Mainichi (9 
January 1996); Harry Akune, in James Oda, secret embedded in Magic Cables: the story of a 
101-year-old Japanese Communist Leader who served Japan, KgB, and Cia (Northridge, Calif.: 
J. Oda, 1993), pp. 193–99; Akune presentation, in the saga of the Mis, videotaped presentation, 
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On 16 February the 503d Parachute RCt surprised the Japanese defenders by 
jumping onto a small drop zone in a twenty-mile-an-hour wind that blew many 
troopers into the cliffs or off the island altogether, resulting in a 25 percent injury 
rate. When the time came, Akune jumped; but he landed badly and slid down an 
embankment. Bruised, shaken, and missing his carbine, he scrambled back up to 
the top of the hill, only to face “a whole line of guys, all pointing their guns at 
me!” Fortunately, one of them recognized Akune and they held their fire. Akune 
made his way to the command post and began translating the first documents 
captured. Within hours he was able to report two key pieces of intelligence: the 
Japanese commander had been killed as the assault began, and enemy strength 
was several times larger than expected. the Americans captured twenty Japanese 
soldiers, and Akune interrogated them as the battle continued. While he was inter-
rogating one prisoner, the man attacked him. Fortunately, an American guard shot 
the prisoner and saved Akune’s life.6

Manila was declared secure on 4 March, but the fight for Luzon was far from 
won. general tomoyuki yamashita divided his forces: one group retreated into the 
mountains south and east of Manila, and the other moved into the island’s rugged 
north. Fighting continued for months. Meanwhile, the Americans began to build 
up a major logistical base in Luzon while assisting the Philippine people.

the Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) was responsible for security in the lib-
erated areas and handling Japanese infiltrators and suspected war criminals. in 
February 1945 CiC headquarters requested three dozen Nisei, but as late as April 
1945 the 441st CiC Detachment still had only two, Arthur s. Komori and John 
Hiroshi Masuda. Komori recalled: “they had the chance of a lifetime to ‘hang’ 
Jap spies that were infiltrating Manila in civilian clothing. they were headed for 
sabotage, assassination of our leaders, and other subversive activities. i obtained 
many of their confessions and thus had the satisfaction of seeing them found guilty 
by court-martial.”

Komori had first come to Manila in April 1941 as an undercover agent with 
another Hawaii Nisei, Richard M. sakakida. their mission had been to infil-
trate the city’s large Japanese civilian community for what was then called the 
Corps of intelligence Police (CiP). Once war broke out, Komori was evacuated 
to Australia; but sakakida and the rest of the CiP detachment fell into Japanese 
hands. Komori recalled:

Los Angeles, 11 Mar 89; Patrick K. O’Donnell, into the rising sun (New York: Free Press, 2002), 
pp. 197–201.

6 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 263–65; Herzig, “Harry Akune’s WWii Accomplishments 
Recognized”; saga of the Mis. six Nisei, including george Kojima, were assigned to the 503d RCt 
in early 1945 as combat replacements, not as language specialists. However, the regiment used three 
as interpreters, even though they were not MisLs graduates. Kojima was wounded on Negros and 
spent three years in hospitals. Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National Japanese Historical society 
(NJAHs), san Francisco, Calif.; “Nisei Paratroops in Action in Pacific,” pacific Citizen, 21 Jul 45.
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After my escape, i wanted above all else to seek recognition for my “lost CiP.” As the 
lone escapee, i wanted to hasten the day of their liberation. i was particularly miserable 
concerning the fate of sakakida. i imagined with horror many a night of the tortures he 
would undergo if captured, since according to the Jap concept he was a traitor. . . . i often 
harped on the point of sakakida’s CiP mission and felt certain of his loyalty.

One CiC officer remarked that “sakakida would be a more valuable man 
to him than would gen. Yamashita, because of the knowledge sakakida had of 
collaborationist activities in Manila.” For months after the liberation of Manila, 
Komori could find no trace of sakakida.7

the u.s. Army liberated thousands of other American soldiers and civilian 
internees who along with tens of thousands of Filipino soldiers and civilians had 
spent the war under atrocious conditions. Many more had died before liberation. 
MacArthur was particularly shocked to learn of a massacre of nearly 150 American 
prisoners of war on Palawan in December 1944 and feared that the Japanese might 
massacre their prisoners rather than let them fall into Allied hands. Mounting 
evidence of Japanese atrocities further inflamed hatred of the Japanese as a “cruel 
race.” On 30 January 1945, American Alamo scouts and rangers and Philippine 
guerrillas slipped behind Japanese lines to liberate 500 internees at Cabanatuan. 
On 24 February another raid liberated 2,147 internees at Los Baños.8

the Nisei in the Philippines were painfully aware that they faced racial hatred. 
sgt. george i. Nakamura from santa Cruz, California, had been a pre-med student 
at the university of California before the war. He had volunteered for the language 
school from a relocation camp in November 1942 against his father’s wishes. in 
February 1945 he wrote to a former high school teacher in California:

One thing that i find amusing is that some of the Filipinos cannot understand why i am 
in the united states Army. “gawds,” they say, “what’s a Jap doing in the division C.P.!” i 
try to explain how my folks have been in America for 35 years and that i’m an American 
born, educated and indoctrinated with American ideals but some of them seem dubious of 
it all. At least at first they seem bewildered.9

Racial hatred also engendered incidents more threatening than amusing. t3g. 
iwao Roy Kawashiri and his language officer visited an American unit on Negros 

7 interv, Ann Bray with Arthur Komori, 1955, p. 18, in Harrington Papers; Memo, 441st CiC 
Detachment, sub: sakakida, Richard Motoso, 12 Nov 45; Arthur Komori, Biography, Military 
intelligence service Club of Northern California (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as 
MisNorCal Bios); ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii 
pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence service Veter-
ans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 35. All CiC detachments in the southwest Pacific Area were consoli-
dated into the 441st CiC Detachment on 25 June 1945.

8 D. Clayton James, the years of Macarthur, 3 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1975), 2: 
512–13, 642–43; Robert L. eichelberger, our Jungle road to tokyo (New York: Viking, 1950), p. 
206; e. Bartlett Kerr, surrender and survival: the experience of american poWs in the pacific, 
1941–1945 (New York: William Morrow, 1985), pp. 212–15.

9 Ltr, george i. Nakamura to Mr. C. e. Fehliman, 26 February 1945.
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in April or May 1945. (Kawashiri had graduated in April 1942 with the first class 
from Crissy Field and had served with the Americal Division for three years on 
Bougainville, Leyte, and Cebu.) the lieutenant went to the officers’ mess tent, and 
Kawashiri got into the mess line for the enlisted men. suddenly, a Philippine scout 
pointed to Kawashiri and began shouting, “An enemy soldier!” the mess sergeant 
placed his hand on the Nisei’s shoulder, and another Filipino soldier took the plate 
of food from his hands. Kawashiri quickly pulled out his dog tags and explained 
he was an interpreter from division headquarters, but the soldiers remained uncon-
vinced. “the Philippine scouts with their long machetes made me feel a bit ner-
vous,” Kawashiri recalled; and he began looking for his lieutenant, who appeared 
at a run. After that, Kawashiri always made sure he was accompanied by his lan-
guage officer or another Caucasian.10

the campaign in the Philippines yielded thousands of Japanese prisoners of 
war, in part because the Americans employed psychological warfare to an extent 
not previously seen in the theater. Brig. gen. Bonner Fellers established the theater 
Psychological Warfare Branch in June 1944 and in the spring of 1945 developed a 
comprehensive strategy for psychological warfare against Japan.11 Colonel Mashbir 
also had a strong interest in psychological warfare and assigned several Atis Nisei 
to work with captured Japanese prisoners of war (nineteen by May 1945) to develop 
leaflets. in March 1945 they developed a newspaper-style leaflet, the rakkasan 
[parachute] News, which was dropped in large quantities over Japanese-held areas 
of the Philippines and eventually over the Japanese home islands.12

in March the Psychological Warfare Branch asked Atis for two Nisei to use 
as radio announcers. Mashbir asked for volunteers with broadcast experience, tell-
ing them:

this is an extremely dangerous thing to ask any Nisei to do. in fact, from the instant you 
leave here you will be traveling under a false name, because i know that should your 
names become known dire vengeance will be wreaked on your relatives in Japan. Not 

10 iwao Roy Kawashiri, in “First Class,” ed. David W. swift, Jr., p. 13, unpubl Ms, Mar 00, copy 
in author’s files; Ltr, Roy Kawashiri to Joseph Harrington, 7 December 1977, Harrington Papers; 
Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 292. in January 1946 a group of Nisei linguists stationed in Manila 
complained of a “hostile attitude” and threats of violence from the Filipino population: “Army Will 
Act to Protect Nisei gis in Philippines,” pacific Citizen, 19 Jan 46.

11 Atis History, pp. 63–64; usAFPAC, “Report on Psychological Warfare in the southwest 
Pacific Area 1944–45,” Record group (Rg) 4, Psychological Warfare, MacArthur Memorial, 
Library and Archives, Norfolk, Va.; “Basic Military Plan for Psychological Warfare against Japan 
with Appendices and Minutes of the Conference on Psychological Warfare against Japan, 7–8 May 
1945,” Bonner Fellers Papers, Hoover institution Archives, stanford university.

12 sample issues of rakkasan News can be found in Atis History, plate 13; Allison B. gilm-
ore, you Can’t fight tanks with Bayonets: psychological Warfare against the Japanese army in 
the southwest pacific (Lincoln: university of Nebraska Press, 1998), p. 141. the rakkasan News 
sometimes used cartoons from existing Japanese publications. One popular Japanese manga artist, 
Yokoyama Ryuchi, recognized his drawings in the American leaflets and after the war asked the 
u.s. Army for royalties. Haruko taya Cook and theodore F. Cook, Japan at War: an oral history 
(New York: New Press, 1992), pp. 471–72.
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only that but you will be the first Nisei to arrive in Manila and the Filipino guerrillas may 
mistake you for Japanese in disguise and kill you. therefore this job calls not only for 
ability and intelligence but nerve.13

s.sgt. Clifford P. Konno and sgt. John Masuda volunteered and were flown 
from Brisbane to Manila. in June MisLs sent ten more Nisei directly from 
Minnesota led by enlisted instructors M.sgts. Masao Harold Onishi and Yoshio 
Kenneth Harano.14 Onishi had witnessed the first bombs falling on American soil. 
Born and raised in a fishing village close to Pearl Harbor, he had worked his way 
through the university of Hawaii as a Japanese-language announcer for KgMB in 
Honolulu. On 7 December 1941, he saw the Japanese airplanes strike Pearl Harbor. 
When the uss arizona exploded and hot metal pieces landed in his yard, he threw 
his family into his car and drove away. “i looked out the car window and saw the 
flag of the Rising sun on the planes. then i realized it was Japan attacking us.” 
He volunteered for the language school and upon graduation was held back as an 
instructor. Now he had a chance to speak directly to the Japanese people.15

sixth Army established a central POW camp on Luzon, known as POW Camp 
No. 1, or LuPOW, near New Bilibid Prison outside Manila. Dozens of Nisei inter-
preters were assigned to interrogate over 5,000 prisoners and help with camp 
administration. eighth Army established a similar camp on Leyte.16 the Japanese 
prisoners had endured American firepower, the tropical environment, the self-
destructive urges of their own leaders, little food, poor medical support, and the 
hatred of the Filipinos. the Nisei encountered a variety of other Japanese persons, 
soldiers and sailors, civilians (especially in the southern Philippines), as well as 
forced laborers and “comfort women” from Korea and taiwan.

Many Japanese were surprised to meet the Nisei. One well-educated prisoner 
captured on Mindoro in January 1945 was a literary critic, shōhei ōoka, who 
spoke english. When a Nisei came to interrogate him, ōoka was shocked. “i could 
hardly believe that i would meet a Japanese man in such excellent health at this 
place, only a few miles removed from where my outfit had been so ravaged by 
disease. Never did i feel more painfully the meaning of defeat than when i saw this 
man of Japanese blood dressed in an American uniform.”17

13 sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953), p. 245.
14 “Konno gets Bars; grads Hope to Broadcast from tokyo,” yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45, p. 5.
15 Masao Harold Onishi, MisNorCal Bio.
16 Yoshito iwamoto, in Mis in the War against Japan, ed. stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsu-

neishi (Washington, D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 1995), pp. 39–41. the Atis 
History, p. 17, says that 5,410 prisoners were examined at New Bilibid up to 1 september 1945. 
After the war the LuPOW prisoner population peaked at 80,000.

17 After the war ōoka described the collapse of Japanese forces in the Philippines, his capture, 
and his imprisonment on Leyte. Ōoka shōhei, taken Captive: a Japanese poW’s story, trans. and 
ed. Wayne P. Lammers (New York: John Wiley & sons, 1996), p. 34. He also drew upon his experi-
ences to write a widely acclaimed novel, fires on the plain (New York: Knopf, 1957), and reite 
senki [Military record of the Leyte operation] (tokyo: Chūō Kōronsha, shōwa, 1971).
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Another prisoner, Japanese naval lieutenant Kiyofumi Kojima, had wandered 
the hills of northern Luzon for weeks trying to avoid Philippine guerrillas. When 
he finally surrendered to an American unit, he met his first Nisei, “a Japanese in 
an American uniform. i can’t tell you how strange that felt. He questioned us, but 
this time in Japanese. until then, i’d been using my very limited english.” the 
Americans then took him to meet a Nisei first lieutenant: “He was unarmed. He 
took me to his own room. ‘Mr. Kojima,’ he asked me, ‘would you like coffee or 
tea?’ Coffee, i replied. then he pulled out a bag of cookies. We’d been told it was 
our duty to endure privation to the moment of victory. We hadn’t had such luxuri-
ous things for years. He just opened the bag and dumped them on the table. ‘go 
ahead,’ he said. ‘Please eat.’” the two “enemies” enjoyed a long conversation.

He informed me that his grandmother and grandfather lived in Hiroshima, and asked 
me what i thought of Nisei soldiers. Did i hate them? i realized he was genuinely wor-
ried about that, which was why he was being so kind to me. it gave me confidence. “You 
were born in America,” i replied. “You’re fighting for your country, America. i have no 
ill feelings about that.” He was like me, and i did the same thing for my country. then 
he told me about how Japanese-Americans were horribly ill-treated in America, that they 
were placed in camps, and still oppressed even though the outstanding record of the all-
Nisei 442d Regimental Combat team had changed the situation a little. We chatted until 
ten-thirty at night, and i learned that there were people who were suffering because they 
belonged to neither country.18

the Nisei’s friendly approach won the prisoner’s confidence. Kojima subsequently 
was transferred to Hawaii, where he helped monitor Japanese radio broadcasts and 
draft propaganda materials.

More intelligence came from captured documents, of which one collection was 
particularly noteworthy. the u.s. Navy found the heavy cruiser Nachi, the flag-
ship of the Japanese Fifth Fleet, sitting on the bottom of Manila Bay where it had 
rested since being sunk in November 1944. in April 1945 Navy divers explored the 
wreck and found a complete library of all plans and orders issued by the imperial 
Japanese Navy since 1941. seventh Fleet requested an immediate translation, 
and Atis assigned almost every officer to the task for six weeks. the resulting 
translations were later called “the most completely authentic exposition of current 
Japanese naval doctrine then in Allied hands, detailed information being included 
relative to the composition and command structure of the entire imperial fleet.”19 
Among them, for example, was the operational order for the Pearl Harbor attack.

18 Cook and Cook, Japan at War, pp. 373–82. Kiyofumi Kojima tells the same story in the Color 
of honor, documentary film, Loni Ding, prod., Vox Productions, 1987.

19 Atis History, p. 13; “Navy Operation Plans and Orders, 1941–1944, Recovered from CA 
NACHi,” Atis Limited Distribution translations (LDt), no. 39, pts. 1–12, 22 Apr–18 Aug 45; 
Atis History, pp. 13, 49–50; John Prados, Combined fleet Decoded: the secret history of ameri-
can intelligence and the Japanese Navy in World War ii (New York: Random House, 1995), pp. 
698–99; John Prados, “the spies at the Bottom of the sea,” MhQ 6, no. 2 (Winter 1994): 39–47.
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American soldiers were just as curious as the Japanese prisoners about the 
Nisei. in early 1945 2d Lt. Yoshikazu Yamada, a Nisei from Hawaii, met sgt. 
Norman Mailer in the Philippines. Yamada was a university of Hawaii gradu-
ate and had been a graduate student at the university of Michigan until he was 
drafted in April 1941. in 1944 he was assigned to the 112th Cavalry RCt, where 
he earned a direct commission. Mailer, a Harvard graduate, had joined the regi-
mental intelligence and reconnaissance platoon for the Luzon Campaign. He had 
dreams of writing the great novel of the war, which was published in 1948 as the 
Naked and the Dead. in it he describes an encounter between a Nisei lieutenant, 
“tom Wakara,” and a Navy language officer. Mailer portrays the Navy language 
officer as a blustering hypocrite, who tells another officer, “You know our Jap 
translators are overrated. i do all the work in our unit, of course i’m in charge, but 
Wakara isn’t much help at all. i’m always having to correct his translations.” the 
fictional Nisei, a sensitive and cultured Kibei, can read the captured diaries with 
more empathy than the officer, even though the Japanese philosophy seems ulti-
mately futile to him. He also understands that he will never gain acceptance from 
Caucasians such as this naval officer. the Nisei is “a little tired of being treated as 
a freak,” Mailer concludes. “He was alone, a wise man without a skin.” 20

Other Nisei wrestled with their sense of identity between the two cultures, 
sometimes in unexpected ways. t.sgt. Masaji gene uratsu was assigned to the 
158th Regimental Combat team. A Kibei and graduate of the first class at Crissy 
Field, uratsu had already earned a Bronze star on New guinea. A few days after 
landing on Luzon, the 158th RCt captured a huge supply dump “full of Japanese 
beer, sake, whiskey, Chinese medicinal wine, and all kinds of Japanese foodstuff.” 
the language team held “a victory celebration of sorts, . . . a rip-roaring evening 
spent enjoying the spoils of war with our friends from headquarters,” after which 
they stumbled into their cots. the next morning he awoke with “a terrific hang-
over.” He rolled to the edge of his bunk and opened his eyes:

i happened to look down and there was a most ugly looking Japanese soldier star-
ing at me. i had my gun, i had my machete within easy reach, but i knew that if i made 
even a slightest movement of muscle, he’s gonna shoot me. so i thought Jesus Christ, 
there goes gene uratsu. But since i gotta go, i gotta remember this guy to the Devil or 
wherever i’m going.

so i took a good hard look at the guy. . . . And i looked at him again and i said i’ve 
seen this guy. i’ve seen this guy. . . . so again i looked at him. then all of a sudden i real-
ized i was looking at my own reflection.

He was looking into his shaving mirror that had fallen under his cot.21

20 Norman Mailer, the Naked and the Dead (New York: Henry Holt, 1998), pp. 244–49. Yamada 
was assigned to the Air Corps in the Philippines in November 1941. He suffered a noncombat injury 
and was evacuated to Australia, where he was assigned to Atis. Yamada later commented, “the 
story [in Mailer’s novel] seems to parallel my own actual experience with a white lieutenant who 
was also a language officer.” tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 85.

21 Masaji gene uratsu, in swift, “First Class,” pp. 20–21; Anthony Arthur, Bushmasters (New 
York: st. Martin’s, 1987), p. 197; Masaji gene uratsu presentation, in saga of the Mis.
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the Luzon Campaign caused sergeant Nakamura to reflect on his reasons 
for fighting. He had seen his friend and team chief, sgt. terry Mizutari, killed on 
New guinea in June 1944. After visiting Manila on pass, he wrote home: “it’s all 
wrecked now by the war, but i can see how it might have been in peacetime. Most 
of the buildings have been ruined either by artillery shells or bombs. there is so 
much waste connected with a war.” 22 He celebrated his twenty-first birthday that 
May, but his teammates with the 6th infantry Division still called him one of the 
“babies” of the outfit. the division continued fighting stubborn Japanese resis-
tance in northern Luzon, and in June Nakamura wrote to his sister:

We have been more than just busy the last month and a half. since coming to this new area 
we have had no day when we could relax and take it easy. it is the busiest we have been 
since coming overseas and it is more than i ever expected to see out here. Lately we have 
had so many prisoners that we just keep ourselves busy interrogating them all day long. 
then we have to type up the reports so the day never seems to end.23

On 29 June a patrol from the 63d infantry encountered some Japanese hold-
outs and called to division for an interpreter. Nakamura was chosen. Another Nisei 
later recalled that “usually we said our good-byes to all our teammates, knowing 
the ferocity of battle up front,” but Nakamura “left that day without a word.” When 
he reached the front lines, he found that the patrol had a small group of Japanese 
soldiers surrounded. Nakamura called for them to surrender to no avail. “Although 
he knew that he could be observed by the enemy, believing that they had not heard 
his calls, he crawled to within twenty-five yards of the emplacement, where he 
rose, exposing himself to view, and again called to the enemy encouraging them to 
surrender. the enemy’s response was a single shot which fatally wounded [him].” 
the 6th infantry Division awarded Nakamura the silver star posthumously.24

While the sixth Army liberated Luzon, eighth Army swept through the 
southern Philippines with five infantry divisions. Lt. gen. Robert L. eichelberger 
boasted that “in one forty-four-day time period alone these troops conducted four-
teen major landings and twenty-four minor ones, thus rolling up an average of a 
landing every day and a half.” 25

the campaign began on 28 February, when the 186th Regimental Combat team 
landed on Palawan, and culminated on 17 April with the landing on Mindanao, the 
second largest island in the Philippines and the location of its second largest city, 

22 Ltr, Nakamura, 14 May 1945, Historical Files, Defense Language institute Foreign Language 
Center (DLiFLC), Monterey, Calif.

23 Ltr, Nakamura, 7 June 1945, DLiFLC.
24 HQ, 6th inf Div, general Orders no. 139, 18 Jul 45; Kiyo Fujimura, “they told Me ‘g.i.’ 

K.i.A.,” in John aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american soldiers in the Military intelligence ser-
vice, World War ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi (Los Angeles: Military intelligence service Club of south-
ern California, 1988), p. 95; Min Hara, in ibid, p. 74; Nob Yamashita, “Fighting My Ancestors: the 
Autobiography of a Nisei,” p. 22, unpubl Ms, n.d. in 1980 DLiFLC dedicated an academic building 
to Nakamura on the Presidio of Monterey, California.

25 eichelberger, our Jungle road to tokyo, p. 200.
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Davao City. Mindanao held about 20,000 Japanese civilians and 43,000 Japanese 
troops. Wresting control of the island took two American divisions and thousands 
of Philippine guerrillas ten weeks at a cost of over 3,000 American casualties. 
the Nisei played a key role in eighth Army operations. As a one-time intelligence 
officer, eichelberger liked to interrogate prisoners himself with the help of a Nisei 
interpreter.26 At regiment and division command posts, the Nisei translated docu-
ments, interrogated captured prisoners, and persuaded small groups of enemy sol-
diers to surrender.

elsewhere in the south Pacific, hundreds of thousands of bypassed Japanese 
troops held out in New guinea, the solomons, Rabaul, and elsewhere, subsisting 
on whatever foods they could grow for themselves. During 1944 the Americans 
treated them to occasional bombing raids or guerrilla harassment but otherwise 
left them undisturbed. As American combat units shifted to the Philippines, the 
Australian government adopted a more aggressive strategy. After November 
1944 the First Australian Army began to eliminate Japanese forces using three 
Australian divisions. As these Australian units took over from American units, 
they were often disappointed at the lack of intelligence from the Americans. For 
the most part, American units in the rear areas had not been patrolling aggressive-
ly. the Australians learned that “information of enemy strength and dispositions 
was extremely limited. Apart from the enemy forces immediately in front of them 
the Americans could supply very little information.” 27 However, Atis provided 
each Australian brigade with several American Nisei, a dozen of whom received 
Australian commendations.28

the Australian ii Corps and 3d Division covered Bougainville and the solomon 
islands. When the Australians took over in October 1944, American intelligence 
officers assured them there were only 12,000 Japanese soldiers remaining on 
Bougainville. Australian intelligence officers revised this to 25,000. At the end of 
the war, the true number turned out to be 40,000.29

Bypassed Japanese forces could still be dangerous. As late as April 1945 the 
Japanese on Bougainville launched a surprise offensive against the Australians.30 
From the autumn of 1944 until the summer of 1945, about 2,100 Australian soldiers 
were killed or wounded in the solomons. Life for Nisei with Australian units was 
seldom easy. they faced tropical diseases and the hazards of combat and missed 
the comradeship of their Nisei comrades. t4g. Robert t. “Rusty” Kimura from 
sacramento, California, was assigned to Bougainville and would far rather have 
been assigned to an American outfit. the Australians offered him an Australian 

26 see Jay Luvaas, ed., Dear Miss em: general eichelberger’s War in the pacific, 1942–1945 
(Westport, Conn.: greenwood Press, 1972), pp. 232, 245–46, 249–50, 282.

27 gavin Long, ed., australia in the War of 1939–1945, ser. 1, vol. 7, the final Campaigns (Can-
berra: Australian War Memorial, 1963), p. 611.

28 Atis History, app. 12, Decorations, Awards, and Commendations. intervs, author with Paul 
t. Bannai, 11 sep 96; with Yasuo Ace Fukai, 9 sep 96; with Robert t. “Rusty” Kimura, 9 sep 96.

29 Long, final Campaigns, pp. 100–103.
30 ibid., pp. 181–83.
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uniform, but he insisted on wearing his American uniform. it was seven long 
months before he saw Atis again.31 

On New guinea, beginning in December 1944, the 6th Australian Division 
fought at Aitape and elsewhere. Over the next eight months 1,800 Australian sol-
diers were killed or wounded. three Nisei were assigned to the 16th Brigade on 
New guinea. the Australians gave the Nisei “Digger” campaign hats in place of the 
heavy American helmets, and the Nisei enjoyed the daily tea breaks. these Nisei 
“Yanks” proved their value many times over. One captured document, a Japanese 
operation order, gave the time and place for a submarine pickup off Aitape. the 
Nisei translated it, and the Australians intercepted and destroyed the submarine.32

31 interv, author with Kimura, 9 sep 96.
32 Richard Oguro, in sempai gumi, ed. Richard s. Oguro (Honolulu: Mis Veterans of Hawaii, 

ca. 1981), pp. 171–73.

a Nisei (with back to camera) helps general eichelberger question a Japanese 
soldier, Zamboanga, 10 March 1945.
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On New Britain, the Australians bottled up the Japanese fortress of Rabaul, 
once the main objective for Allied operations in the region. American intelligence 
assured the Australians that only 38,000 Japanese Army personnel were inside. 
(the correct number turned out to be 93,000.) the 5th Australian Division took 
over operations on the island and gradually cleared Japanese from all but the east-
ern end, Rabaul itself. A Nisei, t5g. Larry tamotsu Mizumoto, served for a while 
with the Australians on New Britain but suffered a breakdown and was evacuated 
for medical treatment.33

in May 1945 the Australian i Corps captured the oil-rich island of Borneo. 
several American Nisei, including Paul t. Bannai, landed with the Australians. 
Bannai had been born in Colorado, where his father and grandfather were both 
coalminers, and had volunteered for language training from the Manzanar reloca-
tion camp. the Aussies outfitted him with an Australian uniform and the wide-
brimmed Digger campaign hat.34

sporadic fighting continued in the south Pacific long after organized resis-
tance had been crushed. the African American 93d infantry Division patrolled 
Morotai in the spring and summer of 1945, assisted by an Atis Nisei team. On 2 
August a patrol from the 93d Cavalry Reconnaissance troop captured the Japanese 
colonel commanding the island. the division awarded silver stars to four patrol 
members, including Nisei t3g. stanley J. Nakanishi.35

india-Burma and China

By early 1945 the united states had committed two infantry regiments and 
thousands of trainers, advisers, support units, and Army Air Forces elements to 
the China and india-Burma theaters.36 (see Map 11.) As Chinese and u.s. forces 
advanced in the north, British Commonwealth forces advanced from india and 
drove the Japanese from Burma. in February 1945 the stilwell Road opened from 
Burma to China and American advisers prepared the Chinese Army for an offen-
sive that would drive the Japanese Army to the coast. the XX Bomber Command 
flew B–29 superfortresses from airfields in india and China to attack Japanese 
targets in southeast Asia and Japan proper. By this time about 140 Nisei were 
already serving in the region; over the next six months another ninety joined them. 

33 Hawaii-born Mizumoto volunteered for the 442d RCt at age nineteen in 1943 and was 
selected instead for language training. One source states he was evacuated for a tropical disease, 
another says battle neurosis. He was hospitalized in Chicago, where he jumped off a bridge to his 
death on 8 July 1945. “Open Verdict Returned in Jap-American gi’s Death,” Chicago Daily tri-
bune, 10 Jul 45; “Wounded Nisei soldier Plunges to Death in Chicago,” pacific Citizen, 21 Jul 45; 
in freedom’s Cause (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1949), p. 94.

34 interv, author with Paul t. Bannai, 11 sep 96; Paul t. Bannai, MisNorCal Bio; Bannai pre-
sentation, in saga of the Mis.

35 elliott V. Converse iii, et al., the exclusion of Black soldiers from the Medal of honor in 
World War ii (Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland & Co., 1997), pp. 146, 159.

36 in October 1944 the War Department (WD) divided the command into the China theater and 
a separate india-Burma theater.
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Fifty worked in the southeast Asia translator and interrogation Center (seAtiC) 
in New Delhi. some lived like colonial pashas, with servants and travel opportuni-
ties. Others accompanied British and indian divisions and psychological warfare 
teams on the front lines. two dozen were assigned to the 6th Radio squadron 
Mobile (RsM) monitoring Japanese air-ground radio traffic, “a routine, dull and 
unglamorous task, far from the field of battle,” recalled one Nisei. “the most we 
suffered were dysentery and malaria.” in diverse ways they made significant con-
tributions to the Allied victory.37

Merrill’s Marauders had proven at great cost that American ground forces 
could contribute to victory in Burma. the 5332d Brigade, or marS task Force, 
continued the push into northern Burma. the 475th infantry made first contact 
with the Japanese in mid-December, and the 124th Cavalry entered the fight in 
mid-January. s.sgt. Kazuo Komoto, a veteran of fighting in the solomon islands, 
led ten Nisei with the 475th infantry. t.sgt. Kan tagami, a former MisLs enlisted 

37 tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 72–73. One Nisei, t.sgt. Russell takeo Fujino, was killed 
in Burma on 4 August 1945. He was not an MisLs graduate but had been sent to Burma in March 
1945 with a u.s. Army medical unit. “Nisei sergeant Reported Killed in Action in Burma,” pacific 
Citizen, 1 sep 45.

george s. harada, arthur t. Morimitsu, and tom tsutsumi tsunoda prepare to 
enter Burma with the 124th Cavalry regimental Combat team, part of the mars 

task force, 19 December 1944.
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instructor, led fifteen Nisei with the 124th Cavalry.38 From January through March 
the marS task Force, supplied only by air, maneuvered and fought over several 
hundred miles of mountain ranges and treacherous rivers. its members fought the 
terrain, the climate, various illnesses, and on occasion, the enemy. One Nisei, 
Arthur t. Morimitsu, recalled:

the one-month forced march in December over some of the roughest terrain in the world 
took us through dense jungle growths, up narrow mountain passes eight thousand feet 
high and swift streams that we forded waist-deep. Because of manpower shortage we also 
ended up as probably one of the first Nisei muleskinners in the CBi. Hanging onto the lead 
mule’s tail helped on those steep terrains where we marched ten minutes and took five. 
the pack mules carried weapons, ammo and other materiels [sic]. We carried our own 
essentials—blanket, poncho, canteen, machete, trench shovel and carbine.39

 “Before the first skirmish with the enemy,” he recalled, “the texans wondered 
what we Nisei were doing in their outfit. After the first initial contact the entire 
brass of the regiment crowded into our makeshift shelter at night to check out dia-
ries and documents brought in by some of the troopers.”40

tagami remembered that at MisLs the Nisei had been taught: “Keep your 
team together and don’t go into combat because you’re not supposed to be combat 
trained.” in Burma, this proved impossible, as tagami and the other Nisei frequent-
ly volunteered for patrols. One time tagami almost learned his lesson the hard way 
when his reconnaissance patrol became surrounded and their Kachin irregulars 
melted away. tagami could hear the Japanese soldiers closing in on them as they 
shouted “go left, go left, they’re over there.” He relayed the Japanese commands to 
the other members of the patrol, and they successfully eluded their pursuers.41

A few Nisei were attached to the Chinese New First Army. sgt. Frank t. 
tokubo served with the Chinese until the capture of Lashio in March 1945. One 
of his duties was to fly over Japanese lines in an L–5 liaison aircraft to broadcast 
surrender messages through a loudspeaker. His aircraft was struck by ground fire 
on two occasions, but each time it landed safely in Chinese positions. the Chinese 
awarded tokubo their equivalent of the silver star.42 Other Nisei were attached to 
the British Fourteenth Army. t4g. samuel t. Harano, a Kibei from Hawaii, fought 
from November 1944 with the indian 19th Division, the first division to cross the 

38 interv, author with Kan tagami, 7 Dec 94; interv, author with toshio uesato, 21 Aug 95; 
“Waipahu soldier [toshi uesato] tells of Life with Mars task Force in Burma,” honolulu adver-
tiser, 29 Apr 45.

39 Arthur t. Morimitsu, MisNorCal Bio.
40 ibid. For another first-person account written in verse, see toma tasaki, “the Journey of the 

Men of Mars,” unpubl Ms, n.d.
41 interv, author with tagami, 7 Dec 94.
42 “sgt. tokubo Reported Only Nisei Attached to Chinese unit,” pacific Citizen, Jun 46; Har-

rington, yankee samurai, p. 249.
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irrawaddy. He then joined the indian 5th Division, which led the final drive to 
Rangoon in April 1945.43

the Office of strategic services (Oss) had begun guerrilla operations 
in Burma in 1943, borrowing a few Nisei as needed from other commands. in 
November 1944 fourteen specially selected Nisei arrived to provide language sup-
port. seven under 1st Lts. Junichi Buto and Ralph t. Yempuku were assigned to 
Oss Detachment 101, which numbered 131 officers, 418 American enlisted men, 
and some 9,000 native guerrillas principally from the Kachin tribes. the Nisei 
were assigned to small teams and often inserted by parachute into remote jungle 
camps behind Japanese lines. 1st Lt. Richard K. Betsui and four Nisei joined Oss 
Detachment 202 in Kunming, China; two others were assigned to New Delhi.44

Yempuku, a graduate of the university of Hawaii, had volunteered for the 442d 
RCt and volunteered a second time for the Oss. soon after his arrival, he fell ill 
with malaria. When he recovered, he flew to Oss Detachment 101 headquarters at 
Myitkyina and then went forward to join a Kachin battalion in which half a dozen 
American officers led 150–200 lightly armed Kachin rangers. Yempuku was the 
only Japanese-speaker with the outfit and for a time even commanded a Kachin 
ranger company. Yempuku had three younger brothers living in Japan and often 
wondered as he prepared attacks on Japanese troops: “Jesus! What would happen 
if one of my brothers is in that convoy? What if my brother is among the prison-
ers i have to interrogate? . . . so much of war is placing personal feelings aside.” 
He later learned that all three brothers had served in the imperial Japanese Army, 
none in Burma.45

Detachment 101 saw its heaviest fighting in May and June 1945, killing 
1,200 Japanese while losing 300 of its own. For this the unit was awarded the 
Distinguished unit Citation. in July the detachment was inactivated and most of 
its personnel transferred to Kunming, where Oss Detachment 202 had set up 
a training camp for Chinese guerrillas. the detachment also inserted American 
teams behind Japanese lines in south China, including s.sgt. Roy Matsumoto, a 
Merrill’s Marauders veteran, who served near the French indochina border.46

After the victory in Burma Lord Louis Mountbatten prepared to liberate 
Malaya and singapore with amphibious landings set for early september. For this 
he would need even more Japanese linguists. in April 1945 “the British Chiefs of 
staff Joint intelligence Committee considered a report drawing attention to the 
lack of Japanese language personnel in south-east Asia Command,” according 
to Japanese Canadian author Roy ito. “seAtiC was short of trained linguists 

43 samuel t. Harano, “My india-Burma Odyssey,” unpubl Ms.
44 Calvin tottori, “the Oss Niseis in the China-Burma-india theater,” 2d ed., unpubl Ms, 

2001, copy in author’s files.
45 tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 75–76; tomi Kaizawa Knaefler, our house Divided: 

seven Japanese american families in World War ii (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1991), 
pp. 88–95; interv, Andrew Cox with Ralph Yempuku, n.d.

46 John Morozumi also served with the Oss in China. Harrington, yankee samurai,  
pp. 302–03.
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and unable to function as a viable unit. the situation was considered desper-
ate.”47 the first twelve Canadian Nisei arrived in Bombay on 21 April 1945, led 
by Pvt. Albert takimoto, a Canadian Nisei graduate of the university of British 
Columbia. they were distributed among various British headquarters in india 
and Burma, including psychological warfare units. Like the American Nisei, they 
sought to fight for their country and prove their loyalty. Leaving for overseas 
service “was a hard decision to make,” one Canadian Nisei wrote his wife upon 
arrival in india, “but i wanted all of us to be able to hold our heads up when we 
walk the streets again.”48

in China, American advisers worked to strengthen the Chinese Nationalist 
Army. in return, American intelligence officers hoped to learn more about 
Japanese forces in China. the g–2 of u.s. Forces in the China theater was a pre-
war Japanese-language attaché, Col. Joseph K. Dickey, who had helped organize 
the Fourth Army intelligence school in 1941 and served as its director of training 
until 1943. Working with Dickey in Chungking was Lt. Col. John Burden, who 
had led the first group of Nisei to the south Pacific. in May 1945 Burden escorted 
a high-ranking Japanese prisoner of war to the united states. While there, he visit-
ed MisLs and requested two Nisei who had served with him in the south Pacific, 
t.sgt. tateshi Miyasaki and 2d Lt. shigeo Yasutake. By that summer Burden had 
about forty Nisei, including eight veterans of Merrill’s Marauders, at the sino 
interrogation and translation Center (siNtiC). six other Nisei were assigned to 
Fourteenth Air Force.49 in Chungking, sergeant tokubo and another Nisei were 
placed in charge of a camp for 3,000 Japanese prisoners of war. several Japanese 
political exiles who had sought the protection of the Chinese government also 
lived in Chungking.50

in early 1945 the Office of War information (OWi) sent its psychological war-
fare team with eight Nisei from Ledo to Kunming and then to Chungking. t.sgt. 
Koji Ariyoshi was shocked at how the Nationalist Chinese were treating Japanese 
prisoners of war in Kunming and a group of Korean comfort women who had been 
captured with the Japanese, compared to how well the Chinese Communists were 
treating Japanese prisoners being “re-educated” in Yenan. Nationalist government 
officials refused his request to use one or two prisoners for propaganda work, as 
the OWi had done in Burma. Another Nisei, t3g. Howard Furumoto, a veteran 
of Merrill’s Marauders, was assigned to Oss Detachment 203 in Chungking in 
March to develop “black” propaganda. His clever fabrications included a patent 

47 Roy ito, We Went to War: the story of the Japanese Canadians Who served during the first 
and second World Wars (stittsville, Ontario: Canada’s Wings, 1984), p. 163.

48 ito, We Went to War, p. 238. see also “Describe Departure of First Canadian Volunteers,” 
pacific Citizen, 14 Jul 45; “Canadian Nisei troops Active in east Asia,” pacific Citizen, 24 Nov 45.

49 interv, author with John A. Burden, 5 Dec 94; interv, Loni Ding with John A. Burden, 30 sep 
86, NJAHs; tateshi Miyasaki, in swift, “First Class”; sohei Yamate, in Japanese eyes, american 
heart: personal reflections of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei soldiers (Honolulu: tendai educa-
tional Foundation, 1998), pp. 299, 301–02.

50 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 297–98.
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medicine poster that exaggerated the disease risks for Japanese troops in China 
and a leaflet that “exposed” a nonexistent plot by Japanese militarists to depose 
the emperor. that summer he was given a field commission. in July a separate 
group of twenty-seven civilian Nisei arrived in Calcutta to develop propaganda for 
the Oss Morale Operations Branch; five proceeded to Kunming on 1 August.51

in mid-1945 the u.s. observer group in Yenan, the Dixie Mission, had three 
Nisei.52 two more arrived in July and August 1945. t4g. george i. Nakamura and 
t4g. shoso Nomura had been in Yenan since the summer of 1944, doing Japanese 
order of battle under Ray Cromley, a Wall street Journal correspondent in tokyo 
before the war and now an Oss major. sergeant Ariyoshi worked for the Office 
of War information, studying propaganda techniques that the Communists were 
using to “re-educate” Japanese prisoners of war. He served as informal liaison 
with Japanese Communist leaders in exile in Yenan. He also met opponents of 
the Nationalists such as Madame sun Yat-sen (soong Ch’ing-ling). “she seemed 
interested in the Nisei during our conversation,” Ariyoshi recalled. “she knew a 
great deal about the evacuation and about the [100th infantry Battalion and 442d 
RCt]. she was proud of the Nisei role in the war of liberation, as she called it. she 
said it was remarkable that my people were coming through the evacuation experi-
ences with dignity and new strength.”53

Central pacific

in the Central Pacific, American forces continued on the most direct route 
to Japan, guided by powerful intelligence centers in Hawaii such as the Joint 
intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas (JiCPOA), and the Fleet Radio unit, 
Pacific (FRuPAC). Army officials in Hawaii lifted martial law in October 1944 
but maintained surveillance of the local Japanese population using loyal Nisei 
such as Maj. gero iwai and Lt. Cmdr. Douglas t. Wada and the Nisei-dominated 
emergency service Committee.54

By early 1945 JiCPOA numbered 500 officers and 800 enlisted men. MisLs 
had sent about 160 Nisei to the Central Pacific by this time. in January 1945 the 
school sent another forty and then ten more later that spring. Fifty Nisei worked for 

51 Koji Ariyoshi, from Kona to yenan: the political Memoirs of Koji ariyoshi, ed. Alice M. 
Beechert and edward D. Beechert (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 2000), pp. 158–60; 
interv, author with Howard Furumoto, 8 Dec 94; Howard Furumoto, “Black Propaganda,” student 
paper, 1946, author’s files; Howard schonberger, “Dilemmas of Loyalty: Japanese Americans and 
the Psychological Warfare Campaigns of the Office of strategic services, 1943–45,” amerasia 
Journal 16, no. 1 (1990): 21–38.

52 intervs, author with george i. Nakamura, 6 Dec 94; with shoso Nomura, 10 sep 96; with 
uesato, 21 Aug 95.

53 Ariyoshi, from Kona to yenan, pp. 156–57.
54 tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 31–33; interv, ted tsukiyama with Douglas t. Wada, 21 

Mar 02; gary Y. Okihiro, Cane fires: the anti-Japanese Movement in hawaii, 1865–1945 (Phila-
delphia: temple university Press, 1991), pp. 195–276; tom Coffman, the island edge of america: 
a political history of hawaii (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 2003), pp. 59–105.
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the JiCPOA translation section in a former furniture store in downtown Honolulu. 
this section processed the large number of captured documents that included tech-
nical documents, nautical charts, administrative orders from the Japanese Navy, 
and data on Japanese industries. From the Marianas came crates of captured docu-
ments by the ton. translators culled out documents of potential value and shipped 
the rest to the Pacific Military intelligence Research section in Camp Ritchie, 
Maryland. When Admiral Chester W. Nimitz established an advance headquar-
ters on guam in January 1945, JiCPOA sent an advance intelligence center; the 
translation and interrogation sections remained in Hawaii. About thirteen JiCPOA 
language officers, but no Nisei, went to guam.55 JiCPOA attached Nisei to Army 
and Marine divisions and corps headquarters as needed for specific operations. 
these Nisei were assigned to “intelligence service organizations,” each of which 
had up to seven officers and twenty enlisted men. By the summer of 1945 JiCPOA 
had organized fifteen such teams.56

JiCPOA assigned four intelligence service organizations for the assault on 
iwo Jima (Map 13): one for the V Amphibious Corps and one for each Marine 
division. these teams included more than fifty Nisei. When the Nisei reported to 
Pearl Harbor for boarding, sentries stopped them at the gate because they looked 
Japanese. the Nisei were outraged, and some were angry enough to turn around. 
However, “cool heads prevailed,” recalled M.sgt. Don C. Oka. “We knew that, so 
far, we had done everything right in our duty to our country and weren’t going 
to stop there. After some discussion and with the help of some of the Caucasian 
officers destined for the same ship, we were finally allowed to board. But only 
because those Caucasian officers escorted us.”57

several Nisei, including t5g. terry takeshi Doi, landed with the assault 
waves on 19 February 1945. Before the war, while living in Japan, Doi had been 
conscripted into the imperial Japanese Army. He returned to the united states in 
1941, only to learn that his American citizenship had been revoked because of his 
military service in Japan. While a student at MisLs in 1944, he had his citizen-
ship restored so he could be assigned overseas. On iwo Jima, Doi went “into cave 
after cave with only a flashlight and knife persuading many enemy soldiers to 
come out and surrender.” He was awarded the silver star, and his language officer 
wrote to the judge who had restored his citizenship:

i know you’ll be happy to know that terry did one of the finest pieces of work possible. 
Doi was one of the first gis to land on iwo Jima. the limits of censorship prohibit details, 
but i can say terry is one of the bravest and most capable men i have seen out here—that 

55 W. J. Holmes, Double-edged secrets: U.s. Naval intelligence operations in the pacific dur-
ing World War ii (Annapolis, Md.: Naval institute Press, 1979), pp. 197–99; Paul F. Boller, Jr., 
Memoirs of an obscure professor and other essays (Fort Worth: texas Christian university Press, 
1992), pp. 43–44.

56 Atis History, p. 29.
57 Quote from Don C. Oka, MisNorCal Bio; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 279–80; saga 
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includes Marines as well as Army—and did not hesitate to put his life in great danger 
whenever it was felt that a useful military purpose would thereby be served.58

At least one Mis Nisei, sgt. Mike Masato Deguchi, was wounded while fight-
ing on iwo Jima. While serving with the 8th Radio squadron Mobile, he was seri-
ously injured by a landmine and died soon after the end of the war.59 

Another Nisei on iwo Jima, t3g. James Yoshinobu, at forty-seven was one of 
the oldest serving Mis Nisei. this was his second war: he had served in the u.s. 
Army during the World War i. After that war he earned a degree in electrical engi-
neering from Northwestern university; but, unable to find suitable employment 
in California, he operated a truck farm near Los Angeles before being interned in 
1942. in December 1943 he brought his wife and five children out of the Rohwer 
internment camp to resettle in Chicago and then volunteered for language training. 
He landed with the 4th Marine Division and was also awarded the silver star.60

Ben i. Yamamoto had been assigned to the Byron Hot springs interrogation 
center, but after thirteen months he requested an overseas assignment. He ended 
up with the 4th Marine Division on iwo Jima:

i hit the beach on the fourth day and was greeted by a stack of dead Marines and a 
group of live ones sitting with blank stares. these gyrenes have had it—cracked. they 
were so gung ho on the transport but two or three nights on the front lines broke them. 
this was not an encouraging start for me.

We were assigned an area near the air strip, told to dig in and wait for orders. the first 
night’s mortar barrage was a nightmare, some shrapnels landing too close for comfort. 
Yes, i did regret i didn’t somehow stick it out at Byron.61

the accomplishments of the JiCPOA Nisei were soon common knowledge 
back in Hawaii. the honolulu star-Bulletin praised them in an editorial on 1 
March:

it hardly need be said that the Japanese Americans who face the enemy Japanese in 
this great Pacific battle face a special hazard. For them, if taken prisoner, there will be 
no mercy nor even an easy death. the least they can expect is prolonged torture. For they 

58 “Nisei Who Regained u.s. Citizenship is War Hero,” pacific Citizen, 28 Apr 45; WD Press 
Release, 22 Oct 45.

59 Oda, secret embedded, p. 73. Karl g. Yoneda claimed that Deguchi had been a fellow mem-
ber of the Communist Party. Karl g. Yoneda, ganbatte: sixty-year struggle of a Kibei Worker (Los 
Angeles, Calif.: Asian American studies Center, university of California at Los Angeles, 1983), 
p. 213.

60 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 277; WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45.
61 Quote from Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 70–72; Ben i. Yamamoto, MisNorCal Bio; Japanese 

eyes, american heart, pp. 180–82. see also “Henry Yokoyama: Nisei Recalls Historic iwo Jima 
Battle,” hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93, p. A–21; Public Media Video, “Return to iwo Jima,” videotaped 
presentation, 1985.
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would be regarded by the fanatical Japanese of the imperial forces, not merely as enemy 
combatants, but as traitors to Japan.62 

Navy and Marine language officers from the Boulder school also served on 
the JiCPOA teams. Marine units further relied upon enlisted marines from the 
Japanese-language courses at Camp elliott and Camp Pendleton, California. For 
ship-to-shore radio nets the Marine Corps used Navajo Code talkers. the Navajo 
had “Oriental” features like the Nisei, similarly risked being mistaken for the ene-
my, and were given bodyguards for their protection. A Marine signal officer later 
wrote, “the entire operation was directed by Navajo code. . . .Were it not for the 
Navajos, the marines would never have taken iwo Jima.”63

62 Cited in pacific Citizen, 31 Mar 45. see also “Japanese Americans Are Working with Marines 
in iwo Jima Fight,” honolulu star-Bulletin, 27 Feb 45.

63 “Navajo Code talkers,” in Native america in the twentieth Century: an encyclopedia, ed. 
Mary B. Davis (New York: garland, 1994); Bruce Watson, “Navajo Code talkers: A Few good 

second Lt. Manny goldberg (left) and t.sgt. Ben hirano (third from right, seated) 
question a prisoner, iwo Jima, 25 March 1945.
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the marines declared iwo Jima secure after twenty-six days, but fighting 
continued for months as soldiers and marines rooted out the remaining Japanese 
defenders from tunnels and caves. in April 1945 the 147th infantry began mop-up 
operations and over the next two months killed 1,602 and captured 867 Japanese.64 
the Nisei continued to play a key role in this phase. One battalion commander 
told a reporter: “the Nisei were brought here for office work, and by golly, they’ve 
done better in the field than anyone. they’re really good, no fooling. they try hard 
and they’re smart—really interested in their jobs.”65

Men,” smithsonian (August 1993): 34–42. Four Nisei may have served with Marine radio intel-
ligence platoons on iwo Jima and Okinawa for tactical voice intercept operations.

64 Whitman s. Bartley, iwo Jima: amphibious epic (Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, u.s. 
Marine Corps, 1954), pp. 190–93; george W. garand and truman R. strobridge, history of U.s. 
Marine Corps operations in World War ii, vol. 4, Western pacific operations (Washington, D.C.: 
Historical Division, Headquarters, u.s. Marine Corps, 1971), pp. 703–04; tsukiyama et al., secret 
Valor, pp. 93–94.

65 “Nisei tells Japs in iwo Caves: Come Out—Or stay Forever,” seattle times, 23 Apr 45, 
reprinted as “Nisei Helps take 120 iwo Jima Prisoners,” pacific Citizen, 28 Apr 45.

Nisei language team with the marines in the sands of iwo Jima. starting second 
from left: Ben Kuwahara, george J. Kawamoto, tamotsu Koyanagi, and two other 

Nisei.
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the secretary of the Navy awarded the Navy unit Commendation to all sup-
port units in V Amphibious Corps, including the JiCPOA teams.66 A more mean-
ingful tribute came from Joe Rosenthal, an Associated Press photographer who 
electrified the country with his picture of the flag-raising on Mount suribachi. 
Rosenthal spoke out forcefully against prejudice toward individuals of Japanese 
ancestry in America and called the recent Hood River incident a “crying shame”:

All of those [Nisei] with whom i came into contact are anxious to prove their loyalty 
to this country. Often their anxiety is touching, for they volunteer for all sorts of danger-
ous missions.

Many have paid with their lives, and many more have been wounded. they have 
done an outstanding job for the allied cause and their heroism should be recognized. it 
has been recognized by the marine commanders where i saw them in action at guam, 
Peleliu and iwo.

usually they work with headquarters in serving as interpreters. Armed with hand 
grenades at entrances to Jap pillboxes or caves, they often convince the enemy to sur-
render where American officers, lacking the proper diction of the Japanese language, 
would fail.

they work so close to the enemy on these missions that, along with the danger of 
being killed by Japs, they run the risk of being shot, unintentionally, by our own marines. 
From a distance it’s hard to tell them from the enemy. their dungarees soon become 
ragged in rough country and the similarity of their physical appearance makes their job 
that much tougher.67

okinawa

As the marines fought for iwo Jima, Nimitz’s staff completed planning 
for Operation IceBerg, a massive assault on Okinawa, the largest island in the 
Ryukyus and only 400 miles from Japan proper. (see Map 14.) tenth Army would 
command the XXiV Corps and iii Amphibious Corps, with four Army divisions 
and three Marine divisions. the campaign would feature the most extensive use 
of Nisei linguists to date, many of them in military government for the island’s 
civilian population.68

66 Bartley, iwo Jima, pp. 242–43.
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the Okinawan dialect posed special challenges for American forces. At 
Fort snelling, MisLs formed a special team of Okinawan Nisei who spoke the 
Okinawan dialect.69 On Leyte, the 96th infantry Division language team included 
two brothers, Warren t. Higa and takejiro Higa, born of Okinawan parents in 
Hawaii. When the boys were ages five and two, respectively, their mother took 
them to her home village in southern Okinawa, where they grew up and attended 

“intelligence and the Okinawa Battle,” Naval War College review (March–April 1985): 81–95. 
Colewell was chief of photo intelligence for tenth Army.

69 interv, author with thomas ige, 5 Dec 94; thomas H. ige, Boy from Kahaluu: an autobi-
ography (Honolulu: Kin Cho Jin Kai, 1989), pp. 78–80; Okinawa Club of America, history of the 
okinawans in North america (Los Angeles: Asian American studies Center and Okinawa Club of 
America, 1988), pp. 450–51, 460–61.
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school. they returned to Hawaii to avoid conscription into the imperial Japanese 
Army or forced migration to Manchuria. in 1943 both brothers volunteered and 
were selected for language training.70 

sometime in November 1944 the XXiV Corps g–2 summoned t3g. takejiro 
Higa: “the minute i entered the tent my heart nearly stopped beating as i saw hung 
before me a large blown-up map of the southern half of Okinawa. Chills ran up my 
spine as i realized the next target would be that part of Okinawa where i had lived 
for fourteen years and left merely six years before.” the photo-interpreter officer 
showed him an aerial photo of the capital of Naha, but Higa could barely recognize 
the heavily bombed port. the officer then showed Higa a photograph of the vil-
lage where Higa’s parents had lived. “My hair stood up! For awhile i couldn’t even 
open my mouth, i was so choked up.” Higa put his eyes to the viewer and traced 
his finger over his grandfather’s home and his relatives’ houses (all still intact, 
he was relieved to see). the officer questioned him about the suspicious concrete 
structures that dotted the landscape. these were not fortifications, Higa explained, 
but traditional Okinawan tombs.71 “it was a horrible feeling,” Higa recalled. “ever 
since the first day i saw the picture, every night i used to dream about my relatives. 
every night, never miss. . . . i dreamed about my uncle, my cousins, and even my 
schoolmates.” 

in January 1945 forty Nisei arrived in Hawaii from Fort snelling, but tenth 
Army needed more than the school could provide. Consequently, u.s. Army Forces 
Middle Pacific selected about 165 Nisei with Japanese-language skills who been 
drafted but had not yet begun basic training. in February about seventy-five were 
formed into the Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet (CiNCPAC), 1st Provisional 
Military government interpreter Detachment, and attached to the assault forc-
es. Once the invasion forces had departed Hawaii for Operation IceBerg, the 
Army established the Allied Military government Language school at schofield 
Barracks in March for some 275 Nisei soldiers. in March and April 1945 more 
Hawaii Nisei were enlisted and rushed through the school. About ninety orga-
nized into the 6205th interpreter special Detachment flew to Okinawa between 

70 interv, author with takejiro Higa, 7 Dec 94; “aru okinawa hawaii imin no shinjuwan” [One 
Okinawan immigrant and Pearl Harbor], unpubl Ms, 1991, author’s files; tsukiyama et al., secret 
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Meets Father on Okinawa; sgt. Higashi Received special training for Okinawa invasion,” photos 
in pacific Citizen, 14 Jul 45. yaban gogai, Aug 45.

71 see the photographs in Roy e. Appleman et al., okinawa: the Last Battle, u.s. Army in 
World War ii (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Historical Division, 1948), p. 8; Chas. 
s. Nichol, Jr., and Henry i. shaw, okinawa: Victory in the pacific (Washington, D.C.: Historical 
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May and July 1945. A similar unit, the 6201st interpreter special Detachment, 
went to saipan.72

the battle for Okinawa was marked by the most extensive psychological war-
fare yet in the Central Pacific. the Office of War information borrowed Nisei 
from the JiCPOA annex, together with trustworthy Japanese prisoners of war, to 
prepare propaganda leaflets. the leaflets were “based on twenty-five carefully 
developed themes. . . . the texts of the leaflets were reworked and reworded scores 
of times until the ideas and the language itself were intelligible to the average 
Japanese soldier.” the illustrations “were designed to appeal to the Oriental sense 
of artistic values.” 73 the JiCPOA Psychological Warfare Branch printed and dis-
seminated 5.7 million leaflets, including a weekly newspaper that was dissemi-
nated in Japan in the final months of the war.

Operation IceBerg began on 26 March on the Kerama islands, fifteen miles 
west of Okinawa, where the 77th infantry Division with its Nisei team landed on 
ie shima against light opposition. On the third night of the battle, to the horror of 
the Americans, over 300 civilians killed themselves rather than surrender to the 
foreign invaders.74 the 77th infantry Division reloaded onto its transports and 
sailed away, grateful that its own casualties had been light.

the fates were not so kind when ten or more kamikazes attacked the convoy 
on 2 April. One crashed on the bridge of the uss henrico, an assault transport 
carrying the 305th infantry headquarters. the regimental commander and execu-
tive officer were killed outright. in all, forty-nine soldiers and sailors were dead 
or missing. Among the dead was a Nisei, t3g. edwin Yukio Fukui. He had been 
born and raised in tacoma, Washington, and was one of the first Nisei to enlist 
from tule Lake in November 1942. ie shima was his third campaign with the 
77th Division.75

On easter sunday, 1 April 1945, the assault waves came ashore on Okinawa 
expecting heavy resistance as on iwo Jima. instead they were met with an eerie 
silence. in Hawaii, the tenth Army kept a forward command post ready to para-
chute onto the island with a team of airborne-qualified Nisei linguists under sgt. 

72 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 314–15; u.s. Army Forces Middle Pacific (and Predecessor 
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(August 1945): 47–51.

74 Appleman et al., okinawa: the Last Battle, p. 58; saburo ienaga, the pacific War, 1931–1945 
(New York: Pantheon, 1978), p. 185.

75 samuel e. Morison, history of United states Naval operations in World War ii, 15 vols. 
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1947–1952), 14: 176–77; Appleman et al., okinawa: the Last Battle, p. 79; 
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Nisei gi on Okinawa,” pacific Citizen, 2 Jun 45.
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Mits usui. However, because of light opposition, the jump was canceled at H+4.76 
On Okinawa, the Nisei, some with CiC bodyguards, set about doing the tasks they 
had performed during previous campaigns: translating captured documents and 
interrogating the few prisoners.77 On the third day one Nisei saved 250 Okinawans 
hiding in tombs in a ravine. According to a war correspondent who witnessed 
the incident, the unidentified Nisei entered a tomb and encountered an Okinawan 
woman, who lifted his helmet “to make sure he was of Japanese stock, then gasped 
and put a hand to her forehead in relief.” Another Nisei told the correspondent:

[the civilians] are cooperating very well. this morning we had quite a time inducing a 
crowd to come out of a cave. they said they had been told they would be tortured with 
needles. Now they seem happy to be safe—from the way they are chipping in to clean 
up rubbish, wash clothes and make things livable. they are poor peasants for the most 
part—a pitiful lot who didn’t expect kind treatment.78

When American soldiers found a detailed topographical map on the body of a 
dead Japanese artillery forward observer, Nisei worked through the night to trans-
late it. American intelligence agencies had few maps of Okinawa’s rugged terrain; 
aerial reconnaissance had not been possible until shortly before the invasion. the 
translated map was rushed to Hawaii, where JiCPOA printed 12,000 copies for 
issue to every unit on Okinawa.79 On 17 April the tenth Army language team 
published another important translation, the Japanese 32d army order outlining 
the basic plan of defense for Okinawa.80

the Nisei also interrogated prisoners of war, but the Americans took an aver-
age of only four Japanese prisoners per day during the first ten weeks. One divi-
sion g–2 told an observer: “the number of interrogators given to the division is 
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ians of Okinawa,” United states Naval institute proceedings (February 1946): 263–75.
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hopelessly inadequate. each battalion commanding officer needs one. the g–2 
stated that a thousand instances could be cited where lives could have been saved 
if prisoners could have been interrogated right at battalion.” 81

After the initial landings, the XXiV Corps wheeled right to face the main 
Japanese defenses on the south end of the island. soon the Americans found them-
selves stalled in brutal World War i–style fighting. Heavy rains turned the soil 
into a quagmire, and the soldiers faced the most intense Japanese artillery concen-
trations they had ever seen. On the evening of 18 April the corps language team 
received a captured Japanese forward observer’s chart that showed all Japanese 
artillery and heavy mortar positions in their sector. Knowing that an American 
attack was set for the next morning, Lt. Benjamin Hazard and his Nisei worked 
straight through the night to translate the chart. they finished two hours before the 

81 Rpt, Army War College, sub: Report on the Okinawa Operation, 1 May 45, trng grp, Ofc of 
the Dir of intel g–2, Rg 165, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).

t.sgt. hiroshi “Bud” Mukaye (left) and s.sgt. ralph Minoru saito (center), 7th 
infantry Division, question a Japanese sailor, okinawa, 17 June 1945. 
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attack, and Hazard delivered the translation to the corps assistant g–2. However, 
the attack went on as scheduled with three American divisions—the 7th, 27th, and 
96th infantry Divisions—attacking on line. the result was disastrous; at no point 
did the Americans break through. the corps lost 720 dead, wounded, and missing 
in a single day. When the corps commander found out about the captured map, 
he was furious and told Hazard that had he known about the map he would have 
called off the attack.82

Not all casualties came from enemy fire. One day two Nisei with the 7th 
infantry Division were cleaning their carbines when one accidentally discharged 
and grazed toshimi Yamada. When he limped to the aid tent for treatment, he 
requested a Purple Heart. When the surgeon told him that the wound had to result 
from Japanese action, Yamada responded, “Well, what the hell do you call the 
guy?” the surgeon still refused, saying it had to be caused by an enemy Japanese. 
“Well, he’s sure as heck my enemy now!” Yamada did not have long to wait for his 
Purple Heart: a few days later he was wounded while flushing Japanese soldiers 
out of a cave.83

On 16 April the 77th infantry Division seized ie shima, an island near 
Okinawa. sgt. Vic Nishijima with the division language team saw “an elderly 
private” walking toward a minefield on the first or second day and “bawled him 
out.” Only later did he learn that this was the famous war correspondent ernie 
Pyle. On 18 April Pyle was killed by a Japanese machine gun.84 three days later 
tenth Army declared ie shima secure and the Nisei stepped up their efforts to 
persuade isolated groups of Japanese soldiers and civilians to surrender. At one 
point Nishijima coaxed 150 civilians from a single cave. in the early morning light 
of 23 April t4g. Mitsuo “Mits” shibata saw another group of civilians approach 
American lines. He jumped up, waved his arms, and shouted to them. in an instant 
he fell mortally wounded, probably killed by a fellow American soldier who mis-
took him for Japanese. shibata, a veteran of the Aleutians and the south Pacific, 
was the second member of the division’s language team to die in three weeks.85 
teammate t.sgt. shigeo ito wrote to his friends in the language school: “After 
losing two of our buddies, the team almost went to pieces. it certainly was hard to 
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take. We finally pulled ourselves together and i believe the eight of us did the work 
of 11 men. Yes, we felt that spiritually the two of the boys are still with us, and so 
we decided to finish our mission without any additional aid.” 86

Most language teams on Okinawa were led by Caucasian Army or Navy lieu-
tenants. One Boulder graduate, Marine 1st Lt. spencer V. silverthorne, earned the 
silver star on 13 June by persuading fifty-six Japanese to surrender.87 tensions 
between the Nisei and their Caucasian officers were common. the Army lan-
guage officers had trained alongside the Nisei, but the Navy officers often had 
no contact with the Nisei until assigned to a team. the JiCPOA final report later 
commented, “it frequently happened that the two types of language personnel 
were in competition, or openly working against each other, largely as a result of 
misunderstandings which could easily have been avoided.” 88

some Navy officers earned the respect of the Nisei. During the fighting Lt. 
Donald Keene, u.s. Navy Reserve, took over the 96th infantry Division language 
team. it was, he later admitted, “the first time in my life [i had] a group of men in 
my command.” Before the war Keene had studied at Columbia university and had 
a gift for the Japanese and Chinese languages. When he took over the team, “at first 
i was obliged to demonstrate (as usual) that i really could read and speak Japanese, 
but it did not take long to become friends.” 89 One Nisei on the XXiV Corps team, 
t.sgt. Warren tsuneishi, had been a student at the university of California before 
the war and was of a similar scholarly bent. tsuneishi and Keene developed mutu-
al respect and enjoyed long conversations about the nature of loyalty, especially 
for the Kibei. tsuneishi explained to the Caucasian officer “what it meant to be an 
American fighting in the Army against the country of my parents.” 90

Organized Japanese resistance finally collapsed in June, and the surviving 
Japanese soldiers began to surrender in large numbers. On 20 June the Americans 
took a record 977 prisoners. At one point tatsuo elmer Yamamoto went into a cave 
and persuaded 350 Japanese to surrender. in July 2d Lt. Wallace s. Amioka led a 
combat patrol into a remote area to locate a Japanese colonel and his staff; when 
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the colonel was discovered, he tried to escape and was shot by the patrol members. 
soon more than 7,000 Japanese soldiers were in American hands and tenth Army 
had to establish large holding compounds for the prisoners alongside camps for the 
dislocated civilians. On saipan and guam, similar mopping-up efforts continued 
for many months.91

the rising surrender rate was in part due to tactical psychological warfare 
developed by the Office of War information with the Nisei and trusted Japanese 
prisoners. this proved to one observer that “Japanese troops can be reached by pro-
paganda weapons as well as bullets and flamethrowers.” Without such weapons, 

91 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 310–11, 343–45; shelly Mydans, “guam Holdouts give 
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Nishijima (right) and a captured Japanese soldier (left) used to make surrender 
appeals, aka shima
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he concluded, Americans must “be prepared to continue the Pacific war until the 
majority of the vast numbers of remaining Japanese troops have been killed.” 92

these mopping-up operations could be as dangerous as active combat. 
t4g. thomas H. ige was wounded by a landmine while attached to an African 
American antiaircraft battalion on the Kerama islands. the Hawaii-born ige had 
been a graduate student in economics at the university of Wisconsin before the 
war. He volunteered for language training and joined the Okinawan-speaking 
team. While on the Kerama islands, he “made it a point to mingle freely with 
both sides [African American and Caucasian], eating my meals with each group 
on an alternating basis.” 93 On 27 July he accompanied a patrol led by an African 
American lieutenant to look for more Japanese and was severely wounded when 
the point man stepped on a landmine. ige’s bodyguard, an African American from 

92 “Jap surrenders Are increasing—Psychological Warfare Proves effective,” Life (9 July 1945); 
quote from Jones, “Fighting with Words”; stanley sandler, Cease resistance, it’s good for you: 
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amioka (in front with helmet), guided by a Japanese prisoner, leads an american 
patrol to the hiding place of a senior Japanese commander, okinawa, 10 July 

1945.
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schenectady, New York, wrote ige’s wife in Minneapolis to tell her that her hus-
band had been wounded.94

On Okinawa, the American troops encountered an unprecedented humanitar-
ian crisis. At one point during the fighting on Okinawa, the 96th infantry Division 
team rounded up 1,500 civilians in a single surrender. (On saipan, by compari-
son, only a few thousand Japanese civilians had been taken.)95 tenth Army had 
plans for humanitarian assistance and military government, but these plans were 
quickly overwhelmed. Many civilians, injured, ill, exhausted, and terrified, fled 
their homes. Between one-tenth and one-fourth of all civilians died. By the end 
of the fighting the military government was responsible for the care and feed-
ing of 200,000 civilians. the island Command started with seventy-five Japanese 
linguists and within weeks received another ninety-five. the Counter intelligence 
Corps faced an equally severe shortage and in some cases used Okinawans who 
spoke some english.96

Lieutenant Amioka’s Okinawan-speaking team arrived toward the end of 
April; Army and Navy authorities in Hawaii continued to search for other Nisei 
who spoke Japanese, even recruiting from among discharged or convalescing vet-
erans of the 100th infantry Battalion. Among these was Pfc. thomas taro Higa, 
an original member of the battalion. He had been born in Hawaii to Okinawan 
parents who sent him to their home village to be raised by his grandparents. He 
returned, was drafted, and ended up in the 100th infantry Battalion. When MisLs 
recruiters visited the battalion in 1942, Higa was not among those selected for lan-
guage training: “i think that most of us did not respond to the recruitment because 
we felt a certain mental agony in engaging in interpreting activities against Japan, 
our grandfather’s country, even for the sake of assisting the country of our birth. . . .
Many Nisei felt less mental agony in going to the european front and fighting 
against the germans.” 97

Higa fought the germans in italy and was wounded at Cassino in January 
1944. He returned to the united states for treatment. upon recovery he toured the 
united states for the War Relocation Authority to tell the American public about 
the Nisei fighting in europe.98 When the battle for Okinawa began, he helped 
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organize a relief campaign in Hawaii for the Okinawan civilians. the Hawaiian 
Department g–2, Col. Kendall J. Fielder, personally asked Higa to go to Okinawa. 
Higa agreed and arrived on 25 April to join other Nisei in coaxing Okinawan 
civilians out of hiding. He went into caves twelve different times, he recalled, and 
was successful all but once. even so, his main effort continued to be organizing 
civilian relief efforts.99

Okinawan-speaking Nisei became adept at spotting Japanese deserters among 
the refugees. Recalled one Nisei:

the ability of most of our team members to speak the Okinawan dialect proved most 
helpful in interrogation of Japanese prisoners. this was especially valuable and effective 
in separating out the Japanese soldiers masquerading as Okinawan civilians. A few basic 
questions to them in the Okinawan dialect immediately unmasked their disguise. Very 
few Japanese soldiers could understand, much less speak, the dialect. they would be 
embarrassed when unmasked and, thereafter, would be in a more cooperative mood.100

in June the Japanese 32d army’s senior operations officer was identified while 
trying to pass himself off as a civilian refugee. Captured by the 96th infantry 
Division and questioned by george inagaki, he revealed that the 32d army chief of 
staff had ordered several key staff officers to infiltrate the refugees and attempt to 
return to Japan to report on the battle to the imperial general Headquarters.101

the war was bringing the Nisei closer to their parents’ homes: several found 
family members on Okinawa. t4g. seiyu Higashi had been born in California but 
raised on Okinawa. upon graduation from middle school in 1937, he had returned 
to Los Angeles and had not seen his father since. they were reunited in Naha on 
21 June, and the cheerful photograph appeared in newspapers across the united 
states.102 even ernie Pyle reported that he had met a farmer who had lived in 
Hawaii for a time and whose Nisei son was serving in the u.s. Army.103 takejiro 
Higa met his 7th/8th grade teacher soon after coming ashore with the 96th infantry 
Division. “Neither of us could say much in that very emotional encounter,” he 
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recalled. A few weeks later he met two classmates who did not recognize him 
wearing an American uniform. Without disclosing his identity, he questioned them 
closely and surprised them with his detailed knowledge of their village and school. 
Finally he asked them if they remembered a classmate named takejiro Higa. they 
admitted they did but said that he had returned to Hawaii before the war. Higa 
“looked them straight in the face” and shouted in their dialect: “goddammit, don’t 
you recognize your own classmate?” the two Okinawans burst into tears and 
stammered, “Now, knowing that our own classmate is on the other side, we believe 
our lives will be saved.” Higa recalled that “the three of us grabbed each other’s 
shoulders and had a cry.”104

104 interv, author with Higa, 7 Dec 94; “aru okinawa hawaii imin no shinjuwan”; “unforget-
table encounters: Battle of Okinawa,” in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor (1993 ed.), pp. 101–02; 
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Another first was the discovery of significant numbers of American Nisei on 
Okinawa. this forced the u.s. government and Japanese American community 
leaders to confront the uncomfortable issue of how to handle American citizens 
of Japanese ancestry who had remained in Japan and Japanese-controlled areas 
during the war. in June 1945 the Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) 
ran the first editorials and commentaries on the question in the pacific Citizen. 
ironically, before the landings the Japanese government had also been suspicious 
of the American Nisei among the Okinawan population and had spread rumors of 
spy activities, including allegations that the Americans may have infiltrated Nisei 
into Okinawa by submarine before the landings.105

the War Department sent one unusual Nisei to assist with military govern-
ment. Before the war Masaji Marumoto had graduated from Harvard Law school 
and had practiced law in Honolulu. After Pearl Harbor he had served as liai-
son between military government and law enforcement in Hawaii and the local 
Japanese community. He had enlisted in 1943 and in May 1945 was commissioned 
into the Judge Advocate general’s Corps. He arrived on Okinawa on 25 June. For 
five weeks he crisscrossed the island in a jeep “to locate and interview civilians 
with leadership background, who were willing to participate” in an American-
sponsored assembly of prominent Okinawans. His list of local leaders was accept-
ed by the American authorities; the Provisional Advisory Assembly held its first 
meeting in ishikawa on 15 August as Okinawa’s first step toward self-government 
after three generations of Japanese rule.106

On 18 June, as the American victory was almost complete, a Japanese shell 
killed the tenth Army commander, Lt. gen. simon B. Buckner. However, orga-
nized Japanese resistance soon ended and Buckner was replaced by general Joseph 
W. stilwell. stilwell was well acquainted with Nisei soldiers, having commanded 
them before the war in the 7th infantry Division and again in the China-Burma-
india theater. the situation of the Nisei soldiers was on his mind even on Okinawa. 
On a visit to the 27th infantry Division he congratulated sgt. Hoichi Kubo on his 
Distinguished service Cross and told him that “the boys of Merrill’s Marauders 
send their regards.” One day sgt. Nobuo Dick Kishiue, also with the 27th infantry 
Division, was setting up a prisoner of war collecting point at a crossroad. A jeep 
pulled up and out climbed stilwell, who struck up a conversation with the Nisei. 
Kishiue recalled that the general “fully understood the work that we were trying 
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to do.”107 Later that autumn stilwell expressed his sense of outrage at the treatment 
of persons of Japanese ancestry in California. speaking to a correspondent with 
the g.i. newspaper, C.B.i. roundup, he declared with characteristic bluntness:

You’re damned right, those Nisei boys have got a place in the American heart—now 
and forever. . . . i say we soldiers ought to form a pick-axe club to protect the Japanese-
Americans who fought with us in this war. Yes sir, a pick-axe club. Any time we see any 
bar-fly commando picking on any of these kids or in any way discriminating against them, 
we ought to bang them over the head with a pick-axe, and i’m willing to be the charter 
member of such a club. . . .

We cannot allow a single injustice to be done these Nisei without defeating the very 
purposes for which we fought this whole war. . . . these Nisei have bought an awful big 
chunk of America with their own blood.108

army air forces

the Army Air Forces had more than 200 Mis Nisei assigned in the Pacific by 
1945. However, the most famous Nisei with the Army Air Forces was not in the 
Mis. shortly after Pearl Harbor, Nebraska-born t.sgt. Ben Kuroki had enlisted 
and flew thirty missions in europe as a gunner, including the costly Ploesti Raid 
on 1 August 1943.109 in 1944 he returned to the united states to a hero’s welcome 
and toured the country on behalf of the War Relocation Authority and the Japanese 
American Citizens League to publicize Nisei contributions to the war effort. early 
in 1945 he was reassigned to the Pacific, where he flew twenty-seven missions 
against Japan as a B–29 turret gunner with the 313th Bombardment Wing. For 
these later missions the Army Air Forces awarded him a second Oak Leaf Cluster 
for his Distinguished Flying Cross.110

107 Hoichi Kubo, “Military Biography,” p. 14, unpubl Ms, 1996, copy in author’s files; Nobuo 
Dick Kishiue, in Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, p. 52; Nobuo Dick Kishiue, 
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squadron that was sent to the Fifth Air Force in early 1944. “Japanese American gunner Flies 150 
Combat Missions against Japanese in Pacific,” pacific Citizen, 26 May 45. the Air Corps enlisted 
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unlike Kuroki, Nisei in the Mis serving with the Army Air Forces were kept 
out of the public eye. By January 1945 about 265 Nisei had been assigned to air 
intelligence functions. Dozens served on technical intelligence teams with Fifth, 
seventh, tenth, thirteenth, and twentieth Air Forces, specializing in gathering 
information from downed Japanese aircraft and captured aviation equipment. the 
technical Air intelligence unit–southwest Pacific Area language team was led by 
Lt. ernest J. silver, the only Air Corps officer to graduate from MisLs. One of the 
Nisei on his team, Robert K. Fukuda, had taken preflight training at the university 
of Hawaii in 1940–1941 but was not allowed to take flying lessons at that time, 
he believed because of secret restrictions that prohibited Americans of Japanese 
ancestry from such training.111

Perhaps a hundred others were assigned to the 1st, 6th, 7th, and 8th RsMs in 
the Philippines, india-Burma, and the Marianas. these special units listened to 
Japanese air-to-ground radio communications. Beginning in 1944 each squadron 
was assigned about twenty-five Nisei. sgt. ted t. tsukiyama, who served in india-
Burma with the 6th RsM, described his duties:

We intercepted Japanese air force air-ground radio communications between fighter 
planes and tower at Japanese airfields in Northern Burma. Nisei on three-man radio inter-
cept teams (four hours on, eight hours off, around the clock) monitored Japanese air traf-
fic at six airfields. We recorded all Japanese air-ground radio traffic on old-fashioned 
recorder rolls, translated, and sent them in to air force g–2 to analyze the Japanese flight 
activity, number and types of aircraft, as well as message content. Fighter pilots utilized 
code names. . . . the towers maintained their own identity, and all conversation was in 
uncoded voice. the Japanese had no idea they were being monitored!112

the duty was tedious. if the Japanese were not active in a certain area or the 
radio reception was poor, there was little for the Nisei to do. One Nisei in the 
Philippines with the 7th RsM complained in August 1945: “the majority of us are 
corporals with no hope of a raise, as long as we’re in this squadron. . . . [A] transfer 
to the ground force g–2 is virtually nil, and frankly in my opinion i think we’re 
‘screwed.’” Another Nisei wrote to express his agreement:

He did a good job of explaining our plight. Our life has been mixed with disgust, regret, 
disillusionment, excitement, fun and sorrow. We couldn’t do any good in the 1st Radio 
squadron, yet we were refused transfers. seven fellows “piloted” two 1/2-ton trucks 
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while seven others were night watchmen on transport planes. Promotions too, have been 
lacking for us.

A few weeks later the first writer replied:

[enemy radio activity] was at minimum and . . . reception, was very poor due to our posi-
tion and more often than not the voice came in very weak and garbled plus the intense 
artificial and manmade interference that we had to contend with. As a result of these 
factors, the voice section was soon relegated to minor import—and not thru the fault of 
the Niseis. . . . it is now a good year and half since i have had anything to do with the lan-
guage and bitterly feel that for all practical purposes we may as well never have attended 
the school.113

even tedious assignments could be dangerous on occasion. Yukio tamura was 
shot through the lung by a Japanese sniper while serving on Palawan island with 
the 7th RsM.114 When twentieth Air Force B–29s began attacking Japanese cities, 
Mis Nisei flew along to protect the aircraft from Japanese air defense networks by 
monitoring Japanese radio circuits.115 in the spring of 1944, XX Bomber Command 
had begun using Nisei on missions against targets in southeast Asia and Formosa. 
sergeant Komoto, who had been wounded in New georgia in 1943, and sgt. 
Masaharu Okinaka were awarded the Air Medal, although the press release identi-
fied them only as radio operators. Other Nisei flew with the XXi Bomber Command 
in the Marianas and were awarded Bronze stars for combat missions.116

in December 1944 the 8th RsM arrived in guam with about fifty Nisei to 
support the strategic bombardment of Japan. they became part of RAgFOR, the 
Army-Navy Radio Analysis group (Forward). At first, B–29s simply recorded 
Japanese radio transmissions during the bombing raids, then after each mission 
the Nisei would listen to and translate the tapes. in the spring of 1945 ten Nisei 
began to fly along with B–24 “ferret” missions to monitor communications in real 
time. the RAgFOR officer in charge later praised these Nisei: “Jap voice for air-
ground communications was close to a virgin field, and one which the 8th RsM 
was almost alone endeavoring to exploit. Records and transcripts of voice activity 

113 Ken sekiguchi, Ltr from the field published in in yaban gogai, Aug 45, p. 7; Kaz Oshiki, Ltr 
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during B–29 missions were provided by the XXi Bomber Command. Nisei opera-
tors were continually provided for ferret missions.”117

B–29s dropped propaganda leaflets as well as bombs. By early 1945 guam-
based JiCPOA language officers used prisoners of war to develop warning leaflets 
for the XXi Bomber Command.118 in July 1945 the Psychological Warfare Branch 
in Hawaii began a “city” leaflet campaign. each leaflet announced: “these leaf-
lets are being dropped to notify you that your city has been listed for destruction 
by our powerful air force.”119

sgt. John Okada from seattle served with the 8th RsM. He later recalled how 
he would sit “smoking in the belly of a B–24 on his way back to guam from a 
reconnaissance flight to Japan. His job was to listen through his earphones, which 
were attached to a high-frequency set, and jot down air-ground messages spoken 
by Japanese-Japanese in Japanese planes and in Japanese radio shacks.” On one 
such flight he talked with a Caucasian lieutenant who was shocked to learn that 
Okada’s family was interned. “Hell’s bells,” said the lieutenant, “if they’d done 
that to me, i wouldn’t be sitting in the belly of a broken-down B–24 going back to 
guam from a reconnaissance mission to Japan.” Okada replied, “i got reasons.” 
“they could kiss my ass,” exclaimed the lieutenant. “i got reasons,” was all Okada 
replied. For most Mis Nisei, their reasons, though sometimes difficult to explain, 
were never far from their minds.120

preparing for operation Olympic

By mid-summer 1945 organized Japanese resistance had ended on Okinawa 
and in the Philippines. Japan’s Navy lay on the bottom of the sea; her cities lay in 
ruins. America was gathering its strength for the invasion of the Japanese home 
islands beginning in early November. Operation OlymPIc, the invasion of the 
southern island of Kyushu, would involve more troops, ships, and aircraft than the 
Normandy invasion. MacArthur’s plans called for sixth Army to command three 
Army corps and one Marine amphibious corps with thirteen divisions. Meanwhile, 
a million troops would redeploy from europe to the Pacific. in early August Lt. 
gen. Courtney H. Hodges secretly arrived in Manila with an advance party from 
First Army to prepare for Operation cOrOnet, the follow-on landing on the Kanto 
Plain set for the spring of 1946.

the War Department g–2 was already deeply involved in planning the uti-
lization of Japanese linguists for the coming invasion. As early as 28 December 
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1944, Army and Navy intelligence chiefs had convened the Washington Document 
Conference to deal with the flood of captured Japanese documents pouring in 
from Pacific battlefields. All Pacific theater intelligence staffs were represented 
along with the British War Office and the Australian and Canadian Armies. the 
conference called for the united states to establish a joint Army-Navy center to 
receive and allocate incoming documents, “after theatre exploitation.” the new 
organization, named the Washington Document Center, commenced operations 
in February.121

the conference further recommended that one headquarters control all lan-
guage personnel in the Pacific. in April 1945 the Joint Chiefs of staff reorga-
nized the Pacific commands, making MacArthur commander of all ground forces 
and Nimitz commander of all naval forces. in response to this realignment the 
War Department g–2 gave MacArthur’s command, redesignated as u.s. Army 
Forces in the Pacific, authority to review and coordinate all requests for Army 
Japanese linguists. For the invasion of Japan Atis gained authority over all Mis 
Nisei for the first time, including those formerly assigned to JiCPOA and those 
arriving from language training.122 Colonel Mashbir advised Maj. gen. Charles 
A. Willoughby that 4,000 additional Nisei would be required for the invasion. 
Willoughby objected, “Well, i’m not going to stand for any such god-damned 
thing as that.” Mashbir replied: “Well, general, i don’t give a damn whether you 
do or not. Frankly if we don’t have these linguists, somebody is going to be tried 
by court-martial and i’m going to be god-damned sure it isn’t me.” Mashbir did 
not get all 4,000, but from May to July 1945 MisLs shipped 1,073 graduates to 
u.s. Army Forces in the Pacific.123 

in preparation for the invasion, Atis moved from Brisbane to Manila. in 
March, Advance Atis sent one officer and three enlisted men from Hollandia to 
Manila, where they took over part of the Philippine Racing Club in the santa Ana 
district. Base Atis left Brisbane on 4 June, after almost three years in Australia. 
Personnel, files, and equipment were loaded onto three Liberty ships. the main 
body departed on 17 June and arrived on 5 July in Manila harbor, which was 
jammed with vessels waiting to discharge their cargo. the Nisei went to work and 
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had unloaded and uncrated most of their equipment by 1 August. Hundreds more 
recent MisLs graduates arrived directly from Minnesota. Atis was also aug-
mented by the 5225th Women’s Army Corps Detachment with about 150 women, 
including a few Nisei, none of them MisLs graduates.124

the arrival of hundreds of Nisei in Manila aroused public curiosity. Mashbir 
recalled:

the night the personnel arrived, thousands of Filipinos thronged the gates and 
even climbed the walls to see what, as the Filipino major [commanding the guard force] 
explained to me, were thought to be the “Japanese prisoners.” i told him they were not 
Japanese prisoners, but American soldiers. He looked at me blankly, until i had to explain 
to him.

“this officer,” i said, “is irish-American, that officer is german-American, you are 
Filipino-American, and these are Japanese-Americans.”

Again he looked blank, but finally light began to dawn.
“Are they American citizens?” he asked.
“Yes,” i replied, “they are American citizens.”

124 Mattie e. treadwell, the Women’s army Corps, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1954), pp. 433, 435; Atis History, p. 12; Brenda L. 
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(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers university Press, 2003), p. 116.
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Whereupon, after a lengthy harangue in tagalog, he succeeded in dispersing the 
crowd. However, the next morning found an equally large crowd outside the gates. i asked 
the major what they wanted this time.

“they have come to see the American citizens,” he said.125

One Nisei who arrived with Atis, Howard Yasumaro uno, met his older 
brother, Kazumaro “Buddy” uno, in Manila. Before the war Buddy had worked 
in southern California as a journalist and was well-known to some of the Atis 
Nisei. He had left California for the Far east during the Depression and had spent 
the war years in Manila working for a Japanese radio station. At the war’s end he 
had been captured by the Filipino guerrillas. Howard visited his brother in New 
Bilibid Prison soon after his arrival. Colonel Mashbir hoped to film their encoun-
ter, “sensing the terrific drama that could occur from what i believed would be the 
first confrontation of brothers on opposite sides in the Pacific theater.” However, 
shortly after their initial meeting, Howard was unloading a ship when he “stepped 
backward into an open hatch, fell, and broke his back.” the two brothers did not 
meet until much later.126

Planning for the coming invasion put great pressure on intelligence. Aerial 
and submarine reconnaissance increased, and intelligence staffs collected and 
produced intelligence at a frantic pace. Kyushu was extensively photographed 
and mapped, but few Japanese prisoners of war had recent knowledge of Kyushu, 
where the Japanese troop buildup was worrying top-level planners. Japanese troop 
strength on the island had grown from 150,000 to 600,000 in the first half of 1945. 
to track the buildup, intercepted radio communications, not the sorts of intelli-
gence that Atis could provide, played the most important role. On 29 July general 
Willoughby issued a sober assessment and declared, “We are in a race against 
time.” the buildup was a “threatening development,” and he warned that “if this 
development is not checked it may grow to a point where we attack on a ratio of 
one to one which is not the recipe for victory.”127
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As preparations continued for the invasion, the War Department made chang-
es to personnel policies affecting the Nisei. Many Nisei had long hoped in vain for 
officer commissions and watched with resentment as their Caucasian classmates 
were appointed second lieutenants upon graduation from language training. in 
fact, the problem of obtaining commissions was not confined to the Nisei, and 
frontline units struggled with persistent shortages of combat leaders throughout 
the war. Not until the autumn of 1944 did the War Department allow theater com-
manders to grant field commissions. MacArthur’s headquarters delegated that 
authority to sixth and eighth Armies in May 1945.128 By the spring of 1945 sev-
eral Atis Nisei had gained their commissions through officer candidate school or 
field commissions. From india to Okinawa, several other Mis Nisei also won field 
commissions that spring and summer.

With the end of the war in europe the War Department announced a rota-
tion system for “high-point” men and discharges for some, but declared the Mis 
Nisei essential personnel. A few of the longest-serving Mis Nisei were allowed 
to return to the states that spring and summer on 45-day furloughs. One lucky 
Nisei, s.sgt. Minoru Masukane, had served in Australia, New guinea, and the 
Philippines since April 1943. When he arrived in san Francisco on 5 May 1945 for 
a 45-day furlough, a personnel officer reviewing his records determined that he 
already had eighty-seven points, enough for immediate discharge. On 14 May he 
took off his uniform and never returned to Atis.129

in Manila, two other Nisei preparing for furloughs were also being considered 
for commissions. the day before their planned departure the personnel warrant 
officer asked them to delay for three or four days to receive their commissions. 
One replied bluntly: “Do i look like officer material? i’m going on home.” the 
other, s.sgt. Richard s. Oguro, was more interested in getting back to Hawaii 
in time for his wedding. He made an obscene suggestion as to what the warrant 
officer could do with the second lieutenant’s bars. the next day the two Nisei 
hopped on an airplane and arrived in Hawaii two days later. Neither was ever 
commissioned.130
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129 “First Nisei soldier Wins Discharge on Point system,” pacific Citizen, 26 May 45; “Nisei 
Discharged on Points Returns to Home in California,” pacific Citizen, 9 Jun 45.

130 Oguro, sempai gumi, pp. 174–75.
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the momentum toward the culminating point of the war continued regard-
less of the actions of any individuals. On 26 July 1945, Allied leaders meeting in 
Potsdam demanded Japan’s unconditional surrender. “the alternative for Japan is 
prompt and utter destruction.” that seemed a fair description of what Japan was 
already suffering, but on 28 July the Japanese government rejected these latest 
demands.131 On Luzon, sixth Army and its subordinate units continued planning 
for the invasion, now barely ninety days away. in Kunming, China, the Oss drew 
up plans to parachute special teams into Japan with Nisei interpreters to disrupt 
Japanese defenses, even though Lieutenant Yempuku, already a veteran of behind-
the-lines Oss missions in northern Burma, told his superiors, “No way could it 
succeed or could we survive.”132 Another Nisei, t.sgt. Robert Oda, learned he was 
to be put ashore by submarine near Wakayama on the inland sea with two trusted 
Japanese prisoners of war to report on weather and beach conditions.133

All the American soldiers dreaded the high casualties certain to accompany 
any invasion. secretary of War Henry L. stimson said of the troops redeploying 
from europe: “these men were weary in a way that no one merely reading reports 
could readily understand.” President Harry s. truman told his top advisers that 
“he had hoped there was a possibility of preventing an Okinawa from one end of 
Japan to the other.”134 

the Nisei shared this apprehension. some felt a special dread, now that the 
fighting was about to reach Japan proper. Most Japanese immigrants to America 
came from the southern parts of Japan, which meant that many had relatives still 
living in the area. One such Nisei was t4g. Nob Yamashita, who served with 
the 6th infantry Division from New guinea to Luzon and saw his team chief, 
terry Mizutari, killed at Aitape in June 1944. Yamashita came to know another 
teammate, george Nakamura, “pretty good” on their thirty-day voyage from san 
Francisco to New guinea, but Nakamura had died just as the Luzon Campaign 
seemed finished. “tragically, the intelligence wasn’t even needed,” Yamashita 
lamented. “the surrounding areas were all secure. the colonel just wanted to 
question [some prisoners] for what little they knew. . . . Mis personnel weren’t sup-
posed to be expendable like that.” Yamashita stopped taking his atabrine tablets, 
contracted malaria, and was hospitalized in July. By the time he was released, his 
unit was preparing for Kyushu, where his American-born sister and other relatives 

131 William Craig, the fall of Japan (New York: Dial Press, 1967), pp. 66–68; Frank, Downfall, 
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were living. “i had a feeling of fear. i had a fear of shooting women and children 
that were supposedly training to attack us when we hit the beach in Kyushu. i 
thought maybe i could shoot myself in the leg and claim that in cleaning my car-
bine i accidentally shot myself in the leg, thinking that the chamber was empty. 
that would let me avoid hitting the beach.”135

Many of the other Nisei felt the same way. 2d Lt. Harry K. Fukuhara had been 
overseas for more than two years and had won the Bronze star with Oak Leaf 
Cluster and a battlefield commission. As an “old” master sergeant at age twenty-
five, he had been accorded considerable respect; now he was just another second 
lieutenant. “i was suffering from battle fatigue and i had been hospitalized several 
times with malaria. i was physically and emotionally exhausted.” He had not heard 
from his mother and brothers in Hiroshima since the war began.136

in early August, Fukuhara went directly to Colonel Mashbir with two other 
long-serving Nisei from i Corps language teams. As Mashbir recalled, “three of 
my best Nisei officers” requested permission to speak to him. they came in, sat 
down, and he offered them cigarettes.

Finally the senior, after a great deal of hesitation, started to talk. “sir,” he said, “we would 
each like to be relieved from the division to which he is assigned and transferred to another 
combat division. . . .” this was extremely unusual. i was accustomed to having them take 
their assignments and carry them out without question, without remark. i knew that when 
three of them from three different divisions in one corps came with such a request, there 
must be something behind it far out of the ordinary.137

the three Nisei explained that their parents had come from the same sectors 
that had been assigned to their divisions. they themselves had attended university 
in Japan and feared that if they were recognized their families would be mis-
treated. “they made it perfectly clear, by insistent repetition, that they had no 
reluctance whatever to participate in the invasion of Japan, but that if it could be 
done they preferred to be attached to divisions which were not going into their 
native province.” Mashbir acknowledged their concerns and promised to look into 
the matter. He then ordered his subordinates to identify the native province of each 
Nisei under his command so that, “where necessary,” they could be transferred 
“unobtrusively . . . to divisions which were due to attack other parts of Japan.”138 
the invasion was less than three months away.

135 Yamashita, “Fighting My Ancestors,” p. 22. in september 1945 the 6th infantry Division 
was sent to occupy Korea; Yamashita served there until December 1945, when he was sent home 
and discharged.

136 interv, Harry Fukuhara, u.s. Army intelligence and security Command, 5 Jun 90; Harry 
Fukuhara, “the Return,” Nikkei heritage (Fall 1995): 12.

137 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 252. torao Pat Neishi, who also had relatives in Hiro-
shima, accompanied Fukuhara to the meeting. interv, sheryl Narahara with torao “Pat” Neishi, 
1992, NJAHs.

138 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 252.
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Mis Nisei  
and the surrender of Japan, 

August–september 1945

startling news swept around the world on 6 August 1945: a single bomb of hith-
erto unimaginable power had leveled Hiroshima in southern Japan. the Japanese 
people struggled for the right word. their language simply lacked words to describe 
what had happened. some used the word pika, a flash (of lightning), or pika-don, 
flash-boom. the u.s. government called it an atomic bomb. the Mis Nisei already 
knew the Japanese word bakudan, bomb. so they looked up the word for atomic, 
genshi, and combined it to form genshi-bakudan, literally atomic bomb.1

2d Lt. Harry K. Fukuhara, like many of the Mis Nisei, had family members 
living in Hiroshima. in fact, before the war he had attended school in the city. Now 
stationed in the Philippines, he delivered the news to the Japanese prisoners of war 
near Manila:

i told them that a new bomb called the atomic bomb, equivalent to thousands of tons of 
tNt, had been dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, and that one single explosion had 

1 Richard B. Frank, Downfall: the end of the imperial Japanese empire (New York: Random 
House, 1999), pp. 264–65; stanley L. Falk and Warren M. tsuneishi, eds., Mis in the War against 
Japan (Washington, D.C.: Japanese American Veterans Association, 1995), pp. 34–38. see also 
Allan s. Clifton, time of fallen Blossoms (New York: Knopf, 1951), p. 49. Clifton, an Australian 
linguist, served near Hiroshima in 1946 with the British Commonwealth Occupation Force.
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completely wiped out the entire city of Hiroshima and that it had been erased from the 
surface of the earth. i told them nothing living had survived and that all human and 
animal life was non-existent. i further elaborated that no vegetation, plant life or trees 
would grow there and people would not be able to live there for at least 100 years, due to 
radiation. When i told them that, they were silent—either they did not believe me or else 
the information was beyond their comprehension. i know that i did not want to believe 
it myself.2

three days later the twentieth Air Force dropped a second bomb on Nagasaki. 
A rumor that Japan was about to surrender swept through American service per-
sonnel throughout the Pacific. When the news hit Manila, it touched off six hours 
of delirious celebration; similar celebrations erupted on guam, in Honolulu, and 
elsewhere. On Okinawa, a Japanese guerrilla commander saw the night sky fill 
with tracers and wondered if it was the grand Japanese counterattack he had been 
hoping for; but his scouts reported that the Americans seemed to be celebrating. 
On 10 August came radio reports that tokyo had accepted the Potsdam Declara-
tion demanding unconditional surrender. the rumors were true.3

the Nisei were jubilant that the fighting had finally ended, but the way it 
ended hit them hard. More than for other Americans, the war’s ending was bitter-
sweet. Half of all Japanese immigrants to the united states came from Hiroshima 
and the neighboring prefectures. Many Nisei, like Fukuhara, still had relatives in 
the area; some Nisei had lived and attended school there before the war. Fukuhara 
recalled his feelings upon hearing of the Hiroshima bombing:

My frame of mind . . . was one of shock and relief. . . . i was shocked because Hiroshima was 
where i had lived before the war and where my mother and three brothers were still living. 
i was relieved because we would not be participating in the long-dreaded invasion. . . . For 
the first few days i kept thinking: Why? Why did they drop it on Hiroshima? . . . the more 
i thought about it, the more depressed i became. My thinking degraded to the point that i 
blamed myself—that they had died because i had volunteered to fight against them.4

Another Nisei officer, 2d Lt. george s. taketa, knew from interrogating pris-
oners in Manila that Japan could not hold out much longer, so he felt the atomic 
bombings were unnecessary: “What the hell are we doing? Why kill additional 
people? We didn’t have to; the war was going to end. then a couple of days later 

2 Harry Fukuhara, “the Return,” Nikkei heritage (Fall 1995): 12–13; Loni Ding, prod., the 
Color of honor, documentary film, Vox Productions, 1987; interv, John P. Finnegan with Harry 
Fukuhara, 5 Jun 90, u.s. Army intelligence and security Command, Fort Belvoir, Va.

3 John toland, the rising sun: the Decline and fall of the Japanese empire, 1936–1945 (New 
York: Random House, 1970), p. 852; Louis Allen, the end of the War in asia (London: Hart-Davis, 
1976); Robert J. C. Butow, Japan’s Decision to surrender (stanford, Calif.: stanford university 
Press, 1954); William Craig, the fall of Japan (New York: Dial Press, 1967, 1979); Frank, Down-
fall; stanley Weintraub, the Last great Victory: the end of World War ii, July/august 1945 (New 
York: Dutton, 1995).

4 Fukuhara, “the Return.”
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they dropped one over Nagasaki. And that really shook us. i said, ‘geez, what the 
hell is going on? Here another hundred thousand killed. . . .’ it was a terrible thing; 
i wouldn’t do it to a dog. . . . it just made us sick.”5

On the other side of the world, Nisei stationed with the 442d Regimental Com-
bat team (RCt) in italy also expressed mixed feelings. One expressed the con-
sensus of millions of American soldiers when he told a correspondent, “those 
goddamn bastards! they cost us plenty at Pearl Harbor. it’s time they paid for it.” 
Other Nisei remained silent, “still trying to comprehend what an atomic bomb 
could do.”6 s.sgt. Mike Masaoka, the regimental public relations officer and a 
leading Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) spokesman, described the 
atomic bombs as “the ghastly and unnecessary coup de grâce.” He recalled, 
“Reporters came to our camp for comment. How did we feel about Japan’s surren-
der? We were elated. the war was over, wasn’t it?” the atomic bomb, he felt, “was 
a helluva weapon. it was just too damned bad that civilians had to be killed—we 
had seen too much of that in italy and France. But if it shortened the war, we were 
glad we had this new weapon rather than the other guys.” 7

Army commanders in the Pacific shared the Nisei’s feelings. general Douglas 
MacArthur was reportedly “appalled and depressed” by the atomic bombings and 
felt there was no military justification for their use. “Probably no living man has 
seen as much of war and its destruction as i had,” he later wrote. “My abhorrence 
reached its height with the perfection of the atomic bomb.” 8 Maj. gen. Charles A. 
Willoughby, MacArthur’s g–2, knew that Japan had been on the verge of collapse 
and was seeking to negotiate. “there was then no reason to use the Atom bomb 
and give the show away that we had perfected the most revolutionary weapon in 
modern history. MacArthur was not consulted; he was merely presented with a fait 
accompli.” Brig. gen. Bonner Fellers, MacArthur’s chief of psychological warfare, 
felt much the same way.9

5 george s. taketa, in David W. swift, Jr., ed., “First Class,” pp. 8–9, unpubl Ms, Mar 00, copy 
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For some Nisei the war’s end meant new beginnings. For example, sgt. Akira 
Nakamura had already been on Okinawa for five months by August 1945. Just 
before going overseas, he had been married in the Fort snelling chapel. On Oki-
nawa, he had survived several close calls; at one point an American bullet struck 
his helmet and left a dent, “a slight headache, ringing of his ears and wounded 
pride.” But he had survived. A few days after the Hiroshima bombing, he received 
a cablegram informing him that his wife had given birth to a daughter in Min-
neapolis on 6 August. He searched through the ruins of an Okinawan distillery, 
“found a clay urn filled with well-aged sweet potato whiskey,” and brought it back 
to the language detachment, where his Nisei buddies helped him celebrate the 
birth of his first child.10

For several days after the atomic bombings the relentless pounding of Japan 
continued by air and sea. the twentieth Air Force paused its B–29 raids after 10 
August, but land-based aircraft of the Fifth and seventh Air Forces and carrier 
aircraft and surface units from the third Fleet continued to blast Japanese targets. 
“Never before in history had one nation been the target of such concentrated air 
power.”11 the Psychological Warfare Board continued its radio broadcasts twelve 
hours per day and dropped up to 2 million copies per week of the rakkasan News 
on Japan and Japanese troop concentrations around the region. Col. sidney F. 
Mashbir broadcast personal appeals to Japanese leaders on 9 and 13 August. On 
the night of 13–14 August, B–29s dropped 5 million leaflets over the tokyo area. 
Prepared by the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas (JiCPOA), and the 
Office of War information, the leaflets gave the texts of the Japanese note accept-
ing the Potsdam Declaration, as well as the American secretary of state’s reply, 
which the Japanese government had not yet released to its own people.12

On 15 August Radio tokyo carried a special broadcast to the Japanese people. 
speaking to the nation for the first time, the emperor addressed his “good and 
loyal subjects” in traditional courtly language. “Despite the best that has been 
done by everyone,” he explained, “the war situation has developed not necessarily 

10 Akira Nakamura, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California (this 
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447–50.

12 Wesley F. Craven and James L. Cate, eds., the army air forces in World War ii, 7 vols. (Chi-
cago: university of Chicago Press, 1950), 5: 732; Craig, fall of Japan, pp. 168–69; toland, rising 
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to Japan’s advantage.” He announced Japan’s acceptance of the Allied terms and 
called upon his subjects to accept peace by “enduring the unendurable and suffer-
ing what is insufferable.”13 Allied psychological warfare units spread the emper-
or’s words throughout the region as propaganda leaflets and voice recordings.

MacArthur’s headquarters began to implement its contingency plan, Opera-
tion BlacklISt, for the sudden surrender of Japan. the 11th Airborne Division in 
southern Luzon was alerted for immediate movement to Japan, and the Army Air 
Forces assembled hundreds of transport aircraft to move the division to Japan by 
way of Okinawa. the division would have the honor of being the first American 
soldiers to land in Japan. the division already had an experienced Nisei language 
team. in addition, the 306th Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) Detachment under 
Capt. John H. Norton was assigned ten more Nisei, Military intelligence service 
Language school (MisLs) graduates recently arrived in the Philippines.

in forty-eight hours the division moved the 800 miles from Luzon to Okinawa. 
On 12 August in the gathering dusk a transport aircraft arrived at an airfield near 
Naha carrying thirty soldiers from division headquarters, including most of the 
306th CiC Detachment and the ten new Nisei. shortly before their arrival the 
airfield had been subjected to a kamikaze attack and ships in the harbor had sent 
up thick clouds of obscuring smoke. the airfield, which sat on a bluff overlooking 
the ocean, was blacked out. twice the pilot tried to land. On the third attempt the 
plane crashed into the cliff short of the runway and killed everyone on board.14

this was the largest loss of life to the Mis during the entire war. An 11th Air-
borne Division officer described the accident in a letter to Fort snelling:

Just prior to leaving for Okinawa for staging, we received a group of replacements, and 
they were all men fresh out of the states. they arrived at our Hqs a day and a half before 
we flew to Okinawa. . . . it was a terrible shock to all of us. these men, whose names and 
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faces i had not as yet familiarized myself with, came without records or papers of any 
kind, and the identifying of them was difficult.15

two other Nisei died in the frenzy of activity after the Japanese surrender. 
s.sgt. shoichi s. Nakahara had enlisted in June 1943 from Hilo, Hawaii. He had 
been an excellent student at MisLs, attended voice-intercept training in Florida, 
and then was assigned to the 1st Radio squadron Mobile (RsM). On 13 August 
he was returning from Manila when his jeep was involved in an accident near san 
Fernando. An Army chaplain who had served with MisLs at Camp savage con-
ducted his memorial service.16 On Okinawa, Pvt. Masayuki ishii died in a vehicle 
accident on 19 August. the twenty-year-old had enlisted in Hawaii in April 1945, 
had attended basic training at schofield Barracks, and had been sent directly to 
Okinawa with the 1st Provisional Military government Detachment.17

in the tumultuous days following the Japanese surrender, Colonel Mashbir 
commissioned about 100 Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis) Nisei 
on 18 August and promoted 600 Nisei enlisted men by one grade. As Mashbir 
recalled:

Jubilation was the order of the day when the first one hundred were sworn in as lieuten-
ants. this number finally reached the one-hundred-and-fifty mark because of vacancies 
that then occurred in the combat divisions, which had also been awarded a t/O. . . . Any 
other group on earth would have taken Manila apart, because seven hundred promotions 
in two days is not a thing that a bunch of soldiers will pass over lightly. But the Nisei 
received this news with the same dignity and reserve with which they had received bad 
news in the past.18

As early as the autumn of 1943 Mashbir had begun sending Nisei to offi-
cer candidate school in Australia and pressed for an increase in authorizations 
for language officers. the planned invasion of Japan made that possible, and the 
War Department issued a new table of allowances for Atis effective 29 July. the 
authorized number of lieutenants jumped from 38 to 300, while that for captains 
and above jumped from 26 to 116. enlisted authorizations more than tripled, from 
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419 to 1,377. As a result Atis held officer selection boards for the new authoriza-
tions; three weeks later Mashbir swore in the new lieutenants.19

A few high-point Nisei were reluctant to accept commissions, which would 
require them to remain on active duty for an indefinite period. those who accepted 
had plenty of reason for “dignity and reserve”: some felt that the commissions 
were too long in coming. When thomas sakamoto was recruited for the Fourth 
Army intelligence school in the summer of 1941, then Capt. Kai e. Rasmussen 
had promised him a commission. He had watched Caucasian students pin on lieu-
tenant’s bars upon graduation while their Nisei classmates who often had better 
language skills graduated with sergeant’s stripes. Not until June 1945 did saka-
moto receive a field commission. Now the Army was handing out commissions 
even to Nisei who had never spent a day in combat. “it was wholesale,” wrote 
s.sgt. Clifford Konno to a friend at Fort snelling. “the WD [War Department] 
decided that we needed a little more rank in Japan or something.” 20

the Japanese surrender

On 11 August general MacArthur was appointed supreme Commander for 
the Allied Powers to accept the Japanese government’s surrender in tokyo and 

19 Atis History, app. 3.
20 Ltr, Clifford Konno, 19 september 1945, Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National Japanese 
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atis Nisei becoming second lieutenants, Manila, 18 august 1945
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to direct the military occupation of Japan and southern Korea. Other Allied com-
manders were directed to accept the surrender of Japanese armed forces, each 
in his respective area: Lord Louis Mountbatten in southeast Asia, generalis-
simo Chiang Kai-shek in China, and the soviet High Command in Manchuria 
and northern Korea. (see Map 15.) Overnight MacArthur’s headquarters switched 
from planning for the invasion to planning for an unopposed occupation. On 12 
August general Willoughby formed an advisory committee of experts on Japan 
to aid MacArthur and the general staff. Mashbir provided Maj. John e. Anderton 
as the executive officer for the committee and assigned dozens of experienced 
Nisei to gHQ staff sections. Meanwhile, hundreds more recent MisLs graduates 
arrived in Manila and were assigned new duties. By 1 september Atis counted 
over 1,300 Nisei. All would be needed in the months ahead.21

As the emperor’s speech was being broadcast in Japan, MacArthur’s signal 
center in Manila sought to establish the first-ever direct radio contact with the 
Japanese high command by sending plaintext messages in kana, rōmaji, and eng-
lish to the main Japanese commercial teletype station: “tokyo from Manila: We 
have an urgent message for you.” they tried several known frequencies, but no 
Japanese station would respond. After several hours gHQ gave them a longer 
message detailing the procedures for discussions, but there was still no answer. 
After ten hours of what MacArthur’s official report called “exasperating and sus-
picious delays,” a tokyo station responded. thus, in the early hours of 16 August 
Manila and tokyo began to exchange technical messages in english about the 
surrender talks.22

MacArthur demanded that the Japanese send a delegation to Manila. From 
the outset, language problems caused some minor incidents. the first message 
directed the Japanese to send a delegation to ie shima near Okinawa and directed 
that the Japanese planes be marked with green crosses. However, the Japanese 
language has several words for “green,” so the American translators wrote “green” 
and added “the color of grass.” 23 On 19 August two Japanese bombers displaying 
green crosses arrived at ie shima. they were met by a large crowd of American 
soldiers and reporters, among them several Nisei. sgt. Hoichi Kubo with the 27th 
infantry Division on the island recalled 7 December 1941, when he had witnessed 
Japanese aircraft attacking Wheeler Field on Oahu. He had later fought on Makin, 
Majuro, saipan, and Okinawa. For valor on saipan he was awarded the Distin-
guished service Cross and was the only Mis Nisei to receive this award. He had 
witnessed the war’s beginning and now was witnessing its end.24

21 Willoughby, “Character of Military intelligence,” pt. 2, p. 201.
22 Craig, fall of Japan, pp. 217, 228–29; reports of general Macarthur, vol. 1 supplement, p. 

12; “surrender on the Air,” Military review (May 1946): 31–39; Jacques Kunitz, “sequel to sur-
render on the Air,” signals 1, no. 2 (November–December 1946).

23 Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 287; John e. Anderton, in Willoughby, “Character of 
Military intelligence,” pt. 2, p. 203.

24 Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific Victory 
(Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), p. 349; interv, author with Hoichi Kubo, 30 Oct 87.
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Lt. gen. torashiro Kawabe, vice chief of the imperial Army general staff, 
and the Japanese delegation stepped down from their aircraft. A Nisei officer 
instructed them to move to the American C–54 transport aircraft for the flight to 
Nichols Field near Manila. Lt. Warren s. Munzenmeyer flew with them to Manila 
as interpreter for the flight crew. the Caucasian MisLs graduate had taught before 
the war at the American school in Japan. Willoughby met the delegation at Nich-
ols Field, backed by Mashbir, several Caucasian interpreters, and two Nisei, 2d 
Lt. thomas t. imada and 2d Lt. george Kenichi Kayano, who had been commis-
sioned only the day before. imada recorded his excitement in a letter home:

today will be one of the Red Letter days for me in the Army. Only last evening i was 
commissioned as a 2d Lieutenant in the Army of the united states. . . . this was to be our 
first assignment as officers. Only in an Army of the united states could a Nisei be given 
such an important task.25

the Japanese delegation climbed into waiting staff cars, with one American 
linguist riding in each. Kawabe got into the lead car with Willoughby and Mash-
bir. Willoughby, trying to be friendly, asked Kawabe in what language he would 
like to converse. Kawabe shrewdly suggested they use german. Kawabe had stud-
ied in germany and knew that Willoughby was of german birth.26

Over the next few days the Nisei found some opportunities for small talk with 
the Japanese. general Kawabe had brought a Nisei of his own, sadao roy otake, 
who spoke fluent english and Japanese. A graduate of New York university, otake 
had been in Japan when the war broke out. He was drafted into the Japanese Army 
and was now a second lieutenant. He was astonished to learn that among the 
American guards was his brother-in-law, sojiro takamura from Hawaii. “Look 
me up in Japan,” otake told him. At another point a Nisei interpreter tried to strike 
up a conversation with a Japanese official by asking: “When the Japanese attacked 
Hawaii, why didn’t they land?” the Japanese officer did not respond. Another 
Nisei, t4g. Raymond H. Katayama, asked a Japanese officer if the atomic bomb 
had indeed destroyed Hiroshima. “Hiroshima hasn’t been destroyed,” the officer 
replied. “it has vanished from the face of the earth.” 27 

25 yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45; WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45; “Japanese surrender envoys 
escorted by Nisei Officers,” pacific Citizen, 25 Aug 45; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 
250–51.

26 Craig, fall of Japan, pp. 237–49 (quote on p. 242); transcript of u.s.-Japanese meetings in 
Manila, 19–20 Aug 45, Folder #15, Box 24, Papers of Lt. gen. Richard K. sutherland, u.s. Army, 
1941–1945, Rg 30, MacArthur Memorial; “the Japs get MacArthur’s Orders,” Life (3 september 
1945): 23–27; John e. Anderton, in Willoughby, “Character of Military intelligence,” pt. 2, pp. 
200–22; Atis History, pp. 35–37; reports of general Macarthur, 1: 447–50; Mashbir, i Was an 
american spy, pp. 278–99; edwards, spy Catchers, p. 246; toland, rising sun, pp. 857–61; george 
Kenichi Kayano, MisNorCal Bio; Harvey Watanabe, in Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against 
Japan, pp. 42–44; Harvey Watanabe, personal communication to author, 19 May 03.

27 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 42–44; toland, rising sun, p. 860; 
Hawaii quote from Craig, fall of Japan, p. 242; Hiroshima quote from yank (28 september 1945).
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the Americans presented the Japanese delegates with directives from Wash-
ington translated into Japanese. A few days before the meeting, Mashbir selected 
sgt. Kiyoshi Hirano to review the draft translations. Hirano, a California-born 
Nisei, had been educated in Japan and for a time had taught middle school there 
before returning to America in 1939. At first Hirano declined on grounds that his 
Japanese was not good enough to translate such important documents. Mashbir 
insisted: “sergeant Hirano, you were a school teacher in Japan according to your 
service record. You have the best background in Japanese education among the 
group here. someone has to do this very important job to end the war. Please do your 
duty.” Hirano worked straight through three nights to finish the assignment.28

During the conference imada and Kayano worked with Mashbir and several 
other Caucasian interpreters and translators. the Japanese delegates brought doc-
uments that the Atis Nisei worked around the clock to translate.29 On the second 
day differences erupted over the proper language to use for the emperor in the 
instrument of surrender. in the version presented to the delegates, which had been 
translated in Washington, the Japanese pronoun “i” was used for the emperor 
rather than the imperial “we.” the Japanese delegates were upset at such insulting 
language. Mashbir suggested that they could substitute the proper word and he 
would clear it with MacArthur.30 On 20 August the Japanese delegates returned 
to Japan with the agreed upon documents. in Manila, the Atis Nisei worked in 
shifts for ten straight days to translate the surrender terms and the initial occupa-
tion directives.

gHQ had developed a contingency plan for the sudden collapse or surrender 
of Japan. Operation BlacklISt called for eighth Army to occupy tokyo and north-
ern Honshu, while the sixth Army and iii Amphibious Corps were to occupy 
the south. the tenth Army on Okinawa contributed the XXiV Corps for Korea. 
Meanwhile, the Vii Amphibious Force sent two Marine divisions to North China 
ports. the Americans were suspicious that the Japanese might lure them in only 
to slaughter them or poison their leaders. Willoughby described “the enormous 
initial military risks of landing with token forces on the Japanese mainland, into 
a colossal armed camp. . . . All possible landing areas, in the event of American 
armed landing, were completely organized by the Japanese Army and each of 
these had the potentiality of another Okinawa.” using Okinawa as “a completely 

28 Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 348; Crost, honor by fire, p. 289. As a precaution, all trans-
lations were marked “this is an unofficial translation.” english was considered the official lan-
guage for the surrender directives. Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 289.

29 translator and interpreter section, “Documents submitted to the sCAP by the Japanese Mis-
sion to Negotiate surrender, Manila, 19 August 1945,” Folder 6, Box 23, u.s. Army Forces, Pacific, 
Rg 4, MacArthur Memorial; Atis History, p. 13.

30 toland, rising sun, p. 859; Craig, fall of Japan, pp. 246–47; Mashbir, i Was an american 
spy, pp. 304–10; D. Clayton James, the years of Macarthur, 3 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1970–1985), 2: 779.
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authentic yardstick,” he predicted over 700,000 American casualties, “had we 
gone in shooting.” 31

in the first weeks of the occupation Caucasian language officers, rather than 
Mis Nisei, were entrusted with several critical tasks, including the initial landings, 
the surrender ceremony, and MacArthur’s first meeting with the emperor. On 28 
August American minesweepers led the third Fleet into tokyo Bay, and the same 
morning sixteen C–46 transports landed at the Atsugi naval air station southwest 
of tokyo carrying Col. Charles P. tench from g–3, gHQ, and 150 Army Air 
Forces communication specialists. they landed without incident and in forty-five 
minutes established radio communications with Okinawa. Local Japanese officials 
began preparing the airfield for the 11th Airborne Division, scheduled to arrive on 
30 August with its own team of Nisei linguists. the 4th Marines would land the 
same day at the Yokosuka naval base.32 the Atsugi advance party included Maj. 
Faubion Bowers, one of Atis’s top Caucasian linguists, but no Nisei. Bowers had 
lived in tokyo before the war and was one of the first Caucasians to graduate from 
Camp savage. He interpreted for the discussions between tench and the Japanese 
officers, but the Japanese provided their own english interpreters as well.33

2d Lt. thomas sakamoto flew into Atsugi on 30 August with a press pool of 
American correspondents to cover MacArthur’s triumphal arrival:

the morning was dark and overcast, with low-hanging clouds. Our plane flew towards 
our destination with great confidence, for we were to be among the first to land in Japan. 
But i was filled with anxiety as i did not know what was awaiting us.

the next few hours passed uneventfully, until suddenly in the distance an eerie 
shadow of a huge mountain appeared. it was Mt. Fuji. As we flew over its peak, i remi-
nisced about a mere eight years earlier when, as a student in Japan, a classmate and i had 
climbed Fuji-san. How little did i realize then that i would be seeing Mt. Fuji again under 
a totally different circumstance. i had always pictured Mt. Fuji as a majestic snow-capped 
mountain, but today it looked only like a dark ghostly figure, perhaps reflecting the tragic 
defeat of Japan.

31 Charles A. Willoughby, “Occupation of Japan and Japanese Reaction,” Military review (June 
1946): 3–4.

32 Col. C. t. tench, “Advance Party: Mission surrender,” infantry Journal (August 1946): 
30–36; Craig, fall of Japan, pp. 285–90; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 353. Hayami Russ sato 
accompanied the 11th Airborne Division advance party to Atsugi. He recalls the date as 25 August, 
but this is incorrect. Hayami R. sato, MisNorCal Bio, Rocky Mountain Bio. Although not assigned 
to the 11th Airborne Division, s.sgt. Kazuo Komoto also landed with the division at Atsugi. WD 
Press Release, 22 Oct 45; pacific Citizen, 8 sep 45.

33 interv, D. Clayton James with Faubion Bowers, Rg 49, D. Clayton James Collection, MacAr-
thur Memorial; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 11–13, 89–91, 94; Faubion 
Bowers, “Japan, 1940–1949: A tumultuous time Remembered,” Japan society Newsletter, Oct 95, 
pp. 4–7. some sources report that s.sgt. Hideo ihara from the 1st Radio squadron Mobile landed 
at Atsugi on 28 August for “a special mission,” perhaps to monitor Japanese military communica-
tions. tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 91; WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45.
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then between the breaks in the clouds, we could see the neatly laid out pattern of 
rice fields and the thatched farmhouses sporadically dotting the landscape below. soon 
we descended and taxied onto a runway, as if awakening from a dream. this was Atsugi 
airfield on August 30, 1945.34

Crowds of Americans and Japanese gathered near the airfield to greet MacAr-
thur, who held a press conference on the tarmac. sakamoto was startled to meet 
among the fifty Japanese correspondents in the crowd a high school classmate: 
Jimmy Wada from Hawaii, who had gone to Japan to attend Meiji university. 
When the war broke out, he was attached to the imperial Navy. sakamoto gave his 
friend all the K-rations he had brought with him. that same day Admiral Chester 
W. Nimitz landed at Yokosuka accompanied by at least one JiCPOA Nisei, t.sgt. 
Robert Oda.35

On 2 september Colonel Mashbir escorted the Japanese delegates on board 
the uss Missouri in tokyo Bay for the surrender ceremony. three Nisei were 
on board that day. sakamoto, who was still escorting the American correspon-
dents, watched as foreign Minister Mamoru shigemitsu hobbled on his wooden 
leg before a silent, hostile audience: 

every available space was occupied by sailors. the atmosphere was one of celebration. 
But this festive moment abruptly turned to silence as the Japanese delegation arrived. 
they were stripped of their samurai swords. One could hear a pin drop. the delegation 
was left standing for fifteen minutes, subject to hostile staring. if there was ever a scene 
that brought to me how sad a defeated nation can be, this was it. Of the total surrender 
ceremony, this fifteen minutes of cruel silence and abusive staring impacted me more than 
any other portion of the ceremony. i recalled then my four years of high school education 
in Japan, of once proud yamato Damashii (Japanese spirit), Bushido (Way of the samu-
rai) mentality of the Japanese military, and as a Nisei of my parents’ pride in those things 
Japanese, now vanished at that moment on the deck of the Missouri in a total defeat and 
disgrace for the Japanese people and the nation.36

34 interv, David swift with thomas sakamoto, in swift, “First Class”; the saga of the Mis, 
videotaped presentation, Los Angeles, 11 Mar 89; thomas sakamoto, “Witness to surrender,” Nik-
kei heritage (Winter 2003): 8–9.

35 interv, author with thomas sakamoto, 16 Nov 87; saga of the Mis; WD Press Release, 22 
Oct 45; Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 354–55. At least two other Nisei lieutenants, 2d Lts. 
Yoshito Fujimoto and Kay i. Kitagawa, traveled with MacArthur’s advance echelon. gHQ, travel 
Orders, 28 Aug 45.

36 thomas sakamoto, biographical statement, 1 Nov 96, author’s files; saga of the Mis; thomas 
sakamoto, “News of the Century: Japan’s surrender & Hiroshima, september 1945,” Nikkei heri-
tage 7, no. 3 (Fall 1995): 10–11; interv, author with sakamoto, 16 Nov 87; sakamoto, “Witness to 
surrender,” pp. 8–9; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, pp. 332–34. sources differ on other Nisei on 
board that day. Kayano identifies Jiro Yukimura. Kayano, MisNorCal Bio. Duval edwards identi-
fies Noboru Yoshimura. edwards, spy Catchers, p. 262. saburo Kubota identifies thomas imada, in 
tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 90. shigeya Kihara identifies Kiyoshi Hirano. “Fifty Years of the 
Yankee samurai,” unpubl Ms, Mar 90, author’s files. Another source identifies Kazu Yoshihashi. 
War Relocation Authority Photo no. 464, Bancroft Library, university of California, Berkeley. Roy 
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With the surrender, small numbers of Nisei began to enter Japan with combat 
units or on special assignments. M.sgt. Arthur s. Komori entered tokyo Bay with 
the first American ship as personal interpreter for Brig. gen. elliot R. thorpe, 
chief of counterintelligence. Lt. Kay Kitagawa went ashore as Fleet Admiral Wil-
liam F. Halsey’s personal interpreter. When the 1st Cavalry Division rolled into 
tokyo on 8 september, it was accompanied by its Nisei language team.37

Numerous combat divisions and corps headquarters, each with its Nisei lan-
guage team, poured into Japan over the next several weeks. several Nisei were 
detailed to the Navy, which needed to secure the cooperation of the Japanese Navy 
for clearing minefields and seizing shore facilities. in the largest such operation, 

uyehata identifies thomas sakamoto, Noby Yoshimura, Jiro Yukimura, thomas imada, and Kaz 
Yoshihata. Roy uyehata, “Mis Chronology, 1940–1999,” unpubl Ms, 1999, author’s files.

37 Arthur Komori, MisNorCal Bio; tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 35; Harrington hints 
that Komori worked undercover at this time. Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 350; yaban gogai, 
sep–Oct 45.

Macarthur meets with the Japanese press corps upon his arrival in Japan,  
30 august 1945. sakamoto (upper right) serves as press escort.
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beginning on 22 september, thirty-two American minesweepers and thirty-three 
Japanese minesweepers cleared a two-mile-wide channel for 150 miles through the 
inland sea.38 the V Amphibious Corps got a firsthand look at Japanese defenses 
on Kyushu that would have awaited Operation OlymPIc when it landed in septem-
ber with Nisei teams from JiCPOA. sgt. Don Oka was attached to the 5th Marine 
Division when it moved to sasebo on 22 september and then onward to Nagasaki. 
His mission was to “release all Japanese political prisoners, locate all downed u.s. 
planes and the whereabouts of all surviving airmen.” 39 At Aomori, the northern-
most port on Honshu, the 81st infantry Division landed on 18 september. On the 
first day some Japanese men walked around 2d Lt. Robert K. sakai and asked 
themselves in Japanese, “Who is this Asian-looking person dressed in an Ameri-
can military uniform? He must be Chinese or Korean.”40

Freeing Allied prisoners of war was an urgent concern. When the Americans 
arrived, POW camps in Japan held about 32,000 Allied prisoners. in the Philip-
pines, thousands of former prisoners of war and civilian internees told horrifying 
stories of great suffering and atrocities. intelligence channels picked up indica-
tions that the Japanese might execute prisoners rather than relinquish them. these 
concerns were well grounded. When the u.s. Navy bombarded Wake island in 
October 1943, the Japanese executed 96 American civilian prisoners held there 
since December 1941. in December 1944 the Japanese commander on Palawan 
island in the Philippines executed 150 American prisoners when he thought the 
island was about to be retaken. the Potsdam Declaration had warned that “stern 
justice shall be meted out to all war criminals, including those who have visited 
cruelties upon our prisoners.”41 in the last months of the war military authorities 
made plans for the rapid recovery of prisoners of war and internees, and camps 
were identified from the air. When the surrender came, twentieth Air Force bomb-
ers and Navy carrier aircraft dropped food and medical supplies into the camps. 
the liberated prisoners were brought to Yokohama and then moved onward to 
guam, saipan, or Manila. thousands of Allied POWs and internees were also 
released in China and southeast Asia.

in a few instances the Nisei helped the Recovered Personnel Detachments 
make arrangements with camp officials. sgt. ichiro James ito reported that his 
team would “inquire with camp officials, go over train schedules, inquire about 

38 Morison, history of United states Naval operations, 15: 12–14.
39 Don C. Oka, MisNorCal Bio; Henry i. shaw, Jr., the United states Marines in the occupa-

tion of Japan (Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, u.s. Marine Corps, 1969); Benis M. Frank and 
Henry i. shaw, Jr., history of U.s. Marine Corps operations in World War ii, vol. 5, Victory and 
occupation (Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, u.s. Marine Corps, 1968); Charles R. smith, secur-
ing the surrender: Marines in the occupation of Japan (Washington, D.C.: Headquarters, u.s. 
Marine Corps, 1997).

40 Japanese eyes, american heart: personal reflections of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei sol-
diers (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 1998), p. 132.

41 reports of general Macarthur, vol. 1 supplement, pp. 89–116; gavan Daws, prisoners of 
the Japanese: poWs of World War ii in the pacific (New York: William Morrow, 1994); Atis 
Research Rpt no. 86, 24 Aug 44 (see ch. 3, note 53).
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the route and act as interpreters for officers.” in areas where Allied prisoners had 
been forced to work as slave laborers, he wrote, “coal mining officials made us 
guests in private clubs and hotels. After talking to some of the people here i found 
that there were no signs of resentment in their speech or actions; only the quiet 
aloofness shown to all strangers.”42 From a camp near tokyo, marines liberated 
one unusual prisoner, sgt. Frank Fujita, Jr. He had been born and raised in texas 
by his Japanese father and Caucasian mother. upon the outbreak of the war he had 
been on Java in the Netherlands east indies with a texas National guard artillery 
battalion when they were captured in March 1942.43

in the first few weeks only a few dozen Mis Nisei arrived in Japan, most 
assigned to combat units. those few were stretched thin to meet critical require-
ments, together with even fewer Caucasian linguists. All too often this shortage 
forced American commanders to rely on interpreters provided by the Japanese 
government. three weeks after MacArthur’s arrival, when the emperor requested 
a private meeting, the imperial Household Agency supplied the interpreter. Major 
Bowers waited outside the meeting, but his services were not needed.44

regional surrenders

the surrender of Japanese Army and Navy forces in the home islands was 
swiftly accomplished. However, several million other Japanese soldiers and sailors 
were spread throughout the Asia-Pacific region. Within a few days of the emper-
or’s announcement, armies that had been locked in a deadly embrace from the 
Burmese highlands to Pacific atolls laid down their arms. two million Japanese 
soldiers remained in China and Manchuria and almost a million in Korea. Another 
million soldiers were scattered from Burma through the Netherlands east indies 
to New guinea. A quarter million were stranded from the gilberts and Marshalls 
to the Bonins and the Ryukyus.45 imperial general Headquarters sent out radio 
messages on 16 August to its regional commands, ordering them to cease fight-
ing; the imperial Household Agency sent imperial princes to Manchuria, China, 

42 yaban gogai, Nov 45, pp. 5, 8.
43 “sgt. Fujita, Only Nisei taken Prisoner by Japanese in Pacific Fighting, Reported Liberated,” 
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and southeast Asia to ensure compliance. in other areas, the Allies had to inform 
isolated Japanese detachments that the war had ended.46

On 19 August MacArthur’s headquarters directed that no formal surrenders 
be held anywhere until he had completed the ceremony in tokyo Bay, which com-
plicated local surrenders throughout the region. Not until 2 september did the 
imperial general Headquarters send out general Order no. 1 (drafted by Ameri-
can planners), ordering all Japanese armed forces to lay down their weapons.47 
During these weeks suspended between war and peace, the Nisei were needed 
everywhere. they transmitted the emperor’s speech to isolated Japanese detach-
ments by leaflet, radio, and loudspeaker in a dramatic intensification of psycho-
logical warfare. they accompanied Allied troops to disarm Japanese forces. they 
arranged the surrender ceremonies with their myriad administrative and logisti-
cal details. Parlays had to be arranged, radio links established, information about 
troop dispositions exchanged, and minefields cleared.

in each region, the Allied troops first had to contact local Japanese command-
ers. in some cases, the Japanese had not yet received word of the surrender through 
their chain of command and feared an Allied ruse. in many cases, the Allies pro-
vided copies of the emperor’s rescript. some Japanese commanders refused to 
deal with the Allies and killed themselves rather than endure such humiliation. 
Commanders on both sides would sometimes arrange local ceasefires, which held 
until formal surrender ceremonies could be held, sometimes weeks later. the 
Nisei played an essential role in all these talks. Areas such as Korea, French indo-
china, and the Netherlands east indies contained a volatile mix of Japanese troops, 
nationalist forces, and former colonial forces. in some areas, the Allies retained 
Japanese troops and local authorities for months after the surrender, making the 
situation even more chaotic and dangerous. in other areas, Allied or indigenous 
forces wreaked terrible vengeance on Japanese soldiers. everywhere, the local 
population suffered from famine, diseases, destruction, and displacement.

southeast asia

After the united states withdrew its combat troops from the southeast Asia 
Command in the spring and summer of 1945, 150–200 Nisei remained in New 
Delhi with the southeast Asia translation and interrogation Center (seAtiC).48 
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they were joined by Canadian Nisei trained at the Canadian Army language 
school in Vancouver, twelve of whom arrived in April 1945.49 Lord Mountbatten’s 
forces had been preparing for the invasion of Malaya, Operation ZIPPer, scheduled 
for september; American Nisei already had been assigned to British and Com-
monwealth units for the assault. However, Operation ZIPPer was superseded by 
hasty plans to seize Japanese-held southeast Asia following the surrender. Adding 
to Mountbatten’s worries, at the last minute the Combined Joint Chiefs moved the 
boundary line between his theater and MacArthur’s, transferring most of southeast 
Asia and indonesia to Mountbatten. in september 1945 Mountbatten rushed his 
forces to take possession of former British, French, and Dutch colonies and con-
duct what the British called Recovery of Allied Prisoners of War and internees.50

On 27 August Allied and Japanese representatives met in Rangoon for regional 
surrender talks. serving as interpreters were two newly commissioned Nisei, 2d 
Lts. teichiro Hirata and Joe Amaki. Hirata wrote to friends at Ft. snelling:

in early August, just prior to the surrender, i was flown to Kandy, Ceylon, to await the 
word to cease fire. then in late August i was fortunate in drawing an assignment to the 
surrender negotiations held in Rangoon, Burma. . . . [s]everal of the Nisei boys . . . were 
scattered about along the Malay Peninsula, and some were sent to Java, [Hong Kong], 
[Bangkok], and saigon.51

singapore, the site of Britain’s humiliating 1942 defeat, was selected for the 
surrender ceremony on 12 september. A local surrender agreement was signed on 
4 september, and British troops landed the following day. On 9 september assault 
troops, accompanied by six Canadian Nisei, landed on the Malay Peninsula. 
American 2d Lt. Kan tagami, a veteran of the marS task Force, accompanied the 
34th indian Corps into Kuala Lumpur. About fifteen American Nisei remained 
with Commonwealth forces in Malaya and singapore to assist with the surrender 
and demobilization of Japanese forces.52

Commonwealth forces pushed into the southern half of French indochina, 
arriving in saigon on 8 september. As an interim measure the British commander 
ordered the Japanese commander to maintain law and order; but the British soon 
found themselves caught between French officials and the Vietnamese national-
ists, the Vietminh. iwao Kumabe, attached to the British, was in saigon in late 
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september when “shooting broke out. We were told to prepare against any attack, 
and our barracks were barricaded. . . . the rebels had barricaded the roads to the 
airport, and put up posters that the police tore down.”53

British authorities in saigon with Nisei assistance also investigated war 
crimes. Kumabe helped interrogate the Kempeitai (Japanese military police) chief 
for south indochina, which took three weeks. Kumabe himself remained in sai-
gon until February 1946. sam t. Kikumoto flew to saigon to aid in investigat-
ing the treatment of American prisoners of war held in indochina. He spent six 
months in saigon helping to interrogate Kempeitai members who had abused or 
killed Americans.54 French troops arrived in October. Most Americans had left by 
the end of the year, the Nisei involved in war crimes investigations among the last 
to leave.55

the Netherlands east indies presented similar problems. indonesian national-
ist leader Achmed sukarno proclaimed the indonesian Republic on 17 August, 
weeks before the arrival of Allied troops, and obtained arms from the Japanese 
Army. the Netherlands government dispatched a lieutenant governor, who arrived 
at southeast Asia Command headquarters at Kandy on 1 september. Mountbatten 
later reported that the official “[gave] me no reason to suppose that the reoccupa-
tion of Java would present any operational problem, beyond that of rounding up 
the Japanese.”56 

the first Allied force sent to the Netherlands east indies was Force 136 
“Mastiff,” which parachuted to liberate Allied prisoners of war on 8 september. 
the Royal Navy arrived at Batavia (Jakarta) on 16 september and immediately 
requested troops to maintain order; two indian divisions were dispatched. All this 
required close work with Japanese commanders and units, which required lin-
guists. second Lt. gil Ryo Arai accompanied the British forces to Java, while 
t.sgt. Paul t. Bannai assisted Australian forces with surrenders in Bali, Java, and 
the former Portuguese colony of timor. By early 1946 all American Nisei had 
been withdrawn from the south-east Asia Command.57

China

in the months before the surrender, Japanese troops began withdrawing from 
southern China and Chinese nationalist forces advanced toward the coast. With the 
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support of 30,000 American advisers with the u.s. Forces China theater and Chi-
nese Combat Command, Chinese forces were poised to launch a major offensive 
in the south. guerrilla units under the sino-American Cooperative Organization 
passed through Japanese-held areas to reach Nanking (Nanjing), Canton (guang-
zhou), Peking (Beijing), and shanghai. in late July Lt. gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer 
and Chiang Kai-shek agreed that American troops would seize China’s coastal cit-
ies in the event of a sudden Japanese collapse and hold them until nationalist troops 
could arrive. When the surrender came, 3 million Japanese soldiers remained in 
China and Manchuria. On 10 August the Joint Chiefs of staff sent Wedemeyer a 
new directive for the China theater and authorized Chiang Kai-shek to accept the 
surrender of all Japanese forces in China. After the Japanese surrender, Admiral 
Nimitz provided a marine amphibious corps with two divisions.58

in the north, the soviet union abruptly broke its long truce and attacked on 9 
August. More than a million soviet soldiers swept into Manchuria and northern 
China and seized sakhalin island and the northern half of Korea. the Red Army 
gave the Kwantung Army no chance to surrender. instead it was completely shat-
tered, losing about 80,000 killed.59

Dozens of Nisei were serving in China, about forty with the sino transla-
tion and interrogation Center (siNtiC) in Chungking. Perhaps six others were 
assigned to the Fourteenth Air Force. Others worked for the Office of War infor-
mation. Five were in Yenan with the Dixie Mission. A few were parceled out 
to Chinese guerrilla forces with the Office of strategic services (Oss). Other 
language personnel included some Chinese-American graduates of the MisLs 
Chinese-language program. For example, in August the school sent thirty  
Chinese-language graduates to China at the urgent request of the China theater. 
Nisei in China worked under two experienced American language officers, Col. 
Joseph K. Dickey and Lt. Col. John Burden.

immediately after the surrender announcement Oss Detachment 202 con-
ducted rescue missions for Allied prisoners of war in eight camps in China, Korea, 
Hainan island, and Formosa. individual Nisei were assigned to most teams, 
including several of the original fourteen Nisei selected for the Oss in 1943. One 
team went to Manchuria in search of senior Allied prisoners held by the Japanese, 
including the defeated commanders of the Philippines and singapore, Maj. gen. 
Jonathan M. Wainwright and British general Arthur e. Percival, respectively.

six Oss operatives parachuted near the Hoten prison camp outside Mukden 
on the morning of 16 August after a long B–24 flight from sian (Xian) in north-
central China. Cpl. Fumio Kido was the team’s lone interpreter. they were met 
by Japanese soldiers with fixed bayonets and a Japanese sergeant who barked 
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a command at the Americans. Kido interpreted: “He says to kneel down.” the 
sergeant demanded to know who they were. Kido explained that the war was over 
and they had come to bring aid to the prisoners, but the sergeant was skeptical. 
A Japanese officer approached to question Kido. “He seemed only interested in 
knowing whether i was Japanese or not,” Kido recalled. “i replied that i was of 
Japanese ancestry but that i was an American and an American soldier.”60

After a long wait, another Japanese officer arrived and apologized, saying 
that the news of the surrender had just reached Mukden. the officers took the 
Americans to their headquarters to wait for further instructions. the Japanese 
were especially confused about Kido, who overheard a Japanese officer telephone 
his higher headquarters to ask, “We have an American-born Japanese here. What 
do we do with him?” He could not hear the answer on the other end. Later that day 
they met a Kempeitai colonel, who produced a bottle of American whiskey and 
conversed with them in excellent english. When Kido asked where he had learned 
his english, the colonel explained he had spent some time in Hawaii.61

the following morning Japanese officials allowed the team to visit the prison 
camp, where they liberated over a thousand prisoners. Wainwright and Percival 
flew to tokyo just in time for the surrender. One of the other senior American 
prisoners, Maj. gen. george M. Parker, recommended the Oss team for the Dis-
tinguished service Cross:

From my personal observation and experience based on three years close contact with the 
Japanese Army, i feel certain that the lives of all the members of [the] party were in grave 
danger during the greater part of August 16th. Any misunderstood action on the part of 
one of the Americans would not only have resulted in quick death to that individual and 
mass punishment to the others, but in the failure of the attempt to contact the prisoners.62

One week later the first soviet troops arrived in Mukden, and Kido feared they 
would treat him as a Japanese soldier. He quickly memorized some simple Russian 
phrases such as “Nyet Nipponaky soldat!” [“No Japanese soldier!”].63

Capt. John K. singlaub led another Oss team on 27 August to Hainan island, 
where 356 Australian and Dutch soldiers and sailors were being held. the lone Nisei 
interpreter was Lt. Ralph Yempuku. Yempuku had never jumped before, singlaub 
recalled, “but did not hesitate to volunteer.” they jumped from five or six hundred 
feet. When Yempuku’s parachute opened, a buckle hit him in the face and split open 
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his chin. He hit the ground hard with blood streaming down his face. But he had no 
time to worry about that: in minutes trucks arrived and disgorged nervous Japanese 
soldiers who approached the team with fixed bayonets. From the opposite direction, 
Chinese farm laborers rushed over to see what was happening.

singlaub made a quick decision. He spun around with his back to the advanc-
ing Japanese soldiers and told Yempuku to interpret: “stop right there.” Yempuku 
translated: “the major commands, stop right there!” then singlaub spun around 
and shouted in an angry voice, “turn those troops around. Face the Chinese civil-
ians. You will protect these supplies from them.” Yempuku translated in the same 
tone of voice. the Japanese lieutenant hesitated, and then he too made a decision. 
He turned his troops around to face the approaching Chinese laborers. “We had 
won the first engagement of this strange campaign,” singlaub recalled.64

the Oss sent other teams to POW camps elsewhere in China, Korea, and 
Formosa. s.sgt. Dick s. Hamada accompanied a team that landed near Peking on 
17 August, where they found four survivors of the 1942 Doolittle bombing raid 
on tokyo.65

in the aftermath of the Japanese surrender, the u.s. headquarters in the China 
theater moved forward from the wartime capital of Chungking to shanghai on the 
coast. in these weeks the language section did heavy translation work. Most Nisei 
flew onward to Nanking, the capital of Japanese-occupied China. Colonel Burden 
attended the formal surrender ceremony on 9 september at Whampoa, the Central 
Military Academy in Nanking.66

Meanwhile, the iii Amphibious Corps seized key points on the China coast, 
recalling the marines’ long service in China before the war. the corps chief of 
staff and g–2 were both former Chinese-language attachés. Navy language offi-
cers, aided by a few Nisei, did most of the work of liaison with local Japanese offi-
cials. the 1st Marine Division advance party arrived at tientsin on 24 september 
and conducted a surrender ceremony on 6 October for 50,000 Japanese soldiers. 
the 6th Marine Division landed at tsingtao on 11 October and conducted a local 
surrender ceremony on 25 October. the situation on the ground grew more com-
plicated by the day because the nationalists controlled the cities while the Com-
munists controlled the countryside. During October the Fourteenth Air Force flew 
50,000 nationalist troops into the area. the marines accepted local surrenders, 
maintained order, and facilitated the repatriation of hundreds of thousands of Jap-
anese soldiers and civilians, as well as many Koreans, Okinawans, and taiwanese. 
eventually the iii Amphibious Corps repatriated more than 500,000 Japanese and 
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Koreans.67 Nisei John Noguchi accompanied the 1st Marine Division to Chang-
zhou and eventually sailed to sasebo as escort for a returning Japanese battalion. 
Among the returning Japanese soldiers he discovered an American-born Nisei 
whom Noguchi had known when they were students together at san Francisco 
state College. His friend had been caught in Japan at the start of the war, was 
drafted into the Japanese Army, and spent three years stationed in China.68

in North China, the marines found that their greatest problems came not from 
the defeated Japanese soldiers but from the clash between Chinese factions. gen-
eral Order no. 1 had directed Japanese forces in China to surrender to Chiang 
Kai-shek, which left the Communists out of the picture. soon the marines were 
pulling joint duty with Japanese soldiers to protect key areas from the Chinese 
Communists. the marines and nationalists even used some Japanese Army units 
in fighting against Communist guerrillas. According to the official Marine Corps 
history, “the [Japanese] China expeditionary Army reversed its wartime role and 
became a quasi-ally of the National government.” the last Nisei were withdrawn 
by the end of 1946 and the bulk of marine forces by early 1947.69

Other Nisei were scattered throughout China on special assignments. the 
China theater headquarters sent a small team with one Nisei to t’aiyuan in shansi 
Province in North China to observe the surrender of 60,000 Japanese troops of 
the North China Area Army.70 three other Nisei joined a u.s. advisory group for 
Formosa. toshio uesato flew to taihoku (taipei) on Formosa in mid-November to 
help repatriate Japanese troops. six weeks later he accepted a civilian position in 
the sCAP Civil intelligence section in tokyo. He took the civil service job in part 
because he wanted to search for his older brother, a university of Hawaii graduate 
who had been studying at Waseda university when war broke out. He later learned 
that he had been conscripted and died of malaria on Bougainville in April 1944.71

the u.s. Army had maintained its liaison mission to the Chinese Communists 
in Yenan, though the relationship had noticeably cooled. in July 1945 Col. ivan 
D. Yeaton, a former u.s. military attaché to Moscow, took command of the Dixie 
Mission. He was impressed with the three Nisei already there, two of whom, Koji 
Ariyoshi and george i. Nakamura, had received field commissions that spring. in 
August two more Nisei arrived. 

Yeaton considered Ariyoshi the most important man on the Dixie Mission 
“because the Communists trusted him and gave him free access to their com-
pound.” 72 Ariyoshi had been in Yenan since October 1944 and was genuinely 
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impressed with the Communists and their political work with Japanese prisoners. 
the Americans, he recalled, “were generally favorably impressed by the broad 
participation in government by the people of all classes, reduced land rent, clean 
government, active resistance against the Japanese invaders, and the educational 
program that reached the peasant masses who were generally neglected in the 
Nationalist areas.” Ariyoshi also had good relations with the small group of Japa-
nese Communists in Yenan, including sanzō Nosaka.73

in september 1945 Ariyoshi flew to Chungking, where he reported to Wede-
meyer on the strength of Communist forces: “What China needs is not Nationalist 
domination but good clean government and democracy. such a government must 
be broadly representative.” Wedemeyer sent him to Ambassador Patrick J. Hurley, 
to whom he delivered the same assessment. Hurley responded angrily and shook 
his finger in Ariyoshi’s face: “Young man, you have been fooled by Communist 
propaganda! i am the only American who has not been fooled by Communist pro-
paganda!” 74 Deeply discouraged at America’s China policy, Ariyoshi flew back to 
Yenan, where he stayed a few months longer. When general george C. Marshall 
visited Yenan in March 1946, Ariyoshi accompanied him. He was discharged in 
China and briefly worked for the state Department before finally leaving China 
in July 1946.75

When news of the Japanese surrender reached the former British possession of 
Hong Kong, the British internees took matters into their own hands, established a 
provisional government using former colonial officials, then radioed Allied forces 
to announce they had liberated themselves. the British government dispatched a 
naval task force from subic Bay in the Philippines and accepted the provisional 
surrender on 3 september.76 

the surrender ceremony took place on 16 september in the gracious old Pen-
insula Hotel. the Oss observer team included Lieutenant Yempuku. By strange 
coincidence, one of the interpreters for the Japanese delegation was Yempuku’s 
younger brother, Donald. Both had been born in Hawaii and were graduates of 
McKinley High school. When war broke out, Donald was still living in Japan. 
He renounced his u.s. citizenship and found work with the Dōmei news and the 
military press bureau as a translator. When he entered the crowded hotel lobby, 
he spotted his older brother wearing an American uniform. “i knew it was Ralph 
right away,” he recalled, “immediately, i was happy he was alive. But almost in 
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the same breath, i was embarrassed because he was on the side of the enemy.” He 
decided not to approach his brother, who did not notice him. the brothers finally 
met several months later in Japan. “this time, we shook hands,” Donald recalled. 
“Japanese, you know, never show much emotion. We didn’t discuss the war. i felt 
that we were all fortunate to have come out alive.” 77

in northern indochina, the situation was explosive. the Japanese Army had 
overthrown the Vichy colonial regime in March 1945, so the Japanese surrender 
left a power vacuum. Ho Chi Minh, the Vietnamese nationalist leader, declared 
himself president of “free Vietnam” on 16 August. the Oss inserted a team on 
22 August with a Nisei interpreter, t.sgt. Alvin toso. this team liberated 300 
Allied prisoners but could not control the area without reinforcement. the Viet 
Minh seized power in Hanoi on 2 september and declared a provisional govern-
ment. to seize territory and disarm the Japanese soldiers, Chiang Kai-shek sent 
across the border 80,000 men accompanied by American advisers, who reached 
Hanoi in mid-september. French troops did not arrive until early October. several 
Nisei were assigned to the advancing Chinese, including tom Haga, who took a 
train from Kunming to the indochina border at the end of August. Another Nisei, 
2d Lt. Clarke H. Kawakami, was picked for the mission because he spoke French, 
but he asked george i. Nakamura to take his place. Nakamura had just returned to 
Chungking after eleven months in Yenan for a commissioning board. Kawakami 
wanted to go to Japan, not indochina, as quickly as possible. shortly before he 
had left Japan in 1941, he had married a Japanese actress. Now he was anxious to 
return and find her. Nakamura won his commission, agreed to take Kawakami’s 
place, and soon found himself in Hanoi.78

Following the Japanese surrender in Hanoi in late september, the Nisei helped 
arrange the evacuation of all Japanese troops to Formosa and then on to Japan. But 
first the u.s. Navy had to clear Haiphong Harbor of Japanese mines. For this toshi 
uesato was assigned to a u.s. Navy destroyer to obtain information from the 
Japanese Navy on their sea mines in the area. throughout October and November 
he interviewed Japanese naval officers and helped translate their charts for the 
American naval officers. All Americans were withdrawn from northern indochina 
by December 1945, and the Chinese troops departed the following spring.79

Central pacific

scattered across the Central Pacific, more than a quarter-million Japanese sol-
diers and sailors were slowly wasting away on bypassed islands while American 
forces were stronger than ever and backed by powerful intelligence. JiCPOA in 
Hawaii, grown to 544 officers and 1,223 enlisted men, produced 2 million printed 
sheets of intelligence each week. On guam, the Advance intelligence Center 

77 tomi Kaizawa Knaefler, our house Divided: seven Japanese american families in World 
War ii (Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1991), pp. 85–87.

78 interv, author with g. Nakamura, 6 Dec 94.
79 intervs, author with uesato, 21 Aug 95, and with george Nakamura, 6 Dec 94; george i. 

Nakamura, MisNorCal Bio; spector, advice and support, pp. 51–73.
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provided direct support to Nimitz and his combat commanders. More than 200 
Nisei were assigned to JiCPOA. some worked in the JiCPOA Annex in down-
town Honolulu, while others served with Army and Marine divisions and corps. 
JiCPOA was also staffed with several hundred Navy and Marine language officers 
from the Navy’s Oriental Language school in Boulder, Colorado.80

JiCPOA conducted psychological warfare operations with the Office of War 
information using leaflets and voice broadcasts to induce surrenders on bypassed 
islands. in May 1945 the Psychological Warfare section established a special 
stockade on Oahu for Japanese prisoners of war assisting the program. After the 
Japanese surrender these efforts were increased.81

Within weeks of the Japanese surrender, this massive theater intelligence 
infrastructure was dismantled. Nimitz had no responsibilities for the occupation 
of Japan or Korea, so JiCPOA and its translation annex were closed and the intel-
ligence specialists, including the Nisei, were reassigned or demobilized. several 
Nisei were dispatched to help with local surrenders. some were deployed for the 
Navy technical Mission to Japan or the u.s. strategic Bombing survey.82

in the war’s closing days, t3g. Don s. Okubo was patrolling the Marshall 
islands in a Navy landing craft, using a loudspeaker to call out to stragglers. 
sometimes cooperative prisoners of war made the broadcasts under his supervi-
sion. Okubo had fought with the 1st Marine Division on Peleliu, which he consid-
ered his “most dangerous assignment.”

i was much more worried about the marines shooting me than the Japs. You know how 
those marines are: if they see anyone who even looks like the enemy they fire. Whenever 
i was on patrol i had to be escorted by half a dozen marines or i’d be a dead duck. Despite 
my army uniform i was fired on several times.83

A few days after Japan’s surrender, Okubo was sent to Mille Atoll to negotiate 
the surrender of the Japanese headquarters there. Late in the afternoon he went 
ashore alone, only to learn that the admiral’s headquarters was on another island. 
By the time he reached the second island, night had fallen; so the whaleboat that 
brought him there cautiously pulled up to the dark landing. the Japanese guards 

80 On the end of the war in the Pacific Ocean Areas, see CiNCPAC-CiNCPOA, Rpt of sur-
render and Occupation of Japan, 11 Feb 46; Morison, history of United states Naval operations, 
15: 3–6; Frank and shaw, Victory and occupation, pp. 449–63; Dorothy e. Richard, United states 
Naval administration of the trust territory of the pacific islands, 3 vols. (Washington, D.C.: gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1957), vol. 2. For a list of seventy-five major islands that remained under 
Japanese control, see Memorandum to the Press, 18 Aug 45, in Navy Department Communiqués 
601–624 (Washington, D.C.: u.s. Navy), pp. 71–73.

81 Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas, “Report of intelligence Activities in the Pacific 
Ocean Areas,” 15 Oct 45, p. 32 (hereafter cited as JiCPOA History), copy in author’s files.

82 Rpt of intelligence Activities; Atis History, p. 29; sam setsuo isokane, “Nisei Men of 
JiCPOA Annex,” unpubl Ms, n.d.

83 “Honolulu Army sergeant storms Pacific island Alone, Persuades Japanese Admiral to sur-
render His garrison,” honolulu advertiser, 5 Oct 45.
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held their fire and took Okubo to their lieutenant, who told the lone Nisei that it 
was too late to disturb the admiral. the Nisei insisted that his commander had 
ordered him to deliver the message personally to his Japanese counterpart that the 
war had ended and to ask the Japanese commander to surrender his forces. the 
Japanese lieutenant relented and took Okubo to the cave where the admiral was 
sleeping. Okubo met with the admiral for two hours before obtaining his promise 
to surrender. the next morning the whaleboat returned to take Okubo back to the 
command ship. As a result of his solo mission, more than 1,000 Japanese sailors 
and soldiers on the atoll surrendered on 22 August in the first mass surrender in 
the Central Pacific. For his valor Okubo was promoted to master sergeant and 
awarded the Bronze star.84

in the Bonin islands, the marines had captured iwo Jima; but 40,000 Japanese 
remained on other islands in the chain. the Americans and Japanese held sur-
render talks on Chichi Jima on 31 August; the surrender ceremony was held on 3 
september. However, because of the large number of Japanese soldiers and their 
dispersal throughout the chain, the Americans did not take possession of the other 
islands until 13 December.

in the Ryukyu islands, the Americans declared Okinawa secure in June; but 
105,000 Japanese soldiers and sailors remained at large throughout that chain. On 
7 september the tenth Army commander, general Joseph W. stilwell, accepted 
their surrender, with sergeant Oda serving as his interpreter. the surrender did 
not bring an end to the overwhelming problems in the Ryukyus. in mid-septem-
ber a powerful typhoon hit Okinawa, and another hit a few weeks later. soldiers, 
prisoners of war, and refugees all suffered as their tent cities and improvised shel-
ters were destroyed by the wind and rain. scores of Nisei worked with military 
government officials to relieve the civilian suffering.85

Following the surrender, small groups of Japanese soldiers continued to hide 
in Okinawa’s rugged terrain. in mid-september sgt. tim Ohta and a bodyguard 
went looking for one group of holdouts. the two Americans went as far as they 
could together, then Ohta “ventured alone into Japanese-held territory and disap-
peared into the rocks.” A short while later he returned with two Japanese officers 
who agreed to surrender the forces under their command. three days later Ohta, 
his bodyguard, and a Marine officer drove two trucks to the agreed-upon location. 
the bodyguard recalled the scene: “it was dawn, with mist still in the valley. i 
expected we’d be early and that the Japanese soldiers would wander down from 
the hills during the day. the scene which greeted us was unforgettable: the Japa-
nese stood at attention in battalion formation, . . . fairly well dressed, their weap-
ons neatly stacked, and silent as we approached.” the Marine officer was “clearly 

84 Atoll Commander, Majuro, Commendation, 10 Dec 45, author’s files; “Honolulu Army ser-
geant”; tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, pp. 64–66; steve Lum, “Donald Okubo’s Amazing story,” 
hawaii herald, 2 Jul 93, p. A–23. Okubo’s Bronze star was upgraded to the silver star in 2001.

85 Harrington, yankee samurai, pp. 354–55; Akira Nakamura, MisNorCal Bio. tenth Army 
was inactivated on 15 October 1945, and responsibility for the Ryukyus passed to Army Forces 
Western Pacific.
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taken aback at this scene, . . . [and] left in one truck to get more transportation.” 
Ohta, his bodyguard, and the remaining truck driver stayed behind to guard the 
250 Japanese soldiers. Ohta had thought to bring four cartons of cigarettes, which 
he presented to the Japanese colonel for his men. “each soldier stepped forward, 
saluted, took his cigarette and returned to the ranks—an amazing display of dis-
cipline in a defeated army.” When the marine returned with more trucks, the sur-
render proceeded without incident. Ohta was awarded the silver star.86

On guam and saipan in the Marianas, American soldiers guarded tens of 
thousands of Japanese prisoners. On saipan, one refugee camp alone held 18,000 
civilian detainees. Japanese prisoners on guam “sobbed loudly, waving their hands 
and showing great and visible grief when they heard Hirohito’s radio address on 
the empire’s surrender.” 87

86 edwards, spy Catchers, pp. 249–50.
87 tom O’Brien, “Camp susupe,” yank (22 June 1945); quote from yaban gogai, War extra, 

Aug 45.

a Nisei sergeant (second from right) assists as Lt. gen. Yoshio tachibana 
surrenders 40,000 Japanese in the Bonin islands, Uss Dunlap, 3 september 1945.
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in the Carolines and the Marianas, 130,000 Japanese soldiers and sailors 
remained under the command of the Japanese 31st army and fourth fleet. After 
u.s. Navy bombers dropped surrender leaflets on truk, American pilots spot-
ted white crosses spread out on the island’s runways. On 30 August surrender 
negotiations using JiCPOA Nisei were held aboard an American destroyer. the 
night before the surrender, the intelligence officer handed t3g. sam setsuo iso-
kane the American general’s prepared speech to translate into Japanese. isokane 
had left his dictionary back in Hawaii; nevertheless, he worked through the night 
to prepare a translation, which the naval intelligence officer read out loud the next 
morning. the formal surrender ceremony with two Nisei interpreters was held on 
2 september. the next day isokane sailed to Rota, where he interpreted as 3,000 
Japanese surrendered.88

88 CiNCPOA Press Releases no. 244, 2 sep 45, and no. 247, 3 sep 45; tsukiyama et al., secret 
Valor, p. 67; isokane, “Nisei Men of JiCPOA Annex.”

t3g. Jiro arakaki (right) helps an army intelligence officer (center) question a 
senior Japanese officer, yonakunajima, ryukyus, 7 october 1945. 
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On nearby Yap island, five Hawaii Nisei persuaded 7,000 Japanese troops 
and civilians to surrender.89 On 31 August 2,500 Japanese surrendered on Mar-
cus island with the help of Nobuo Furuiye. in the final months of the war he had 
served on iwo Jima, where he was wounded by mortar fire, worked with refugees 
on saipan, and interpreted at a war crimes trial on guam. soon after the Marcus 
surrender he was attached to the Navy technical Mission in sasebo.90 On Wake 
island, Larry Watanabe helped a Marine general negotiate the surrender of 1,262 
emaciated Japanese defenders on 4 september.91

On 31 August the North Pacific Fleet set sail from the Aleutians for northern 
Japan. two Nisei, t3g. Hiromu William Wada and t3g. Laurence Mihara, sailed 
with Admiral Frank J. Fletcher on his flagship, the uss panamint. When they 
reached Japanese waters, a Japanese pilot came aboard to guide them through the 
heavily mined strait between Honshu and Hokkaido. the pilot brought his own 
interpreter, a Canadian Nisei who spoke english well. the Americans arrived at 
the Ominato naval base on 6 september. On 9 september Wada interpreted as 

89 tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, p. 67; gwenfread Allen, hawaii’s War years, 1941–1945 
(Honolulu: university of Hawaii Press, 1950), p. 273; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 355.

90 Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 58–60; Nobuo Furuiye, MisNorCal 
Bio; yaban gogai, Nov 45, p. 8.

91 s. e. smith, ed., the United states Marine Corps in World War ii (New York: Random 
House, 1969), pp. 923–29; Morison, history of United states Naval operations, 15: 5.

t3g. William hiromu Wada (third from left) interprets for Vice adm. frank J. 
fletcher during surrender talks on the Uss Panamint, flagship of the North pacific 

force, 9 september 1945. 
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Fletcher accepted the surrender. soldiers from the eighth Army did not arrive in 
that part of Japan until 25 september.92

the JiCPOA Nisei also had an indirect influence on the status of Japanese 
Americans in the united states. in October the Japanese American Citizens League 
called upon the Navy to allow Japanese Americans to enlist, something the ser-
vice had resisted during the war. in response the new Chief of Naval Operations, 
Admiral Nimitz, declared that Japanese Americans had “served with distinction 
in the . . . Pacific Ocean Areas and elsewhere,” and lifted the Navy’s wartime ban 
on Japanese American enlistments.93 

Korea

the mission to take control of the southern half of Korea was given to the 
XXiV Corps. Because of Korean hostility toward the Japanese, 1st Lt. Benja-
min H. Hazard, but no Nisei, accompanied the reconnaissance party. Hazard was 
an experienced language officer and veteran of fighting on saipan and Okinawa. 
When the first twenty Americans landed on 6 september outside seoul, a Japanese 
battalion was in formation on the Kimpo airfield to greet them. Hazard inter-
preted, and the Japanese helpfully provided their own english-speakers.

Nisei language teams accompanied the units that landed at inchon on 8 sep-
tember. About thirty Nisei were assigned to XXiV Corps headquarters; smaller 
teams were attached to the divisions, military government, and the CiC. t.sgt. 
Warren tsuneishi landed with the corps team. “i felt personally a sense of trepida-
tion,” he wrote a few days later:

As i waited for my turn to go down the cargo net, and then ashore, i thought that Korea, 
after forty-odd years of Japanese misrule and oppression, would not be the healthiest spot 
in the world for us. . . . i was afraid that, like Americans, the Koreans would be unable 
to differentiate between Japanese-Japanese, whom they have good reason to hate, and 
Japanese-Americans; nor would they be able to comprehend how completely American 
birth and life in the united states have made us. i felt, however, that perhaps we would be 
able to convince them with our bad manners, our hit-and-miss spoken Japanese, and our 
general inability to act like the polite and docile—and at times cruel—Japanese.94

92 “North Pacific Fleet Occupies Ominato,” in U.s. Naval institute proceedings (October 1945): 
1245; Morison, history of United states Naval operations, 15: 7; Bill Wada, “My two Year experi-
ences and impressions on the Aleutian islands,” MisNorCal Bio.

93 “Nimitz Declares Nisei gis Have served with Distinction in Pacific Forces,” pacific Citizen, 
10 Nov 45; “Disclose Administrative Order issued Opening enlistments in Any Branch of Naval 
service,” pacific Citizen, 17 Nov 45; “Nisei Accepted by Navy as Ban Lifted,” pacific Citizen, 5 
Jan 46; Bill Hosokawa, JaCL in Quest of Justice: the history of the Japanese american Citizens 
League (New York: William Morrow, 1982), p. 309. On 15 August 1945, Nimitz outlawed “the use 
of insulting epithets in connection with the Japanese as a race or as individuals.” time (10 septem-
ber 1945): 5; quote from Frank, Downfall, p. 330.

94 Ltr, Warren tsuneishi, 12 september 1945, in Cary, from a ruined empire, p. 27.
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six-hundred-thousand Japanese soldiers remained in Korea, and the colo-
nial administration continued as it had since 1910. Japanese was the language of 
administration and education. the Japanese had used thousands of Korean labor-
ers throughout Asia and the Pacific. North of the 38th Parallel, the Red Army was 
pouring into the country. As in other places, the Americans found it convenient to 
use Japanese troops and the colonial police to maintain order, much to the outrage 
of the local population. in this confusing situation the Nisei proved their value. 
they worked with the Japanese command and civilian officials, as well as with 
Japanese-speaking Korean leaders. Japanese soldiers were gradually removed to 
Cheju island off the southern coast and then repatriated to Japan.

For some Nisei, occupation duty in Korea was a welcome respite. t4g. Nob 
Yamashita arrived with the 63d infantry, which was posted to Kunsan, a Japanese 
naval base on the southwest coast. the California-born Nisei had served with the 
6th infantry Division in New guinea and Luzon, earning the Combat infantryman 
Badge and suffering from malaria and dengue fever. He had seen two teammates 
killed during the war, terry Mizutari in New guinea and george i. Nakamura 
in the Philippines. in Kunsan, Japanese merchants greeted him with open arms 
and found him a comfortable room with a Japanese family. “so began the best 
seven weeks or so of my time in the service. it made up for all the bum deals i had 
before. . . . it was wonderful compared to New guinea and the Philippines.” His 
duties were minimal, and he spent most evenings soaking in the Japanese bath and 
sitting around the stove talking, smoking, dining on fresh fruits, and sipping sake, 
“which i did not drink much of.” in November his replacement arrived, a recently 
commissioned Nisei lieutenant. Yamashita knew the lieutenant had no combat 
experience, so he asked how he had earned a commission. the lieutenant said 
simply that he had an iQ over 110 and had tended bar at gHQ’s noncommissioned 
officers’ club. “i guess,” Yamashita reflected, “as with other things, the boys down 
at gHQ got the goodies first, and hardly any came down to us in the field. . . .
Anyway, i wonder how my replacement turned out.” soon afterward Yamashita 
boarded a transport for home.95

the philippines

When the war ended, the Philippines was the staging area for three-quarters of 
a million American service members. More than a thousand Nisei were assigned 
to Atis or different combat units. Prisoner of war camps held tens of thousands 
of Japanese on Leyte and Luzon. One camp on Luzon held a thousand Formosan 
laborers. t4g. toshio ichikawa took a psychological warfare team to the camp 
and spoke for two hours to convince them “that Japan had actually surrendered.” 
When they finally understood him, they cheered noisily. He reported they were 

95 Nob Yamashita, “Fighting My Ancestors: the Autobiography of a Nisei,” pp. 22–25, 29, 
unpubl Ms, n.d.
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especially happy when he told them “that Formosa will soon belong to China,” 
after fifty years of Japanese rule.96

Japanese soldiers responded to the surrender news with much less enthusiasm. 
in september 1945 tens of thousands of Japanese soldiers remained in the hills 
and jungles. in northern Luzon, general tomoyuki yamashita remained at large 
with 60,000 troops. After the emperor’s announcement, the 32d infantry Division 
made contact with yamashita’s staff by dropping a written message from a low-
flying liaison aircraft. Around this time an American patrol ran into a thirty-man 
Japanese patrol. the Nisei linguist with the patrol, s.sgt. Kiyo Fujimura,

boldly approached them and informed them of the cessation of hostilities while his men 
watched from a distance. However, due to lack of radio communication with Japan, they 
were skeptical and unconvinced. so Kiyo returned and told his men that he’ll have to 
bring them over to convince them thoroughly. His patrol would not trust Japanese com-
ing in fully armed, so he went back again, did some fast talking, and got them to come in 
without their weapons. Kiyo said that he finally convinced them when he threatened to 
wire Japan and bring one of their princes.97

surrender talks with yamashita began on 24 August. On 2 september yama-
shita and his staff walked out of the hills into American custody. He formally 
surrendered his command the following day at the former residence of the u.s. 
high commissioner at Camp John Hay, Baguio.98 the sixth Army g–2, Col. Hor-
ton V. White, personally interrogated yamashita and several other senior Japa-
nese officers at Bilibid Prison. Lt. gen. Walter Krueger later wrote that “general 
Yamashita expressed astonishment at the complete, detailed information which 
sixth Army had of his military situation throughout the campaign.” 99

Farther south, from the Netherlands east indies to the solomon islands, a 
quarter-million Japanese soldiers and sailors surrendered to Australian forces. 
On Bougainville, Australian light aircraft dropped 230,000 leaflets announcing 
Japan’s surrender. After some difficult negotiations, a surrender ceremony was 
held at torokina on 8 september and the Japanese troops concentrated in new 

96 yaban gogai, Dec 45, pp. 6, 10.
97 Quote from Min Hara, in only What We Could Carry: the Japanese american internment 

experience, ed. Lawson F. inada (Berkeley, Calif.: Heyday Books, 2000), p. 361; Nob Yamashita, 
in saga of the Mis; “general Yamashita’s troops surrender to ‘Captain’ Kiyo Fujimura,” in John 
aiso and the M.i.s.: Japanese-american soldiers in the Military intelligence service, World War 
ii, ed. tad ichinokuchi (Los Angeles: Military intelligence service Club of southern California, 
1988), pp. 140–41. For this, Fujimura was awarded the silver star.

98 reports of general Macarthur, 1: 461, 464–65. Atis History says his surrender was “nego-
tiated entirely by Atis personnel” (p. 37). H. W. Blakeley, 32d infantry Division in World War 
ii (Madison, Wis.: thirty-second infantry Division History Commission, [1955]), pp. 266–75; 
William H. gill, always a Commander: the reminiscences of Major general William h. gill 
(Colorado springs: Colorado College, 1974), pp. 98–104; Robert L. eichelberger, our Jungle road 
to tokyo (New York: Viking, 1950), pp. 255–58.

99 Walter Krueger, from Down Under to Nippon (Washington, D.C.: Combat Forces Press, 
1953), pp. 325–28.
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camps. in New guinea, Lt. gen. hatazo adachi surrendered on 13 september. 
On Morotai, Japanese soldiers surrendered to the African American 93d infan-
try Division with help from the division’s Nisei team. When Australian general 
sir thomas Blamey held the Borneo surrender ceremony on 9 september, the 
final count included 36,700 military and 5,000 civilians. in the former Portuguese 
colony of timor, Nisei Paul t. Bannai helped with surrender at Koepang on 11 
september. the largest surrender ceremony in the region was held in Rabaul on 
6 september on the British aircraft carrier HMs glory. When Australian troops 
landed at Rabaul several days later, they found 80,000 Japanese military personnel 
and 21,000 civilians, far more than previously estimated.100

the end of the war in the Pacific was the culmination of three years of active 
service for the Mis Nisei, during which they had developed specialized combat 
intelligence skills and served in numerous campaigns from Burma to the Pacific 
islands. With the Japanese surrender came challenges that called for their lan-
guage and cultural skills in new and unexpected ways.

100 interv, author with Bannai, 11 sep 96; ch. 23, “After the Ceasefire,” in australia in the War 
of 1939–1945, ser. 1, vol. 5, the final Campaigns, ed. gavin Long (Canberra: Australian War 
Memorial, 1963), sources disagree on some surrender ceremony dates. see reports of general 
Macarthur, 1: plate 133.
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Mis Nisei and the  
early Occupation of Japan, 

september 1945–February 1946

American troops entered Japan with apprehension, unsure how they would be 
received by their former enemies. On the other side, the Japanese people feared the 
American soldiers. the worst fears on both sides soon evaporated; the Japanese 
people cooperated with the American occupiers to restore their country, its econ-
omy, and society. “Whatever the causes of this cooperativeness,” writes American 
historian edwin O. Reischauer, later ambassador to Japan, “there can be no deny-
ing that it was the single most important factor in the history of the occupation, 
accounting in large part for the degree of success we had in Japan.”1

the Mis Nisei were an important factor in achieving this unprecedented 
cooperation between once bitter enemies. From the first landings, Nisei served as 
liaisons between military government officers and Japanese officials. they helped 
dismantle the instruments of Japanese military power and repatriate millions of 
Japanese servicemen from overseas. they helped censor civil communications 
and assisted with war crimes investigations and trials. they worked in an aston-
ishing variety of roles to guarantee a peaceful and ultimately successful occupa-
tion during which former enemies became close allies. the work of the Nisei in 
the initial months of the occupation laid the foundation for all that was to follow.

1 Cited in D. Clayton James, the years of Macarthur, 3 vols. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970–
1985), 3: 8.
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fort snelling

the occupation demanded linguists just as urgently as had combat opera-
tions, perhaps even more so. the principal source was the Military intelligence 
service Language school (MisLs) at Fort snelling, Minnesota. When the war 
ended, the school had 160 instructors and more than 1,800 students in training 
for the impending invasion. At Fort snelling, the initial reaction to the war’s end 
was similar to that of Americans everywhere: shock and relief. At first the atomic 
bombings left instructors and students feeling numb as they anxiously listened to 
radio broadcasts. then on Friday, 9 August, came news that Japan had accepted 
the Potsdam Declaration. the following sunday the school held baccalaureate 
services followed by a picnic and outdoor dance. On the evening of 14 August 
came President Harry s. truman’s announcement that the Japanese had surren-
dered. the students were jubilant; one quipped, “Hurray! the bastards quit! We 
go home!” shigeya Kihara recalled that the older Nisei reacted more somberly, 
“saddened by our ambivalent background.” students were confined to post for the 
remainder of the day to prevent any “incidents.” that night the beer flowed freely 
and more than a few students ended up in the guardhouse. that same evening the 
st. Paul radio station recorded a five-minute interview with two Nisei veterans 
from the school, t.sgt. Kazuhiko Yamada and t.sgt. Kaoru Nishida, for nation-
wide broadcast over the NBC network. Colonel Rasmussen cancelled classes for 
15 August and ordered a memorial service in the field house followed by a battal-
ion parade attended by hundreds of civilians from Minneapolis–st. Paul. students 
were given 24-hour local passes. Classes resumed on Friday, 17 August.2

On saturday, 18 August, the school held its largest commencement ever, with 
552 graduates. the guest speaker, Maj. gen. Clayton Bissell, the War Department 
g–2, praised the work of previous graduates. their job was just beginning, he told 
them, because many combat-experienced Nisei would be returning home. “We 
must have replacements so the men that have been over there two and three years 
and who have the necessary 85 points can come back.” 3 the school published 
orders for more than 700 Nisei, including recent graduates and holdovers from 
earlier classes awaiting assignment. Maj. John F. Aiso, director of academic train-
ing, led more than 500 by train to Los Angeles, where they boarded transport ships 
and proceeded on a twenty-day voyage to Manila, during which the surrender 
ceremony on the uss Missouri took place.4

2 yaban gogai, Aug 45; tamotsu shibutani, the Derelicts of Company K: a sociological study 
of Demoralization (Berkeley: university of California Press, 1978), p. 221 (student quote); Kihara 
quote from Joseph D. Harrington, yankee samurai: the secret role of Nisei in america’s pacific 
Victory (Detroit: Pettigrew enterprises, 1979), p. 351.

3 pacific Citizen, 1 sep 45; yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45, p. 2; shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, 
pp. 260–61. shibutani gives Bissell the pseudonym Jonathan Wilson.

4 Kaoru inouye, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California, p. 5 (this 
and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios).
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Aiso took a brief leave of absence in southern California and returned to 
Minnesota for some of the most trying months in the school’s history. “For most 
army organizations,” stated a school official a few weeks later, “VJ-Day meant the 
beginning of curtailment of activities and a slackening to a peacetime tempo. For 
the Military intelligence service Language school, it spelled just the opposite—
heavier loads and a faster gait.”5 graduations rushed by one after the other. On 1 
september, before classes had been scheduled to finish, 134 students were assigned 
to civil censorship. On 29 september another 155 Nisei enlisted men graduated 
with 111 Caucasian officers and officer candidates. New students poured in, over 
400 each month until December. in the first seven months after the surrender, the 
school took in 1,875 new students. By 15 October student enrollment peaked at 
1,936. in November and December alone the school shipped 1,097 enlisted gradu-
ates to Japan. Regular classes no longer received the full nine-month course but 
graduated after six. One regular course began on 30 July with 253 students; it was 
hurried through in three months, with most students graduating on 26 October. 
“speed up” sections received four months’ training at most. A special oral course 
began on 30 July with 307 students; 285 graduated on 17 November. A special 
officer candidate class began on 27 August with 184 Caucasian students. Many 
students were discharged before graduation, resulting in a 50 percent attrition rate; 
only 91 graduated on 15 December.

general Bissell took a personal interest in keeping the language school in 
operation, and he knew that skilled instructors would be needed more than ever. 
On 29 september he returned to address another graduation and praised the 
enlisted instructors:

theirs was pure hard work. they took it and carried it through—i’m proud of them. Many 
of them would have looked forward to travel, see action, but they remained. i’m asking 
that they keep their shoulder to the wheel a little longer. if the 3,700 linguists now overseas 
are to come back, someone has to replace them. that means more work for the instructors. 
they are the heart and soul of this school—their job is not yet done.6

the faculty was indeed the heart and soul of the school. the staff revamped 
the curriculum by dropping military topics in favor of general language usage, 
speaking skills, civil affairs, Japanese government, and administration. the school 
continued to publish its mimeographed newsletter, yaban gogai, through the end 
of the year to keep in touch with its far-flung graduates, who in turn submitted 
scores of letters from the field. the special Chinese-language classes continued 
in support of the occupation forces in China, and in October the school began a 
Korean-language class with eight students under a Korean American officer, Lt. 
Calvin Kim.

5 War Department (WD) Press Release, 22 Oct 45.
6 yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45.
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Most of all, the instructors held the school together during a period of great 
strain. the rapid demobilization threw the entire War Department into turmoil. 
Disgruntled soldiers around the globe became the subject of congressional and 
press attention. For Americans of Japanese ancestry, the strains were even greater. 
Families on the mainland were reemerging from the internment camps and pick-
ing up the pieces of their lives. in some cases they were met with prejudice and 
harassment by white neighbors who were not pleased at their return. in europe, 
the 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt) remained in northern italy guarding 
german prisoners of war until the spring of 1946. some high-point men returned 
home, and a few came to MisLs for retraining.

the school continued to absorb hundreds of Nisei selectees from training cen-
ters. At Fort Meade, Maryland, more than a thousand Nisei replacements waited 
for assignment to europe. Recruiters from the school visited in June and August 
and selected 850 for language training. in september recruiters visited fifteen 
other Army posts and selected another 600 Nisei. in July, August, and september 
the Army headquarters in Hawaii shipped 800 Nisei to the mainland for basic 
training and language training.7

the school instructors and cadre redoubled their efforts to keep the new stu-
dents in line now that the war had ended. Robert t. Matsushita, nineteen, was 
enlisted from Hawaii that July, attended basic training, and arrived at Fort snel-
ling in November:

Boy! Our company commander was a 100th Battalion man. Oh, he was strict! Very 
strict! He was from Hawaii also. He wanted us to really shape up and be a good soldier. 
i remember he was strict with us. Without that, i’d never be a good soldier. . . . [Capt. 
Kiyoshi Kuramoto] was from Honolulu. some of the boys seemed to dislike him because 
he was very serious about haircuts. We used to have those long . . . sideburns. He didn’t 
like them. if we had sideburns, there’s no weekend passes for you. Quite a few of our 
boys didn’t get weekend passes because they kept their sideburns long. He wanted all 
crew top, real gi haircut.8

the Nisei from Fort Meade with lower language aptitude were grouped in 
Company K in the temporary wooden huts of the “turkey Farm.” Disobedience 
and violence became common, to the despair of the instructors and staff. At one 
point Aiso assembled the company and threatened to withhold their weekend 
passes: “i am not at all pleased with your conduct. there have been too many der-
elictions in this division. . . .You have a job to do; i expect you to do it. i hold all 

7 MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school,” ann. 10, 
Personnel Procurement Office, unpubl Ms, 1946, u.s. Army Center of Military History (CMH), 
and gen Records, 1943–1945, Military intelligence [service] Language school, Fort snelling, 
Minn., Records of the Army staff, Record group (Rg) 319, National Archives and Records Admin-
istration (NARA).

8 interv, Dawn Duensing with Robert Matsushita, in americanism: a Matter of Mind and 
heart, vol. 1, the Military intelligence service (Maui, Hawaii: Maui’s sons and Daughters of the 
Nisei Veterans, 2001).
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the officers and noncommissioned officers under me strictly responsible for your 
conduct.” His speech had little impact on the disgruntled students. According to 
one, after this incident, Aiso “came to symbolize all the pettiness and anything 
else obnoxious that took place.” the anger, bitterness, and occasional brawls con-
tinued.9 One student in the company later wrote:

Company K was blamed for virtually all the violence that broke out at Fort snelling in 
the autumn of 1945. Actually, fewer than a half dozen members of the unit were involved. 
As a general atmosphere of gloom and futility settled over the company, a small band of 
disgruntled Hawaiians was able to give vent to its pent-up hostility—first within the com-
pany and later against outsiders.10

War Department policy on demobilization shifted repeatedly, which caused 
uncertainty in the ranks. Many european veterans from the 100th infantry Battal-
ion and the 442d Regimental Combat team arrived at Fort snelling for language 
training, only to be discharged. When Bissell returned for another graduation on 
15 December, fewer than one in five graduates agreed to remain in service and 
many OCs candidates turned down commissions. Bissell gave them a stern lec-
ture: “While others were dying overseas,” he said, they “had stayed home in com-
fortable barracks, had the ‘best food when civilians went without,’ and had the 
‘best teachers,’ and a good education.” His words had little effect.11

One school official lamented “the present unsettled conditions of both the fac-
ulty and student body”:

uncertainty as to their future in the Army, as to their further needs as linguists and espe-
cially as to the future status of the school have contributed to the general unrest. Due to 
the absence of a clearly defined plan in regard to the future of the school and the kalei-
doscopic changes occasioned by the shifts in the Army policy since VJ Day, the training 
section has been forced to revise the program and improvise from day to day. the fast 
dropping requirements for discharge have taken toll of our best and most experienced 
enlisted instructors month after month. this loss has had to be made up by digging deeper 
and deeper down into the barrel. the later replacements have dropped not alone in ability 
but in maturity and in the conviction that this job is essential. ill-trained and poorly ori-
ented instructors have not the quality of leadership and stability so necessary in training 
these new recruits. these constant changes in the curricula and in instructors have further 
undermined the morale of the students already shaken by the general letup after the ces-
sation of hostilities.12

9 shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, pp. 269–70. shibutani gives Aiso the pseudonym Robert 
Kawashita. shibutani took detailed field notes during his military service, which became the basis 
for this book.

10 ibid., p. 284. For another view on Company K, see interv, author with susumu toyoda, 12 
sep 96. toyoda was school battalion adjutant in 1945.

11 shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, pp. 323–24. On demobilization and soldier morale after 
V-J Day, see John C. sparrow, history of personnel Demobilization in the United states army 
(Washington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1952).

12 “training History,” ann. 1, Academic training, para. 3–b–3, p. 3.
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Poor morale was exacerbated by the departure of longtime administrators. the 
director of personnel procurement, Maj. Paul Rusch, left for Japan with two other 
officers who had been repatriated in 1942.13 in October Col. Kai e. Rasmussen took 
extended leave to visit germany and his native land, Denmark, where his parents 
still lived. A few months later he was named military attaché to Oslo, Norway.14

Major Aiso requested release from active duty but instead received orders 
for Japan. He stepped down as director of academic training on 1 October and 
handed over the position to one of the senior instructors, tsutomu Paul tekawa. 
in his farewell letter to the students, Aiso praised Rasmussen and the instructors, 
but warned of “an indication of slacking on the part of some students now that the 
war is over.” He admonished them that “what may result, can nullify all that the 
former graduates have accomplished in the past four years.”15 in November he 
wrote to the school’s graduates overseas that the faculty was “battling the spirit of 
disintegration that demobilization in general has contagiously spread[;] they are 
still holding the line making strategic retrograde movements to meet the new post 
V-J Day students and conditions.”16

Over the winter and spring of 1945–1946 the War Department considered 
what to do with the school. Fort snelling was scheduled for closure, so the school 
needed to find a new home. the War Department offered it to general Douglas 
MacArthur’s headquarters in tokyo, but a restriction on overseas tour lengths 
meant that students could not attend language training and then complete a full 
tour. in the spring of 1946 Rasmussen learned that the Presidio of Monterey, Cali-
fornia, was vacant and scheduled for closure. Knowing that many of the students 
and instructors were from the West Coast, Rasmussen made a bid for the post: it 
was taken off the closure list. the school held one final graduation in May 1946 
and moved to Monterey.

Another sign of change at the school was the presence of women soldiers in 
the classrooms. Forty-six students from the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) started 
a six-month oral proficiency course in May 1945. Most were Nisei, but the group 
included several Caucasians and Chinese Americans and was commanded by a 
Caucasian officer, Capt. Marian e. Nestor. Forty-one graduated in November; 
half went to Camp Ritchie, Maryland, to work at the Pacific Military intelligence 
Research section, where they were housed at the “presidential retreat” in the Catoc-
tin Mountains. some of these were later transferred to Fort Holabird, Maryland, 

13 yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45. see also Rusch’s mimeographed letters from tokyo in Paul Rusch 
File, Joseph D. Harrington Papers, National Japanese American Historical society (NJAHs), san 
Francisco, Calif.

14 yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45.
15 ibid., Nov 45.
16 ibid., Dec 45. John F. Aiso, “Observations of a California Nisei,” interv by Marc Landy, 

university of California at Los Angeles, 1971. His transfer was delayed when a predeployment 
medical examination disclosed a double hernia that had to be repaired before overseas deployment. 
He departed for Japan in January 1946.
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for more translation duty.17 three remained at Fort snelling as instructors, “much 
to the delight of the eMs [enlisted men],” according to the school album.18

thirteen women selected for occupation duty flew to tokyo on 23 January 
1946. this group included 11 Nisei, 1 Caucasian, and 1 Chinese American. they 
were surprised to learn that MacArthur’s headquarters had not been notified of 
their arrival. they also learned that the War Department had just announced that 
all WACs would be returned from overseas as soon as possible. the director of the 
Women’s Army Corps had ordered all WACs removed from the Pacific theater 
by 1 January 1946. Of the 5,000 women who had served in the southwest Pacific 
Area during the war, only 200 were allowed into Japan as War Department civil-
ians. As a consequence, the thirteen language school graduates were invited to 

17 Among the Nisei WACs assigned to PACMiRs was tamie tsuchiyama. Lane Ryo Hirabayashi, 
the politics of field Work: research in an american Concentration Camp (tucson: university of 
Arizona Press, 1999), pp. 153–55.

18 MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Language school, 1946), p. 91.

the first women MisLs graduates to deploy overseas, January 1946. among 
them were eleven Japanese americans, a Chinese american, and sgt. rhoda V. 

Knudten, all from the MisLs Women’s army Corps detachment. 
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accept immediate discharges and were offered one-year contracts as War Depart-
ment civilians. All of them remained in tokyo as civilian employees.19

the end of the war caused the closure of most other Japanese-language train-
ing programs. At the university of Michigan, Prof. Joseph K. Yamagiwa headed a 
program that had trained 975 Caucasian officer candidates since early 1943. When 
the war ended, forty-six issei and Nisei instructors were teaching 300 students 
to prepare them for the regular course at Fort snelling. six other instructors had 
been working since June on a large translation project for the Office of the Provost 
Marshal general, which ended in October. in september Yamagiwa reported that 
the end of the war had “unsettled the morale of a small section of the student body 
and necessitated a stiffening of standards to separate those who are weak either in 
their schoolwork or in their conviction that the work must be carried on.” 20 in one 
incident a group of students staged an “apparently innocent college prank” and 
“managed to raise a Japanese flag on the campus flag pole in such a way that it 
could not be lowered.” shortly afterward they published an anonymous manifesto 
explaining “that the flag-raising was undertaken . . . in order to call attention to the 
restrictions placed on them, . . . and including a long list of complaints,” most of 
which “were laid at the feet of the ‘incompetent’ officers and noncommissioned 
officers who were in charge of the daily routines.” 21 Yamagiwa left in Novem-
ber to join the u.s. strategic Bombing survey; the War Department terminated 
the Michigan program on 22 December with one class only halfway through the 
course. the last two classes hastily wrapped up their courses and, bypassing the 
usual eight-week basic training, were sent directly to Fort snelling to begin the 
MisLs course in mid-January.22

the Navy school of Oriental Languages at the university of Colorado con-
tinued its programs at Boulder, which by now included instruction in Chinese and 
Russian as well as Japanese. A new branch had opened in June 1945 with 700 stu-
dents at Oklahoma A&M College in stillwater, Oklahoma, under Navy Capt. John 
H. Morrill and Dr. James H. McAlpine, a former missionary and senior instructor 

19 Mattie e. treadwell, the Women’s army Corps, u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, 
D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, 1954), pp. 456–60; Brenda L. Moore, serving our 
Country: Japanese american Women in the Military during World War ii (New Brunswick, N.J.: 
Rutgers university Press, 2003), pp. 124–31; Yaye (Furutani) Herman, in Unsung heroes: the 
Military intelligence service, past-present-future (seattle: Mis-Northwest Association, 1996), 
pp. 5–8; Kenji Murase, “More than Mannequins: Nisei Women in the WACs,” Nikkei heritage 
(Winter 2003): 10–11; Photo in pacific Citizen, 26 Jan 46.

20 “training History,” ann. 3, the Army Japanese Language school: A Preliminary Report.
21 edward e. Jones and Harold B. gerard, foundations of social psychology (New York: John 

Wiley & sons, 1967), pp. 8–12. Jones was among the pranksters.
22 Joseph K. Yamagiwa, “the Japanese Language Programs at the university of Michigan dur-

ing World War ii,” ch. 2, unpubl Ms, 1946, Ann Arbor, Mich.; “training History,” ann. 9, Person-
nel Office.
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at Boulder. the school closed on 30 June 1946. Between the two locations the 
school had 240 faculty members. Both branches closed in the summer of 1946.23

Other Japanese-language training programs continued for a time; but on 
21 August 1945, the War Department abruptly closed all Civil Affairs training 
schools except the one at the university of Virginia. All 678 remaining students 
were slated for Japan following their brief language instruction.24 the Marine 
Corps’ Japanese-language school at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, closed in 
December 1945.

the Canadian Army Japanese Language school (s–20) had about fifty stu-
dents (Nisei and Caucasians combined) in training in Vancouver when the war 
ended. On the day of the surrender the students gathered in the assembly hall to 
hear a radio address by British Prime Minister Clement Attlee. One Canadian 
Nisei later recalled:

there was no jubilation, no shouting, no expressions of joy; the Nisei had mixed feelings. 
there was relief that the war was over, but with millions of others, they shared feelings 
of horror and revulsion, a sharper understanding of the utter obscenity of war. One atom 
bomb could indiscriminately kill thousands of men, women, and children. it was no lon-
ger war in the accepted sense; it was the slaughter and destruction of a nation. Nonethe-
less, the s–20 students were disappointed that they had come so far but were denied actual 
service on the battlefield. they had no glowing military service record to display in their 
quest to be called Canadians. Perhaps it was enough that they had volunteered for service, 
the ultimate test of citizenship and loyalty.25

the school held a brief ceremony, which “concluded with the national anthem 
and three cheers for the king.” the students were dismissed, and “most Nisei 
headed quietly for dinner in Chinatown.” 26 A few graduates were shipped to the 
southeast Asia Command, others to the Pacific Military intelligence Research 
section (PACMiRs) in Maryland. in November 1945 the school relocated to 
Ambleside Camp in West Vancouver. Another class graduated in March 1946 with 
ten Caucasians and four Nisei and the final class in June 1946 with twenty-eight 
Nisei. shortly before the students completed their final examinations, the govern-
ment announced there would be no further overseas postings; the remaining stu-
dents were granted discharges. in all, the school graduated forty-eight Canadian 
Nisei. A Canadian Army report concluded, “there is no doubt that they would have 

23 Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, “school of Oriental Languages,” unpubl Ms, Naval 
Historical Center, Washington, D.C.; Pauline s. McAlpine, Diary of a Missionary (Decatur, ga.: 
Presbyterian Church in America, 1986). Morrill had escaped from Corregidor in 1942. John H. 
Morrill and Pete Martin, south from Corregidor (New York: simon and schuster, 1943). 

24 army and Navy register (25 August 1945): 1.
25 Roy ito, We Went to War: the story of the Japanese Canadians Who served during the first 

and second World Wars (stittsville, Ontario: Canada’s Wings, 1984), p. 224.
26 ibid.
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made a valuable contribution to the Allied land war effort against Japan had larger 
numbers of them been enlisted sooner.” 27

in the continental united states, by August 1945 hundreds of MisLs gradu-
ates were serving at various locations. Camps for Japanese prisoners were scat-
tered around the country. some Nisei soldiers, often those who did not perform 
well in language training, were assigned to the military police units guarding the 
camps.28 in september the Civil Affairs staging Area in Monterey hastily closed 
and its students and staff were deployed or discharged. the handful of Nisei lan-
guage instructors was reassigned.

At Vint Hill Farms in rural Virginia, more than sixty Nisei worked for the 
signal security Agency. By the spring of 1945 the Military intelligence Divi-
sion was already consolidating all signals intelligence activities: “experience has 
demonstrated that most Japanese military traffic now intercepted in the Pacific 
and Far east can be forwarded to Arlington Hall station, decoded, translated, 
evaluated and disseminated to operational headquarters more quickly than the 
same processes can be performed within any theater.” 29 For several difficult weeks 
in August and september 1945, as Japanese officials negotiated surrender terms, 
the airwaves were alive with Japanese radio traffic. the Nisei at Vint Hill Farms 
helped translate these intercepts in support of Arlington Hall. “As Japan’s legions 
stacked their arms in surrender,” writes historian edward Drea, “the former great 
stream of military radio communications declined to a trickle, mainly directing 
units to burn codebooks and cryptanalytic paraphernalia.” Nevertheless, Ameri-
can code breakers continued to read Japanese diplomatic traffic with its embassies 
and consulates for some time after the surrender. some Vint Hill Farms Nisei were 
discharged in November and December; the last left in February 1946.30 When 
the war ended, another twenty-five Nisei were attending voice intercept training 
at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey; but they returned to Fort snelling, and most were 
sent to Japan.31

27 ibid., p. 278.
28 yaban gogai, Aug 45.
29 Memo, MiD for Chief of staff, sub: Centralized Control of signal intelligence Activities for 

War against the Japanese, 1 Jun 45 (sRH–169), in U.s. army signals intelligence in World War ii: 
a Documentary history, ed. James L. gilbert and John P. Finnegan, u.s. Army in World War ii 
(Washington, D.C.: u.s. Army Center of Military History, 1993), p. 219.

30 edward J. Drea, Macarthur’s Ultra: Codebreaking and the War against Japan, 1942–1945 
(Lawrence: university Press of Kansas, 1992), p. 225; Richard B. Frank, Downfall: the end of the 
imperial Japanese empire (New York: Random House, 1999), pp. 221–51, 326–30; Ronald Lewin, 
the american Magic: Codes, Ciphers and the Defeat of Japan (New York: Farrar straus giroux, 
1982), pp. 290–91; ted t. tsukiyama et al., eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii 
pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence service Vet-
erans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 108; Ltr, Naomitsu Kitsuwa to Joseph Harrington, ca. 1977, Joseph 
D. Harrington Papers, NJAHs.

31 susumi Hidaka, in “Rocky Mountain Mis Veterans Club Autobiographies,” unpubl Ms, 
ed. Kent t. Yoritomo, [1989], author’s files (this and similar biographies hereafter cited as Rocky 
Mountain Bios).
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immediately after the surrender the signal security Agency deployed a tar-
get intelligence Committee team to Japan. Capt. Clarence s. Yamagata, who had 
worked in Central Bureau since 1942, entered tokyo with the team on 8 septem-
ber. But the Japanese cryptographers had covered their tracks very well. Central 
Bureau members visited the Japanese signal corps headquarters, but all codebooks 
and cryptological equipment were gone. they did find several copies of a Japanese 
translation of Herbert O. Yardley’s controversial 1931 book, the american Black 
Chamber, which had revealed that the American government had read Japanese 
diplomatic messages during the Washington Conference in 1921.32

Another forty-five Nisei were working at PACMiRs. Among them were some 
of the best, most experienced Japanese linguists, including Maj. John e. Anderton 
from the Allied translator and interpreter section (Atis), Capt. Won-Loy Chan 
from Burma, 1st Lt. sunao Phil ishio from Atis, M.sgt. george M. Koshi from 
MisLs, 2d Lt. Dye Ogata from the south Pacific, 1st Lt. toshio g. tsukahira 
from MisLs, and Lt. Col. eugene A. Wright from the south Pacific serving as 
deputy chief. By the summer of 1945 PACMiRs was sitting on a mountain of 
Japanese documents. PACMiRs had received about 120,000 original documents, 
but most were useless. Only about 10 percent “were found to contain new or useful 
information. Highly skilled linguists have to be used for the scanning of all docu-
ments, both valuable and worthless, [leading to] the waste of man-hours involved 
in dealing with the useless material received.” 33 some of the documents, including 
some german-language documents pertaining to Japan, came by an indirect route 
from europe after the german surrender. the translators found the work dull and 
exhausting. Morale declined further after Lt. Col. sidney F. gronich, the first 
PACMiRs chief, was reassigned to the european theater in July and was replaced 
by Col. sidney P. Marland, the former operations officer of the 43d infantry Divi-
sion. twenty-one Nisei WACs from MisLs were assigned in December.

PACMiRs worked closely with the Washington Document Center. On 29 
August the War Department g–2 and the Office of Naval intelligence convened 
the Washington Document Conference to coordinate “the handling and exploita-
tion of Japanese documents.” the attendees agreed that an advance echelon should 
be sent to Japan to gather strategic intelligence, especially relating to the soviet 
union. the advance echelon of nearly a hundred personnel (including between 
twenty-five and fifty Nisei) left for tokyo in October; the main body arrived on 
29 November. Full-scale operations began on 4 December with about seventy-five 

32 the Quiet heroes of the southwest pacific theater: an oral history of the Men and Women 
of CBB and frUMeL (Fort Meade, Md.: National security Agency, 1996), pp. 51–52; Robert C. 
Christopher, “When the twain Met,” in the occupation of Japan: the grass roots Level, ed. 
William F. Nimmo (Norfolk, Va.: general Douglas MacArthur Foundation, 1992). On Yardley’s 
book and its reception in Japan, see David Kahn, the Codebreakers (New York: signet, 1973), pp. 
179–81. For similar activities of the target intelligence Committee in europe after the german sur-
render, see James Bamford, Body of secrets (New York: Doubleday, 2001), pp. 7–19.

33 After-Action Report, PACMiRs, sub: History and Organization of PACMiRs, Camp Ritchie, 
Maryland, 6 september 1944–14 August 1945, p. 26.
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Nisei, including some detailed from Atis. the teams spread out across Japan to 
search for the records of government ministries and other agencies. For example, 
Koshi helped search the underground facilities of the imperial general Head-
quarters in Nagano Prefecture. 1st Lt. Arthur M. Kaneko helped recover imperial 
general staff studies on Manchuria and the soviet Far east. in more than four 
months the Washington Document Center team “screened, processed, packed, and 
shipped 419,064 documents from Japan.” 34

several Nisei who went to Japan with these teams stayed on to work for the 
tokyo War Crimes prosecution section as civilian interpreters or monitors, includ-
ing Koshi, a graduate of Denver Law school. Others, such as Kaneko, returned 
to Washington and set about translating Japanese intelligence documents about 
the soviet Far east. PACMiRs closed in 1946; the Washington Document Center 
was absorbed into the Central intelligence group, which later became the Central 
intelligence Agency.

One year after Japan’s surrender, the War Department had only one remaining 
Japanese-language training program, the Military intelligence service Language 
school, in its new home at the Presidio of Monterey. in 1947 the school expanded 
to include more than two dozen languages and was renamed the Army Language 
school.

Nisei arrive in Japan

the initial landings and formal surrender ceremony were followed by weeks 
of frantic activity as American combat units poured into defeated Japan. Outside 
tokyo, the 11th Airborne Division landed at Atsugi Airfield followed closely by 
the 27th infantry Division. the 1st Cavalry Division landed at Yokohama and on 
8 september became the first American unit to enter tokyo, accompanied by its 
Nisei language team.35 Over the next several weeks ten divisions and six corps 
arrived in Japan. each division and corps was accompanied by a team of Nisei lin-
guists, who were needed everywhere at once. the commanding general of eighth 

34 Unsung heroes, pp. 23–26; general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the 
allied translator and interpreter section, ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series, vol. 5 (tokyo, Far east 
Command, 1948), p. 72 (hereafter cited as Atis History); interv, author with Arthur M. Kaneko, 
25 Aug 95; Y. Kono, MisNorCal Bio; george M. Koshi, “My experience in Japan with the Occu-
pation Forces,” MisNorCal Bio; Ltr, george M. Koshi to Yutaka Munakata, 9 Nov 45, Harrington 
Papers, NJAHs. in 1949 the CiA transferred 3,450 cubic feet of captured records from the Wash-
ington Document Center (WDC) to the National Archives. James W. Morley, “Check List of seized 
Japanese Records in the National Archives,” far eastern Quarterly 9, no. 3 (May 1950). After the 
peace treaty was signed in 1951, the Japanese government sought their return. in 1957–1958, with 
a Ford Foundation grant, the Library of Congress microfilmed 400,000 pages and returned the 
originals to Japan. Various scholars have used these files, such as MisLs graduate george O. tot-
ten iii, whose book the social Democratic Movement in prewar Japan (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
university Press, 1966) was based on Home Ministry files.

35 s.sgt. george Chuman was reported to have been the first Mis Nisei to enter tokyo. pacific 
Citizen, 13 Oct 45.
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Army personally appealed to Maj. gen. 
Charles A. Willoughby for more Nisei 
“of the type i would want to use per-
sonally for confidential discussions,” 
general Robert L. eichelberger wrote 
his wife. “He had already sent me 16, 
varying from captains to sergeants.” 36 
until the arrival of Atis from Manila, 
the Nisei remained in short supply:

During the months of October, November, 
and December 1945, the acute need for 
trained linguistic personnel for duty with 
the Occupation Forces in Japan became 
apparent to everyone. Requisitions for large 
numbers of linguists to deal with surrender 
problems throughout the entire Pacific area 
were also received. Atis was hard-pressed 
to fill the many demands for linguistic 
talent.37

Finding sufficient linguists was 
critical. unlike the occupation of ger-
many, in Japan “the language barrier 
alone represented an effective bar to 
administration,” as the supreme Com-
mander of the Allied Powers (sCAP) 
official history put it, because the military government operated through estab-
lished governmental mechanisms at all levels.38 the widely read study of Japanese 
national character, published by anthropologist Ruth Benedict in the early months 
of the occupation, opened with a strongly worded assertion of this cultural and 
linguistic gap: “the Japanese were the most alien enemy the united states had 
ever fought in an all-out struggle. in no other war with a major foe had it been nec-
essary to take into account such exceedingly different habits of acting and think-
ing.” 39 Now the u.s. Army needed the Nisei to help govern Japan in peace.

Many Americans who had studied Japanese found it a difficult language. in 
March 1946 the u.s. education Mission to Japan called for national language 
reform: “the need for a simple and efficient medium of written communication 

36 Jay Luvaas, ed., Dear Miss em: general eichelberger’s War in the pacific, 1942–1945 (West-
port, Conn.: greenwood Press, 1972), p. 301.

37 Atis History, p. 67.
38 reports of general Macarthur, 4 vols., u.s. Army in World War ii (Washington, D.C.: u.s. 
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Houghton Mifflin, 1946), p. 1.
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is well recognized, and the time for taking this momentous step is perhaps more 
favorable now than it will be for many years to come.”40 A Navy language officer 
with the sCAP information section expressed similar frustration and advocated 
reform that would make for more efficient government and reduce illiteracy. the 
Japanese language was so complicated even for the Japanese themselves that “this 
difficulty must have slowed down Japan’s war effort in ways which it is hard for us 
even to begin to imagine.” the Japanese language, he wrote, “hastened the fall of 
Japan by veiling military and technical operations in a linguistic fog.”41 But like 
it or not, Japan could be ruled only using the medium of the Japanese language as 
it existed.

During the war the Nisei occasionally had been considered for a possible role 
in the occupation of Japan. in september 1942, during the debate within the War 
Department on the enlistment of Japanese American volunteers, edwin O. Reisch-
auer argued:

such a unit might prove an invaluable asset in lessening the inevitable animosity of the 
Japanese populace for us and our troops. if liberal numbers of Japanese Americans were 
to be among the troops of occupation we may station in Japan or were to be among the 
units which receive the surrender of the Japanese armies, the bitterness of the defeat would 
be alleviated slightly and cooperation with the victor nations would seem more possible 
to the Japanese.42

in November 1943 John Aiso, then the chief instructor at MisLs, described 
some of the policies implemented two years later. However, Nisei were rarely 
invited to help formulate occupation policy and were not trained at the Military 
government school or the Civil Affairs training schools.43 in May 1945 film 
director Orson Welles picked up the theme and suggested that the Nisei were “in 
an enviable position to bring the democratic gospel to the land of their ancestors.” 
Larry tajiri, editor of the pacific Citizen, responded that “Nisei Americans are 
far more eager to see democracy work in the Hood River and san Joaquin val-
leys of the western coast than in acting as missionaries for democracy in Japan.” 
tajiri conceded that Nisei would “be able to render a valuable service, especially 

40 Herbert Passin, society and education in Japan (New York: Columbia university, 1965), p. 
280.

41 John Ashmead, Jr., “A Modern Language for Japan,” atlantic Monthly (January 1947): 
68–72.

42 takashi Fujitani, “the Reischauer Memo: Mr. Moto, Hirohito, and Japanese American sol-
diers,” Critical asian studies 33, no. 3 (2001): 379–402 (quote from p. 402).

43 John F. Aiso, “Japan’s Military system Must Be Crushed,” Vital speeches of the Day (15 
December 1943); Aiso, speech, 12 Nov 66, printed in hokubei Mainichi, n.d.; see also Aiso speech, 
1964. Another Nisei may have helped to develop occupation policies: John M. Maki had been an 
instructor at the university of Washington before the war and served with the Office of War infor-
mation from 1943 to 1945. After the war he earned a Ph.D. in political science from Harvard uni-
versity and became a scholar of Japanese constitutional law. John M. Maki, Japanese Militarism: 
its Cause and Cure (New York: Knopf, 1945), and government and politics in Japan: the road to 
Democracy (New York: Praeger, 1962).
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as linguists.” But he reminded his readers that using them for the occupation 
would require an “extensive project of training Nisei Americans for reconstruc-
tion work.”44

immediately after Japan’s surrender the War Department declared its intent 
to use the Nisei. On 18 August Bissell told hundreds of Nisei graduates at Fort 
snelling:

the need for language students is even greater now than when you first entered the school 
under war conditions. . . . the Nisei of this school will be absolutely essential to the suc-
cessful occupation of Japan and to the winning of the peace. Just as the former graduates 
served as the vital connecting link between Allied soldiers and the Japanese in combat, 
the Nisei will serve as the language bridge between the Allied occupation forces and the 
80,000,000 people of Japan.45

Aiso also suggested that Nisei might be well suited for occupation duty: “Per-
haps the heartaches caused by the spiritual and material destruction wrought by 
evacuation will better fit us for the tasks of reconstruction by a better understand-
ing of the feelings of the millions of innocent men, women, and children caught 
unmercifully in the ravages of this ‘most-civilized’ holocaust, World War ii.”46

Many Nisei were eager to serve in the occupation, but many combat veterans 
opposed the idea. in september several Nisei serving with the 25th infantry Divi-
sion on Luzon poured out their frustrations in a letter to the pacific Citizen: “We 
are sick of people calling us non-combatants. We are also slighted when you refer 
to us as the men to reorganize the New Japan. We have done our bit. Now you do 
yours. We want to get back home to our loved ones just as badly as our Caucasian 
brothers in arms.”47

Regardless of the opinions and feelings of individuals, the occupation needed 
large numbers of linguists. For the first two months after the surrender, hundreds 
of replacements from Fort snelling continued to arrive in Manila. From June thru 
August 1945, MisLs shipped 1,073 enlisted Nisei to Manila, including one group 
of 536 who arrived in early september on board the AP Kinkaid. that November 
a new table of allowances authorized Atis to grow to 2,667.

the influx of replacements and discharge of veterans caused constant turmoil 
for Atis in Manila. “Adding to the difficulties of effective operation in this critical 
period,” according to an Atis report, “many of the most experienced linguists of 
the section were removed from Atis for duty with various gHQ [general Head-
quarters] staff sections which experienced an immediate demand for on-the-spot 

44 Orson Welles, in New york post, 18 May 45; Larry tajiri, “Nisei and Post-War Japan,” pacific 
Citizen, 26 May 45.

45 pacific Citizen, 1 sep 45; yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45, p. 2; shibutani, Derelicts of Company 
K, pp. 260–61. shibutani gives Bissell the pseudonym Jonathan Wilson.

46 yaban gogai, Dec 45.
47 Ltr to the editor, pacific Citizen, 22 sep 45.
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translators and interpreters.”48 While they waited for movement to Japan, the Nisei 
continued to translate thousands of pages of captured documents and to interrogate 
Japanese prisoners of war. the replacements needed testing and remedial training. 
in september and October Atis published translations of thirty-three different 
enemy publications. Adjacent to the racetrack, Atis set up a small POW holding 
area for special prisoners. One Atis Nisei, Kaoru inouye, a thirty-year-old chem-
ist and graduate of the university of California, was one of the replacements who 
arrived in Manila in september. He especially enjoyed 

the opportunity to talk to [these] POW’s, many of whom were high executives/technical 
personnel of Japanese firms operating in Pi [the Philippine islands] and members of the 
Japanese Consular service besides Army and Navy officers. An interesting discussion 
was held with a Captain of the aircraft carrier used for bombing Pearl Harbor. the dis-
cussion disclosed dissension between the Japanese Army and Navy, lack of logistics for 
invasion of Hawaii, miscalculation of war effort of united states, denouncing the use of 
english language, and use of Nisei’s as linguist.49

On 27 september Atis sent an advance party with Advance echelon, general 
Headquarters, which arrived in tokyo on 3 October. gHQ took over the Dai-ichi 
building, former headquarters of the eastern District army Command next to the 
imperial palace. the office building included a 735-room hotel; one Atis Nisei, 
2d Lt. Harvey H. Watanabe, became the de facto manager of the hotel and liaison 
to its Japanese staff. Nearby stood another large office building, headquarters of 
Japan’s major shipping line, Nippon yusen Kaisha (NyK). Atis took over the 
lower three stories for office space and used the upper four for billets and messes. 
Like most of tokyo’s office buildings, its central heating plant had been removed 
for scrap metal; so the Nisei used temporary oil stoves for the approaching winter. 
the Atis main body arrived on two transport vessels on 15 and 16 November and 
completed unloading on 1 December. Nearly 2,000 American Nisei set up shop in 
the heart of tokyo.50

the Atis Nisei quickly became integral to military government at the work-
ing level. general Willoughby, MacArthur’s chief of intelligence and one of the 
most important leaders in the occupation, continued to control Atis during the 
occupation. Atis reorganized to reflect its new duties. Australian Maj. John shel-
ton continued to head the translation section. the Nisei shifted from translating 
captured documents to translating civilian materials such as the letters, postcards, 
and telegrams that thousands of Japanese private citizens had sent directly to gen-
eral MacArthur. in December 1945 shelton established the Letters subsection to 
translate these materials. According to a language officer in the section, they “were 

48 yaban gogai, sep–Oct 45, p. 9; Atis History, pp. 13, 29, 77.
49 inouye, MisNorCal Bio, pp. 5–6.
50 Harvey H. Watanabe, personal communication to author, 19 May 03; Atis History, ch. 9, 
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mostly expressions of gratitude for the Allied victory, for the orderly Occupation, 
and for the anticipated future democracy of Japan under MacArthur’s guidance. . . .
A number of letters contained intelligence of various kinds, i.e., information on 
‘war criminals’ and their nefarious activities and/or their whereabouts, data on 
hidden arms caches, reports of ultranationalists political activities which the writ-
ers saw as inimical to Japan’s nascent democracy, etc.”51 

Another task for the translation section was to prepare a summary of the 
daily press. “each morning, when general MacArthur arrived at his office on the 
fifth floor of the Dai-ichi building, on his desk would be a full english translation 
of all editorials and of a wide selection of articles from the Japanese press of the 
previous evening and that same morning. such a project, as you might well imag-

51 grant K. goodman, “the grass Roots in tokyo: A Language Officer Remembers,” in 
Nimmo, ed., occupation of Japan, p. 148; goodman, america’s Japan, pp. 52–60; John W. Dower, 
embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War ii (New York: Norton, 1999), pp. 227–29; 
Atis History, p. 70; sodei Rinjiro, ed., Dear general Macarthur: Letters from the Japanese dur-
ing the american occupation (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2001).

the allied translator and interpreter section occupied the NYK building, shown 
here from across the imperial palace moat.
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ine, entailed around the clock translation and, in those bad old days, mimeograph-
ing.”52 in February 1946, when Maj. gen. Courtney Whitney and the government 
section wrote a new constitution for Japan, Atis supplied translators.53

upon arrival in tokyo, Atis underwent rapid change. the wartime coordina-
tor, Col. sidney F. Mashbir, was awarded the Distinguished service Medal and 
departed for the united states on 8 December: “the war had ended; my small 
share had been contributed,” he recorded in his memoirs. “i had no wish to be 
a gauleiter [Nazi-style “district leader,” or petty dictator] in a conquered coun-
try.”54 Over the next two years Atis was commanded subsequently by five officers, 
beginning with Col. Harry i. t. Creswell, author of a widely used Japanese-english 
military dictionary.55 Four other colonels commanded Atis for brief periods:  
Harold Doud, i. g. Walker, eric H. F. svensson, and Archibald W. stuart. stuart 
had been assistant commandant of MisLs from 1942 to 1944.56

MacArthur’s headquarters was changing as well. in April 1945 gHQ, south-
west Pacific Area, had become gHQ, u.s. Army Forces Pacific, and now included 
forces previously under u.s. Army Middle Pacific. in August 1945 Atis dissolved 
its Allied Land, Naval, and Air Force subelements; the remaining American por-
tion was renamed the translator and interpreter service. twenty-one British, Aus-
tralian, and New Zealand officer linguists remained, some as War Department 
civilians (such as shelton, who headed the translation section until 1948). On 1 
January 1946, gHQ, u.s. Army Forces Pacific, became gHQ, Far east Command. 
Atis was officially inactivated as of 30 April 1946, and the organization contin-
ued as the translator and interpreter service (tis), gHQ, Far east Command.

the early months of the occupation were marked by high turnover among 
American personnel in Japan. As soon as units arrived in Japan, they began send-
ing veterans home, starting with those with the highest points. Recent draftees 
arrived to take their places. At the end of December, sixth Army was relieved of 
occupation duties in the southern half of Japan and eighth Army took over mili-
tary government for the entire country. (Map 16) American troop strength peaked 
in January 1946 at 240,000 before declining sharply. this drawdown affected the 
Nisei as well. At first they were declared to be critical personnel. then in mid-

52 goodman, “grass Roots in tokyo,” p. 148.
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October 1945 this was reversed. some Nisei were offered three-month furloughs 
to reenlist; others were awarded commissions, while still others were discharged 
in Japan and accepted civil service positions. Atis personnel strength peaked at 
250 officers and 1,700 enlisted personnel; these numbers declined sharply in the 
months that followed. By the spring of 1946 the authorized strength for Atis was 
reduced to 809, almost two-thirds of which was now in civilian positions (301 
military, 508 civilian).57

the Nisei were anxious to return home. Many had families still in the intern-
ment camps. the War Relocation Authority was intent upon closing all camps by 
December 1945 except for tule Lake, which remained open a few months longer. 
Many Nisei wanted to help their parents return home to the West Coast or resettle 
elsewhere after three years behind barbed wire.

Most Nisei were curious about Japan, just as most Japanese were curious 
about the Nisei. During the war rumors had been widespread in Japan that all 
Japanese living in America had been killed. the Nisei dispelled these rumors and 
thereby helped allay Japanese fears that the Americans would kill their men and 
rape their women. Most Nisei discovered that the Japanese people were friendly 
toward them. One reported: “gi’s are popular wherever they go. especially those 
who can speak Japanese. Whenever they stop to talk with a Japanese civilian on 
the street, passersby gather around, and in no time, 30 or 40 form a tight circle 
around the conversationalists, bending an intent and pleased ear.”58

Other Nisei reported that some Japanese looked down on the American Nisei. 
Major Aiso reported that the Nisei “were coolly received at first,” but “were gradu-
ally being received more cordially by the Japanese people.” He remained con-
cerned about moral lapses among the occupation troops, and especially the Nisei. 
“it was most unfortunate that a few Nisei were abusing their positions as occupa-
tion personnel and had marred the good name of the Nisei by committing unlaw-
ful and disagreeable acts against the Japanese people.” Historian John Curtis 
Perry concluded that “the level of expectation for nisei was extremely high, indeed 
impossible to achieve. Japanese expected nisei to be sensitive to the nuances of 
their ancestral culture. Because they looked Japanese, . . . they were expected to 
behave accordingly. Naturally they did not, and they were resented for it. that 
the nisei were privileged to be among the victors seemed especially galling to the 
Japanese.”59

Most Nisei had never seen Japan before, so the occupation gave them a chance 
to visit their ancestral land.60 For Kibei, who had lived in Japan before the war, it 

57 For an unflattering firsthand portrait of the early days of Nisei replacements that arrived at 
Camp Zama in January 1946, see shibutani, Derelicts of Company K, pp. 364–410.
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was a chance to rediscover a dramatically changed country. Many Nisei used the 
occupation to search out family and schoolmates, some traveling to the devastated 
city of Hiroshima. Most Japanese emigrants to the united states came from Hiro-
shima and neighboring Yamaguchi Prefectures.

the first Nisei to visit Hiroshima after the bombing was probably the Hawaii-
born journalist Leslie Nakashima, who had spent the war years in Japan. Before 
the war he had worked for the honolulu star-Bulletin and had been a member of 
the territorial legislature. When war broke out he had been working in tokyo for 
the united Press. On 22 August 1945, he hastened to Hiroshima to search for his 
mother. A few days later he filed a story, his first with an American newspaper 

Kodansha, 1975); John Ashmead, “the Japs Look at the Yanks,” atlantic Monthly (April 1946): 
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since 1941. “i was dumbfounded at the destruction before me. . . .What had been 
a city of 300,000 had vanished.” He found his mother, who had been weeding a 
relative’s vegetable garden on the outskirts of the city on the day of the bombing. 
When she saw the flash, she threw herself face down on the ground and heard “a 
terrific explosion.” she arose to see tall columns of white smoke rising “from all 
parts of the city, high into the sky.” she ran home, “because she didn’t know what 
would happen next.”61

On 9 september 2d Lt. thomas sakamoto escorted a group of American cor-
respondents to Hiroshima, where they visited the Red Cross hospital. “even after 
fifty years, i find it very difficult to fully describe my feelings and emotions of that 
day. . . . Lying in every available space were not combat soldiers, but defenseless 
women, children and elderly Japanese. . . . As a Japanese American, i was really 
shaken up—to think that these defenseless people were subjected to that kind of 
cruelty by one bomb, transforming their lives, body, and totally disfiguring their 
faces[,] was hard to take.”62

On 2 October 2d Lt. Harry Fukuhara went on pass to Hiroshima to look for 
his family. He found their home, its windows shattered and glass shards imbedded 
in the walls inside. He found his mother and sister safe, but his older brother had 
been on the way to work when the bomb struck and was to die of acute radiation 
sickness within the year.63

Capt. Ralph Yempuku was eligible for a discharge but reenlisted for the Coun-
ter intelligence Corps so he could search for his family:

First chance i got, i headed for Hiroshima. i didn’t know the country. All i knew was 
that my parents lived on a tiny island called Atatashima near Hiroshima City. the train 
official had never heard of the place. When i got to Hiroshima City, i was shocked—there 
was nothing there but devastation. the whole city was wiped out. i thought my parents 
really must be dead. i left Hiroshima City thinking that.

But later, i decided to try again. this time, i went further into Hiroshima. i asked 
people along the way and finally found a man who said he could take me out to Atatashima 
in his skiff.

Night had fallen when i got to Atatashima. When my mother answered my knock, 
she didn’t know who i was until i said “okasan” [mother]. My father almost had another 

61 “Nisei Reporter says Atomic Bomb Wiped Out Hiroshima,” pacific Citizen, 1 sep 45. During 
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stroke. they were convinced that i had died because of all the weird propaganda that they 
had heard about the slaughter of the nisei.64

Frank tokubo found his parents and five brothers alive near Hiroshima. He 
learned that his family had been ostracized because the whole community knew 
that one of their sons was serving in the u.s. Army. to counter this shame, one of 
his younger brothers had volunteered for the tokko-tai, or kamikaze corps; how-
ever, he had not gone on a mission before the war had ended.65

Lt. steve shizuma Yamamoto landed in september with sixth Army and 
helped set up its headquarters in the ancient capital of Kyoto. in December he 
rode the train to Hiroshima to look for his father and stepmother. “early in the 
morning i got off at the local station out in the country. i was in uniform and had 
a duffle bag with me.” A young man loaned him a bicycle so he wouldn’t have to 
carry his bag.

i went along the road toward the homestead. in the distance i see the womenfolks sweep-
ing in their front yards, and as i approached closer everybody disappears. When i got to 
my dad’s homestead, nobody comes out. i holler, ‘ohayō!’ [good morning!]. Nobody 
comes out. so i waited. slowly my aunt opened the shoji [sliding door], peered out, recog-
nized me and said, ‘oh, shizuma-san desuka’? [Oh, is it shizuma?] that was the reaction 
i got when i visited Hiroshima. everybody was afraid of Americans in uniform.66

in italy, veterans with the 442d Regimental Combat team also reenlisted for 
occupation duty. A front-page story in the pacific Citizen of 20 October 1945 told 
of one such 442d RCt veteran who reenlisted for the “opportunity to search the 
atomic ruins of Hiroshima for his aged mother.”67

Counter intelligence Corps, War Crimes trials, and the purge

At the very beginning of the occupation the Counter intelligence Corps (CiC) 
moved to the forefront, from having small detachments with each combat division 
to becoming a major force in the occupation. in June 1945 the 441st CiC Detach-
ment absorbed the small, individual detachments. it had few Nisei assigned at that 
time, among them M.sgt. Arthur s. Komori, personal interpreter for the theater 
CiC chief, Brig. gen. elliott thorpe. in the summer of 1945 the Military intelli-
gence training Center at Camp Ritchie, Maryland, organized a special CiC class 
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of eighty Nisei who were individual replacements from Fort Meade, Maryland. 
None was an MisLs graduate, but all reportedly had at least fair speaking ability 
in Japanese.68

After the surrender CiC personnel rushed into Japan, their mission to protect 
occupation forces and investigate war crimes. in December the theater CiC head-
quarters, the 441st CiC Detachment, installed itself in the former headquarters 
building of the Kempeitai, the Japanese military police.69 thorpe soon became 
known as “the most feared man in Japan.” Once the CiC arrived, thorpe later 
wrote, “the biggest problem was to spread as thinly as possible the limited number 
of our Japanese-speaking agents.” 70

War crimes investigations called for tact, as the CiC soon learned. On MacAr-
thur’s first day in tokyo, he gave thorpe a simple mission: “thorpe, have your 
people arrest general [Hideki] tojo and lock him up.” On 11 september CiC 
agents drove to the house where the former prime minister was staying (he had 
stepped down in July 1944). When the general saw the American soldiers, he shot 
himself before they could arrest him. CiC agents learned that it was better to sum-
mon individuals using Japanese officials, rather than approaching them directly. 
tojo recovered to face trial.71

Like the other occupation forces, the CiC was hampered by hasty demobiliza-
tion. Komori left Japan in November 1945 to return home to Hawaii. At the same 
time several Caucasian language officers, including former members of the school 
staff from Fort snelling such as Lt. Col. Paul R. Rusch and Col. Archibald W. 
stuart, transferred to CiC. Atis assigned more Nisei to CiC, but CiC leaders com-
plained of their weak language proficiency. Mashbir responded that they would 
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1995), pp. 79–83; george s. ishida, “CiC in Yokohama, 1945 to 1953,” in tsukiyama et al., secret 
Valor, pp. 118–19. the pacific War and peace: americans of Japanese ancestry in Military intel-
ligence service, 1941 to 1952 (san Francisco: Military intelligence service Association of Northern 
California/National Japanese American Historical society, 1991), p. 78, refers to about a hundred 
Nisei in training at Camp Ritchie in the spring of 1945.

69 a Brief history of the g–2 section, ghQ, sWpa and affiliated Units, intelligence series 
(tokyo: Far east Command, 1948), pp. 117–18; george s. ishida, in tsukiyama et al., secret Valor, 
pp. 118–19.

70 elliott R. thorpe, east Wind, rain: an intimate account of an intelligence officer in the 
pacific, 1939–49 (Boston: gambit, 1969), pp. 184, 193. see also reports of general Macarthur, 
vol. 1 supplement, pp. 231–67; general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the Civil 
intelligence section, sCap, intelligence series, vol. 9 (tokyo: Far east Command, 1948); Duval 
A. edwards, spy Catchers of the U.s. army in the War with Japan (gig Harbor, Wash.: Red Apple 
Publishing, 1994); William B. simpson, special agent in the pacific, WWii: Counterintelligence—
Military, political, and economic (New York: Rivercross Publishing, 1995), pp. 113–206. simpson 
was assigned to the 11th Airborne Division as a CiC special agent from August 1945 to April 
1946.

71 thorpe, east Wind, rain, p. 184.
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have to make do with what they had: “Practically all of Atis old and experienced 
linguists have been returned or are being returned in the very near future to the 
united states under the point system. Linguists now available at Atis are nearly 
all hastily and incompletely trained and inexperienced personnel just recently 
arrived from the united states.” 72

CiC’s mission soon broadened to include civil intelligence. When thorpe 
returned to the united states in February 1946, Willoughby brought CiC under 
his own direct control, something he had never been able to do during the war. 
Willoughby thus became more powerful than ever. CiC soon became involved in 
the search for Communists in Japan, including Communist infiltration of repatri-
ates, the Japan Communist Party, and the soviet spy ring led by Richard sorge, 
who had been arrested in 1941 and executed in 1944.73

72 Memo, Atis gHQ ADVON to Cis, 30 Nov 45, g–2, OCCiO, gen Corresp, 1944–1945, 
091–300.6 (Decimal 200), gHQ, southwest Pacific Area and u.s. Army Forces Pacific, Rg 338, 
NARA.

73 eiji takemae, inside ghQ: the allied occupation of Japan and its Legacy (New York: Con-
tinuum, 2002), pp. 161–68; reports of general Macarthur, vol. 1 supplement, pp. 256–67. see the 
441d CiC Detachment report on the sorge case from early 1946, in Covert Warfare, vol. 7.

Nisei special agents with the Counter intelligence Corps, yokohama, 1946
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When American forces arrived in Japan, the u.s. government was determined 
to hold Japanese leaders to account for war crimes. As many as seventy Nisei 
were involved in war crimes work, playing critical roles as translators, interpret-
ers, and investigators. their job was not easy; in the interval between Japan’s sur-
render and the arrival of American forces, Japanese military and civilian officials 
engaged in the systematic destruction of potentially incriminating records. As a 
result, the prosecution had to build its cases on wartime intelligence and postwar 
interrogations. Fortunately, Atis had begun focusing on gathering war crimes 
evidence as early as 1943.74

the first major trial was held not in tokyo, but in Manila for general tomoyuki 
yamashita beginning in late October 1945. six or eight Nisei were assigned as 
interpreters under Navy language officer Lt. Cmdr. samuel C. Bartlett. two others 
served on the defense team and fifteen on the prosecution team. Nisei working on 
the trial had the opportunity to meet the defendant, who at one point consented to 
have his photograph taken with them. “i am glad to know you men have fought for 
the country of your birth,” yamashita told them. “that is the way it should be. You 
are American citizens. therefore, you should fight for the united states.” 75 

American prosecutors in Manila received timely assistance when Richard M. 
sakakida emerged from the mountains in northern Luzon in september 1945. After 
the fall of Corregidor in 1942, the Corps of intelligence Police had lost track of the 
Hawaii-born undercover agent. At last they learned that he had been held for six 
months in a POW camp in 1942–1943 and had suffered torture in Bilibid Prison. 
But he had managed to win the confidence of the Japanese, who employed him 
in the staff judge advocate section inside the Japanese Army headquarters from 
March 1943 to the end of the war. He secretly used his position whenever possible 
to help American and Filipino prisoners, who later described how he would slip 
food to them and do other small kindnesses. the Japanese held trials for Filipinos 
accused of being guerillas, but “the trials were highly superficial with only weak 
attempts made to simulate fairness,” sakakida later wrote, and the Filipinos were 
often sentenced to death. “Occasionally, i was forced to fill in as an interpreter at 
the trials. About all i could do was to tone down some of the replies of those being 
accused so that the Japanese wouldn’t be so harsh on them.” He later described 
how he had passed secrets to Philippine guerrillas and assisted them in other ways 
that would surely have cost his life if discovered.76

74 For example, see Atis Research Rpt no. 72, “Japanese Violations of the Laws of War,” 29 
Apr 44.

75 Quote from “Honolulu Realty Broker [tad tadashi Yajima] Recalls Days as interpreter at 
Yamashita’s trial,” honolulu advertiser, ca. 1957; “snelling gis take Part in Yamashita Case,” 
yaban gogai, Dec 45, p. 1; ichinokuchi, John aiso and the M.i.s., pp. 125–27, 142–50; sueo ito, 
Rocky Mountain Bio.

76 Quote from Richard sakakida and Wayne s. Kiyosaki, a spy in their Midst: the World War 
ii struggle of a Japanese american hero (Lanham, Md.: Madison Books, 1995), pp. 151, 152; 
“Mission in Manila—the sakakida story,” video, 1994; Ann Bray, “undercover Nisei,” in Mili-
tary intelligence: its heroes and Legends (Arlington Hall station, Va.: u.s. Army intelligence and 
security Command, 1987), pp. 29–45.
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in late 1944, when yamashita left Manila for northern Luzon, sakakida accom-
panied the judge advocate section into the mountains. As the situation deteriorated 
he became separated from his section; in september 1945 he finally was reunited 
with American forces but had suffered from dysentery, malaria, beriberi, and an 
untreated abdominal wound from a mortar fragment. At first the CiC investiga-
tors were suspicious because he had worked for the Japanese, but they soon satis-
fied themselves as to his loyalty. sergeant Komori, who by then had moved on to 
tokyo with general thorpe, vouched for his former colleague. He “felt certain of 
[sakakida’s] loyalty. i was glad when general Willoughby took my word for it.” 77 
the CiC restored sakakida as a special agent and promoted him to master ser-
geant. His insider knowledge of Japanese occupation activities in the Philippines 
proved immediately useful to the prosecutors. He testified against a member of 
yamashita’s staff on 15 November 1945.

Following the yamashita trial, most Nisei involved in the trial moved to Japan 
for further trials in tokyo and Yokohama. trials continued in Manila for lesser 

77 Quote from interv, Ann Bray with Arthur s. Komori, 1955, pp. 11–12.

t.sgt. tadao ichinokuchi (left) with Yamashita, on trial for war crimes, Manila, 
November 1945. Yamashita was convicted and executed in february 1946. 
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defendants. in all, the united states held 97 trials in the Philippines for 215 Japa-
nese defendants, which resulted in 195 convictions and 92 death sentences. sakak-
ida remained in Manila for eighteen more months working on war crimes investi-
gations and sometimes found himself investigating Japanese officers with whom 
he had worked during the war. At one point he identified the Kempeitai officers 
responsible for his torture:

Looking frightened and guilty, my former torturers prostrated themselves on the ground 
as if ready to accept any punishment i chose to inflict upon them. But by now i was far 
too removed from the rage i had felt while in their control; the war was over, and i had no 
desire to return to bitter hatred and killing. As soldiers in combat we had all done what 
was required of us. . . . i was ready to let bygones be bygones.78

in January 1946 MacArthur announced the formation of the international 
Military tribunal for the Far east. Already, on 1 December 1945, Atis had estab-
lished war crimes echelons in tokyo and Manila to support the trials. Dozens of 
Nisei served as translators, interpreters, and investigators. Proceedings began in 
May 1946 against twenty-eight Class A defendants, high military and civilian 
government leaders, in the former Army Ministry building in tokyo.79 the trials, 
which lasted until 1948, presented unusual challenges. War crimes trials were a 
new experience for the Nisei, who worked with investigators, prosecutors, and 
defense attorneys. Japanese documents captured during the war were translated 
by Atis Nisei and introduced as evidence. Other evidence came from interroga-
tions of thousands of witnesses and suspects. the trials brought to light some 
of the war’s most horrifying events, including abuse of prisoners, forced labor, 
executions, cannibalism, and human experimentation. several of the most profi-
cient Nisei interpreters, including several enlisted instructors from Fort snelling, 
served as courtroom monitors. in tokyo, the courtroom was equipped with the lat-
est technology for simultaneous interpretation, similar to that used at the Nurem-
berg trials and the united Nations conference in san Francisco. Japanese nationals 
worked as interpreters, while the American Nisei monitored to ensure accuracy. 
the Nisei worked under intense pressure. Controversies could erupt over the cor-
rect interpretation of a single word, potentially a life-and-death issue for the defen-
dant. Japanese journalists were present in the courtroom and paid close attention 
to the interpretation. Many Nisei viewed the trials with mixed feelings and like 
many other Americans had doubts about what they considered “victor’s justice.” 

78 sakakida, a spy in their Midst, pp. 186–87.
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As thorpe later expressed it, “We wanted blood, and by god, we had blood.” 80 
even MacArthur wrote that “the principle of holding criminally responsible the 
leaders of the vanquished in war was repugnant to me” and distanced himself 
from the proceedings. Despite such feelings, the Nisei performed their duties with 
dedication and skill.81

Nisei also helped conduct hundreds of trials of Class B and Class C defendants 
in Yokohama, where eighth Army established the Yokohama interrogation Center 
on 10 October 1945. Most of these trials involved accusations of brutality toward 
Allied prisoners of war. Australian Capt. g. J. Moses, one of Atis’s best Caucasian 
language officers, commanded dozens of Atis Nisei, who worked closely with the 

80 Cited in Dower, embracing Defeat, p. 452.
81 Ken K. Aiba, “Mis in War Crimes trials,” in Unsung heroes, pp. 15–21; pacific War and 

peace, pp. 76–77.

a Nisei sergeant (standing at right center) interprets at a war crimes tribunal in 
Japan in early January 1946. 
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CiC to develop evidence for the prosecution.82 More than 300 trials were conducted 
in Yokohama between 1945 and 1949. twenty-six Nisei worked as investigators, 
eighteen as interpreters, and fifty in the interpreter-translator section. in April 
1946 six Nisei serving in Japan for the Washington Document Center took civilian 
jobs on these trials. george M. Koshi, an attorney from Colorado, took a discharge 
in Japan to become a defense attorney with the eighth Army judge advocate sec-
tion. Ken K. Aiba became chief investigator for the defense section.83

Other Nisei worked at sugamo Prison, where the defendants were confined. 
One Nisei guard was sohei Yamate from Hawaii, who had served for six months 
in Kunming, China: “to my relief, my Japanese-language skills were never really 
tested. . . . At times, i can hardly believe that at the young age of twenty, i was 
handing out orders to former generals, admirals, ambassadors, and prime minis-
ters. given my Hawaiian upbringing, i was never good at honorifics.”

When general tojo was confined in sugamo Prison following his suicide 
attempt, Yamate was assigned to monitor the general’s family visits. the twenty-
year-old Yamate used the direct approach and asked the general not to try to kill 
himself again because Yamate would be held responsible. tojo told him not to 
worry. Yamate could see that the general was “a beaten man,” especially, Yamate 
felt, when the general heard how poorly the Nisei spoke the Japanese language; it 
was only then that the general “finally realized that he had lost the war.” 84

the united states and its Allies held other war crimes trials throughout the 
region. the u.s. Navy conducted forty-seven trials on the Pacific islands, prin-
cipally on guam and Kwajalein. the united states held eleven trials in China, 
including one trial in shanghai for the killers of some American airmen. China, 
the Philippines, Australia, Britain, France, and the Netherlands conducted sepa-
rate trials. the Australians alone tried over 900 Japanese. Canadian Nisei with 
Commonwealth forces served in war crimes investigations and trials in Java, sin-
gapore, and Hong Kong. One Canadian Nisei, sgt. tadashi Ode, who graduated 
from the Canadian language school in september 1945, was assigned to the pros-
ecution section for the international Military tribunal for the Far east.85

82 Atis History, p. 66.
83 george M. Koshi, MisNorCal Bio. Koshi continued legal work in Japan for many years and 
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Related to the war crimes trials was the purge of leading Japanese civilian 
leaders. this was also one of the most controversial aspects of the occupation. 
shortly after MacArthur arrived in Japan, he ordered thorpe to draw up a list of 
top military and civilian leaders to put on trial. Many Americans demanded that 
the emperor be removed from the throne and tried as a war criminal, but MacAr-
thur decided to retain him. Brig. gen. Bonner Fellers, one of MacArthur’s most 
trusted lieutenants, worked behind the scenes to protect the emperor with the aid 
of Maj. John e. Anderton from Atis.86

in February 1946 MacArthur removed the Civil intelligence section from 
investigating war criminals and directed it to continue the purge. that same month 
Major Aiso arrived from Fort snelling and was assigned to the Civil intelligence 
section as a legal assistant. Despite his humble birth in southern California, Aiso 
was well connected with many Japanese leaders under consideration for the purge. 
to cite just one example, when the emperor paid his first visit to MacArthur on 27 

86 Herbert P. Bix, hirohito and the Making of Modern Japan (New York: HarperCollins, 2000), 
pp. 567–68; Dower, embracing Defeat, pp. 277–330.

t.sgt. Donald s. okubo (front right) interprets at a war crimes trial, Kwajalein 
atoll, 21 November 1945. a Japanese warrant officer (kneeling) demonstrates how 

an american prisoner had been executed by beheading. 
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september 1945, the Japanese diplomat hidenari terasaki served as the emperor’s 
personal interpreter. Aiso and terasaki had shared a room in the early 1930s at 
Brown university, where Aiso was attending on a Japanese government schol-
arship. (terasaki also had a connection with MacArthur’s inner circle: his wife 
gwen was Bonner Feller’s cousin.) in 1926–1927, when Aiso was sixteen, his 
parents had sent him to a special school in Japan for the children of Japanese dip-
lomats returning from overseas, where he befriended other future officials. After 
graduating from Brown and the Harvard school of Law, he went back to Japan in 
1936, this time as an attorney for a New York law firm. From 1936 to 1939 he did 
legal work in tokyo, shanghai, and Mukden for the British-American tobacco 
Company and got to know many Japanese businessmen.

By 1946 much had changed. Aiso had spent the intervening years as the senior 
Nisei in MisLs and now was wearing the uniform of an officer in the u.s. Army. 
Aiso avoided his former contacts and benefactors out of consideration for his posi-
tion and theirs. it was his aim, he later said, “to enforce the purge with fairness, 
justice, and humanity.” However, he clashed with Col. Charles L. Kades, chief of 
the government section. Kades freely admitted that he had “no knowledge what-
soever about Japan’s history or culture or myths. . . . i was blank on Japan, except 
of course i knew about the atrocities that had occurred during the war and i was 
aware of their expansion into China and southeast Asia.” Aiso recalled that “Colo-
nel Kades seemed to lack an understanding of the true nature of the Japanese 
people and was unduly harsh in literal enforcement [of] decrees against the Japa-
nese.” in particular Aiso was “very much opposed [to] the mechanical method of 
screening which was applied,” such as membership in certain societies.87

Deeply discouraged, Aiso left Japan after his twelve-month tour. in February 
1947 he returned to Los Angeles to resume his law practice, which the war had 
interrupted six years earlier. there, much of his legal work involved helping issei 
and Nisei returning to the Los Angeles area from wartime internment. He was 
replaced in the Civil intelligence section by another Nisei lawyer, Maj. Walter t. 
tsukamoto, who had served as national president of the Japanese American Citi-
zens League during the critical years 1940–1942.88

the war crimes trials also drew attention to the fact that thousands of Ameri-
can Nisei had spent the war in Japan and that many had worked for the Japanese 
armed forces, government, or war industries. this publicity threatened to aggra-

87 Kades quote from Dower, embracing Defeat, p. 223; Aiso quotes from Aiso, “Observations 
of a California Nisei,” p. 88.
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attorney general, Warren had been instrumental in the evacuation of all individuals of Japanese 
ancestry from the state.
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vate the long-standing prejudice on the American West Coast against the Japa-
nese, just as thousands of Japanese issei and Nisei were returning from the War 
Relocation Authority camps. in October 1945 American authorities arrested iva 
ikuko toguri d’aquino, a California-born Nisei who been in Japan at the outbreak 
of the war. she had become one of more than a dozen english-language radio 
announcers for Radio tokyo’s overseas service known by the collective nickname 
tokyo Rose. she was released in 1946 without trial but was rearrested in 1948 and 
brought to san Francisco, where she was convicted of treason after a sensational 
trial. the pacific Citizen commented that “race prejudice is a definite factor in the 
trial.” in another case, California-born tomoya Kawakita was accused of having 
mistreated Allied prisoners of war. He had gone to Japan in 1939 and worked as an 
interpreter for a Japanese company that used Allied prisoners. When he returned 
to Los Angeles in 1946, he was identified by a former prisoner of war, convicted 
of eight counts of treason, and given a death sentence, which was later commuted 
to life imprisonment.89

other occupation Duties

in the early days of the occupation the Nisei became essential to the day-
to-day function of military government and throughout the country. their duties 
most often took the form of liaison with Japanese local government officials to 
supervise the carrying out of sCAP directives. the first order of business in each 
city and prefecture was to establish working relationships with local officials. in 
what must have been repeated hundreds of times, Ben i. Yamamoto arrived in 
sasebo in late september 1945 with a u.s. Navy headquarters to help inventory 
Japanese naval munitions stockpiles. At first he carried a .38 cal. revolver:

After all, we did not know how we would be received by the natives. i packed my six-
shooter with me the first two days and was careful not to let any Japanese get behind me. 
it was an awkward, uncomfortable relationship, with some of the Japanese men casting 
embarrassing glances at my gun. these people didn’t look dangerous at all; in fact, they 
looked much like the issei back home. On the third day i left my firearms at home. they 
reacted beautifully. they warmed up to me and worked more enthusiastically. We shared 
our lunch with each other and played volleyball during our breaks, among other things.90

89 Frank F. Chuman, the Bamboo people: the Law and Japanese americans (Chicago: Japa-
nese American Citizens League, 1981), pp. 288–95; “d’Aquino, iva ikuko toguri,” and “Kawakita 
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communities, see David K. Yoo, growing Up Nisei: race, generation, and Culture among Japa-
nese americans of California, 1924–1949 (urbana: university of illinois Press, 2000), pp. 174–79 
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the Nisei helped with another urgent task, the repatriation of 3.5 million Japa-
nese soldiers and sailors and 3 million civilians stranded overseas when the war 
ended. the sCAP g–2 supervised this vast undertaking. the Japanese had to be 
controlled, cared for, and shipped home. the effort dragged on for several years, 
particularly for the Japanese captured by the soviets in Manchuria. As with the 
rest of the occupation, sCAP worked through existing Japanese agencies. in this 
case, the War and Navy Ministries were transformed into the First and second 
Demobilization Ministries. (they merged into a single Demobilization Board on 
1 July 1946.) to develop an orderly process, sCAP held a conference on repatria-
tion in January 1946. Weather and the availability of shipping determined the rate 
of return. shipment from the ice-bound ports in the soviet Far east was delayed 
until the autumn of 1946. sCAP designated four principal ports of entry—sasebo, 
Hakata, Maizuru, and Hakodate—where American intelligence personnel screened 
returning Japanese. (Map 17) Repatriates of special interest were interrogated at a 
Central interrogation Center established in June 1946.91

sCAP simultaneously supervised a massive return flow of civilians from 
Korea, Formosa, and other parts of Japan’s former empire. On the southern island 
of Kyushu, V Amphibious Corps was particularly busy supervising this two-way 

91 reports of general Macarthur, vol. 1 supplement, pp. 149–93; Atis History, pp. 72–74; 
Dower, embracing Defeat, pp. 48–64.

a Nisei captain (left) and another U.s. army officer (right) question a Japanese 
shipmaster transporting repatriates to Japan.
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repatriation. By the end of November 1945 over 700,000 Japanese had returned 
from overseas through Kyushu ports, while 273,276 Koreans, Chinese, and 
Okinawans had departed through the same ports. inevitably, frictions occurred 
between the various groups. Kure on the inland sea was the repatriation point 
for Korean workers returning to the peninsula. in December 1945 rioting broke 
out there between Korean workers and Japanese sailors. Nisei from the X Corps 
language detachment were called out to help control the rioting.92

in the Philippines, Prisoner of War Camp No. 1 south of Manila held 60,000–
80,000 Japanese prisoners. After the surrender, Atis organized the Luzon Pris-
oner of War (LuPOW) team with perhaps 100 Nisei to assist the military police 
in controlling the massive camp. some were MisLs graduates, but some were 
shipped directly from Hawaii with no language training. t.sgt. Yoshito iwamoto 
was assigned to the LuPOW records section, where he “spent most of [his] spare 
time looking for Nisei who been drafted into the Japanese army,” including his 
two older brothers “who had been stranded in Japan and drafted.” He later learned 
they were not sent to the Philippines; one had served in Malaya and the other in 
Manchuria.93 Nisei and Caucasian language officers sometimes got to know indi-
vidual Japanese prisoners of war and agreed to carry messages to their families in 
Japan. When the Americans were subsequently assigned to Japan, they searched 
out the prisoners’ families and brought word of their sons and husbands still alive 
in prisoner of war camps. in one instance, 2d Lt. tad Yajima, who had served in 
general yamashita’s trial, paid a courtesy call to the general’s widow in Kama-
kura a few months after his execution.94

the first repatriation ship to depart the Australian-controlled areas was a 
Japanese aircraft carrier that left Rabaul on 28 February 1946 with 2,658 men 
on board. through June 1946 thirty-seven ships departed from Rabaul with a 
total of 90,909 Japanese personnel. in the southern Philippines, where Japanese 
immigrants had settled peaceably before the war, officials deported “practically 
everyone who looked Japanese and their Filipino wives with their half-Japanese 
small children. Other families were split up.” 95 the extensive prewar Japanese 
population in the Philippines virtually disappeared.

Little noticed among the millions of Japanese returning to Japan were 8,000 
from America. Most were issei, but more than 1,000 were Nisei. starting in 
December 1944, these Nisei at tule Lake for varying reasons had accepted a 
u.s. government offer to renounce u.s. citizenship. At the end of the war many 
petitioned to withdraw their renunciations and fought deportation, but the gov-
ernment persevered. the first group arrived in Japan on 10 December 1945 to 

92 inouye, MisNorCal Bio.
93 yaban gogai, Dec 45, p. 5; Yoshito iwamoto, in Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against 

Japan, pp. 39–41; Harrington, yankee samurai, p. 353.
94 Cary, from a ruined empire, p. 217; “Honolulu Realty Broker Recalls Days as interpreter.” 
95 george totten, in Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War against Japan, pp. 34–38.
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face an uncertain future in a devastated and unfamiliar land that many of them 
had never seen.96

the last major repatriation program to get started and the last to be completed 
was from the soviet Far east. it began with a trickle in the autumn of 1946, but this 
was soon halted by the onset of winter weather. it restarted in April 1947 and con-
tinued on and off through the early 1950s, eventually totaling about 700,000. the 
American intelligence officials subjected these repatriates to special scrutiny to 
detect signs of Communist indoctrination and to identify former Japanese Army 
officers who could provide information of intelligence value about soviet forces 
and facilities in the region.97

Mis Nisei performed a surprising variety of other duties, such as serving with 
the u.s. strategic Bombing survey, in the early months of the occupation. the 
War Department established the survey in late 1944 to investigate the effective-
ness of the aerial campaigns against germany and Japan. teams of experts worked 
in germany for several months after the surrender. in August 1945 President tru-
man directed a similar study for Japan. the advance party arrived in Japan on 4 
september 1945 and by the end of the month numbered several hundred. the sur-
vey requested fifteen volunteers from Atis in the Philippines, including several 
from the Army Air Forces radio squadrons mobile. More Nisei joined after Atis 
arrived in tokyo.98 Lt. Col. David W. swift, one of two Caucasians to graduate 
from Crissy Field in 1942, joined as head of the logistics section. several Navy 
language officers served as well.99 Nisei accompanied survey teams to examine 
bomb damage and to help conduct thousands of interviews. in just a few months 
the teams gathered data for over a hundred reports on various topics. Most per-
sonnel returned to the states by the end of 1945, and the survey released several 
reports over the following year. Japan’s struggle to end the War (1 July 1946) 
concluded based on extensive interviews that Japan would have surrendered “in 
all probability prior to 1 November 1945,” even without the atomic bombings. the 
effects of atomic Bombs on hiroshima and Nagasaki (30 June 1946) was the first 
technical study of the bombings.

96 Michi Weglyn, years of infamy: the Untold story of america’s Concentration Camps (New 
York: Morrow Quill, 1976), pp. 229–65; “Renunciation of Citizenship,” in encyclopedia of Japa-
nese american history.

97 Y. Kono, MisNorCal Bio; pacific War and peace, pp. 80–82; Allen H. Meyer, “Repatriation 
at the grass Roots Level,” in Nimmo, occupation of Japan, pp. 101–15. For an early example of 
intelligence on soviet forces, see gHQ, FeCOM [Far east Command], Mi [Military intelligence] 
section, gs [general staff], Atis, Atis Bulletin no. 1, 15 Jan 47, based on 817 military and civil-
ian interrogations.

98 intervs, Dawn Duensing with Yoichi Kawano and James sadami Okada, in americanism: a 
Matter of Mind and heart; David Macisaac, strategic Bombing in World War ii: the story of the 
United states strategic Bombing survey (New York: garland, 1976); u.s. Army Air Force, Assis-
tant Chief of staff, intelligence, Mission accomplished: interrogations of Japanese industrial Mili-
tary and Civil Leaders of World War ii (Washington, D.C.: government Printing Office, 1946).

99 swift, “First Class,” pp. 293–97; Ltrs by Frank turner in Cary, from a ruined empire.
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Harvard Professor of Psychiatry Alexander H. Leighton came to Japan with 
the strategic Bombing survey’s Morale Division. A self-appointed expert on Jap-
anese psychology, Leighton had studied Japanese internees in Poston and then 
worked in the Office of War information. t.sgt. Yasuo Baron goto and M.sgt. 
Keith Kaneshiro, together with several other non-Mis Nisei, served as transla-
tor-analysts for Leighton. in December 1945 he traveled to Hiroshima “to study 
the feelings and attitudes of the survivors” and published his impressions in the 
atlantic Monthly.100

the Joint intelligence Center, Pacific Ocean Areas (JiCPOA), sent another 
special survey team, the Naval technical Mission to Japan (NAVteCHJAP) to 
gather “intelligence in which the ground Forces and Air Forces would not nor-
mally be vitally interested but which to the u.s. Navy was of inestimable value.” 
the group arrived shortly after the surrender. One Nisei with the mission was 
Nobuo Furuiye, one of the first Nisei assigned to the JiCPOA annex and a veteran 
of iwo Jima, where he had been wounded by mortar fragments. He helped inven-
tory Japanese armaments on Kyushu. While in southern Japan, he took the oppor-
tunity to visit relatives and classmates in Kumamoto; he departed in November 
1945 to return to his native Colorado. NAVteCHJAP eventually published 185 
reports on Japanese naval equipment and other naval topics.101

Dr. Karl t. Compton, president of the Massachusetts institute of technology 
and leader of the Office of scientific Research and Development, led a scientific 
and technical survey Mission to Japan with two handpicked Nisei. second Lt. 
Yoshikazu Yamada, a combat veteran with the 1st Cavalry Division and 112th 
Cavalry Regimental Combat team, had been a graduate student in chemistry at 
the university of Michigan before the war. Fumio Yagi had earned his Ph.D. in 
mathematics from the Massachusetts institute of technology and was working at 
Fort snelling when the war ended.102

Research into Japanese wartime science and technology continued during 
the occupation. An Mis Nisei, Kaoru inouye, had been a chemistry major at the 

100 Alexander H. Leighton, “that Day at Hiroshima,” atlantic Monthly (October 1946): 85–90; 
Alexander H. Leighton, the governing of Men: general principles and recommendations Based 
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quote from Alexander H. Leighton, human relations in a Changing World: observations on the Use 
of the social sciences (New York: e. P. Dutton & Co., 1949). Leighton’s account appeared shortly 
after John Hersey’s influential account was published in the New yorker (31 August 1946).

101 Ltr, Col. Joseph J. twitty to Chief, Historical section, Far east Command, 2 February 
1948, Folder 1, Box 17, Rg 23, Charles A. Willoughby Papers, MacArthur Memorial, Library and 
Archives, Norfolk, Va.; Nobuo Furuiye, Rocky Mountain Bio; Falk and tsuneishi, Mis in the War 
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Naval Historical Center, Washington, D.C.

102 Karl t. Compton, “if the Atomic Bomb Had Not Been used,” atlantic (December 1946); 
Donald M. Richardson, comp., “Random Recollections of the second Class, AiJLs [Army inten-
sive Japanese Language school], aka the second OCs Class, MisLs, Fort snelling, Minn,” p. 34, 
unpubl Ms, sep 88, author’s files. Navy language officers also assisted. sherwood Moran described 
visits to Japanese factories in his letter of 30 september 1945 in Cary, from a ruined empire.
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university of California. He was discharged in the summer of 1946 and took 
a civilian job with the 5250th technical intelligence Detachment investigating 
Japan’s chemical warfare research activities. As part of his work, he interrogated 
key Japanese scientific personnel returning from soviet prison camps in Man-
churia.103 in the Philippines, the Army Air Forces technical Air intelligence unit 
rebuilt and tested Japanese aircraft that had been abandoned at Clark Field, many 
still in operating condition. About 145 aircraft were shipped to the technical Air 
intelligence Center in Washington, D.C. in the unit were Lt. ernest silver, the 
only Japanese-language officer in the Army who was also an aviator, and Floyd 
Yamamoto, a graduate of university of Washington who had worked for showa 
Aircraft Company in Japan before the war.104

Another urgent task was imposing civil censorship of newspapers, magazines, 
and books, as well as letters and telegrams. in early september MisLs selected 149 
Nisei enlisted men and twenty-three officers before graduation and sent them to a 
short course in civil censorship at Fort Mason in san Francisco. Because they were 
all awarded sergeant’s stripes, they were nicknamed the Zebra Platoon.105 Over the 
next few months the school sent thirteen more Nisei enlisted men and sixty-two 

103 Kaoru inouye, MisNorCal Bio; sheldon H. Harris, factories of Death: Japanese Biological 
Warfare, 1932–1945, and the american Cover-Up, 2d rev. ed. (New York: Routledge, 2002).

104 Robert K. Fukuda, personal communication to author, 5 sep 01.
105 Kojiro Kawaguchi, “the story of the Zebra Platoon,” unpubl Ms, author’s files.

the Civil Censorship Detachment employed hundreds of Japanese civilians, 
shown here on the ground floor of the NYK building. 
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officers for censorship duties. From Hawaii came fourteen Nisei women trained 
for censorship who arrived in Japan on 1 November 1945.106 the Civil Censor-
ship Detachment employed hundreds of Japanese nationals who worked under the 
supervision of American Nisei. some of the local hires came from the estimated 
15,000 American-born Nisei who had spent the war in Japan. the detachment’s 
mission was the “close scrutiny of every newspaper, radio script, movie scenario, 
dramatic production, book, magazine, and pamphlet in Japan.”107 Caucasian lan-
guage officers, including Maj. Faubion Bowers, also worked in censorship. He 
took a special interest in traditional kabuki theater and befriended many actors. in 
1947 he took a civilian job as theater censor and used this position to shield kabuki 
from its detractors and aid its revival.108

Mis Nisei also played a role in writing the war’s history. initially, American 
interest in the Japanese side of the war stemmed from the demands of prosecuting 
war crimes. this soon turned to a broader historical interest. Researching the his-
tory of the war was hampered by the lack of documentation on the Japanese side. 
For example, a complete set of imperial general Headquarters army orders and 
directives covering the war years 1937–1945 was not discovered until 1949. the 
captured records that Atis had accumulated took on greater significance because 
the other intelligence centers such as JiCPOA and PACMiRs closed down shortly 
after V-J Day. As early as 1 December 1945, Atis published two historical reports, 
Japan’s Decision to fight, “solely based on documentary evidence held at Atis, 
gHQ, prior to 1 January 1945,” and the pearl harbor operation.109 the strategic 
Bombing survey interrogations of Japanese leaders similarly filled more gaps in 
the documentary record.

in October 1945, gHQ directed the collection and exploitation of Japanese 
military history records and directed Japanese authorities to establish a histori-
cal bureau and prepare a history. general Willoughby took charge and named 
as chief of the Historical investigation section Col. Frederick Munson, who had 
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been military attaché in tokyo in 1941. On 17 October Munson sent to the Japa-
nese military his first questionnaire about the Pearl Harbor attack.

in the autumn of 1946 Willoughby launched two major historical efforts 
directed by gordon W. Prange, a professor of history from the university of 
Maryland. One project was a history of MacArthur’s campaigns in the southwest 
Pacific with a supplement on the military phase of the occupation. A separate 
volume written by former Japanese Army and Navy officers covered the Japanese 
side. Lt. gen. torashiro Kawabe, who had conducted the surrender negotiations in 
Manila, became chief of the Japanese section of the gHQ Historical Division. the 
Nisei joined this historical effort as translators, interpreters, and research assis-
tants. the Japanese volume was translated into english under Nisei 2d Lt. Clarke 
H. Kawakami, chief American editor. Kawakami was the son of the well-known 
issei author K. K. Kawakami, who had written extensively before the war on the 

Nisei and local Japanese women at a weekly dance, tokyo, september 1946 
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relations between Japan and America. Lieutenant Kawakami had served with the 
Mis in Burma and China.110

. . .

in the years that followed, the Nisei became a language bridge between Amer-
ica and Japan, as general Bissell had predicted. thousands continued to serve 
until the occupation ended in 1952, and many continued to work for the u.s. gov-
ernment in Japan long after that. What had begun in 1941 with sixty Nisei soldiers 
and four civilian instructors at Crissy Field on the Presidio of san Francisco had 
influenced the course of war and peace for both countries in the years that fol-
lowed and in ways they never could have imagined.

110 Publication of all volumes was suspended when MacArthur left tokyo in 1951. Willoughby 
used portions for Charles A. Willoughby and John Chamberlain, Macarthur, 1941–1951 (New 
York: Mcgraw-Hill, 1954); MacArthur used the material in Douglas MacArthur, reminiscences 
(New York: time, 1964). Forrest and Kawakami, “general MacArthur and His Vanishing War 
History,” pp. 126–42; James, years of Macarthur, 3: 668–69. the u.s. Army Center of Military 
History first published the volumes in 1966, after MacArthur’s death. takemae, inside ghQ, pp. 
165–66; s. Daito and H. takahashi, “Postwar trends and Developments in the study of Military 
History in Japan,” Mededelingen van de sectie Militaire geschiedenis, 14 (1991): 74–81.
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epilogue

Mis Nisei and History

the story of the Military intelligence service (Mis) Nisei emerged at the end 
of the war, but it was overshadowed by better-known stories about their broth-
ers in the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d Regimental Combat team (RCt) in 
italy and France. the first significant news story about the Mis Nisei originated 
from the 27th infantry Division on Okinawa, based on information provided by 
the division g–2, Lt. Col William K. Antwerp, and former language team leader, 
1st Lt. Benjamin Hazard. in mid-september 1945 the North American Newspaper 
Alliance carried this story of Nisei bravery on Makin, saipan, eniwetok, and 
Okinawa. the story opened with a sweeping claim: “the war in the Pacific would 
have been far more costly and thousands more American lives would have been 
lost had it not been for the Nisei—American Japanese—serving with the united 
states Army.” One officer told the reporter, “these men are too valuable to risk 
in the front lines, but it’s all we can do to restrain them from getting into the thick 
of it every time.” Hazard spoke proudly of the ten Nisei on his team, led by s.sgt. 
tim Ohta. sgt. Hoichi Kubo earned the Distinguished service Cross on saipan; 
two of the Nisei earned the silver star. “Men in the 27th Division will stare at you 
unbelievingly when you tell them that there were some people and some newspa-
pers in the u.s. that violently opposed the use of Nisei in the Pacific. ‘Are those 
people crazy?’ the soldiers will ask. ‘Only god knows how many of us are alive 
today only because we had these marvelous guys with us.’”1

1 “Nisei saved u.s. thousands of Lives in Pacific theater,” seattle times, 18 sep 45; “use of 
Nisei saved gi Lives in Pacific,” pacific Citizen, 29 sep 45. the story identified the Nisei by first 
name only. Hoichi Kubo (identified only as “sergeant Hoichi”) was mistakenly said to have been 
awarded the Distinguished service Cross posthumously.
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A few weeks later, shortly before the arrival of the Allied translator and 
interpreter section (Atis) advance party in tokyo, Col. sidney F. Mashbir for the 
first time disclosed Atis’s existence to the press and presented staggering statis-
tics about the millions of pages translated and the thousands of prisoners inter-
rogated. But in his eyes the biggest story was the loyalty and bravery of the Nisei: 
“No group in the war had as much to lose. Capture would have meant indescrib-
able horror to them and their relatives in Japan.” in later years Mashbir continued 
to tell the Mis Nisei story, writing about the Nisei in the saturday evening post in 
1948. in his memoirs he concluded, “the united states of America owes a debt to 
these men and to their families which it can never fully repay.” But the American 
public soon forgot these stories.2

in tokyo, Maj. gen. Charles A. Willoughby ordered the preparation of a 
ten-volume history of intelligence in the southwest Pacific Area to document 
the achievements of the Allied translator and intelligence service, the Allied 
intelligence Bureau, the Counter intelligence Corps, and other agencies that had 
been under his purview. the Atis volume, completed in 1948, detailed the many 
contributions of the Nisei and included samples of typical products; but it was 
marked restricted and never released to the general public.3

Back in Minnesota, the language school told the story from its perspective 
as soon as wartime restrictions were removed. Col. Kai e. Rasmussen held a 
press conference on 22 October 1945 at Fort snelling and issued a lengthy press 
release about the school and its graduates. Local newspapers ran stories that were 
reprinted in the Japanese American press.4 the school’s newsletter, yaban gogai, 
trumpeted the press conference under the headline, “MisLs secrecy Lifted—
WD [War Department],” and began, “the veil of secrecy which had cloaked the 
activities of the Military intelligence service Language school for the past four 
years, was lifted Monday, 22 October.” the press release itself outlined the basic 
story and gave many valuable details about the Nisei. in the words of the anony-
mous author, “Never before in history did one army know so much concerning its 

2 the Associated Press story about Mashbir’s press conference appeared in the pacific Citizen, 
20 Oct 45. Quote from sidney F. Mashbir, i Was an american spy (New York: Vantage, 1953), p. 
242; sidney F. Mashbir, “i Was an American spy,” saturday evening post, 27 Mar, 3 Apr 48.

3 general Headquarters, Far east Command, operations of the allied translator and interpreter 
section, ghQ, sWpa, intelligence series, vol. 5 (tokyo, Far east Command, 1948) (hereafter cited 
as Atis History).

4 the War Department (WD) Press Release, 22 Oct 45, was in three parts: Part 1, “the Military 
intelligence service Language school”; Part 2, “Nisei Linguists—eyes and ears of Allied Pacific 
Forces”; Part 3, “Army Japanese Linguists in training.” Japanese evacuation Research study 
(JeRs), pt. 2, sec. 2, reel 20, frame 0037, Bancroft Library, university of California. the story 
was covered in the st. paul Dispatch, 22, 23, 24 Oct 45; Minneapolis star-Journal, 22 Oct 45; 
Minneapolis Morning tribune, 23 Oct 45; and pacific Citizen, 27 Oct, 3 Nov, 22 Dec 45. the 
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different version, probably a draft, can be found in trng grp, Ofc of the Dir of intel g–2, Record 
group (Rg) 165, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).
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enemy prior to actual engagement as did the American army during most of the 
Pacific campaign.” 5

this initial publicity was only the beginning. Over the winter and spring of 
1945–1946, the school’s staff prepared a lengthy administrative history of the 
school and its various departments; however, this remained unpublished.6 the 
school also published an illustrated album in about June 1946, shortly before the 
school left Fort snelling. the album was prepared under editor Lt. Richard K. 
Hayashi and art editor and designer M.sgt. tom Okamoto. Hayashi was one of 
the few Nisei to have served in both the Mis and the 442d RCt. Okamoto, a com-
mercial artist, had worked at Disney studios before the war.7

Another way to commemorate the Mis history was through forming veterans’ 
groups. As Mis Nisei veterans returned to their homes, they joined groups such 
as the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars, often opening their own 
Nisei posts. in June 1946 Honolulu attorney Masaji Marumoto and six other Nisei 
in Hawaii formed the Mis Linguists Associates, the first veteran’s association 
specifically for Mis Nisei.8

With the end of the war and loosening of secrecy restrictions, individuals 
began to evaluate Mis Nisei contributions to victory. in 1945 the War Relocation 
Authority asked the War Department to publicize the wartime contributions of the 
Nisei, including those in the Mis, to counter public opinion on the West Coast, 
which remained hostile to the Nisei. the two agencies cooperated in an aggres-
sive public relations campaign to promote acceptance of the issei and Nisei. the 
War Department sent a few Mis officers on lecture tours to educate the public 
about the Mis Nisei. Lt. Col. Wallace H. Moore, who had fought with Nisei in the 
Pacific, undertook a sixty-day speaking tour in the autumn of 1945.9 in January 
1946 general Willoughby returned to the united states, speaking to the press at 
each stop. in Hawaii, san Francisco, and New York, he had high praise for the 

5 yaban gogai, Nov 45, p. 1. WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45. the “never before” statement was 
later attributed to general MacArthur or general Willoughby, but i have seen no evidence of this. 
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states intelligence service in World War ii” (1946), first printed in hokubei Mainichi, 27 Oct–5 
Nov 71, reprinted as a pamphlet.

6 MisLs, “training History of the Military intelligence service Language school” unpubl Ms, 
with annexes, 1946, u.s. Army Center of Military History (CMH). Another copy may be found 
in general Records, 1943–1945, Military intelligence [service] Language school, Fort snelling, 
Minn., Records of the Army staff, Rg 319, NARA.

7 MisLs album (Minneapolis: Military intelligence service Language school, 1946), pp. 84–
85, 124; Richard K. Hayashi, Biography, Military intelligence service Club of Northern California 
(this and similar biographies hereafter cited as MisNorCal Bios).

8 “Mis Reunion,” a booklet distributed at a veterans’ reunion in 1962; ted t. tsukiyama et al., 
eds., secret Valor: M.i.s. personnel, World War ii pacific theater, pre–pearl harbor to sept. 8, 
1951 (Honolulu: Military intelligence service Veterans Club of Hawaii, 1993), p. 22.

9 talk given by Lt. Col. Wallace H. Moore, 3 Nov 45, JeRs Papers, pt. 2, sec. 15.
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Mis Nisei. in Hawaii, he expressed concern about reports of discrimination on 
the West Coast:

the nature of Nisei service, from an intelligence point of view, represented the great-
est single contribution to the Pacific war. . . .

Language detachments (of Nisei) were placed with every division, corps, and army 
in the Pacific. the division detachments, of course, accompanied the division in action. 
they bore their share of losses, awards and decorations. their loyalty was never ques-
tioned. Had they been captured, they ran an even greater risk than the rank and file of 
other American troops.

in spite of the 2,000 to 3,000 Nisei used, 40 percent of whom were Hawaii-born, there 
has been no single case of disloyalty or ill-feeling. they did their job quietly, and with 
great efficiency. . . .

i have been employing several thousand Nisei since 1942, and feel morally obligated 
to report on them.10

A few months later one of the top Caucasian language officers in Atis, Lt. 
Col. John e. Anderton, told a reporter that Willoughby “has said that the war 
would have lasted at least two years longer if it were not for the Nisei boys.” 
Bradford smith, chief of the Honolulu branch of the Office of War information, 
published a book in 1948 about Americans of Japanese ancestry. in discussing the 
Mis Nisei, Bradford wrote: “general Charles Willoughby, MacArthur’s Chief of 
staff for intelligence, says their work shortened the war by two years.” Colonel 
Rasmussen echoed these sentiments: “the use of thousands of Japanese Americans 
in the Pacific shortened the war considerably and saved the lives of thousands of 
American soldiers and billions in American Dollars.”11 Colonel Mashbir, writing 
about the Atis Nisei in the saturday evening post in 1948, made the same point: 
“i know that their faithful service to the united states saved many thousands of 
American lives and shortened the war by months.” Had it not been for the Nisei, the 
war “would have been a far more hazardous, long-drawn-out affair. . . . At a highly 
conservative estimate, thousands of American lives were preserved and millions 
of dollars in matériel were saved as a result of their contribution to the war effort.” 
At a memorial service for Nisei soldiers at Arlington National Cemetery, Mashbir 
“declared it would be impossible to determine how many hundreds of American 
lives and how many billions of dollars were saved due to the intelligence supplied 
by the Nisei in the Atis.”12

10 “AJA service in Pacific termed greatest single Contribution by Willoughby,” hawaii times, 
22 Jan 46. sentence order changed for clarity.

11 “Role of Japanese American Linguists in Pacific Campaign Described by Army Officer,” 
pacific Citizen, 11 May 46; “Nisei Lauded for skillful War intelligence Work in Pacific,” honolulu 
advertiser, 9 May 46; Bradford smith, americans from Japan (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 
1948), p. 325.

12 Mashbir, “i Was an American spy”; Mashbir, i Was an american spy, p. 242; “High Praise 
Paid Nisei at Arlington,” the Washington post, 31 Oct 49.
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great as Nisei contributions to victory may have been, their contributions to 
the subsequent peace were even greater and just as hard to measure. in February 
1946 Willoughby told a New York audience that without the Nisei, “the occupation 
job in Japan could not have been accomplished on the ground of language difficul-
ties alone. . . . the result would have been utter chaos, and recent history shows that 
nothing acceptable to democratic tastes ever emerged from national wreckage.”13

the Japanese recognized the importance of the Nisei as well. several years into 
the occupation, even the emperor found a way quietly to express his appreciation. 
the occasion arose during one of the many attacks by the American press against 
general Douglas MacArthur for his policy toward the emperor. MacArthur later 
complained in his memoirs of a “vehement press and radio campaign within the 
united states [at the start of the occupation] against retention of the emperor. . . . 
[Reporters and commentators] were now insisting that Hirohito and his family, 
and the complete Japanese government, be stamped out.” this hostility continued 
for years. in April 1949 the weekly newsreel, “the March of time,” requested 
permission to film the emperor. MacArthur considered the request an invasion of 
privacy and decided to send a private message to the emperor that he could decline 
this latest request.14

One evening MacArthur’s aide-de-camp summoned 1st Lt. Kan tagami, the 
general’s personal language officer, and told him to convey MacArthur’s mes-
sage to the emperor in person. California-born tagami was a combat veteran of 
Burma, where he had earned a field commission. His Japanese was excellent from 
six years’ schooling in Japan before the war. in the 1920s he had once set eyes on 
Hirohito, then prince regent, while changing trains at a railway station near his 
school. the children were called out of class and told to bow their heads when the 
prince regent alit from his carriage. But the young American boy had lifted his 
head and caught a glimpse of the young Hirohito. it would be twenty more years 
before he saw the emperor again.

that evening tagami crossed to the palace from the Dai-ichi Building and 
was ushered into the emperor’s presence. No one else was there, not even members 
of the imperial household. tagami was no longer a schoolboy but a u.s. Army 
officer. He gave MacArthur’s message to the emperor, who listened politely and 
answered, “i will do what is appropriate.” With that, tagami began to leave, but 
the emperor motioned for him to stay. “tagami, where are your father and mother 
from?” tagami responded, from Hiroshima. the emperor thanked him and all the 
Nisei then serving in the occupation: “Your Japanese ability has truly made the 

13 “general tells of Nisei service in Pacific War,” pacific Citizen, 16 Feb 46. see also yaban 
gogai, Dec 45, and pacific Citizen, 26 Jan 46.

14 Douglas MacArthur, reminiscences (New York: time, 1964), p. 320. For MacArthur’s 
troubles with the press in 1949, see D. Clayton James, the years of Macarthur, 3 vols. (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1970–1985), 3: 261–64.
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government’s work much easier. the Nisei are a bridge across our two countries. 
thank you very much.”15

. . .

the accomplishments of the Mis Nisei remained little known after the 
war. While their brothers who served in the 100th infantry Battalion and 442d 
Regimental Combat team enjoyed public acclaim, the Mis Nisei remained 
true to their wartime pledge of secrecy, their service known to but a few. Maj. 
gen. Clayton Bissell lauded their proud silence. On 29 september 1945, the War 
Department g–2 visited Fort snelling for a graduation ceremony. His advice to the 
graduates was straightforward: “if you Japanese-Americans are ever questioned 
as to your loyalty, don’t even bother to reply. the magnificent work of the gradu-
ates of the Military intelligence service Language school in the field has been 
seen by your fellow Americans of many racial extractions. their testimony to your 
gallant deeds under fire will speak so loudly that you need not answer.”16

the Mis Nisei took pride in their “gallant deeds under fire” and their ser-
vice as a language bridge between America and Japan. their ability to speak the 
Japanese language stemmed from their immigrant parents, long afternoons in 
after-school language classes, and, for the Kibei, from schooling in Japan. they 
learned from their instructors at Crissy Field, Camp savage, or Fort snelling and 
then went out to prove their loyalty, courage, and skill on many battlefields. they 
served their country, brought honor to their families, and ultimately turned ene-
mies into friends.

15 “A Conversation with the emperor,” in Japanese eyes, american heart: personal reflections 
of hawaii’s World War ii Nisei soldiers (Honolulu: tendai educational Foundation, 1998), pp. 315–
20; interv, author with Kan tagami. tagami served on MacArthur’s personal staff from November 
1946 until April 1951. tagami’s meeting with the emperor probably occurred sometime between 
the autumn of 1948 and the spring of 1949. Fukuhara places it in early April 1949.

16 Quote from WD Press Release, 22 Oct 45. Reproduced with slight variations in yaban gogai, 
sep–Oct 45, p. 2; yaban gogai, Dec 45, p. 9; MisLs album, p. 115.
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with, 447
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war crimes trials, 247, 426, 440–44
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423–24
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Kihara, shigeya—continued
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Kubo, sgt. Hoichi “Bob”—continued
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Midway, Battle of, 98
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Military intelligence service Language 
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Military intelligence service Language 
school—continued
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